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Preface
This work is an updated and augmented
version of the book published under the
same title in 2005, which was itself a com-
plete rewriting and considerable expansion
of a first work written in 1988 by the senior
author. A quick comparison between these
three versions would at once reveal the con-
siderable advances made during the past
three decades in the study and understand-
ing of amorphous silicates. Of particular in-
terest has been the development of a great
many probes with which the structure of
these phases can now be determined with
an amazing wealth of details. Thanks in par-
ticular to the availability of intense laser and
X-ray sources, other experimental advances
have made a variety of high-pressure and
high-temperature experiments possible,
with obviously important petrological impli-
cations for the earth’s interiors. In parallel,
atomistic simulations and even first-
principles methods have been improved to
the point that they not only can throw valu-
able light on a variety of observed features,
but also can make predictions of practical
interest.

There are thus many good reasons for
continuing to investigate the various aspects
of these materials, which are in some ways
unique in view of their dual industrial and
natural importance. As stated in the previ-
ous edition, the yearly production of silicate
glasses is approaching 100 million tons.
From traditional vessels, bottles, window
panes, or lenses to modern insulating stone
ix
and rock wools, reinforcement and optical
fibers, thin films, flat-display panels or even
biological prostheses, silicate glasses fulfill
an ever-increasing diversity of uses. Of
course, these achievements illustrate the
long way followed since the beginnings of
real glassmaking 4000 years ago. For
millennia, progress was empirical. For more
than a century, however, basic glass re-
search has been a key factor to meet success-
fully the competition with other materials,
to optimize glass production, and to de-
velop new products tailored for specific ap-
plications. For these purposes, chemical
composition is an essential parameter that
is acted upon, given the strong influence it
exerts on the structure and properties of sil-
icates. As a result, deciphering the mutual
property-structure relationships as a func-
tion of temperature and chemical composi-
tion remains a major goal of glass and
melt science.

Although magma is also essentially made
up of silicates, the importance of under-
standing such relationships has been per-
ceived more recently in earth sciences. The
21km3 (i.e., about 60 billion tons) of lava that
each year reach the earth’s surface are the
most spectacular manifestation of magmatic
processes. This amount, however, represents
just a tiny fraction of the actual volume of
rising magma that is transferring heat and
matter within the earth and is eventually
forming igneous rocks at or near the surface.
Magmatic activity has, in fact, been a major
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factor in shaping our planet throughout its
4.5 billion years long history.

Magma and industrial glass share a great
many features, in particular a great diversity
of chemical composition. Of course, the
complexity of magma composition is not
human choice but Nature’s will. Another
difference is that industry deals with a
greater number of major chemical elements,
whereas earth sciences are facing the formi-
dable challenge raised by high pressures
and high temperatures. In both cases, how-
ever, the methods of investigation are the
same—at least at low pressures—and the re-
sults obtained in one field are of direct rele-
vance to the other.

Keeping in mind this dual natural and in-
dustrial importance, we have again attemp-
ted to picture in a consistent manner the
physical chemistry of silicate glasses and
melts. Not expecting this book to be read
from the first to the last page, we have writ-
ten the chapters in such a way that they can
be read independently of each other. To limit
the growth of the book and avoid abusing the
readers’ patience, we have tried to avoid any
useless duplication between chapters by
making instead frequent cross-referencing
between them. In a literature that has grown
so large that it cannot be reviewed compre-
hensively, we also attempted to limit the
usual bias due to the authors’ research inter-
est while not overlooking important papers
relevant to our story. The approximately
2600 papers quoted should then give an
adequate representation of the current
literature.

As a side effect of the emphasis now
put on structure, sometimes the actual mac-
roscopic features to be accounted for are
either overlooked or not clearly identified,
so for every chapter, or sometimes for two
consecutive related chapters, we first give a
summary of physical properties before de-
scribing structures. In this respect, we have
thought it useful to recall that, despite often
being more than 50 years old, basic informa-
tion such as phase diagrams has not lost any
of its importance.

An introductory chapter is devoted to a
short history of glass and magma. In the
following chapters we present the general
physical and structural features of glasses
and viscous liquids. With pure SiO2 as a
starting point, we proceed to compositions
of increasing chemical complexity in the sec-
ond part of the book. The effects of network-
modifying cations are first exemplified using
alkali and alkaline earth elements. The spe-
cific influences of aluminum, iron, titanium,
and phosphorus are then reviewed. The in-
fluence of volatile components (water, fluids
of the system CHOS, noble gases, and halo-
gens) is also dealt with. Application of
these results to complex systems is finally
discussed.

Concentrating on properties of more di-
rect relevance to phase equilibria and mass
transfer, we have for the most part left
aside electrical, optical, or mechanical
properties. Information on these themes
will be found in the publications in the
following list, which also includes a few
older books that still provide very helpful
insights.

At the end of our project, it is a pleasure to
thank S. Hardy andM.Woolf for the efficient
way they have gathered many of the addi-
tional papers discussed in this new edition.
Andwe also acknowledge again the valuable
criticism or help provided by Y. Bottinga,
J. Dyon, J. Roux, and J.F. Stebbins on many
chapters of the first edition, fruitful colla-
boration with R. Conradt, G. Ottonello and
A. Takada, and the cover picture provided
by N. Villeneuve.
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Silicate Glasses and Melts–Structure and
Properties first introduces the reader to the
principles that govern the physical and
chemical properties of these materials and
in particular to the mutual relations between
their properties and structure. With pure
SiO2 as a starting point, compositions of in-
creasing chemical complexity are dealt with
in the second part of the book. The effects of
network-modifying cations are first exem-
plified using alkali and alkaline earth ele-
ments. The specific influence of aluminum,
iron, titanium, and phosphorus are then
reviewed. The influence of volatile compo-
nents (water, fluids of the system CHOS,
noble gases, and halogens) is also dealt
with. Application of these results to complex
systems such as natural melts is finally
discussed.
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1.1 INTRODUCTORY COMMENTS

Under a thin sedimentary layer, the rocks that make up the continents and the ocean floor
were formed by cooling of magma. The name igneous rocks (ignis, fire in Latin) is a reminder
of this origin. Today, such a magmatic source is taken for granted, although such an origin
was established only about two centuries ago. In fact, since the beginnings of glass four
millennia ago to the end of the 18th century, molten silicates were of concern solely to glass
makers and subsequently to metallurgists. Hence, it is hardly a novelty that the properties of
silicate melts are as important in materials sciences as in the earth sciences.
# 2019 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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2 1. THE DISCOVERY OF SILICATE MELTS
1.2 THE EARLY HISTORY OF GLASS

1.2.1 The Beginnings of an Art

Glass is one of the earliest man-made materials (e.g., Bimson and Freestone, 1987; Tait,
1991; Shortland and Degryse, 2018). It appeared more than 4000years ago in the Middle East,
about five millennia after other oxide-based materials (ceramics, plaster, and lime), but it
closely followed the first metals, copper and lead, and even preceded iron.

It is not known whether glass was first produced in Mesopotamia, Egypt, or Syria, and
whether it was made during ceramic or metallurgical operations. In fact, a single origin is
unlikely. Similar sequences of discoveries probably led to similar processes and products
in different places in theMiddle East. Their common feature was to be small, imperfect pieces
thatmight have originally been accidental by-products of glazing applied to stone and faience
before repeated efforts allowed bulk glass to be produced, mainly as beads.

Whatmay actually be termed glassmaking apparently dates back to the 16th century BC, as
real glass pieces appear in the archeological record in the Late Bronze age. These early glasses
have familiar compositions (Table 1.1). They are not translucent but opaque and vividly col-
ored by various metals such as copper (red and blue-red), iron (black, brown, and green), an-
timony (yellow), cobalt (blue), or tin (white) (Oppenheim et al., 1970). The substances that
yielded these various colors were thus already identified empirically at these early stages.
In Egypt, it is not fortuitous that glassmakers were called “makers of lapis lazuli.” As amatter
of fact, this was the first time that a given property of a material—its color—could be varied
almost at will. Unknowingly, glassmakers had thus discovered the rich possibilities offered
by continuous solid solutions, and they also observed that small changes in ingredients
(i.e., in chemical composition) could result in marked changes in a physical property.

For a very long time, glassmakers would use rawmaterials of variable quality andwere, of
course, ignorant of the importance of controlling redox conditions when working with
TABLE 1.1 Composition of Some Ancient Glasses (wt%)a

SiO2 Na2O Al2O3 K2O CaO MgO Fe2O3 PbO

Babylonian, 14th cent. BC 61–71 9–14 1–3 1–3 5–8 3–6 1–2

Blue glaze, 6th cent. BC 64.0 17.8 1.9 4.3 5.9 3.6 1.4

Egypt, 18th dynasty, translucent 62–66 17–22 1–2 0–1 8–12 4–5 0–1

India (3rd–5th cent. BC) 58–71 13–19 2–6 2–5 5–9 1–5 1–2

Alexandria 72.7 19.0 1.8 0.39 5.2 0.4 0.12

Soda glass, Europe, 1st–9th cent. 65–73 14–20 2–5 0–2 4–9 0–2 0–3

Potash glass, Europe, 9th cent. 51–54 1–2 1–3 14–18 12–16 5–7 1–3

Islamic glass, 13th cent. 68 14 3 3 8 4

English crystal 57–72 0–3 0–1 8–14 0–1 9–29

Bohemia 55 32 12

a See Brill (1999) for a comprehensive review; English crystal with 0%–6% B2O3, from Moretti (2004).
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multivalent elements. Their operations were tricky and not necessarily reproducible because
their knowledge was strictly empirical. Hence, rites were practiced to ensure success through
the protection of gods. This is revealed by extant 7th-century BC cuneiform tablets from
Niniveh, found in King Assurbanipal’s library, which report the earliest known procedures
for making kilns and glass (Oppenheim et al., 1970):

When you set up the foundation of a kiln to [make] glass, you [first] search in a favorable month for a pro-
pitious day, and [then only] you set up the foundation of the kiln. As soon as you have completely finished […]
no outsider or stranger should [thereafter] enter [the building], an unclean personmust not [even] pass in front
of [ritual Kùbu-images]. You regularly perform libations offerings before them. On the day when you plan to
make the “metal” in the kiln, you make a sheep sacrifice before the Kùbu-images, you place juniper incense on
the censer and [then only] you make a fire in the hearth of the kiln and place the “metal” in the kiln.

Early glassmakers shared many points with metallurgists in their use of earthy materials
and operation of their furnaces, as testified in this tablet by the use of the term metal, which
would be used in Europe until the late 19th century. More importantly, glassmakers were
good observers. The very existence of these cuneiform tablets shows that keeping written re-
cords of technical processes was already considered important in Mesopotamia. This first
kind of quality control included instructions on how to estimate the most important practical
property of glass, viscosity. For this purpose, tablets from the 14th or 12th century BC advised
the glassmaker to observe how droplets of glass were sticking to the tip of the rake used to stir
the melt. Such records would eventually be lost after the collapse of Mesopotamian states, to
be recovered only in the early 20th century AD, when these tablets would be deciphered and
their meaning ascertained.

As other examples of their craft, Mesopotamian glassmakers were aware of the deleterious
effects of fumes (through vapor-melt interactions) and thus kept recommending, “You keep a
good and smokeless fire burning.” They used bellows to achieve sufficiently high tempera-
tures and knew which colors would be obtained (through redox reactions) depending on
whether their pots were covered or not and the doors of their kilns open or closed. They were
familiar with sintering, grinding, and stirring (to achieve chemical homogeneity). Glass-
makers also mastered quenching procedures by dipping or immersing glass pots in water
and practiced annealing at appropriate temperatures in dedicated furnaces to prevent a piece
from breaking spontaneously on cooling (as a result of the internal stresses that build up
through the glass transition). A testimony of high achievements was the ability of early glass-
makers to imitate obsidians, which thus belonged to two different categories, namely,
“genuine” and “from the kiln” (Oppenheim et al., 1970). Another interesting feature of this
activity was the production of synthetic basalt through firing of local silts (Stone et al., 1998).
No connection seems to have been made with the actual rock, however, although basalt was
well known since it was brought from the mountains of Zagros or High Mesopotamia to be
used extensively in Assyrian and Babylonian steles and statues.

The chemical inertness and nonporous nature of glass were important features of the ma-
terial and were put to good use to conserve unguents or perfumes. To make small containers,
the viscous melt was, for example, spread over a core made up of a mixture of dung and clay,
which was subsequently scraped from the inside of the newly made piece. Many other ways
of working or molding glass were invented (see Stern and Schlick-Nolte, 1994; Sternini, 1995).
A very high level of artistry was rapidly reached although (or because?) glass remained an



FIG. 1.1 Millefiori glass cup (size: 10cm)
from Alexandria probably made about
2000 years ago. Redrawn from Corning Glass Mu-
seum, Corning, New York.
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expensive material, catering to the elites in eastern Mediterranean and western Asian areas.
These skills are attested by pieces made up of glasses of different colors, sometimes
intermingling in a very complex pattern, like the so-called millefiori glass cup of Fig. 1.1
(cf. Charleston, 1980; Richet, 2000).

Glasses of similar compositions were also deposited as thin layers on a variety of surfaces
(Matson, 1985). The vitrified bricks of Mesopotamian monuments of the 6th–4th centuries BC
are famous for their ornamental value. For such fragile building materials, glass was also
valuable because it offered protection against alteration.

When deposited on metals, glass is called enamel (Colomban, 2018). In this form, it was
extensively used in jewelry. And, from the 4th century BC, very fluid lead-based glasses gave
rise to glazes that allowed pottery to be impermeable to liquids. When welding different
glasses or depositing glass onto another substrate, glassmakers had to use materials having
similar thermal expansion coefficients. In all these endeavors, thermal expansion had thus to
be controlled empirically.
1.2.2 An Industrial Revolution

Slowly, glassmaking spread from theMiddle East. Beads made during the late secondmil-
lennium BC have been found from Italy to central Asia and China. Glass vessels followed suit
later, reaching Greece, Italy, and China toward the 13th, 8th, and 5th centuries BC, respec-
tively; present-day France in the 1st century AD; and then Belgium and the Rhine Valley
in the 3rd–4th centuries. Glass did not gain importance in Japan because of the lack of sili-
ceous sand. It would remain unknown in America until the Spanish conquest.

Two most important inventions were made at the beginning of the Christian era, probably
in Phoenicia, in the large workshops of Sidon. These inventions were transparent glass and
glassblowing (see Grose, 1986; Freestone, 2018). Transparency requires the raw materials to
be of high puritywith less than a fewwt% of iron oxides, in particular. This could be achieved
only in places where sand and natron, i.e., naturally occurring sodium carbonate
[Na2CO3�NaHCO3�2H2O], were available. The border between Phoenicia and Egypt owes
its importance to the local availability of such materials. It was discovered early on that
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transparencywas improved upon addition of substanceswe now call antimony oxide [Sb2O3]
and especially manganese oxide [pyrolusite, MnO], the famous glassmaker’s soap. The expla-
nation is that these transition elements oxidize most of the trace amounts of Fe2+ present into
the less-absorbing Fe3+ and, along with their own optical bands, cause the rather continuous
absorption in the visible that makes the glass colorless with a slightly reduced light
transmission.

Glassblowing was an early industrial revolution. With this new process, shaping glass be-
camemuch easier, less time consuming, and thus less expensive. As a result, melting furnaces
with capacities of up to 20 tons of glass were constructed, as shown by remains recently ex-
cavated in Egypt and Israel (Freestone, 2018). The size and shape of pieces were no longer
restricted as they were with earlier methods, thus allowing glass to become a basic commod-
ity in the Roman empire (e.g., Stern, 1995; Sternini, 1995), with a technological level that
would not be matched again before the 18th century in Europe. Glassblowing required strict
control of viscosity during the alternating periods of working and reheating before the final
annealing. Good use was also made of thermal shock to cut the piece at the desired place and
also for severing it from the blowing pipe.

Because glasses found in widely different places show a definite similarity of chemical
composition (Table 1.1), Velde (1990) suggested that, until the 8th or 9th century, glass
was essentially made in the Middle East and exported as ingots or final products to theWest-
ern world, where only small furnaces were operated for remelting the imported ingots along
with cullet (scrap glass) that was extensively recycled. This view is supported by glass cargo
found in ships wrecked in the Mediterranean Sea and by the fact that remains of glassworks
from this period have not been unearthed in Europe (Foy et al., 1998). The composition of this
glass (Table 1.1) is similar to that of modern window glass (Table 1.2).

When the ancient trade routes were cut following the Arab conquest, glass had to be made
from starting materials available locally. In Western Europe, the ashes of ferns, which are
potassium-rich, were commonly used as a flux to melt siliceous sand. In the long run, this
change had the unfortunate consequence that the resulting glasses were more prone to alter-
ation by atmospheric and meteoric waters than the former soda-lime glasses. Then, around
the 11th century AD, the soda-rich ashes of marine plants such as Salicornia were imported
from Spain, so glass compositions became more similar to the ancient ones. This is the reason
why stained glass from the late Middle Ages tends to be better preserved than that of earlier
periods. By that time, flat glass had already beenmade for a long time from blown glass by the
two different processes that would be used until the end of the 19th century (Fig. 1.2).

Variations in chemical composition also resulted in changes in the melting, working, and
annealing conditions because viscosity depends strongly on the nature and amount of the
constituting oxides. Everything else being equal, the difference between the annealing tem-
peratures of the sodium- and potassium-based glasses of Fig. 1.3 reaches 120degrees. More-
over, the former had to bemelted and homogenized at temperatures about 200degrees higher
than the latter.

As shown by Turner (1956a,b), much can be learned about glass technology in antiquity
from modern investigations of the physical and chemical properties of ancient glasses. This
statement has actually become increasingly true, thanks to the progress made since then in
analytical capabilities. Isotope-based geochemical methods are in particular used to deter-
mine the origins of glasses or those of their rawmaterials. For example, lead and neodymium



TABLE 1.2 Composition of Some Industrial Glasses and Melts (wt%)a

SiO2 Al2O3 B2O3 Fe2O3 FeO MgO CaO Na2O K2O TiO2

Window glass 72.6 0.6 0.8 3.6 8.7 14.3 0.2

Thermometerb 53.0 21.0 10.0 10.0 5.0

CRT, panelc 60.5 2.0 8.0 7.5 0.5

CRT, funneld 50.0 4.0 2.0 4.0 6.0 8.5

FDPe 69.0 11.5 7.3 1.4 5.0

Pyrex 81.1 2.0 12.3 0.1 5.2 0.2

Neutral glassf 74.8 6.2 10.5 0.5 7.5 0.8

E glass 56.5 14.3 6.4 0.5 2.6 18.4 0.4 0.4 0.6

Vycorg 62.7 3.5 26.9 6.6

Glass woolh 65.0 2.5 4.5 2.5 8 16.5 0.7

Rock woolh 46.6 13.3 6.4 4.8 9.1 10.0 5.6 1.4 2.4

Ashi 37.0 9.8 2.3 2.0 42.6 2.2 1.1 3.0

Slagj 36–7 5–35 16–4 43–54

a Compositions may vary from one manufacturer to another, and with time for a given manufacturer. 2003 world glass production: 120�106 tons.

In the European Union (29�106 tons), container glass: 63%; flat glass: 27%; tableware: 4%; reinforcement fibers: 2%; specialty glasses: 4%.
b Jena 2950III (supremax).
c Cathode ray tube for color television, with 9.5% SrO, 9% BaO, 0.5% ZnO, 1.5% ZrO2, 0.2% CeO2, 0.3% Sb2O3.
d With 23% PbO, 1% SrO and BaO, and 0.3% Sb2O3.
e Flat display panel, Corning code 1737, with 4.4% BaO, 1.2% SrO, and 0.2% As2O3.
f For pharmaceuticals.
g As melted, vitroceramics.
h For thermal insulation.
i From incineration of household waste.
j Optimal sulfur retention for slags with two extreme Al2O3 contents.

FIG. 1.2 Making of crown, flat glass
from a bulb rapidly rotated in front of
a furnace after having been opened op-
posite to the end through which it was
first blown (Diderot and D’Alembert,
1751). Alternatively, as described by
the German monk Theophilus in the
12th century, flat glass could be made
from a large cylinder which was split
longitudinally and flattened in an
annealing furnace after its two ends
had been cut out. In both cases, control-
ling the viscosity at the various stages of
the process was of paramount
importance.
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FIG. 1.3 Viscosity of antique glasses (Vo Thanh and
P. Richet, unpub. res.). Glass is said to be short or long
when the temperature interval of the 105–108 Pas work-
ing viscosity interval is narrow or large, respectively.
Compositions listed in Table 1.1 for Bab (Babylonia),
Bohe (Bohemia), and Alex (Alexandria). Na: 66%
SiO2, 20% Na2O, 8% CaO 2.5% Al2O3; K: 54% SiO2,
20% K2O, 15% CaO, 6% MgO, and 2% Al2O3 (other ox-
ides as in Table 1.1 for soda and potash glass).

71.3 GLASS AND SCIENCE
isotopes may discriminate between possible sources of silica and strontium and antimony
isotopes for those of plant ashes and opacifiers, respectively (Shortland and Degryse, 2018).

A continuous link between late antiquity and modern times was ensured in Venice, which
was originally a distant outpost of Byzantium. There, natron-based glass was remelted as
early as in the 7th or 8th century, shortly before plant ashes had to be used (Verità, 2018). How-
ever, Venetian glass acquired its famous reputation much later, after quartzite pebbles had
been substituted for imported sand as a purer source of silica in the early 14th century. In
themiddle of the following century the famous cristallowas then invented byAngelo Barovier
(d. �1480). The secret of the new glass was an initial purification step of the soda plant ash
consisting of dissolution in boiling water, decantation, filtration, and drying of the sale de
cristallo eventually obtained. It waswith this product that Venice reigned supreme in the glass
industry for two and a half centuries.
1.3 GLASS AND SCIENCE

1.3.1 A Scientific Material

The beginnings of glass as a scientific material probably date back to the optical experi-
ments made in Alexandria by Ptolemy (AD�90 to�168), still better known as an astronomer.
As investigated with glass, air, and water, refraction occurs “not only in the passage from
rarer and more tenuous to denser media—as happens in the case of reflection—but also in
the passage from a denser to a rarer medium” in a way such that the angles of incidence
and refraction “do bear a certain consistent qualitative relation to one another with respect
to the normals.” As a technical material, glass was also put to use in various devices designed



FIG. 1.4 The complex shape of “a
Cupping-Glass, to which is attached,
an Air-exhausted Compartment” in
the Pneumatics of Hero of Alexandria
(section 56, 19th-century drawing of
the English translation).
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by Greek inventors, for instance by Hero of Alexandria (1st century AD) in his Pneumatics,
where the power of fluids was used in a variety of automata and recreational devices
(Fig. 1.4).

Glassmaking represented a dramatic transformation of a variety of humble earths into
wonderful substances akin to gems. By its special properties, glass was thus raising funda-
mental questions, especially because its fusibility placed it in the same category as the metals
then known. Glass thus attracted the alchemists’ interest as a model substance to explain a
variety of phenomena related to the philosophy of matter (Beretta, 2018), and also because
it was playing a great role in their practical operations. Since the beginning of their Sacred
Art, alchemists had thus taken advantage of glass transparency, chemical inertness, and plas-
ticity tomake vessels of any shape for any purpose (Fig. 1.5). Amost important piece from this
period is the still, which led to the discovery of alcohol. Another was the philosopher’s egg, a
large egg-shaped vessel in which the desired transmutation of base metals into silver or gold
was supposed to operate, under the right heat conditions, in contact with the mysterious
philosopher’s stone.

In physics, the manner in which glass distorts vision had already been noticed in antiquity.
For a long time, this effect was judged to bemore a problem than an asset because the shape of
objects could not be reliably observed. This drawback was, for instance, emphasized by Sen-
eca (4 BC to AD 65). Hence glass by itself attracted little interest from the first Greek and Arab
theoreticians of optics. It is only when it was realized that distortion of images is determined
by the shape of glass, and not by its nature, that optical applications became possible. Appar-
ently, this happened in the 13th century in Italy, when glass was ground to form concave



FIG. 1.5 One of the earliest representations of alchemical glassware, in a 13th century manuscript copy of a work
by the 3rd–4th century AD Greek alchemist Zosimus (MS 2327, BN Paris, in Berthelot, 1887).

91.3 GLASS AND SCIENCE
lenses to be used to correct farsightedness (Clay and Court, 1932; Ilardi, 2007). Because of the
isotropy of its optical properties and relative ease of production, glass rapidly proved to be
more appropriate for optics than crystals like quartz and beryl, which had also been used.
Later on, convex and different sorts of lenses allowed other kinds of visual impairments to
be corrected. In this way, glass transformed the daily lives of laymen and scholars alike.

Of fundamental importance were also the inventions that glass made possible in the 17th
century, when lenses became used in telescopes and microscopes (Fig. 1.6). With these new
FIG. 1.6 Hooke’s (1665) microscope. Glass was
used not only for the two lenses of the instrument,
but also for the fuel flask (on the left side) and the
spherical water bulb which served to focus the light
on the small lens placed near the sample holder.
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instruments, scientists like Galileo Galilei (1564–1642), Robert Hooke (1635–1703) and
Antonie van Leeuwenhoek (1632–1723) began to explore the marvels of the outer and inner
reaches of the world. They discovered a universe much greater and more populated than
hitherto thought and the existence of innumerable living species that were invisible to the
naked eye. Glass, in the form of prisms, also had the intriguing ability to decompose natural
light in a rainbow-like manner. This was the basis of Isaac Newton’s (1642–1727) famous 1666
investigation on the nature of light.

All branches of physics would, in fact, depend on glass to a very large extent. To give a
first example, the existence of atmospheric pressure and its measurement by the mathe-
matician Evangelista Torricelli (1607–48) in 1644 relied on the outstanding mechanical
quality of Venetian glass (Fig. 1.7). Glass tubes also were used by Robert Boyle
(1627–91) to establish in 1662 the well-known law that bears his name from measurements
of the volume of air compressed by mercury (Fig. 1.8). Indeed, without glass there would
have been no thermometers or barometers and it would have been much more difficult to
arrive at the concepts of temperature and pressure. In the early 18th century, sap pressure
in vascular plants as well as blood pressure in animals could also not have been discov-
ered and measured without mercury tubes (Hales, 1723, 1733). (For thermometers,
however, problems raised by the nonequilibrium nature of glass would last more than
two centuries!) Thanks to its insulating properties, glass would also play a major role
in electrostatics through rubbing of various materials on glass rods and disks. When in
FIG. 1.7 Torricelli’s experiment illustrated by various kinds of
large glass tubes in which the height of mercury is independent
of both the shape and inclination of the device (Maignan, 1653).

FIG. 1.8 The U-shaped glass tube used
by Boyle (1661).
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1733 he discovered two different kinds of electricity, Charles Du Fay (1698–1739) called
them “vitreous” [positive] and “resinous” [negative]. This nomenclature would hold until
the end of the 19th century and in particular would be used when voltages as high as
30kV were produced in the 18th century with electrostatic machines through rubbing
on pads of large glass disks (Hackmann, 1978).
1.3.2 Descartes and the Foundation of a Science

Of course, curious minds were not satisfied with empiricism. Ren�e Descartes (1596–1650)
had a strong interest in glass because of his optical research activities. He had, for example,
theoretically explained the law of refraction discovered in 1620 by Willebrord Snell
(1580–1626) in the Netherlands. The famous philosopher was especially fascinated by the
“transmutation of ashes into glass.” This wide-ranging interest led him to give, in 1644, an
insightful picture of vitrification in his extremely ambitious Principles of Philosophy, a treatise
aimed at deriving a comprehensive description of the world from a few first mechanical prin-
ciples. A glass, thus wrote Descartes,

when still glowingwith heat, is fluid because its particles are easilymoved [separately fromone another] by
that force of fire which previously smoothed and bent them. However, when it begins to be cooled, it can take
on any figureswhatever. And this is common to all bodieswhich have been liquefied by fire; for while they are
still fluid, their particles effortlessly adapt themselves to any figures whatever, and when such bodies subse-
quently harden with cold, they retain the figures which they last assumed.

At a timewhen nothingwas known about themicroscopic constitution ofmatter, Descartes
was able to describe in this way not only what we now refer to as the atomic configurations of
a material but also the manner in which these vary with temperature. Descartes went on to
explain why glass should be annealed because of differential volume contraction on cooling
and build-up of what we call internal stress, saying that glass

is alsomore fragilewhen it is cooled quickly thanwhen it is cooled slowly; for its pores are fairly openwhile
it is glowingwith heat […]. However, when glass cools naturally, these pores become narrower. […] And if the
cooling occurs too rapidly, the glass becomes hard before its pores can thus contract. As a result, those globules
subsequently always make an effort to separate its particles from one another.

But Descartes’s groundbreaking conceptions on glass probably suffered from the general
criticism laid upon the Principles of Philosophy. This treatise was judged by many as a
“romance” even before the vortices, which played so prominent a role in his system, had been
attacked by the Newtonians. Although they were heralding the beginnings of glass science,
Descartes’ ideas thus did not attract much attention. They have even remained completely
forgotten until the present time (Richet, 2000). Yet, these concepts would have helped to find
explanations to a great many glass properties in the following centuries.

A case in point is tempered glass, whichwas presented in 1661 as Prince Rupert’s drops before
the Royal Society of London (Merret, 1662). Brought from Germany by the English Prince Ru-
pert, these glass beads are produced through quenching of melt droplets into water (Fig. 1.9).
Their particularity is to be remarkably shock resistant until a final blow makes them explode



FIG. 1.9 Prince Rupert’s drops (P�eligot, 1877). Their
weak point is their thin tail, which lacks a core, so that a
slight shock on it triggers shattering of the whole piece.
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and shatter into a very fine powder.1 In a dramatic way, this phenomenon illustrates the role
played by internal stresses that develop when glass is not annealed. Tempered glass would
remain a scientific curiosity until the late 19th century, however, when fast cooling by com-
pressed air came into use and made it possible to cool a piece of glass in such a way as to
ensure a smooth, homogeneous distribution of internal stress.
1.3.3 The Effects of Composition

Environmental issues have long confronted the uses of glass. As early as the beginning of the
17th century, excessive consumption of charcoal for metallurgy and glassmaking in England
gave rise to lawsdesigned topreserve forests.However, substitutionof coal for charcoal resulted
in serious difficulties because the glass had to be protected from the corrosive (sulfurous)
fumes released by the burning of coal. Melting pots had to be covered, with the consequence
that heating was made more difficult because of the lack of heat radiated from the furnace
vault. Consequently, new, more effective fluxes had to be found to alleviate the problem.
A result was the invention in 1676 of crystal glass by George Ravenscroft (1632–83) through
addition of large amounts of lead oxide to the composition (Moody, 1988; Moretti, 2004).

Even though lead oxide had been used in antiquity, crystal glass was a forerunner of future
changes made in glass composition to yield new, special properties. Because index of refrac-
tion scales with density, crystal glass had a distinctly bright and vivid appearance, which in-
stantly met with popular success. Of course, it also proved valuable to optics, a branch of
physics where it became known as flint glass because it wasmade from ground flint in a coun-
try (England) where pure enough siliceous sand was badly lacking.
1In modern terms, the explanation is as follows. Owing to faster cooling, the surface of the drop is slightly less dense

than its core. As a result, the core is under extension whereas the surface is under compression. Because a material

breaks much more readily under extension than under compression, strong shocks are needed to produce the

extensive stresses needed to initiate rupture on the glass surface. The mechanical energy that was stored through

tempering is then released so violently that the glass shatters completely.



FIG. 1.10 R�eaumur’s porcelain, an engraving from
P�eligot (1877).
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Another new family of glass appeared at about the same time in Bohemia. There, potash-
lime glass wasmade as a substitute for quartz, which had been extensivelymined for the pur-
pose of carving beautiful vessels out of large single crystals. The new glass ensured great
clarity, even for big pieces, and it could be ornamented with enamel because it could sustain
high temperatures without softening.

Actually, glassmakers had long noticed that excessive time spent at temperatures appro-
priate for blowing induces partial transformation to awhitishmaterial that could no longer be
blown. It is only in 1727 that the naturalist and physicist Ren�e-Antoine Ferchault de R�eaumur
(1683–1757) observed that this was the result of devitrification of the melt. R�eaumur also dis-
covered that porcelainwas a partiallymeltedmaterial andwas, thus, an intermediate product
between terracotta and glass. Through extensive devitrification, he could then create new
products later called R�eaumur’s glass porcelains (Fig. 1.10).

R�eaumur’s experiments exemplified the extensive ceramic work of the period connected
with the search for raw materials that would allow imitation of China’s porcelain. Rocks
appeared to differ widely in the way they reacted at high temperature. Granite, for instance,
was readily melted. To Georges Louis Leclerc, count of Buffon (1707–88), this observation
suggested that granite had formed by cooling of a melt. For reasons that will be given
shortly, however, the evidence was not considered overwhelming by many scientists of
the time.
1.4 THE DISCOVERY OF NATURAL MELTS

1.4.1 The Origin of Neptunism

Early glassmakers were familiar with an uncommon rock, obsidian. As already noted, they
even succeeded in imitating this rock as small pieces because its special aspect, color, luster,
and fracture made it a valuable commodity used for a wide variety of tools, jewels, or even
mirrors. Long before the emergence of agriculture, these natural glasses had been traded far
and wide within Eurasia, North and South America, and other parts of the world. In Eurasia,
outcrops were mined in Sardinia, Lipari Islands (north of Sicily), Pantelleria (between Sicily
and Tunisia), Armenia, Ethiopia, or Turkey. Today, these obsidians are of interest for
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archeological purposes because their specific trace element composition makes it possible to
identify their source and thus to reconstruct prehistoric routes along which they were traded
(see Dixon et al., 1968; Tykot, 2018).

Before the beginnings of geology, however, the origin of rocks in general, and obsidians in
particular, was not of great concern. Without adequate means of investigation, people
remainedmostly interested in the practical uses of different kinds of rocks in the way already
described by Pliny the Elder (23–79) in the 36th and 37th books of his famousNatural History.
Until the middle of the 18th century, volcanic products were identified as such only when
their origin was obvious from field relationships. This applied to cinders, ashes, scoriae,
and solid lava that had been clearly issued from the crater of a volcano. At a time when
the world was still believed to have been created about 6000years earlier, it was difficult
to think of extinct volcanoes because the earth could not be much different from what it
had been at the Creation (Richet, 2007).

Since antiquity, it had been held that volcanoes resulted from subterranean fires fueled, not
by exhalations of subterraneous winds as guessed by Aristotle (�384 to �322 BC), but by bi-
tumen, sulfur, or coal as reported by Lucretius (�98 to �55 BC) or Strabo (��64 BC to
AD +25). There was, in fact, no room for alternative theories because, as explained by Aris-
totle, each of the four elements that were combined to make matter had a natural place such
that earth tended to fall toward the center of the earth, followed by water, air, and fire in suc-
cessively superimposed shells such that the spherical figure of the earthwas in particular very
simply and convincingly explained. It followed that any subterranean fire could not be per-
manent. Volcanoes had to be considered instead as local accidents, scattered throughout the
earth’s surface, which could not have been of any real importance in the past. Volcanoes were
thus known only in volcanically active areas.

Although this viewwould dominate among naturalists until the 18th century, an enigmatic
12th-century author namedMarius showed remarkable insight in explaining the formation of
what we now call metamorphic and igneous rocks in terms of an increasingly strong action of
subterranean heat onmuds,whose deposition inwater bodies he had likely observed himself.
He did it in his book On the Elements, perhaps written in France toward 1160, where he de-
scribed on the basis of actual observations how the four elements were combining to make up
all things from minerals to man. As Marius asked his readers:

Do you also know that the jar of a potter is a kind of glass? But because it was not cooked long, it is therefore
not glass. But if it were cooked for a long time by the fire, it would be turned into clear and glittering glass, like
the pot of the goldsmith. Now, therefore, you can observe how stones are created in the body of the earth be-
cause of insufficient fire; if the fire were greater, the process would be completed and these stones would be
turned into glass. Of this sort are the stones we use for the constructions of houses, and marbles of various
colors, and the little white stones which are found on the banks of rivers.

AndMarius concluded that “there are many kinds of these because of the varieties of earth
of which there are many kinds—I do not mean earth properly speaking—and because of the
variation in the amount of heat they receive.” These ideas received little attention, however, as
indicated by the fact that a single manuscript of his book is known, which had to wait until
1976 to be at last edited and printed.

In contrast, there were actuallymany good reasons to think that most rocks were formed in
water. Wasn’t water the ubiquitous agent at the earth’s surface? And didn’t the Scriptures
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assert that the sole extraordinary episode of the earth’s history had not been a volcanic con-
flagration, but the Deluge? When laying the foundations of geology in 1669, Nicolaus Steno
(1638–86) indeed explained that strata had first been sediments deposited at the bottom of the
sea before being consolidated as rock. In addition, chemists had observed that aqueous solu-
tions precipitated solid material with a geometrical shape. The prismatic shape of rocks such
as basalt (Figs. 1.11 and 1.12) thus was clearly indicative of an aqueous origin.
FIG. 1.12 Basalt prisms in Chenavari, near Mont�elimar in the Rhône valley (Faujas de Saint-Fond, 1778).

FIG. 1.11 Basalt prisms whose idealized apices are a testimony of the
confusion that would beset the distinction between minerals and rocks
until the end of the 18th century (Gesner, 1565).
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Even the bold theoreticians who followed Descartes and wrote their own Theories of the
Earth did not challenge such ideas. Descartes himself thought that the earth was an
“encrusted” sun whose center was filled with a fiery matter. But he did not make any con-
nection between such hot, deep interiors of the earth and volcanism, which he also ascribed
to as subterranean fires. When Gottfried Wilhelm Leibniz (1646–1716) and Buffon later con-
sidered the earth as still cooling from an initially molten state, they, too, held that water was
the main geological agent. They were both neptunists, as they would have been called at the
beginning of the 19th century. Following the ideas that Leibniz expounded in the 1690s in his
Protogaea, published posthumously, it was generally assumed instead that granite, the rock
considered at that time to be primordial because it was consistently overlaid by sedimentary
rocks, had deposited from a primitive, strongly mineralized aqueous ocean.
1.4.2 From Extinct Volcanoes to Magma

To appreciate better how the existence of igneous rocks came to be recognized, we must
start with the field trip made by the naturalist Jean-�Etienne Guettard (1715–86) in central
France in July 1751. In Moulins, he was struck by the town’s fountains because these were
made from a stone that resembled some Italian lavas of the Parisian rock collection of which
hewas curator. By askingwhere this stonewas quarried, he ended up near Clermont-Ferrand
where he discovered the typical volcanoes which make up the now-famous Chaı̂ne des Puys.
Far away from any active volcanic province, Guettard pointed out, there were extinct volca-
noes which some day would perhaps erupt anew. Guettard, however, was himself a
neptunist. He was a proponent of subterranean fires as the source of volcanic activity, and
he was sharing the common idea held since antiquity that volcanoes are located near the
sea because eruptions are triggered by interactions of infiltrated sea water with molten lava.
He would also long believe that basalt could not have a volcanic origin because its columnar
nature was a testimony to an order inconsistent with the confusion that is the hallmark of the
action of fire (Guettard, 1770).

Later, however, Guettard (1779) would yield to the new ideas that were being propounded
by Nicolas Desmarest (1725–1815), a government official who was also a part-time naturalist.
Of still greater importance was in effect the second step made in 1763 when Desmarest trav-
eled to Auvergne to see for himself the volcanoes described by Guettard. Near the Puy de
Dôme, he immediately realized that basalt had been flowing out from the crater of volcanoes.
This he demonstrated by careful observations that led him to make a detailed cartography of
lava flows in the whole region. Thanks to its prismatic nature, basalt was soon identified not
only in various parts of France by Faujas de Saint-Fond (1778), Guettard (1779), and other
naturalists, but throughout Europe (Fig. 1.13). As made in Hessia by Rudolf Erich Raspe
(1737–94)—better known as the author of the Adventures of Baron M€unchausen—the existence
of former volcanoeswas recognized in Italy, Spain, Portugal, Germany, Ireland, and Scotland.
In the past, volcanism thus appeared to have been much more important than previously
thought. But Desmarest and his fellow naturalists were also neptunists. They held that lavas
were just rocks melted at shallow depths in which phenocrysts were the remnants of former
rocks that had been incompletely melted. The mineral pyroxene [pyros, fire, and xenos, for-
eign] described by Buffon’s aide Louis Jean-Marie Daubenton (1716–1800) and by the famous
mineralogist Ren�e-Just Ha€uy (1743–1822), is a reminder of these ideas.



FIG. 1.13 The basaltic Fingal cave in Staffa Island (Hebrides, Scotland) as depicted by Faujas de Saint-Fond (1797).
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At that time, thermodynamics was still in limbo so it is not surprising that the nature of
“volcanic fire” was debated. Was it the same as that of “common fire”? Scientists like the ab-
bot Lazzaro Spallanzani (1729–99) thought that melting experiments could solve the problem.
But the answer remained elusive because the difference between temperature (an intensive
thermodynamic property) and heat (an extensive property) had not yet been worked out
properly. Spallanzani (1792–1797) himself incorrectly believed that, over long enough periods
of time, the fire of furnaces would reach an intensity sufficient to melt lavas. A more lasting
observation reported by Spallanzani in his great book was that exsolution of dissolved gases
is the driving force of volcanic eruptions, as he daringly recognized in 1790 during an erup-
tion of Vesuvius.

The breakthrough on the origin of lava eventually came from D�eodat de Dolomieu
(1750–1801), a famous geologist of the period who left his name on the dolomite rock and
the Dolomites Mountains. Back from volcanological field work in Italy and Auvergne, he el-
egantly demonstrated in 1797 that lavas originate from a great depth below the primordial
granite, an idea that ruled out water-melt interactions as the cause of eruptions. Although
Dolomieu remained cautious about the source of lava, he correctly concluded that it extends
all over the earth. Adumbrating the concepts of isostasy and asthenosphere, he also inferred
that this reservoir is “viscous and pasty” and can, thus, feed the biggest volcanoes indefinitely
without causing any underground collapse (see Richet, 2005). It was at that time that theword
magma began to take on its modern meaning (Gohau, 1998). Until then, it had meant viscous
or gelatinous pastes used in pharmacy. This new importance of volcanism even misled the
great astronomer William Herschel (1738–1822) to observe in April 1787 at 10:36p.m. three
volcanoes in the dark part of the new moon. He then concluded that “two of them are either
already nearly extinct, or otherwise in a state of going to break out, which perhaps may be
decided next lunation. The third shows an actual eruption of fire, or luminous matter.”
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1.4.2.1 The New Importance of Silicate Melts

In Scotland, the physician James Hutton (1726–97) had already assumed that the earth was
hot at depth. He was, in fact, claiming that fire, and not water, is the main natural agent.
According to the theory he first sketched in 1785—late in his life—the earth is a heat engine
that gives rise to the great geological cycles of erosion, sedimentation, petrification, and fi-
nally mountain-building. For Hutton, there was no doubt that granite had an igneous origin,
a term whose oldest known occurrence is found in a 1792 book by the Irish scientist Richard
Kirwan (1733–1812). Although Dolomieu’s views fitted well within this plutonist scheme,
there was considerable reluctance to admit that basalt is indeed a volcanic rock. During
the first decades of the 19th century, the neptunist school would follow Abraham Gottlob
Werner (1749–1817), the most famous geologist of his time, and continue to defend the old
ideas of an aqueous origin for granite and basalt through deposition of both rocks in highly
mineralized primitive solutions (e.g., Werner, 1791).

Another Scot, James Hall (1761–1832) resolved to provide an experimental basis for his
friendHutton’s ideas.With great ingenuity, and a certain contempt of danger, he showed that
pressure is an important factor for phase stability within the earth (Hall, 1806–1809). Lime-
stone, for instance, does not decompose when heated under pressure, but transforms into
marble. Hall’s other main achievement was his discovery, in 1790, that glass forms when
the cooling rate of the melt is too high for crystallization to proceed, a result that he published
only 8years later. This discovery marked an abrupt change in perspective because pheno-
crysts could no longer be considered as the remnants of former rocks but were recognized
to be the first minerals to form on cooling. These conclusions were soon put to practical
use. In France, the chemist Jean-Antoine Chaptal (1756–1832) attempted to use basalt as a
starting product to make bottles, but his efforts ended in failure because devitrification could
not be avoided on cooling.

These advances had obvious consequences on the still fledging discipline of petrology.
The presence of coarse minerals pointed to very slow cooling, whereas that of glass was clear
evidence for rapid cooling of volcanic origin. From careful observations made on crushed
rocks with the use of the optical microscope and the blowpipe, Louis Cordier (1777–1861)
concluded in 1816 that all volcanic rocks are essentially made up of a few minerals: feldspar,
pyroxene, olivine, and iron titanates first, and also amphibole, mica, leucite, and hematite.
Of course, the same minerals were observed in coarse-grained rocks, consistent with their ig-
neous origin. Another significant result achieved at that time wasmelting of quartz under the
blowpipe. Vitrification of pure SiO2 was achieved in tiny amounts by Marcet (1813) and in
larger quantities by Marc-Antoine Gaudin (1801–80) who, in 1839, drew fibers which were
“resembling steel in elasticity and tenacity.” After four millennia of glassmaking, it had at last
become possible to melt silica without a flux.

Considerably more important were the temperature measurements made by Cordier in
mines. He reported in 1827 that the geothermal gradient is about 1°C per 30m and concluded
that, at some depth, temperatures aremuch higher than themelting point of any rock. Below a
solid crust thinner than 100km was lying a boundless “sea of fire” from which all igneous
rocks derived (Fig. 1.14). This view of an earth made up mostly of silicate melts would be
immensely popular. Temperatures of about 2�105°Cwere estimated at the center of the earth
from the hypothesis of a constant geothermal gradient, even though this assumption was
inconsistent with the theory of heat conduction published in 1822 by Joseph Fourier



FIG. 1.14 A19th century conceptwhich is still present in the popularmind: the sea of firewith its direct connection
with active and extinct volcanoes (With, 1874).
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(1768–1830). In fact, Fourier’s main goal when he set up his famous theory had been to deter-
mine the age of the earth from its cooling history (see Richet, 2007). For lack of relevant ther-
mal conductivity and heat capacity measurements, however, Fourier (1820, 1824) had himself
refrained from any real numerical application.

The real attack against the sea of fire would come from one of the founders of thermody-
namics, William Thomson (1824–1907), later known as Lord Kelvin of Largs. As a great pio-
neer of geophysics, Thomson set out to place geology on a rigorous, quantitative footing. In
1863, he first demonstrated that the earth is not liquid, but essentially solid and “at least as
rigid as steel.” By using Fourier’s theory of heat conduction, he then attempted to determine
the age of the earth from current surface temperature and geothermal gradient (e.g., Burch-
field, 1990; Richet, 2007). When following Buffon and Fourier, without their cautiousness,
Thomson (1895) thus was mistaken when he eventually limited the age of the earth to about
24 million years. But the stress he had put on the need for good physical measurements for
rocks and melts was already bearing fruit.
1.5 THE PHYSICAL CHEMISTRY OF MELTS

1.5.1 The Measurements of Physical Properties

For basalt, Thomson inspired in England the first measurements of the enthalpy of melting
(Roberts-Austen and R€ucker, 1891) and in the United States of the variation of the melting
temperature of a rock with pressure (Barus, 1893). It was at that time that geologists began
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to show serious interest in melt viscosity. While Becker (1897) tried to estimate it from field
observations, Doelter (1902) wasmeasuring it to compare it to that of variousmoltenminerals
and rocks. Such physical work complemented well the systematic efforts made since the
middle of the 19th century to reproduce the mineralogy and texture of igneous rocks in
the laboratory (see Gohau, 1997; Young, 2003).

Following Kelvin’s recommendations, a group of scientists was willing to make geology
benefit from the new science of chemical thermodynamics, whose principles had been laid
out by Josiah Willard Gibbs (1839–1903). With the support of the steel tycoon Andrew Car-
negie (1835–1919), they created in 1905 the Geophysical Laboratory of the Carnegie Institution
of Washington. One of the first goals was the establishment of a thermodynamic temperature
scale up to 1755°C (see Sosman, 1952). In addition, the quenching method was designed to
determine phase equilibria of materials whose transformations tend to be extremely sluggish
(Day et al., 1906; Shepherd et al., 1909). Interest in the physical chemistry of silicate melts and
glasses ranked high in the geological work to be performed and in its potential industrial ap-
plications (e.g., Bowen, 1918; Fenner and Ferguson, 1918; Morey, 1919; Morey and Merwin,
1932). Other early major achievements were the determination of the CaO-Al2O3-SiO2 phase
diagram byRankin andWright (1915), the annealing studies (see the following) of Adams and
Williamson (1920), the recognition of the importance of experimental studies of diffusion by
Bowen (1921), and the discovery by Greig (1927) of liquid immiscibility in binary alkaline
earth silicates.

Glass also played amajor role in the theory of rupture published in 1920 byAlanA. Griffith
(1893–1963). For practical reasons, glass fibers had been selected by Griffith to demonstrate
the considerable lowering of breaking stress by surface defects. A tremendous increase of this
stress with decreasing fiber diameter was indeed observed (Fig. 1.15); this effect was ulti-
mately due to the fact that “a fiber consisting of a single line of molecules must possess
FIG. 1.15 Breaking stress against diameter of glass fibers.
Data of Griffith (1920) for a glass of unspecified composition
(1MPa¼10bars).
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the theoretical molecular tensile strength.” In the form of fibers, glass had more strength than
steel, but it would take two decades to put this advantage to practical use for materials
reinforcement.

The physical chemistry of liquid silicates also became of great importance to metallurgy.
Slags, which are silica-poor melts, had been known ever since the beginnings of iron metal-
lurgy because the ore impurities, mostly silicates, melted and coalesced as inclusions in the
metal sponge that was obtained at the end of the process (e.g., Tylecote, 1992). The smith was
getting rid of them by hammering the sponge, but there was no apparent need to pay atten-
tion to their properties. This situation had begun to change when the blast furnace was
invented in the 13th century and pig iron—a liquid carbon-metal alloy—was recovered at
the bottom of the furnace, with the molten slag left above. Then, it was realized in the 19th
century that desulfurization and dephosphorization of the metal could be controlled through
exchange reactions with the slag phase (Mills, 2018).

Eventually, thermodynamic modeling of such reactions became an important goal. Hence,
metallurgists were among the first to measure extensively activities of oxides in melts (e.g.,
Rein and Chipman, 1965) and to perform phase equilibria calculations (see Richardson, 1974).
Especially in Germany, metallurgists also pioneered measurements of physical properties
such as density and viscosity (see the studies listed by Bottinga and Weill, 1970, 1972). Like-
wise, it was with the support of the metallurgical industry that Bockris and coworkers mea-
sured the electrical conductivity (Bockris et al., 1952) and viscosity (e.g., Bockris and Lowe,
1954) of silicate melts and arrived at the modern picture of partially ionic liquids made up of
groups of various sizes.
1.5.2 Toward the Glass Transition

From the mid-19th century, glass, in turn, had benefited from the progress of chemistry
and physics to which it had contributed so much. It was known that vitrification is not re-
stricted to silicates but can also obtain in organic substances such as sugars. Even an
element—selenium—had a vitreous form. These substances had strange properties, as
revealed by measurements that had either fundamental or industrial motivations.
Chevandier and Wertheim (1845) observed that the density and “elasticity coefficient” of
quenched glass increases upon annealing, on average by 4.5% for the density. Because of their
rigidity, glasses were considered as particular forms of solids but their relationships to crys-
talline polymorphs were not clear. As they were assigned definite melting temperatures, an-
other curious observation was made in 1851 by JohannWilhelmHittorf (1824–1914), when he
noticed that selenium glass was “melting” without any heat effect.

At the end of the 19th century, work by Gustav Tammann (1861–1938) marked an impor-
tant turning point. While investigating the relationships between glass and crystal, Tammann
(1898a) found that crystallization proceeds in two steps, namely, formation of “crystallization
centers” followed by growth of crystals. For both nucleation and growth, the rate varies with
temperature according to a bell-shaped curve (Fig. 1.16). From cooling experiments
performed on scores of liquids of many kinds, Tammann (1898b), in addition, established
the kinetic nature of the glass transition and stated that, at least in small amounts, most liquids
could vitrify if cooled rapidly enough. Because the glass-forming ability of a liquid was de-
termined by its reluctance to crystallize, Tammann could define glass as “a non-crystalline,
strongly supercooled melt.”



FIG. 1.16 Rates of crystal growth and nucleation against
extent of supercooling for a glass-forming liquid whose
viscosity increase is also illustrated. Redrawn from Tammann
(1925).
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Following the discovery that glasses with high electrical conductivities could act as elec-
trolytes, another important observation was made at the same period during which the glass
electrode was invented by Haber (of ammonia synthesis fame) and Klemensiewicz (1909).
The notion of pH had just been formulated so that, after optimization of its chemical compo-
sition, the glass electrode became in a few decades the most widely used chemical instrument
in both academic and industrial contexts (Belyustin and Ivanovskaya, 2018).

In addition, abrupt variations of properties were observed when a glass is heated during
measurements of thermal expansion (Callendar, 1887) or dielectric constant (Flemming and
Dewar, 1897). Curiously, however, these anomalies elicited little interest.

The development of platinum-based thermocouples, calibrated through gas thermometry,
made accurate measurement of high temperatures possible at the beginning of the 20th cen-
tury. The improved measurements of physical properties made over large temperature
ranges led to a better understanding of the glass andmelt relationship. Viscosity, for instance,
was extensively studied for soda-lime compositions by Washburn and Shelton (1914).

In his pioneering high-temperature calorimetric investigation of silicate glasses and
crystals (Fig. 1.17), White (1919) lucidly reported that several of the glasses “show a decided
increase in specific heat at some fairly elevated temperature. No explanation has been
FIG. 1.17 Glass transition of NaCaAl1.5Si2.5O8 ob-
served in drop calorimetry experiments (White,
1919) as a break in the mean heat capacity curve,
Cm ¼ (HT�H298)/(T�298), where H is enthalpy.



FIG. 1.18 Glass transition of annealed and quenched samples of window
glass in differential thermal analysis experiments (Tool and Eichlin, 1925).
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established for any of these facts. It seems probable that the increase in specific heat
would have appeared if they had been carried higher. It may be a phenomenon of consider-
able importance.”

At about the same time, So (1918) andTool andEichlin (1920) also observed anomalous ther-
mal effects for silicate glasses in narrow temperature intervals near the empirical annealing
temperatures (Fig. 1.18). Similar observations were made by Gibson et al. (1920) for some
alcohols, while Peters andCragoe (1920) described analogous variations of the thermal expan-
sion coefficient of silicate glasses (see Richet and Bottinga, 1983). Glass formation was thus
associated, not with any discontinuous change in first-order thermodynamic properties
(e.g., volume, enthalpy), butwith rapid variations of second-order thermodynamic properties.

It is during this period that Adams and Williamson (1920) heralded the beginning of re-
laxation studies when they investigated the internal stresses that build up when a glass-
forming liquid is cooled and made their famous analysis of the rate at which the ensuing
strain and birefringence can be released on annealing. Thisworkwas of particular importance
for optical glass. An important practical outcome would be standardization of working
operations in terms of viscosity for the strain point (1013.5 Pas), the annealing point
(1012 Pas), the deformation point (1010.3 Pas) and the softening point (106.6 Pas).

Before any structural information was available, even for silicate crystals, Alexander A.
Lebedev (1893–1969) noted that the birefringence of optical glass disappeared upon
annealing near the 575°C temperature of the α-β transition of quartz. In 1921, he assumed that
glass contained “minute quartz crystals,” forming themselves solid solutions, such that
“annealing is not so much the removal of stress as the attaining of complete polymorphic
transformation.” These views formed the basis for the microcrystalline hypothesis, according
to which glass was made up of a disordered arrangement of very small crystals whose struc-
ture was similar to that of a stable crystalline form (see Evstropyev, 1953).

In other measurements, Tool and Eichlin (1924) observed that thermal effects in the
annealing range depend on cooling rate, which in turn causes glass properties to depend
on thermal history (Fig. 1.18). Extensive work by a number of investigators, especially Tool
and Eichlin (1924, 1931, and references therein), revealed that a state of equilibrium could be
attained through “molecular rearrangement” in crystallite-free materials. There was, there-
fore, still no hint of a glass-to-liquid transition. Tool and Eichlin (1931) noted that these trans-
formations were taking place at “effective” temperatures, later called fictive temperatures
(Tool, 1946), which were slightly higher than the annealing temperatures. For viscosity,



FIG. 1.19 Structural relaxation in viscosity mea-
surements at 486.7°C on fibers of a window glass
(Lillie, 1933). The lower curve refers to a newly
drawn sample whose fictive temperature was
higher than the run temperature, the upper curve
to a sample first annealed at 477.8°C for 64h. The
convergence of the curves indicates attainment of
thermodynamic equilibrium in about 2000min.
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Lillie (1933) then showed how equilibrium properties can be measured through reversal
experiments made on samples whose fictive temperature is initially higher and lower than
the run temperature (Fig. 1.19; see also Section 2.1.1).

Another important stepwas recognition that the viscosity of glass-forming liquids does not
follow Arrhenius laws,

η¼ η0 exp ΔHη=RTð Þ, (1.1a)

log η¼A+ 2:303ΔHη=RT, (1.1b)

where A¼ log η0 is a preexponential term and ΔHη the activation enthalpy for viscous flow.

To account for the nonlinear variations of log η against reciprocal temperature, Fulcher (1925),
Vogel (1921), and Tammann and Hesse (1926) proposed instead the equation

log η¼A+B= T�T1ð Þ, (1.2)

where A, B, and T1 are constants. This TVF Eq. (1.2) embodies the fact that viscosity

would become infinite at the T1 temperature. This intriguing feature is intimately
connected with the still unsolved fundamental problem of the glass transition. Further work
would show that equations of the same form also account for the temperature dependence
of other transport and relaxation properties (i.e., electrical conductivity, atomic diffusivity, di-
electric and structural relaxation times, or even spin-lattice relaxation).However, theparameter,
T1, which is sometimes called the Vogel temperature, is specific to each property considered.

Although they could not determine unambiguously the nature of glass, Parks and
Huffman (1927) recognized early its specificity as a distinct state of matter. Relying on their
heat capacity measurements on organic substances (Fig. 1.20), they wrote:

While there is no definite temperature, comparable to the melting point of a crystal, at which all properties
undergo a sharp change, there is nevertheless a temperature interval, definite and reproducible, in which a
number of properties change with a rapidity approaching that observed in the case of the melting process
of a crystal. In brief, there is a softening region instead of a melting point. The glass as it exists below the soft-
ening region differs so markedly from the liquid existing above that it might well be considered as a different
state of the substance. For this reason we have recently suggested the possibility of regarding glass as a fourth
state of matter, distinct from both the liquid and crystalline states and yet showing to some extent character-
istics of both these states.



FIG. 1.20 Heat capacity changes of organic substances
in the glass transition region (Parks and Huffman, 1927).
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At last, consistent with Descartes’ ideas, a new kind of transition, the glass transition,
was defined from such variations of second-order thermodynamic properties. Without any
reference to the polymorphic-like transformations assumed by Lebedev, Tool and Eichlin,
or other workers, the very viscous liquid (at high temperature) was separated from the glass
(at low temperature) by a transition at a temperature denoted by the symbol Tg. This new
field of glass science was ably reviewed in books by Tammann (1933) and by Morey (1938)
for silicates. Glass had definitely taken a much broader meaning by designating as glass
any material that does not crystallize on cooling from the molten state, including the ubiqui-
tous organic polymers today known as plastics.
1.5.3 The First Glimpses of Structure

Whereas a glass is a hybrid phase characterized by a fixed atomic arrangement, like in a
crystal, and by the lack of long-range order, like in a liquid, a melt is a phase whose structure
changes rapidly in response to temperature or pressure variations. Because the term config-
uration designates any microscopic arrangement of matter consistent with a given macro-
scopic state of the system, in the 1930s the physicists Franz Simon (1893–1956) and John
D. Bernal (1901–71) termed configurational those contributions to physical properties that
are associated with structural changes within the liquid. Deciphering the nature of these
changes has proven to be an extremely difficult task. For a long time, structural studies have
been restricted to glasses. Conclusions have often been applied without the necessary caution
when using glass as a proxy for the liquid state. Direct investigation of the structure of liquid
at high temperature has become possible only recently, as will be described in later chapters.

The starting point of structural studies is that glass lacks long-range order, but also that
some short-range order necessarily exists because the bonding requirements of each kind
of atomprevent complete bond disorder. From themid-1920s, X-ray diffractionmethods have
allowed the structure of the main crystalline silicates to be determined (e.g., Bragg, 1937).
The youngWilliamH. Zachariasen (1906–79) was struck by the small energy and volume dif-
ferences between glasses and crystals. By assuming that the principles of structural chemistry
newly established for crystal should also apply to glass, Zachariasen posited that both phases
share the same basic structural elements. Because glasses lack symmetry and periodicity, they
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differ from crystals by the fact that disorder begins right at the scale of first-neighbor
distances. In his famous 1932 paper, Zachariasen went on to summarize in three rules the
conditions for glass formation:

An oxide glass may be formed
1. If the sample contains a high percentage of cations which are surrounded by oxygen tetrahedra or by

oxygen triangles

2. If these tetrahedra or triangles share only corners with each other
3. And if some oxygen atoms are linked to only two such cations and do not form further bondswith any other

cations

From the beginning, two extreme situations have thus been depicted by the Lebedev and
Zachariasen schools, the disagreement dealing with the extent of medium-range order that
prevails in glass. The first structural studies of glass made with X-ray diffraction had been
inconclusive for lack of adequate methods to deal with the experimental X-ray scattering
curves of amorphous substances (e.g., Wyckoff and Morey, 1925; Randall et al., 1930). The
situation changed when the method of Fourier analysis was designed by Zernicke and Prins
(1927) to determine radial distribution functions of liquids. As shown in Fig. 1.21, the method
was pioneered by Bertram E. Warren (1902–91) for oxide and silicate glasses. In studies of
SiO2 and B2O3 glass,Warren (1934) andWarren et al. (1936) confirmed Zachariasen’s first rule
by showing that Si and B are coordinated by four and three oxygens, respectively, and each
oxygen by two Si or B. They also coined the term random network to describe the three-
dimensional disordered arrangement described by Zachariasen. Work on soda-silica glass
(Warren, 1934, Warren and Biscoe, 1938) then showed that two different kinds of oxygen
(later called bridging and nonbridging) must be distinguished depending on whether they
are bonded to only one or to two silicons (Fig. 1.22).
FIG. 1.21 The X-ray radial distribution function of SiO2 glass (Warren et al., 1936), the first to be determined for
silicate glasses. The peak positions yield the distances between first- and second-nearest neighbors, which can be
assigned from known ionic radii or interatomic distances in relevant crystals. For well-resolved peaks, the number
of neighboring atoms involved can be derived from the peak areas.



FIG. 1.22 Two-dimensional projection of the structure of a soda-silica glass. As derived from X-ray data, this ran-
dom network also accounted structurally for the existence of gradual (instead of abrupt) softening, viscosity decrease
upon Na2O addition (through fragmentation of the silicate network), and electrical conduction (through hopping of
the loosely bound Na atoms). From Warren and Biscoe (1938).
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Other methods began to be used to investigate glass structure. Right after the discovery of
the Raman effect (Raman and Krishnan, 1928), the spectrum of quartz was recorded by a
number of spectroscopists (e.g., Pringsheim and Rosen, 1928). The resemblance of the Raman
spectrum of quartz with the spectra of silica, crown, and flint glasses was pointed out by
Gross and Romanova (1929). Despite the technical difficulties of Ramanworkmadewithmer-
cury lamps, a variety of glasses were studied in more detail by Kujumzelis (1936). His spectra
for SiO2 and B2O3 glasses (Fig. 1.23) compare remarkably well with modern results (for SiO2,
see the background corrected spectrum of Fig. 5.21). Each glass was found to have a charac-
teristic spectrum that was determined by the kinds of molecular groups present in the struc-
ture. In accord with the ideas of Zachariasen andWarren, Kujumzelis correctly attributed the
FIG. 1.23 Raman spectra of SiO2 and B2O3 glasses. The sharp peak at 808cm�1 in the B2O3 spectrumwould later be
shown to be characteristic of the so-called boroxol rings. From Kujumzelis (1936).
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bands below 550cm�1 to lattice modes and noted that Al could substitute for Si without
marked structural changes. Although the basis for such work would not be available for a
few more decades, he also pointed out that systematic measurements were needed to make
reliable specific band assignments.

Together with the notion of bridging and nonbridging oxygens, the distinction between
network-former and network-modifier cations was another concept of fundamental impor-
tance. Warren and Pincus (1940) used it to discuss liquid immiscibility in binary metal
oxide-silica systems in terms of competition of cations for bonding with nonbridging oxy-
gens, whose outcome is determined by the ratio Z/rc of the electric charges and ionic radii of
cations. Along similar lines, Adolf Dietzel (1902–93) introduced in 1942 the notion of field
strength, I¼Z/a2, where a is the distance between ions (metal cation and oxygen, in general),
to rationalize the systematic variations of devitrification, compound formation, andmelting tem-
peratures as a function of the nature of cations. Later, Stevels (1953, 1954) would recognize the
control exerted on physical properties by the degree of polymerization through a parameter
X designating the average number of nonbridging oxygens per tetrahedrally coordinated cation
(which is now more explicitly denoted by NBO/T).

As will be described in other chapters of this book, random network models are probably
too extreme in denying significant medium-range order. Nonetheless, Zachariasen’s rules
still represent a useful starting point for discussion of glass structure. On the other hand,
it is ironic that the strongest evidence for structural microheterogeneity presented by the mi-
crocrystalline school (see Evstropyev, 1953) was the result of metastable liquid-liquid phase
separation that would be discovered in the early 1960s (see Mazurin et al., 1984).
1.5.4 The Search for New Compositions

Fromprehistory until the end of the 19th century, the oxides of very few elements had been
used for making glass. Leaving aside coloring elements, whose concentration is low, these
were silicon, sodium, calcium, aluminum, potassium, and lead. In England, aminister named
Harcourt and the physicist George Gabriel Stokes (1819–1903) succeeded in incorporating a
variety of other elements in glass (see Vogel, 1994). Harcourt even discovered the glass-
forming ability of B2O3 and P2O5, but his efforts had few practical applications.

In Germany, the great optician Ernst Abbe (1840–1905) wondered whether the narrow
range of chemical composition of glass was why both refractive index and dispersion were
always increasing in a way similar to density. Was it also the reason that lenses had known
little improvement since the invention of flint glass? At Abbe’s instigation, Otto Schott
(1851–1935) had begun in 1881 systematic investigations of the density-optical property
relationships of silicate glasses in a work supported by a scientifically oriented German gov-
ernment. By using all the elements known at that time, he could incorporate 28 of them in
concentrations higher than 10wt% (see Hovestadt, 1900). For instance, introduction of bar-
ium, a heavy element, caused an increase of the refractive index of glass without increasing
the dispersion. Such observations proved especially useful for microscopy and photography
applications. From this work, it was becoming possible to tailor a glass composition for a
given specific application.
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At the turn of the 20th century, the various processes used to make flat and container glass
underwent mechanization (see Cable, 1990), but such an industrial mutation did not induce
any important change in glass composition. Further progress in this respect resulted from
specific needs. In the United States, a searchwas, for example, made for glasses with low ther-
mal expansion coefficients because the lights of train cars were breaking under the thermal
shock caused by heavy rains. Addition of boron oxide for improving the homogeneity of op-
tical glass had already been described by Faraday (1859). After having also been used by the
Schott company to make glass for thermometers, borosilicates resulted in 1908 in the inven-
tion of Nonex glass by Corning Glass Works. This lead borosilicate glass was an instant suc-
cess, but sales soon dropped because the material no longer needed replacement (see Dyer
and Gross, 2001). The use of glass for cookware was then considered, but lead-bearing ma-
terials were unsuitable for such an application.

Further research eventually resulted, in 1915, in the famous sodium borosilicate glass
dubbed Pyrex, which has an extremely small coefficient of thermal expansion ensured by
the presence of about 12wt% B2O3. Since then, borosilicates have found innumerable uses,
thanks to their chemical inertness combined with lower temperatures of melting and homog-
enization than for silicates (Youngman, 2018). These advantages result from the facts that
B2O3 has itself a very low melting temperature of 712K and that mixing of B3+ and Si4+ in
the anionic framework, made possible by association of boronwith charge-compensating cat-
ions, enhances this effect through the entropy of Si, B mixing. Hence, the depressing effects of
B2O3 as a flux on liquidus temperatures are similar to those of alkalis, but with the important
advantage of not significantly affecting the polymerization state of the material and thus not
degrading its stability.

The increasing diversity of chemical composition made possible prediction of a given
physical property from the composition of the glass. Near room temperature, linear varia-
tions of various properties of silicate glasses were observed as a function of the concentration
of oxide components (e.g., Winkelmann, 1893). Further experimental work revealed devia-
tions from additivity, which were incorporated in more complex models (Gehlhoff and
Thomas, 1926). However, no such effort could be attempted for melts because experimental
data would be badly lacking for a very long time.

Chemistry could also help improve properties without changing the bulk composition of
the glass. This is the case of chemical tempering, which ensures shock resistancemuch greater
than with the usual quenching procedure. The internal stresses that ensure resistance to
shocks are achieved through replacement of sodium by potassium via chemical exchange be-
tween the surface of the glass and a molten salt (Karlsson and Wondraczek, 2018). New ap-
plications could otherwise be found for existing glasses. A calcium borosilicate, the so-called
E glass, was extensively used for electrical insulation before its excellent mechanical proper-
ties were recognized. From themiddle of the 20th century, it has been with this glass and new
related compositions that mechanical reinforcement by glass fibers has been realized in com-
posite materials (Li and Watson, 2018).

More recently, new uses of silicate glasses have been made possible by either their ex-
tremely high purity or, in contrast, by the very wide extent of their solid solutions. Whereas
the optical fiber, without which the internetwould not exist, thus relies on high-purity, defect-
free SiO2 fibers (Ballato, 2018), borosilicate glasses have been selected for nuclear waste
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disposal because of their ability to dissolve large amounts of many different nuclides, com-
bined with their low melting temperature and high resistance to corrosion by aqueous solu-
tions (see Wicks, 1985; Pinet et al., 2018). Likewise, incineration of municipal and industrial
waste produces a variety of glass phases that result in a considerable volume reduction of the
residues, stabilizes them against weathering, and may even yield products of practical inter-
est (Heuss-Aßbichler and Bayuneso, 2018).

Other completely new glass families have been invented in the last few decades formed, for
instance, from sol-gel processes (Almeida andGonçalves, 2018;Malfait et al., 2018), from fluo-
rides and chalcogenides (Bureau and Lucas, 2018), or in metallic systems (Louzguine-Luzgin
and Inoue, 2018). These glasses have foundmany applications, thanks to their specific optical,
mechanical, or thermal properties. Referring to Kurkjian and Prindle (1998) for other insights
on glass compositions, we will conclude this short description by mentioning that important
uses of some glasses in fact rely instead on the intrinsic instability of thematerial. This point is
particularly well exemplified by the silica-poor, alkali-rich water glasses, which are important
binders or precursors in industrial chemical syntheses (Rogendorff, 2018), and also by the
very rapidly developing field of bioglasses, in which large concentrations of modifier ions
and nonbridging oxygens allows for in vivo degradation and concomitant regeneration of soft
or bone tissue (Brauer and Jones, 2018).
1.5.5 A Geological Outlook

At the end of this fast journey through time, the considerable interest raised by silicate
melts in earth sciences does not need to be emphasized. The data of Table 1.3 illustrate the
diversity in chemical composition of lavas. A noteworthy feature of these analyses is the con-
tinuous increase in SiO2 content observed throughout magmatic evolution. This trend is the
result of partial melting and fractional crystallization events grouped under the term of mag-
matic differentiation (see Young, 1998).

In the late 19th century, it was assumed that liquid-liquid immiscibility was another pro-
cess effective in nature. Ironically, the observation of liquid unmixing in simple iron and al-
kaline earth silicates by Greig (1927) ruled out this process as a cause of magmatic
differentiation because it was also observed that miscibility gaps disappear rapidly upon ad-
dition of alumina at concentrations much lower than those found in igneous rocks. This was
not the final answer to the question, however. The actual occurrence of liquid immiscibility in
terrestrial and lunar lavas has later been demonstrated (Roedder andWeiblen, 1970), trigger-
ing new experimental studies (e.g., Philpotts, 1976) and illustrating once more the fruitful
interplay of field and laboratory observations.

Magmas are important not only in continents, but also in the oceanic crust. In the 1950s,
exploration of the sea revealed that ocean floors are made up of basalt, implying that this ig-
neous rock covers 70% of the earth’s surface (Shand, 1949; Heezen et al., 1959). In the theory of
plate tectonics (Dietz, 1961; Hess, 1962), magma plays a key role in creating new ocean floor
when emerging at midocean ridges. Adiabatic melting in the rising part of the convection
cells that circulate through the mantle is a fundamental aspect of the earth’s activity.

Planetary exploration has also shown volcanic activity to be present on Mars and Venus
and in the satellites of giant planets. Glass more than 4 billion years old has been brought



TABLE 1.3 Compositional Diversity of Natural Glasses and Igneous Rocks (wt%)a

SiO2 Al2O3 Fe2O3 FeO MgO CaO Na2O K2O TiO2

Fulgurite (Libya) 97.6 1.5 0.2 0.4 0.3

Darwin glassb 87.4 8.0 0.2 1.9 0.8 0.1 1.0 0.5

Obsidianc 74.7 13.7 1.0 0.6 0.1 0.8 3.9 4.0

Rhyolited 73.9 13.5 1.5 1.1 0.4 1.1 3.6 4.4 0.3

Obsidiane 70.3 16.4 1.0 1.0 1.1 2.6 4.3 2.9 0.3

Trachyte glassd 62.3 17.3 3.1 3.4 0.5 2.4 6.8 4.4

Phonolited 57.9 19.6 2.9 2.1 1.1 2.1 8.0 5.4 0.6

Pele hair (Hawaii) 51.2 14.8 2.9 9.9 6.5 11.1 2.7 0.9

Basalt glassf 50.9 15.7 9.1 8.6 12.1 2.2 0.2 1.2

Tephrited 48.8 17.3 4.2 5.3 4.8 9.4 3.8 4.6 1.9

Peridotited,g 42.3 4.2 3.6 6.6 31.2 5.0 0.5 0.3 0.6

Dunited,g 41.1 1.9 3.9 10.1 40.6 1.1 0.2 0.1 0.1

Silica glass, Luna 20 98.9 0.7 0.1 0.1 0.2

Granite glass 72.9 14.8 2.5 0.3 2.7 2.2 4.2 0.5

Basalt glassh 52.8 15.4 0.2 10.0 6.8 10.8 1.1 1.1 1.8

Low SiO2 glass 32.3 38.9 0.1 7.1 21.6 0.1

a Compositions normalized to 100wt% by neglecting the reported H2O
+ andH2O

� contents. The small MnO and P2O5 contents are not listed. See

Richet and Bottinga (1983) and Cox et al. (1979) for references of analyses.
b Tasmania.
c Obsidian Cliff, Yellowstone.
d Average compositions, see Cox et al. (1979).
e Big Butte, Montana.
f Mid-ocean ridge, Famous zone.
g Melt not vitrifying.
h Fra Mauro.
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back from the moon’s surface. It even appears that the surface of the primitive earth was
probably covered by a magma ocean, more than 1000km deep, at temperatures higher than
2000°C (Abe, 1997; Rama Murthy and Karato, 1997). From the long-gone magma ocean to
the smallest currently active volcano, magma owes its fundamental importance to the
fact that, at all scales, it is the most efficient agent for transporting matter, and energy,
throughout the earth.
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2.1 INTRODUCTORY COMMENTS

The ease with which a liquid adjusts to the shape of its container is a familiar consequence
of atomic mobility. This is a hallmark of the molten state. Atomic mobility is the very reason
why liquids flow, even though another salient feature evident through daily experience is that
viscosity (η) increases markedly with decreasing temperatures, which can be accounted for
quantitatively in various ways (Deubener, 2018). If crystallization does not occur when a liq-
uid is cooled below its liquidus temperature, viscosity eventually becomes so high that flow
can no longer take place on the timescale of an experiment. The liquid transforms to a glass,
i.e., to a solid with a disordered atomic arrangement. From an essentially phenomenological
perspective, the glass transition and the resulting close connection between glasses andmelts
# 2019 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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are the main themes reviewed in this chapter. A variety of other relaxation mechanisms
operates in glass-forming liquids (e.g., Debenedetti, 1997; Angell et al., 2000; Donth, 2001;
Fotheringham, 2018). As a result of difficulties in high-temperature experiments, such sec-
ondary relaxation mechanisms have not been documented extensively for silicate melts. This
is not a serious problem as they are of little influence on the structural and physical properties
dealt with in this book.
2.2 RELAXATION

The glass transition is not abrupt but typically occurs over a few tens of degrees.
Depending on heating or cooling rate, it can take place at widely differing temperatures.
In all cases, however, the time dependence of the investigated physical property reveals that
the kinetics of structural relaxation are slow at the timescale of the measurement.
2.2.1 Glass Transition Range

In general, the glass transition temperature (Tg) is defined as the temperature at which the
tangents to the glass and liquid curves of a given property intersect (Fig. 2.1). At the particular
timescale of the experiment, Tg is that temperature at which the configuration of the liquid is
frozen in (here, configuration designates any microscopic arrangement of the material con-
sistent with a given macroscopic state of the system). Contrary to the temperature of an equi-
librium transition, Tg is not a fixed point because it varies with the experimental conditions. It
is higher for higher cooling rates or shorter experimental timescales. This effect demonstrates
the kinetic, nonequilibrium nature of the glass transition. Such variations of Tg can amount to
hundreds of degrees. They are shown in Fig. 2.2 for the glass transition of CaAl2Si2O8 as de-
termined under the experimental conditions of viscometry, ultrasonic, and Brillouin scatter-
ing experiments, which are made at experimental timescales of the order of 102, 10�6 and
10�10 s, respectively (see Section 2.3.2). Hence, the glass or liquid nature of the substance does
not depend only on temperature but also on the timescale at which its properties are probed.
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FIG. 2.1 Dilatometric glass transition temper-
ature of E glass (composition in Table 1.2), as de-
termined from the break in the thermal
expansion curve. The decrease of the sample
length (l) above 600°C is due to flow of the sam-
ple under its ownweight slightly above the glass
transition.
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More precisely, the glass transition does not manifest itself as a sharp discontinuity, but as
a temperature interval where the properties of thematerial depend on time as well as on ther-
mal history. Under given experimental conditions, the width of this glass transition range is
typically a few tens of degrees, as illustrated in Fig. 2.3 by the viscosity of a window glass.
The viscosities in this figure were measured with timescales of minutes, first in order of de-
creasing temperatures and then in order of increasing temperatures. Time-dependent viscos-
ity was observed from about 800 to 775K. The viscosity increased with time when the liquid
was cooled down to the temperature of the measurement, whereas it decreased with time if it
was heated up first. Like any physical property, the viscosity of a liquid in internal thermo-
dynamic equilibrium is determined by only two variables, pressure (ambient, in this case)
and temperature (that of the experiment). The differences between the values observed at
the beginning of each series of isothermal measurements (i.e., after cooling and after heating)
demonstrate that themelt was not in internal equilibriumuntil a common, constant valuewas
attained.

Equilibrium viscosities of up to about 1015Pas can be reached through complete relaxation
achieved in reversal experiments lasting a few days, as shown in Fig. 2.3, for example. Still
higher viscosities could be measured, but the experimental timescales would rapidly exceed
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the lifetime of the experimentalist!1 Leaving aside for the moment a discussion of the config-
urational changes that take place during relaxation, we emphasize that equilibrium is out of
reach if experiments are made quickly well below the glass transition range. Measurements
can nevertheless be made under such conditions. Then, the resulting viscosity is lower than
the equilibrium value because the sample has been previously held at a temperature higher
than that of the experiment (Fig. 2.3). This viscosity is termed isostructural because the struc-
ture of the sample cannot adjust to the new temperature conditions during the timescale of the
experiment. It varies with temperature according to an Arrhenius law (Mazurin et al., 1979),
in contrast with the generally strong departures from Arrhenian variations found for the liq-
uid (see Bottinga and Richet, 1996). It is even possible to determine the temperature at which
the structure of the glass has been frozen in. This temperature is given by the intersection of
the Arrhenius law of the glass with the non-Arrhenian curve of the liquid (Fig. 2.4).

Depending on the kind of measurement performed, the glass transition thus manifests it-
self either as a continuous or as a discontinuous transformation. Similar to first-order thermo-
dynamic properties (volume, enthalpy, entropy), there is no discontinuity of transport
properties (viscosity, electrical conductivity, etc.), but a change in temperature dependence
across the glass transition range. In contrast, the variations of second-order thermodynamic
properties are rapid enough to be considered practically as discontinuities such as illustrated
in Fig. 2.5 with the heat capacity of a sodium silicate.
2.2.2 Vibrational Versus Configurational Relaxation

Relaxation does not represent a response of the material to temperature changes only, but
to variations of any intensive variable. In experiments made at constant temperature, stress
1It is often said that thicker stained glass at the bottom of panes in medieval churches resulted from long-term

flow at room temperature under the own weight of the material. As pointed out by Zanotto and Gupta (1999),

timescales of the order of 1023 years would be needed to produce such an effect. The likely explanation is that

stained-glassmasters simply installed the thickest side of glass panes at the bottomwhen theywere not getting

panes of even thickness.
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changes can cause viscosity to be time-dependent. Relaxation tends to be much faster after a
stress change than after a temperature change, however, as illustrated by the ninefold differ-
ence between the data plotted in Fig. 2.6 for a window glass. When the so-called Boltzmann
(1874) superposition principle holds true, relaxation after simultaneous different perturba-
tions is the sum of the individual responses (see Hodge, 1994). This is illustrated in
Fig. 2.6 by the stress and temperature perturbations and their combined effects on a
window glass.

Specifically, two kinds of relaxation, vibrational and configurational, must in general be
distinguished. When energy is delivered quickly to a substance, for example with laser
pulses, the conversion of light into heat takes place at the 10�12 to 10�14 s timescale of atomic
vibrations. Because of such very short timescales, vibrational relaxation can be considered as
instantaneous during physical measurements. The observed relaxation results instead from
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configurational changes within the substance. In accordance with Le Chatelier’s Laws, these
changes represent additional entropy and volume changes, which allow theGibbs free energy
to decrease further in response to variations of temperature and pressure. Configurational
changes thus take place whenever the structure of a substance can vary. This is the case of
liquids, of course, as well as of crystals during phase transitions or at high temperatures.
These phenomena will be described in the following chapter.

Now consider any first-order thermodynamic property, Y, such as volume, enthalpy, en-
tropy, etc. In view of the very strong temperature dependence of relaxation kinetics, three
cases must be distinguished with regard to the variation of a property following a tempera-
ture jump ΔT (Fig. 2.7):

1. At high temperatures, relaxation time is short with respect to the timescale of a
measurement. The equilibrium valueY1 is reached instantly in such away that an apparent
discontinuity, ΔY, is observed, which is the sum of vibrational and configurational
contributions.

2. At lower temperatures, relaxation takes longer because the time needed to reach the
equilibrium value, Y2, becomes similar to the experimental timescale. A smaller jump of Y
is first observed, which is due to instantaneous vibrational relaxation. This jump is
followed by a configurational relaxation, which progressively brings Y to its new
equilibrium value. The lower the temperature, the longer is the time required to reach
equilibrium, as illustrated with the plots of Y2 and Y3 in Fig. 2.7.
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FIG. 2.7 Vibrational and configurational relaxa-
tion shown in (A) at four different temperatures
for a given property Y, consecutive to an abrupt
change in temperature ΔT represented in (B). In or-
der of decreasing temperature,Y1 refers to a fully re-
laxed phase (e.g., a liquid), Y2 and Y3 to a relaxing
material, and Y4 to a fully unrelaxed phase (e.g., a
glass). For Y2 and Y3, the equilibrium values are
shown by a dashed line.
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3. When the temperature has decreased even further, relaxation has become so long that no
configurational changes can take place in the course of the measurement. The structure of
the phase has been frozen in. Only a small instantaneous change in Y due to atomic
vibrations is observed. The glass transition has occurred because configurational changes
are no longer possible at an appreciable rate.

When relaxation requires times that are long with respect to the 10�12 to 10�14 s period of
atomic vibrations, vibrations in a liquid can be considered as taking place in a fixed structural
environment. Physical properties can then be separated into independent vibrational and
configurational contributions. As will be shown from the simple Maxwell model, this situa-
tion obtains in liquids when the viscosity is higher than about 0.1Pas. An example of volume
relaxation is provided by the dilatometry experiments of Fig. 2.8 where both vibrational and
configurational contributions can be observed directly. The former is instantaneous, whereas
the latter is delayed and slowly leads to the equilibrium length of the sample.
2.2.3 Relaxation Times

Relaxation is relevant to silicatemelts from both a theoretical and practical standpoint. This
has been reviewed elsewhere (Moynihan et al., 1976; Hessenkemper and Br€uckner, 1989,
1990; Dingwell and Webb, 1990; Dingwell, 1995; Moynihan, 1995; Fotheringham, 2018) or
shown by a variety of measurements (e.g., Webb, 1992a,b; Stevenson et al., 1995; Sipp
et al., 1997). To characterize the rate at which a given property, Y, approaches the new equi-
librium value, Ye, one defines the relaxation time, τ, as:



τY ¼� Yt�Yeð Þ= ∂Y=∂tð Þ, (2.1)

where Yt is the value actually measured at instant t. If τYwere constant, i.e., not depending on
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the instantaneous value of Y, relaxation would be described by a simple exponential law:

Yt�Yeð Þ¼ Y0�Yeð Þ exp �t=τγ
� �

, (2.2)

where Y0 is the initial Y value. In other words, after a time τY the variation of Y would rep-

resent a fraction 1/e of the initial difference from the equilibrium value.

Relaxation times depend not only on temperature (Fig. 2.3), but also on the extent of de-
parture from the equilibrium state, i.e., on thermal history. In addition, relaxation kinetics do
not follow exponential laws of the form (2.2) at constant temperature because either individ-
ual relaxation times are intrinsically nonexponential or the actual transformation is made up
of many mechanisms with different relaxation times. In a phenomenological way, quantita-
tive modeling of experimental relaxation measurements can be achieved in two different
ways. One can assume that there is a distribution of relaxation times and then express relax-
ation as the sum of a number of equations of the form (2.2). Alternatively, nonexponentiality
can be built into Eq. (2.2) through replacement of the variable (� t/τY) by (� t/τY)

β, where β is a
constant, ranging from 0 to 1, first introduced by Kohlrausch (1863) in torsion experiments on
rubber and glass fibers. Because a review of relaxation studies and models is beyond the
scope of this book (see Scherer, 1986; Hodge, 1994; Angell et al., 2000), we will now turn
to a few points of more direct relevance.

The first point is whether or not the relaxation kinetics (and relaxation times) are the same
for various physical properties of the same substance. From comparisons between their own
photon correlation spectroscopy results with literature data on enthalpy or viscosity, Siewert
and Rosenhauer (1997), for instance, concluded that relaxation in SiO2-NaAlSiO4 melts is
slower for thermal than for mechanical perturbation. It is not easy to answer such a question
rigorously, however, because the effects of differing samples, temperature conditions, exper-
imental timescale, thermal history, or data analysis are not readily disentangled.

Because the glass transition occurs when relaxation times become greater than the time-
scale of an experiment, differences between the glass transition temperatures measured un-
der similar conditions for different properties reflect possible differences in relaxation
kinetics for a given substance. Such comparisons made for many silicates and aluminosili-
cates byWebb and Knoche (1996) show that these temperatures agree to within experimental
errors for enthalpy and volume. Webb and Knoche (1996) also concluded that, for all their
samples, the viscosity at the glass transition lies in the rather narrow range
109.71�1012.08Pas, with a standard deviation from the mean of only 100.33Pas. From simulta-
neous enthalpy and volumemeasurements, Sipp and Richet (2002) investigated a wider com-
position range in which titano- and borosilicates were included. The correlation between
glass transition temperatures (Fig. 2.9) is still better and the viscosity interval at Tg narrower
than reported byWebb and Knoche (1996). In spite of glass transition temperatures spanning
the wide range 750–1160K, the viscosity interval is 1010.1�1011.7Pas with a standard devia-
tion from the mean of 100.11Pas.

The similarity of relaxation times for different properties can be confirmed directly bymea-
surements performed on samples with the same thermal history. For such comparisons, the
results are expressed as dimensionless variables:
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Y¼ Yt�Yeð Þ= Y0�Yeð Þ, (2.3)

where Yt, Ye, and Y0 are the values of property Y at time t, at equilibrium, and at time 0, re-

spectively. Over a few-hour intervals, the volume and viscosity of a window glass relaxed at
the same rate (Rekhson et al., 1971). The same conclusion has been arrived at for E glass
(Fig. 2.10) over longer duration for wider departures from equilibrium (Sipp and Richet,
2002). Although relaxation is a complicated function of temperature and thermal history,
the equivalence of relaxation rates for different properties of silicate melts is a welcomed sim-
plifying feature. It is of great practical use, especially in allowing relaxation times for any
property to be estimated from viscosity through Maxwell’s model.
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2.2.4 Maxwell Model

Referring to Fotheringham (2018) for a general review of relaxation models of practical in-
terest, we will now deal with the very simple treatment of viscoelastic media proposed by
Maxwell (1868), as it represents a very convenient way to describe their main features. Its
starting point is the flow of liquids where shear stresses resulting from interatomic forces
yield velocity gradients perpendicular to the stream direction (Fig. 2.11). The simplest case
holds when “the resistance arising from the want of lubricity in the parts of a fluid is, other
things being equal, proportional to the velocity with which the parts of the fluid are separated
from one another” (Newton, 1725). Shear stresses then are proportional to velocity gradients.
For a homogeneous relative deformation, or strain, ε (¼ Δl/l, l¼sample length), one has:

σ¼ η ∂ε=∂t, (2.4)

and the shear viscosity, η, is Newtonian as long as η is independent of the stress, σ, and strain

rate, δε/δt, of the sample.

In view of the continuous pathway between the liquid and glass states, glass-forming liq-
uids cannot be purely Newtonian when they approach the glass transition. In fact, they are
viscoelastic, with an elastic component that becomes increasingly important near Tg.More pre-
cisely, application of a shear stress first causes an elastic strain, which would be recovered if
the stress were released, and then a viscous deformation. The relation between the elastic
stress and strain is given by Hooke’s law. Originally stated as “Ut tensio, sic vis,” that is,
“the power of any spring is in the same proportion with the tension thereof,” this law is writ-
ten in modern terms as:

σ¼G∞ ε, (2.5)

whereG∞, also known as the shear rigidity, is the shear modulus at infinite frequency. Hence,

the elastic stress rate is:

dσ=dt¼G∞ dε=dt: (2.6)

The second component is the aforementioned Newtonian, nonrecoverable viscous defor-

mation that tends to relax the stress built up macroscopically through strained bond lengths
and angles. The applied stress does not remain constant but tends to disappear at a rate
depending on the value of σ and on the nature of the substance. Assuming that this rate
was proportional to σ, Maxwell (1868) rewrote Eq. (2.6) as:



dσ=dt¼G∞ dε=dt�σ=τ, (2.7)

and introduced in this way the stress relaxation time, τ, as ameasure of the rate of the process.
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In practice, stress and structural relaxation times are about the same and both terms are used
synonymously in the viscoelastic literature. If the strain, ε, is constant, Maxwell noted that:

σ¼G∞ ε exp �t=τð Þ, (2.8)

so that the stress eventually vanishes and the pressures are distributed as in a fluid at rest. If,

alternatively, the deformation rate dε/dt is kept constant, the instantaneous stress is readily
obtained by integration of Eq. (2.7):

σ¼ ηdε=dt+Ce�t=τ, (2.9)

where C is a constant.

By combining the simplest representations of elasticity and viscous flow, the Maxwell

model has as a mechanical analog a spring and a dash pot placed in series. The response
of a viscous melt subjected to stress thus is made up of an instantaneous, elastic response,
which is vibrational in origin, alongwith a delayed response whose nature is configurational.
We refer to Richet and Bottinga (1995) for a discussion of the usefulness and limitations of the
Maxwell model. Here, we simply note that dσ/dt in Eq. (2.7) becomes very small when
stresses are applied at low frequencies, in which case one finds:

η¼G∞ τ: (2.10)

Another important point is that the shearmodulusG∞ is insensitive to composition. From a

review of literature data for amorphous silicates, Dingwell and Webb (1989) pointed out that
G∞ varies by less than a factor of 10 with either temperature or composition, with a mean
value of 10GPa. Since atomic vibrations typically have a period of 10�12 to 10�14 s, configu-
rational relaxation remains much slower than vibrational relaxation as long as viscosity is
higher than about 0.1Pas. By rewriting Eq. (2.10) as:

η Tð Þ¼G∞ Tð Þ τ Tð Þ, (2.11)

we see that the variations ofG∞ can be estimated from thewidth of the viscosity interval at the

glass transition. The value of 1010.9�0.11Pas given for this interval in the preceding section
points to a possible spread of only half an order of magnitude for G∞ is consistent with
the conclusion of Dingwell and Webb (1989). Compared with the tremendous variations of
viscosity with temperature and composition, G∞ thus is almost constant. If the viscosity is
known, structural relaxation times can be readily estimated from Eq. (2.10).

The temperature dependence of G∞ can be determined directly from sound velocity mea-
surements made at extremely short timescales because G∞¼ρ vs

2, where ρ is the density and
vs the velocity of shear acoustic waves at infinite frequency. This is the situation in Brillouin
scattering experiments duringwhich inelastic scattering of phonons by photons takes place at
timescales of about 10�10 s (see Askarpour et al., 1993). Above the glass transition range,
Brillouin and density data yield values of G∞ in the range 34–36GPa and indicate that
dG∞/dT is about�0.02GPa/K for pure SiO2 (Polian et al., 2002) and CaMgSi2O6, CaAl2Si2O8,
and Ca3Al2Si3O12 melts (Askarpour et al., 1993). As a result, G∞ decreases by less than 8GPa
in the 400K interval spanned by the data of Fig. 2.9 and remains close to the 3–32GPa range
delineated by Dingwell and Webb (1989).
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2.2.5 Local Versus Bulk Relaxation

Even though the shearmodulus is a property closely connected to viscosity, it is insensitive
to temperature and composition. Hence, there is not much structural information to be drawn
from its determination. For silicates, it is tempting to assume that the 34–36GPa value, which
pertains to melts ranging from pure SiO2 to SiO2-poor melts, results from common structural
features. This inference would be misleading, however, for similar G∞ values of the order of
1010GPa apply to all kinds of glass-forming liquids in spite of the major composition and
bonding differences that they represent. This is the reason why these liquids share the com-
mon feature that their viscosity is about 1012Pas when they pass through the glass transition
with a cooling rate of a few degrees per minute, i.e., with experimental timescales of the order
of 100s.

Although silicate melts are made up of a variety of structural entities, there is a single glass
transition, not different points at which mobility would successively set in for different kinds
of atoms or atomic groups. This feature reflects the cooperative nature of the glass transition.
As described in more detail in Chapter 4, the bulk dynamics of silicate liquids are controlled
by the strong SidO bonds of the anionic framework (Farnan and Stebbins, 1994; Stebbins
et al., 1995). Structural, enthalpy, and volume relaxations are determined by the rate of ex-
change of these bonds. This does not mean, however, that atomic mobility completely van-
ishes below the glass transition. Measurements of electrical conductivity or element
diffusivity indicate that matter is still transported, although it does so at too slow a rate
for the bulk properties of the glass to be affected.

It is possible to determine the characteristic times for various relaxation mechanisms. In a
nuclearmagnetic resonance (NMR) study of a sodium silicate (Fig. 2.12), George and Stebbins
(1998) observed that, with decreasing temperatures, the correlation time for Na site hopping
(τNa) derived from 23Na spin-lattice relaxation data becomes much shorter than the viscosity
relaxation time (τη) determined from the Maxwell relation (2.10). Similar results have been
obtained for three different processes in calcium aluminosilicates over wider temperature in-
tervals extending to below the standard glass transition (Fig. 2.13). In this study, Gruener et al.
(2001) determined the rate of exchange of AldO bonds from 27Al spin-lattice NMR
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experiments, the characteristic time for calcium hopping from electrical conductivity mea-
surements, and structural relaxation times from viscosity and Maxwell model (Fig. 2.13).
Whereas all three times are similar above 1600K, decoupling between structural relaxation
and calcium hopping becomes considerable at lower temperatures. At the standard Tg, the
relaxation times for these processes differ by seven orders of magnitude. The glass transition
itself has little effect on the calcium-hopping frequency, for Fig. 2.13 merely shows a slight
change in slope between the data for the liquid above Tg and the “isostructural” data at lower
temperatures. Decoupling between alkali mobility and network relaxation was also observed
near Tg through lineshape analyses in a Brillouin scattering study of alkali silicates (Kieffer
et al., 1995). Likewise, in neutron scattering experiments the dynamic timescale was still
found 100 times shorter for Na diffusion than for network relaxation at 1300°C (Meyer
et al., 2002).

For a soda-lime silicate melt (Fig. 2.14), decoupling is also attested to by a change in dif-
fusion regime occurring near the glass transition for oxygen, but not for calcium and sodium.
These and other observations on simple silicates (e.g., Yinnon and Cooper, 1980; Braedt and
Frischat, 1988) indicate that themechanisms of diffusion differ for network-modifying cations
and for oxygen (and silicon aswell). For oxygen, there exist at least two differentmechanisms.
As shown in Chapter 4 (Section 4.5.2), the high-temperature process is closely related to vis-
cous flow. Accordingly, oxygen diffusion varies as strongly as viscosity with the silicate com-
position. For network-modifying cations, a singlemechanismmight instead operate from low
to high temperature. The diffusivities of these cations tend to vary less with composition
because they are not controlled by the bulk of the structure.

Decoupling of bulk and local relaxation has many important implications. As a single ex-
ample, note fact that element diffusivities differ much less at high temperature, where they
tend to converge, than near and below the glass transition, where considerable differences
are observed. Besides, this high-temperature convergence points to a linear correlation
between the activation enthalpies for diffusion and the preexponential terms of Arrhenius
laws. Empirically, this relationship is known as a compensation law (see Winchell, 1969;
see also Chakraborty, 1995).
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2.3 GLASS TRANSITION

Equilibrium phase transitions have a thermodynamic origin because they allow the Gibbs
free energy of the system to decrease in response to pressure or temperature changes. Kinetic
phase transitions are quite different because they result from the fact that, under given cir-
cumstances, the system has not sufficient time to minimize its Gibbs free energy through ad-
justments of its configuration. When the system is trapped in such a state of high Gibbs free
energy, which does not correspond to the equilibrium configuration, it ceases to be in internal
equilibrium and its properties depend on its previous history. This is one of the main conse-
quences of the glass transition whose purely theoretical aspects are beyond the scope of this
chapter (see for instance Berthier and Biroli, 2011; Biroli and Garrahan, 2013).
2.3.1 A Microscopic Picture

In this section, we will describe how the changes in second-order thermodynamic proper-
ties through the glass transition are related to atomic mobility in the liquid. Referring to early
(Davies and Jones, 1953) ormore recent (Richet, 2001; Gujrati, 2018; Garden andGuillou, 2018)
reviews of the thermodynamics of glasses, we will restrict ourselves to a schematic one-
dimensional picture of interatomic potentials (Fig. 2.15). Contrary to crystals, where these
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potentials have a long-range symmetry, glasses have essentially a short-range order because
the bond angles and distances between next-nearest neighbor atoms are not fixed but spread
over a range of values. As originally described by Goldstein (1969), the minima of potential
energy, which determine the glass configuration, are separated by barriers with varying
heights and shapes in a so-called configurational energy landscape. When thermal energy
is delivered to the glass, the temperature rise is associated only with increasing amplitudes
of vibration of atoms within their potential energy wells. The heat capacity of the glass is,
therefore, only vibrational in nature, which is similar to that of any other solid.

At sufficiently high temperature, thermal energy increases to the point that atoms can over-
come the barriers that separate their own from the neighboring potential energy wells
(Fig. 2.15). This onset of atomic mobility signals structural relaxation. If, however, the relax-
ation time is longer than the experimental timescale, only the vibrational heat capacity is mea-
sured. If the temperature is increased further, or if time is sufficient for the new equilibrium
configuration to be attained during the measurement, then the configurational heat capacity
is also measured. When integrated over all atoms, the configurational heat capacity repre-
sents the energy differences between the minima of the potential energy wells that are ex-
plored as temperature increases (Fig. 2.15).

Hence, the glass transition can be viewed as the point from which atoms begin to explore
positions characterized by higher potential energies. Regardless of the complexity of this pro-
cess at a microscopic level, this spreading of configurations over states of higher and higher
potential energy is the main feature of atomic mobility. As a consequence, configurational
heat capacities are positive. This feature, in turn, is consistent with the fact that any config-
urational change must cause an entropy rise when the temperature increases. As for relaxa-
tion times, they decrease with rising temperatures because large thermal energies allow
potential energy barriers to be overcome more easily.
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2.3.2 Rate Dependence of the Glass Transition

If enthalpy is measured, not as a function of time at constant temperature but as a function
of temperature at constant cooling rate, configurational changes gradually vanish because of
the continuous increase of relaxation times. Both the enthalpy and its derivative, the heat ca-
pacity, also decrease smoothly (Fig. 2.16). At the same (absolute) rate, however, a different
pathway is followed on heating and on cooling. Relaxation does resume at the temperature
at which it vanished on cooling, but the first effect of heating is to lower the enthalpy of the
glass and bring it closer to the equilibrium values of the supercooled liquid. At higher tem-
peratures, the enthalpy curve of the material has already crossed that of the supercooled liq-
uid when relaxation becomes almost complete at the timescale of the experiment. The heat
capacity then increases rapidly (Fig. 2.16) in a way that depends on thermal history. The rise
is highest for samples initially cooled down at the slowest rates or for samples heated at the
highest rates.

For all substances, the glass transition occurs when the viscosity is about 1012Pas for
cooling rates of 1–10K/min. In accordance with the Maxwell model, such a viscosity holds
for macroscopic measurements whose timescale of 102�103s is typical of calorimetry or di-
latometry experiments. This is why we term standard Tg the temperature at which the viscos-
ity is 1012Pas. Consistent with this close link between viscosity and glass transition, the
variation of Tg with the heating or cooling rate, q, is described by the empirical relation pro-
posed by Moynihan et al. (1974):
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d ln |q|=d 1=Tg

� �¼�ΔHη=R, (2.12)

where R is the gas constant, and ΔHη¼R ∂ ln η/∂(1/T), the activation enthalpy for viscous
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flow, which also characterizes the temperature dependence of relaxation times over restricted
temperature intervals. For a typical ΔHη-value of 500kJ/mol and a standard glass transition
temperature of 1000K, Eq. (2.12) indicates that Tg increases by only 30Kwhen the cooling rate
varies from 0.01 to 100K/s. Such a width is small. Nonetheless, it allows structural studies
made on glasses quenched at different rates to yield valuable information on configurational
changes induced by larger temperature variations (Geissberger and Galeener, 1983). This in-
timate connection between dTg/dq and viscosity, in turn, allows ΔHη to be estimated from the
observed width of the glass transition (Moynihan, 1993).

Shorter experimental timescales shift the glass transition to higher temperatures (Fig. 2.2)
just like faster heating or cooling rates. The rate dependence of the glass transition temper-
ature is seen most clearly in measurements of the adiabatic compressibility (βs) by sound
velocity experiments. This compressibility is obtained from:

βs ¼ 1=ρv2p, (2.13)

where ρ is the density and vp the compressional (or longitudinal) sound velocity. Equilibrium

values are measured only if the pressure changes induced by the acoustic wave are short with
respect to the time needed by the fluid to adjust its structure in response to this perturbation.
Ultrasonic velocities and glass and melt compressibilities are then frequency independent
(e.g., Rivers and Carmichael, 1987; Kress et al., 1989).

Ultrasonic measurements are made at megahertz frequencies, i.e., with timescales of the
order of 10�6s. From the Maxwell relationship (2.10), the relaxation times of the liquid are
shorter than such a value only if the viscosity is lower than 1Pas. The glass transition thus
occurs at much higher temperatures in ultrasonic measurements than in calorimetry or dila-
tometry experiments, as illustrated in Fig. 2.17 for sodium disilicate (Nikonov et al., 1982).
Below 700°C, relaxation times are so long that configurational changes do not take place dur-
ing the passage of acoustic waves. The liquid exhibits instead solid-like properties so that ve-
locities do not depend on frequency. Configurational changes are revealed above 700°C by a
temperature interval where vp decreases markedly and becomes frequency dependent. The
onset of this vp decrease is found at lower temperatures for lower frequencies (i.e., shorter
timescales). Then, the equilibrium state is reached at higher temperatureswhen a single linear
temperature dependence is finally observed for vp, shown as v∞ in Fig. 2.17.

The effect of frequency on the glass transition temperature is even more dramatic when
hypersonic sound velocities are measured by Brillouin scattering with timescales of the order
of 10�10 s (see Masnik et al., 1993 for details). These timescales are so short that relaxed veloc-
ities are typically observed only above 2000K for silicatemelts (Vo-Thanh et al., 1996). At such
high temperatures, the observed velocities are similar to the values determined by ultrasonic
methods (Fig. 2.18). With decreasing temperatures, the loss of equilibrium is signaled by a
progressive increase of the sound velocity. That Brillouin scattering begins to probe the acous-
tic properties of a material with a fixed configuration is also indicated by the possibility of
measuring shear wave velocities (vs), which are zero in a relaxed liquid, well above the stan-
dard glass transition temperature (Askarpour et al., 1993). The material is not really a “glass”
because its configuration changes rapidly with temperature, but a “glass-like” material.
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Only the solid-like part of its acoustic properties is probed. Its adiabatic compressibility is not
the equilibrium value, but that of an isotropic solid:

βs ¼ 1=ρ v2p�4=3v2s

� �
, (2.14)

which joins smoothly with that of the real glass at the glass transition.
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2.3.3 Fictive Temperature

The rate dependence of Tg has the important consequence that the enthalpy, entropy, or
volume of a glass depend on thermal history and not only on pressure (P) and temperature
(T). Ritland (1956) showed that all physical properties of a glass at given T and P cannot be
specified by a single additional parameter. A number of parameters are required instead for
rigorous descriptions of the index of refraction or electrical conductivity. For thermodynamic
properties, however, a simple empirical description is generally appropriate because the heat
capacity or thermal expansion coefficient of silicate glasses are not very sensitive to thermal
history. For example, the enthalpy or volume curves of a glass formed with different cooling
rates are practically parallel. Knowledge of the actual glass transition temperature thus en-
ables the enthalpy or volume to be determined. For continuous cooling, this temperature
is a third variable describing the state of a glass called the fictive temperature, T. As an ex-
ample, the enthalpy and entropy differences between two glasses having fictive temperatures
T1 and T2 are given by:

ΔHa ¼
ðT2

T1

Cpl�Cpg

� �
dT, ΔSa ¼

ðT2

T1

Cpl�Cpg

� �
=TdT, (2.15)

where Cpl is the heat capacity of the equilibrium liquid and Cpg that of the glass. Analogous

equations can be written in terms of thermal expansion coefficients for volume differences
between glasses having differing thermal histories.

The fictive temperature is well defined only for glasses cooled rapidly below the glass tran-
sition range. What happens if the glass is heated back up to the glass transition range, i.e., in a
temperature interval where structural relaxation will resume? Like enthalpy and volume, the
fictive temperature must vary to approach the equilibrium value, which is the actual temper-
ature of the experiment. Hence, the fictive temperature is more precisely defined as the tem-
perature at which the glass configuration would be the equilibrium configuration of the
supercooled liquid.

Although it cannot be measured directly, the fictive temperature is related to observable
properties. The simplest way of doing so is to define it as that part of the given property (H,V,
etc.) that relaxes, expressed in temperature units (Moynihan et al., 1976). Accordingly, we
write for enthalpy relaxation:

H Tð Þ¼Hl T
� ��

ðT

T

CpgdT, (2.16)

where Hl T
� �

is the equilibrium enthalpy at temperature T. Differentiation of Eq. (2.16) with

respect to T then yields the variation of Twith temperature under the particular conditions of
the experiment:

dT=dT¼ Cp�Cpg

� �
T= Cpl�Cpg

� ��� ��T: (2.17)

This derivative is the relaxational part of the heat capacity, whose instantaneous value is

denoted by Cp. It is zero for the glass and unity for the liquid. At equilibrium, the fictive
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temperature is equal to the actual temperature, i.e., T Tð Þ¼T: For continuous cooling,
Eqs. (2.16), (2.17) indicate that T tends to a limiting value T, which depends on the cooling
rate and is equal to the previously defined glass transition temperature.
2.3.4 Kauzmann Paradox and Residual Entropy

When viscous liquids escape crystallization, why do they eventually vitrify instead of
remaining in the supercooled liquid state? One answer to this question is purely kinetic
and relies only on increasingly long relaxation times on cooling. If experiments could last for-
ever, any glass would eventually relax to the equilibrium state. Then, the glass transition
would result only from the limited timescale of feasible measurements. In fact, a simple ther-
modynamic argument proposed by Kauzmann (1948), known as Kauzmann’s paradox, indi-
cates that this answer is incorrect.

The reason originates in the existence of a configurational contribution that causes the heat
capacity of a liquid to be generally higher than that of a crystal of the same composition. As a
consequence, the entropy of the liquid decreases faster than that of a crystal when the tem-
perature is lowered (Fig. 2.19). If the entropy of the supercooled liquid is extrapolated to tem-
peratures below the glass transition range, it will become lower than that of the crystal at a
temperature TK that is high enough for such an extrapolation to remain reasonable. This sit-
uation is not thermodynamically forbidden, but it seems unlikely, indeed, that an amorphous
phase could have a lower entropy than a crystalline material of the same composition.

The conclusion is that an amorphous phase cannot exist below TK. The temperature of such
an entropy catastrophe constitutes the lower bound to the metastability limit of the
supercooled liquid. As internal equilibrium cannot be reached below TK, the liquid must un-
dergo a phase transition before reaching it. This is, of course, the glass transition. Kauzmann’s
paradox suggests that, although it is kinetic in nature, it anticipates a thermodynamic tran-
sition whose nature is still debated extensively (e.g., Donth, 2001). In its original form,
Kauzmann’s paradox implicitly neglects possible differences in vibrational entropy between
the amorphous and crystalline phases. This simplification is actually incorrect but it does not
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detract from the gist of the argument, for taking into account such differences would only
shift TK slightly. Amore rigorous statement of the paradox is that the catastrophewould occur
when the configurational entropy of the supercooled liquid vanishes.

Although well established experimentally, the notion of residual entropies at 0K for amor-
phous or disordered substances has been doubted lately (Mauro et al., 2007; Gupta and
Mauro, 2008) on the grounds that the excess entropy of the liquid is completely lost at the
actual glass transition when the system ceases to be ergodic, i.e., becomes unable to explore
all its configurational stateswhen its structure is frozen in. This statement has sparked a lively
controversy, especially since simple statistical mechanical models had long been accounting
quantitatively for the residual entropies measured for disordered crystals such as ice or CO.
In contrast to this “kinetic” view, the “traditional” picture then has been defended on the basis
of simple theoretical considerations (e.g., Goldstein, 2008) or of careful analysis of calorimet-
ric measurements (Johari, 2011).

At the root of the disagreement are the ways in which microstates are counted in statistical
mechanical models (Takada et al., 2015). Two different treatments are possible depending on
whether Gibbs or Bolzmann entropy is considered. With the kinetic approach, on which the
“entropy-loss” view rests, one counts only the number of states actually visited by the system
at the observational timescale. With the probabilistic approach of the “conventional” stand-
point, what matters instead is the probability of occurrence of the relevant states regardless
of whether they are actually explored by the system. All extensive variables such as energy,
volume, and entropy then remain state variables in nonequilibrium even though more than
two of them are needed to characterize the overall state of the system. Their values thus keep
well defined at each instant, in agreement with the equivalence of the kinetics of structural,
enthalpy, and volume relaxation observed for silicatemelts (Takada et al., 2015). Such a spatial
sampling is consistent with the recent, extensive analysis made by Gujrati (2010), which relies
on the “additivity” of extensive variables over different macroscopic parts of a system and
dismisses the relevance of ergodicity and “temporal sampling” to the entropy of glasses
and supercooled liquids. Of more practical interest for our purpose is the fact that the tradi-
tional standpoint is also strongly supported experimentally by the nice agreement found
between entropies at the glass transition determined from calorimetric and rheological mea-
surements (see the following) as well as by the composition dependence of calorimetric
residual entropies, which are making sense in structural terms (see the next chapter).
2.4 CONFIGURATIONAL PROPERTIES

The configurational contributions to physical properties are a macroscopic consequence of
atomic mobility. The second-order thermodynamic properties of liquids thus differ from
those of glasses. Specifically, the configurational heat capacity and compressibility are neces-
sarily positive. The reason is found in Le Chatelier’s Laws, which dictate that the temperature
dependence of entropy and the pressure dependence of volume are greater for the liquid than
for the glass phase of a substance. Although there is no such thermodynamic constraint on the
configurational thermal expansion coefficient, experience shows that it is also generally
positive.
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A practical difficulty in determination of configurational properties is the so-called crys-
tallization curtain, which generally prevents observations in temperature intervals between
Tg and the liquidus.When physical measurements can be performed accurately, however, the
difficulty is not serious as long as experiments are made even over a narrow temperature
range just above the glass transition and above the liquidus. As shown for the heat capacity
(Richet and Bottinga, 1984) or the density (Bottinga et al., 1982; Lange, 1996), interpolations
between the two ranges then yield reliable values because of the smooth variations of prop-
erties that prevail in the whole liquid range (Richet and Bottinga, 1980). In particular, there is
no singularity at the liquidus temperature since the properties of supercooled liquids cannot
be influenced by the possible formation of a crystalline phase.
2.4.1 Thermal Properties

Whereas the heat capacity is an additive function of composition for silicate glasses (Richet,
1987), it varies in a complex way for melts (Fig. 2.20). In practical terms, the distinction be-
tween vibrational and configurational contributions is useful only if their relative importance
can be evaluated. One can write:

Cp ¼Cvib
p +Cconf

p , (2.18)

but determination of the configurational part requires knowledge of the baseline vibrational

Cp. Strictly speaking, these contributions are not mutually independent. Configurations of
higher energy tend to be associated with lower vibrational frequencies and, thus, with higher
vibrational heat capacities and entropies. Fortunately, silicates exhibit a very useful simpli-
fying feature, first pointed out by Haggerty et al. (1968). With usual cooling rates, the glass
transition occurs when the isobaric heat capacity of the glass is close to 3R/g atom (R¼gas
constant). This is the Dulong-and-Petit harmonic limit for the isochoric heat capacity (from
which, as already noted, Cp differs little).
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As listed by Richet and Bottinga (1986) and illustrated in Fig. 2.20, subsequent measure-
ments have confirmed this correlation although both the magnitude of the heat capacity
change at Tg and the temperature dependence of the liquid heat capacity depend markedly
on chemical composition. The only exceptions to this rule are some borosilicates and hydrous
silicates (Richet et al., 1997; Bouhifd et al., 2006). For reasons discussed by Richet et al. (1986),
the vibrational Cp should not vary significantly with temperature above Tg. It follows that the
configurational heat capacity (Cp

conf) can be determined from the equation:

Cconf
p ¼Cpl�Cpg Tg

� �
: (2.19)

This expression also shows that most of the temperature dependence of Cpl, if any exists,

can be ascribed to temperature-dependent configurational changes in the liquid. Likewise,
the composition dependence of Cpl is the same as that of the configurational heat capacity.

The existence of a configurational heat capacity implies that configurational parts can also
be defined for the enthalpy and entropy. Their variations with temperature are given by:

Cconf
p ¼ ∂Hconf=∂T

� �
p¼T ∂Sconf=∂T

� �
p
: (2.20)

Between any two temperatures, T1 and T2, the variations of configurational enthalpy and

entropy are:

Hconf ¼Hconf T1ð Þ+
ðT2

T1

Cconf
p dT, (2.21)

and
Sconf ¼ Sconf T1ð Þ+
ðT2

T1

Cconf
p =TdT: (2.22)

2.4.2 Volume Properties

Another general feature of interatomic potentials is their anharmonic nature, because dis-
placements of the vibrating atoms from their equilibrium positions are not strictly propor-
tional to the forces exerted on them. Because increasing vibrational amplitudes result in
increasing interatomic distances (Fig. 2.15), the thermal expansion coefficient is generally pos-
itive for glasses. In the liquid, it increases markedly when even greater interatomic distances
result from configurational changes. Becausemelts are isotropic, their volume thermal expan-
sion coefficient is three times the linear coefficient derived from dilatometry experiments. In
such experiments, the increase of thermal expansion is revealed by the important variation of
the slope of the length-temperature relationship (Fig. 2.1). Because measurements are gener-
ally made at a constant heating rate, relaxation is not complete when the length of the sample
begins to decrease at the so-called softening point as a result of not so high a viscosity. It fol-
lows that the configurational thermal expansion coefficient (αconf) differs from the observed
change in thermal expansion coefficient (Δα) at Tg.
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Experimentally, the difficulties due to incomplete relaxation can be obviated in three dif-
ferent ways. First, one can take advantage of the equivalence of relaxation kinetics for en-
thalpy and volume so that calorimetric data can serve as templates for deriving αl through
extrapolation of the dilatometric measurements (Knoche et al., 1992). Second, thermal expan-
sion can be measured for a sample enclosed in an appropriate container in which softening
does not affect the dilatometric experiment (Gottsmann et al., 1999). Third, vibrational and
configurational relaxation can be observed directly in high-precision dilatometric experi-
ments made at constant temperature (Fig. 2.8), and the equilibrium thermal expansion coef-
ficient (αl) can be determined for the supercooled liquid (Toplis and Richet, 2000).

Compressibility is also made up of vibrational and configurational contributions just like
other physical properties discussed in this chapter. Because the shape of interatomic poten-
tials determines the vibrational energy levels, compression is termed vibrational for the elas-
tic part of the deformation. As for the configurational contribution, it manifests itself when the
applied pressure changes the potential energy wells and causes modifications in short-range
order through shorter equilibrium distances and steeper slopes around the minima pictured
in Fig. 2.15. These two contributions can be separated by a combination of experiments made
at different timescales. As described in Section 2.3.2, ultrasonic measurements yield the equi-
librium adiabatic compressibility, whereas Brillouin scattering experiments probe only its
vibrational part. The configurational compressibility is then given by the difference between
these two results (Askarpour et al., 1993).
2.4.3 Permanent Compaction of Glass

In the same way that glasses can have different fictive temperatures, glasses with different
fictive pressures can be prepared (Fig. 2.21). The compact configuration achieved by a melt at
high pressure is frozen in if the glass transition takes place at the pressure of the experiment
(Tammann and Jenckel, 1929). Because the melt is necessarily more compressible than the
glass, permanent compaction arises from the fact that only the elastic part of compression
is released when the glass is eventually decompressed to ambient pressure at room temper-
ature. The density of a glass thus increases with the pressure at which the liquid is quenched.
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This feature is another indication that glasses are nonequilibrium substances. It offers an in-
direct way to estimate the compressibility of the liquid (Maurer, 1957).

As shown in Fig. 2.22 for a series of hydrous tephrite glasses, permanent compaction be-
comes significant for synthesis pressures of a few hundred megapascals (i.e., a few kilobars).
Because the pressure dependence of Tg is small for amorphous silicates (Rosenhauer et al.,
1979), the effect depends primarily on the pressure at which vitrification occurs and on the
compressibility contrast between the liquid and glass. If the compacted glass is heated at
room pressure, its density decreases to the value of the same glass formed at this pressure.
Such a volume relaxation begins well below the standard Tg (Mackenzie, 1963a). For
compacted hydrous phonolite glasses (Fig. 2.23), it causes the thermal expansion coefficient
to become anomalously high at temperatures at which the viscosity is about 1016Pas (Bouhifd
et al., 2001). On further heating after complete relaxation, a “normal” expansivity is, in
contrast, observed (Fig. 2.23).
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Interestingly, glasses compressed at low temperature to pressures of a few gigapascals also
undergo permanent compaction. This effect was discovered by Bridgman and Simon (1953)
for SiO2 glass compressed beyond 10GPa in minute-long experiments at room temperature.
For example, an 18% compaction was observed for a peak pressure of 20GPa. Especially un-
der nonhydrostatic stresses (see Mackenzie, 1963b), high pressure can induce large irrevers-
ible configurational changes at temperatures at which the substance is said to be a glass. For
given frequencies or experimental timescales, the kinetics of pressure- and temperature-
induced configurational modifications are thus markedly different. This dissimilarity exists
because potential energy wells vary much less with temperature than with pressure. At ele-
vated temperatures, high kinetic energy simply allows states of higher potential energy to be
explored. At sufficiently high pressure, the shape of the potential energywells change, even at
low temperature, in a way that gives rise to new configurations.
2.4.4 Permanent Compaction and Volatile Solubility

Variable permanent compaction at room temperature and pressure is the clearest illustra-
tion that the thermodynamic state of a glass cannot be described by only two state variables.
This issue has an important bearing on the notion of volatile solubility, which will thus be
reviewed briefly here.

Especially under the high pressures of the earth’s interiors, the solubility of various vola-
tiles can be high enough to affect melt properties markedly (Chapters 14–17). Considerable
difficulties are raised, however, by experiments at simultaneously high pressures and tem-
perature so that much information, especially on structure, has been derived from volatile-
bearing glasses studied at ambient conditions. For the parent melt, solubility is well defined
by the equalities of the chemical potentials of the volatile and silicate components in both the
fluid and melt phases at the P,T conditions of the experiment. For melt quenching, temper-
ature is reduced quickly to ensure a temperature drop so rapid that the compositions of both
phases are actually preserved. The P,T pathway followed varies somewhat not only when the
experimental conditions are varied, but especially when different setups are used. The fictive
temperatures and pressures are not well known and, more seriously, no chemical potential
equalities can be written under ambient conditions between the quenched fluid and
nonequilibrium glass.

When dealing with volatile-bearing glasses, one should thus use terms like content instead
of solubility, and bonding or insertion in the glass network instead of solubility mechanisms. In ac-
cordancewith these statements, we know that, except for the small and chemically inert noble
gases (Chapter 17), there is no way to dissolve significant amounts of volatiles in a glass (i.e.,
below Tg). In other words, a reported volatile content of a glass as a proxy for its melt is mean-
ingful only if reference is made to the equilibrium parent melt under well-defined P,T
conditions.
2.4.5 Configurational Entropy and Viscosity

Configurational properties have proven most useful for dealing with the temperature,
composition, and pressure dependence of the viscosity of silicatemelts (Richet, 1984).We first
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note that any process induced by a temperature decrease is necessarily accompanied by an
entropy decrease. This is the simplest evidence for the importance of entropy in glass tran-
sition and, thus, in glass formation. Among the many statistical mechanical models that have
attempted to account for the glass transition and solve Kauzmann’s paradox, the early one
proposed by Gibbs and Di Marzio (1958) is of special interest. This model predicts that the
supercooled liquid would transform to an “ideal” glass through a second-order transition
at the temperature T0 at which its configurational entropy would vanish.

Since then, the existence and the nature of such a transformation have been much debated.
This discussion notwithstanding, the important point for our discussion is the result subse-
quently derived by Adam and Gibbs (1965) on the basis of a lattice model of polymers. This
result is a very simple relationship between relaxation times and the configurational entropy
of the melt, viz.:

τ Τð Þ¼Αexp Βe=TS
conf

� �
, (2.23)

where A is a preexponential term and Be is approximately a constant proportional to the

Gibbs free energy barriers hindering the cooperative rearrangements of the structure. Qual-
itatively, the idea behind this theory is that structural rearrangements would be impossible
in a liquid with zero configurational entropy so that relaxation timewould be infinite. If two
configurations only were available for an entire liquid volume, mass transfer would require
a simultaneous displacement of all structural entities. The probability for such a cooperative
event would be extremely small, but not zero, and the relaxation times would be extremely
high, but no longer infinite. When configurational entropy increases, the cooperative
rearrangements of the structure required for mass transfer can take place independently
in smaller and smaller regions of the liquid. As embodied in Eq. (2.23), relaxation times thus
decrease when configurational entropy increases.

As described by Goldstein (1969), such a relaxation model, relying on potential energy bar-
riers, would apply to melts whose viscosity is higher than about 1Pas. Except for SiO2-poor
compositions, this is generally the case of silicate liquids. From a structural standpoint, nano-
scale heterogeneities near the glass transition are a key ingredient of the model. Their exis-
tence has been established spectroscopically (e.g., Malinovsky and Sokolov, 1986).
Moynihan and Schroeder (1993) have shown that these heterogeneities can indeed be
interpreted as configurational entropy fluctuations and, in addition, that they can account
for the aforementioned nonexponentiality of the kinetics of structural relaxation.

In a wide variety of contexts, the Adam-Gibbs (1965) theory of relaxation processes has
received continuous interest (see McKenna and Glotzer, 1997). In this section, we will discuss
briefly its application to the viscosity of silicate melts, referring to other papers for more de-
tailed accounts (Richet, 1984; Richet and Bottinga, 1995; Toplis, 1998, 2001) or for connections
with TVF equations and Kauzmann paradox (Sipp et al., 2001). In preamble, note that the two
main parameters in Eq. (2.23), Be and Sconf, have to be dealt with separately. The former is re-
lated to bond strength. Here, we will focus on the latter and examine how it accounts quan-
titatively for the temperature and composition dependences of viscosity over ranges which
can cover more than 1013 orders of magnitude.

Quantitative applications of Adam-Gibbs theory, however, have long suffered from the
difficulty in evaluating configurational entropy. A common approximation is to take the
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entropy difference between amelt and a crystal of the same composition. The data of Fig. 2.19
illustrate that this procedure is not warranted.

Silicates have the important advantage that their configurational heat capacity can be de-
termined readily, which makes reliable calorimetric determinations of Sconf possible. By com-
bining the Maxwell relationship (2.10) and Eq. (2.23), one finds that:

log η¼Ae +Be=TS
conf , (2.24)

where Ae is a constant. Richet (1984) thus pointed out that this equation could be checked

quantitatively against experimental viscosity data if Sconf was evaluated with Eq. (2.22).

According to Eq. (2.24), the manner in which log η deviates from Arrhenius laws
(Fig. 2.24A) as a function of composition is determined by the temperature dependence of
Sconf (Fig. 2.24B) and thus by the magnitude of the configurational heat capacity. When cal-
culating Sconf from Eq. (2.22), for reasons of consistency one generally takes the temperature
T1 as the fictive temperature of the glass used in calorimetric measurements. If the residual
entropy of the glass has beenmeasured, then Eq. (2.24) is a two-parameter equation. If not, the
configurational entropy at Tg can also be determined from the observed viscosity-
temperature relationship.

In fact, such a rheological approach hasmany advantages over calorimetric determinations
of Sconf(Tg) whose principle is depicted in Fig. 2.19. The viscosity experiments are much less
tedious to perform than the comprehensive calorimetric measurements required to evaluate
Sconf(Tg). Viscosity data are also more accurate because the viscosity data do not represent
small differences between large numbers, as do the calorimetric values. But a most useful fea-
ture is that this procedure is not restricted to the few mineral compositions for which the
whole set of calorimetric measurements can be performed. From a theoretical standpoint,
therefore, Eq. (2.24) is important because it represents the only means to determine configu-
rational entropies for solutions and to calculate the thermodynamically important entropies
of mixing (Fig. 2.25).

A general feature of viscosity is that its composition dependence is much stronger at low
than at high temperatures. That viscosities should actually converge at infinite temperature is
borne out by the Maxwell relationship (2.10) because relaxation times would then become
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nearly independent of any structural feature and be determined instead only by similar pe-
riods of atomic vibrations. At low temperature, the composition dependence of viscosity is, in
contrast, extremely large with differences of more than 1012 orders of magnitude (e.g., Richet,
1984). According to the empirical TVF equation:

ln η¼A+B= T�T1ð Þ, (2.25)

the temperature T1 at which the viscosity would diverge is a strong function of composition.

This temperature is similar to the Kauzmann temperature at which the configurational en-
tropy would vanish (see Sipp et al., 2001). Analytically, Eq. (2.25) might be derived from
Eq. (2.24) under the assumption that Cp

conf is of the form a/T, where a is a constant. Such a
temperature dependence does not hold true for silicates. The numerical equivalence of
Eqs. (2.24), (2.25) has nonetheless been demonstrated from high-precision viscosities mea-
sured to more than 1013Pas (Sipp et al., 2001).

At constant temperature, configurational entropy depends on chemical composition. This
is why Eq. (2.24) can also account for the composition dependence of viscosity (Richet, 1984).
Many different factors contribute to Sconf. Their relative importance can vary markedly with
temperature, with the result that the composition dependence of viscosity is generally much
stronger near the glass transition than at higher temperatures (Fig. 2.26). A case in point is the
entropy due to mixing of network-forming cations (e.g., Si and Al) or of network-modifier
cations, such as alkali or alkaline earth cations, which can be assumed to mix ideally within
a fixed silicate framework. For one mole of melt, Richet (1984) noted that the configurational
entropy of mixing is:

ΔSm ¼�RΣxi lnxi, (2.26)
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where the xi are the mol fractions of the cations that mix, for instance Na and K, or Ca andMg
as considered in Fig. 2.26. For a given mixed melt, we then write:

Sconf ¼ΣxiS
conf
i +ΔSm, (2.27)

where ΔSm is given by Eq. (2.26).

In CaSiO3-MgSiO3 melts, the good fit to the experimental data indicates that the deep vis-

cosity minimum at low temperatures results directly from mixing of the CaSiO3 and MgSiO3

endmembers. However, the entropy of mixing as given by Eq. (2.25) does not vary with tem-
perature. Its relative contribution to the total entropy, Eq. (2.27), thus decreases with increas-
ing temperatures to the point that the viscosity becomes an almost linear function of
composition (Fig. 2.26). Analogous trends are observed when structurally similar ions are ex-
changed. Examples include melts along the joins K2Si3O7-Na2Si3O7 (Richet, 1984) or
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Ca3Al2Si3O12-Mg3Al2Si3O12 (Neuville and Richet, 1991), and molten NaAlSi3O8 mixed with
H2O and F (Dingwell and Mysen, 1985). Such trends do not hold true if mixing cannot be de-
scribed with Eq. (2.26), for example because of differences in ionic radius or electrical charge.
In such cases, mixing of two different silicate frameworks also contributes to the configura-
tional entropy of mixing and Eq. (2.26) is no longer valid.
2.4.6 Glass Formation

Knowledge of composition ranges of glass formation is useful for a variety of practical rea-
sons. In view of the rate dependence of the glass transition, the boundaries of such domains
refer to specific conditions. These include not only the average cooling rate and size of the
sample, but also the nature of the container or of the melting atmosphere because crystal nu-
cleation is generally heterogeneous. Under well-defined conditions of homogeneous nucle-
ation, a more precise approach consists of determining the critical cooling rate to be
achieved for restricting the crystal volume fraction to a given value, generally taken as
10�6, which is the resolution limit of the optical microscope. Such data are scarce, but they
nonetheless demonstrate that critical rates depend strongly on composition. In particular
(Fig. 2.27A), it appears that glass formation tends to be markedly favored around eutectic
compositions (Richet et al., 2006).

The Maxwell relationship and the operational definition of the standard glass transition as
the temperature at which viscosity is 1012Pas embody the intimate relationship between vis-
cosity and vitrification. Any factor that causes a viscosity increase thus favors glass formation.
Other things being equal, vitrification is easier near eutectics because freezing-point depres-
sion enables lower temperatures and higher viscosities to be reached. But this explanation is
just a starting point because the viscosity variations along the liquidus curve represent a com-
plex interplay of temperature and composition changes for alkali silicate melts (Fig. 2.27B).
The viscosity first drops at high SiO2 contents because the effects of the breakup of the
SiO2 structure predominate over those of rapidly decreasing liquidus temperatures (see
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Fig. 6.16). The converse holds true for alkali oxide contents higher than about 12mol%. The
viscosity increases to a maximum value and then eventually falls off. Correspondence be-
tween the eutectic composition and the viscosity maximum is observed only for the Na2O-
SiO2 system. For K2O-SiO2 melts, this explanation accounts for only part of the observed
composition dependence of vitrification.

Deep freezing-point depressions at eutectic points are associated with negative enthalpies
of mixing, i.e., with predominantly attractive interactions between the melt components. Be-
cause such negative values also result in compound formation, glass formation should take
place in composition domains where compounds form within a given system. Such seem-
ingly paradoxical correlations will indeed be observed repeatedly in the following chapters.
Enthalpies of mixing must not be of too high amagnitude, however, or compounds with high
liquidus temperatures will form and the kinetics of crystal growth will be too rapid even
slightly below the liquidus because of too low a viscosity.

Glass formation is often discussed within the framework of crystal nucleation and growth.
Unfortunately, not much information can be drawn in this respect, for the “classical” nucle-
ation theory underestimates experimentally observed rates by tens of orders of magnitude
(e.g., Fokin and Zanotto, 2000). One reason for this failure is that, especially at high degrees
of supercooling, crystallization tends to produce metastable phases whose composition dif-
fers markedly from that of the stable liquidus phases (Roskosz et al., 2005). That kinetics takes
over thermodynamics in the process is exemplified by supercooled Mg3Al2Si3O12 liquid
which crystallizes congruently to aluminous enstatite instead of incongruently to the equilib-
rium assemblage forsterite+sapphirine+cordierite (Lejeune and Richet, 1995). Because crys-
tallization is in this case accompanied by a 20% density increase, the factor limiting nucleation
is clearly element diffusion to form three different phases and not the large structural
rearrangements required for congruent crystallization of aluminous enstatite. However,
the difficulty of incorporating kinetics in theories of glass formation is compounded by the
fact that, owing to the decoupling between local and bulk relaxation, the diffusivity of
network-modifying cations does not scale with viscosity. The consequence is that crystals
are nonstoichiometric and enriched in the most mobile network-modifying cation
(Roskosz et al., 2005).

A rigorous theory of glass formation has yet to be established (see the review by Ojovan,
2018). Configurational entropy is a factor that must be considered in this respect because of its
close connection with viscosity. Of course, the important parameter is not viscosity at the
liquidus temperature, where the driving force for crystallization is zero, but at large degrees
of undercooling. Everything else being equal, melts lose entropy faster and thus vitrify less
readilywhen they have high (e.g., alkaline earth silicates) rather than low (e.g., alkali silicates)
configurational heat capacities. As an example, glasses with the M2SiO4 (orthosilicate) stoi-
chiometry are extremely difficult to quench. For Mg2SiO4, the standard glass transition
should be about 1000K, as determined from extrapolations of data for joins in the MgO-
Al2O3-SiO2 system (Richet et al., 1993) or from a comparison with a molten peridotite
(Dingwell et al., 2004). At this temperature, however, configurational entropy has nearly
vanished (Fig. 2.28). To obtain the significant configurational entropy of 2–3J/g atom K typ-
ical of silicate glasses, the fictive temperature should be in the range 1200–1300K. This, in
turn, requires high cooling rates of at least 700K/min (Tangeman et al., 2001).
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Additional evidence supporting the importance of entropy in vitrification is provided by
the so-called “invert” glasses (H€anlein, 1933; Trap and Stevels, 1960). These materials are
SiO2-poor but bear a number of other oxides such that configurational entropy of mixing
is high and predominates over the topological contribution. For silicates, these glasses illus-
trate what is informally termed the “principle of confusion” in the literature on chalcogenide
and other exotic glasses (e.g., Lucas, 1999). According to this rule, a more complicated chem-
ical composition translates into a greater number of compounds that could nucleate and, thus,
in mutual competition such that crystal nucleation and growth is frustrated and does not take
place on sufficiently rapid cooling. In other words, the probability of forming viable nuclei
through composition fluctuations of themelt is lowerwhen several compounds can form than
when a single crystal structure is available.

A last point must be mentioned to conclude this brief review. It has long been known that
the state of a given glass depends on its pressure and temperature history so that one might
distinguish an infinity of states through which the material would pass in a continuous way.
The new idea that some of these states are in fact separated by abrupt discontinuity resem-
bling crystal phase transitions has thus led to the concept of polyamorphism. As defined for a
variety of systems (e.g., amorphous ice, Si or Ge semiconductors, SiO2, GeO2 or metallic
glasses), these transitions are driven by density and entropy contrasts between low- and
high-density liquid phases (e.g., McMillan and Wilding, 2018). Although their relevance to
geological processes is doubtful, these phases are receiving much attention not only in view
of the theoretical problems they are raising, but also because they could be used to design
new nanomaterials.
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3.1 INTRODUCTORY COMMENTS

Although much information has been gathered on glasses and melts, crystals remain use-
ful references for discussing the structure and properties of these materials. The reason is, of
course, that long-range symmetry makes structural determinations much easier for crystals
than for glasses and liquids. If a property-composition-structure relationship is known for
crystals, then comparisons with glasses or melts can provide valuable insights into structural
features relevant to the same property of the amorphous phases. In this respect, however, an
important simplifying feature of glasses and melts is that their properties tend to vary
smoothly with composition, without the irregularities of crystal properties that originate in
the specificity of each crystal structure. In other words, conclusions drawn from a few amor-
phous compositions can in general be extended to a much wider composition range than
those made for crystals.

Glasses are solids that share with crystals common features determined by atomic vibra-
tions in a fixed configuration. At the atomic scale, the structure of both kinds of phases can be
# 2019 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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78 3. GLASSES AND MELTS VERSUS CRYSTALS
considered as a three-dimensional arrangement of the oxygen coordination polyhedra. This
arrangement is disordered in glasses because of lack of long-range order, but there neverthe-
less remain definite short-range order similarities with crystals. As will be seen, these man-
ifest themselves in two important thermochemical properties, the low-temperature heat
capacity and entropy.

Because liquids undergo configurational changes, they differ from both glasses and crys-
tals for all features related in some way to atomic mobility. As described in Chapter 2, the
physical properties of glasses and liquids do join smoothly at the glass transition. It follows
that any difference in structure and properties between melts and solids, whether vitreous or
crystalline, are highest at higher temperatures in spite of the extensive disordering that can
manifest itself in crystals near the melting point (Fig. 3.1). Moreover, thermochemical data
demonstrate that structural differences between a glass and a melt at superliquidus temper-
atures can be as great as those between a glass and a crystal of the same composition.
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tion is included for comparison (Roskosz et al., 2005).
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793.2 THERMODYNAMIC PROPERTIES
In view of such differences, the specific features of the liquid state must be understood. For
this purpose, silicate crystals again represent a useful starting point. At temperatures that can
be more than 200K lower than the reported melting points, they show anomalous variations
of physical properties that also are due to configurational changes. In the last part of this
chapter, attention will thus be paid to cation disorder, α-β transitions, and premelting effects,
whose mechanisms give some insights on similar rearrangements that operate in melts, in
particular upon crystallization and melting.

It may, nonetheless, be useful to recall that the glimpses provided by high-temperature
studies of crystals do not represent a comprehensive picture of atomic mobility and associ-
ated structural changes in liquids. Because of lack of long-range order, melts can sample a
much wider configurational space than crystals. In particular, rare structural units in crystals
could be common in melts. As a single example, temperature increases appear to induce a
change to the unusual fivefold coordination for a small fraction of the network-forming cat-
ions Si4+ andAl3+ (Stebbins, 1991; Stebbins andMcMillan, 1993). In spite of usefulness of crys-
tal structure information, comparisons with crystals cannot be a complete substitute for direct
structural investigations of glasses and melts.
3.2 THERMODYNAMIC PROPERTIES

From a thermochemical standpoint, crystals are the necessary starting point for determi-
nations of melt properties. This holds especially true for entropy, whose “absolute” value can
be determined only from a cycle that begins with the third-law zero value of the crystal (see
Chapter 2; Fig. 2.19). Hence, it is appropriate to first review a few aspects of heat capacity, Cp,
and entropy, S, of crystals relevant to amorphous phases. In preamble, note that the difference
between the isobaric and isochoric heat capacity is equal to TVα2/βT where α is the thermal
expansion coefficient and βT the isothermal compressibility. For glasses, this difference is so
small that it will be consistently neglected in the following discussion (Richet and
Bottinga, 1980).

Leaving aside the theoretical aspects briefly alluded to in Chapter 2, Section 2.3.4, practical
application of equilibrium thermodynamics to glasses might seem unwarranted because the
existence of a reversible pathway between any two temperatures is required to define the
entropy of a phase. Now, the heat capacity hysteresis represented in Fig. 2.16 indicates that
some entropy is created when Cp/T is integrated along a heating and cooling cycle through
the glass transition range. This is, indeed, an intrinsic feature of the irreversibility of a
nonequilibrium transformation. In practice, however, the entropy created is small relative
to the vibrational entropy of the glass (Bestul andChang, 1965).Hence, the deviations of exper-
imental pathways from reversible ones are not a significant problem in calorimetric measure-
ments so that they do not prevent the entropy of a glass from being defined operationally.
3.2.1 High-Temperature Enthalpy and Entropy

In solids, the isobaric heat capacity (Cp) is the physical property most directly related to
atomic vibrations (Hehlen and Ruffl�e, 2018). For silicates above ambient temperature, its
value is already close to the Dulong-and-Petit limit of 3R/g atom K. It cannot depend
.
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sensitively on vibrational density of states and, thus, on structure because this limit depends
only on the number of atoms in the selected gram formula weight. This is the reason why
glasses and crystals have similar heat capacities, except at low temperatures and in phase
transition regions.

As discussed in the previous chapter, there is an abrupt Cp increase at the glass transition,
Tg, caused by the onset of configurational changes in the liquid. For enthalpy, this implies that
differences between crystals and melts increase markedly from Tg to superliquidus condi-
tions (Fig. 3.2). The effect is similar to that already pictured in Fig. 2.19 (Chapter 2) for the
entropy in connection to Kauzmann’s paradox. For both enthalpy and entropy, the differ-
ences between glasses and crystals at the glass transition temperature can be half of those ob-
served between liquids and crystals at the liquidus. These variations demonstrate
unambiguously the importance of temperature-induced structural changes in liquids. When
investigating the structure of glasses near room temperature, it should thus be kept in mind
these differences between a glass at Tg and a liquid at high temperature can be as great as
those between a crystal and a glass at room temperature.

The enthalpy and entropy differences between crystals and melts—the enthalpy and en-
tropy of fusion for short—play a fundamental role in determining solid-liquid equilibria.
These properties must be known accurately for thermodynamic calculations. As shown in
Fig. 3.3 for lithium and sodium metasilicates, the simplest way would be to measure the en-
thalpy released by amelt when it crystallizes. The sluggish nature of crystallization in silicate
systems usually makes such experiments impossible, however, because often melts vitrify or
undergo only partial crystallization on cooling.

The problem raised by the glass-forming tendency may be circumvented through solution
calorimetry. After complete dissolution in an appropriate solvent, the same final state (i.e., the
same speciation) is obtained for initially amorphous and crystalline phases. The enthalpy dif-
ferences between both phases (the enthalpy of vitrification) then is simply the difference,
ΔHv(Tv), between the enthalpies of solution measured at temperature Tv. Experiments are
made either in HF solutions near room temperature (e.g., Hovis et al., 1998), or in molten lead
borate near 700°C (e.g., Navrotsky, 1997).

Denoting by Cpc, Cpg, and Cpl the heat capacities of the crystal, glass, and liquid, respec-
tively, the enthalpy of fusion at any temperature, T, is calculated from:

ΔHf Tð Þ¼ΔHv Tvð Þ+
ðT

Tv

Cpg�Cpc

� �
dT +

ðT

T

Cpl�Cpc

� �
dT, (3.1)

where T, the fictive temperature of the glass investigated in solution calorimetry, must be

known as accurately as possible.

The enthalpy versus temperature plots of Fig. 3.2 illustrate the calculations made with
Eq. (3.1).A summaryof enthalpies of fusionwaspublishedbyRichet andBottinga (1986). Since
then, additionalmeasurements have beenmade byZigo et al. (1987) for gehlenite (Ca2Al2SiO7:
ΔHf¼172�6kJ/mol at Tf¼1863K); by Richet et al. (1993a) for spinel (MgAl2O4:
ΔHf¼107�11kJ/mol at Tf¼2408K), and forsterite (Mg2SiO4: ΔHf¼142�14kJ/mol at
Tf¼2174K); by Sugawara andAkaogi (2003) for Ni2SiO4 (ΔHf¼221�26kJ/mol at Tf¼1923K)
and Co2SiO4 (ΔHf¼103�15kJ/mol at Tf¼1688K); by Sugawara and Akaogi (2004) for
.
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hematite (Fe2O3: ΔHf¼133�10kJ/mol at Tf¼1895K) and acmite (NaFeSi2O6:
ΔHf¼70.5�9.4kJ/mol at Tf¼1373K); and by Nerád et al. (2006) for titanite (CaTiSiO5:
ΔHf¼139�3kJ/mol at Tf¼1656K).

If melting is congruent, the entropy of fusion of a mineral is given by:

ΔSf Tð Þ¼ΔHf Tf

� �
=T, (3.2)

where Tf is the equilibrium melting temperature. If melting is incongruent, only the temper-

ature dependence of the entropy of fusion can be determined from calorimetric measure-
ments with:

ΔSf Tð Þ¼ΔSf Tf

� �
+

ðT

Tf

Cpl�Cpc

� �
=TdT, (3.3)

where Tr is an arbitrary reference temperature. With an equation analogous to Eq. (3.1),

the calculation may be extended to below Tg if the fictive temperature of the glass
is known.

As described in Section 2.4.1 (Chapter 2), both the enthalpy and entropy of liquids can be
split into vibrational and configurational parts. In the absence of any phase transition, crystals
have only vibrational properties. This feature suggests that the configurational enthalpy and
entropy of liquids could be approximated by the enthalpy and entropy differences between
liquids and crystals. Such an approximation is incorrect, however, especially for entropy
(Figs. 2.19 and 3.4). First, small Cp differences between crystals and glasses can translate into
significant enthalpy and entropy differences when integrated over wide temperature
intervals. Second, these Cp differences can be large at the low temperatures from which
integrations must be performed to derive entropies. This is illustrated by the large variations
of the entropy differences shown in Fig. 3.4 below 300K. For this and other reasons, low-
temperature heat capacities must also be considered.
.
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3.2.2 Low-Temperature Heat Capacity and Vibrational Entropy

The low-temperature heat capacity is needed to determine the standard entropy of a phase
or, more precisely, its vibrational entropy, with

S298�S0 ¼
ð298

0

Cp=TdT, (3.4)

where the residual entropy, S0, cannot be omitted because it does not vanish for disordered

substances such as glasses. For minerals, it has long been known that S298�S0 depends on
volume or, more precisely, on atomic packing. In other words, short-range order around cat-
ions, and especially on oxygen coordination of cations are the most important factors
(Robinson and Haas Jr., 1983; Holland, 1989). These effects are summarized by the entropy
of the isostructural forms of SiO2 and GeO2 (Fig. 3.5). In both instances, the entropy is mark-
edly lower for the tetragonal (“rutile”) polymorphs, where Si4+ and Ge4+ are octahedrally
coordinated, than for the hexagonal (“quartz”) forms where both cations are in tetrahedral
coordination. For the latter forms and the glass as well, the entropy is only a slight positive
function of molar volume.

Qualitatively, these variations are readily accounted for. In a solid, the isochoric heat
capacity of a single oscillator of frequency, v, is given by the Einstein function:

Cv Tð Þ¼ x2ex= e2�1
� �2

, (3.5)
.
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where x¼hv/kT, and h and k are Planck and Boltzmann constants, respectively (see, e.g.,

Kittel, 1996). The only assumption made is that vibrations are harmonic, which is justified
at low temperatures where vibrational amplitudes are small. If the vibrational density of
states is known, the calculated molar heat capacity of the material is;

Cv Tð Þ¼
ðvm

0

Cvg vð Þdv, (3.6)

where vm is the highest vibrational frequency in the solid, and the integration is made over a

total of 3N modes for a substance with N atoms in its gram formula weight.

The Einstein function, Eq. (3.5), tends to 0 at 0K and to the Boltzmann constant, k, in the
high-temperature limit. Hence, the Dulong and Petit high-temperature limit of Cv is 3R ifN is
taken to be the Avogadro number. In general, g(v) is not sufficiently well known to predict
accurately Cv(T). At least qualitatively, the trends of Fig. 3.5 are nonetheless accounted for
readily in terms of the variations of the vibrational density of states induced by the change
from four- to sixfold coordination of either Si4+ or Ge4+.

At a given temperature, the heat capacity of an oscillator increases when its frequency (or
bond distance), decreases. For SiO2 and GeO2 polymorphs, SidO and GedO bond distances
are longer in the tetragonal than in the hexagonal phases. Lengthening of SidO (and GedO)
bonds thus leads to lower vibrational frequencies for SidO stretching modes. However, the
ensuing higher heat capacity of the internal modes of SiO4 andGeO4 tetrahedra aremore than
compensated for by the Cp decreases of the lattice modes, which are due to shorter SidSi and
GedGe distances between second-nearest neighbors in the more compact tetragonal struc-
ture of the high-coordination polymorphs. The net effect is a decrease of the heat capacity
and entropy (Gillet et al., 1990).
.
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Heat capacity thus appears to be a useful structural probe in addition to be needed for ther-
modynamic calculations. For silicates, sensitivity to short-range order becomes obvious below
about 200K and can be extremely important below 100K. The effect has been most clearly
documented for aluminum speciation in calcium aluminosilicates (Richet et al., 2009), thanks
to a very wide range of vitrification through which the proportions of four-, five-, and sixfold
coordinated aluminum vary to a rather large extent. At 50K, the partial molar isobaric
heat capacity is several times smaller for [5]Al2O3 and [6]Al2O3 than for [4]Al2O3 (Fig. 3.6).
Although the partial molar Cp of

[5]Al2O3 then rapidly increases to match that of [4]Al2O3, at
200K the values for both components remain higher by about 25% than that of [6]Al2O3. As
a result, there are large S298�S0 differences for the three Al2O3 species (Table 3.1).

In agreement with these trends, the S298�S0 data plotted in Fig. 3.7 for sodium and calcium
aluminosilicates indicate that the transformation from four- to sixfold coordination has sim-
ilar effects for aluminum as for silicon (Richet et al., 1993b). In both Na and Ca series, the
glasses define smooth entropy trends. These trends are also consistent with the data for
the low-pressure crystal phases in which Al3+ is tetrahedrally coordinated. In contrast, the
high-pressure crystalline phases jadeite (Jd, NaAlSi2O6) and Ca-Tschermak pyroxene
(CaTs, CaAl2SiO6), where all or some Al3+ is sixfold coordinated, have entropies departing
negatively from these trends. Without any structural information for glasses of these compo-
sitions, we could, therefore, conclude that Al3+ is essentially fourfold coordinated in all glass
samples of these series. This conclusion is valid at least for all peralkaline and peralkaline
earth compositions (de Ligny et al., 1996).

Low-temperature heat capacity also provides information on the local environment of
network-modifying cations, especially for binary SiO2-M2O systems for whichmeasurements
are the most extensive (Labban et al., 2007). The observations for M2Si2O5 glasses and crystals
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TABLE 3.1 Partial Molar Relative Entropies of Oxides in Silicate Glasses,
and Entropy Coefficients of Oxides in Crystals for the Coordination Numbers
Listed in Roman Numbers

Oxide Glassesa Crystalsa

SiO2 43.4 40.3 (IV)–27.8 (VI)b

Li2O 49.0 38.5 (IV–V)

Na2O 85c 76 (IV–V)

96.7b 97.3 (IX)

K2O 108c 101 (V–VI)

119.1b 114.3–120.4

MgO 30.7 26.7 (VI)–27.7 (VII)

CaO 42.8 39.6 (VI)–38.7 (VIII)

FeO 56.7 43.2 (IV–VIII)

IVAl2O3 72.81 72.1 (IV)

VAl2O3 48.5

VIAl2O3 45.0 43.8 (VI)

Fe2O3 116 80.5 (VI)

Y2O3 91.81 [99.08]

Si3N4 75.95 [113.0]

a Data in J/molK for glasses from Richet et al. (1993b, 2009), N.F. Richet et al. (2010a), and Sipowska

et al. (2009) and, when available for crystals, from the entropy-coordination model of Holland (1989).
b For Al-charge compensating alkali cation.
c In Al-free silicates.
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plotted in Fig. 3.8 illustrate two general trends. First, at a given temperature the heat capacity
decreases regularly in the order K, Na, Li, which is a direct consequence of the increase in
average bond strength in the same order resulting from the decrease of the ionic radius of
the alkali. Second, the heat capacity of a glass is higher than that of its crystalline counterpart,
which correlates with the lower density of the glass and the correlative decrease in bond
strength within this phase. Again, there is a regular trend since these differences increase
in the order K, Na, Li. If this volume effect is taken into account, then the small Cp differences,
and particularly their systematic nature, rule out markedly differing coordination numbers
for alkali ions in glasses and crystals of the same composition.

The entropy of silicate crystals may be approximated as the sum of entropy coefficients
pertaining to each oxide in which the cation has the appropriate coordination number
(Holland, 1989; see also Table 3.1). Owing to the continuous nature of glass solutions, an anal-
ogous procedure allows partial molar relative entropy of oxides in glasses to be determined
from an analysis of available data (N.F. Richet, 2009a,b; Richet et al., 1993b; N.F. Richet et al.,
2010a; de Ligny et al., 1996; Sipowska et al., 2009). The additive nature of S298�S0 suggested
by the linear trends of Fig. 3.7 is borne out by an analysis of the data available for more than
30 different glasses. The experimental results are reproduced to better than 1% with a set of
composition-independent partial molar entropies (Table 3.1). This is another way of stating
that short-range order around cations does not depend strongly on composition in glass-
forming silicates.

A distinction must be made, however, in that two different values are found for Na2O and
K2O depending on whether the alkali element is a network-modifier or serves as a charge
compensator for tetrahedral Al3+ (Table 3.1). The higher entropy derived in the latter case in-
dicates that when the alkali associates with Al3+, its coordination number has increased from
about 5 to a higher value similar to those determined for crystalline tectosilicates. This con-
clusion agrees with the analogous increase of the size of the oxygen shell around sodium
determined early by Isard (1959) from electrical conductivity measurements on
aluminosilicates. In contrast, a single partial molar entropy obtains for the oxides of Ca
and for Mg when these cations switch from a network-modifying to a charge-compensating
.
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role. Aswill be seen in Chapter 8, this contrast between alkali and alkaline earth cations trans-
lates into different composition dependences of physical properties of melts at high temper-
atures. This is another way of stating that configurational properties are sensitive functions of
cation coordination.
3.2.3 Boson Peak

Although the vibrational entropy of glasses is essentially a linear function of composition
(see previous section), additivity does not necessarily hold true for heat capacity because data
close to 0K contribute little to entropy. As a matter of fact, additivity of heat capacity breaks
down below about 50K so that two different temperature ranges must be distinguished in
low-temperature Cp analyses. Graphical integration of the g(v) cv(T) functions in Fig. 3.9 in-
dicates that only modes with frequencies lower than 200cm�1 really contribute to Cp below
50K. Of course, these regimes have no sharp boundaries, as illustrated by the Cp calculations
made for SiO2 glass from a reported vibrational density of states (Fig. 3.9).

Those low-frequency modes involve either weak bonds or motion of a large number of
atoms. As such, they could be probes of medium-range order. For example, the negligible
Cp differences found between anorthite crystals and CaAl2Si2O8 glass (Robie et al., 1978) in-
dicate a great structural similarity that extends beyond short-range order. A similar conclu-
sion probably holds true for cordierite and Mg2Al4Si5O18 glass (de Ligny et al., 1996). In
contrast, there exists a large heat capacity difference between albite and NaAlSi3O8 glass
(Fig. 3.4), which also points to stronger association with Al3+ for alkali than for alkaline earth
cations and possibly to different local structure of albite crystals and NaAlSi3O8 glass. This
conclusion is consistent with the structural interpretation discussed in Chapter 9. Likewise,
it is only below 50K that a dependence of Cp on the thermal history of the glass has been
detected. The heat capacity is higher for samples with higher fictive temperatures and lower
densities (Westrum Jr., 1956; Richet et al., 1986; P�erez-Encisco et al., 1997).
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Near 0K, the heat capacity of crystals is generally proportional to T3. This feature is simply
accounted for by the Debyemodel that considers a crystal as an isotropic continuum inwhich
longitudinal and transverse acoustic waves propagatewith constant velocities. The constancy
of Cp/T

3 predicted by the Debye model at very low temperature is not borne out by the ex-
perimental data, however, which show instead a sharp maximum at temperatures below
50K. In other words, the heat capacity is much greater and the number of low-frequency
modes much higher than indicated by the Debye model. At low frequencies, there indeed
exists a broad feature known as the boson peak, observed by inelastic neutron scattering
or Raman spectroscopy. Its extent depends on thermal history and correlates with the mag-
nitude of excess heat capacities, being higher for quenched than for annealed glasses (e.g.,
Ahmad et al., 1986).

It is often assumed that such deviations from the Debye model are typical of glasses and
other disorderedmaterials (e.g., Pohl, 1981). However, deviations have also been observed for
crystalline materials. For example, the data for SiO2 polymorphs (Fig. 3.10) clearly show that
the anomaly can be greater for a crystalline polymorph—cristobalite—than for SiO2 glass
(Bilir and Phillips, 1975). The boson peak is almost nonexistent for stishovite and, among
phases with fourfold coordinated Si, it is smallest for coesite, the densest phase. Qualitatively,
the explanation is the same as for theCp decreases resulting from the change of Si4+ (andGe4+)
from four- to sixfold coordination described in the previous section. Lengthening of SidO
(andGedO) bonds leads to lower vibrational frequencies for SidO stretchingmodes, but this
effect is overwhelmed by the increases of the frequencies of lattice modes such that the boson
peak becomes much smaller. Similar trends are observed for other crystalline silicates. The
magnitude of the boson peak decreases with decreasing degree of polymerization, as illus-
trated by the SiO2 polymorphs (Fig. 3.10) and enstatite and forsterite (Fig. 3.11). Boson anom-
alies as observed for MgSiO3 glass exist because of atomic disorder in this material.

Many general interpretations have been proposed for the boson peak. For SiO2 glass,
Buchenau et al. (1986) concluded from neutron scattering and Cp measurements that it is es-
sentially due to coupled librations of the corner-shared SiO4 tetrahedra at 0.3–4THz
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frequencies. This statement has been confirmed by hyper-Raman scattering measurements
(Hehlen et al., 2000). Other salient features of the boson anomaly have been determined from
low-temperature calorimetric data, which have the advantage of sampling all vibrational
excitations and not only the optically active vibrational modes observed by Raman or IR
spectroscopy.

From Cp data of alkali silicate glasses with SiO2 contents ranging from 50 to 100mol%
(Labban et al., 2007; de Ligny, unpub. data), an inversion procedure applied to Eq. (3.6) yields
reliably the vibrational density of states up to about 400cm�1 (N.F. Richet, 2009a). A well-
defined peak is systematically found at frequencies below 200cm�1 (Fig. 3.12), with an inten-
sity and peak frequency that increases with decreasing SiO2 content and, at constant stoichi-
ometry, with the mass of network-modifying cation (Fig. 3.13). Analogous trends have been
found for alkaline earth silicate glasses (N.F. Richet, 2009b), such that the excess heat capac-
ities and vibrational densities of states with respect to the Debye model also depend more
strongly on the nature of the network-modifying cation than on the degree of polymerization
of the anionic framework. These smooth variations can be accounted for simply in terms of
two different contributions, namely, coupled librations of corner-sharing SiO4 tetrahedra and
localized vibrational modes associated with network-modifying cations, which appear to be
insensitive to the overall glass structure with frequencies decreasing, as they should, with the
mass of the cation (N.F. Richet, 2009b). Another noteworthy feature is an almost linear rela-
tionship between the temperature of the calorimetric boson peak and the transverse sound
velocity, although pure SiO2 and SiO2-rich glasses are exceptions to this trend because of
the weak transverse character of SiO4 librations.

Such calorimetric data are thus useful not only to determine the energetics of the mecha-
nisms involved in the boson peak, but also to check atomistic simulations performed to arrive
at a more precise description of the excitations that cause the excess heat capacity and vibra-
tional density of states. The potential interest of the method is especially great given the wide
composition ranges covered by the calorimetric data now available. Besides, such calculations
should also throw some light on another striking feature of the boson peak, namely, its
.
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universal character apparent in the fact that all calorimetric data for silicate glasses collapse
on the same master curve when plotted in a reduced form (Cp/T

3)/(Cp/T
3)b versus T/Tb,

where the subscript b denotes the temperature and magnitude of the boson peak (Fig. 3.14).
3.2.4 Configurational Entropy

The residual entropy of a glass, Sg(0), is the configurational entropy frozen in at the glass
transition. As apparent in Fig. 2.19 (Chapter 2), this entropy represents a small difference be-
tween the large variations of the melt and crystal entropies from the melting point to 0K. As
such, it is sensitive to the various structural features discussed in previous sections. But an
important difficulty is that Sg(0) can be determined by calorimetric means only for a small
.



TABLE 3.2 Residual Entropy of Glasses, Sg(0), and Entropy of Ca , Mg or Si, Al Disordering, Sd
a

Sg(0) Sd

J/molK J/gatomK J/gatomK

B2O3 11.2 (0.8) 2.24 (0.16)

GeO2 6.6 (1.1) 2.20 (0.37)

SiO2 5.1 (1.2) 1.70 (0.4)

Na2SiO3 3.7 (2) 0.6 (0.3)

K2SiO3 12.6 (4) 2.1 (0.7)

K2Si2O5 18.0 (4) 2.0 (0.4)

CaSiO3 8.54 (2) 1.76 (0.4)

CaMgSi2O6 24.3 (3) 2.30 (0.4) 1.1

MgSiO3 11.2 (5) 2.24 (1.0)

NaAlSiO4 9.7 (2) 1.38 (0.3) 1.6

NaAlSi2O6 16.5 (5) 1.7 (0.5)

NaAlSi3O8 36.7 (6) 2.82 (0.46) 1.4

KAlSi3O8 28.3 (6) 2.18 (0.46) 1.4

CaAl2Si2O8 36.8 (4) 2.83 (0.31) 1.8

Mg3Al2Si3O12 56.3 (13) 2.81 (0.65) 1.4

Mg2Al4Si5O18 94.0 (13) 3.24 (0.45) 1.8

a Calorimetric values as listed by Richet and Neuville (1992), de Ligny et al. (1996), and Richet et al. (2003). Unpub. values for NS, KS, and KS2.
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number of compositions because the entropy cycle necessarily involves fusion of a congru-
ently melting compound. Available data are summarized in Table 3.2 where results for other
related glass-forming oxides are included.

On a g-atom basis, Sg(0) varies with composition by more than a factor of two. To examine
these results, it is useful to split the configurational entropy into two parts (Richet and
Neuville, 1992). The first is topological and accounts for the distribution of bond angles and
bond distances. It is specific to the amorphous state and varies in a complex manner with
the melt composition. The second contribution to configurational entropy is termed chemical
and is analogous to that of crystalline solid solutions where cations substitute for one another
on sites of the structure. Even though such sites are less well defined in glasses than in crys-
tals, at least to a first approximation one can assume that mixing is ideal and that the resulting
entropy is given by:

ΔSm ¼�nR
X

xi lnxi, (3.7)

where R is the gas constant and n the number of moles of atoms being mixed. As long as

mixing is complete, this expression applies tomutual substitution of both network-modifying
.
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cations, such as Na+ and K+ or Ca2+ and Mg2+, and network-forming cations (Si4+, Al3+, B3+,
Ti4+) within the anionic framework.When several substitutions take place simultaneously, an
interesting feature is that, in analogy with the case of crystalline substitutions, Eq. (3.7) can be
applied properly regardless of possible complexity of chemical composition (Weill
et al., 1980).

The calorimetric data of Table 3.2 indicate that chemical and topological contributions are
comparable in the glassy state. An interesting exception is NaAlSiO4 glass whose residual
entropy is only 1.4 J/g atom K, a value lower than the 1.7 J/molK found for pure SiO2 glass
(Table 3.2). The entropy of SiO2 glass represents a reference for that of other three-
dimensional open networks because it is purely topological. Even if topological entropy were
lower in NaAlSiO4 than in SiO2 glass, one concludes that these data leave little room for sig-
nificant Si , Al disordering in the former (Richet et al., 1990). As predicted by the
Loewenstein avoidance principle, a 17O NMR study subsequently has indeed shown that
the Si , Al distribution is highly ordered in NaAlSiO4 glass where there is less than 10%
of AldOdAl linkages (Lee and Stebbins, 2000; see also Chapter 9).

In analogy with crystals, the ensuing question is how Si , Al ordering in melts varies
with temperature above the glass transition. Discussion of this question is postponed un-
til the next section because another complexity must be mentioned first. This has to do
with the fact that glasses and melts benefit from their disordered structures, which allow
a variety of elements to coexist in a single phase over wide composition regions. Specif-
ically, elements such as boron and titanium likely mix with silicon only at high temper-
atures. In contrast to Al3+, they tend to form their own network at lower temperatures
without, however, causing macroscopic phase separation. As a result, the distinction be-
tween chemical and topological entropy becomes blurred and their estimation still more
difficult.

The point to be stressed here is that topological entropy raises major difficulties in thermo-
dynamic modeling. It cannot be estimated because only part of the structural entities that mix
have been identified, and its evaluation would remain a very difficult theoretical problem
even if the structure of the melt were known exactly. This problem is compounded by the fact
that the relative importance of topological entropy increases with temperature whenever cat-
ion mixing is complete at the glass transition, in which case chemical entropy as given by
Eq. (3.7) is constant. As described in Section 2.4.5 (Chapter 2), the possibility of determining
configurational entropies from analyses of viscosity data thus represents a valuable source of
thermochemical and structural information.
3.3 LIQUID-LIKE CHARACTER OF CRYSTALS

Crystals are often considered to be perfect up to their melting point. Of course, the exis-
tence of point defects or dislocations is acknowledged, but it is rightly held that, however im-
portant these defects may be for plasticity or atomic diffusion, they are of little relevance to
phase equilibria and thermodynamic properties. What is less well known is that high temper-
atures generally confer a specific liquid-like character to a crystal. This feature is linked to
atomic mobility and can have significant thermodynamic implications. As a complement
.
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to analyses of low-temperature properties, which bring information on static structural fea-
tures, a review of high-temperature properties sheds some light on the dynamics of phases
and especially on the energetics of these processes. In this section our purpose is, therefore, to
take advantage of the simplicity afforded by the existence of long-range order in crystals to
derive some information on atomic mobility in melts.
3.3.1 Glass-Like Transitions

Themost conspicuous effect is the actual glass transition observed in plastic, or glassy crys-
tals, which are good examples of disordered systems with three-dimensional long-range or-
der. These crystals are characterized by a low entropy of fusion and an unusually high
plasticity. They possess weakly bonded molecular groups whose orientation can change
around the lattice points at higher temperatures, but become frozen in on cooling (Suga
and Seki, 1974). These transformations are phenomenologically similar to the glass transition.
Instead of relating a liquid to a crystal, Kauzmann’s paradox involves in this case metastable
and stable crystals. The familiar ice I polymorph is probably the most common glassy crystal.
Its residual entropy of 3.4 J/molK (Haida et al., 1974) results from a random orientation of the
hydrogen bonds linking different H2Omolecules into H4O tetrahedra in the hexagonal lattice
defined by the oxygen atoms.

The large bond strength differences that allow somemolecular groups to reorient freely do
not generally exist in silicates. Although one cannot exclude that some hydrous minerals
might be considered as glassy crystals, the important point is that the common order-disorder
reactions involving cations should also follow the same phenomenology. The best
documented transition is that of hercynite (FeAl2O4) spinel. It will be described in some detail
as an example of observations that might be made for silicates.

In spinels, the divalent cation, A (e.g., Fe2+, Mg2+), and trivalent cation, B (e.g., Al3+, Cr3+),
distribute themselves over one tetrahedral site and two octahedral sites in an approximately
cubic close-packed arrangement. Accordingly, the general formula A1�xBx(Ax/2B1�x/2)2O4

can be written, where the parentheses indicate those cations that occupy octahedral sites.
The degree of inversion, x, varies from 0 for ordered, “normal” spinels, to 2/3 for a random
cation distribution, and even to 1 for “inverse,” ordered spinels where all A cations occupy
a tetrahedral site.

For FeAl2O4, Harrison et al. (1998) found that x varies strongly with temperature (Fig. 3.15).
Themeasurements weremade on heating on a sample that had first been rapidly quenched to
room temperature. On reheating, x remained constant at about 0.13 as long as the relaxation
kinetics for the ordering reaction were slow. Relaxation set near 800K when x began to de-
crease and approached the equilibrium value. Within the timescale of the experiment, equi-
libriumwas reached from about 900K, abovewhich x increased steadily. Conversely, the data
of Fig. 3.15 show that the partially disordered Fe/Al cation distribution over the two kinds of
crystallographic sites was frozen in at about 980K during the initial quench of the sample. For
FeAl2O4, calorimetric measurements are lacking to evaluate the thermal effects of this tran-
sition. For MgAl2O4, in which similar changes in the degree of inversion take place (e.g.,
Maekawa et al., 1997), the data plotted in Fig. 3.16 suggest an excess Cp of only 6 and 8J/molK
at 1100 and 2000K, respectively.
.
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In silicates, cation order-disorder is a common kinetically controlled transformation. The
reactions involving divalent cations in olivines and pyroxenes are cases in point which have
long been investigated (e.g., Mueller, 1967; Virgo and Finger, 1972). Experimentally, the prob-
lem encountered is that the kinetics of such a process are generally either very fast or very
slow, because relaxation times vary strongly with temperature. In the latter case, the transi-
tion temperature does not change much with cooling rate. As a result, it is difficult to quench
crystals with different structural states or to measure the rate of cation exchange among the
crystallographic sites of the structure. Neutron and X-ray diffraction measurements have,
nonetheless, revealed variations in site occupancies with temperature (Akamatsu and
Kumazawa, 1993; Artioli et al., 1995; Henderson et al., 1996; Schlenz et al., 2001). The impor-
tant result is that the cation distributions measured under ambient conditions represent those
frozen in upon cooling and differ from the distributions prevailing at higher temperatures.

If configurational heat capacity is small, then residual entropy of partially disordered crys-
tals does not depend appreciably on thermal history. For ice, for instance, S(0) varies by only
.
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0.06 J/molK between samples quenched rapidly and those equilibrated at 89K (Haida et al.,
1974). By assuming ideal mixing, one finds that the effect would be more significant for
hercynite, with residual entropies of 7.4 and 6.5 J/molK for quenched (x¼0.134) and
annealed samples (x¼0.112), respectively. No such data are available for olivines or pyrox-
enes because the range of structural states that can be preserved on quenching is not well
known. But it is tempting to suggest that because of intrinsic atomic mobility in the liquid
state, disordering should be effective in melts for network modifier cations whenever charge
and ionic radius constraints are satisfied. As shown in the previous chapter, the existence of
mixed alkali and mixed alkaline earth effects on viscosity is consistent with this view.

From an entropy standpoint, the other important case is that of order-disorder reactions
involving network-forming cations. It is beyond our scope to review the literature devoted
to this subject, especially for Si , Al ordering in crystals whose kinetics can be neither too
fast nor too slow in temperature ranges of present interest (e.g., Dove et al., 1997). What is
relevant for this discussion is that variations of Si , Al ordering are associated with large
entropy and heat capacity changes. As already mentioned, the two limiting cases are com-
plete order, at low temperature and complete disorder at high temperature; the possible in-
termediate situation of obeying the Loewenstein avoidance principle lies in between. For
albite (NaAlSi3O8), these three cases correspond to configurational entropies of 0, 18.7, and
12.6 J/molK, respectively, as calculated with the assumption of ideal mixing.

The prevalence of order-disorder reactions in the crystalline state leaves no doubt as to
their existence and to a likely larger extent in glasses and melts. Little is known, however,
about the temperature and composition dependences of Si , Al ordering, although informa-
tion on the extent of AldOdSi bonding (and BdOdSi bonding aswell) has been obtained by
NMR spectroscopy (Lee and Stebbins, 2002; Du and Stebbins, 2003). A case in point is
NaAlSiO4 glass, whose residual entropy is lower than that of pure SiO2 glass. Because Si , Al
disorder necessarily prevails at high temperature, the disordering process should contribute
to the configurational heat capacity of the melt, and more specifically, to its strong temper-
ature dependence (Richet et al., 1990).
3.3.2 α-β Transitions

Although α-β transitions have been detected in only a few tectosilicates such as SiO2 and
NaAlSiO4 polymorphs, they deserve attention because such transitions represent evidence
for extensive oxygen dynamics in crystalline silicates. These transitions are reversible and
their enthalpy changes seem modest but, because transition temperatures can be rather
low, the entropy changes represent high fractions of entropies of fusion (Table 3.3). The im-
portance of structural rearrangements occurring at the transition is borne out by the consid-
erable broadening of bands in the Raman spectra of crystalline SiO2 and NaAlSiO4 crystals
(crisbalite and carnegieite) with increasing temperature (Fig. 3.17). This is especially the case
for the spectral features near 400cm�1, which involve extensive oxygen motion, whereas the
changes in high-frequency modes, representing mainly SidO stretching vibrations, can be
assigned to rigid tetrahedra in a constant averaged environment. This dynamic nature of
β-cristobalite is also borne out by the strong similarity of its low-frequency Raman spectra
with that of SiO2 liquid close to its melting temperature (Richet and Mysen, 1999).
.



TABLE 3.3 Thermodynamics of α-β Transitions and of Fusion of Tectosilicatesa

α-β Transition Fusion

Tt ΔHt ΔSt Tf ΔHf ΔSf

Quartzb 847 0.65 0.76 1700 9.4 5.5

Cristobalite 525 1.32 2.50 1999 8.9 4.5

Carnegieite 966 8.10 8.38 1799 21.7 12.1

a Data in K, J/mol, and J/molK, from Richet et al. (1982) and Richet and Mysen (1999).
b Small transition effects because of extensive premonitory effects.
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Cristobalite has been studied extensively. It has long been recognized that the structure of
the β-phase is a dynamic average. Averaging could be made over α-type domains (Hatch and
Ghose, 1991), but the dynamics more likely result from free rotation of rigid SiO4 tetrahedra
caused by precession of SidO bonds with respect to their average orientation (Swainson and
Dove, 1995; Dove et al., 1997). Once the dynamics has set in at the α-β transition, little energy is
required in view of the insensitivity of potential energy surfaces to changes in OdSidO
angles. This agrees with the calorimetric data that do not point to significant configurational
heat-capacity changes with temperature of cristobalite (Fig. 3.18). In other words, the impor-
tant result is that the onset of atomic mobility at the α-β transition through movement of
oxygen atoms entails similar entropy variations as disappearance of long-range order at
the melting point.

As indicated bymolecular dynamics simulations, another interesting feature is that the dy-
namics can be related to the existence of three slightly different crystal structures between
which β-cristobalite keeps switching (Bourova et al., 2000). With its higher density, quartz
has sharper interatomic potentials and has only two such structures for its β-phase. As for
coesite, oxygen motion is less extensive and sets in without any α-β transition because there
is only one possible structure for this dense polymorph (Bourova et al., 2004). As a matter of
fact, this crystal structure is remarkably metastable because it can be preserved up to 1776K,
i.e., more than 900K above the 1-bar melting point of the mineral, thus representing an
extreme case of the rare phenomenon of crystal superheating (Bourova et al., 2006). That
the number of possible configurations is much reduced for coesite at high pressure is also
shown by the fact that, in contrast to the situation at ambient pressure where a great many
SiO2 polymorphs are known, coesite is the only known high-pressure SiO2 polymorph with
tetrahedral Si4+ coordination. Owing to the structural similarities of cristobalite with SiO2

glass (Chapter 5), the configurational entropy of amorphous SiO2 should thus decrease at
high pressure.

Structurally, carnegieite can be considered as a stuffed derivative of cristobalite. An inter-
pretation similar to that presented for cristobalite should obtain for its α-β transition, with the
.
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difference that the heat capacity of β-carnegieite is anomalously high, being from 5% to 20%
higher than the Dulong and Petit value (Fig. 3.18). Other configurational changes thus take
place, which are superimposed on the dynamics of oxygen atoms. Consistent with the consid-
erable broadening of the high-frequency features in the Raman spectra (Fig. 3.17), which is not
seen for cristobalite, these couldbe temperature-induceddisorderingof siliconandaluminum.
Such disordering, which has been invoked in the previous section to account for the high tem-
perature dependence of the heat capacity of NaAlSiO4 liquid (Richet et al., 1990), would take
place to a lesser extent in nepheline, the other NaAlSiO4 polymorph (Fig. 3.18).
3.3.3 From Premelting to Melting and Crystallization

Premelting probably represents the most conspicuous evidence for configurational
changes in crystals. Macroscopically, it manifests itself as an anomalous increase of the heat
capacity when the melting temperature of a crystal is approached (Fig. 3.19). Such increases
typically begin from 80 to 250K below the reported congruent melting points and are asso-
ciated with enthalpy and entropy effects that represent from 7% to 22% of the enthalpies and
entropies of fusion (Richet and Fiquet, 1991; Thi�eblot et al., 1999; Courtial et al., 2000; Nerád
et al., 2013). The reversible nature of the phenomenon as well as the lack of any microtextural
differences between samples heated below and in the premelting range indicate that these
anomalies are not due to partial melting of the crystal but to nonquenchable, temperature-
induced configurational changeswithin a solid substance (Richet et al., 1994). This is also con-
sistent with the fact that premelting is not observed for minerals exhibiting α-β transitions, for
which such changes are activated at the transition temperature.

At the scale of the unit-cell, X-ray diffraction experiments do not reveal anomalies in ther-
mal expansion in the premelting range (Richet et al., 1996, 1998). Since there is no evidence for
anomalously high concentrations of crystal defects, which could affect molar volume, volume
effects do not seem to contribute to the enthalpy anomalies shown by the calorimetric data.
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That these anomalies are associatedwith configurational changeswithin a crystalline phase is
clearly apparent in Raman spectra where considerable band broadening and loss of resolu-
tion are observed (Richet et al., 1996, 1998).

Anorthite is probably the mineral that has been subjected to the most thorough structural
and calorimetric investigations after heat treatments at high temperatures. Samples show an
increasing degree of Al , Si disorder when quenched from temperatures increasingly higher
than 1670K, whereas little effects are apparent after annealing below 1670K where the
disordering kinetics become very slow (Benna et al., 1985). It is unlikely to be fortuitous that
this temperature is the same as that of the onset of premelting (Richet et al. 1994). Compared to
completely ordered samples, anorthites quenched from 1800K have an excess enthalpy of
about 3kJ/mol (Carpenter et al., 1990). Even including the premelting enthalpy, the total
excess enthalpy at the melting point is about 13kJ/mol. This number is smaller than the
enthalpy difference of 15kJ/mol, which has been estimated between completely disordered
and ordered samples (Carpenter et al., 1990). Without the (unknown) entropy frozen in
during quenches from 1800K, the entropy of premelting represents 25% of the 23J/molK
of complete, ideal Si , Al disordering. Hence, this process alone is more than sufficient to
account for the observed calorimetric effects, which suggests that it should also contribute
to the configurational heat capacity of aluminosilicate liquids.

Disorder is also related to premelting of alkaline earth silicates or aluminosilicates. In this
case, marked band broadening is observed only in the low-frequency part of the Raman spec-
tra, which involves mainly TdOdT bending andMdO stretching and bending (Richet et al.,
1998; Bouhifd et al., 2002). Whereas the silicate framework is not affected much, the onset of
premelting correlates with the temperature at which the self-diffusion of Ca2+ begins to in-
crease markedly in diopside (Dimanov and Ingrin, 1995), and that at which electrical conduc-
tivity rises sharply in pseudowollastonite and gehlenite (Bouhifd et al., 2002). As discussed
previously, such cation mobility could give rise to glass-like transitions. However, a much
more detailed interpretation can likely be derived from the study of the structurally much
simpler alkali metasilicate crystals, which have the same pyroxene stoichiometry.

Premelting is observed a few degrees below the congruentmelting temperature for Li2SiO3

and about 150K below it for Na2SiO3 (Richet et al., 1996; see also Fig. 3.2). That Li+, and es-
pecially Na+, are highly mobile even below these premelting ranges is indicated by “liquid-
like” spin-lattice relaxation times determined by 7Li and 23Na NMR spectroscopy (George
et al., 1998). Such high mobility involves exchange among many sites, without any
disordering of silicon or oxygen positions, but it is not associated with any significant Cp

anomaly. The onset of premelting correlates instead with structural rearrangements of the
silicate chains, which, in turn, enhances alkali hopping and gives rise to a distribution of
Qn-species in the crystal that prefigures the melt structure. These structural changes manifest
themselves in NMR spectroscopy as variations in the lineshapes of 29Si spin echo spectra,
which become similar to those of a melt (Fig. 3.20). Likewise, the Raman spectra show an
asymmetric broadening of the distribution of SidO stretching mode frequencies. The
similarity with the liquid is even such that the high-frequency Raman spectrum of Na2SiO3

shows, in addition to the most intense band assigned to Q2-species, bands pertaining to the
other Qn-species observed in the melt (Fig. 3.21).

As deduced by Nesbitt et al. (2017) from the calorimetric and spectroscopic observations,
actual melting is the result of three successive reactions (Fig. 3.22). First, breakage of weak
.
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NadObondswithout significant enthalpy effects produces mobile Na+ ions and SidO�moi-
eties that remain part of the silicate chains as negatively charged Q2 species. Second, from
about 800K these species react with “normal” Q2 units to cross-link the chains with Q3 spe-
cies, liberating along the way “free” oxygen O2– ions. Not only is the onset of this reaction
coincident with that of the calorimetric premelting effects, but it is accompanied by a slight
phase transition above which the a and b unit-cell parameters remain nearly constant. Finally,
.
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actual melting takes place with a sharp enthalpy change in the third step whereby the silicate
chains are depolymerized upon interaction with the free O2– ions to form the Q1 species also
observed spectroscopically.

An important feature is that melting of Na2SiO3 is a congruent transformation occurring
under equilibrium conditions. It follows that the reaction is reversible, even at a microscopic
scale. In other words, crystallization necessarily takes place according to the same series of
reactions taken in reverse order. The simple picture of crystallization as the growth of a nu-
cleus through continuous attachments of unit cells is thusmuch too simplistic to be practically
.
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useful. Hence, the complete theoretical failures to predict nucleation rates, which can be
1020–1050 times greater than observed (e.g., Fokin et al., 2006), more likely originate in the
neglect of such reaction steps than other features recently considered, such as the roughness
of the liquid-nuclei interface, variations of the surface energywith temperature and the size of
nuclei, or initial nucleation of metastable crystals.

Coming back now to diopside, we note that the increase of calcium diffusivity is indicative
of the production of mobile ions that is a prerequisite for the occurrence of configurational
changes in silicate chains. Formation of Q3 and Q1 species can then take place as observed
in Raman spectra (Richet et al., 1998), with the minor complication that melting of diopside
is actually slightly incongruent (Nesbitt et al., 2017). Although similarmechanisms can also be
applied to stoichiometries other than that of pyroxene, there is one class of silicates to which
they are inapplicable. This class includes SiO2 polymorphs as well as tectosilicates in which
alkalis have a very lowmobility as a result of their charge-compensating role for aluminum in
tetrahedral coordination. These minerals do not undergo premelting, but instead the afore-
mentioned first-order α-β transitions at temperatures through which atomic mobility sets
in as dynamically averaged substructures. It is unlikely fortuitous that these minerals melt
or precipitate sluggishly because (i) a surface rather than a bulk mechanism has been de-
scribed for quartz and cristobalite (Ainslie et al., 1961; Wagstaff, 1969); (ii) as already noted,
the high-pressure form of SiO2, coesite, may superheat metastably by more than 900K
(Bourova et al., 2006); and (iii) albite (NaAlSi3O8) has been kept for more than 5years 90K
below its melting temperature without any incipient crystallization (Schairer and Bowen,
1956). Because these minerals lack a simple mechanism to produce free oxygen, their peculiar
properties in turn represent circumstantial evidence for the basic role of these anions in melt-
ing and crystallization.
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4.1 INTRODUCTORY COMMENTS

Variations in bond length, bond angle, and bond strength are central to our understanding of
structure and properties of silicate melts and glasses. Here, we will discuss how these param-
eters varywith chemical composition, and howproperties ofmelts and glasses can be related to
these variables. Data from specific chemical systems will be used to illustrate the general
concepts. Details of property-structure relationships will be discussed in later chapters.
# 2019 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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110 4. STRUCTURE AND PROPERTY CONCEPTS
4.2 BOND LENGTH, BOND ANGLE, AND BOND STRENGTH IN
SILICATES

The energetics of bonding in silicates are governed by the types and proportions of oxygen
polyhedra, their linkages, and the manner in which all polyhedra mix in the structure. These
concepts, as well as some definitions and terms used here and elsewhere in the book, are
discussed in the following paragraphs.
4.2.1 Definitions and Concepts of Bonding

Many of the principles that describe bonding in crystalline materials can also be used in
examination of properties and structure of melts and glasses. In crystal chemistry, the four
basic types of bonds are ionic, covalent, van der Waals, and metallic. On the basis of current
understanding of structure and energetics in melts and glasses, which is more limited than in
crystalline materials, we will consider only ionic and covalent bonding.

In a situation of pure ionic bonding, the interaction between ions is purely coulombic with
no shared electrons. Individual cations may be considered to have undeformable symmetry
such that the interatomic distance, d, is simply the sum of the ionic radii of the two cations, ri,
and rj:

d¼ ri + rj: (4.1)

In purely covalent bonding, atoms are linked to form amolecule by sharing outer electrons

(Lewis, 1916).

In silicate systems, be they molten, glassy, or crystalline, bonds are neither ionic nor cova-
lent, but may be viewed as having a fractional ionic character where the fraction, fi, depends
on the structure and atoms involved. A number of definitions of this fraction have been pro-
posed. A common expression is that of Phillips (1970):

fi ¼E2
i = Ei +Ej

� �
, (4.2)

where Ei and Ej are ionic energy gaps and fi is the fractional ionic character. An earlier and

commonly used definition is that of Pauling (1960), where the fractional ionic character is
related to the electronegativity, χi and χj, of the two atoms in a bond:

fi ¼ 1� exp �0:25 χi� χj

� �h i
: (4.3)

The electronegativity, χi, is the tendency to attract electrons and has been defined in a

number of ways (Mulliken, 1935; Gordy, 1946; Sanderson, 1960). A convenient operational
definition of electronegativity is that of Sanderson (1960):

χi ¼ 3δ=4πri, (4.4)

where δ is the atomic number and ri is the covalent nonpolar radius.
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The concept of ionization potential is useful when describing melt and glass structure in
terms of systematic relations to properties of the metal cations. In this book, we will use the
definition:

Xi ¼Zi=r
2
i , (4.5)

where Zi is formal electrical charge and ri is ionic radius. We must recognize, however, that

this definition is one of convenience because it assumes that the bonding is fully ionic, which
it is not. Furthermore, because ionic radius depends on the number of ligands in a polyhedron
of interest, ionization potential depends on the coordination number. In silicate glasses and
melts, this coordination number is not always well known.
4.2.2 Bond Strength, Bond Angle, and Composition

A central feature of melt and crystal structure is bond strength, which ultimately is related
to bond energy. Among the earliest to use this term, Pauling (1929) defined mean bond
strength, S, as the ratio of the valence over coordination number. It is necessary, however,
to consider the fact that most bonds have a partial covalent character. To this end, Donnay
(1969) proposed the expression

S¼ So roi =ri
� �ni , (4.6)

where S is the strength of a bondwith length, ri, S0 is an ideal bond strength of length ri
o, and ni
is a constant.
The electrostatic energy of metal-oxygen bonds—an expression of bond strength—

tends to fall in reasonably well-defined ranges depending on the particular cation of in-
terest and on the oxygen coordination number (Smyth and Bish, 1988; see also Table 4.1).
The electrostatic energy is related to site potential simply by dividing the electrostatic
energy with the electrical charge. For a given coordination number, the site potential
is positively correlated with the ionization potential of the metal cation. For a given metal
cation, the site potential, or bond strength, decreases as the oxygen coordination number
increases.

Theoretical studies have shown that bond strength is a systematic function of bond dis-
tance (Fig. 4.1). The shorter a metal-oxygen bond, the greater is its strength (Pauling,
1960). For obvious geometrical reasons, metal-oxygen bond distances are a positive function
of the oxygen coordination number. Everything else being equal, it follows that bond strength
decreases when the oxygen coordination number increases. This simple view holds well for
highly ionic crystals and led to Pauling’s rules (Pauling, 1929), for example. These relation-
ships become less clear in crystals with mixed ionic and covalent bonding (e.g., Gibbs et al.,
2000). In other words, in silicate crystals where bonds often are significantly covalent, the
relationship illustrated in Fig. 4.1 should be treated with some caution. The same caution
likely applies to melts and glasses.

The basic building block in silicate structure is the oxygen tetrahedron. This tetrahedron
may be treated as a near-rigid unit regardless of the extent of polymerization of the tetrahedra
(e.g., Hazen and Finger, 1982). In crystalline silicate structures, bond length variation is
accommodated by changes in intertetrahedral angle. Such relationships have been observed
in naturally occurring minerals (e.g., Brown et al., 1969) and shown in numerical simulations



TABLE 4.1 Site Potential, Oxygen Coordination Number, and Cation Types in Minerals

Cation Coordination Number Ionic Radius (Å)a Site Potential Energy Range (eV)b

Al3+ 4 0.47 105–166

Al3+ 5 0.56 111

Al3+ 6 0.61 92–117

Ca2+ 6 1.08 33–50

Ca2+ 7 1.15 37–83

Ca2+ 8 1.20 38–51

Fe2+ 6 0.69 46–107

K+ 6 1.46 8–19

K+ 8 1.59 7–12

Mg2+ 6 0.80 47–77

Mg2+ 8 0.97 49–50

Na+ 6 1.10 4–17

Na+ 7 1.21 14–34

Na+ 8 1.24 14–18

Si4+ 4 0.34 145–207

a From Whittaker and Muntus (1970).
b Site potential¼ electrostatic energy/electrical charge; eV¼ electron volt.

Data from Smyth and Bish, 1988.
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FIG. 4.1 Relationships between bond dis-
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SidOdSi, calculated for H6Si2O7 clusters.
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1a.u.¼2.625�103kJ/mol (Gibbs et al., 1981;
Poole et al., 1995).
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of the potential energy surface for H6Si2O7 clusters (e.g., Gibbs et al., 1981; Poole et al., 1995;
see also Fig. 4.1). In the simulations in Fig. 4.1 bond length is negatively correlated
with intertetrahedral angle (see also Gibbs et al., 1981; Poole et al., 1995). The minimum
of this energy surface correlates decreasing bond angle with increasing bond length in
the silicate tetrahedra. This relationship is similar to that observed in the crystal structures
of natural silicates and aluminosilicates (Fig. 4.2) as well as aluminosilicate glasses
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(Taylor and Brown, 1979). Here, the AldO bond distance is about 1.72Å so that the greater
the Al/(Al+Si) of a glass, melt, or crystalline materials, the longer is the TdO bond length
(T¼Al+Si) and the smaller is the intertetrahedral angle, TdOdT (Fig. 4.1). By increasing
the pressure the relationships between angle and distance remain, with the energy surfaces
qualitatively resembling those at ambient pressure (Fig. 4.3). However, for a given TdObond
distance, the intertetrahedral angle (TdOdT angle) is smaller.

The greater compressibility of molten and glassy silicates compared with their crystalline
equivalents (e.g., Levien et al., 1980; Seifert et al., 1983) may result from greater flexibility of
intertetrahedral, SidOdSi, angle and therefore of SidO bond length (Seifert et al., 1983;
Kubicki and Lasaga, 1987). However, in aluminosilicates the strength of theAldObond plays
an important role. This strength is governed not only by bond angles, but also by the
electronic properties of the cation(s) that serve to charge-balance tetrahedrally coordinated
Al3+. (For further discussion of this concept, see Section 4.4.3.) It should also be noted that
in silicate structures containing bridging oxygens, variations in intertetrahedral angles
may also be driven by changes in the number of oxygen bridges, whether for minerals
(e.g., Liebau, 1981) or for glasses and melts (e.g., Soules, 1979; Furukawa et al., 1981). When
the proportion of oxygen bridges decreases, the intertetrahedral angle becomes larger. This
proportion is a direct function of the abundance ratio of metal oxide components to tetrahe-
drally coordinated cations (see also Chapters 7 and 9).
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4.3 BASICS OF SILICATE STRUCTURE

The actual ionic charges in silicates are much smaller than the formal charges of 2� for O,
4+ for Si, etc., because of the partially covalent nature of bonding. For liquid SiO2, charges of
2.76 and �1.38 for Si and O, respectively, have been derived from ab initio calculations
(Tangney and Scandolo, 2002). Even for the archetypal ionic crystal, MgO, charges of
�1.44 have been calculated in the same way for Mg and O (Tangney and Scandolo, 2003).

To a first approximation, silicates can, nonetheless, be considered as ionic substances in
which a single anion, oxygen, forms chemical bonding with a wide variety of cations of
different sizes and electrical charges. Given that the actual charge of an ion depends on
the overall composition and can vary from one structural position to another, this approxi-
mation represents the only way to rationalize simply the structure of silicates, be they
crystalline or amorphous. Empirically, it is justified by the fact that the charge ratios between
cations and oxygens remain close to the nominal values. The fundamental assumption thus
made is that, with the exception of the constraints imposed by long-range order, the princi-
ples established for ionic crystals (Pauling, 1929) are applicable to amorphous phases
(Zachariassen, 1932). Here, only those structural aspects relevant for comparisons of
crystalline and amorphous silicates will be summarized along these lines. More detailed de-
scriptions will be given in later chapters.
4.3.1 Oxygen Coordination Polyhedra

Oxygen is the main constituent of silicates. Not only are there always more oxygens than
atoms of any other elements, but the ionic radius of the O2� ion, which is about 1.30Å, is so
large compared to the radii of most cations that oxygen atoms occupy, for example, 100 times
more space than Si4+ in pure SiO2. Even in olivine, oxygen occupies about eight times the
volume of all the other cations combined (in these calculations, all ionic radii were from
Whittaker and Muntus, 1970). Hence, deciphering the structure of silicates is tantamount
to describing how cations fit in between oxygen anions. This is conveniently accomplished
in terms of polyhedra whose apices are the oxygens that form bonding to a given cation
(the ligand). Such oxygen coordination polyhedra are determined by a complex balance
of electrostatic interactions. They are characterized by the number of ligands, the so-called
coordination number, and by the various cation-oxygen distances. Both kinds of parameters
are primarily determined by ionic radius ratios between O2� and cations.

Cations and their effects on structure and properties can be compared in terms of their elec-
trical charge, Z, and ionic radius, r. Among major elements in silicates, silicon is the most
efficient because it has the smallest radius and the highest formal charge (4+). At low pres-
sure, its optimum coordination is achieved in the form of SiO4 tetrahedra with SidO dis-
tances near 1.60Å (Fig. 2.4). At high pressures, at least in crystalline SiO2, SiO6 octahedra
with SidOdistances near 1.90Å are formed instead (Fig. 4.4). Such a transformation is abrupt
in crystals, as exemplified by the coesite-stishovite transition near 10GPa, but progressive in
liquids in which it likely begins at lower pressures than in equivalent crystals (Fukui et al.,
2009; Sato and Funamori, 2010). Other cations then share oxygens with SiO4 tetrahedra at
low pressure (Fig. 4.5), or with SiO6 octahedra at high pressure.
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A dramatic illustration of the difference in bond strength between Si4+ and other cations is
provided byMg2SiO4 glass. The structure of this material is made up of isolated, regular SiO4

tetrahedra, similar to those of the crystalline form (forsterite). These tetrahedra are randomly
oriented and linked through a variety of highly distorted MgOn polyhedra, with 4<n<6
(Kohara et al., 2011). This contrast between SiO4 andMgOn polyhedra illustrates the fact that,
although Si4+ ions are half as abundant as Mg2+, they control the structure and leave to Mg2+

ions a simple role of “space fillers.”
Between these two extremes, the number of nonbridging oxygens per silicon atom in-

creases from 0 as in SiO2 to 4 as inMg2SiO4. This number is an average value that characterizes
the degree of polymerization of the silicate framework. Various kinds of SiO4 tetrahedramust
be distinguished to describe the structure in more detail because oxygens are either bridging
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FIG. 4.6 Schematic representation of interconnected silicate tetrahedra and larger oxygen polyhedrawith a central
metal cation in the various Qn structural units. In the Q4 sketch, the short lines indicate effectively infinite extension of
the structure.
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or nonbridging. Following Schramm et al. (1984), one characterizes this difference in terms of
Qn-species comprising an SiO4 tetrahedron in which n oxygens are bridging and 4-n are
nonbridging (Fig. 4.6). The silicate chains of pyroxene (MSiO3) crystals are, for example, made
up of only Q2 species, but there is, in contrast, a distribution of Qn-species around a mean
value of 2 in amorphous phases of the same stoichiometry (Etchepare, 1972; Brawer and
White, 1975; Maekawa et al., 1991; Polyakov et al., 2010).

Whereas tetrahedral coordination always holds for Si4+ at low pressure, the coordination
number of oxygen increases from 2, for pure SiO2, to higher values for depolymerized struc-
tures. These coordination numbers depend on the manner in which other cations form bonds
to nonbridging oxygens by forming additional oxygen polyhedra between SiO4 tetrahedra
(Fig. 4.6). The latter cations will be referred to as M-cations. In olivine crystals, for instance,
divalent metal cations are sixfold coordinated by oxygens, which are themselves bound to
4M-cations. Although the number of cations to which oxygen can be coordinated changes
widely in oxide compounds, the ionic radius of O2� varies only from 1.27 to 1.34Å between
twofold and eightfold coordination. Such variations are very small compared to those expe-
rienced by cations when their coordination changes. This is illustrated by Si4+ (see previous)
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or Na+ (r¼1.07Å and 1.40Å for four- and ninefold coordination, respectively). This sensitiv-
ity difference is the main reason why attention is paid to cation coordination by oxygen and
not to oxygen coordination by cations.

As already noted, the actual charges of cations and anions are not only lower than the for-
mal charges that are usually assumed, but they are not constant for a given ion. According to
ab initio calculations on sodium tetrasilicate, the charge of Si within Q4- and Q3-species is on
average 0.14 and 0.10 higher, respectively, than in Q2-species, whereas nonbridging oxygens
are more negatively charged than bridging oxygens by 0.15 charge units (Ispas et al., 2002).
An important consequence of such charge distributions is that bonding of bridging oxygens
with silicon leaves a residual charge, which is used for bonding with other cations. The rel-
ative contribution of bridging and nonbridging oxygens to the oxygen coordination of these
cations is poorly known. In molecular dynamics simulations of soda-lime silicates, this
contribution is in a ratio varying from 1:5 to 1:10 for glasses quenched from the very high
temperature of 6000K (Cormack andDu, 2001). Such calculations do not allow the actual ratio
to be determined for the actual temperature ranges of interest, but this important feature
should be kept in mind when discussing silicate structures.
4.3.2 Network-Formers and Network-Modifiers

When an alkali or alkaline earth oxide is mixed with pure SiO2, the ensuing decrease of the
Si/O ratio causes depolymerization of the silicate framework. According to a terminology al-
ready used by Warren and Pincus (1940), in these situations silicon is a network-former and
most other metal cations are network-modifiers.

A few elements can be both network-modifiers and network-formers. Aluminum is the
most important in this category. At low pressure, its ionic radius (r¼0.47Å) is comparable
to the 0.34Å of Si4+, but its formal charge is only 3+ so that it can enter tetrahedral sites of
the silicate framework only by associating with a neighboring charge-compensating cation
to achieve the 4+ formal charge of Si. This role is generally played by an alkali (univalent)
cation, as illustrated by albite (NaAlSi3O8), for example, or by an alkaline earth (divalent) cat-
ion, which compensates for two different Al3+ as illustrated in crystals by anorthite
(CaAl2Si2O8). Whether a charge-balancing cation associates with one or two Al3+ cations
has profound effects on the AldO bond strengths and, therefore, properties of the material
(see Chapter 8 for detailed discussions of such property behavior).

Other cations achieve tetrahedral coordination when their ionic radii are not too different
from that of Si4+ and their mismatch in electrical charge can be compensated. In crystalline
silicates, P5+ is such a cation (r¼0.25Å), at least at low pressures. The same applies to Fe3+

(r¼0.57Å), although this cation sometimes has more than four oxygen ligands, in particular
in crystalline materials. Boron may occur either in BO4

5� tetrahedra (r¼0.20Å) and in BO3
3�

triangles (r¼0.10Å). Titanium, with its somewhat greater ionic radius of 0.61Å when existing
as Ti4+, is usually coordinated by more than four oxygens but there is also evidence for four-
fold coordination. For convenience, any network-forming, tetrahedrally coordinated cation
will be denoted by T.

Characterization of the anionic framework of amorphous silicates becomes more compli-
cated when several of these cations are present in appreciable amounts, for example in
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aluminosilicates. The distances between the central T-cation in a tetrahedron and an oxygen,
whether bridging or nonbridging, are sensitive functions of the type of T-cation (Marumo and
Okuno, 1984; Henderson et al., 1984; Cormier et al., 2003). Similar principles apply to the
intratetrahedral (OdTdO) and intertetrahedral (TdOdT) angles because of the correlations
between bond angle and distance. In addition, the bond angles also depend on the polymer-
ization state of the silicate framework and increase as a silicate species becomes more
depolymerized (Soules, 1979; Furukawa et al., 1981).

Network-modifying cations serve as links between the oxygen tetrahedral. These cations
most commonly are alkali metals and alkaline earths. In cases where there are multiple
network-modifying cations, the nonbridging oxygens in the most depolymerized of Qn-
species tend to form oxygen polyhedra with the most electronegative cation available as this
is the environment with the least steric hindrance. Equilibria among Qn-species will, there-
fore, be affected by the electronic properties of the network-modifying cation or cations.
4.3.3 The NBO/T Parameter

The NBO/T (nonbridging oxygen, NBO, per tetrahedrally coordinated cation, T) atomic
ratio represents the simplest way to characterize the degree of polymerization of the struc-
ture. As will be shown in following chapters, this parameter has proven useful for rational-
izing glass and melt properties. It is necessarily an approximate description, however, for it
does not take into account the nature of the network-forming and of the network-modifying
metal cations.

The NBO/T can be calculated from melt composition provided that the proportion of tet-
rahedrally coordinated cations is known. A procedure that may be used for this purpose is
given in Table 4.2. At present, this calculation can be conducted at comparatively low pres-
sures for which the necessary information is available. At high pressures, such as in the
deeper portion of the earth’s uppermantle and below, both Si4+ andAl3+may undergo partial
or complete coordination transformation (Lee et al., 2006; Kelsey et al., 2009; Sanloup et al.,
2013), under which circumstances the degree of melt polymerization changes. Thus, the
NBO/T parameter as a structural monitor cannot be used with currently available data at
high pressure.

Knowledge of NBO/T is useful because a number of melt properties is correlated with
NBO/T in a manner simple enough that predictions can be made. For example, in its most
basic form, NBO/Si is positively correlated with high-temperature viscosity and conductivity
TABLE 4.2 Procedure for Calculations of NBO/T From Oxide Composition at Low Pressures

Step 1 Convert chemical analyses (in wt%) to atomic proportions

Step 2 T¼Si+Al+Fe3+. Assign alkalis and alkaline earths to Al3+ and Fe3+ for charge-balance in tetrahedral
coordination (relative stability of aluminate and ferrite complexes known from thermochemical
data). The order of charge-balance is: K>Na>Ca>Fe2+Mg and AlO2

�FeO2
�a

Step 3 Use formal charge of T-cations (4+) and oxygen (2�), which then gives NBO¼ (2O�4T) and
NBO/T¼ (2O�4T)/T

a Note that Ti4+, P5+, and B3+ are not included in this calculation. See text for discussion of complex and variable structural role of these cations.
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of simple binary metal oxide-SiO2 melts (Mysen, 1995; Polyakov et al., 2010). This is not sur-
prising because in such simple compositions, NBO/Si and alkali/silicon ratios are effectively
equivalent, and melt viscosity depends on the latter ratio (Bockris et al., 1955). Relationships
betweenNBO/T and viscosity may be extended to natural magmatic liquids at pressures and
temperatures where the proportion of tetrahedrally coordinated cations can be calculated
(Mysen, 1987; see also Chapter 18).

TheNBO/T can be a useful parameter in semiquantitatively estimating viscosity, although
there is considerable scatter in such relationships because of the number of other composition
variables influencing transport properties (Mysen, 1995; Giordano andDingwell, 2003). Other
parameters that seem related to the degree of polymerization include activity-composition
relations of major, minor, and trace elements (Mysen, 1995). Therefore, the NBO/T can be
used to express composition dependence of mineral-melt element partitioning (Jana and
Walker, 1997; Walter and Thibault, 1995; Toplis and Corgne, 2002).
4.4 THE TETRAHEDRAL OXYGEN NETWORK

At low pressure, silicates—whether crystalline, glassy, or molten—consist of a network of
SiO4 tetrahedra in which Si4+ may be partially replaced by other cations that have a similar
ionic radius, r, and a formal electrical charge, Z, of about 4. Cations of this type are referred to
as network-formers.
4.4.1 Bridging Oxygen Bonds

A bridge is formed by oxygens bonded to tetrahedrally coordinated cations shared by
adjacent oxygen tetrahedra. Even when Si4+ is not the most abundant cation, its oxygen poly-
hedra constitute an anionic framework whose connectivity depends on the Si/O ratio of
the material (Fig. 4.6). For the SiO2 stoichiometry of pure silica, low-pressure SiO4 tetrahedra
necessarily polymerize to form an open, three-dimensional network in which each oxygen in
the crystal structure is bridging (BO). The bridging oxygens are shared by two neighbor-
ing tetrahedra. At the other end of the spectrum, the M2SiO4 stoichiometry of crystalline
olivines gives rise to isolated SiO4 tetrahedra where all oxygens are nonbridging (NBO).

Bond lengths and bond angles (and, therefore, bond strength) depend not only on pressure
and temperature but also on the nature of the tetrahedrally coordinated cations, T. The bond
length can vary perhaps by as much as 10%. This variation is often governed by substitution
of Si4+ by other tetrahedrally coordinated cations such as Al3+ whose ideal AldO length is
�1.71Å as compared with �1.60Å for SidO (e.g., Navrotsky et al., 1985). Other cations po-
tentially in fourfold coordination with oxygen are Fe3+, B3+, and P5+. Among these cations,
[IV]Fe3+dO bonds are the longest (Henderson et al., 1984; Holland et al., 1999).
4.4.2 Network-Formers and Si-Based Structural Units

The silicate structural backbone, be it in glasses, melts, or crystals, is the silicate tetrahe-
dron, where anywhere from 0 to 4 of the oxygen anions form bridges across to other silicate
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tetrahedra (Fig. 4.6). In crystalline silicate structures, typically a single form of silicate inter-
connectivity exists (e.g., Liebau, 1981). However, in amorphous silicates such as glasses and
melts, several different forms of silicate entities typically coexist as originally proposed more
than 50years ago on the basis of property variations of simple silicate melts (MacKenzie, 1947;
Bockris et al., 1955). In the original models, from the systematics of viscous flow a small num-
ber of discrete silicate polymers was proposed to coexist in this original model. From their
studies of trimethylsilyl derivatives of silicate glasses, Smart and Glasser (1978) proposed
some time later a polymer model characterized by a continuous change of degree of polymer-
ization as a function of changing metal/silicon ratio. This model was subsequently found un-
realistic, however, as a rapidly increasing database, relying on spectroscopic methods and
numerical simulations, was found to be consistent with structures that comprise only a small
number of specific structural units (Virgo et al., 1980; Stebbins, 1987; Buckermann et al., 1992;
Schneider et al., 2003; Polyakov et al., 2010). This principle is illustrated schematically in
Fig. 4.6. In this structural arrangement, changing bulk composition is accommodated in
the structure by simply changing the proportion of these species. In other words, the equilib-
rium constants that describe equilibria among various Q-species vary with silicate composi-
tion (Stebbins, 1987):

2Qn ¼Qn+ 1 +Qn�1, (4.7)

where the superscript, n, which is an integer, denotes the number of bridging oxygens in a

Q-species.
4.4.3 Substitution of Si+

The concept of charge-balance of certain tetrahedrally coordinated cations illustrates the
dual structural roles played by alkali metals and alkaline earths. One is to serve as network
modifiers. In this sense, these cations are linked to terminal oxygens in a tetrahedral network,
including, therefore, terminal oxygen in Q-species (Fig. 4.6). The other role is to charge-
compensate cations such as B3+, Al3+, and possibly Fe3+ in tetrahedral coordination. For
trivalent cations, this can be accomplishedwith alkalis or alkaline earths. For P5+ the situation
is more complex. In highly polymerized, silica-rich glasses and melts, one oxygen double-
bonded to P may serve this purpose (Hoppe et al., 1998; Plotnichenko et al., 2002). Another
common charge-compensation for tetrahedrally coordination P5+ is via Al-phosphate
complexing (Toplis and Schaller, 1998; Cody et al., 2001).

The most prevalent substitution is Al3+ for Si4+. Simple charge-balance is obtained when
the proportion of charge-balancing cation(s) is equal to, or in excess of, that required for this
purpose.When there is an excess of alkali metal or alkaline earth over that required to provide
a formal charge of 4+ for Al in tetrahedral coordination, the system is called peralkaline
(Fig. 4.7)When the proportion of alkali metal or alkaline earth is exactly equal to that required
to provide a formal charge of 4+ for Al in tetrahedral coordination, the system is termed
metaaluminous (Fig. 4.7). When the proportion of Al exceeds that of available cations for
charge-balance, the system is called per-aluminous (Fig. 4.7)

Experimental evidence exists for this dual structural role of alkali metals and alkaline
earths. Results from molecular orbital calculations suggest that the Na-NBO (NBO:
nonbridging oxygen) bond is shorter than Na-BO (BO: bridging oxygen) distances and that
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Ca-NBO distances are shorter than for Ca-BO (Uchino and Yoko, 1998; Cormack and Du,
2001; Ispas et al., 2002; Cormier et al., 2003). For Na+, for example, such a difference in bond
distance is likely to cause more electronic deshielding of the Na nucleus as the proportion of
Na-NBO bonds increases. In Al-free glasses, the Na nucleus becomes more deshielded with
increasing Na/Si, which would lead to increased Na-NBO distance with increasing Na/Si
(Lee and Stebbins, 2003). That prediction agrees with 23Na NMR data and X-ray data for bi-
nary Na2O-SiO2 glasses and ternary metaaluminosilicate glasses along the alkali and alkaline
earth aluminosilicate joins (Xue and Stebbins, 1993; Lee and Stebbins, 2003; Cormier and
Neuville, 2004; see also Fig. 4.8). The Na-NBO bond distancemight be as much as 10% shorter
for Na-NBO than for Na-BO, although the exact relationship to shielding of the Na nucleus
also depends on Na/Si and Al/(Al+Si). For glasses with the same Na/Si ratio where Na+
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serves to charge-balance Al3+, the 23Na chemical shift increases (Na becomes more
deshielded) with increasing Al/(Al+Si) (Fig. 4.9). As far as deshielding is concerned, how-
ever, there remains a distinct difference between Na as a charge-balancing cation and as a
network-modifier. Whether this difference reflects differences in electrical field gradients
or different oxygen coordination numbers, or both (see Gambuzzi et al., 2015), remains open
to further study.

4.4.3.1 Aluminum Substitution

X-ray radial distribution (XRDF) analysis is useful to determine TdO, TdT, and OdO
bond lengths (T¼ tetrahedrally coordinated cation) and in some cases may be used to map
bond lengths to distances reaching several coordination spheres. Such features are well illus-
trated by X-ray radial distribution functions of metaaluminosilicate glasses. Along the SiO2-
NaAlO2 join, for example, these do show significant similarity to at least 3Å, which is the
approximate distance between the central T-cations to the second nearest neighboring tetra-
hedron (Taylor and Brown, 1979).

From the X-ray data, the average TdO bond length increases systematically with increas-
ing Al/(Al+Si) (Fig. 4.11). This increase is consistent with the generally slightly longer AldO
bond length compared with SidO bonds in the oxygen tetrahedra (Brown et al., 1969;
Geisinger et al., 1985; Tossell, 1993). Spectroscopic data of glasses on the SiO2-NaAlO2 join
are consistent with random or near substitution of Al3+ for Si4+ in the structure (Taylor
and Brown, 1979; Lee and Stebbins, 1999, 2006). However, for glasses with divalent cations
for Al charge balance, the line widths of 29MAS NMR spectra are considerably broader, thus
suggesting more structural disorder (Lee and Stebbins, 1999; see also Fig. 4.10).

The ionization potential (as defined by Eq. 2.5) of the charge-balancing cation can affect the
extent of Al , Si ordering (Seifert et al., 1982; Lee and Stebbins, 1999, 2006). For example,
whereas Na+ and Ca2+ have similar ionic radii (Whittaker and Muntus, 1970), they charge-
balance 2 and 1 tetrahedrally coordinated Al3+, respectively. This effect is seen quite clearly
in the electron density aroundAldObonds in crystals like nepheline and anorthite (Tait et al.,
2003; Angel, 1988). In anorthite, at least one of the AldO bonds is severely underbonded,
presumably reflecting the steric problems associated with Ca2+ charge-compensation of
Al3+ in the crystal structure.
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Similar structural restrictions likely exist in aluminosilicate glasses andmelts as suggested,
for example, by the systematic relationship between 29Si NMR line width and ionization po-
tential of the charge-balancing cation in glasses along the joins SiO2-NaAlO2, SiO2-KAlO2,
and SiO2-CaAl2O4 (Murdoch et al., 1985; Lee and Stebbins, 2003; see also Fig. 4.11). Although
this line width depends on Al/(Al+Si), for a given Al/(Al+Si), it increases as the
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charge-balancing cation becomes more electronegative. These line width relationships
are consistent with increasing Si , Al disorder with increasingly electronegative charge-
balancing cations (Lee and Stebbins, 1999, 2006).

The difference in Al , Si ordering with alkali metal versus alkaline earths may also help
explainwhy the structures of CaAl2Si2O8 andNaAlSiO4 glass differ. The TdO radial distance
of the first coordination sphere is approximately the same for both compositions. However,
the TdO radial distance to the second and third coordination spheres in the X-ray spectrum
of CaAl2Si2O8 is longer than for NaAlSiO4 (Fig. 4.12). This information suggests that there is
longer-range order in CaAl2Si2O8 than in NaAlSiO4 glasses and melts (Taylor and Brown,
1979; Marumo and Okuno, 1984). These matters are discussed in more detail in Chapter 9.
4.4.3.2 Ferric Iron

Ferric iron often has been suggested to be tetrahedrally coordinated in silicate glasses and
melts (Alberto et al., 1996; Giuli et al., 2011; Kim et al., 2016) even though tetrahedrally coor-
dinated Fe3+ in silicate crystals is rare. Tetrahedrally coordinated Fe3+ is consistent with the
hyperfine parameters from M€ossbauer spectroscopy of Fe3+-rich silicate glasses (Dingwell
and Virgo, 1988). Fourfold coordinated Fe3+ is also consistent with the X-ray radial distribu-
tion function ofNaFeSi3O8 glass (Henderson et al., 1984; see also Fig. 4.12). In the discussion of
these data, however, Henderson et al. (1984) noted that the radial distribution function of
NaFeSi3O8 glass is closer to that of NaAlSiO4 glass than to that of its Al-bearing counterpart,
NaAlSi3O8 (Fig. 4.12). In other words, the TdO bond length in the ferrisilicate glass appears
longer than that for an equivalent aluminosilicate andmatches the aluminosilicate only when
its Al/(Al+Si) exceeds Fe3+/(Fe3++Si). This observation also is consistent with the longer
bond distance found for [4]Fe3+dO than for [4]AldO (Okamura et al., 1974; Henderson
et al., 1984; Redhammer, 1998). Considerable Si , Fe3+ ordering has been suggested, possibly
with clusters of Fe3+dO tetrahedra in which there may not be any substitution of Si4+ for Fe3+

(Mysen et al., 1984; Alberto et al., 1996). A detailed discussion of the structural role of iron in
silicate glasses and melts is found in Chapter 11.
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4.4.3.3 Phosphorus

Phosphorus is a tetrahedrally coordinated cation in most Al-free silicate glasses or melts,
even in the system SiO2-P2O5 where P]O bonding is observed in the phosphate tetrahedra
(Shibata et al., 1981). In alkali and alkaline earth silicate glasses and melts, phosphorus forms
phosphate complexes with different degrees of polymerization, NBO/P, where the value of
NBO/P depends on P-content (Nelson and Tallant, 1984, 1986; Dupree, 1991; Kirkpatrick and
Brow, 1995). However, the very narrow bands associatedwith phosphorus in both the Raman
and 31P NMR spectra of P-bearing alkali and alkaline earth silicate glasses suggest that these
phosphate complexes form clusters in the structure.

The insertion of phosphorus in aluminosilicate melts may differ from that in Al-free (or
Al-poor) melts. The 31P NMR spectra of aluminosilicate glasses are quite broad and resem-
ble those of 29Si in this respect (Fig. 4.13). It has been suggested that Al-phosphate com-
plexes are distributed within the aluminosilicate melt structure (Cody et al., 2001). These
and other features of the role of phosphorus in melts and glasses are the subject of
Chapter 13.

4.4.3.4 Titanium

The structural information on Ti4+ in silicate glasses suggests that this cation may be in
several different coordination states (Farges, 1997, 1999; Cormier et al., 2001; Henderson
et al., 2002; Alderman et al., 2014). Its complex structural behavior is such that systematic re-
lationships between oxygen coordination and intensive and extensive variables have not as
yet been developed. Available data do not suggest simple substitution for Si4+, as discussed in
Chapter 12.
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4.5 LINKAGE BETWEEN TETRAHEDRAL NETWORK UNITS

Network-modifying cations link the silicate or aluminosilicate network units via bonding
with nonbridging oxygen (Fig. 4.5). These cations are commonly referred to as network-
modifiers. For the most part, they are alkali metals or alkaline earths. It is also possible that
Fe2+ could be in this category, but some uncertainty exists as to its exact structural role (see
Chapter 11).
4.5.1 The Nature of Nonbridging Oxygen Bonds

For illustration purposes, the oxygen polyhedron is represented as an octahedron in
Fig. 4.5. However, the number of oxygen ligands varies with the kind of network-modifying
cations and probably also depends on the nature of the nonbridging oxygens in question. The
coordination number generally increases with increasing ionic radius of the metal cation
(Cormier et al., 2001). These polyhedra in addition may be significantly distorted, as seen
for CaO6 polyhedra (e.g., Binsted et al., 1985; Jones et al., 2001). It also appears that the
metal-oxygen distances may differ depending on whether or not an alkali metal or alkaline
earth is a network-modifier (Cormack and Du, 2001; Lee and Stebbins, 2003).

Both the metal-nonbridging bonds and the Si-nonbridging oxygen bonds are likely af-
fected by the electronic properties of the network-modifying metal cation (Mysen and Shang,
2005; Mysen, 2007). The structure of most melts and glasses consists of several different
coexisting units, eachwith a different number of nonbridging oxygens to whichmetal cations
are bonded (Qn-species). For a givenmetal cation, therefore, theremay be an effect ofmelt and
glass composition on metal-oxygen bonds. This structural effect, seen in various melt prop-
erties, also has been documented for NadO bonding in Na2O-SiO2 glass, for example (Lee
and Stebbins, 2003). The 23Na NMR spectrum of Na2O�SiO2 and Na2O�2SiO2 glass contains
about 60 and 15mol% Q2 and 30 and 85mol% Q3 structural units, respectively (Maekawa
et al., 1991; Buckermann et al., 1992). There is evidence for two peaks with different chemical
shifts (Fig. 4.14). Because the Na nucleus likely is more deshielded the greater the Na/Si ratio
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FIG. 4.14 Sodium-23 NMR spectra of
Na2Si2O5 and Na2SiO3 glasses (Lee and
Stebbins, 2003).
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(Maekawa et al., 1991; Xue and Stebbins, 1993; Lee and Stebbins, 2003), the peak with the
greatest chemical shift in the 23Na spectrum can be assigned toNa-nonbridging oxygen bonds
involving Q2 units. The peak with the lower chemical shift is likely assigned to
Na-nonbridging oxygen bonds from nonbridging oxygen in Q3 units.

The properties of Si-nonbridging oxygen bonds are also influenced by the type and propor-
tion of network-modifying cations. This is evident inRamanspectra of alkali andalkaline earth
silicate glasses (Mysen and Frantz, 1994; Frantz and Mysen, 1995) indicating correlations be-
tween the force constants of Si-nonbridgingoxygenbonds and ionizationpotential of the alkali
metal or thealkaline earth. Similar conclusionsweredrawnby Jones et al. (2001) from29SiNMR
spectroscopy and by Ispas et al. (2002) from numerical simulation of Na2O-CaO-SiO2 glass
structure. This effect is shownmore clearly in the 29SiNMRchemical shift ofNa2O-SiO2glasses
as a function ofNa2O/SiO2 abundance ratio (Fig. 4.15). These shifts indicate that the Si nucleus
in the Q4, Q3, and Q2 units becomes more deshielded the higher the Na/Si (Lee and Stebbins,
2003). Interestingly, the Na/Si effect on the isomer shifts is greater for more polymerized Qn

units. Analogous relationships may be inferred from the 29Si MAS NMR spectra of Li2O-
SiO2, Na2O-SiO2, and K2O-SiO2 glasses (Maekawa et al., 1991).
4.5.2 Steric Hindrance and Ordering of Network-Modifying Cations

Site preference is a common structural feature in crystalline materials. For example, in
orthopyroxene [(Mg,Fe)SiO3] and olivine [(Mg,Fe)2SiO4], Fe

2+ and Mg2+ are distinctly or-
dered between theM1 andM2 sites (Finger and Virgo, 1971; Hafner and Virgo, 1970). In other
words, the M1 and M2 sites are not energetically equivalent. If there exists energetically
nonequivalent nonbridging oxygen in glasses and melts, one might likewise expect that
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distinct network-modifying cations exhibit a preference for specific nonbridging oxygens.
The systematic relationship between ionization potential of metals and the width of liquid
immiscibility gaps in metal oxide-SiO2 melts (Hudon and Baker, 2002) may reflect such
ordering phenomena. Nonequivalence also has been inferred from element partitioning be-
tween crystals and melts (Mysen, 2007). Among network-modifying cations, ordering would
also influence activity-composition relations in silicate melts as inferred from liquidus phase
relations, for example, (Kushiro, 1975; Ryerson, 1985) and configurational properties (Richet
and Neuville, 1992) of metal oxide-SiO2 systems.

From a structural perspective, Jones et al. (2001) suggested that, in mixed Na2O-CaO-SiO2

glasses the dominant Qn structural units of which are of Q3 and Q2 type, Ca2+ shows a ten-
dency to form Ca-oxygen bonds preferentially with nonbridging oxygen in the Q2 structural
units, whereas Na-nonbridging oxygen bonds are formed preferentially in Q3 structural
units. This suggestion has been documented further with results from triple quantum 17O
NMR spectroscopy of glasses in the same system by Lee and Stebbins (2003). These latter ex-
periments clearly distinguished oxygen associated only with Si4+ (bridging oxygen in
SidOdSi), with Na only (nonbridging NadO), with Ca only (nonbridging CadO), andwith
a mixed (Na, Ca)-environment [nonbridging (Ca, Na)dO] (Fig. 4.16). Although the 17O data
do not offer information on where the various nonbridging oxygens exist in the silicate
network, the data of Fig. 4.16 reflect ordering of Na+ and Ca2+ among different nonbridging
oxygens in the glasses. In light of the similar ionic radius of Na+ and Ca2+, it is likely that this
ordering results from different electrical charge of Na+ and Ca2+. Analogous behavior
has been observed for Mg2+ and Ba2+ in MgO-BaO-SiO2 glasses and melts (Lee et al.,
2002). These structural interpretations suggest, therefore, that differences in ionic radius
may also result in ordering of the network-modifying cations among energetically
nonequivalent nonbridging oxygens in the glasses and melts.
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4.6 COMPOSITION, BONDING, AND MELT PROPERTIES

Properties that are determined by bond strength depend on compositional variables such
as Si/Al-ratio, for example. Substitution of Si4+ by cations such as Al3+ weakens the TdO
bond and, in turn, affects any property that depends on TdO bond strength.
4.6.1 Transport Properties

Transport properties strongly depend on bond strength (e.g., Bockris and Reddy, 1970). In
particular, the energy required to rearrange all oxygen bonds involved in viscous flow finds
its measure in activation energy of transport and is related directly to this feature.

Melt viscosity as a function of temperature and composition has been studied extensively.
In early high-temperature studies (e.g., Bockris et al., 1955), simple Arrhenius equations were
fitted to the observations, viz.

η¼ ηo exp ΔHη=RT
� �

, (4.8)

where η is viscosity, ηo a preexponential term, ΔHη activation enthalpy, T temperature, and R

the gas constant. This activation enthalpy is a systematic function of silica content. For exam-
ple, the high-temperature activation enthalpy of viscous flow for Na2O-SiO2 melts (Fig. 4.17)
decreases rapidly from 600kJ/mol near pure SiO2—similar to the SidO bond energy—to a
nearly constant value near 200kJ/mol for melts with Na2O contents higher than about
15mol%. Similar relations hold—at least qualitatively—for other alkali and alkaline earth sil-
icate melts (Bockris et al., 1955, 1956). In binary alkali silicates, there is also an effect on ΔHη,
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albeit smaller, of the nature of the metal cation. This ΔHη decreases by 50kJ/mol when K is
exchanged for Li in simple metal oxide-silica melts.

The relationships in Fig. 4.17 are consistent with breakage of bridging SidOdSi bonds as
an important structural control of viscous flow at high temperature (i.e., well above the glass
transition) with a lesser effect of the nature of alkali- or alkaline earth-oxygen bonding on the
properties. In fact, this was the assumption made by Bockris and Reddy (1970), when deduc-
ing melt structure from physical properties. They built a melt-structure model based on bond
strength considerations where they envisioned a small number of coexisting structural units
with different Si/O ratios. This concept is consistent with current views of the structure of
simple silicate glasses and melts (see also Section 4.3 and Chapter 7).

The AldO bond strength in silicate crystals with tetrahedrally coordinated Al3+ is, on av-
erage, between 50% and 75% of that of the SidO bond (see Table 4.1). The exact value of
AldO bond strength depends on details of the local charge compensation associated with
the tetrahedrally coordinated Al3+. That notwithstanding, activation enthalpy of high-
temperature viscous flow of metaaluminosilicate melts is a negative function of the Al/
(Al+Si) of the melt (Riebling, 1964, 1966; Toplis et al., 1997; Toplis and Dingwell, 2004; Webb,
2011) as illustrated in Fig. 4.18 for SiO2-NaAlO2 melts at ambient pressure. For metaalumino-
silicate melts, theirΔHη decreasesmonotonously with increasing Al/(Al+Si). Note, however,
that for peralkaline melts with constant M/[Si+(MAl)], the high-temperature activation
enthalpy of viscous flow is not only less sensitive to Al/(Al+Si), but may actually have a
parabolic form as a function of Al/(Al+Si) (Dingwell, 1986). Further complexity in relation-
ships between viscosity and melt composition is introduced when the ratio of alkalis or alka-
line earths relative to Al is varied for melts with constant total SiO2 content. In the system
Na2O-Al2O3-SiO2, for example, this composition change can be expressed as Na/(Na+Al)
at constant total SiO2 content. As melts along such joins become increasingly aluminous,
they also become more viscous with a maximum near, but not necessarily exactly at,
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Na/(Na+Al)¼0.5 of the metaaluminosilicate (Fig. 4.19). For highly peraluminous melts,
the viscosity actually decreases with decreasing Na/(Na+Al). It appears, therefore, that if
viscous flow of aluminosilicate melts reflects relative strength of SidO and AldO bonds,
the influence of Al3+ is considerably more complex than might be expected from simple
substitution of Al3+ for Si4+. These matters are discussed in more detail in Chapters 8 and 9.

4.6.1.1 Interrelationships of Transport Properties

There exist relatively simple functional relationships between viscosity and other transport
properties, such as diffusivity and electrical conductivity. For example, the Nernst-Einstein
equation may be used to relate conductivity of component λi to diffusivity, Di (Nernst, 1888;
Einstein, 1905; see also Mott and Gurney, 1940):

λi ¼ F2ZiDi=kT, (4.9)

where F is Faraday’s constant, Zi the electric charge of ion i, and k Boltzmann’s constant.

Diffusivity is related to viscosity via the Stokes-Einstein equation (Einstein, 1905):

η¼ kT=6πriDi, (4.10)

where ri is the radius of the moving particle. In practical terms, the Eyring equation (Eyring,

1935):

η¼ kT=αiDi, (4.11)

where αi is the jump distance, is more useful than the Stokes-Einstein equation for silicate

melts (Magaritz andHofmann, 1978;Watson, 1979; Shimizu and Kushiro, 1984, 1991). Its util-
ity is to relate oxygen and silicon diffusion tomelt viscositywith the idea that viscous flow of a
melt and diffusion of oxygen both require breakage and reformation of oxygen bonds. An
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example of the use of the Eyring equation is shown in Fig. 4.20. Here, the jump distance is
twice the ionic radius of O2– (2.8 Å) for compositions such as NaAlSi2O6 and CaMgSi2O6.
Self-diffusion of Si in SiO2-rich melts also seems to follow the Eyring equation (Watson,
1982; Watson and Baker, 1991; Baker, 1990), which makes intuitive sense because silicon
motion in a melt is likely linked to oxygen motion.
4.6.2 Thermal Properties

In solution calorimetry, one measures the change in enthalpy when a material is
dissolved under conditions such that its atomic constituents become infinitely diluted
in the solvent. Enthalpies of solution in an appropriate solvent, thus, represent a rather
direct measure of average bond strength within a glass or a melt. From HF solution cal-
orimetry at 25°C, Tischer (1969) and Hovis et al. (2004) observed that for Na2O-SiO2

glasses quenched from 1300°C, the enthalpy of solution decreases as a systematic function
of Na2O content (Fig. 4.21). This decrease may reflect decreasing abundance of SidO
bonds with large bond strength and increasing abundance of NadO bonds with consid-
erably smaller bond strength. In terms of site potential in crystals, these values are about
an order of magnitude greater for SidO compared with NadO bonds (Table 4.1). When
alkali aluminate components (KAlO2, NaAlO2, and LiAlO2) are mixed with SiO2 in a glass,
the enthalpy of solution at 700°C in molten lead borate is also a systematic function of both
the Al/(Al+Si) of the glasses and the electronic properties of the different alkali metals
that act as charge-compensators for Al3+, which substitute for Si4+ in the glass structure
(Fig. 4.21).
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4.7 MIXING, ORDER, AND DISORDER

A number of properties clearly show that silicate glasses and melts are not random mix-
tures of components, but may be viewed instead as mixtures of structural entities that—at
least on a local scale—resemble those of crystalline phases existing at or near their liquidus
(see also Chapters 5–7). For example, in a study of compressibility of vitreous SiO2,
Vuckevitch (1972) observed anomalous temperature and pressure relations that he
interpreted in terms of two three-dimensionally interconnected SiO2 structures coexisting.
He suggested that such structures were similar to α- and β-polymorphs of crystalline
cristobalite.

Likewise, the composition dependence of other properties such as index of refraction and
viscosity has been used to suggest that discrete structural units exist in silicate glasses and
melts (e.g., Babcock, 1968; Bockris and Reddy, 1970). This concept also found support in
the early success of the so-called pseudocrystalline model of melt structure (e.g., Burnham,
1975; Bottinga and Richet, 1978; Nekvasil and Burnham, 1987), and in models of crystal
nucleation that assumed entities in the melt with a structure that resemble—at least on a local
scale—that of the nucleating phase (Kirkpatrick, 1983). Mixing of two or more structural
entities, whatever their structural characteristics may be, affects melt and glass properties.
4.7.1 Transport Properties and Cation Mixing

Application of the Adam and Gibbs (1965) configurational entropy theory of relaxation
processes to viscosity is discussed in Chapter 3 where emphasis was put on the effects of tem-
perature and composition through the relevant variations of configurational entropy. Here,
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we will focus on the connection between bond strength and the potential energy barriers op-
posing viscous flow. The starting point for this discussion is the expression derived by Adam
and Gibbs (1965),

Be=S
conf Tg

� �¼ z∗ Tg

� �
Δμ=k, (4.12)

where Tg is the glass transition temperature, z* is the size of the smallest rearranging units in

the liquid at the glass transition temperature, andΔμ is the Gibbs free energy barrier opposing
configurational rearrangements.

From the rheological data available for simple binary alkali silicate melts, Toplis (1998) ob-
served thatBe/S

conf(Tg) decreases rapidlywith increasing alkali content and reaches a constant
value formeltswith�30mol%ormoreNa2O (Fig. 4.22).He suggested, therefore, that a unique
Be/S

conf(Tg)-value may be assigned to individual metal oxides. His Be/S
conf(Tg)-values for dif-

ferent alkalimetals inalkali tetrasilicate (M2Si4O9)melts are shown inFig. 4.22B. It follows from
those data that either the Gibbs free energy barrier, Δμ, or the size of the smallest rearranging
units, z*(Tg), are negatively correlatedwith alkali content for compositions less alkali-rich than
about 30mol% oxide (Fig. 4.22; see also Eq. 4.12). For fixed alkali content, either of these two
variables [Δμ and z*(Tg)] is positively correlated with the ionic radius of the alkali cation.
Most likely, the dominant factor between the two is the energy barrier (Toplis, 1998). The low-
ering of Δμ is consistent with the observation (Table 4.1) that alkali-oxygen bond strengths
are only about 10%–20% of that of SidO bonds. The relationships between Be/S

conf(Tg) and
ionic radius of the alkali metal (Fig. 4.22) may be the result of the larger size of the alkali
cation, for which more energy is required to cross the energy barrier.

In a similar study of NaAlO2-SiO2 glasses and melts, Toplis et al. (1997) found that
Be/S

conf(Tg) is negatively correlated with Al/(Al+Si). Therefore, in analogy with the analysis
of the variations of Be/S

conf(Tg) in alkali silicate melts, one concludes that the height of the
energy barrier, Δμ, is lowered as the system becomes more aluminous. This effect is reason-
able given the premise that, with Si and Al in fourfold coordination, the bond strength of
the AldO bond is less than that of the SidO bond (Table 4.1). Thus, the energy barrier asso-
ciated with cooperative motion during viscous flow will also be lowered.
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4.7.2 Thermal Properties and Cation Mixing

By mixing two or more components in a silicate glass or melt, many physical properties
become nonlinear functions of the mixing ratio (Richet, 1984; Richet and Neuville, 1992;
Solvang et al., 2004). Such effects are particularly evident for configurational properties.
For example, the configurational entropy of CaSiO3-MgSiO3melt shows this effect with a very
strong entropy maximum at intermediate composition (Neuville and Richet, 1991; see also
Fig. 4.23). Analogous variations have been reported for Fe2+-Mg mixtures (Solvang et al.,
2004). In this case, a simple mixing model of the silicate endmember compositions mimics
the configurational entropy rather well:

Sconf Tð Þ¼
X

XiS
conf
i Tð Þ+Smix, (4.13)

where Sconf (T) is the configurational entropy at temperature, T, Xi, and Si
conf are the mol frac-
tion and configurational entropy of the endmembers, and Smix is the entropy of mixing, which
for ideal mixing simply is:

Smix ¼�nR
X

Xi lnXi, (4.14)

The solid line in Fig. 4.23 is the result of fitting to Eqs. (4.13), (4.14).

As calculated fromEqs. (4.13), (4.14), the solid line in Fig. 4.23 describes the data rather well

because the structures of the Ca- and Mg-metasilicate endmembers are quite similar. It is
likely, however, the greater the structural difference between the endmembers of a mixture,
the greater will be the configurational entropy and heat capacity. This feature can be seen, for
example, in mixed feldspar composition glasses andmelts. For example, whereas NaAlSi3O8-
KAlSi3O8melts mix nearly ideally (Navrotsky et al., 1985; Fraser and Bottinga, 1985), melts on
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the join NaAlSi3O8-CaAl2Si2O8 show significant deviations from ideal mixing. This difference
likely reflects the significantly different structure of CaAl2Si2O8 melts where a Ca2+ charge-
balances two Al3+ cations, compared with KAlSi3O8 where Na+ and K+ occupy similar struc-
tural positions.
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5.1 INTRODUCTORY COMMENTS

Silica is the most common oxide on earth with amean abundance of about 37 wt% (Allègre
et al., 1995). The silica content increases from 40 to 50 wt% for fresh magma, typically of ba-
saltic composition, forming at depth to about 75 wt% in the earth’s crust where magmatic dif-
ferentiation ends (Yoder, 1976). During cooling of such melts, quartz precipitates when silica
saturation is reached, at typical contents of about 65 wt% under low-pressure conditions
(Bowen, 1928). It is this silica saturation (together with the high stability of quartz at the
earth’s surface) that has made the whole glass industry possible, as natural silicates would
have required much too high temperatures to be melted homogeneously and not have
yielded transparent materials. Hence, quartz sand has been the only source of silica for
man-made glasses, except for some recent products such as rock wool, for which minerals
or basalt can be used as raw materials.
# 2019 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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144 5. SILICA
Except for its simple chemical formula, SiO2, complex properties and structure are its hall-
marks. To start with, the rigid SiO4 tetrahedra that form at low pressure can assemble in a
great many ways to build an open three-dimensional network. About 20 crystalline phases
of SiO2 have been identified (e.g., Sosman, 1965) whose mutual relationships are often not
clearly understood (see Heaney, 1994). Moreover, amorphous SiO2 tends to retain a memory
of its path of formation because of its high viscosity and low diffusivity, which adds complex-
ity to the problem. Fortunately, only a few SiO2 variants are relevant to investigations of the
structure and properties of SiO2 glass and melt.

At low pressure, the liquidus phases observed at progressively higher temperatures are
β-quartz, tridymite, and β-cristobalite (Fig. 5.1). Tridymite has a very small stability field
and its actual existence as an SiO2 polymorph is still uncertain because its structure might
need stabilization by trace amounts of other metal oxides (see Heaney, 1994). When pressure
increases, β-quartz becomes the high-temperature liquidus phase. Coesite is then stable
between about 4 and 10 GPa (i.e., 40 and 100 kbar), before being succeeded by the denser
stishovite and post-stishovite phases at even higher pressures (Jackson, 1976; Zhang et al.,
1993; Yi and Lee, 2012).

Numerous attempts have been made to determine which crystalline silica polymorph is
the most closely related to amorphous silica. In particular, anomalies in properties observed
near the temperatures of the α-β transitions undergone by the low-pressure SiO2 polymorphs
have long been taken as evidence for such similarities (Vuckevitch, 1972; Goodman, 1987;
Polian et al., 2002). The sometime doubtful reality of these anomalies notwithstanding, such
claims are difficult to sustain because the properties of amorphous silica can depend mark-
edly on the impurity content of the sample (see Fanderlik, 1990).
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FIG. 5.1 High-temperature and high-pressure phase
relations of SiO2 from calculations of Swamy et al.
(1994), which reproduce the melting results of Jackson
(1976) and Zhang et al. (1993). Tridymite is not shown
(see text). The dashed curves picture the metastable ex-
tensions of the melting curves of quartz and coesite.
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The unusual properties of pure silica have long made melting of quartz quite difficult (see
Section 5.3). As a matter of fact, the first measurements made by Volarovich and Leontieva
(1936) showed that SiO2 is the most viscous liquid known (Urbain et al., 1982) and, conse-
quently, has the highest standard glass transition temperature (1200°C; Richet et al., 1982;
Cornet et al., 2017). In fact, the viscosity of SiO2 glass and supercooled liquid is closer to
Ahrrenian than any other silicate melt. In this sense, SiO2 liquid is an archetypical strong
liquid in the terminology of Angell (1985).

It follows that investigation of molten and glassy SiO2 is technically challenging. The
intrinsic difficulties caused by high-temperature experiments on a highly viscous melt are
compounded by strong reactivity with contaminants present within the experimental setup.
Mazurin et al. (1975), for instance, noted that the kinetics of silica crystallization “depend
more on the appropriate properties of the furnace refractories and heater material than on
the properties of the investigated glass.” Amorphous SiO2 is, in fact, especially sensitive to
impurity content as a very small fraction of nonbridging oxygens or other defects can have
disproportionate effects on silica properties through breaking up of a fully polymerized struc-
ture. Such effects, due to impurity content andmethod of fabrication of amorphous SiO2, have
been reviewed by Bruckner (1970) and Fanderlik (1990).
5.2.1 A Short Classification

Given the sensitivity of silica glass and melt properties to impurities and the fact that com-
mercially available SiO2 may contain impurities that depend on the production method, it is
useful to classify SiO2 glass into different types. Depending on synthesis procedure, the most
common types of SiO2 glass can be grouped into four categories (Hetherington and Jack, 1962;
Bruckner, 1970, Br€uckner, 1971). The main distinction is made on the basis of water content
(usually expressed as OH) because of markedly different effects of water on optical absorp-
tion spectra compared with metal oxides, and because the influence of water on SiO2 prop-
erties is often stronger than that of metal oxides at the same low concentration.

Type I glass is prepared through electric melting of very pure natural quartz under vac-
uum or an inert atmosphere. The main impurities are aluminum (typically less than
50 ppm) and alkali metals (a few ppm). The OH content is less than 1 ppm. As fusion is gen-
erally performed in graphite crucibles, the reducing atmosphere causes silica to be slightly
deficient in oxygen with an actual formula of SiO2�x, where x ranges from 10�4 to 10�5

(Bell et al., 1962). Effects of such a nonstoichiometry on silica properties have been described
by Leko and Meshcheryakova (1975).

In type II, the starting material is also natural quartz, but melting is done in a flame as orig-
inally described byGaudin (1839). Themain difference between type I and II is an OH content
of a few hundred ppm in Type II, as compared with the less than 1 ppm in Type I glass.

The aluminum, alkali metals, and other element contents of type I and II are too high for
some applications. These concentrations can be limited to less than 0.1 ppm in type III glasses,
which are prepared by vapor-phase hydrolysis or oxidation of SiCl4. The OH content of type
III silica glass is still higher than for type II with values of the order of 1000 ppm, whereas the
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Cl concentration is about 100 ppm. To limit water intake in type IV glass, SiCl4 is oxidized in a
plasma flame free of water vapor. The OH content is less than 1 ppm, but the Cl concentration
reaches 200 ppm.
5.2.2 Phase Transitions: Melting and Amorphization

At room pressure, Greig (1927) reported that cristobalite melts at 1713°C on the Geophys-
ical Laboratory temperature scale. This value, which has been confirmed by Wagstaff
(1969), translates to 1726°C on later International Temperature Scales (see Richet et al.,
1982). Metastable melting of quartz at temperatures below 1726°C can also be observed
because of the sluggish kinetics of the quartz-cristobalite transition (MacKenzie, 1960;
Ainslie et al., 1961). The metastable room-pressure melting temperature of quartz is about
1400°C (Bourova and Richet, 1998) based on Gibbs-free energy data (Richet et al., 1982) and
extrapolation of the high-pressure melting curve to ambient pressure (Jackson, 1976; Zhang
et al., 1993).

Cristobalite and quartz are unusual compounds in that both can be superheated signifi-
cantly. Superheating has been observed over 40°C and 300°C intervals for periods of a few
tens of minutes for polycrystalline cristobalite and single-crystal quartz, respectively
(Ainslie et al., 1961). Albite (NaAlSi3O8), which also has a fully polymerized structure, is
the only other silicate known to superheat (Dietz et al., 1970). This mineral has been observed
40°C above its melting point of 1118°C, at which the viscosity of the liquid is 106.9 Pas (Urbain
et al., 1982). At the temperatures of fusion of cristobalite and quartz, the viscosity of Type
I molten SiO2 is 106.2 and 108.8 Pas, respectively (Urbain et al., 1982). It is suggested that
the superheating is related to unusually high melt viscosity at the melting temperatures of
these compounds.

The connection between highmelt viscosity and glass-forming ability has already been de-
scribed in Chapter 3, Section 3.4. Viscosity is not, however, the only parameter controlling
fusion and crystallization (Roskosz et al., 2005). Whereas NaAlSi3O8 melt has been kept
for 5 years at 100°C below its melting temperature without showing any trace of crystalliza-
tion (Schairer and Bowen, 1956), cristobalite crystallizes within minutes above 1350°C. Less
extensive configurational differences between cristobalite crystals and its melt than between
albite (NaAlSi3O8) and its melt on their liquidii may account for faster crystallization of
cristobalite. As has long been known by glassmakers, the kinetics of this process are strongly
enhanced by impurities such as water or even finger marks on glass pieces (Dietzel and
Wickert, 1956; Wagstaff and Richards, 1966; Mazurin et al., 1975).

Quartz does not form from SiO2 melt at room pressure. The low temperature of 830°C of
the quartz-cristobalite transition (Richet et al., 1982) should indeed prevent quartz from crys-
tallizing from itsmelt at 1726°C. This lack of quartz crystallization togetherwith the easy crys-
tallization of cristobalite point to greater structural similarity of SiO2melt with the structure of
cristobalite than with quartz. The same conclusion can be drawn from the fact that transfor-
mation of quartz to cristobalite takes place via an intermediate melting stage
(MacKenzie, 1960). The reverse should hold true within the stability field of quartz where
cristobalite does not form because nucleation and growth of quartz depend on the same fac-
tors as described previously for cristobalite in its own stability field (Fratello et al., 1980).
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For the high-pressure crystalline SiO2 polymorphs, coesite and stishovite (Akaogi and
Navrotsky, 1984; Ono et al., 2017), their melting temperatures increase with pressure
(Fig. 5.1). Both forms can be quenched easily to ambient conditions from their pressure-
temperature field of stability. When heated at room pressure, these metastable phases do
not transform directly to quartz, the stable polymorph, but first to an amorphous phase
(Xu et al., 2005; Huan et al., 2006). Amorphization can begin below 930°C for coesite
(Dachille et al., 1963; Gong et al., 1996) and between 300°C and 650°C for stishovite, at tem-
peratures that increase with the quality of the sample (Skinner and Fahey, 1963; Xue et al.,
1993; Grimsditch et al., 1994). Thermochemical considerations indicate that coesite should
melt near 612°C, i.e., well below the standard glass transition of SiO2 (Bourova et al.,
2000), whereas stishovite is unstable at any temperature with respect to amorphous SiO2

(Richet, 1988). Clearly, these polymorphs amorphize instead of transforming to quartz
because thermal energy at such temperatures is insufficient to overcome the potential energy
barriers opposing the cooperative rearrangements needed for a crystal-crystal phase
transition.

Alternatively, amorphization can be induced by compression at room temperature. This
was first observed for quartz and coesite compressed at a few tens of GPa (Hemley et al.,
1988) and subsequently for a number of other silica polymorphs and other silicates (Richet
and Gillet, 1997; Cernok et al., 2014; Liang et al., 2015). Again, the basic mechanism is that
the kinetics of reconstructive structural transitions are much too slow for Si to change from
the fourfold Si coordination of quartz and coesite to the sixfold coordination of stishovite.
Instead, progressive amorphization proceeds to phases inwhich some remnants of crystalline
order can still be found. Because any pressure-induced transformation necessarily involves a
volume decrease, the amorphous phase is denser than the crystal at the pressure of the
experiment. If it is assumed that there is continuity between the volume of the melt, at high
temperature, and that of the amorphous phase, it follows that at some high pressure the
volume of melting of both quartz and coesite becomes negative and that the melting curve
passes through a maximum with increasing pressure (Fig. 5.1).
5.3 PHYSICAL AND THERMAL PROPERTIES

The physical properties of molten silica remain debated in spite of their basic importance.
There is, however, more information than often is realized. Here, wewill address thermal and
volume properties as well as transport properties such as viscosity and diffusion.

This discussion is, in particular, relevant to polyamorphism, a topic that is arousing much
theoretical interest (Poole et al., 1997; Saika-Voivod et al., 2000, 2004; Huang et al., 2004;
Sonneville et al., 2013; Clark et al., 2014). For molten sulfur and other liquids, polyamorphism
is revealed by a first-order liquid-liquid transition. It has not been observed for molten sili-
cates, possibly because it might occur in the supercooled liquid (Clark et al., 2014). If so, the
critical point at which the liquid-liquid univariant equilibrium curve ends would be located
below the liquidus. Results of computer simulations do suggest that metastable
polyamorphism exist in silica (e.g., Roberts and Debenedetti, 1996; Hemmati et al., 2001).
Anomalous variations of the heat capacity, thermal expansion coefficient, and
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compressibility of amorphous SiO2 could be macroscopic evidence of such a transformation
(Poole et al., 1997; Sato and Funamori, 2008; Sonneville et al., 2013; Clark et al., 2014; see also
Fig. 5.2). An example of this situation is provided by water, which exhibits a sharp transition
between two different amorphous phases near 70 K (Mishima et al., 1984; Mishima and
Stanley, 1998). Structural analogies between water and silica has long been pointed out
(e.g., Angell and Kanno, 1976; Dracinsky et al., 2011).

In this section, attention will be paid to features suggestive of polyamorphism. It should be
kept in mind, however, that an almost infinite diversity of quenched silica glasses can be pre-
pared through different temperature and temperature paths, impurity content, and stress
conditions. In other words, any difference in a given physical property between different sil-
ica glasses, as observed, for instance, in Brillouin scattering experiments (Grimsditch, 1984)
and density (Shelby, 2004), does not constitute per se evidence for polyamorphism.
5.3.1 Thermodynamics of Melting

Low values for the enthalpy and entropy of fusion (ΔHf, ΔSf) of quartz and cristobalite
(Table 5.1) are some unusual features of SiO2. An enthalpy change of fusion of less than
10 kJ/mol (Richet et al., 1982) confirms that bond breaking is not the essential feature of melt-
ing of quartz and cristobalite, because bond breakage during melting or crystallization in-
volves hundreds of kJ/mol and large entropy of fusion similar to what is commonly seen
for binary metal oxide silicates and aluminosilicates (Fig. 5.3; see also Chapters 6 and 8,
Sections 6.3.1 and 8.3.1). A large increase of the entropy of fusion results from either breakup
of the silica network by a network modifier or substitution of Al3+ for Si4+. For example, the



TABLE 5.1 Thermodynamic Properties at the Melting Points of β-Cristobalite
and β-Quartz (Richet and Bottinga, 1986; Bourova and Richet, 1998)

Property β-Cristobalite β-Quartz

Tf(K) 1999 1673

Vl(cm
3/mol) 27.3 27.3

Vc(cm
3/mol) 27.4 23.5

ΔVf(cm
3/mol) �0.1 3.8

ΔSf(J/mol K) 4.61 6.06

ΔHf(kJ/mol) 8.92 9.10

dTf/dP(K/GPa) �21.7 625
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ΔSf of other tectosilicates, such as albite (NaAlSi3O8) or nepheline (NaAlSiO4), is 5–10 times
greater than that for cristobalite (see data compilation by Richet and Bottinga, 1985). Analo-
gous relationships exist for other systems (e.g., Stebbins et al., 1983), which substantiate
further that melting of SiO2 polymorphs involves less structural rearrangement than any
other silicates. More generally, the fusion data of Table 5.1 indicates that molten SiO2 and
cristobalite have similar ordering characteristics than any other silicate (see also Bourova
et al., 2000). Enthalpy and entropy of fusion of the high-pressure crystalline phases, coesite
and stishovite, seemingly have not been determined. However, from the enthalpy and
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entropy of the quartz/coesite/stishovite phase transformations (Akaogi and Navrotsky,
1984; Ono et al., 2017), it follows that the enthalpy of fusion of coesite and stishovite at ambient
pressure is many times greater than the low-pressure polymorphs, quartz, and cristobalite.
5.3.2 Thermodynamic Properties

The high-temperature heat capacity (Cp) of silica glass is known accurately from many
measurements (see review by Richet et al., 1982). No anomaly is found up to the glass tran-
sition. The heat capacity change at the glass transition, ΔCp, is about 10% and is among the
lowest of silicate and aluminosilicate glasses (see tabulation by Richet and Bottinga, 1986).
Effects of impurities on Cp have not been detected, which is common for solids. A possible
exception could be the slight effect of water reported in measurements made on Type
I and III SiO2 glasses (Casey et al., 1976). In the immediate vicinity of 0 K, Cp depends strongly
on thermal history and impurity content (e.g., Grosmaire-Vandorpe et al., 1983), but discus-
sion of these effects is beyond our scope.

Heat-capacity data between 0 K and room temperature are scarce. Entropy assessments have
generally relied on unpublished measurements made by E.F. Westrum, Jr., which were con-
firmed by Yamashita et al. (2001). Westrum (1956) also reported amarginally positiveCp differ-
ence between two samples annealed at 1340 and 1570 K, a difference that could be real or may
simply be the result of the sluggishness of relaxation at these temperatures with 1340 K slightly
below and 1570 K somewhat above that of the glass transition of SiO2 at 1480 K (Richet
et al., 1982).

The sensitivity of Cp to short-range order around metal cations below 200 K has been
discussed in Chapter 3, Section 3.5. The heat capacity differences between glasses and crystals
are small if Si4+ is fourfold coordinated by oxygen in both phases, but is much larger when Si4+

is sixfold coordinated in the crystal, but not in the glass (Fig. 5.4). This is particularly evident for
stishovite (SiO2 crystals with sixfold coordinate Si4+) and tetragonal GeO2, which has sixfold
coordinated Ge4+, but where the coordination state of Ge4+ in its glass is fourfold. For both
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stishovite and crystalline GeO2 the heat capacity differences are about five times larger than the
difference between glass and SiO2 and GeO2 with fourfold coordinated cations (Fig. 5.4).

At the rapid cooling rate of drop-calorimetry experiments, the glass transition of a type
I SiO2 is 1480 K and the associated Cp increase is only 10% (Richet et al., 1982). The similarity
of the Cp change for SiO2 and GeO2 (Fig. 5.5) might suggest that the heat capacity of SiO2 liq-
uid increases slightly with temperature as does that of GeO2. However, other measurements
yield a constant partial molar heat capacity for SiO2 that is equal to the 81.37 J/mol K of the
heat capacity of pure SiO2 liquid (Richet and Bottinga, 1985). These measurements made for a
variety of silicate systems include data obtained up to 1800 K (Richet et al., 1984). Hence,
evidence is lacking for a significant minimum in heat capacity.

The glass transition range of SiO2 should depend as strongly on impurity content as
viscosity (see the following), but such an effect has not been investigated in calorimetry ex-
periments. There are, however, data for GeO2 which indicate that the presence of 0.06 mol%
Li2O lowers the glass transition temperature by 200 degrees without influencing the heat
capacity of the liquid (Richet, 1990).

Finally, a residual entropy is determined for SiO2 glass at 0 K of 1.7 J/g atom K from the
calorimetric cycle described in Fig. 3.10 (Chapter 3). This is the configurational entropy of the
liquid frozen at the glass transition. Its value is one of the smallest for silicates (Table 3.2). Of
course, the reason is that this entropy is made up of a single topological contribution, without
any contribution of mixing of similar components.
5.3.3 Volume Properties

Silica glass has a low density of 2.20 g/cm3 at ambient temperature and pressure (molar
volume: 27.3 cm3). Water dissolved in silica glass causes a density decrease as might be
expected from its low molecular weight. For trace amounts, however, this decrease is less
than 0.001 g/cm3 for 0.1 wt% OH (Bruckner, 1970; Shackelford et al., 1970) (see Fig. 5.6).

The density of SiO2 liquid has been discussed extensively because derivation of melt
properties from measurements on glasses is fraught with difficulties related to permanent
compaction and in view of possible uncontrolled effects during the quench. Because thermal
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expansion depends on the thermal history of the sample (Douglas and Isard, 1951), dilatom-
etry experimentsmust be performed on glasses annealed atwell-defined temperatures and be
terminated before reaching temperatures at which relaxation becomes significant. For exam-
ple, Douglas and Isard (1951) showed that an equilibrium density of silica glass is reached
in 50 h at 1080°C, but cannot be attained in more than 400 h at 903°C. As another example,
the existence of the density maximum reported by Bruckner (1970) has been questioned from
observed Raman shifts of glasses with fictive temperatures up to 1550°C (Kakiuchida et al.,
2003). The only density measurements available have beenmade between 1930°C and 2170°C
by Bacon et al. (1960) where presumably the equilibrium density could be reached rapidly.
These yielded a molar volume of 28.87 cm3/mol at 1730°C and a thermal expansion coeffi-
cient of 10�4 K�1. If real, both properties would imply a dramatic dilation change somewhere
below 1930°C to match the density data on quenched glasses. More recent expansion data
show, however, an expansion coefficient between 5 and 6.5�10�7 K�1 (Fig. 5.7; see also K€uhn
and Schadrack, 2009). In the latter case, there is a slight increase in expansion coefficient with
increasing fictive temperature. Notably, for expansion measurements over the wider temper-
ature range, the resulting expansion coefficient seems more sensitive to fictive temperature.
Interestingly, no effect of dissolved OH on the thermal expansion has been reported, at least
to about 1300 ppm OH (K€uhn and Schadrack, 2009).

The molar volume of molten SiO2 can be determined more reliably from the melting
curve of cristobalite, which has a very small slope (Jackson, 1976; Zhang et al., 1993). From
the Clausius-Clapeyron equation, it follows that the volume difference betweenmolten SiO2

and cristobalite is also very small (see also Table 5.1). The volume of SiO2 liquid thus
obtained is near the 27.4 cm3/mol measured for cristobalite at its melting temperature
(Fig. 5.8). Support for this value is provided by extrapolations of molar volumes
of binary barium and sodium silicate melts to pure SiO2, which result in molar voume of
27.5 cm3/mol (Fig. 5.9).
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Of course, it also needs to be kept inmind that in complexmelts there are both bridging and
nonbridging oxygens and bridging oxygens have a larger partial molar volume than
nonbridging oxygens (Bottinga and Richet, 1995). Partial molar volume data from melts with
a significant proportion of nonbridging oxygen may, therefore, result in SiO2 molar volume
values that reflect these differences and might not, therefore, be directly comparable to
measured molar volume of pure SiO2 melt.

On the other hand, partial molar volume values of SiO2 at the melting temperature of
cristobalite (1723°C) ranging from 27.03 cm3/mol (Ghiorso and Kress, 2004) to 29.5 cm3

(Knoche et al., 1995) have been reported from a comprehensive thermodynamic model of
a wide variety of melts of varying chemical complexity and from measurements on granitic
melts with oxide additions, repectively. Whether or not these are real differences or resulting
from the way the volumes were obtained cannot be ascertained.

Silica glass distinguishes itself by its extremely small thermal expansion. In Type III,
dissolved water enhances dilation by about 5% from 0°C to 100°C (Hetherington and Jack,
1962). The effect extends to higher temperatures. The average of mean thermal expansion
coefficients, measured between 0°C and 1000°C, for various type I, II, and III glasses are
45.5, 45.8, and 48.9 10�8 K�1, respectively (Oishi and Kimura, 1969), whereas K€uhn and
Schadrack (2009) reported values in the 50–65�10�8 K�1 range.

By combining effects of OH content and fictive temperature, thermal expansion has been
described with the empirical expression (K€uhn and Schadrack, 2009):

α K�1
� �¼ 0:267 + 2:88 � 10�4*Tf

°C
� ��3:26 � 10�5 �OH ppmð Þ

h i
� 10�6 (5.1)

In Eq. (5.1), α is the thermal expansion coefficient, Tf the fictive temperature, and OH the

concentration of OH.

These thermal expansion coefficients are from 10% to 1% of the values generally
determined for silicate glasses. In fact, the volume of SiO2 melt varies by less than
0.1 cm3/mol between the glass transition and the melting point of cristobalite. It is also con-
sistent with the low value of 10�6 K�1 drawn from extrapolations to pure SiO2 of measure-
ments made for binary metal oxide systems (Chapter 6, Section 6.4.1). Moreover, the
compressional sound velocity of amorphous SiO2 is a linear function of temperature from
the glass transition to more than 2000°C (see the following). In view of the strong sensitivity
of sound velocity to density, this linear relationship rules out any significant increase of ther-
mal expansion coefficient at a temperature below 2000°C. Finally, SiO2 liquid has definite
structural similarity with cristobalite (Bourova et al., 2000; Takada et al., 2004), the thermal
expansion coefficient of which is also very small near its melting point. In fact, cristobalite,
and quartz as well, contract slightly before melting (Bourova and Richet, 1998), consistent
with the aforementioned minimum density observed for SiO2 glasses quenched from 950°
C (Sen et al., 2004). This difference probably relates to the fact that in SiO2 glass, all bonding
is bridging SidO bonds, which are much stiffer and several times stronger than most other
bonds found in silicate glass, minerals, and crystals.

Silica glass and melts are highly compressible (Bridgman and Simon, 1953; Della Valle
and Venuti, 1996; Huang and Kieffer, 2004; Clark et al., 2014). Silica glass is particularly
interesting, however, in that above pressures between about 4 and 6 GPa, it is permanently
compacted (Yokoyama et al., 2010; Clark et al., 2014). As a result, density versus pressure
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evolution from compression studies will differ from density evolution during decompression
(Fig. 5.10; see also Della Valle and Venuti, 1996).

Sound velocity is the typical means by which density is determined at high pressure
and temperature because density, ρ, is related to longitudinal, VP, and transverse, VS, sound
velocity as (Polian and Grimsditch, 1993; Zha et al., 1994):

ρ Pð Þ¼ ρ P0ð Þ+
ðP

P0

γ V2
P�4=3V2

S

� �
∂P, (5.2)

where ρ(P) and ρ(P0) are densities at pressure, P, and at reference pressure, P0, the γ is the ratio

of the isothermal to adiabatic bulk bulk modules and set equal to 1 for SiO2 glass (Yokoyama
et al., 2010). The sound velocities exibit minimum values in the 3–5 GPa-range, a pressure
range that depends on temperature (Yokoyama et al., 2010; Fig. 5.11). Transverse velocities
are considerably slower than the longitudinal ones in all pressure ranges. The results
reproduced in Fig. 5.11 were recorded from measurements made both during up and down
pressure experimental series. The profound minima cannot be discerned during down-
pressure expriments, a feature that reflects the irreversible compaction that occurred in the
3–5 GPa range during up-pressure experiments.

Irreversible compaction depends on the conditions of the experiment. Its onset is observed
at lower pressure either when the temperature is increased or under increasingly
nonhydrostatic conditions (Shelby, 2004; Yokoyama et al., 2010). Owing to this sensitivity,
it is not possible to predict accurately the density of SiO2 glass beyond the pressure range
where the glass is mechanically elastic. Likewise, the adiabatic bulk and shear moduli are
well defined only at low pressure (Fig. 5.12) where they first decrease linearly with increasing
pressure (Kondo et al., 1981; Suito et al., 1992; Zha et al., 1994). After passing through a
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minimum near 2 GPa, both moduli increase as a result of the permanent compaction that
begins to take place near this pressure. Interestingly, extrapolation of the low-pressure data
indicates that both moduli would vanish at a pressure of about 9 GPa. However, permanent
compaction prevents such a mechanical instability from occurring.

The high viscosity of liquid SiO2 makes determination of its compressibility (β) difficult.
In Brillouin scattering experiments (Bucaro and Dardy, 1976; Krol et al., 1986; Zha et al.,
1994), relaxation problems were circumvented through determination of the so-called
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Landau-Placzek ratio, the intensity ratio of the Rayleigh and Brillouin lines, from which the
adiabatic compressibility is obtained. The differences between the two determinations made
in this way are probably within the error margins of the technique. Likewise, the temperature
dependence of the compressibility is too small to be determined. Finally, the equilibrium
compressibility of molten silica cannot be determined by ultrasonic methods but extrapola-
tion of the measurements performed on SiO2-rich melts may be used to check these results.
The observations for binary metal-oxide systems (see Chapter 6, Section 6.4.1) are in best
agreement with the datum of Bucaro and Dardy (1976). Interestingly, the partial molar
compressibility of SiO2 in multicomponent melts does not differ significantly from this value
(Kress and Carmichael, 1991).

The bulk modulus of SiO2 melt is greater than that of SiO2 glass (Polian et al., 2002). This
difference illustrates the importance of configurational changes in high-temperature
compressibility. Comparison of equilibrium and vibrational compressibility determined by
Brillouin scattering enables a more detailed analysis (see Chapter 3, Section 3.3.1). Bucaro
and Dardy (1976), for example, reported a constant value of 2�10�11 Pa�1 for vibrational
compressibility in the temperature range between 1200°C and 1700°C. This observation
implies that 75% of the compression of molten SiO2 originates in configurational changes,
which was confirmed by Polian et al. (2002). Instead of being constant, however, the
vibrational compressibility decreases with increasing temperature from 25°C to 2000°C
(Fig. 5.13). The unusual feature is the variation of its temperature dependence was observed
not at the glass transition, Tg, but at a lower temperature near 700–750°C. This change is
attributable to the shear velocity, which decreaseswith rising temperatures aboveTg, whereas
the compressional velocity measured at the highest temperatures extrapolates smoothly
down to the glass transition range.

The compressibility of SiO2 glass decreases with increasing pressure. However, because
permanent compaction occurs at several gigapascals during increasing pressure, the pressure
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dependencemeasured after such compaction differs significantly from that measured during
up-pressure (Suito et al., 1992; Huang and Kieffer, 2004; Clark et al., 2014; see also Fig. 5.12).
The compressibility of SiO2 liquid necessarily also decreases with increasing pressure, but the
effect cannot be determined from quench experiments because of permanent compaction.
As high-pressure measurements are lacking, the compressibility of molten SiO2 has been
determined from thermodynamic analyses of the melting curve of SiO2 polymorphs (e.g.,
Bottinga, 1991; Swamy et al., 1994). Such determinations are useful starting points, but they
suffer from the fact that pressure and temperature are not independent variables along a
melting curve. In addition, the results thus obtained depend on the high-pressure melting
properties of the polymorphs, which are much less well known than their equations of state
(e.g., Fabrichnaya et al., 2004).

5.3.4 Transport Properties

Transport properties of a three-dimensionally interconnected structure such as SiO2 melt
and glass differ in many ways from other silicates because transport requires availability of
adequately sized cavities and the availability of gates between them. As these features likely
depend significantly on pressure, pressure-dependent transport properties of this material
might also be unusual.

5.3.4.1 Viscosity

A viscosity comparison with molten GeO2 and B2O3, two other glass-forming oxides,
illustrates the remarkable properties of SiO2 liquid (Fig. 5.14A). Not only is there a very large
viscosity increase from B2O3 to GeO2 and SiO2, but the deviation of viscosity from Arrhenian
variations decreases markedly in the same order. A result of this evolution is that the
activation enthalpies for viscous flow (ΔHη) of these melts differ by much less near the glass
transition than at high temperatures.
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In the terminology introduced by Angell (1985), molten silica is the archetype of a strong
liquid, whereas B2O3 has a definite fragile character. In order to compare the viscosities
of liquids having widely different standard glass transition temperatures (Tg), Laughlin
and Uhlmann (1972) introduced plots of log η against the reduced temperature Tg/T
(Fig. 5.14B). In such a representation, the fragility, f, is defined as the viscosity gradient at Tg:

f ¼ d logη=d Tg=T
� �

: (5.3)

No liquid is known to be stronger (or less fragile) than molten silica.

The other common oxide components of silicate melts either decompose before melting

(alkali oxides) or are extremely poor glass formers (e.g., MgO, CaO, Al2O3). At best, their
viscosity-temperature relationships are known over restricted temperature intervals above
their liquidus. As an example, the data for molten Al2O3 included in Fig. 5.14 illustrate
that other molten metal oxides are much less viscous than SiO2 and have smaller activation
energies for viscous flow. Above 2000 K, the ΔHη is, for example, 110�5 and 515�3 kJ/mol
for Al2O3 and SiO2, respectively (Urbain et al., 1982; Urbain, 1982), whereas extrapolations of
measurementsmade along the CaO-Al2O3 join yield a value for CaO of 90�1 kJ/mol (Urbain,
1983). In accordance with these results, one observes that, when mixed with pure SiO2, other
oxides systematically cause viscosity to decrease and fragility to increase (Fig. 5.14; see also
Chapters 6 and 8, Sections 6.4.2 and 8.4.1).

For the glass-forming oxides of Fig. 5.14, a correlation between viscosity and melting
temperature of the liquidus polymorph seems consistent with the influence of bond strength
on both properties (see Chapter 2, Section 2.2.2). Although BdO bonds are very strong and
interconnected in glassy B2O3 below the glass transition temperature, at higher temperature
in the liquid state, isolated BO3 rings dominate structure (Sakowski and Herms, 2001). The
bonding between these rings is weak, which leads to much lower viscosity (see also Mozzi
and Warren, 1970). The three-dimensional network of GeO2 is, by contrast, closely related
to that of SiO2 (Konnert et al., 1973; Price and Saboungi, 1998; Hoang, 2006). The viscosity
difference of GeO2 and SiO2 stems essentially from lower ionization potential of Ge4+

compared with Si4+.
The bond strength-viscosity correlation also holds for predominantly ionic molten oxides

such as alumina. There is an apparent anomaly, however, in that, despite weaker bond
strength, corundum, lime, and periclase all melt at much higher temperatures than
cristobalite (1723°C) (Al2O3 melting temperature: �2020°C; Osborn and Muan, 1960a; CaO
melting temperature: �2500°C; Osborn and Muan, 1960b; MgO melting temperature;
�2800°C; Osborn and Muan, 1960b). The reason is that, despite the strong ionic character
of these oxides, bonding lacks directionality so that the configurational rearrangements that
cause melting require breaking of MdO bonds. In contrast, the partially covalent nature of
SidObonds gives rise to a strong directionality within the SiO4 tetrahedra. This directionality
is associated with great flexibility of SidOdSi angles. Because SidO bonds do not need to be
severed for configurational rearrangements to occur (see Chapter 4, Section 4.3.2), melting
takes place at lower temperatures (Richet and Ottonello, 2014).

Among existing data for SiO2 above the glass transition temperature, the viscosities of
Urbain et al. (1982) are generally taken as a reference because they cover a wide temperature
interval and are part of an extensive and accurate set performed over a large composition
interval. Unfortunately, these data do not establish rigorously the actual Arrhenian nature
of the viscosity of SiO2. At the lowest temperatures, their timescale of a few hours (see the
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procedure described by Urbain and Auvray, 1969) may have been insufficient to obtain
equilibrium viscosities. In other words, the reported viscosity values might be too
low. Attainment of equilibrium was checked in the experiments of Hetherington et al.
(1964). The fact that they join smoothly with those of Urbain et al. (1982) near 1350°C
could, thus, point to the non-Arrhenian character that is apparent in Fig. 5.15 when both data
sets are considered (see Richet, 1984). Unfortunately, it is difficult to check this conclusion
because only fitted results were published by Hetherington et al. (1964).

It is a general rule that viscosity is a considerably stronger function of composition near the
glass transition than at high temperatures (see Richet, 1984). Low concentration of impurities
may, therefore, have significant effects on silica viscosity near and below the glass transition.
The viscosity decrease resulting from impurities is very large as a result of the breakup of the
three-dimensional SiO2 framework by network-modifying cations (Fig. 5.16). Their effect on
viscosity also depends strongly on the nature of the impurity. For Al3+ andGa3+, the influence
is moderate because the viscosity decrease reflects the decrease of the strength of TdOdT
bonds when Al3+ and Ga3+ substitute for Si4+ on tetrahedral sites of the structure. However,
with alkali or water impurities, SidOdSi bridging bonds are replaced by much weaker
OdM (alkali or proton) bonds thus reducing the SiO2 viscosity more effectively. Interest-
ingly, though, for Na, the results of Leko et al. (1977) join smoothly with measurements on
binary silicates made up to 35 mol% Na2O (Bockris et al., 1955). For OH, good agreement
is found between the measurements of Hetherington et al. (1964) and Leko et al. (1977).
Both data sets indicate an effect of water intermediate between those of Na and Al. The
influence of impurities on the activation enthalpy of viscous flow (ΔHη) is less well
determined although it tends to parallel those on viscosity (Fig. 5.16B). The activation
enthalpy drops upon addition of Na2O but increases by 80 kJ/mol for 6 mol% Al2O3.
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1615.3 PHYSICAL AND THERMAL PROPERTIES
5.3.4.2 Diffusion

Noble gas diffusivity and solubility in vitreous and molten SiO2 have been employed as a
probe of the structure and, in particular, cavity distribution and cavity gates (Shen et al., 2011;
Kuhtetskiy et al., 2016; Takada et al., 2016; see also Chapter 17, Sections 17.3.1 and 17.4.1).
Notably, the noble gas diffusivity in amorphous SiO2 decreases with increasing size of the
gas molecule, whether noble gases or diatomic gases such as O2 and perhaps Cl2
(Fig. 5.17). Among the gases (Fig. 5.17), helium diffuses the fastest, as expected from its small
size and chemical inertness. It is closely followed by neon, which is bigger, and, rather
surprisingly, by sodium, which exhibits very small differences between various types of
SiO2 glasses (Frischat, 1968, 1970). As already noted for viscosity, there is a large difference
between the diffusivities of Na and “water,” the latter diffusing about four orders of magni-
tude slower than the former. In turn, “water” diffuses faster than Cl, which suggests that
chlorine and hydroxyl ions do not interact in a similar way with bridging oxygens. For alkali
elements, the influence of ionic radius is clearly shown by the difference between the
diffusivities ofNa andCs, the latter being similar to that of Ca.Modeling of cavity distribution
in terms of available intertetrahedral rings can be used to simulate diffusion coefficients with
considerable precision (Swets et al., 1961; Kuhtetskiy et al., 2016; see also Fig. 5.18).

Noble gas diffusivity in SiO2melt increases not onlywith increasing temperature (Fig. 5.17)
but also with increasing pressure—at least up to the 15–20 GPa range where the diffusivity
decreases with further pressure increase (see, e.g., Takada et al., 2016; Fig. 5.19). Hung et al.
(2007) also determined minimum diffusivity of oxygen and silicon at high pressure, but
placed this pressure slightly below 10 GPa in contrast to the nearly 20 GPa in the
simulation study by Takada et al. (2016). Notably, this diffusivity maximum with pressure
becomes less distinct at higher temperature and at least in the simulations of Takada et al.
(2016) could not be discerned at temperatures above about 3000 K.

A summary of tracer diffusivity measured for a number of elements in amorphous SiO2 is
shown in Fig. 5.20. Althoughmost results do not cover a verywide temperature range, there is
no evidence for changes in diffusivity mechanisms at the glass transition (shown as a vertical
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1635.4 STRUCTURE OF SiO2 GLASS AND MELT
dashed line in Fig. 5.17). This observation is consistent with the small extent of temperature-
induced structural changes in liquid SiO2, which is indicated by the small configurational
heat capacity across the glass transition (Richet and Bottinga, 1985). The other important
feature is the clear correlation between the diffusivity and structural role of the element
and, particularly, the strength of its bonding within the silica network. For activation
enthalpies, these effects have been discussed by Roselieb and Jambon (2002) towhomwe refer
for more details.

Given the large difference between oxygen and silicon diffusivities, the question arises as
to which one correlates better with the values calculated from viscosity through the Eyring
relationship (Chapter 2, Eq. (2.11)). The answer, therefore, is ambiguous (Fig. 5.20), although
at high pressures, the relationship seems to hold better (Hung et al., 2007). There is close
agreement with silicon diffusivity from either the viscosities of Hetherington et al. (1964)
or those of Urbain et al. (1982). The much higher diffusivity measured for 18O indicates that
mechanisms other than viscous flow are operating for transporting oxygen. This conclusion
suggests that the oxygen dynamics that prevail in SiO2 polymorphs at high temperatures (see
Chapter 4, Section 4.3.2 and Bourova et al., 2004) could also operate in amorphous SiO2.
5.4 STRUCTURE OF SiO2 GLASS AND MELT

Structural models proposed for SiO2 glass and melt may be grouped into three types.
(i) The earliest models assumed a random network structure (Zachariassen, 1932; Bell
et al., 1980). (ii) In contrast, in pseudocrystallinemodels some similarity with crystal structure
is assumed (Geissberger and Bray, 1983; Grimley et al., 1990; Yuan and Cormack, 2003; Clark
et al., 2004). (iii) The coexistence of several distinct structural entities defined by a number of
coexisting, three-dimensionally interconnected tetrahedra to form ring structures forms the
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basis of the third kind of models. This latter group of models has received the most attention
in recent years, both from observational (experimental) and simulation perspectives (Hench
and West, 1995; Machacek et al., 2007; Yi and Lee, 2012; Sonneville et al., 2013; Takada
et al., 2016).
5.4.1 Random Network Structure

The random network model for the structure of vitreous SiO2 originally was suggested by
Zachariassen (1932). This model has four important premises. (i) The structural positions are
energetically equivalent for all oxygen atoms as well as for all silicon atoms. (ii) There is no
ordering among the SiO4 tetrahedra. (iii) Oxygen in the corners of SiO4 tetrahedra are shared
between neighboring tetrahedra. (iv) The structure is three-dimensionally interconnected.

The random network model received support in spectroscopic studies by Bell and co-
workers (Bell and Dean, 1970; Bell et al., 1980; Bell and Hibbins-Butler, 1976). With some
differences, this model allowed these workers to calculate important features of the vibra-
tional and neutron spectra of vitreous SiO2. The differences between observed and calculated
spectra are most notable in the low-frequency end. In this regime, Phillips (1984) noted, for
example, that the Raman bands are unusually narrow, which suggests localized vibrations.
However, localized vibrations cannot easily be accommodated with the random network
model where all O and all Si positions are equivalent.
5.4.2 Pseudocrystalline Structure Model

Because the Si andO positions in vitreous SiO2 cannot be energetically equivalent (Phillips,
1984), the original random network model has been refined such that, at least on the scale of
several angstroms, structural similarities between glass (and melt) and crystalline SiO2 poly-
morphs may exist. Such a structure model also found early support in Randall et al. (1930)
from an X-ray diffraction study of SiO2 glass and cristobalite. Structural similarity between
these two materials also finds support in the exceptionally small values of enthalpy and
entropy of fusion (Table 5.1; Fig. 5.3). Modeling of X-ray diffraction data of vitreous SiO2

by plausible crystalline models also has met with significant success (Mozzi and Warren,
1969; see also discussion by Taylor and Brown, 1979). This general conclusion is also that
which may be drawn from the small volume, entropy, and entropy of melting of cristobalite,
for example (see also Table 5.1), as well as the negligible heat-capacity difference between
vitreous SiO2 and cristobalite compared with other silicates. These X-ray data are best
displayed in terms of pair distribution functions whereby the obtained SidO, OdO, and
SidSi distances are compared with distances in appropriate models (Fig. 5.21).

Mozzi and Warren (1969) originally stated that their X-ray data were best interpreted on
the basis of the random network model, but that some similarities between the spectra of
vitreous SiO2, tridymite, and cristobalite do exist. Konnert and Karle (1973) and Konnert
et al. (1973) concluded that significant similarities persisted between the spectra of vitreous
SiO2 and that of tridymite to distances of perhaps as much as 15–20 Å. Bourova et al. (2000),
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1655.4 STRUCTURE OF SiO2 GLASS AND MELT
from their numerical simulation, found considerable similarity between the structure of
β-cristobalite andmolten SiO2 to distances beyond the first SidO, SidSi, and OdO distances
in these materials. Short- and medium-range structural similarity between molten SiO2 and
silica polymorphs is also consistent with results of numerical simulations and structural
interpretations of neutron, X-ray, and NMR data (Geissberger and Bray, 1983; Grimley
et al., 1990; Yuan and Cormack, 2003; Clark et al., 2004; Dracinsky et al., 2011). We note that
among the possible crystalline SiO2 model compounds, the β-cristobalite structure shows the
greatest similarity to the structure of SiO2 glass and melt (Hosemann et al., 1991; Huang and
Kieffer, 2004; de Ligny et al., 2009). Structural differences between glass and melt, on the
one side, and β-cristobalite on the other, however, remain in the medium- and long-range
domains (Wright, 1994; Bourova et al., 2000).
5.4.3 Numerical Simulations of Structure

Numerical simulation of SiO2 glass and melt structure at ambient pressure has focused on
SidOdSi and OdSidO angle distribution (Benoit et al., 2001; Kuzuu et al., 2004; Dracinsky
et al., 2011; Kim et al., 2012), on SidO bond length, and on ring statistics (Sykes and Kubicki,
1996; Harkless et al., 1996; Hench and West, 1995; Kim et al., 2012). Void size distribution is
closely related to the ring statistics (Malavasi et al., 2006). Bond angle distribution and bond
distances in glassy and molten SiO2 have been simulated to temperatures in excess of 9000 K
(Kuzuu et al., 2004). However, most simulation studies have been restricted to temperatures
below about 4000 K. High-pressure simulations have addressed bond angle compression and
changes in oxygen coordination numbers surrounding Si4+ (Rustad et al., 1991; Tsuneyuki
and Matsui, 1995; Hung et al., 2007; Li et al., 2014; Takada et al., 2016).

For liquid SiO2, SidO, OdO, and SidSi distances from Born-Oppenheimer molecular
dynamics simulations are slightly sensitive to temperature (Kim et al., 2012), but in general
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closely resemble early X-ray diffraction data (Mozzi and Warren, 1969). Here, the SidO
distance was 1.63 Å, OdO between 2.61 and 2.65 Å, and SidSi distance between 3.05 and
3.15 Å in the 3120–3700 K temperature range. The same computation method yields the
respective distances for cristablite at 1.55, 2.53, and 3.09 Å (Kim et al., 2012).

The SidOdSi and OdSidO angle distributions in vitreous and molten SiO2 have been
subjected to several simulations (Kuzuu et al., 2004; Hung et al., 2007; Dracinsky et al.,
2011; Kim et al., 2012). The OdSidO angle maximum falls between 107 and 110 degrees
at ambient pressure, whereas the SidOdSi angle maximum occurs between 140 and
150 degrees depending on calculation methods (Fig. 5.22). It shifts to lower values and
broadens with increasing temperature (Kuzuu et al., 2004).

The average bond angles of the simulated SiO2 glass and melt structures decrease with
increasing pressure by �21% between ambient pressure at about 80 GPa (Li et al., 2014;
Fig. 5.23). In contrast, the OdSidO angle is much less compressible with a decrease of only
4.6% in this pressure range according to the same calculations. The SidO bond distance also
decreases from slightly above 1.6 Å near ambient pressure, but with a rapid increase to
slightly more than 1.8 Å near 20 GPa and as much as 2.2 Å at near 80 GPa, where the glass
density would have increased to 4.8 g/cm3, which is a nearly 120% density increase
(Fig. 5.23B). Eventually there will be coordination transformation of Si4+ from dominantly
fourfold at and near ambient pressure to sixfold coordination at pressures above 10 GPa
(Della Valle and Venuti, 1996; Horbach, 2008; Li et al., 2014).

Calculated SidOdSi angles have a distinctly asymmetric distribution or even twomaxima
(Kim et al., 2012) (Fig. 5.22). Such an asymmetry could point to coexisting structures linked
into rings having different numbers of tetrahedra (Galeener, 1982; Hench and West, 1995;
Harkless et al., 1996; Barmes et al., 2006).
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1675.4 STRUCTURE OF SiO2 GLASS AND MELT
The stability of these structures has also been investigated through enthalpy calculations.
Whereas Galeener (1982) found a minimum energy for 4-membered rings in early ab initio
molecular dynamics simulations, molecular orbital calculations made by Hench and West
(1995) with two different methods yielded a very flat minimum between 4- and
6-membered rings (Fig. 5.24) in spite of differences between the obtained bond distances
and angles in three-dimensional-interconnected networks of SiO4 tetrahedra. Interestingly,
the results in best agreement with experimental data point to 4- or 5-membered rings
(Fig. 5.24B). This conclusion generally is not consistent with the results from Barmes et al.
(2006), who concluded that there is an approximately Gaussian distribution of number of
rings centered at number 6 at ambient pressure for either the glass or the high-
temperature liquid.

At high pressure, however, fourfold coordinated Si4+ becomes less important, whereas
the proportion of sixfold coordination increases. This evolution can also be seen for the five-
fold coordinated Si4+, but there may be a flat abundancemaximumnear 30 GPa (Hung et al.,
2007; Horbach, 2008; see also Fig. 5.25). At high pressure, the abundance of fourfold coor-
dinated Si4+ increases with temperature, whereas that of sixfold coordinated Si4+ decreases.
The [5]Si4+ appears less sensitive to temperature at high pressure (Horbach, 2008). We also
note that the relative proportions of the calculated coordination states differ from one study
to another, although the general trends as a function of temperature and pressure are
similar.
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5.4.4 Direct Structure Determination

Thermodynamic data indicate that bond breakage and reassembly do not play major roles
in glassy and molten SiO2 (Table 5.1). However, there are particular problems in studies of
glass structure because of very high melt viscosity and low atomic diffusivities, which makes
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the structure (and properties) of SiO2 glass difficult to determine, because they may depend
not only on time, but also on the pressure-temperature pathways followed to produce a glass.
5.4.5 Bond Angles and Bond Lengths

Together with SidO bond lengths, the intertetrahedral (SidOdSi) and torsion angle
(OdSidO) distributions have been investigated for SiO2 glass by a number of spectroscopic
methods (Mauri et al., 2000; Shimada et al., 2002; Tucker et al., 2005; Malfait et al., 2008; Mei
et al., 2008; Charpentier et al., 2009). In a review of experimental data for SiO2 glass, Malfait
et al. (2008) found average SidOdSi angles of 149�6 degrees and 147�4 degrees from X-ray
and NMR data, respectively, which compare well with the 149�6 degrees derived from
various simulations.

In agreement with these results, Charpentier et al. (2009) derived from their 17O and 29Si
NMR data an SidOdSi angle of 147�11 degrees and an SidO distance of 1.60�0.01Å, and
in addition reported a broad correlation between increases of these angles and decreases of
these distances (Fig. 5.26). In a recent two-dimensional dynamic angle 17O NMR study, Clark
et al. (2004) reported the angle maximum at 147 degrees, which, of course, is in complete
accord with the Charpentier et al. (2009) angle of 147�11 degrees from oxygen-17 NMR data.
From the 29Si chemical shift from NMR spectra, Mauri et al. (2000) suggested two possible
models (Fig. 5.27), which they obtained by fitting their 29Si NMR data to an angle distribution
function, p(θ), of two different forms. In particular, one of their models (model 2 in Fig. 5.27)
shows a distinct asymmetry toward the higher angles, also with the total angle distribution
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between about 120 and 180 degrees, as in the case of the angle distribution from the X-ray data
(Fig. 5.27B). This value is quite similar to the maximum in the average SidOdSi angle
distribution from numerical simulation of β-cristobalite at temperatures near its melting point
(Bourova et al., 2000) and exactly that in crystalline β-cristobalite (Clark et al., 2004). It is is
slightly higher than that typically concluded on the basis of numerical simulations at ambient
pressure, which is in the range �140–150°C (Dracinsky et al., 2011; Kim et al., 2012; Li
et al., 2014).
5.4.5.1 Pressure and Temperature

McMillan and Wolf (1995) suggested that the three-dimensionally interconnected open
network of glassy and molten SiO2 encounters a deformation limit when the volume reaches
about 17cm3/mol. At or near this value, thematerial would reach a statewhere oxygen is in or
near a cubic body-centered packing (see also Hazen et al., 1989), with SidOdSi angles near
120 degrees, and where the Si atoms would be in or near nonbonding contact. According
to the equation-of-state of vitreous SiO2, the 17 cm3 molar volume is reached at a pressure
of about 15–20 GPa at 25°C (Karki et al., 2007; Wakabayashi et al., 2011). Hence, a further
pressure increase should cause a disruption of the SiO2 network through Si4+coordination
changes.

Experimental data support this view. For example, the Raman spectrum of vitreous SiO2

undergoes dramatic changes between about 8 and 27 GPa (Fig. 5.28). At high pressure, the
main peak is a broad band with a maximum near 600 cm�1. Hemley et al. (1986) suggested
that this spectrum reflects at least a portion of the Si4+ in oxygen coordination polyhedra
with more than four oxygens. The infrared spectrum of vitreous SiO2 above 20 GPa is also
consistent with at least a partial coordination transformation of Si4+ (Williams et al., 1993).
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FIG. 5.28 Raman spectra of SiO2 glass at 25°C at the indi-
cated pressures (Hemley et al., 1986).
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Results from X-ray diffraction studies of SiO2 glass to 42 GPa point to a significant lengthen-
ing of the SidO bond (Meade et al., 1992). Meade et al. (1992) concluded that the SidO bond
length increases from 1.59 to 1.64 Å between ambient pressure and 28 GPa and then to 1.66 Å
at 42 GPa. In stishovite, where Si4+ is in sixfold coordination, the SidO bond length is 1.69 Å
at 42 GPa (Meade et al., 1992). Thus, the X-ray data are consistent with at least a partial co-
ordination transformation of Si4+ at pressures higher than about 15 GPa. These data also agree
with the Raman and infrared information (Hemley et al., 1986, 1994; Williams et al., 1993).

Most of the experimental data at high pressure are from X-ray diffraction recorded in
diamond-anvil cells at high pressure and room temperature (Benmore et al., 2010; Sato
and Funamori, 2010; Wakabayashi et al., 2011). Notably, one study by Inamura et al.
(2004), to 19.2 GPa, was made with a multianvil, high-pressure apparatus up to 900°C.

The bond angle distribution and SidO bond lengths in vitreous and molten SiO2 change
with increasing pressure.Whereas the experimental data suggest onlyminor variations in the
oxygen coordination number for pressures lower than 20 GPa, changes from about four- to
sixfold coordination are suggested between 20 and 100 GPa (Devine et al., 1987; Benmore
et al., 2010; Sato and Funamori, 2010). In parallel, themaximum of the bond angle distribution
shifts to lower values so that 29Si NMR data indicate an approximate 5-degree decrease in the
SidOdSi angle for a glass densitified at 7 GPa and 700°C (Devine et al., 1987). As shown in
Fig. 5.29, the angle distribution is distinctly asymmetric toward higher values, as previously
noted in Fig. 5.26 for X-ray and other NMR data (Mozzi andWarren, 1969; Mauri et al., 2000).
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As also discussed elsewhere, decreasing intertetrahedral bond angle is associated with
increasing SidO bond lengths (see Chapter 2, Section 2.2). Such features in the structure
of glassy and molten SiO2 were also discussed previously in the summary of results from
numerical simulations (see, e.g., Fig. 5.23), and also are clearly evident in the response of
the SiO2 glass structure to increased pressures (Benmore et al., 2010; Sato and Funamori,
2010; Wakabayashi et al., 2011). The SidO distance increases from near 1.6 Å at pressures
below about 20 GPa, but then reaches more than 1.70 Å in the 30–40 GPa pressure range
(Fig. 5.30). A rapid shift of the maximum in the bond angle distribution from 144 to 137 de-
grees has been noted between 10 and 15 GPa (Sonneville et al., 2013).
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The unusual temperature dependence of many physical properties of SiO2 glass and melt
suggests that temperaturemay cause unusual structural changes in thesematerials. Onemust
determine, therefore, to what extent the structure of the melt differs from that of its glass. The
extent to which silicate structures change with increasing temperatures above the glass
transition has been addressed by means of high-temperature Raman spectroscopy. Broadly
speaking, the Raman spectra of SiO2 glass and supercooled liquid resemble one another on
both sides of the glass transition (Fig. 5.31). Thus, to a first approximation, the structures of
SiO2 melt above the glass transition temperature, Tg, and that of SiO2 glass below this
temperature appear similar. Interestingly, when cristobalite is heated to temperatures near
its melting point, its Raman spectrum becomes more similar to that of SiO2 melt
(Fig. 5.32). This observation is also consistent with the numerical simulations of Bourova
et al. (2000). These similarities are also in agreement with the concept that the structure of
SiO2 melt shares common traits with that of its liquidus phase, β-cristobalite. Moreover, these
conclusions also are in accord with high-temperature Si K-edge XANES spectra to similar
temperatures (de Ligny et al., 2009).

Even though the Raman spectra of SiO2 glass and melt resemble one another (Fig. 5.29),
there are subtle but important features that may reflect temperature-induced structural
changes as SiO2 liquid is heated up. For example, the frequency of the 440 cm�1 band in
the spectra of SiO2 exhibits a distinct change of slope at a temperature in the glass transition
range (McMillan et al., 1994). None of the other bands in the Raman spectrum shows a similar
temperature-dependent frequency. McMillan et al. (1994) suggested that the variation of the
440 cm�1 band reflects the response to temperature of SidOdSi angles in the network. The
break in the slope of the Raman frequency-temperature relationship in the glass transition
range was taken to suggest that there exist entities with small SidOdSi angles in relaxed
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FIG. 5.31 Unpolarized Raman spectra of SiO2 glass
and supercooled melt at temperatures indicated on indi-
vidual spectra (McMillan et al., 1994). Tg indicates the
glass transition temperature of SiO2 (Richet et al., 1982).
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SiO2 melt but that these entities are less evident in SiO2 glass. This conclusion indicates
that the intertetrahedral angle in molten SiO2 decreases at a rate of about 1 degree per
100 K temperature increase.
5.4.6 Multiple Structural Units

Interestingly, all structure studies of vitreous SiO2 are consistent with a maximum in the
angle distribution resembling the SidOdSi angle in silica polymorphs. Clark et al. (2004)
pointed out, for example, that the structure of vitreous and molten silica consists predomi-
nantly of three-dimensionally interconnected, 6-membered rings. A smaller number of
tetrahedra yields SidOdSi angles that may be too narrow compared with experimental
and simulation data (Uchino et al., 1998). Of course, from the calculations of Kim et al.
(2012) discussed in Section 5.4.3, a minimum number of four seems more realistisc.

As noted early on by Vuckevitch (1972), two or more average structures may coexist
in glassy and molten SiO2. If SiO2 melt and glass have more than one average structure, this
feature may be reflected in the distribution of average SidOdSi angles, which is, of course,
what is seen in the asymmetric angle distributions in Figs. 5.27–5.29 (Mozzi andWarren, 1969;
Devine et al., 1987; Poulsen et al., 1995; Mauri et al., 2000).

The results of the energy calculations summarized in Figs. 5.24 lead to the suggestion that
4-, 5-, and 6-membered rings are likely to dominate the structure of vitreous SiO2. However, in
these calculations, the energy penalty associated with increasing the number of tetrahedra
further is quite small. In fact, in the calculations by Harkless et al. (1996), there is essentially
no effect on enthalpy of formation by increasing the number of tetrahedra beyond 6. Interest-
ingly, among silicate crystals with three-dimensionally interconnected structure, only 4- and
6-membered rings have been documented (e.g., Zoltai and Buerger, 1960). The β-cristobalite
structure consists of 6-membered rings.

A detailed theoretical study led to the conclusion that the 490 and 605 cm�1 modes in the
Raman spectra of vitreous SiO2 are indeed essentially decoupled, which most likely reflect
the presence of 4- and 3-membered rings, respectively (Barrio et al., 1993). This interpretation
is consistent with that of Sykes and Kubicki (1996), which was based on numerical simula-
tions of silicate clusters. In this model, the 3-membered ring would be essentially planar with
an intertetrahedral angle near 130 degrees. With the general consensus from spectroscopy
and simulation studies that the anglemaximum is near 150 degrees, however, rings with such
a small number of tetrahedra seems unrealistic (see also Clark et al., 2004).

The Raman spectra of vitreous and molten SiO2 have been used extensively in the discus-
sion of ring distributions. In analogywith silicate crystals, Mammone et al. (1981) and Sharma
et al. (1981) suggested from the Raman spectra of vitreous SiO2 that there are, on average, two
kinds of rings with either 4 or 6 Si. The Raman signals used to document their presence were
the 495 and 605 cm�1 bands. Seifert et al. (1982) examined the entire Raman spectrum and
concluded that the spectra reflect two coexisting, three-dimensionally interconnected struc-
tures whose intertetrahedral angles, θ1 and θ2, differed, on average, by 5�10 degrees. This
view is in accord with the model of Vuckevitch (1972) who envisioned a structure analogous
to that of the α- and β-polymorphs of cristobalite with an SidOdSi angle difference of 8 de-
grees. A simple cristobalite-like model is also appealing in that it accounts for the very small
or negligible ΔHf, ΔVf, and ΔSf of silica polymorphs (Table 5.1).
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1755.5 STRUCTURE-PROPERTY RELATIONS
The broad range of 17O NMR shifts with SidOdSi angle is consistent with multiple
coexisting rings made up of at least three and more tetrahedra (Charpentier et al., 2009;
see also Fig. 5.33). A change from three to four tetrahedra in a ring results in a�15% SidOdSi
angle increase (Fig. 5.33), but in an increase of the SidO bond distance of less than 0.02 Å
or �1% (Charpentier et al., 2009).
5.5 STRUCTURE-PROPERTY RELATIONS

Molten and glassy SiO2 are unique among silicates in that their differences in thermody-
namic properties are so small (Table 5.1) that bond breakage and reformation are unlikely.
This suggestion is substantiated by the observation that the high-temperature structure of
β-cristobalite closely resembles that of SiO2 glass and melt to at least medium-range nearest
neighbors (Hosemann et al., 1991; Bourova et al., 2000; Kohara and Suzuya, 2005; Bowron,
2008). In other words, thermodynamic data, together with the structural information, lead
to the conclusion that melting merely involves changes in the long-range disordering of
the crystalline structure.

Configurational entropy is usually ignored in structural models of vitreous silica. An
exception is the estimate derived by Bell and Dean (1968) within the framework of random
network theory. Their upper bound of 1.9 J/g atom K is slightly higher than the experimental
value, but their recommended range of 1.1–1.25 J/g atom K is too low. However, the change
in SiO2 glass andmelt structure with temperature is the small, only about 10%, change in heat
capacity across the glass transition (Richet et al., 1982). In other words, structural relaxation
of SiO2 supercooled liquid above its glass transition likely involves minor adjustments in
long-range order. This could also be the reason for the near Ahrrenian nature of transport
properties of SiO2 (Fig. 5.15).
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Multiple ring structures with different numbers of SiO4 tetrahedra do represent an intui-
tive problem when considering the thermodynamics of melting of cristobalite or any other
SiO2 polymorphs, because of the very small differences between SiO2 and the crystalline
liquidus phase (Richet et al., 1982; Stebbins et al., 1983; Bourova and Richet, 1998). The
cristobalite structure can be viewed as consisting of 6-membered, three-dimensionally
interconnected rings (Downs and Palmer, 1994). Thus, the thermochemical data would
suggest that SiO2 melt consists predominantly of ring structures resembling those of
cristobalite (six Si atoms per ring) and not rings with a smaller number of SiO4 tetrahedra.
However, the structural data for SiO2 melt and glass seem to indicate structures dominated
by coexisting ringswhere the number of SiO4 tetrahedra seem to bebetween 4 and 6or perhaps
even 3 to 6 or 7 (Sykes andKubicki, 1996;Harkless et al., 1996;Hench andWest, 1995;Kimet al.,
2012). If SiO2 melt and crystals contain different numbers of SiO4 tetrahedra, melting most
likely would result in significant differences in thermodynamic properties, which is not the
case (Table 5.1). It may be that the ring systematics depends on temperature leading to more
andmore structurallyopen6-membered rings asSiO2 liquid isheatedupor that the abundance
of 4- and 3-membered rings is small compared with the abundance of 6-membered rings.

Volume properties such as compression and expansivity of vitreous SiO2 have been related
to the response of SidOdSi and OdSidO angles to pressure. The SidOdSi angle is partic-
ularly compressible, which likely is the explanation for the anomalously high compressibility
of amorphous SiO2 (Della Valle and Venuti, 1996; Huang and Kieffer, 2004; Clark et al., 2014).
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6.1 INTRODUCTORY COMMENTS

There are many practical and fundamental reasons why the physical properties of molten
silicates have been most extensively investigated for binary silicate systems with either alkali
or alkaline-earth oxides. For example, the low liquidus temperatures and ease of vitrification
of alkali silicates make a large variety of experiments feasible over large temperature intervals
that span both the stable andmetastable states. Besides, such simple MO-SiO2melts (M¼ Li2,
Na2, Mg, Ca, etc.) represent obvious model systems for industrially important materials, as
thousands of factories worldwide produce flat or container glass whose composition is
approximately 70 mol% SiO2, 15% Na2O and 15% CaO+ MgO. Even though alumina is also
a major component of magma, alkali and alkaline earth silicates are, in addition, important
# 2019 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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starting points for modeling the role of melts and melting in geochemistry. Investigations of
MO-Al2O3 melts generally raise considerable experimental difficulties in view of the high
temperatures at which they must be performed. As discussed in later chapters (Chapters 8
and 9), it is then easier to determine the effect of added alumina on the properties of metal
oxide-silica systems than that of added metal oxides on the properties of SiO2-Al2O3 melts.

The main goal of this chapter is to present some general conclusions that can be drawn
from macroscopic properties and to set the framework for the structural discussion that fol-
lows in the next chapter. In passing, we will also give a few glimpses into experimental
accuracy and constraints. Because dealing with all important physical properties is beyond
our scope, index of refraction, surface tension, and internal friction will not be addressed.
A wealth of references on these and other subjects can be found in available compilations
(Mazurin et al., 1987; Bansal and Doremus, 1986). Also note that ferrous iron is a divalent
cation that exerts an influence onmelt properties which, in some respects, is analogous to that
of alkaline earths. In view of the complications raised by the existence of two valence states,
however, the properties of iron-bearing melts will be mainly dealt with separately in
Chapter 10.
6.2 PHASE RELATIONSHIPS

Phase diagrams indicate the pressures and temperatures under which thermodynamic
equilibrium is reached between different phases as a function of composition. These diagrams
are prerequisites to any practical use of amorphous silicates because liquidus and solidus
relations indicate the temperatures at which the first crystal should form and that at which
the last droplet of liquid should crystallize, respectively. From a fundamental standpoint,
phase diagrams represent an integrated balance of crystal and melt properties that can be
subjected to quantitative thermodynamic analyses. These relations can also point to signifi-
cant structural similarity between amorphous and crystalline phases and, thus, give useful
information on mixing in both. Liquidus phase relations have also been employed for quan-
titative modeling of the melt structure at the liquidus (Babcock, 1968; Bottinga et al., 1981;
Nekvasil and Burnham, 1987).
6.2.1 Liquidus and Solvus Relations

Solid-liquid phase relations in silicate systems are usually determined from quenching ex-
periments because, except for transformations involving very fluid SiO2-poor melts, melting
and crystallization near equilibrium are sluggish reactions. For simple systems, most of these
experiments were performed during the first half of the 20th century with an unsurpassed
care. This activity was closely linked to the Geophysical Laboratory Temperature Scale
(Adams, 1914). At the highest reported temperatures, slight adjustments of up to 20 degrees
may be needed from the original temperature scale to the current International Practical
Temperature Scale (e.g., Sosman, 1952). Of more serious concern is the fact that, owing to
the lack of microanalytical methods at that time, the petrographic microscope was the main
tool used for mineral characterization. With the exception of well-known continuous solid
solutions such as, for example, albite-anorthite, minerals were thus generally assumed
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to have the nominal stoichiometry and phase diagrams to be eutectic when they actually
could have shown narrow solid solutions. These limitations should be kept in mind when
examining silicate phase diagrams determined in this manner.

At least in the SiO2-rich parts of phase diagrams, however, solid solutions are unlikely sig-
nificant in binary metal oxide-silica systems with alkali and alkaline earth elements (Fig. 6.1).
There are several topological similarities among these phase diagrams. The main features are
the occurrence of liquid immiscibility at high silica contents and the existence of eutectic-type
equilibria at highmetal oxide concentrations. For both features, the equilibrium temperatures
and SiO2 content depend systematically on the cation size, r, and charge, Z, such that the pos-
itive correlation between those variables and Z/r2 (ionization potential) of the metal cation
obtains for alkalis and alkaline earths (Table 6.1).

Concerning the critical temperature of themiscibility gap, an important distinctionmust be
made depending on whether liquid unmixing takes place at temperatures higher or lower
than the liquidus. In the former case (e.g., Ca, Mg), liquid immiscibility is stable and precedes
crystallization because of very rapid kinetics at the high temperatures at which it takes place.
In the latter case (e.g., Ba, Li, Na, K), phase separation is metastable and may occur at
subliquidus temperature. Phase separation in these systems can proceed only if crystalliza-
tion is bypassed. In view of the low temperatures at which immiscibility may develop, the
process is time-dependent and is rarely observed at temperatures below that of the glass tran-
sition. As a result, in M2O-SiO2 systems the solvus is still controversial for K2O, whereas its
existence for Rb2O and Cs2O cannot be observed because the critical temperature, if any, is
likely lower than the standard glass transition.
6.2.2 Energetics, Phase Stability, and Immiscibility

The differences in ionization potential or bond strength, discussed in Section 2.2, also
manifest themselves in liquid immiscibility and liquidus temperatures (Fig. 6.1). Both stable
or metastable solvii reflect directly the differing strength of interactions of oxygens with al-
kaline earth and alkali cations in the melts in the SiO2-rich parts of the diagrams. Likewise,
melting is associated with configurational rearrangements, which require lower thermal
energy when bonding is weak (Nesbitt et al., 2017). Liquidus temperatures thus are system-
atically lower for alkali than for alkaline earth systems and vary systematically in both series
(Fig. 6.1). The differences are especially large at the eutectic points, which can be lower
temperatures than 800°C for alkali silicate systems, but higher than 1300°C for alkaline earth
silicate systems.

The contrast between alkali and alkaline earth silicate systems extends dramatically to-
ward the pure metal oxide endmembers. Liquidus temperatures rise very steeply toward
CaO or MgO, which are among the most refractory compounds known. In this respect, it
might seem paradoxical that CaO and MgO melt at a much higher temperature than SiO2

polymorphs, given the lower strength of MdO compared to SidO bonds, which should
make SiO2 the most refractory component of magma. This apparent anomaly thus has truly
fundamental consequences because it is the root of the silica enrichment that characterizes
magma differentiation. As discussed by Richet andOttonello (2014), it is due to the ready con-
figurational changes in molten SiO2 that are made possible, without severing of SidO bonds,
by the great flexibility of SidOdSi angles (see Sections 5.3.1 and 5.5.1).
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FIG. 6.1 Phase diagrams of binary alkali (left) and alkaline earth (right) systems. Data for Li2O-SiO2 from Kracek
(1930a) and Haller et al. (1974); Kracek (1930b), for Na2O-SiO2 from Williamson and Glasser (1965) and Haller et al.
(1974); for MgO-SiO2 from Kracek et al. (1929, 1937) and Charles (1967) for K2O; Bowen and Andersen (1914) and
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BaO-SiO2 from Eskola (1922) and Seward et al. (1968). For other determinations or assessments of miscibility gaps,
see Levin (1970), Mazurin et al. (1984), and Hudon and Baker (2002a).
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TABLE 6.1 Binary Systems: Composition of the Most Silica-Rich Liquidus Phase, Temperature of the Deepest
Eutectic, and Critical Temperature and Width at the Monotectic of the Solvus (mol%)a

First compound First eutectic Solvus

mol% SiO2 NBO/T Teut(°C) Tc(°C) Width

K2O 80 3.5 742 350

Na2O
b 73 3.25 800 820

Li2O 67 3 1000 1000

BaO 67 3 1370 1460

SrO 50 2 1358 1642 19

CaO 50 2 1460 1890 28

MgO 50 2 1543 1960 39

a See Fig. 6.1 for references. Data for SrO from Hageman and Oonk (1986).
b Na6Si8O19 (N3S8): incongruently melting compound (Williamson and Glasser, 1965).

1896.2 PHASE RELATIONSHIPS
The solid-liquid phase diagrams of Fig. 6.1 do not show glass-forming regions because
vitrification is not an equilibrium but a kinetic process (see Chapter 3, Section 3.3.4). The
glass-forming ability of alkaline earth silicatemelts is limited to a narrow compositional range
near eutectic points. On the SiO2-rich side, formation of homogeneous glasses is prevented by
stable liquid immiscibility. At high MxO contents, rapid crystallization takes place, because
too much configurational entropy is lost on cooling so that ultrafast quenching is required to
make glasses with fictive temperatures that are much higher than the standard glass transi-
tion temperature would be (Richet et al., 1993). As for alkali-rich crystalline silicates, they do
not give rise to glasses because they decompose increasingly readily, in the order of increas-
ing alkali mass, onmoderate heating often beforemelting. An analogous trend is observed for
the hygroscopicity of alkali-silicate glasses and crystals, which indicates that protons compete
successfully with alkali, but not with alkaline earth cations, to bind with oxygen (Cody et al.,
2005). Hygroscopicity is, in fact, such a problem that physical, chemical, or structural infor-
mation is scarce for binary Rb2O- and Cs2O-SiO2 glass systems.
6.2.3 Steric Hindrance and Polymerized Structures

A general trend apparent in Fig. 6.1 is that the composition of the most silica-rich com-
pound shifts toward the metal oxide when the ionization potential of the cation increases.
Whereas potassium fits in the tetrasilicate crystal (80 mol% SiO2), calcium and magnesium
are incorporated only in crystals with at most 50 mol% SiO2. On the SiO2-poor side of the
diagrams, in contrast, there can be a variety of compounds with MxO contents higher than
the 50 mol% of metasilicates (Table 6.1).

This difference inmixing between the two sides of metal oxide-silica systems also holds for
liquids. A single solution exists for SiO2-poor compositions, but the difficulty of mixing pure
SiO2 with metal oxides is indicated by the prevalence of liquid-liquid unmixing. In fact,
Hudon and Baker (2002a, b) proposed a model for liquid immiscibility in which the structure
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of the SiO2 component plays an active role by selecting which cations may take on tetrahedral
coordination. They proposed that there is, therefore, a critical radius of metal cations below
which they may occupy tetrahedral coordination and above which they do not. There is also
an intermediate range, where the cation may occupy two different coordination states, of
which one is tetrahedral, thus suppressing liquid immiscibility, and one is not and thus pro-
motes liquid immiscibility (Hudon and Baker, 2002a, b; see also Fig. 6.2). Themaximum in the
consolute temperature distribution in Fig. 6.2 coincides with the ionic radius belowwhich the
cations may be in fourfold coordination, whereas above it the metal cations are not.

In all systems, a very SiO2-rich melt coexists with another phase whose composition be-
comes increasingly MxO-rich at lower temperatures and may reach that of the first existing
silicate compound and subliquidus temperatures (Fig. 6.1). For the silica-rich phase, the struc-
tural mismatch is reduced only near the critical point where the width of the solvus becomes
narrower, because the possibility of incorporating some metal oxide becomes effective.

As noted early on by Warren and Pincus (1940) for miscibility gaps, phase diagrams pro-
vide valuable information about the competition between silicon and other metal cations for
bonding with oxygen. Whether in crystalline or in amorphous phases, it is clearly difficult to
form the coordination polyhedra of the network-modifying cations with the oxygens of a
silica-rich framework. As discussed further in Chapter 7, Section 7.3, the first nonbridging
oxygens formed when metal oxide concentration increases belong to Q3 species, because
the continuous three-dimensional network of pure SiO2 melt begins to depolymerize. How-
ever, bonding to the nonbridging oxygen of a number of Q3 species meets with serious steric
hindrance and thus energetic difficulties, which in melts has profound effects on the compo-
sition range within which Q3 species are stable and also affects their abundance (Frantz and
Mysen, 1995; Jones et al., 2001; Lin et al., 2007). This feature not only affects the liquidus phase
relations, but also influences a number of other properties of metal oxide–silicate melts and
glasses, as discussed further in the following text.

Image of Fig. 6.2
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Optimization of coordination polyhedra of metal cations requires a number of perhaps en-
ergetically different nonbridging oxygens (Kohn and Schofield, 1994; Jones et al., 2001; Lee
et al., 2003). Nonbridging oxygens belonging to smaller entities, to which metal cations
can bond more readily, are generated by disproportion reactions of the form 2Qn ,
Qn�1 + Qn+1 (see Chapter 2, Section 2.4.2 and Chapter 7, Sections 7.3.1 and 7.3.2). When there
is a need for a metal cation to bond to several nonbridging oxygens, which is the case for di-
valent and more highly charged cations, segregation of Q3 to Q2 and Q4 species and eventu-
ally formation of two different phases, which both have a narrow Qn distribution, may occur.
Because nonbridging oxygens are scarce, the Q4-rich phase generally remains close in com-
position to pure SiO2, whereas greater flexibility in the more depolymerized phase allows its
composition to vary with temperature. Beyond the metasilicate stoichiometry, which is stoi-
chiometrically equivalent to Q2, Q1, and Q0 species become common (Mysen et al., 1982;
Meneses et al., 2006; Lin et al., 2010). They represent an abundant resource of nonbridging
oxygens to whichmetal cations can bond readily. Even for alkaline earth orthosilicate stoichi-
ometry (isolated SiO4 tetrahedra), oxygen occurs in several species, such as Q1, Q0, and as
“free” metal cations (Mysen et al., 1982; Sen et al., 2009).

Such a description is only a starting point, however, as other factors must be invoked for a
more realistic description (see Charles, 1969; Levin, 1970; Hageman et al., 1986; Hudon and
Baker, 2002a, b). In particular, the nominal number of nonbridging oxygens is not sufficient to
account for metal cation content along the SiO2-rich branch of the solvus. The effective elec-
trical charge of bridging oxygens, which is not zero (see Chapter 2, Section 2.4.2), should also
be considered. As such, it allows these oxygens to contribute to the coordination polyhedra of
metal cations, a feature observed inmolecular dynamics simulations (Cormack andDu, 2001).

Everything else being equal, large miscibility gaps are produced by small cations with a
high ionization potential, which compete the most effectively with silicon for oxygen. For
large cations with a low ionization potential, the steric hindrance and energetic problems
are less severe so that the solubility of the metal oxide in SiO2 is more extensive. This inter-
pretation agrees with the observation that, in crystal structures, the more silica-rich the min-
eral, the greater the steric hindrance associated with bonding of alkali and alkaline earth to
oxygen. In other words, the availability of electron donors diminishes with greater SiO2 con-
tent, thus restricting the types of crystal structures that may form. In crystal structures with
silicate chains, for example, the chains become less stretched (more buckled) the greater the
ionization potential of the metal (Liebau and Pallas, 1981).
6.3 THERMAL PROPERTIES

In multicomponent systems, phase relationships at a given pressure and temperature are
determined by the composition dependence of Gibbs free energies of mixing, ΔGm, which
themselves are made up of enthalpy and entropy contributions. When dealing with silicate
melts, the basic difficulty is that information on the latter is virtually nonexistent. Although,
as described in Chapter 3, Section 3.5.3, entropies of mixing could be obtained from analysis
of viscosity data, such results are not always used in discussion of thermodynamic modeling
of melts and thermodynamics of melting.
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6.3.1 Enthalpy of Mixing

Thermodynamically, two phases unmix if phase separation causes a decrease of the Gibbs
free energy of the system. In other words, the Gibbs free energy of mixing must be positive:

ΔGm ¼ΔHm�TΔSm > 0, (6.1)

where ΔHm and ΔSm denote the enthalpy and entropy of mixing. Because ΔSm is positive,

phase separation requires a positive enthalpy of mixing of magnitude greater than TΔSm
(Fig. 6.3). Unmixing in silicate melts usually tends to disappear at higher temperatures, how-
ever, because of the increasing contribution of TΔSm toΔGm. In other words, the width of the
solvus decreases with increasing temperature and vanishes at the critical point when the en-
tropy term, which favors mixing, takes over the enthalpy term of steric hindrance in the Gibbs
free energy of mixing of the system.

Enthalpies of mixing should correlate with critical temperature and extent of liquid immis-
cibility in the SiO2-rich parts of the binary systems of Fig. 6.1, and thus with the ionization
potential of the cation. Although ΔHm could be determined from solution calorimetry exper-
iments, such data are lacking. For alkaline earth systems, homogeneous amorphous samples
cannot be obtained over sufficiently large composition intervals. For alkali silicates, reliable
data are limited to sodium silicates from pure SiO2 to the metasilicate composition (Fig. 6.4).
The data define two distinct composition ranges when referred to isothermal values with
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FIG. 6.3 Gibbs free energy in a phase-separating binary system A–B. (A) Gibbs free energy of mixing, ΔGm, as
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an increase e of free energy. At both ends the solution is stable. The compositions N and N0 of the coexisting liquids
are determined by the two points at which the free energy curve has a common tangent such that the criterion (6.1),
see following, is satisfied; the chemical potentials of both components are then given by the intercepts of this
tangent on the A and B axes. B. Variation with temperature (in K) of ΔGm for a symmetric ΔHm¼W x (1�x), with
W¼20 kJ/mol (dashed curve), and an ideal entropy of mixing ΔSm¼�R

P
x ln x (R¼ gas constant). In this case,

the critical point is Tc¼W/2R¼1200 K as determined from the criterion (∂3G/∂x3)P,T¼0.
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Eq. (2.15). From 100 to about 70 mol% SiO2, an excess enthalpy is clearly observed. Within the
field of metastable liquid immiscibility, it translates to a positive enthalpy of mixing of about
4 kJ/mol near 10 mol% Na2O. The asymmetry of the ΔHm curve indicates that partial molar
enthalpies of mixing are much greater near the SiO2 endmember than on the other side of the
solvus of the system. This observation agrees with the fact that the composition of the SiO2-
rich unmixed phase varies much less with temperature than that of the second phase. From
about 70 to 50 mol% SiO2, enthalpies vary linearly with composition, which shows that
mixing of silicate entities becomes almost ideal when the amount of Q4 species vanishes.
6.3.2 Thermodynamics of Melting

The values of thermodynamic parameters associatedwithmelting to a considerable degree
reflect the structural differences between a crystalline material and its melt. Disorder in the
melts governed by the nature of the metal cation may affect these values further.

Some of these concepts were summarized in Chapter 5, Section 5.3, where it was shown
that, as degree of polymerization of the crystalline materials decreases from that of a silica
polymorph, ΔH and ΔS of fusion increase systematically (Fig. 5.3). This evolution likely re-
flects the increasing differences between the structure of the crystalline and molten materials
on the liquidus. In other words, the more extensive the bond breakage and formation neces-
sary for melting and crystallization, the greater would be the entropy and enthalpy of fusion
(Fig. 5.3).

The nature of the network-modifying cation also affects theΔS andΔH of fusion. For crys-
talline materials of given degree of polymerization, NBO/Si, the more electronegative the
metal cation, the larger are the ΔH and ΔS values of fusion (Fig. 6.5). In the summary of
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the thermodynamic data in this figure, ionic radii for sixfold coordination of the metal cations
were used for convenience. This is a slightly unrealistic assumption as the oxygen coordina-
tion numbers tend to increasewith increasing ionic radii (see also Section 7.3.2). However, the
effects of such adjustments in coordination numbers on the Z/r2-values are small and the
relative trends shown in Fig. 6.5 would not be affected.

Interestingly, the change of configurational heat capacity of glasses across their glass tran-
sition is positively correlated with the ΔS and ΔH values of fusion (Beyer et al., 1979;
Yageman and Matveev, 1982; Richet and Bottinga, 1985, 1986). This leads to the suggestion,
therefore, that the composition effects on thermodynamics of melting to a considerable extent
are governed by the properties of the melt.
6.3.3 Activity-Composition Relations

A review of phase diagram calculations is beyond the scope of this chapter. We will limit
ourselves to the observed regularities in liquidus branches of the SiO2-rich parts of the dia-
grams and to the main factors that determine variations of SiO2 and MxO activities.

In a system in thermodynamic equilibrium, the temperature and pressure are constant and
the chemical potential (μ) of any component i is the same in all coexisting phases. Equilibrium
between two phases α and β (either solid and liquid, or both liquid) thus requires that:

μαi ¼ μβi (6.2)

Image of Fig. 6.5
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for each independent component of the system. By expressing the chemical composition of

the relevant solid or liquid solution in terms of mol fraction, xi, one writes for the chemical
potential of component i in this phase:

μi ¼ μoi +RT ln ai ¼ μoi +RT ln xi +RT ln γi, (6.3)

where R is the gas constant, μi
o the standard potential, ai the activity, and γi the activity
coefficient of component i. Alternatively, the chemical potential of i can be expressed as:

μi ¼ μoi +ΔHmi�TΔSmi, (6.4)

where ΔHmi and ΔSmi are the partial molar enthalpies and entropies of mixing of i in the rel-

evant solid or liquid solutions.

In both cases, the standard state is usually taken as pure i in the crystalline state at the tem-
perature and pressure of interest. In the absence of solid solution, the chemical potential of the
crystalline phase then reduces to:

μci ¼ μoci +RT ln aci ¼ μoci (6.5)

because the activity of i is unity in the crystal. In a two-component system, i–j, one may then

extract the chemical potential of component j from the Gibbs-Duhem relation:

Xid lnμi +Xjdlnμj ¼ 0: (6.6)

Ryerson (1985) noted that cristobalite can be considered a pure phase in binary metal oxide-

silica systems. When cristobalite is in equilibrium with a melt, Eqs. (6.1) and (6.4) state that the
activity of SiO2 in the liquid (amelt

SiO2
) is buffered to the unity value of the SiO2 activity in the crystal.

From the known SiO2 mol fraction of the melt in equilibrium with cristobalite, it is possible to
calculate amelt

SiO2
and to determine how the activity coefficient of SiO2 in themelt (γmelt

SiO2
) varieswith

thenetwork-modifiermetal cation.Byassuming that thepartialmolarenthalpyofSiO2 inagiven
system is constant, Ryerson (1985) derived the activity coefficients of the form:

ln γSiO2 ¼ a=T + constant, (6.7)

which are plotted in Fig. 6.6. These data closely resemble those reported by Romero-Serrano

et al. (2005, 2010) obtained with similar methods.

There is a clear hierarchy in these data in that γmelt
SiO2

is positively correlated with the
ionization potential of alkali metal and alkaline earth for any given metal/Si ratio, which
is similar to the results reported by Charles (1967) and Morita et al. (2000). This trend is, of
course, consistent with the inferences drawn from liquid immiscibility relations in the same
systems where the width of immisciobility gaps also increases with increasing ionization
potential of the metal cation (Section 6.2.2, Fig. 6.2; see also Hudon and Baker, 2002a, b). In
other words, the increase in steric hindrance as the Z/r2 of the metal cation increases is
reflected by increased activity coefficients of SiO2.

From the data on SiO2 activity combined with the Gibbs-Duhem equation, activities of the
metal oxide components can be calculated (Fig. 6.7; see also Charles, 1967). It follows, there-
fore, from the activity coefficient of SiO2 components that here the analogous hierarchical
relationship with the activity coefficients is increasing as the metal cation becomes more
electronegative.
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Phase relations could be calculated if either the activity-composition relationships or the
enthalpies and entropies of mixing were known independently over the relevant tempera-
ture and composition ranges. These data are now available for major solid solutions (see
Geiger, 2001; Fabrichnaya et al., 2003). Some entropy and enthalpy data for binary silicate
melts are now available (Morishita et al., 2004), which show that partial molar enthalpy and
entropy of SiO2 are very sensitive to the bulk composition of metal oxide-silicate melts. The
phase diagram information is available in the form of extensive compilations (Levin
et al., 1975).
6.3.4 Oxygen Activity and Acid-Base Reactions

The activity of SiO2 can change significantly with changes in the NBO/T of the melt. Such
determinations can be made through measurements of vapor pressures (e.g., Frohberg et al.,
1973; Plante, 1978) and electromotive forces (e.g., Kohsaka et al., 1979), or through studies of
equilibration of the melt with another phase for which the activity-composition relationship
of the component of interest is known (e.g., Rao and Gskell, 1981; Chamberlin et al., 1994). For
alkali silicates, the activity of metal oxides has also been determined from ionic conductivity
measurements with the assumption that the number of M+ carriers is determined by the dis-
sociation equilibrium of metal oxide into M+ and OM� ions (Ravaine and Souquet, 1977).
Often, the experiments cannot be performed from 0 to 100 mol% SiO2 with the same method,
or the activity of only one component can bemeasured, inwhich case that of the second can be
determined through integration of the Gibbs-Duhem equation.

Such variations are intimately related to the acid-base character of the oxygen speciation
reactions. In this respect, we may recall first that, in the 19th century, it became widely be-
lieved that all silicates derived from silicic acid, H4SiO4. A reminder of these ideas is the
use of the terms acid and basic applied to igneous rocks to designate what today is more prop-
erly denoted by silicic and mafic (fromMg and Fe) rocks, respectively. Ironically, more recent
ideas could be invoked to justify this old nomenclature.

The success of the ionic theories developed by Arrhenius and Br€onsted for aqueous solu-
tions has resulted in attempts at transposing analogous concepts to reactions in other kinds of
solvents. Adopting Lewis’s (1923) definition of acids and bases as acceptors and donors of an
electron doublet, respectively, Lux (1939) and Flood et al. (1947), for instance, considered that
acid-base reactions take place in molten oxides via exchange of “free” O2– ions. According to
this definition, SiO2 is an acid whereas metal oxides are bases, in accordance with the basic
character long attributed to an oxide like CaO. To account for such acid-base reactions, Toop
and Samis (1962) started from the equilibrium between the three different kinds of oxygens
first considered by Fincham and Richardson (1954):

O0 bridging oxygen
� �

+O2� free oxygen
� �, 2Ο� nonbridging oxygen

� �
: (6.8)

Of course, Eq. (6.8) is just a shorthand notation for the various reactions that involve more

complex entities with various proportions of bridging and nonbridging oxygens. The equi-
librium constant of this reaction is related to the oxygen ion activities by:

K¼ aO�2= aO0aO2�
� �

: (6.9)
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Finally, the Gibbs free energy of mixing is given by:
ΔGm ¼ 0:5NO�RT lnK, (6.10)

because NO�/2 oxygens react for 1 mol of melt. By definition, ΔGm is independent of compo-

sition and is proportional to the degree of depolymerization.

Through the very simple Toop and Samis (1962) model, the considerable variations of amelt
SiO2

are related in this manner to changes in the concentrations of the three kinds of oxygen ions.
Because it distinguishes only three different species, the model could in principle be
generalized to multicomponent systems. Agreement with experimental activity data is not
excellent, however, because the four basic assumptions are not really valid even for binary
systems:

(i) The equilibrium constant K does depend on composition and, thus, on the degree of
polymerization of the melt and, in particular, on Qn-speciation for a given composition
(Dron, 1982). As described in Chapter 10, such a simple formalism fails when applied to
iron redox reactions because the activity coefficients of the three kinds of oxygens
involved depend on the composition of the system.

(ii) The three types of oxygens do not mix ideally, as indicated by the prevalence of stable or
metastable miscibility gaps in binary metal oxide-silica systems and by the existence of
positive enthalpies of mixing (see Section 6.3.4).

(iii) The assumption that the metal oxide MxO dissociates entirely is difficult to ascertain,
for this would require characterization of all sorts of MdO bonds. However, no
significant “free” oxygen ions have, for example, been observed in silicates with more
than 50 mol% SiO2.

(iv) The Gibbs free energy ofmixing is not entirely due tomixing of the three kinds of oxygen
ions, because their distribution within the Qn-units and mixing of larger anionic units
should also contribute to entropy of mixing.

The success of acid-base theories in aqueous solutions rests primarily on the well-defined
nature and extremely small concentration of solutes. This allows activities to be either approx-
imated by mol fractions, or readily calculated from the Debye-H€uckel theory of electrolytes
for solute concentration of up to about 1 mol%. Although aDebye-H€uckel formalism has been
used to model liquid immiscibility in binary metal oxide-silica systems (Tomozawa et al.,
1990), no further application has been made. As a matter of fact, a general theory of aqueous
solutions valid for concentrations of solutes similar to those of MxO oxides in silicate melts
remains to be worked out. Hence, formalisms established for concentrated aqueous solutions
are unlikely to be transposable to silicate melts where MOn complexes are not discrete inde-
pendent entities dispersed throughout the solvent but rather essential components of the
structure.

These differences notwithstanding, there remain definite similarities between the optical
spectra of ions in silicate glasses and in aqueous solutions (see Duffy and Ingram, 2002). The
similar colors conferred by dissolved ions in both cases are the most obvious manifestation of
this kinship. For this reason, Duffy and Ingram (1971) assumed that spectroscopic measure-
ment could provide a measure of the electron donor power of oxygen as a function of the na-
ture of the cation (see also Duffy, 2018). Such a general scale of optical basicity relies on
ultraviolet spectroscopic measurements made on dissolved ions, such as Tl+ and Pb2+, whose
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electron densities are very sensitive probes of the extent to which these ions receive negative
charge from oxygen atoms. Duffy and Ingram (1971) thus defined the optical basicity as:

Λ¼ vfree ion�vglass
� �

= vfree ion�vCaOð Þ, (6.11)

where v is the s-p frequency of the probe ion in a free, uncomplexed state (e.g., 60,700 cm�1 for

Pb2+) in the glass and in crystalline CaO (e.g., 29,700 cm�1 for Pb2+), which is taken as a con-
venient reference state. This parameter ranges from 0.33 (P5+) to 1.7 (Cs+), with values of 0.48
(Si4+), 0.60 (Al3+), 1.0 (Fe2+), 1.15 (Na+), and 1.3 (Mg2+). It can be used for phosphate and other
oxidic glass. Hence, it allows basicity to be determined directly for a variety of complex ma-
terials and to be related to other measures of basicity such as carbonate or sulfide solubility
(e.g., Moretti and Ottonello, 2003). Further work has led to its empirical determination as a
function of composition (Duffy, 1993; Mills, 1993).
6.3.5 Energetics of Mixing

Some enthalpy and Gibbs free energy data of mixing for binary melt oxide silica systems
exists based on calorimetric observations and numerical modeling (Seo and Tsukihashi, 2004;
Morishita et al., 2004; Romero-Serrano et al. 2010; Sugawara et al., 2011). Heat of solution of
SiO2 in alkali-SiO2 glasses, ΔHsol(SiO2), were reported by Morishita et al. (2004). From those
data, they derive partial molar enthalpy of SiO2 in liquids as a function of composition:

ΔHSiO2 liquidð Þ¼ΔHso1 liquidð Þ
ΔnSiO2

(6.12)

where ΔnSiO2
is the increment of SiO2 added to the solution at high temperature and
ΔHsol(liquid) is themeasured enthalpy of solution. The partial molar enthalpy of SiO2 in these
mixtures relative to themolar enthalpy of pure SiO2 for any SiO2 content follows the hierarchy
of the metal cation properties (Fig. 6.8). Furthermore, the partial molar enthalpy is a strong
nonlinear function of metal/Si ratio (Fig. 6.8) in a manner similar to that reported by Charles
(1967). The relative partial molar entropy of SiO2 in thesemelt systems also is very sensitive to
the metal/Si ratio of the melt and very far from an ideal mixture (Morishita et al., 2004). Sim-
ilar results were calculated for MO-SiO2 liquids by Seo and Tsukihashi (2004) and Romero-
Serrano et al. (2010). For the same systems, the calculated results seem very similar to one
another.

Interestingly, in the MxO-SiO2 systems there is a systematic correlation between the depth
of the minimum and the ionization potential of the divalent cation (Fig. 6.9). It was suggested
that this latter correlation reflected a distribution of the divalent cations among free (isolated)
oxygen anions and oxygen ions also bonded to the silicate structure (Romero-Serrano
et al., 2010).

Experimentally determined enthalpy of mixing for Na2O-SiO2 melts shows a profound
minimumbetween 30 and 40 mol% SiO2 (Sugawara et al., 2011). Theminimum also compares
well with that computed by Romero-Serrano et al. (2005). Compared with the slope of an en-
thalpy of ideal mixing line, there is a distinct excess enthalpy with the maximum in quite
silica-rich compositions (Hovis et al., 2004; see also Fig. 6.4). This composition corresponds
to that of the metastable critical temperature of unmixing in the Na2O-SiO2 system
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(Fig. 6.1). This is also the composition, therefore, withmaximum steric hindrance. From about
70 to 50 mol% SiO2, enthalpies vary linearly with composition. As the ionization potential of
the metal cation increases, this effect also becomes more pronounced, which also leads to
wider miscibility gaps and higher critical temperatures (Hudon and Baker, 2002a, b; see also
Fig. 6.2).
6.3.6 Heat Capacity

The heat capacity, Cp, determines the temperature dependencies of the Gibbs free energy
and other thermodynamic functions. To give a specific example, enthalpy of mixing as de-
rived in the previous section from solution calorimetry relies on appropriate Cp data for
glasses and liquids. The heat capacity must also be known in solid-liquid phase equilibria
calculations. Given the differences between crystal and melt properties discussed in
Chapter 4, Section 4.2, and illustrated in Fig. 4.2, the freezing point depressions, which can
reach 1000 K in binary alkali silicates, cannot bemodeled correctlywithout heat capacity data.
Because the heat capacity can be split into vibrational and configurational parts, the latter can
also provide basic information on atomic interactions.

A summary of available Cp measurements for binary metal oxide-silicate melts is given in
Fig. 6.10. In most of the systems shown in Fig. 6.10, the heat capacity does not depend on tem-
perature and is a linear function of composition from pure SiO2 to the highest metal oxide
content investigated. Hence, when writing

Cp ¼
X

xiCpi ¼
X

xiCpi
° (6.13)

where xi is the mol fraction of oxide i, Cpi, the partial molar heat capacity of i does not depend

on composition (and also on temperature) and thus is equal to a constant value Cpi

°. The con-
clusion is best established for sodium silicates where measurements have been made on tem-
perature intervals reaching 1000 K for the stable and supercooled liquid states. It is more
circumstantial for CaO and MgO, in which cases the conclusion has to be drawn from ana-
lyses of data for more complicatedmelts because liquid immiscibility in binary CaO-SiO2 and
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MgO-SiO2 restricts measurements in these systems to too narrow composition intervals.
The only exceptions to these simple trends are provided by potassium silicates for which
Cp increases with temperature and does not vary linearly with composition (Fig. 6.10).
Similar variations for the binary systems involving the heavier alkali elements Rb and
Cs could be expected, but measurements are lacking for both alkalis to check this
assumption.

An important practical consequence of the lack of excess heat capacity embodied in the
linear trends of Fig. 6.10 is that both enthalpy and entropy of mixing are independent of tem-
perature. In addition, from the thermodynamic relationship:

Cpi ¼Cpi
� �2 RT ∂ ln γi=∂Tð ÞP, nj�RT2

∂
2 ln γi=∂T

2
� �

P, nj
(6.14)

one concludes that the activity coefficient of any oxide i varies with temperature as:
ln γi ¼ ki1=T + ki2 (6.15)

whenever the partial molar heat capacities of oxide components are independent of the com-

position of the melt.

The configurational heat capacity is approximated by the difference between themeasured
Cp and the vibrational value of 3R/g atom K (see Chapter 3, Section 3.5.1). As noted by
Stebbins et al. (1984), the configurational heat capacity approximatively increases with the
ionization potential of the cation and thus correlates with the extent of liquid immiscibility.
In this respect, an important conclusion is that the partial molar heat capacities of SiO2 and
metal oxides do not generally depend on composition, even though the melt structure varies
widely between pure SiO2 and the metasilicate stoichiometry. This feature indicates that
temperature-induced structural changes inmelts dependmainly on the abundance and abun-
dance change with temperature of basic structural units that do not by themselves change
much with composition, and not on the details of the structure (Richet and Bottinga, 1985).
Hence, most of the configurational heat capacity is associated with short-range oxygen-cation
interactions, which are also at the roots of liquid immiscibility andwith coordination changes
of network-forming cations (Stebbins, 1991; Stebbins andMcMillan, 1993). This view does not
mean that medium-range order is not affected but, rather, that the energetics involved in such
changes are small, as already stated in Chapter 4, Section 4.2, from an analysis of low-
temperature heat capacities.
6.4 VOLUME AND TRANSPORT PROPERTIES

In industry or in the earth sciences, few physical properties of silicate melts match in prac-
tical importance volume, or density (cf. Toplis, 2018). Both properties also are of fundamental
interest. Whereas volume is a direct measure of ionic radii and atomic packing, the fact that
viscosity is a very strong function of composition has been used to derive the early realistic
structural models of melts (Bockris et al., 1956; Bockris and Reddy, 1970). In addition to vol-
ume and viscosity, electrical conductance must be mentioned because this transport property
has provided the most demonstrative evidence for the partially ionic nature of silicate melts
(Bockris et al., 1952a, b).
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6.4.1 Volume, Thermal Expansion, and Compressibility

In this section, we will thus discuss molar volumes along with their deriviative properties,
expansivity, and compressibility. Along with chemical composition, density in particular
remains a basic parameter for characterizing a glass because it varies with the fictive temper-
ature, T, as follows

dρ¼ ρ αl�αg
� �

dT, (6.16)

where αl and αg are the thermal expansion coefficients of the liquid and glass, respectively. For

a given composition, the effects are small because the range of fictive temperatures that can be
achievedwith usual laboratory cooling rates is generally a few tens of degrees. In contrast, the
effects of fictive temperature differences are not necessarily negligible when dealing with dif-
ferent glasses belonging to the same system. The extreme case is that of binary alkali silicates
whose fictive temperatures can be lower than that of pure SiO2 by 700 K or even more.

With typical values for silicates ρ¼3 g/cm3, αl¼8 10�5 and αv¼10�5 K�1, Eq. (6.15)
indicates that a fictive temperature difference of 100 K translates into a density change of
0.02 g/cm3. This figure, in fact, represents the magnitude of density changes induced by var-
iations in medium-range order. Hence, such simple calculations could be used to constrain
models of glass structure. Conversely, slight apparent breaks found near eutectic composi-
tions in density-composition relationships determined for glasses at room temperature have
been interpreted in terms of varying substructure (Robinson, 1969; Doweidar, 1996). To be
warranted, however, such interpretations should first rule out any bias due to differing
thermal histories.
6.4.1.1 Volume and Thermal Expansion

The limitations of glasses as model substances for liquids are particularly clear when one
considers the volume-composition relationship of sodium silicates (Fig. 6.11; see also Bockris
et al., 1956; Knoche et al., 1994; Megahed, 1999). Not only is the thermal expansion coefficient
much smaller for glasses than for liquids, but the volume-composition relationships are
markedly different in both kinds of phases, with the thermal expansion coefficient for any
Na/Si ratio greater for the melt than for its glass (Fig. 6.12B). Because the thermal expansion
coefficient of liquids increases strongly with increasing Na2O content, the density decreases
sympathetically for high-temperature liquids. The effect, of course, reflects the increasingly
important configurational changes that take place in the liquid as a result of increasing
depolymerization.

For glasses, the density and thermal expansion are readily measured through Archime-
dean and dilatometric experiments, respectively. However, softening of the sample in the
glass transition range and then too-high viscosities, often associated with partial crystalliza-
tion, prevent dilatometric measurements at higher temperatures. For melts, several methods
can be used when the viscosity has become sufficiently low above the liquidus. The most pre-
cise is high-temperature Archimedean measurements (see data comparisons by Bottinga
et al., 1983). By combining such data with volumes determined by dilatometry at the glass
transition, one can determine an average thermal expansion coefficient for the liquid:

α¼ 1=V ∂V=∂Tð ÞP, (6.17)
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as shown in Fig. 6.11A for sodium silicate glasses andmelts. In this case, the differences in the

density-composition relationships between the glass and high-temperature melt illustrate the
importance of knowing the changes in thermal expansion coefficient at the glass transition as
accurately as possible.

For binary metal oxide-silica systems, the most precise and extensive volume measure-
ments remain those of Bockris et al. (1956) for alkali silicate melts and Tomlinson et al.

Image of Fig. 6.11
Image of Fig. 6.12
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(1958) for alkaline earth silicatemelts. In all cases (Fig. 6.12), the volume-composition relation-
ships are linear within experimental error. Notably, by mixing different alkalis such as Li and
Cs, for example, the volume is a linear function of the proportion of the added component
(Li+) in exchange for another alkali metal, in this case Cs+ (Fig. 6.13; see also Megahed,
1999). Analogous relations have been reported for Li+ for K+ and Na+ for K+ exchange
(Megahed, 1999). The relationship seems to hold for different SiO2 concentrations as well.
Interestingly, the slope in Fig. 6.13 shows only a very slight decrease as the SiO2 concentration
is increased from 67 to 80 mol% (slope decreases by �5%).

As originally emphasized by Bottinga andWeill (1970), the partial molar volumes of oxides
thus are essentially independent of composition from 40 to 80 mol% SiO2. For the SiO2 com-
ponent, the partial molar volume of about 26.8 cm3/mol is, in addition, almost temperature
independent. If volume is an additive function of composition at any temperature, then
additivity also holds true for thermal expansion, (∂V/∂T)p, with the consequence that the
thermal expansion coefficient, as given by Eq. (6.15), cannot be exact linear functions of com-
position. But the effect is small so that, in the high-temperature range investigated by Archi-
medean methods, the thermal expansion coefficient, α, is also an additive function of
composition within experimental errors at least for alkali silicate melts (Fig. 6.14). The data
for alkaline earth silicate melts are considerably more scattered. However, in all cases, there
is a continuous decrease in thermal expansion with increasing SiO2 concentration (Bockris
et al., 1956; Tomlinson et al., 1958; Knoche et al., 1994).

The thermal expansion coefficient of metal oxide-silicate melts, whether from alkali or
alkaline earth silicate, decreases as the melts become silica-enriched and as the ionization po-
tential of the metal cation decreases (Figs. 6.11B, 6.14). These trends can be correlatedwith the
average bond strength of the melts. As SiO2 concentration increases, the thermal expansion
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becomes increasingly dependent on the strength of bridging SidOdSi bonds, which are the
strongest among the bonds in these structures. Consequently, with increasing SiO2 concen-
tration the average bond strength increases and the thermal expansion coefficient decreases.
The negative correlation between thermal expansion and ionization potential of themetal cat-
ion can be rationalized in a similar manner. The curvature of these trends as a function of
metal oxide/SiO2 ratio also explains why extrapolation to pure SiO2 results in molar volume
values of SiO2 (26.8 cm3/mol) that differ from those measured for pure SiO2 (see Chapter 5,
Section 5.3.3).
6.4.1.2 Volume and Compressibility

It has been suggested that the partial molar volume of bridging oxygen is greater than that
of nonbridging oxygen (Bottinga and Richet, 1995). It would follow that high pressure should
promote depolymerization of the silicate framework unless this pressure derivative changes
with pressure, because volume is the pressure derivative of the Gibbs free energy.

High-pressure volumes can be calculated from the isothermal compressibility:

βT ¼�1=V ∂V=∂Pð ÞT: (6.18)

With ultrasonic or Brillouin scatteringmethods, it is in principle much less difficult tomea-

sure compressional sound velocities, vp, which yield the adiabatic compressibility:

βS ¼�1=V ∂V=∂Pð ÞS ¼ 1=ρv2p, (6.19)

where ρ is density.

However, few studies have been made because of the high temperatures required to over-

come relaxation problems that clearly beset earlier ultrasonic work (e.g., Bockris andKojonen,
1960) in view of the 10�6 s timescales of these experiments (cf. Section 2.3.2). For alkali
silicates, an added difficulty lies in the risk of composition changes caused by sample vapor-
ization during the experiments at such high temperatures.

Results for binary metal oxide-silica melts are plotted in Fig. 6.15. They indicate linear var-
iations of both sound velocity and adiabatic compressibility with composition at least to
90 mol% SiO2. Relaxation is a problem for SiO2-rich melts as indicated in Fig. 6.15A by the
sound velocities measured at 2070 K for lithium silicates, which become increasingly too high
at SiO2 contents higher than 88 mol%.

For relaxed compressibility data, the effects of metal oxides depend on the nature of the
metal cation. The contrast between the influence of K2O on the one hand, and that of CaO
and Li2O on the other, shows that the compressibility is increased or decreased by addition
of metal oxides depending on whether the ionization potential is low or high. This effect re-
flects in part different average stiffness of the nonbridging oxygen bonds depending on the
network-modifying cation with which it forms bonding (see Chapter 2, Section 2.3) and in
part on the different distribution of silicate structural units depending on the electronegativ-
ity of the metal cation (see also Chapter 7).

For the three binary systems of Fig. 6.16, the adiabatic compressibility converges toward a
common value of about 7.5 10�11 Pa�1 for pure SiO2, which appears to depend little on tem-
perature in view of the differing temperatures of the experimental data. The precision of these
data is insufficient, however, to check whether there could exist a compressibility difference
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between bridging and nonbridging oxygens analogous to that discussed for molar volume in
the previous section.

Density, volume, and compressibility data for metal oxide-silicate melts and glasses have
been recorded both at ambient pressure and as a function of pressure (Laberge et al., 1973;
Rivers and Carmichael, 1987; Agee, 1992; Murakami et al., 2007; Sanchez-Valle and Bass,
2010; Sanloup et al., 2013). The high-pressure data are, however, restricted to information

Image of Fig. 6.15
Image of Fig. 6.16
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for melts and glasses in the system CaO-FeO-MgO-SiO2, a restriction likely driven by the de-
sire to determine the density of melts and glasses in the interior of the earth and terrestrial
planets.

Most of the high-pressure information has been either from ambient-temperature, high-
pressure elastic measurements (Murakami et al., 2007; Sanchez-Valle and Bass, 2010) or by
numerical simulation at high temperature and pressure (Lacks et al., 2007; Stixrude et al.,
2009; Sun et al., 2011; Ghosh et al., 2014). The comparative lack of data recorded for melts
at high temperature and pressure reflects the significant experimental challenges associated
with such experiments.

For melts along the SiO2-MgO join at low pressure, results from numerical simulation in-
dicate that density increases with increasingMg/Si abundance ratio (Lacks et al., 2007). How-
ever, these relationships are reversed at pressure above about 15 GPa (Fig. 6.16). That
happens because melts are increasingly compressible with decreasing Mg/Si abundance ra-
tio. Also shown in Fig. 6.16 are the experimental density data of MgSiO3 glass as a function of
pressure (Sanchez-Valle and Bass, 2010). Notably at low pressure, density is greater for the
glass than for its melt. Glass is less compressible than melt, however, so this relationship
is reversed at high pressure (Fig. 6.16).

Melt density and compressibility also respond to various solid solutions such as Mg, Fe
(Stixrude et al., 2009) and Ca, Mg (Chen et al., 2002; Ghiorso, 2004). For metasilicate compo-
sitions, for example, increasing Fe/Mg or Ca/Mg abundance ratios both result in increased
density. However, the compressibility is less sensitive to melt and glass composition.
The main differences are different pressure-temperature trajectories of the Ca2+, Mg2+, and
Fe2 + coordination numbers.
6.4.2 Transport Properties

6.4.2.1 Viscosity

Viscosity is of particular importance because it controls the rate of transport of matter and
thus of energy. For silicate melts, it is usuallymeasured either above the liquidus, in the range
1–105 Pas, or near the glass transition in the interval 1013–109 Pas (see Deubener (2018) for a
review). Crystallization generally prevents measurements from being made at intermediate
viscosities.

A great many measurements have been made by glassmakers and metallurgists on binary
metal oxide-silica melts (see review by Ryan and Blevins, 1987). Those by Bockris and Lowe
(1954) and Bockris et al. (1955a, b) still remain the most extensive data set and are considered
the most reliable at high temperature. Owing to the problems raised by poor glass formation,
hygroscopicity at low SiO2 concentration, or liquid immiscibility at high SiO2 content, mea-
surements are scarce, in contrast, near the glass transition where they are restricted to alkali
silicates (e.g., Poole, 1948).

Themost conspicuous features are the viscosity variations with both composition and tem-
perature. Probably there is no other property of silicate melts that can vary by more than 8
orders of magnitude at constant temperature along a binary join (Fig. 6.17). The extent of this
variation does, however, decrease with increasing temperature.

Likewise, the viscosity can vary by more than 10 orders of magnitude between the glass
transition and superliquidus conditions (Fig. 6.18A). In an Arrhenius diagram, it also appears
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that both viscosity and its temperature dependence depend markedly on composition. The
departure from an Arrhenian variation increases with decreasing SiO2 content and is larger
for alkaline earth than for alkali silicates. For a given stoichiometry, the viscosity varies
relatively little within both series. Practically, an important consequence of non-Arrhenian
viscosity is the crossover observed at around 1200 K (Fig. 6.18A) when alkali silicates, least
viscous at low temperatures, become more viscous than alkaline earth melts. As described
in Chapter 3, Section 3.4.5, these variations are quantitatively connected to the melt configu-
rational heat capacities through the Adam and Gibbs (1965) theory of relaxation processes
(Richet, 1984).

In contrast to the many orders of magnitude viscosity differences that prevail near the
glass transition, the viscosity of silicate melts depends relatively weakly on composition at
high temperature (Figs. 6.18B). The largest changes are found when metal oxides begin to
be added to pure SiO2 (Fig. 6.17). The associated variations of activation energies follow
similar trends. These changes are much greater than the differences observed within both
the alkali and alkaline earth series, where the viscosity varies by less than a factor of
five at constant temperature for a given stroichiometry. Again, the viscosity varies with
the ionization potential of the cation, except for Li melts at high SiO2 content.

The viscosity of ternary metal oxide-silicate melts is not linear functions of compositions
but instead typically deviates negatively from such a mixing trend (Day, 1976; Neuville and
Richet, 1991; Le Losq and Neuville, 2017; see also Fig. 6.19). Analogous data have been
reported for other alkali and alkaline earth silicate joins and modeled by a combination of
configurational entropy theory with structural characterization of the melts (Le Losq and
Neuville, 2017).

In metal oxide-silicate systems, the activation energy of viscous flow varies with temper-
ature (Fig. 6.20), which is, of course, a direct consequence of the non-Arrhenian behavior of
such melts and glasses. As described in Chapter 3, Section 3.4.5, the Adam and Gibbs (1965)
theory of relaxation processes provides an explanation of such behavior in terms of increases
of configurational entropy, the energy barriers hindering the cooperative rearrangements of
the structure remaining the same at all temperatures (Richet et al., 1986). Specifically, one
derives from Eq. (2.24), Section 2.4.5 in Chapter 2:

ΔHη ¼ 2:303�R�Be Sconf +Cp
conf

� �
= Sconf
� �2

, (6.20)

an equation that accounts quantitatively for the observed variations of activation energies.

In addition, alkali silicate liquids illustrate an important pitfall that can affect activation

energies. Viscosity is measured either above the liquidus or near the glass transition. There
is commonly a gap at intermediate temperatures because of incipient crystallization, which
restricts measurements to temperatures outside this crystallization interval. In both the low-
and high-temperature intervals where no crystallization occurs, viscosity may appear
Arrhenian if the data cover restricted temperature intervals or experimental accuracy is
not high. The comparisons made in Fig. 6.20 for sodium silicate melts between such isother-
mal activation energies and average “Arrhenian” values show that the latter can be biased to
the point that their composition dependence is the opposite of the actual trend. The origin of
the bias is that the temperature intervals investigated vary systematically with composition
because they are determined by various conditions (glass transition and liquidus
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temperatures, high-temperature volatility, etc.), which also vary strongly with composition
(see, e.g., Knoche et al., 1994). Identification of breaks in activation energies at eutectic or other
fixed points of phase diagrams thus is not warranted unless actual isothermal values have
been derived from non-Arrhenian fits made to the experimental data.

Experimental measurements of viscosity of metal oxide–silicate melts for the most part
have been restricted to less than 10 GPa (Scarfe et al., 1987; Dickinson et al., 1990; Spice
et al., 2015). An exception is the study by Reid et al. (2003), who measured the viscosity of
liquid CAMgSi2O6 to 13 GPa. In these experimental studies, the general conclusion has been
that for pressures less than 10 GPa, initial melt polymerization governs whether the viscosity
of the melts is a positive or negative function of pressure (Fig. 6.21; see also Scarfe et al., 1987;
Dickinson et al., 1990). In an early discussion of these viscosity data, Scarfe et al. (1987) con-
cluded that melts with NBO/Si�1 likely would show decreasing viscosity with increasing
pressure, whereas for melts with NBO/Si�1, their viscosity generally would increase with
increasing pressure. Of course, as pressure reached values where coordination transforma-
tion of cations takes place, melt viscosity tends to turn to a negative function of pressure
(Reid et al., 2003). The pressure at which this viscosity turnover occurs seems dependent
on melt composition. In the calculations by Lacks et al. (2007), the viscosity of SiO2 melt de-
creases until about 20 GPa pressure, above which it increases with further pressure increase
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(Fig. 6.22). However, for melts with Mg/Si�2 (MgO�SiO2), the viscosity minimum seems to
be at lower pressure—near 10 GPa, whereas for even more Mg-rich melts, the viscosity in-
creases continuously from ambient pressure. Interestingly, the viscosity above the pressure
minimum is much less sensitive to composition than at lower pressures (Fig. 6.22). By ex-
changing Ca2+ for Mg2+, similar trends have been reported from results of numerical simu-
lations, but with a tendency for increased viscosity compared with melts in the simpler
system MgO-SiO2 (Zhang et al., 2010).

An exception to this general rule can be found in recent data by Spice et al. (2015) for
Fe2SiO4 melts, which was found to decrease with increasing pressure. Although no experi-
mental data exist for other orthosilicate composition melts, results of numerical simulation
of high-pressure viscosity of Mg2SiO4 indicate increasing viscosity with increasing pressure
(Lacks et al., 2007; Adjaoud et al., 2011). The reason for this apparent difference is not clear,
but may be related to different coordination number and pressure dependence of Fe2+ and
Mg2+.

6.4.2.2 Diffusion

Although there is a wealth of tracer diffusion data for simple metal oxide-silica systems
(see Ni and Koker, 2018), few measurements have been made for different elements in the
same composition. Some of these results have already been mentioned in Section 4.6.1 to
show the great difference between the diffusivities and associated activation enthalpies
observed between network-modifying cations and oxygen. Interesting exceptions
are the data gathered at 1600°C for CaO-SiO2 melts (Fig. 6.23). Consistent with the trends
already discussed, no difference is found between oxygen and silicon diffusivities, which
are both lower than that of Ca2+ by less than an order of magnitude. All diffusivities
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are linear functions of composition in the investigated intervals. Interestingly, however,
their difference decreases sufficiently rapidly with increasing SiO2 content so that an ex-
trapolation of these trends would point to faster diffusion for Si and O than for Ca at
SiO2 contents higher than 80 mol%. In view of the data shown in Fig. 5.19, this situation
is unlikely. This indicates that, before such a concentration is reached, the linear relation-
ships should break down to match the higher diffusivity of O compared to Si in pure SiO2.
One might expect that information could be derived in this respect from the Eyring rela-
tionship in Eq. (4.11), as it relates diffusivities to viscosities which are known up to 100 mol
% SiO2. The Eyring diffusivities are of little help, however, because they match, curiously,
the Ca data at low SiO2 content before tending to the Si diffusivities as described for pure
SiO2 in Chapter 5, Section 5.3.4.2.

In general, the diffusivity and activation enthalpy of diffusion of metal oxide-silicate melts
at high temperature decrease with increasing metal/silicon abundance ratio (Seo and
Tsukihashi, 2004; see review by Lesher, 2010). For givenmelt composition, the diffusivity also
decreases with increasing electrical charge.

From simple system numerical simulations, one finds that, more often than not, there is at
least a semiquantitative link between viscosity and diffusivity (Shimizu and Kushiro, 1984;
Reid et al., 2003; Lacks et al., 2007; Zhang et al., 2010). Therefore, the zero-pressure diffusivity
of melts in the MgO-SiO2 system follows a pattern of decreasing values as the proportion of
MgO increases (Fig. 6.24). We also see that the diffusivities of O and Si are for all practical
purposes identical, while the DMg is decoupled from the Si and O (Fig. 6.4). Notably, this dif-
ference diminishes with increasing Mg/Si abundance ratio. Though present, these relation-
ships become less distinct at high pressure (Zhang et al., 2010). The O and Si diffusivities are
for all practical purposes mirror images of the melt viscosity, which is, of course, as would be
expected if these properties were linked via the Eyring equation; see Eq. (4.11).

From the limited experimental and simulation data available, it appears that pressure ef-
fects on diffusivity also seem to be a mirror image of melt viscosity. For diopside melt, for
example, oxygen and silicon diffusivities decrease with pressure until slightly below
10 GPa before both diffusivities increase with further pressure increase (Fig. 6.25; see also
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Reid et al., 2001; Verma and Karki, 2012). It may be recalled that the viscosity of diopside melt
increases with increasing pressure until a maximum value is reached (Reid et al., 2003).

6.4.2.3 Electrical Conductivity

Until the mid-19th century, molten silicates were generally considered to be made up of
molecular entities. Following the discovery of ionic dissociation in solutions, the question
remained unclear until the classic high-temperature experiments by Bockris et al. (1952a,

Image of Fig. 6.24
Image of Fig. 6.25
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b) eventually demonstrated the ionic nature of a variety of binary metal oxide-silica systems
(Souquet, 2018). First, Bockris et al. (1952a, b) found that the electrical resistivity of thesemelts
is lower, but of the same order of magnitude, than that of chlorides of the same metals.
Second, the resistivity decreases with the proportion of metal oxide and is lowest with oxides
of univalent metals with small ionic radii. Over the temperature intervals investigated, the
resistivity follows an Arrhenius law

ρe ¼ ρ0 exp �ΔHρ=RT
� �

: (6.21)

The activation enthalpy, ΔHρ, increases slightly with increasing metal oxide content,

whereas the preexponential parameter, ρ0, decreases or increases with increasing metal oxide
content in alkaline earth and alkali systems, respectively.

Through electrolysis experiments, Bockris et al. (1952a) further showed that electrical cur-
rent is carriedwholly by network-modifying cations. They found no evidence for either “free”
oxygen ions O2– or free Si4+, the concentration of the former having later been found to be of
the order of 10�5 (Semkow and Haskin, 1985). These observations demonstrated that silicate
melts are only partially ionic and that anions must be large in size compared to the cations.
Bockris et al. (1952b) also made the important observation that the activation energy is from
two to four times smaller for electrical conduction than for viscous flow.

Although it has often been assumed that electrical resistivity follows Arrhenian laws,
measurements made over sufficiently large temperature intervals show that this is gener-
ally not the case (Fig. 6.26). As for viscosity, the observations can be reproduced by the TVF
equation:
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logρe ¼Α+Β= Τ �Τ 1ð Þ, (6.22)

where A, B, and T1 are fit parameters. In alkali silicates, electrical conductivity is due to the
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mobility of alkali ions. Because alkali ions remain mobile when viscous flow become vanish-
ingly small, the temperature, T1, of such equations is lower for electrical resistivity than for
viscosity. For instance, the T1 values are 318 (35) kJ/mol and 427 (11) kJ/mol for K2Si9O19, and
88 (173) J/mol and 420 (3) J/mol for Na2Si5O11 for electrical resistivity and viscosity, respec-
tively. The electrical resistivity is a regular function of ionic potential, the order being Li, Na,
K (Fig. 6.26B), except at high SiO2 content where, for reasons that are yet unclear, the order is
Na, Li, K (Tickle, 1967).

Another significant feature is the marked nonlinear variation of resistivity when two dif-
ferent alkali cations aremixed and theM2O/SiO2 ratio is kept constant (Fig. 6.27). The effect is
more pronounced the lower the temperature. It parallels the viscosity extremum described
previously for an alkaline earth system (Fig. 6.19), with the important feature that the viscos-
ity minimum is associated with a resistivity maximum. These are two manifestations of
the so-called mixed alkali effect, which is also observed in internal friction, electrical conduc-
tivity, or alkali diffusion experiments. Although numerous theories have been proposed to
account for its various aspects (e.g., Day, 1976; Ngai et al., 2002), no general explanation
has been agreed upon.
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7.1 INTRODUCTORY COMMENTS

In this chapter, we will discuss the structure of binary alkali and alkaline earth silicate
glasses and melts. The principal objective is to further our understanding of how structure
relates to the physical and chemical properties of these melts and glasses. However, before
doing so, the most important features of the individual models will be summarized.

A number of structure models have been proposed. They can be divided into those
obtained by direct determination and by some form of rationalization of property informa-
tion, including liquidus phase relations and numerical simulation. Sometimes there is consid-
erable accord between suchmodels and the information obtained by direct measurement, but
sometimes there is considerable incompatibility. The structural role(s) of tetrahedrally coor-
dinated cations other than Si4+ will be the subject of later chapters (Chapters 9, 11–13).
# 2019 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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7.2 MODELING STRUCTURE

Pseudocrystalline models rely on the assumption that there exist in melts (and glasses)
structural entities that resemble, at least on a local scale, those of crystals on or near the
liquidus for the same system. Models based on assumptions of how physicochemical prop-
erties are governed by structure also use crystal chemical analogies. In thermodynamic
modeling, one assumes a specific set of components, which should ideally resemble those
in the melts, with which to describe the thermodynamic data. This is not a requirement, how-
ever, although the models that do so tend to be the more successful. Numerical simulations
based on energy-minimization techniques to calculate bond angles, bond distances,
bond strengths, and coordination numbers have been quite useful when following their
benchmarking against known structure. In many situations, numerical simulation is the only
method by which to develop a sense of the behavior of glasses and melts at very high pres-
sures and temperatures.

7.2.1 Pseudocrystalline and Quasichemical Models

Here, it is assumed that there exist in melts and glasses silicate species resembling those
found in crystalline materials. In one group of models, structural similarity of minerals on
the liquidus and the melt is assumed (Morey and Bowen, 1924; Burnham, 1975; Bottinga
and Richet, 1978; Burnham andNekvasil, 1986).Melt structuremodeled on this basis has been
used, for example, to derive liquidus phase relations (Burnham, 1975; Bottinga and Richet,
1978; Bottinga et al., 1981; Burnham and Nekvasil, 1986). Such models also have been used,
with some success, to explain nucleation in metal oxide silicate systems (Kirkpatrick, 1983;
Davis and Ihinger, 1999, 2002; Zotov and Delaplane, 2000).

Bottinga and Richet (1978) pointed out that the constraints imposed by liquidus phase
equilibria and the Gibbs-Duhem equation are not sufficient to calculate the chemical potential
of a liquidus phase in multicomponent systems, because all possible structural entities in the
melt must be identified and their mixing properties ascertained for a complete description of
themelt structure. In light of the paucity of such information, they assumed that the structural
entities of amulticomponent melt are produced bymelting of the known crystallinematerials
in the system. For example, in the system MgO-SiO2, liquidus phases are periclase (MgO),
forsterite (Mg2SiO4), clinoenstatite (MgSiO3), and silica polymorphs (Bowen and Andersen,
1914; Greig, 1927). In other systems such as alkali silicates, the number of liquidus phases
sometimes is greater (Kracek, 1930a,b, 1932; Morey et al., 1930), and the number of assumed
species in the liquid must increase correspondingly.

Another group of models relies on inferences from measurements of physical properties.
Among these, transport properties have been particularly attractive because these can often
be linked to breakage and formation of bonding in the structure. Several models dating back
60 years or more have met with significant success and some have arrived at conclusions sur-
prisingly similar to those derived from much more recent spectroscopic measurements. This
includes the models by MacKenzie (1947) and by Bockris and Reddy (1970), which were
based on an assumed relationship between activation energy of viscous flow and SidO bond
strength. Another example is the substructure model proposed by Babcock (1968), which
relied on refractive index and molar volume data of glasses.
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Quasichemical models can incorporate structural information in the formulations of equi-
libria used for free energy minimizations. For example, Bottinga and Richet (1978) modeled
successfully the liquidus phase relations in the MgO-SiO2 system. Their model comprises
elements of this approach.

Pelton and coworkers (Blander and Pelton, 1984, 1987; Pelton and Wu, 1999) developed a
model based in part on the observation that there is a pronounced free energy minimum near
orthosilicate compositions in binary metal oxide-silica systems (see Navrotsky et al., 1985, for
compilation of these data). In binary metal oxide (M) silicate (Si) melts, the model considers
the formation toMdSi bonds fromMdMand SidSi bonds (Pelton andWu, 1999) as follows:

M�Mð Þ+ Si�Sið Þ, 2 M�Sið Þ: (7.1)

To minimize the energy change of reactions formalized in this equation, equilibria among

species in themelts of interest are considered. For example, for the systemMgO-SiO2, Blander
and Pelton (1987) wrote:

MgOliquid + SiO2
liquid ,MgSiO3

liquid, (7.2)

and
2MgOliquid + SiO2
liquid ,Mg2SiO4

liquid: (7.3)

Other reactions could also be written, but those used were obviously chosen in part so that

the most reliable thermodynamic data can be brought to bear on the question. By choosing
melt components resembling structural species otherwise determined for the melts and
glasses of interest, this treatment brings thermodynamic modeling closer to the melt
structure.
7.2.2 Polymer Modeling

In polymer models, the formation of silicate melt is considered as chemical interactions
between metal oxide (e.g., MO) and silica. There are various versions of this model (e.g.,
Masson, 1968, 1977). One may view this as a gradually evolving polymerization of silicate
complexes as the Si/O ratio is changed:

SiO4
4� + SinO

2 n+ 1ð Þ�
3n+ 1 Ð Sin+ 1O

2 n+ 2ð Þ�
n+ 4 +O2�: (7.4)

This model received experimental support in several experimental studies of structure

carried out with the aid of analysis of TMS (trimethylsilyl) derivatives of the silicate glass
network. These include those of Smart and Glasser (1978) for glasses in the system
PbO-SiO2 and Lentz (1969) for Na2O-SiO2 composition glasses.

There are, however, important problems with the TMS method itself that make the results
unreliable. First, it involves formation of a solution from the glass. The chemical process
employed to create the solution does not produce 100% yield. Presumably, the residue con-
tains highly polymerized units that cannot be broken down so that chromatographic analysis
of solutions of TMS derivatives provides incomplete results. Second, in the data Smart and
Glasser (1978) reported for a PbO-SiO2 glass, for example, they calculated the bulk melt
polymerization, NBO/Si, by adding up the proportions of the various reported structural
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units (monomers, dimers, trimers, etc.). This resulted in NBO/Si¼2.4, whereas the bulk com-
position yields a nominal value of 2.8. In the study by Lentz (1969) on glasses in the system
Na2O-SiO2, the bulk NBO/Si from themeasurements of TMS derivatives was 2.8, yet the bulk
composition had a nominal NBO/Si-value of 1.0.
7.2.3 Thermodynamic Modeling

Structures inferred from modeling of thermodynamic properties share a common trait,
which is that the thermodynamic data can be described in terms of components that are not
necessarily equivalent to actual structural entities in the melt. That notwithstanding, models
of this type have been developed to such a level of refinement that these can reproduce prop-
erties of the systemwith considerable accuracy (Ghiorso and Sack, 1995). The use of suchmodels
for compositions, temperature, or pressures outside the range where the modeling was carried
out is, however, fraught with danger. A better approach to modeling thermodynamic behavior
is to incorporate presumed melt species that may resemble, at least in a compositional
sense, those of relevant crystalline silicates (Bottinga and Richet, 1978; Pelton and Wu, 1999).
7.2.4 Computational Models

Numerical simulations can yield significant insight into the structure and dynamics of
amorphous materials (Horbach et al., 2001; Ispas et al., 2002; Wu et al., 2004, 2015; Polyakov
et al., 2010). In fact, in many cases information from computational models is the only source
of information on structure and properties of silicatemelts at very high temperature and pres-
sure (Ghiorso, 2004; Karki et al., 2006; Adjaoud et al., 2008, 2011; Karki and Stixrude, 2010).

7.2.4.1 Bond Distance and Bond Angle

Computational models often focus on calculating bond angles, bond distances, average co-
ordination numbers, and angle and distance distributions. For example, Ispas et al. (2002) and
Huang and Cormack (1990) simulated radial distribution functions for melts in the system
Na2O-SiO2 and derived SidO, SidSi, OdO, and NadO bond distances and angle distribu-
tions as functions of composition (Fig. 7.1). A comparison of the simulated structure (Ispas
et al., 2002) with that obtained by neutron diffraction (Zotov and Keppler, 1998) for an
Na2O-SiO2 glass with 20 mol% Na2O is shown in Table 7.1. Most simulated and experimen-
tally determined parameters agree within several percent, although exceptions to this conclu-
sion can be found in SidSi distances, for example.

The first two distances, SidO and OdO, are clearly identified in the radial distribution
function simulated for the SiO2 and also for Na2O-SiO2 glass with 30 mol% Na2O
(Fig. 7.1). Another important feature is the broadening of the SidO peaks. This peak also be-
comes distinctly asymmetric when the Na2O content increases and eventually evolves into
two distinct components. One SidO peak is near or slightly below 1.6 Å and the other near
1.65 Å. These features likely result from overlapping of SidNBO and SidBO distances (be-
tween Si and nonbridging and bridging oxygen, respectively), as shown more clearly in
Fig. 7.1B for a simulated Na2Si4O9 melt (Ispas et al., 2002). These results (Fig. 7.1) are consis-
tent with NMR data, which also indicate different bond distances for SidNBO and SidBO
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FIG. 7.1 (A) Computed radial distribution function for an SiO2 glass and a 0.3Na2O�0.7SiO2 glass (Huang and
Cormack, 1990). (B) Details of the first SidO distance simulated for Na2Si4O9 glass (Ispas et al., 2002).
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(Lee and Stebbins, 2003a,b). The SidNBO bond is several percent shorter than the SidBO
bond. This difference is understandable given the much weaker bonding of Na in the
nonbridging SidOdNa linkages comparedwith that of Si in the bridging SidOdSi linkages.
The weaker NadObond results in the nonbridging oxygen in the SidOdNa linkagemoving
closer to the Si atom, which also results in distinctly different spectroscopic signatures of
SidNBO bonds as compared with SidBO (Furukawa et al., 1981; McMillan, 1984; Lee and
Stebbins, 2003a,b).

7.2.4.2 Multiple Silicate Species

From molecular dynamics simulation, Soules (1979) concluded that the SidOdSi angle
distributions of Na2O-SiO2 melts with 32 and 22 mol% Na2O exhibit two maxima, one near
160 degrees and another near 110 degrees. More recent simulation results for Na2Si4O9 melt
TABLE 7.1 Band Assignments in the 700–1200 cm�1

Frequency Region of Raman Spectra of Silicate Glasses

Band Assignment

840–860 SidO� in Q0a

880–910 SidO� in Q1

940–970 SidO� in Q2

1070–1110

a Q0, Q1, Q2, and Q3 denote SiO4 and AlO4 species where the superscript

is the number of bridging oxygen in the unit. The Raman bands assigned to

SidO stretching in these species have been discussed by Brawer andWhite

(1975), Furukawa et al. (1981), McMillan (1984), McMillan et al. (1992),

and Mysen et al. (2003).

Image of Fig. 7.1
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FIG. 7.2 SidOdSi (A) and SidOdNa (B) angle distribution functions from molecular dynamics simulations of
Na2Si4O9 melt by Ispas et al. (2002). The arrows in both figures highlight the two maxima in the distributions.
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show two clear maxima in the SidOdSi and SidOdNa angle distribution functions
(Fig. 7.2). In the former, the two clear maxima (marked with arrows in Fig. 7.2A) likely reflect
the coexistence of at least two silicate structures with angle distributions around two dis-
tinctly different maxima. Such different angles, in turn, would be consistent with structural
entities in the melt that differed, for example, in their number of nonbridging oxygens
(Furukawa et al., 1981) or, perhaps, are the result of different ring statistics (Kohara
et al., 2011).

The SidOdNa angle distribution (Fig. 7.2B) is the angle between the Si4+ in tetrahedra and
the central cation in adjacent oxygen ligands surrounding network-modifying cations. The
oxygen in this distribution is, therefore, nonbridging. The two distinct angle distributions
in Fig. 7.2B would lead to the suggestion, therefore, that there are at least two distinctly dif-
ferent types of nonbridging oxygen in Na2Si4O9 melt. In a similar simulation, Newell et al.
(1989) inferred that the melt structure of Na2Si3O7 consists of two structural units with, on
average, 1 and 0 nonbridging oxygen, along with smaller proportions of structural entities
that are characterized by different NBO/Si-values. Interestingly, in structure simulations
with mixed modifier cations such as Na and Ca, the most electronegative modifier cations
tend to favor specific locations in the structure, whereas the other, more positive cation
occupies different locations (Cormack and Du, 2001) (see also Fig. 7.3).

More recently, simulations have been expanded to address the nature of the silicate species
in silicate glasses and melts (Horbach et al., 2001; Seo and Tsukihashi, 2004; Polyakov and
Ariskin, 2008; Polyakov et al., 2010; Wu et al., 2015). It has generally been concluded that five
Qn-species can be used to build the equilibria. Inwhat is perhaps themost comprehensive nu-
merical simulations, Polyakov et al. (2010) found maximum abundance of Q3, Q2, Q1, and Q0

species in the Na2O-SiO2 system at Na/Si ratios of the Si2O5, SiO3, Si2O7, and SiO4 stoichiom-
etries (Fig. 7.4). This model also finds support in early experimental studies (e.g., Etchepare,
1972; Brawer and White, 1975) as well as in numerous recent works (see Section 7.3).
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Considering the enthalpy changes of the Qn-species disproportionation reactions:

2Qn ,Qn�1 +Qn+ 1, (7.5)

Polyakov et al. (2010) calculated values in the 20–30 kJ/mol range, which are within

about 50% of the data derived from experimental Qn-speciations (McMillan et al., 1992;
Mysen, 1997). Those Qn-species trends also resemble those derived for the CaO-SiO2 system
byWu et al. (2015) (Fig. 7.4). Seo and Tsukihashi (2004) also retained some of the topology of
the abundance diagrams from Polyakov et al. (2010). Moreover, in the latter calculations, for
a bulk melt NBO/Si¼4, the results in Fig. 7.4 show only Q0 species (isolated SiO4 tetrahe-
dra). However, in other calculations and experimental observations, combinations of Q0, Q1

and free oxygen were reported for both alkali and alkaline earth silicate melts with bulk
NBO/Si¼4 (Umesaki et al., 1988; Sen and Tangeman, 2008). Further discussion of these is-
sues is provided in Section 7.3, where experimental data are brought to bear on this
question.

7.2.4.3 Simulation of High-Pressure Structure

Experimental characterization of silicate melts at high temperature and pressure (often
above 1000°C and>100 GPa) is greatly restricted by experimental limitations that oftenmake
it necessary to return the sample to ambient conditions for structural examination. Numerical
simulations then are especially valuable (Matsui, 1996; Diefenbacher et al., 1998; Ghosh et al.,
2014; Zhao et al., 2014).Much of this work is driven by the desire to gather knowledge of struc-
ture and properties relevant to the formation and crystallization of melts in the interior of the
earth and other terrestrial planets. This work has, therefore, often been restricted to the sys-
tems MgO-SiO2 (Stixrude and Karki, 2005; Zhao et al., 2014; Ghosh et al., 2014), CaO-MgO-
SiO2 (Shimoda and Okuno, 2006; Sun et al., 2011) and MgO-CaO-Al2O3-SiO2 (Matsui, 1996).
Less information exists for alkali silicates, but what has been done offers useful information
(Diefenbacher et al., 1998; Noritake et al., 2012).

Pressure effects may be divided into changes in average bond distances, bond angles,
and oxygen coordination numbers, on the one hand, and silicate speciation on the other.
Numerical simulations lend themselves well to the former group of data. For example,
in the Na2O�SiO2 system, the SidOdSi angle decreases systematically with increasing
pressure, but expands only slightly with increasing temperature and any pressure
(Noritake et al., 2012) (see also Fig. 7.5). Interestingly, the OdSidO angle also decreases
systematically with pressure, which suggests that there is significant tetrahedral deforma-
tion as pressure is increased (Fig. 7.5B). There is no evidence in those simulation results for
coordination transformation, at least up to the maximum pressure investigated (Fig. 7.5).
There is merely a slight compression of the SidO bond distances, which was, of course,
as would be expected given the shrinkage of the intertetrahedral angles (Fig. 7.6) The
Qn-speciation also is slightly pressure-dependent with a suggestion of a minor decrease
in Q3 abundance coupled with a small increase in Q2 and Q4 abundance (Noritake et al.,
2012) (see also Fig. 7.7). In other words, the results from Noritake et al. (2012) for
Na2O�3SiO2 melt at high temperature and pressure suggest a very minor shift to the right
of the disproportionation equilibrium:

2Q3 ,Q2 +Q4: (7.6)

However, the increases of Q2 andQ4 abundances differ, whichmeans that Eq. (7.6) is better

rewritten as:
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x+ yð ÞQ3 , xQ2 + yQ4, (7.6a)

where x<7 (Fig. 7.7). With the data reported byNoritake et al. (2012), this means that themelt

gets increasingly polymerizedwith increasing pressure—at least to the 6 GPamaximumpres-
sure in this study (see insert in Fig. 7.7).

In alkaline earth silicate melts, molecular dynamics simulations have been taken to higher
pressures (Matsui, 1996; Adjaoud et al., 2008; Ghosh et al., 2014). This initially results in fur-
ther compression of SidOdSi angles, which, at least to about 15 GPa, is a near-linear function
of pressure and insensitive to the Ca/Mg ratio (Shimoda and Okuno, 2006) (see also Fig. 7.8).
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Above this pressure range, molecular dynamics simulations also indicate a coordination
transformation of Mg2+ (Matsui, 1996; Adjaoud et al., 2008; Ghosh et al., 2014). Analogous evo-
lutions can be seen in Ca2+ coordination even though the coordination number of Ca2+ is
considerably higher than that of Mg2+ (and Si4+) (Fig. 7.9). This greater oxygen coordination
number around Ca2+ can at least qualitatively be ascribed to a greater Ca2+ than Mg2+ ionic
radius. To about 15 GPa, Si4+ remains essentially in fourfold coordination (Shimoda and
Okuno, 2006; Adjaoud et al., 2008). A further pressure increase results in a gradual and nearly
linear increase in coordination numbers, so that for MgSiO3 melt, for example, the Si4+ coordi-
nation number is near 6 even at 175 GPa,whereas that ofMg2+ approaches 8 (Ghosh et al., 2014).
By using ab initio molecular dynamics methods, Zhao et al. (2014) extended the pressure range
to>450 GPa for cation coordination in MgSiO3 melt at 13,000 K. In the 230–465 GPa range, the
coordination number remains essentially constant near 8.2 for Mg2+, whereas that of Si
increases gradually from near 6.4 at 230 GPa to 7.2 GPa at 465 GPa (Fig. 7.10).
7.3 DIRECT DETERMINATION

Direct structural examination of metal oxide-silica glasses has been carried out since the
1970s when vibrational spectroscopy, neutron and X-ray diffraction, together with nuclear
magnetic resonance techniques began to be applied extensively (Etchepare, 1972; Brawer
andWhite, 1975, 1977; Kawazoe et al., 1981; Greaves et al., 1985;Misawa et al., 1980; Schramm
et al., 1984; Schneider et al., 1987; Zhang et al., 1996). Among these methods, neutron and
X-ray diffraction probe bond distances and bond angles relevant to short- andmedium-range
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order, whereas vibrational and nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) spectroscopy probe local
structure in and near individual SiO4 tetrahedra as well as the extent to which these entities
can form extended, more polymerized silicate structures (Henderson, 2018). X-ray-based
models also have been used to characterize the environment of network-modifying cations.
Beginning at about the same time, vibrational spectroscopy and, to a lesser extent, NMR and
diffraction techniques have been applied to probe temperature- and pressure-induced struc-
tural changes in liquids (Waseda and Suito, 1977; Seifert et al., 1981; Farnan and Stebbins,
1990a,b; McMillan et al., 1992; Mysen and Frantz, 1993).
7.3.1 Silicate Network

Vibrational spectroscopy was originally used to probe the anionic structure of silicate
glasses through the so-called “fingerprinting” technique.With this method, themain features
of the spectra of a glass are compared with those of relevant crystalline materials. As an ex-
ample, Etchepare (1972) suggested that themain anionic entities of CaMgSi2O6 glass resemble
those of diopside crystals because the main Raman peaks in both spectra occur at approxi-
mately the same frequency. A comparison of the Raman frequencies in the spectra of
CaMgSi2O6 melt and diopside recorded at the diopside liquidus temperature of 1392°C
(Kushiro, 1969) have revealed even greater similarity between spectra of diopside and
CaMgSi2O6 melt at this high temperature (Richet et al., 1994).

Brawer and White (1975, 1977) were among the very first to establish systematic relation-
ships between silicate glass and melt structure and chemical composition through a Raman
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spectroscopic study of binary M2O-MO-SiO2 (M¼Li, Na, and K, alkaline earths) glasses and
for binary, ternary, and quaternary systems. They also observed that the intense bands
assigned to antisymmetric SidNBO stretching in SiO3 and Si2O5 groups were similar in crys-
talline and glassyM2SiO3 andM2Si2O5 (M¼alkali metal). Intermediate compositions resulted
in Raman spectra with intermediate intensity of Raman bands assigned to vibrations in these
silicate entities.

In a further extension of the structural concepts originally advanced by Etchepare (1972)
and Brawer and White (1975, 1977), Virgo et al. (1980), Mysen et al. (1982), and McMillan
(1984) investigated glasses ranging from pure SiO2 to nearly as depolymerized compositions
as orthosilicate. Not only do SiO3- and Si2O5-like structures exist, but there are additional
types of units such as SiO2, Si2O7, and SiO4 groups. Virgo et al. (1980) suggested that
disportionation reactions, such as

Si2O5 , SiO3 + SiO2, (7.7)

can be used to describe their mutual equilibria. An equation equivalent to (7.7) then can be

written with the Qn-species notation (Stebbins, 1987):

2Qn ,Qn�1 +Qn+ 1: (7.8)

Additional complexity with more than three coexisting Qn-species also has been reported

(Silva et al., 2011), for example, when divalent alkaline earths are introduced in alkali silicates
and enhance steric hindrance near nonbridging oxygens, causing additional disproportion-
ation. Another interesting feature of this systematics is that melts of and glasses of
orthosilicate composition, with therefore SiO4

4� silicate stoichiometry, comprise polymerized
species such as Q1 (Sen et al., 2009; Kohara et al., 2011), a structural feature also predicted by
molecular dynamics simulations (Umesaki et al., 1988). Of course, given bothQ0 andQ1 units,
free oxygen forming bonding only with metal cations must also exist in such melts and
glasses.

Implicit in the preceding discussion is the conclusion that there exists a small number of
discrete silicate structures (n¼0, 1, 2, 3, and 4). In other words, the silicate structure cannot be
described in terms of a gradually increasing degree of polymerization of individual structural
species with decreasing metal/silicon-ratio. This idea finds strong support in results from
NMR and Raman spectroscopy (Virgo et al., 1980; Schramm et al., 1984; Stebbins, 1987;
Maekawa et al., 1991; Buckermann et al., 1992; Zhang et al., 1996). For example, in a compre-
hensive 29Si MAS NMR (MAS: magic angle spinning) study of glass structure of alkali
disilicates, Maekawa et al. (1991) observed that individual peaks remain at nearly constant
frequency but change their relative intensity as a function of the alkali/silicon ratio
(Fig. 7.11). These frequencies, indicated by thick lines in Fig. 7.11, are similar to those observed
in the 29Si NMR spectra of crystalline alkali silicates of equivalent degree of polymerization
(see also Engelhardt and Michel, 1987). As the number of bridging oxygens in a structural
entity decreases (the value of n in the Qn-species decreases), the Si nucleus becomes progres-
sively deshielded, resulting in decreasing values of the chemical shifts. The 29Si MAS NMR
data (Fig. 7.11) offer strong support, therefore, for the concepts that a small number of Qn-
species exist in silicate glasses, and that Eq. (7.8) can, indeed, be used to express the equilibria
among them.
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The chemical shift of bands assigned to individual Qn-species (Fig. 7.11) varies slightly be-
cause there is a small deshielding effect even for the individual Qn-species. This effect results
from the fact that the extent of deshielding of 29Si nucleus also depends on SidObond length,
SidOdSi bridging bond angles, and on changes in second- and third-nearest neighbor en-
vironments (Murdoch et al., 1985; Oestrike et al., 1987; Schneider et al., 1987; Engelhardt
and Michel, 1987; Xue et al., 1994; Mauri et al., 2000).

The presence of a few well-defined anionic silicate units not only is supported by an ex-
tensive 29Si MAS NMR literature, but is also consistent with Raman spectra. In fact, a striking
feature of Raman spectra is that, regardless of the metal/silicon ratio, the frequencies
assigned to antisymmetric SidO stretching vibrations (see Table 7.2) in the various Qn-
species are nearly independent of composition for alkali and alkaline earth glasses
(Fig. 7.12). Interestingly, the concept of a small number of coexisting silicate structures does
have many similarities with pseudocrystalline glass structure models (see Section 7.2.1).
These concepts, developed from Raman spectra of metal oxide-silica glasses, are also consis-
tent with results from numerical simulations (Section 7.2.4).

The 29Si NMR spectra can be used to determine the abundance ratios of structural units.
The intensity of Raman bands, in contrast, is not a simple function of abundance because their
intensity does not depend only on concentration of specific structural units, but also varies as
a function of other variables such as (i) the nature of next-nearest neighbors, (ii) the type of
cations in tetrahedral coordination, (iii) the number of nonbridging oxygens in the Qn-species
of interest, and (iv) the temperature at which a Raman spectrum is recorded.

The Qn-species abundance data from 29Si MAS NMR, shown for K2O-SiO2 and Na2O
glasses in Fig. 7.13, are consistent with the idea that the principal structural variations inmetal
oxide silicate glasses are in the abundance of the individual structural units. In pure SiO2

glass, only Q4 species are detected (with the possible exception of some bond defects; see also
Chapter 5). Upon addition of metal oxides, Q4 species transform into Q3 whose abundance
reaches a maximum near the disilicate stoichiometry (Si2O5). Likewise, that of Q2 is near

Image of Fig. 7.11


TABLE 7.2 Comparison of Bond Distances (Å) and Coordination Numbers (CN) for Na2Si4O9 Glass from
MD Numerical Simulation (Ispas et al., 2002) and Neutron Diffraction Experiments (Zotov and Keppler, 1998)

Bond

Simulation Neutron Diffraction

Distance (Å) CN Distance (Å) CN

SidO 1.63 4.0 1.63 4

SidSi 2.06 3.5 3.06 3.6

OdO 2.66 5.5 2.61 5.5

NadO 2.28 5.4 2.45 4.3
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the metasilicate stoichiometry (SiO3). This evolution is analogous to that observed by
Polyakov et al. (2010) frommolecular simulation calculations for Na2O-SiO2 melts (Fig. 7.4A).

The NMR data in Fig. 7.13A offer a hint that the abundances of Qn-species also depend on
the type of metal cation. This dependence has been further documented by 29Si MAS NMR
data for M2Si2O5 glasses (M¼K, Na, and Li) shown in Fig. 7.13B. For a fixed M/Si ratio, the
abundance of Q3 species in a binary metal oxide silicate glass decreases with increasing ion-
ization potential of the alkali metal, whereas those of Q2 and Q4 increase. These relationships
suggest that Eq. (7.8) shifts to the right, at least with n¼3, with increasing ionization potential
of the metal cation (Mysen, 1997; Lin et al., 2010).

We infer from the observations (Figs. 7.13A and B) that the nonbridging oxygens in the
various Qn-species are not energetically equivalent. This inference has been substantiated
via 29Si MAS NMR and 17O triple quantum NMR spectroscopy of glasses in the systems
Na2O-CaO-SiO2 (Jones et al., 2001; Lee and Stebbins, 2003a,b) and BaO-MgO-SiO2

(Lee et al., 2003). Other properties also are strong indicators of some ordering of nonbridging
oxygens (Kohn and Schofield, 1994; Mysen, 2007). The general rule seems to be that the more
electronegative the metal cation, the stronger is its tendency to bond with nonbridging
oxygens in the least polymerized Qn-species available. This steric hindrance is also seen in
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the effect of cation size on OdSidO angles in SiO3 chains. The chain becomes increasingly
buckled the smaller the cation (Table 7.2), although Li-silicate may deviate some from
this relationship, as the small cation may actually form mixed bonding with bridging and
nonbridging oxygens (Yasui et al., 1983). Similar structural effects have been observed in
crystalline metasilicates (Liebau and Pallas, 1981).
7.3.2 Network-Modifiers and Interconnectivity

Energetically nonequivalent nonbridging oxygens in different coexisting Qn-species in
metal oxide-silica glass imply that there is also some ordering of the metal cations that serve
to link different Qn-species. This idea accords with neutron diffraction data of Li2Si2O5 glass
(Zhao et al., 1998), which yield LidLi interatomic distances near or slightly below 2 Å. This
distance is considerably smaller than that which would be expected if Li+ were randomly dis-
tributed. Lee and Stebbins (2003a,b) reported that 23Na MAS NMR chemical shifts in spectra
of Na2O-SiO2 could be related to different NadNBO bonding characteristics in the different
Qn-species. Moreover, in ternary Na2O-CaO-SiO2 glasses, Calas et al. (2002) concluded that
similar structural features are found in other metal silicate glasses, both for alkali and alkaline
earth metals and for transition metals. In general, in multicomponent silicate glasses such as,
for example, Na2O-CaO-SiO2, K2O-MgO-SiO2. In K2O-BaO-SiO2 and Na2O-MgO-SiO2, the
oxygen bonding characteristics differ such that the more electropositive cations (i.e., Na+

and K+ rather than Ca2+ and Ba2+) would tend to form bonding with nonbridging oxygen
in the most polymerized of coexisting silicate structures (Cormack and Du, 2001; Allwardt
and Stebbins, 2004; Trcera et al., 2011).

The oxygen polyhedra that surround network-modifying cations in a glass and melt typ-
ically show some order perhaps to the second oxygen coordination shell (Eckersley et al.,
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1988). The oxygen coordination number commonly is smaller than that around crystalline
materials with the same chemical composition (Cormier et al., 2001). Moreover, the type
and proportion of the metal-oxygen coordination polyhedra are related to both the availabil-
ity of various types of nonbridging oxygen and to the ionization potential of the network-
modifier (Lee et al., 2003; Lee and Stebbins, 2003a,b). Furthermore, the smaller the metal
cation, the smaller the coordination number. For example, for Li+, for glasses such as
Li2O�2SiO2, the coordination number seems near 3.2�0.2 (Zhao et al., 1998). In Na-silicate
glasses, the number is 6–7 (Angeli et al., 2000), and in Cs-silicate glasses, between 8 and
10 (Hanson and Egami, 1986). Also, in mixed cation silicate environments, the coordination
number around given cations varies with the metal-cation abundance ratios and often shows
a range of coordination numbers depending on composition (Gambuzzi et al., 2015). In gen-
eral, such cations have larger oxygen coordination numbers when they have charge-
balancing roles than when they are network-modifiers (Angeli et al., 2000, 2007; Gambuzzi
et al., 2015). In addition, in mixed cation environments, the individual bond distances, and
therefore oxygen coordination numbers, tend to be greater than in single cation systems
(Gambuzzi et al., 2015). These differences may be related to different oxygen bond distances
depending on the proportion of metal cations in a glass (Angeli et al., 2007; Gambuzzi et al.,
2015) (see also Fig. 7.14). The bond distance reflects the oxygen coordination number, which is
typically proposed to be 6 or higher (Eckersley et al., 1988). Shimoda et al. (2007), using 43Ca
MQMASNMR, reported an oxygen coordination between 7 and 8 for Ca2+, as didAngeli et al.
(2007), whereas Gambuzzi et al. (2015) proposed a wider range of numbers. When bonding to
nonbridging oxygen, the smaller Mg2+ cation gives rise to MgdO bond distances signifi-
cantly shorter than that of CadO, for example. It follows that the oxygen coordination num-
ber aroundMg2+ likely also is smaller than that of Ca2+. Waseda and Toguri (1977) suggested
4.8�0.3 as the average coordination number. However, more recent X-ray work by Wilding
et al. (2008) is consistent with MgOn polyhedra with a mixture of n¼4, 5, and 6. Kroeker and
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Stebbins (2000) from 29Mg MAS NMR concluded that, at least in Mg-bearing alkaline earth
silicate glasses, the coordination number is 6 and, in fact, the same as in their crystalline coun-
terparts (e.g., crystalline and glassy CaMgSi2O6). This conclusion also is in accord with the
25Mg triple quantum MAS results of Shimoda et al. (2007) for MgSiO3 glass.

A cation has different oxygen coordination numbers depending on its network-modifier or
charge-balance function (Binsted et al., 1985; Angeli et al., 2007). In the former situation, steric
considerations would suggest that the less polymerized a Qn-species sharing a nonbridging
oxygen with a network-modifying cation is, the larger is the oxygen coordination number.
Also, the larger the cation, the larger is the oxygen coordination number. These structural
characteristics are analogous to those of silicate crystals. This latter structural feature can
be seen in both alkali and alkaline earth silicates (Waseda and Toguri, 1977; Angeli et al.,
2007; Gambuzzi et al., 2015). The oxygen coordination numbers are influenced by the geomet-
ric restrictions on how the charge-balance may be carried out.
7.3.3 Temperature and Pressure

The data discussed so far have been recorded on glasses that were formed with
temperature-quenching of melt whose structure was thus frozen in at the glass transition.
This conclusion, in turn, implies that structure and property data of glasses cannot be extrap-
olated with precision to the conditions of a high-temperature melt, because the structure of
metal silicate melts is temperature dependent (Seifert et al., 1981; Stebbins et al., 1985;
Dingwell and Webb, 1990; McMillan et al., 1992; Mysen and Frantz, 1993). Many properties
also depend on temperature, some of which may be related to temperature-dependent melt
structure (Mysen, 1995). These can be characterized in structural terms only with data
obtained at temperatures above the glass transition.

7.3.3.1 Temperature

Changes in bond angles and bond distances develop progressivelywith temperature in the
supercooled and superliquidus states. This continuity has been observed in neutron diffrac-
tion experiments (Zotov andKeppler, 1998;Maj�erus et al., 2004) and in simulation of structure
(Ispas et al., 2002). For the same reason, the glass transition cannot be detected in exchange
frequencies of Si and O between coexisting Qn-species (Farnan and Stebbins, 1990a,b;
Maekawa and Yokokawa, 1997; George and Stebbins, 1998). Instead, it has been seen as an
abrupt decrease in 29Si NMR spin relaxation time for K2Si2O5 (Farnan and Stebbins, 1990a,b).

Notably, oxygen coordination polyhedra inmelts with the strongermetal-oxygen bond are
less sensitive to temperature. For example, inNa2O-MgO-SiO2,

25MgMASNMRdata indicate
a significant decrease of 0.025 ppm/°C in the 25Mg chemical shift with increasing tempera-
ture, whereas for the much stronger SidO bond, the decrease is approximately one order
of magnitude less (0.0025 ppm/°C) (Fiske and Stebbins, 1994) (see Fig. 7.15). There is, in fact,
a correlation between the ionization potential of themetal cation, Z/r2, and isotropic chemical
shifts (George and Stebbins, 1998) (see Fig. 7.16), which, in turn is consistent with longer ox-
ygen bonds and larger coordination numbers (George and Stebbins, 1998). On the basis of
relationships between the ionization potential and 25Mg isotropic chemical shift of crystalline
materials, George and Stebbins (1998) concluded that for an average Z/r2 value near 2.2 and
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higher, the oxygen coordination number is 6 or higher, whereas for Z/r2 values near 1.6, the
oxygen coordination number for Mg2+ would be 4. For the compositions in Fig. 7.16, this
means that essentially all Mg2+ in these glasses occupy sixfold coordination.

The silicate species in melts and glasses are linked together by various combinations of
network-modifying cations. This speciation depends not only on silicate composition, but

Image of Fig. 7.15
Image of Fig. 7.16
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also on temperature. At the glass transition, at which this Qn-species abundance such as
shown in Fig. 7.13 is frozen in, the Qn-species abundance varies with both metal/Si ratio
and with the type of alkali metal. Therefore, if equilibrium of Eq. (7.8) also depends on tem-
perature, its variations are included in the data summarized in Fig. 7.13. Moreover, a number
of temperature-dependent melt properties (e.g., transport properties; see Section 7.4) can be
linked to the types and abundance of silicate species. It is therefore necessary to establish the
temperature-dependent variations in Qn-species abundance. This has been accomplished
through first-principles simulations and high-temperature spectroscopic identification and
quantification of Qn-species (Stebbins, 1988; McMillan et al., 1992; Mysen and Frantz, 1993,
1994; Mysen, 1995, 1997, 1999; Maekawa and Yokokawa, 1997; Horbach et al., 2001).

Because Qn-speciation does not vary in the glassy state, the onset of structural relaxation
manifests itself at the glass transition as a distinct change in the slope of the temperature ver-
sus Qn abundance relationship (Fig. 7.17). In the example of K2Si2O5 (Fig. 7.17), the Q

2 and Q4

abundance increases by the same amount as a function of temperatures, whereas that of Q3

decreases. Similar variations of the Qn-species can be found in other alkali silicate and alumi-
nosilicate glasses and melts (Mysen, 1997; Mysen et al., 2003). Hence, equilibrium (7.8), with
n¼3, shifts to the right with increasing temperature as proposed by Stebbins (1988) and
Brandriss and Stebbins (1988), and subsequently documented by in situ, high-temperature
studies in a variety of metal oxide silicate melts (McMillan et al., 1992; Mysen and Frantz,
1993). This shift has been examined in terms of the effect of temperature on the constant,
K, for this equilibrium:

K¼XQ2 �XQ4

XQ3
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(1986).
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where it is assumed that the mol fraction of an individual Qn-species, XQn, is equal to activity.

Above the glass transition temperature, Tg, lnK is a linear function of reciprocal temperature
and a positive function of the ionization potential of the metal cation (Fig. 7.18A). Thus, steric
hindrance seen in glasses and governed by the electronic properties of the cation also affects
melt structure so that equilibrium (7.8) shifts to the right as the cation becomes smaller or
more highly charged (Fig. 7.18B). Such a trend is expected because increasingly electroneg-
ative metal cations should bond to nonbridging oxygens in increasingly depolymerized Qn-
species (Jones et al., 2001; Lee and Stebbins 2003a,b) and Q2 is less polymerized than Q3.

The enthalpy change (ΔH) of reaction (7.8) can be estimated from the slope of the ln K ver-
sus 1/T relationship. For Na-disilicate melts, it was originally suggested to be near �30
± 15 kJ/mol (Stebbins, 1988; Brandriss and Stebbins, 1988) from analysis of 29Si NMR spectra
of glasses with different fictive temperatures. This value agrees with the �27�5 kJ/mol
found for Na2Si2O5 melt by Maekawa and Yokokawa (1997) from high-temperature 29Si
NMR spectroscopy. From calibrated, high-temperature Raman spectra of the same Na2Si2O5

melt, Mysen (1997) reported ΔH near �36�4 kJ/mol, which compares fairly well with the
aforementioned values. We also note that the ΔH of reaction (7.8) also is positively correlated
with the ionization potential of the metal cation (Fig. 7.18C). The enthalpy change also in-
creases as the melt becomes more polymerized. Thus, the details of the equilibria among
Qn-species in metal oxide silicate melts depend on both the properties of the metal cation
and on the degree of polymerization, NBO/Si, of the melt.
7.3.3.2 Pressure

Compression of metal oxide silicate glass and melts may take three basic forms:
(i) Decreased intertetrahedral angles and associated lengthening of SidO bridging bonds
(Xue et al., 1991; Gaudio et al., 2008; Sanchez-Valle and Bass, 2010), (ii) Changes in the dis-
proportionation reactions, such as that described with Eq. (7.8) because of volume differences
between Qn-species (Dickinson et al., 1990; Xue et al., 1991; Bottinga and Richet, 1995), and
(iii) Coordination changes of network-forming (Si4+ and Al3+) and network-modifying cat-
ions (Diefenbacher et al., 1998; Lee et al., 2005; Wilding et al., 2008; Adjaoud et al., 2008;
Lee, 2011).

The SidOdSi angle compression can be observed in a narrowing of the 29Si MAS NMR
resonance assigned to Q4 entities (Gaudio et al., 2008) (see also Fig. 7.19). The full width at
half height of the two spectra in Fig. 7.19 is considerably less in the high-pressure glass (21
vs. 24 ppm). Furthermore, the greater width is in the region of the spectra dominated by res-
onances from themost polymerized species (Q4 and perhaps Q3), reflecting therefore the sug-
gestion that the strongest SidOdSi angle compression takes place in the most polymerized
species, such as Q4.

Angle compression and bond length increase seem to become decreasingly important with
increasing metal/Si ratio. This effect likely reflects a decreasing abundance of Q4 species as
the metal/silicon ratio decreases (Xue et al., 1991). That the Q4 is more compressible than the
other species is also reflected by the decreasing compressibility of alkali silicate melts with
increasing alkali/silicon ratio (see also Chapter 6, Section 6.4.1).

The second way in which pressure can affect structure concerns the volume change asso-
ciated with reaction (7.8), whose sign depends primarily on the partial molar volumes of the
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Qn-species. This change varies with the proportion of bridging (BO) and nonbridging (NBO)
oxygens, with the compressibility of the metal-oxygen polyhedral linking Qn-species, and
with the compressibility of the Qn structural units. Bottinga and Richet (1995) inferred from
molar volume relations that the partial molar volume of bridging oxygen is greater than that
of nonbridging oxygen. This is also consistent with a larger SidBO bond distance compared
with SidNBO (Lee and Stebbins, 2003a,b). The Q4-species with four bridging oxygen bonds
likely has the largest partial molar volume. The Q2 species with two nonbridging and two
bridging oxygens would have a smaller partial molar volume than Q3 species with only
one nonbridging and two bridging oxygens. Thus, theΔ V of reaction (7.8) would be negative.
The volume effect probably is further enhanced because of the greater compressibility of Q4

compared with Q3 and Q2. The compressibility of Q4 units likely resembles that of pure SiO2

(see Chapter 5).
These volume considerations are consistent with observed changes with pressure of the

species abundances that define equilibrium (7.8) (Fig. 7.20) (see also Xue et al., 1991;
Dickinson et al., 1990). The Q2 and Q4 abundances do increase with pressure, whereas that
of Q3 decreases. This observation also agrees with the results reported by Dickinson et al.
(1990), who suggested that the Raman spectra of K2Si4O9 glass, quenched at 2.1 GPa, are
consistent with a slight increase in Q4 andQ2 abundance in K2Si4O9melt with pressure, a con-
clusion similar to that of Mysen (1990) for Na2Si2O5 quenched at 2 GPa.

Pressure can also result in coordination changes of both network-forming cations such as
Si4+ and Al3+ (Ohtani et al., 1985; Xue et al., 1991; Allwardt et al., 2005, 2007; Lee et al., 2006;
Sanloup et al., 2013) and alkali and alkaline earth network-modifying cations (Wilding et al.,
2008; Sanloup et al., 2013; Ghosh et al., 2014) (see also Fig. 7.21). For network-modifying cat-
ions, coordination numbers increase rapidly with pressure, the rate of increase and actual co-
ordination numbers depending on the cation (Sun et al., 2011; Sanloup et al., 2013; Ghosh
et al., 2014). For network-formers such as Si4+, there is incontrovertible multinuclear NMR

Image of Fig. 7.19
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evidence that Na2Si3O7 and Na2Si4O9 glasses quenched from melt at pressures up to 10 GPa
contain both [4]SidOd[5,6]Si and NadOd[5,6]Si bonds (Lee et al., 2003, 2006) (see also
Fig. 7.22). The comparatively abrupt abundance changes in the 6–8 GPa range would suggest
that it is here that major coordination transformation of Si4+ occurs. This conclusion (Lee and
Stebbins, 2003a,b) is also supported by results from Xue et al. (1994) from static
and MAS NMR studies of other high-pressure Na-silicate glasses. The extent to which

Image of Fig. 7.20
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Si-coordination changes occur with pressure and the pressure range over which it may
occur appear dependent on the availability of nonbridging oxygen in the starting materials
(Lee et al., 2003).
7.4 STRUCTURE AND MELT PROPERTIES

The variations of properties of silicate melts and glasses in general, and binary metal oxide
in particular, reflect structural changes, be they from bulk composition, temperature, or pres-
sure. Somemodels were derived on the basis of assumed relationships between structure and
properties (see, e.g., Sections 7.2.1 and 7.2.3). Some of these models are consistent with the
data obtained by directmeasurements (Section 7.3), thus lending credence to the assumptions
in some of the property-based structuremodels. In other cases, current understanding of melt
structure can be used to decide which ones are consistent with the available data.

The minimum M/Si ratios of stable crystalline phases in various metal oxide silicate crys-
tals reflect the extent to which steric hindrance is associatedwith accommodation of cations in
a crystalline silicate network (Liebau, 1980; Liebau and Pallas, 1981). In silicate glasses and
melts, many of the same structural restrictions can be applied in terms of the relative stability
of Qn-species and the response of types and proportions of Qn-species to changes in the pro-
portions and electronic properties of the network-modifying metal cations (M-cation). The
fact that the equilibrium constant for Eq. (7.8) is positively correlated with the ionization po-
tential of themetal cation is a direct consequence of steric restrictions imposed by bonding the
metal cations to nonbridging oxygen in Q3-species (Fig. 7.18).

Image of Fig. 7.22
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7.4.1 Thermal Properties

7.4.1.1 Liquidus Surfaces

Several studies have quantified thermodynamic data of silicate melts in terms of oxide
components or used liquidus phases as guides of speciation in themelts. However, given cur-
rent knowledge of the actual structure of silicate melts, such as illustrated in Section 7.3, the
structural information may be combined with thermodynamic data. This has been done, for
example, by a combination of available structural data for the Na2O-SiO2 system andwith the
assumption of ideal mixing of the Qn-species together with additive and temperature-
independent heat capacities to derive a quantitative thermodynamic model of melts
(Halter and Mysen, 2004). In this way, agreement was found between the experimental
and calculated liquidus phase relations (Fig. 7.23).
7.4.1.2 Mixing

Liquidus phase diagrams may be used to compute the activities of oxide components. For
example, the liquidus surfaces of silica polymorphs in metal oxide-silica systems (see
Chapter 6, Figs. 6.1 and 6.6) indicate that as the activity of SiO2 increases, the more electro-
negative is the metal cation. Notably, for the system Na2O-SiO2, the activity coefficient of
SiO2 is near unity (Ryerson, 1985; Morishita et al., 2004). In other words, the system is near
ideal, at least in the composition range of the liquidus surfaces of silica polymorphs. This con-
clusion accords with that reached by Halter and Mysen (2004) as discussed previously.

In terms of melt structure, the activity of SiO2 as deduced from the cristobalite/tridymite
liquidus trajectory (see Chapter 6, Section 6.3) is particularly interesting, as it is related to the
abundance of Q4 species. The expansion of the cristobalite/tridymite liquidus volume toward
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decreasing silica content with increasing ionization potential of the metal cation (Fig. 7.24)
follows naturally from the observation that the disproportionation reaction (7.8) among
Qn-species shifts to the right with increasing ionization potential of the metal cation
(Fig. 7.24). Thus, even if the mixing properties between Qn-species were not affected by
the properties of the metal cations, the relationships in Fig. 7.18 are consistent with the
liquidus phase relations in Fig. 7.24. In other words, an increase in the activity coefficient
of the component, SiO2, as derived from liquidus relations (see also Ryerson, 1985), at least
in part, is the result of increasing concentration of fully polymerized Q4 species in the melt.

Mixing in binary metal oxide silicate melts has also been determined experimentally
(Hovis et al., 2004; Morishita et al., 2004; Sugawara et al., 2011). Molecular dynamics simula-
tion also has been employed for this purpose (Seo and Tsukihashi, 2004; Zhang, 2011). For
Na2O-SiO2 melts, there is a small excess enthalpy, which reaches about 4 kJ/mol as indicated
by a 4th-order polynomial fit (Fig. 7.25), which likely increases with decreasing temperature
(Sugawara et al., 2011) and eventually results in metastable immiscibility near the glass tran-
sition. Zhang (2011), using first-principles molecular dynamics simulation at 4000 K, also ob-
served a tendency to generate excess heat of mixing in MgO-SiO2 melts with between 80 and
90 mol% SiO2, although the compositional extent of this maximum somewhat depends on the
methods used for calculation.

Sugawara et al. (2011) found a maximum in the entropy of mixing, and a corresponding
configurational entropy maximum, along this join at approximately the same composition
(Fig. 7.26). This unmixing likely reflects steric incompatibility of Q4 and Q3 structural units,
which for all practical purposes are the two coexisting silicate structures in the composition
region of the enthalpy of mixing maximum. This incompatibility eventually leads to
unmixing as the temperature is decreased. These features have also been observed as varia-
tions in the partial molar enthalpies of SiO2 in Li2O-SiO2, Na2O-SiO2, and K2O-SiO2 melts,

Image of Fig. 7.24
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where a change from negative to positive is observed for SiO2-rich compositions (Morishita
et al., 2004). The SiO2 content where this crossing takes place decreases as the metal cation
becomes increasingly electronegative. Of course, the abundance of Q4 units in metal oxide
silicate melts also is positively correlated with the electronic properties of the metal cation.
It seems, therefore, that the critical factor governing excess heat of mixing in binary metal

Image of Fig. 7.25
Image of Fig. 7.26
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oxide silicate melt and glass systems is the abundance of Q4 structural units relative to units
with nonbridging oxygen.

Mixing parameters such as configurational heat capacity, Cp
conf, can also be derived fromQn-

speciation, provided that Cp
conf values are available for each Qn-species. This can be done by

combining, forexample, thermodynamicdatabyRichetandNeuville (1992) forNa2O-SiO2melts
withQn-speciation information from the same system (Mysen, 1997). ForQ4,Q3, andQ2 species,
the individual Cp

conf(Qn) values can be obtained from a set of linear equations of the type:

Xn¼4

n¼0

XQnCconf
p Qnð Þ¼Cconf

p , (7.10)

whereXQn is themol fraction of Qn-species andCp
conf(Qn) is the configurational heat capacity of
individual Qn-species. We can apply the Cp
conf(Qn) data from Na2O-SiO2 melts, together with

Qn-speciation data (Mysen and Frantz, 1993), to other systems by adding a mixing term in
which the temperature dependence of Qn-speciation and glass transition temperature for
the composition of interest are known (Mysen, 1995). A comparison of configurational heat
capacities calculated in thismanner formelts in the systemsK2O-SiO2 (at 1200°C), Na2O-SiO2,
and Li2O-SiO2 shows a closematchwith the observed values (Fig. 7.27). ThisCp

conf information
can then be used in conjunction with, for example, the configuration entropy model for melt
transport to estimate melt viscosity and, perhaps, diffusion.

7.4.1.3 Mixed Alkali Effect

Addition of a second oxide to binary metal oxide silicate glasses and melts often causes
deviation from linearity of properties by up to several orders of magnitude. This effect com-
monly is referred to as the mixed alkali effect (e.g., Day, 1976).

Recent theoretical and experimental examination of this effect is based on the observation
that there often is substantial ordering of network-modifying cations among energetically
nonequivalent sites in the structure (Yap and Elliott, 1995; Cormack and Du, 2001; Lee and
Stebbins, 2003a,b). In this treatment, the availability of specific sites is diminished by the
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introduction of a second cation with substantially different ionization potential (different
ionic size or electrical charge). Thus, the probability of any one of the other cations being able
to move to an energetically equivalent site decreases. In other words, the preference of spe-
cific cations for specific oxygen locations in mixed alkali and/or alkaline oxide-silicate melts
leads to nonlinear mixing behavior. Elastic properties, for example, likely are quite sensitive
to the degree of polymerization of Qn-species. Therefore, mixing silicate melts with different
Qn-species distributions such as, for example, metals with different ionization potential, will
lead to significantly nonlinear evolution of elastic properties as bulk modules, for example
(Lin et al., 2010); see also Fig. 7.28. Suchmixingwill also lead to distinctly nonlinear variations
of configurational properties as a function of mixing ratio.

7.4.2 Physical Properties

Physical properties that may be characterized in structural terms include volume and
transport properties. Volume properties involve static changes such as bond angles and dis-
tances, whereas transport properties involve dynamic processes including bond breakage
and reformation.

7.4.2.1 Volume Properties

Density, volume, compressibility, and expansion of silicate glasses and melts vary with
silicate composition, temperature, and pressure. At ambient pressure, composition is a
major contributor to density and volume changes. As summarized in Chapter 6
(Fig. 6.13), for most melts the molar volume of binary metal-oxide melts increases with
SiO2 content. The general conclusion, however, is that given the linear relationships with
SiO2, the variations in Qn-species expected over the wide range of SiO2 concentration do

Image of Fig. 7.28
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not seem to affect the molar volume. In other words, the partial molar volume of the in-
dividual oxides does not vary with composition over broad SiO2 concentration ranges. It is
clear, however, that with large cations, such as K+ and Ba2+, the opposite trend can be seen.
Moreover, for the most SiO2-rich compositions (e.g., >80% SiO2), there appears to be a
change in partial molar volume of SiO2 at some compositions, including along the
MgO-SiO2 join (Lacks et al., 2007). If this evolution is viewed in terms of partial molar
volume of Qn-species, then the difference in SidNBO and SidBO bond lengths should
cause a change in partial molar volume of SiO2 for Q4-rich melt compositions, at which
this species dominates the structure.

The different volumes of Q4 and other Qn-species may also account for the different com-
pressibility of metal oxide silicate melts. Silica glass and melt shows much greater density
change than metasilicates (Shimoda et al., 2005) (see also Fig. 7.29). Moreover, it is clear that
the cation type also affects compression mechanisms because CaSiO3 glass is more compress-
ible than MgSiO3 glass (Shimoda et al., 2005). This difference probably relates to the larger
coordination number for Ca2+ as compared with Mg2+, which in turn probably leads to a
weakening of CadO bonds and more compressible SidOdCa angles, as compared with
MgdO bonds. One may also suggest that the different thermal expansion observed for metal
oxide silicate melts with different metal cations also relates to the oxygen coordination num-
ber, because the larger the cation, the more compressible is the melt (Bockris et al., 1956;
Tomlinson et al., 1958) (see also Fig. 6.16; Chapter 6).

Most numerical simulations of metal oxide silicate melt structure and properties have
been carried out for the join MgO-SiO2 (Belonoshko and Dubrovinski, 1996; Wan et al.,
2007; Adjaoud et al., 2008; Ghosh et al., 2014). Additional information has been reported
for CaMgSi2O6 (Matsui, 1996; Sun et al., 2011). Little direct experimental data are available,
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except for Fe2SiO4 melt to 8 GPa (Agee, 1992; Chen et al., 2002; Sanloup et al., 2013).
As discussed in Chapter 6, all these compositions share common trends of rapidly increas-
ing density (decreasing molar volume) with increasing pressure, features that have
been ascribed to a combination of compressing SidOdSi bonds and coordination changes
of network-forming and network-modifying cations with increasing pressure. These
results, in turn, were used to compute liquidus melting relations at high temperature
and pressure with, generally, good agreement between calculated and experimental
curves.

7.4.2.2 Transport Properties

Viscosity, diffusivity, and conductivity are most often related to melt structure via their
activation enthalpies. For example, the high-temperature activation enthalpy of viscous
flow has long been thought closely related to the energy of oxygen bonds, and more specif-
ically to bonding between oxygen and tetrahedrally coordinated cations (see Chapter 2,
Section 2.4). In fact, it was the systematic relationships between metal/silicon ratio of a
metal oxide silicate melt and the high-temperature activation enthalpy of viscous flow that
led Bockris and Reddy (1970) to propose melt structural models based on the concept of
discrete anionic structural units. In this data set involving alkali and alkaline earth silicate
melts, the viscosity shows rapid changes at compositions near disilicate (NBO/Si near 1)
and metasilicate (NBO/Si near 2) (Bockris and Reddy, 1970; Urbain et al., 1982), a feature
also reported by Lacks et al. (2007) and Karki et al. (2013) in their calculations of melt vis-
cosity along the join MgO-SiO2. These changes are at or near compositions where the
abundance of Q3 and Q2 species in the melts reach their maximum values (di- and
metasilicate, respectively).

These observations lead to the suggestion that the abundance of bridging oxygen bonds in
specific structural units contributes significantly to the activation enthalpy of viscous flow,
but this is not necessarily the only contribution because, to a considerably lesser extent, there
is also a correlation between the ionization potential of the metal cation and the activation
energy for any given bulk melt NBO/Si value (see Chapter 6, Fig. 6.19).

An understanding of transport properties at high pressure is of particular importance in
the earth sciences. To this end, considerable effort has been devoted to characterizing the re-
sponse to pressure of the properties and structure of SiO2 glass and melt (see Chapter 5,
Section 5.4). In contrast, similar information is much less abundant for metal oxide-silica
melts and glasses. To a major extent, information on very high-pressure viscosity of such
melts has relied on numerical simulation (Wan et al., 2007; Lacks et al., 2007; Verma and
Karki, 2012; Karki and Stixrude, 2010).

Experimental data on high-pressure melt viscosity of metal oxide-silica melts is relatively
scarce, aside from the study by Scarfe et al. (1987), suggesting that the nominal NBO/Si value
of a melt is an important factor in determining whether viscosity increases or decreases with
increasing pressure from ambient to 2 GPa. There are fewer than a handful of other experi-
mental studies in the same pressure range (Kushiro et al., 1976) and even fewer at higher pres-
sures (Reid et al., 2003).

A change from a negative to a positive pressure dependence of melt viscosity occurs at a
nominal NBO/Si near 1 (Scarfe et al., 1987; Lacks et al., 2007) (see also Fig. 7.30). From stud-
ies at pressures higher than those summarized by Scarfe et al. (1987), the viscosity of highly
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polymerized melts (at low pressure) does in fact begin to increase at pressures near 20 GPa
and above that shown in Fig. 7.30. This trend suggests that the abundance of Q4 units and
their response to pressure may be important in the low-pressure regime, as SidOdSi angle
compression is the principal structural response to pressure, thus leading to lower SidO
bond strength. Another question revolves around possibilities to increase the configura-
tional entropy without resorting to changes in abundance of bridging and nonbridging
oxygen. This is indeed possible if the volume change of reaction (7.8) (n¼3) is negative
so that this reaction shifts to the right with pressure. Such a change would increase the en-
tropy of mixing. Therefore, within the context of the configurational entropy model, it
would also lead to a decrease in viscosity. A shift of reaction (7.8) to the right with pressure,
even in the absence of silicon coordination changes, has been proposed on the basis of
Raman spectra of metal oxide glasses quenched at pressures to 2.4 GPa (Mysen, 1990;
Dickinson et al., 1990).

At much higher pressure, a coordination change of Si4+ results in depolymerization of a
melt structure, thus causing additional lowering of viscosity. However, after such a coordi-
nation transformation has taken place, the compressible Q4 units no longer exist and the melt
viscosity increases with further pressure increase. With NBO/Si�1, the abundance of Q4

units in metal oxide silicate melts is negligible (Maekawa et al., 1991; Mysen, 1999), and
the melt viscosity tends to increase across the entire pressure interval.

Image of Fig. 7.30
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Diffusion of ions and functional groups that form the anionic structure of the silicate net-
work (oxygen and tetrahedrally coordinated cations) can also be linked to bond strength.
Moreover, diffusion of network-forming components (i.e., Si and O) has been linked to melt
viscosity via the Eyring equation (Shimizu and Kushiro, 1984, 1991; Rubie et al., 1993; Reid
et al., 2001, 2003) (see also Chapter 4, Section 4.6.1). One would expect, therefore, that the ac-
tivation enthalpy of Si and O self-diffusion would resemble that of viscous flow, as it actually
does (Shimizu and Kushiro, 1984, 1991; Reid et al., 2001, 2003). In contrast, the diffusivities
and activation enthalpies of network-modifiers do not scale with viscosity (Shimizu and
Kushiro, 1991; Watson and Baker, 1991) because of the comparatively small energy contribu-
tion (<30 kJ/mol) from the breakage of oxygen-network modifier bonds, compared with
SidO and AldO bonds (up to nearly 600 kJ/mol for SidO and about 200 kJ/mol for AldO
in tetrahedral coordination). Interestingly, the activation enthalpy of electrical conductivity
(Chapter 6, Section 6.4.2) resembles that of diffusion for network-modifiers. Given the pre-
mise that, at least in a simple binary metal-oxide melt, the cation likely is the charge-carrier
for the electrical current (Chapter 6, Section 6.4.2), the relationship between the activation
energies of diffusion of network-modifying cations and electrical conductivity can be
understood.

In light of the relationships between viscosity and self-diffusion of oxygen and tetrahe-
drally coordinated cations (the network-forming components), it is possible that the
pressure-dependent activation energy of diffusion of these components has the same struc-
tural explanation as melt viscosity. In other words, the self-diffusion of oxygen in highly po-
lymerized melts (NBO/T<1; see also the previous discussion), would likely increase with
pressure, which it does (Rubie et al., 1993) (see Fig. 7.31), whereas for less polymerized melts,
oxygen self diffusion should decrease with increasing pressure, and indeed it does (Reid
et al., 2001) (see also Fig. 7.31). Interestingly, in the latter case, for pressures above about
10 GPa, the diffusivity again increases. The pressure-dependent viscosity of a CaMgSi2O6
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melt exhibits the exact opposite trend, with an initial viscosity increase to a maximum near
10 GPa and then a decrease with further pressure increase (Reid et al., 2003). The calculated
diffusivities of polymerized melts on the MgO-SiO2 join increases with increasing pressure,
whereas the diffusivity of those less polymerized decreases (Lacks et al., 2007).

These relationships between pressure and diffusivity of network-forming components of
melts do not apply to diffusion of network-modifying cations, whose pressure dependence
often has the opposite sign as those of network-forming cations (Watson, 1981). This effect
is consistent with the decoupling between the mobility of network-forming and network-
modifying cations. Similarly, one would expect that electrical conductivity will decrease
with increasing pressure.
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8.1 INTRODUCTORY COMMENTS

Solution of alumina in glass usually results in increased chemical durability, hardness, ten-
sile and compressive strengths, and thermal endurance. Alumina also reduces devitrification
tendency and lowers thermal expansion. This influence is, therefore, of considerable practical
interest. Besides, approximately 95% of magma composition can be expressed within the sys-
tem metal oxide-alumina-silica (Mysen, 1987). In fact, the alumina content can be as high as
15mol% in magma and still higher in some melts of industrial interest, such as, for example,
when used for making insulating stone wool (Yue and Solvang, 2018).

To describe composition effects of alumina on aluminosilicate properties, we will take as a
starting point the binary metal oxide silicates discussed in previous chapters. An alternative,
adding metal oxides to SiO2dAl2O3 melts and glasses, poses severe experimental challenges
because of the very high melting temperatures (see summary review by Osborn and Muan,
1960a, b, c) and such melts tend to devitrify upon cooling ( Johnson et al., 2001; Roskosz et al.,
2005). Therefore, we will deal mainly with the addition of alumina at constant SiO2/MxO
# 2019 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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264 8. PROPERTIES OF ALUMINOSILICATE SYSTEMS
ratio, with substitution of Al2O3 for MxO at constant SiO2 content, or with substitution of Al
for Si at constant nominal NBO/T, where M designates an alkali or an alkaline earth cation.

In view of the possible dual role of aluminum as a network-former or network-modifier,
we must first recall an important distinction pertaining to charge-compensation of Al3+.
Depending on whether or not there are sufficient metal cations to charge-compensate Al3+

in tetrahedral coordination, aluminosilicates are said to be peralkaline (even in alkaline earth
systems) or peraluminous (see also Section 2.4.3 and Fig. 9.1). The boundary between these
two fields is represented by meta-aluminosilicates in which metal cations reach the appropri-
ate proportion needed for charge-compensation of all Al3+.

It has long been reckoned that a change of aluminum from network-former to network-
modifier should affect physical and chemical properties. Hence, important questions include
how physical properties may change when the meta-aluminous join is crossed, whether or
how the nature of the charge-compensating cations affect the properties, and how the nature
of this cation affects property changes across the meta-aluminosilicate join. These questions
are not at all new. Since the early 1960s, such variations, when observed, have been associated
with either coordination changes of aluminum, generally from tetrahedral to octahedral (Day
and Rindone, 1962; Riebling, 1964, 1966; Neuville et al., 2006; Mysen and Toplis, 2007), or to
incorporation of Al3+ in triclusters, i.e., in groups of three (Si, Al)O4 tetrahedra sharing a com-
mon bridging oxygen (Lacy, 1963; Osaka et al., 1987; Toplis et al., 1997a).
8.2 PHASE RELATIONSHIPS

Solution of alumina in binary silicate melts has definite effects on glass formation, on
liquidus and solidus temperatures, and on the extent of liquid-liquid immiscibility, as simply
documented by ternary MxO-Al2O3-SiO2 phase diagrams (Osborn and Muan, 1960a, b, c, d).
This influence of Al2O3 ismore pronounced in alkali than in alkaline-earth systems. However,
the contrasts in physical properties between alkali and alkaline-earth Al-free systems tend to
diminish or disappear in aluminosilicate melts when the meta-aluminous join is approached.
8.2.1 Liquidus Relations

Liquidus phase relations are represented on a mol% basis for the Na, K, Ca, and Mg alu-
minosilicate systems in Fig. 8.1. Most diagrams share a common feature of only two ternary
compounds on the liquidus. In the Na, K, and Ca systems, the less silica-rich compound has
the same MxO�Al2O3�2SiO2 stoichiometry, from which that of the magnesian mineral cordi-
erite (MgO�Al2O3�2.5SiO2) does not depart significantly.

The differing topological complexity of the ternary diagrams of Fig. 8.1 is essentially due to
differences in the number of compounds stable on the liquidus in the limiting MxO-SiO2 and
MxO-Al2O3 binary systems, because there is a single compound, mullite (Al2O3�2SiO2), along
the common Al2O3-SiO2 join shared by the ternary diagrams. In the limiting binaryMxO-SiO2

systems, there are two compounds for Mg, three for K, and four for both Na and Ca. But the
largest difference is found along the MxO-Al2O3 joins where the calcium system stands apart
with its five different compounds. Such a variety of crystalline phases signals a remarkable
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match between the ionic radius of O2– with those of Ca2+ and also of Si4+ and of Al3+ in both
four- and sixfold coordination.

Just above the glass transition, a greater number of disordered, nonstoichiometric crystal-
line phases can nucleate and grow metastably (Longhi and Hays, 1979; Roskosz et al., 2005),
but these phases eventually transform to stable phases on moderate heating. Even for
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potassium aluminosilicates, for which four such compounds exist, only a few aluminosilicate
configurations are stabilized in the crystalline state at high temperature despite the wide
ranges of composition and stoichiometry presented by the ternary systems.

Another important feature of the diagrams of Fig. 8.1 is the markedly differing manner in
which liquidus temperatures vary with composition in alkali and alkaline earth systems.
Liquidus temperatures in the alkali aluminosilicate systems are much more sensitive to com-
position than those in the equivalent Ca-aluminosilicate systems. The effect is evident when
Al2O3 is added at constant Mx/Si ratio, as illustrated in Fig. 8.2 for the pseudobinary joins
MxO�2SiO2-MxO�2SiO2�Al2O3. In the alkaline earth systems (Fig. 8.2A), the differences
between the melting temperatures of the endmembers are marginal. In contrast, they are con-
siderable in alkali systems as liquidus temperatures increase by about 600degrees when the
Al2O3 content increases from 0 to 25mol% (Fig. 8.2B). These temperatures eventually become
comparable to, or even higher than, those of the alkaline earth melts (Fig. 8.2A). This trend
correlates with the increase in coordination number described in Section 4.2.3 for charge-
compensating alkali cations. In other words, the average bond strength in alkali and alkaline
earth systems becomes at least similar with increasing alumina content. Not only are weak
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MdO bonds replaced by stronger AldO bonds when the melt becomes increasingly poly-
merized as the Al2O3 concentration increases, but the order of liquidus temperatures near
the meta-aluminous join confirms that the strength of the association of Al with metal cations
increases in the order Mg, Ca, Na, K. Interestingly, the same trend holds in complex melts as
concluded, for example, from phase equilibrium experiments on immiscible melts of the sys-
tem MgO-CaO-TiO2-Al2O3-SiO2 (Hess and Wood, 1982).

Beyond the meta-aluminous join, the influence of individual M-cations becomes blurred
for SiO2-rich compositions because liquidus temperatures obviously tend to be governed
by the SiO2 and Al2O3 components. Likewise, near the MxO endmember the properties of
each oxide predominate. As discussed in Section 6.2.2, the relatively low temperatures at
which alkali oxides become unstable contrastmarkedlywith the extremely high temperatures
that prevail close to the CaO and MgO endmembers. In both cases, the effect is that glass
formation is prevented so that vitrification of such melts is extremely challenging. In alkali
systems, however, the strong association of Al with alkali cations also manifests itself by
the fact that alkali-rich glasses are stabilized by losing their very high hygroscopic character
as soon as a few mol% Al2O3 are added.

The Si,Al substitution is the last factor affecting liquidus temperatures to be mentioned.
The effect is most clearly observed between pure SiO2 and ternary compounds on the meta-
aluminous join (Fig. 8.3). For reasons of clarity, phase diagrams are shown only for Ca, Ba, and
K aluminosilicates, although a similar contrast would be observed in the analogous Na- and
Mg-systems (see Fig. 8.1). The lowest temperature is that of a eutectic point located in the
SiO2-rich part of both diagrams of Fig. 8.3, but this freezing-point depression is considerably
greater for alkali than for alkaline earth systems. As will be discussed shortly from a calori-
metric standpoint, this contrast reflects a difference between the affinities of SiO2 and
Mx/2AlO2 groups, which are stronger for alkali than for alkaline earth M-cations.
8.2.2 Energetics, Phase Stability, and Immiscibility

In alkali silicate melts, the metastable miscibility gaps disappear rapidly when aluminum
is introduced (Fig. 8.1; Osborn and Muan, 1960a, b, c). The solvus of the Na2O-SiO2 system is
lowered below the glass transition, where the kinetics of unmixing are vanishingly slow,
upon addition of less than 2wt% Al2O3 (Topping and Murthy, 1973), or even perhaps of less
than 1wt% (Hager et al., 1967). Consistent with the relative extent of miscibility gaps in
Al-free melts (Fig. 6.1), a similar effect has been observed for lithium aluminosilicates with
the slightly higher alumina addition of 5mol% (Savva andNewns, 1971) and for Ca-richmelts
in the CaO-Na2O-SiO2 system where the liquid immiscibility extends to near 10mol% (Moir
and Glasser, 1976).

As originally described by Greig (1927), a large reduction in solvus temperatures near
the MxO-SiO2 join is also observed for alkaline earth compositions (Fig. 8.4). In the
MgO-Al2O3-SiO2 system with more than about 3mol% Al2O3, the solvus crosses the liquidus
surface and then becomes metastable. This cross-over occurs at still lower Al2O3 contents in
the other aluminosilicates of Fig. 8.4. An important feature is that the aluminum oxide does
not affect the relative extent of unmixing in the alkaline earth series compared to that in
Al-free systems. In both cases, phase separation is favored by high ionization potential of
the metal cation.
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Qualitatively, these trends are readily accounted for. When Al3+ substitutes for Si4+, it
causes the anionic framework to polymerize through association with the other metal cations
that are no longer network-modifiers. As a consequence, the steric hindrance problems
discussed in previous chapters for bonding of “free” metal cations with nonbridging oxygens
diminishes. Interestingly, however, unmixing vanishes well before the meta-aluminosilicate
join is reached (Fig. 8.4). BecauseAldObonds are not as strong as SidObonds (see Table 2.1),
one may surmise that the proportion of bridging oxygens in the coordination sphere of
M-cations not involved in charge compensation for Al3+ is higher in Al-bearing than in
Al-free systems. Likewise, this proportion is probably higher in alkali than in alkaline-earth
aluminosilicates at comparable temperatures and overall stroichiometry or nominal NBO/T.

Other things being equal, the influence of Al3+ on immiscibility is the least important in the
magnesium system (Fig. 8.4), which indicates that Mg2+ is the alkaline earth cation that
associates the least strongly with Al3+. The strength of this association increases in order
of increasing ionic radius for other cations of the series.

Another metastable miscibility gap exists near the SiO2-Al2O3 join. Its critical temperature
and composition have been found at 1630°C and 73mol% SiO2 by MacDowell and Beall
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(1969). However, the 1300°C and 80mol% of Galakhov et al. (1976) are likely more reliable
(Mazurin et al., 1984).

According to the diagrams of Fig. 8.4, alkaline earth cations exert the same influence on this
gap as on phase separation in the Al2O3-poor sides of the systems. Stronger association be-
tween Al3+ and metal cation favors mixing of silicate and aluminate entities, with the conse-
quence that unmixing near the SiO2-Al2O3 join is marginal for Sr2+, small for both Ba2+ and
Ca2+, but significant forMg2+. As a result, immiscibility is prevalent throughout the silica-rich
part of theMg aluminosilicate system. One could thenwonder how homogeneous glasses can
be prepared in that case. From a practical standpoint, this very wide field of unmixing is not
necessarily problematic. Supercooling is intrinsically difficult for Mg compositions, so that
crystallization would begin before the onset of phase separation. This is the reason why
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determination of the SiO2-Al2O3miscibility gap has proven so difficult. But both processes are
bypassed with the high cooling rates needed to quench the melt in the composition range
where homogeneous vitrification is possible.

8.2.3 Glass Formation

With usual cooling rates of tens of degrees per minute, the composition range where vit-
rification of aluminosilicates is possible also depends on the metal cation (Fig. 8.1). As
expected from the trends in the Al-free binarymelts, glass formation occurs over awider com-
positional range in the K and Na than in the Mg system and also in the Cs system
(Bollin, 1972).

The CaO-Al2O3-SiO2 system does not fit with this trend because its glass-forming region is
anomalously large and even extends to Si-free materials along the CaO-Al2O3 join, perhaps
reflecting the large number of compounds (six) that are formed along this join (Fig. 8.1) This
exceptionally wide glass-forming region makes calcium aluminosilicates particularly well
suited for investigating glass and melt properties not only over a wide range of composition,
but also over large temperature interval compositions. This system also offers the possibility
of performing measurements in the entire supercooled liquid temperature interval down to
the glass transition. Calcium aluminosilicates are, therefore, valuablemodel systems for other
alkaline earth aluminosilicates.

As a network-forming cation, aluminum generally improves glass formation because
slower crystallization kinetics are ensured by the viscosity increases resulting from polymer-
ization of the anionic framework. This effect is particularly clear along the joins MSiO3-
Al2SiO5 (M¼Mg, Ca) where, in contrast to MSiO3 metasilicate compositions, those close to
the meta-aluminous joins vitrify readily. As described in Section 3.2, glass formation is easier
near eutectic compositions because lower liquidus temperatures of eutectic compositions re-
sult in highermelt viscosity. Consistently high liquidus temperatures can account for the poor
vitrification ability of peraluminous compositions, regardless of the structural role of Al3.

The very wide glass-forming region of calcium aluminosilicates, however, cannot be
explained in terms of viscosity changes. For example, the SiO2-free melts that vitrify along
the join CaO-Al2O3 are extremely fluid (Urbain, 1983) at liquidus temperature that can exceed
1600°C (Fig. 8.1). Hence, other factors must be considered. Compared to Na, K, or Mg
compositions, Ca aluminosilicates have an important peculiarity. As a result of the aforemen-
tionedmatch between the ionic radii of Ca2+ and other ions in the system, a greater number of
compounds are stable on the liquidus of the two limiting CaO-SiO2 and CaO-Al2O3 binaries.
As described in Section 3.2, it is tempting to relate their strong glass-forming ability to this
feature. In Fig. 8.1, a correlation is indeed observed between the extent of glass formation
and the abundance of compounds stable on the liquidus.
8.3 THERMAL PROPERTIES

Thermodynamically, the reduction of the size of miscibility gaps upon addition of alumina
to binary metal oxide-silica systems is a clear evidence for decreasing deviations from
ideality. But there remain important differences between alkaline and alkaline earth
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aluminosilicate systems. This is especially so for the influence of “free” and charge-
compensating metal cations on melt properties.
8.3.1 Thermodynamics of Melting

The values of enthalpy and entropy of fusion of the SiO2 endmember is so low (8.92�1kJ/
mol and 4.46�0.5 J/molK; see Richet et al., 1982) that it is generally concluded that melting
and crystallization do not involve bond breaking or bond formation (see Section 5.3.1), with
the general conclusion that at least in the short to medium range, the SiO2 melt structure re-
sembles that of crystalline SiO2, perhaps cristobalite. Such similarities cannot be observed,
however, for the Al2O3 endmember, the enthalpy of fusion of which is 112�1kJ/mol
( Jerebtsov andMikhailov, 2001), which reflects very large structural differences of crystalline
Al2O3 (corundum) and its melt. The differences have been ascribed to significantly different
Al3+ coordination number in melt (multiple coordination numbers between 4 and 6) and the
crystalline materials (sixfold coordination) (see Section 9.3.1).

In the ternaryMxO-Al2O3-SiO2 systems there are systematic variations in enthalpy and en-
tropy of fusion, which vary with both Al/(Al+Si) and the type of MxO oxide (see Richet and
Bottinga, 1986 for review of most of those data). Regardless of the nature of the metal cation,
both enthalpy and entropy of fusion of the aluminosilicate compositions greatly exceed the
values for pure SiO2 (Fig. 8.5).
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In the Al/(Al+Si) ranges for which data are available, the enthalpy of fusion increases con-
tinuously with increasing Al/(Al+Si) (Fig. 8.5A). It is notable that these values tend to be
higher along the SiO2-NaAlO2 join (where enthalpies of mixing are nearly ideal) than along
the SiO2-Ca0.5AlO2 join (where they are definitely not ideal) (Roy and Navrotsky, 1984).
Hence, this difference likely reflects structural similarities between the crystalline and liquid
phases on the liquidus. Similar arguments can be made on the basis of the entropy of melting
(Fig. 8.5B), but the more limited amount of these data makes the argument a little less firm.
8.3.2 Activity-Composition Relations

Activity measurements for ternary aluminosilicate melts are relatively uncommon for alu-
minosilicates. Owing to the experimental difficulties due to high liquidus temperatures, the
data are sketchy for magnesium aluminosilicates (Henderson and Taylor, 1966), but recent
data from the MgO-Al2O3-SiO2 have alleviated this dearth of data somewhat (Stolyarova
et al., 2011). They have long been more extensive for the CaO-MgO-Al2O3-SiO2 system
(e.g., Rein and Chipman, 1965; Beckett, 2002; Stolyarova, 2008), and particularly for calcium
aluminosilicates because of the importance of these melts in desulfurization and
dephosphorization of steel through metal-slag equilibria (see Zaitsev et al., 1997; Mills, 2018).

Such data may be extracted from liquidus phase relations (e.g., Ryerson, 1985) or they may
be obtained by Knudsen Cell Mass Spectrometry (Fraser et al., 1983, 1985; Zaitsev et al., 1997;
Bondar et al., 2005; Stolyarova, 2008). For example, working in the system CaO-Al2O3-SiO2

Stolyarova (2008) found negative deviation of SiO2 activity along a join from SiO2 to CaO/
Al2O3¼1 (Fig. 8.6). In theMgO-Al2O3-SiO2 system, on the other hand, at similar temperatures
(1890K) and equivalent MgO/Al2O3 ratio (unity), the SiO2 activity deviates positively from
ideal mixing (Stolyarova et al., 2011). Interestingly, the only other composition join with an
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analogous positive deviation has been reported along the SiO2-Al2O3 join (Shornikov and
Archakov, 2002), for which aSiO2

exceeds 1 for Al-rich compositions. This is the same compo-
sition range where there is incipient liquid immiscibility at temperatures above the liquidus
(Risbud and Pask, 1977).

The composition dependence of SiO2 activity in aluminosilicate melts along meta-
aluminosilicate joins were determined by Ryerson (1985) from the liquidus phase relations of
silica polymorphs. The method has already been described in Section 6.3.2 for binary metal
oxide-silica systems. The results are plotted in Fig. 8.7. The activity-composition relationship
is nearly ideal for the Na system, whereas negative and positive deviations from ideality are
found for theKandCasystems, respectively. This indicates thatdepartures from idealitymainly
result from the enthalpy, and not from the entropy, contribution to the Gibbs free energy.
8.3.3 Energetics of Mixing

Most experimental data address Si,Al substitution for a number of alkali and alkaline
earth cations (e.g., Navrotsky et al., 1982). As summarized by Roy andNavrotsky (1984), these
results are plotted in Fig. 8.8 in the form of negative of enthalpies of solution, because this
representation allows the enthalpy scale to be visualized directly.

Depending on whether the standard glass transition temperature is lower or higher than
700°C, the temperature of solution calorimetry, the measurements refer to glasses or to
relaxed supercooled liquids. In the former case, samples have different fictive temperatures
so that proper isothermal adjustment of the data should be made (Section 3.4.3). Such adjust-
ments typically can amount to 5kJ/mol or more (Richet and Bottinga, 1984a; Hovis et al., 2004).
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Because of the slight curvature of the enthalpies plotted in Fig. 8.8, these adjustments would be
necessary to determine accurately enthalpies of mixing between SiO2 and the most SiO2-poor
composition investigated for a given system. For our purpose of comparing the effects of dif-
ferent M-cations, however, these adjustments are unnecessary in view of the large differences
between the enthalpy trends for each system.

From K to Mg, all enthalpy-composition relationships succeed each other in the order of
ionization potential of the metal cation (Fig. 8.8). Only a single measurement exists for Rb and
Cs, but both data conform to this order, although they suggest some leveling off of the
systematics beyond potassium. Of special interest is the fact that there is no sharp boundary
between the alkaline and alkaline earth series, as the data for the Li and Ba compositions fall
practically on the same curve.

For all systems, the most evident feature is the negative enthalpy of mixing between SiO2

andMxAlO2, which indicates strong affinity between these components.Moreover, as the Al/
(Al+Si) increases, the heat of solution also increases (becomes more negative; see Roy and
Navrotsky, 1984). Interestingly, though, it appears that whereas such simple correlations be-
tweenΔHs andAl/(Al+Si) are clear for any group ofmetal cations with the same formal elec-
trical charge, a separate trend can be seen for each series of differently charged metal cations
(Fig. 8.9). When the composition range investigated allows its determination, the enthalpy
minimum is found near 50mol% SiO2 (Navrotsky, 1994). Its magnitude varies strongly with
the nature of the M-cation, occurring near 10kJ/mol for Mg- and below �20kJ/mol for
K-aluminosilicates. The depths of these minima correlate with the relative extent of
freezing-point depressions at eutectics (Fig. 8.1). They also follow the relative stabilization
energy trends shown in Fig. 9.10 (Chapter 9). In contrast, the compositions of the eutectics
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do notmatch those of the enthalpyminima of Fig. 8.8. The reason is, of course, that enthalpy is
not the only factor determining phase equilibria. Finally, we note that only
Mg-aluminosilicates unmix at very high SiO2 content along the meta-aluminous join
(Fig. 8.1). Consistent with this observation, the Mg meta-aluminate join is the only one for
which the enthalpy-composition relationship in Fig. 8.8 shows an initial maximum andwhere
the SiO2 deviates positively from ideal mixing (Stolyarova et al., 2011), i.e., the positive
enthalpy of mixing that is generally associated with phase separation.
8.3.4 Heat Capacity

In liquids, the heat capacity (Cp) is made up of vibrational and configurational contribu-
tions. The former has been extensively discussed in Section 4.2.3 in relation to short-range
order and oxygen coordination of cations in glasses. It suffices here to recall that the vibra-
tional density of states is a sensitive function of oxygen coordination of every cation
(Section 3.2.2). In particular, low-temperature heat capacity conveys information on the en-
vironment of cations whether free, network-modifying or acting as charge compensators
(Richet et al., 1993). At least for peralkaline compositions, analysis of the available data indi-
cates that associationwith aluminum entailsmajor changes in short-range order around alkali
cations. Their oxygen coordination number increases from about 5 to the higher values found
in tectosilicate crystals. In contrast, the oxygen environment of alkaline earth cations does not
change significantly.

It follows that network-modifying and charge-compensating alkali cations must be distin-
guished when evaluating the vibrational entropy of silicate glasses, whereas such a distinc-
tion is unnecessary for alkaline earth cations. Beyond the meta-aluminous joins, vitrification
becomes difficult so that data are generally lacking. The exception concerns calcium alumi-
nosilicates for which extensive measurements could bemade (Richet et al., 2009). The original
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feature has been the determination of partial molar heat capacities and entropies of Al2O3 spe-
cies, which decrease with increasing four-, five-, and sixfold coordination of Al (Fig. 3.7), but
no effect of Al speciation on the coordination of calcium has been detected.

Above room temperature, heat capacity has been measured over a wide range of compo-
sitions in MxO-Al2O3-SiO2 melt and glass (Richet and Bottinga, 1984a,b; Courtial and Richet,
1993; Toplis et al., 1997a, b; Tangeman and Lange, 1998; Bouhifd et al., 1998; Webb, 2008,
2011). For both peralkaline and peraluminous compositions, analysis of the data again points
to major changes in short-range order around alkali cations caused by association with tetra-
hedral Al3+ (Fig. 8.10; see also Webb, 2008, 2011). For alkaline earth aluminosilicates, Cp in-
creases to a maximum near the meta-aluminate join that increases systematically with
Z/r2 of the metal cation. For alkali aluminosilicates, there is a decrease on both sides of
the meta-aluminate-silica join to a minimum value at the meta-aluminosilicate join
(Fig. 8.10). Notably, the configurational heat capacity becomes less sensitive to the type of
metal cation the more electronegative it is. Presumably, this change reflects greater similarity
of the MdO and AldO bond strength—a feature that also is evident in other properties such
as viscosity and activation enthalpy of viscous flow (see Section 8.4.1).

Wemust also recall that the heat capacity of glasses is nearly additivewith respect to chem-
ical composition. Addition of Al2O3 to a binary metal oxide system tends to cause a very mi-
nor temperature-dependent decrease (Tangeman and Lange, 1998), but this tendency, which
is on the order of 1%–2%, may well be within experimental uncertainty.

The heat capacity at the standard glass transition is close to the Dulong-and-Petit limit
of 3 R/g atom K. The configurational heat capacity (Cp

conf) is approximated by the difference
between the measured heat capacity of the liquid (Cpl) and this limit. Because the
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Dulong-and-Petit limit is determined by the number of atoms in the formula unit, the
composition dependences of Cpl and Cp

conf are the same. For analogous melt compositions,
Cp
conf increases in the order Mg, Ca, Na (Fig. 8.11; see also Webb, 2011). We also note that,

whereas for the Mg- and Ca-meta-aluminosilicate melts the configurational heat capacity
is essentially a linear function of Al/(Al+Si), this is not so for the SiO2-NaAlO2 melts. These
effects likely relate to the fact that in the alkaline earth aluminosilicates, two Al3+ cations are
charge-compensated for each metal cation, whereas only one Al3+ is charge-compensated by
the monovalent Na+ cation. There is therefore less flexibility and probably longer range order
in the alkaline earth aluminosilicate glasses and melts, thus leading to an apparent linear
relationship between Cp

conf and Al/(Al+Si) for these compositions.
As the temperature-derivative of configurational entropy (Sconf), configurational heat ca-

pacity,Cp
conf, is an expression of temperature-induced structural changes.More precisely,Cp

conf

mainly reflects short-range interactions as discussed in Section 6.3.5. Hence, its variations
with decreasing ionization potential of the charge-compensating cation are consistent with
the increasingly strong association between Al- and M-cation. FromMg to K, this association
restricts the number of configurations available to alkali compared to alkaline earth melts. On
the other hand, the rate at which new configurations become accessible increases faster with
temperature in alkali than in alkaline earth systems because, due to increasing thermal en-
ergy, high enthalpy barriers can be overcome to maximize the entropy.

The Cp
conf contrasts between Al-free melts and their fully polymerized Al-bearing counter-

parts are small except for the two potassium-bearing compositions, K2Si3O7 and KAlSi3O8

(Fig. 8.12). On average, such differences might seem insignificant over wide temperature in-
tervals. This slight effect could be misleading, however, if one were not heeding the large dif-
ferences in polymerization between the various series of melts shown in Fig. 8.12. This is
because, as discussed in Section 6.3.5 for binary MxO-SiO2 systems, the configurational heat
capacity decreases with increasing degree of polymerization and reaches a minimum value
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for pure SiO2. For a given NBO/T, the data of Fig. 8.12 thus point to a marked increase of Cp
conf

when Al3+ substitutes for Si4+. As a network-forming cation, Al3+ causes configurational heat
capacity to increase to values of the Al-free melt with a much higher NBO/T.

A detailed examination of the relationships between heat capacity and composition indi-
cates that these effects depend on the nature of theM-cation. For the systemMgO-Al2O3-SiO2,
at constant Mg/Al along two different joins (Fig. 8.13A), Cp varies linearly with SiO2 concen-
tration. It is independent of temperature. By linear extrapolation with MgO concentration at
constant SiO2 content (Fig. 8.13B), these trends again show a linear variation with composi-
tion. When extrapolated to the MgO-Al2O3 join, the trends for different temperatures
converge to the temperature-independent partial molar heat capacity of MgO derived for
Al-free silicates (Fig. 8.13C). These trends also extrapolate to values consistent with the heat
capacity measured for pure Al2O3 liquid (Barkhatov et al., 1973). This observation implies,
therefore, that the temperature-dependence of the heat capacity of MgO-Al2O3-SiO2 liquids
is entirely attributable to the partial molar heat capacity of the Al2O3 component in Mg
aluminosilicate melts.

Even thoughMg aluminosilicates are thermodynamically strongly nonideal solutions (Roy
andNavrotsky, 1984; Stolyarova et al., 2011), they do not show excess heat capacity at least up
to the meta-aluminous join. By denoting the mol fraction of oxide i by xi, we can write:

Cp ¼
X

xiCpi, (8.1)

and find that the partial molar heat capacity of oxide i, Cpi, does not vary significantly with

composition (Richet and Bottinga, 1995; Tangeman and Lange, 1998). It varies with
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temperature only for Al2O3. Again, no inference can be made for compositions lying on the
Al-excess side of the meta-aluminous join because high liquidus temperatures and problems
with quenching crystal-free glasses have prevented measurements from being made.

The simplicity expressed in Eq. (8.1) is lost, however, if the coordination of the M-cation
changes through charge compensation of tetrahedrally coordinated Al3+. This is the case
for sodium aluminosilicates for which the heat capacity is not a linear function of either
SiO2 content at constant Na/Al (Fig. 8.14A) or of Na/(Na+Al) at constant SiO2 content
(Fig. 8.14B). Here, it is known from structural studies that the coordination environment
around Na+ differs in Al-free and Al-bearing glasses and melts (Lee and Stebbins, 2003;
Gambuzzi et al., 2015).

The temperature dependence of the heat capacity is also a complex function of composition
(Fig. 8.14). It is significant only near themeta-aluminous join and causes theCp vs composition
relationships to become linear at high temperature along the meta-aluminous join (upper
curve in Fig. 8.14A). Conversely, at constant SiO2 content this relationship becomes increas-
ingly nonlinear with increasing temperatures (Fig. 8.14B). To rationalize such complicated
variations, one needs to distinguish in Eq. (8.1) partial molar heat capacities of sodium oxides
with either free or charge-compensating Na+, and, therefore, that the partial molar heat ca-
pacity of Na2+ in these two different environments has different relationships to temperature.
Finally, it appears that Cp varies smoothly when the meta-aluminous join is crossed, at least
for SiO2-rich compositions (Fig. 8.14B). We note, however, that Webb (2008), in her study of
less SiO2-rich compositions, reported a distinctminimumon the configurational heat capacity
near the sodium meta-aluminosilicate join (Fig. 8.10).

Heat capacity data for other systems are less comprehensive. From Mg to K systems they
do conform to the trends already described in this chapter. Along the meta-aluminous join,
calcium aluminosilicates have slight excess heat capacities (Richet andNeuville, 1992), which
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appear as a maximum in their configurational heat capacities near the meta-aluminosilicate
composition (Webb, 2011). Finally, the heat capacity of potassium aluminosilicates shows a
stronger temperature dependence than that of their sodium counterparts (Richet and
Bottinga, 1984b). The reason is that, among Al-free melts, only potassium silicate liquids have
a temperature-dependent Cp (see Chapter 6), which enhances this feature in K-bearing
aluminosilicates.
8.4 PHYSICAL PROPERTIES

8.4.1 Transport Properties

8.4.1.1 Viscosity

Melt and glass viscosity at ambient pressure varies with degree of polymerization, the na-
ture of network-modifying cations, the nature of cations serving to charge-balance tetrahedral
coordination of Al3+, andAl/Si abundance ratio (Bockris et al., 1955; Urbain et al., 1982; Richet
1984; Richet and Neuville, 1992; Toplis et al., 1997a, b; Sukenaga et al., 2006; Le Losq and
Neuville, 2013). The influence of composition on the viscosity of aluminosilicate melts varies
from several to many orders of magnitude, depending on melt and glass composition, as
illustrated with a few examples in Fig. 8.15. The viscosity range tends to increase with
decreasing temperature. The data for Na2Si4O9 and CaSiO3 are included as a reminder of
the differences between Al-free alkali and alkaline earth melts. Consistent with the effects
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described in previous sections, the viscosity differences between various Al-free melts and
glasses reduce gradually when Al3+ is introduced.

From Al-free compositions to the meta-aluminous join or beyond, these changes will be
described in more detail in following text. They are, in fact, so large that comparisons of iso-
thermal values require unwarranted extrapolation of the data when these have been gathered
only at high or low viscosities for a given composition. To avoid these problems, it is prefer-
able to compare the temperature of a given isokom (i.e., of isoviscosity values). This will
mainly be made near the glass transition because the sensitivity of viscosity to composition
and structure is much greater in this temperature range than above the liquidus, where the
data tend to converge (Fig. 8.15).

The effects of the addition of alumina at constant M/Si ratio are to increase the viscosity
near the temperature of the glass transition until compositions are near those of the meta-
aluminosilicate joins (Fig. 8.16; see also Riebling, 1964, 1966; Taylor and Rindone, 1970; Webb
et al., 2004). Once more, the differences between alkali and alkaline earth systems are borne
out by the temperature of the 1012Pas isokom. This temperature does not vary much for Mg
liquids, rises gently for Camelts, and increases by nearly 400K for the Na system from a com-
position without Al2O3 until reaching the meta-aluminosilicate join, before decreasing
slightly beyond this join (Fig. 8.16). Webb et al. (2004) reported that a similar viscosity plateau
can be observed under isothermal conditions.

The sensitivity of viscosity to melt and glass structure has long been used to address
whether or not structural changes occur across the meta-aluminous join. For sodium alumi-
nosilicates, the observations made at constant SiO2 content close to the glass transition range
(Taylor and Rindone, 1970; Webb et al., 2004) and at high temperature (Riebling, 1966) show
either a plateau or a decrease in viscosity when the Na/Al atomic ratio is close to unity
(Fig. 8.17). The effects of such a change have also been observed in electrochemical
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measurements performed on the same series of sodium-bearing glasses (Graham and
Rindone, 1964). More recent observations by Toplis et al. (1997b) agree with Riebling’s
(1966) results, although they do not locate the viscositymaximum on themeta-aluminous join
but at values ofNa/(Na+Al) slightly lower than 0.5. The deviation from this value varies with
SiO2 content and increases with decreasing temperatures. These features have been
interpreted in terms of triclusters by Toplis et al. (1997b). A similar plateau has been observed
in the dilatometric glass transition temperatures of lithium aluminosilicates at Li/(Li+Al) of
about 0.48 (Shelby, 1978).

In view of the differing effects of alkaline and alkaline earth elements on viscosity, the
existence and position of this maximum should indeed depend on the nature of the
M-cation. For Ca andMg aluminosilicates, the results subsequently obtained at low and high
temperature by Toplis and Dingwell (2004) do show important differences, since a viscosity
maximum is observed only for the former (Fig. 8.18).

For charge-compensating cations, the viscosity values of Fig. 8.15 illustrate the more
general fact that the strength of the association with aluminum decreases in the familiar
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order Na, Ca, Mg. Liquidus temperatures and melt viscosity depend on bond strength.
Hence, there is similarity between the variations of both kinds of properties (Figs. 8.2
and 8.15). The main difference, of course, deals with the existence of minima at eutectic
points for liquidus temperatures, which cannot have any counterpart in viscosity. This dif-
ference accounts for the basic unreliability of the various empirical relationships, such as
the rule Tg/Tl¼2/3 (Tl¼ liquidus temperature) proposed by Kauzmann (1948), which aim
at relating liquidus and standard glass transition temperatures.

Regarding Si,Al substitution, the difference in SidO andAldO bond strength is evident
in the temperature T12 of the 1012Pas isokom (Fig. 8.19), in composition-dependent
high-temperature viscosity along the meta-aluminous join (Fig. 8.20), and in changes in
fragility as a function of metal cation type and Al/(Al+Si) (Fig. 8.21). From pure SiO2,
the decrease amounts to more than 300K for T12 and to more than four orders of magnitude
for viscosity. Because association of Al with the charge-compensating cation is weaker in Mg
than in Camelts, viscosity is lowerwithin the former than the latter system such that the order
of increasing viscosity becomes Mg, Ca, Na, Li. This is confirmed and complemented by
high-temperature viscosities, which are extensive along the meta-aluminous join (Fig. 8.20).

Recognition of such a systematic relationship among charge-compensating cations was, in
fact, the basis of the successfulmodel of prediction of high-temperature viscosity proposed by
Bottinga andWeill (1972), which relied on correct identification of the metal cation-aluminate
species present in the melt. The systematics in viscosity (Fig. 8.16) and enthalpy (Fig. 8.9) are
remarkably similar. This is also indicated by the dilatometric glass transition temperatures
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measured by Hasegawa (1986) for Mg, Ca, Sr, and Ba aluminosilicates, which define trends
that may depend on MxO content.

The viscosity-composition relationships of the aluminosilicate melts are markedly
nonlinear at high temperature and especially near the glass transition (Toplis et al., 1997b;
Bouhadja et al., 2014). Because they originate from the same datum for SiO2 liquid, their order
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is that of increasing deviations from Arrhenian laws or of increasing fragility (Fig. 8.16). This
order is also that of increasing configurational heat capacity (see Fig. 8.7). As described in
Chapter 4, Section 4.6.1, for mixed alkaline earth melts, these features are readily interpreted
within the framework of configurational entropy theory according to which the temperature
dependence of viscosity is inversely related to that of configurational entropy (Adam and
Gibbs, 1965; Richet, 1984). Consistent with the contribution of Si,Al mixing to chemical en-
tropy, the viscosity-composition relationship is still more nonlinear near the glass transition
than at high temperatures (Fig. 8.19).

The fragility not only varies with the nature of the charge-balancing cation, but it also can
be correlated with the Al/(Al+Si) along any of the silica-aluminate composition joins
(Fig. 8.20). Such features often are expressed in terms of variations in the fragility index, m:

m¼ ∂ log η
� �

∂= Tg=T
� �

at the glass transition temperature
� �

: (8.2)

The viscosity of aluminosilicate melts as a function of pressure has been a subject of study

in Ca- and Na-aluminosilicate systems (Kushiro, 1976, 1981; Suzuku et al., 2002, Suzuki et al.,
2005; Mori et al., 2000; Allwardt et al., 2007). As mentioned in Section 6.4.1, highly polymer-
ized, Al-free melts exhibit decreasing viscosity with increasing pressure until reaching pres-
sures corresponding to that where Si4+ coordination transformation is reached. The data in
Fig. 8.22 indicate, however, relationships between pressure and melt viscosity that are more
complex. In meta-aluminosilicate melts, which are highly polymerized, the nature of the
charge-balancing cation clearly also plays a role. With increasing Al/(Al+Si), the viscosity
in Na systems suggests an approximately constant pressure dependence. However, for melts
with Ca2+ serving to charge-balance Al3+, the pressure dependence actually becomes less pro-
nounced with increasing Al/(Al+Si) (Fig. 8.22). Furthermore, for two compositions with the
same Al/(Al+Si), the viscosity is more sensitive to pressure for Na+ than for Ca2+ as a charge-
balancing cation for tetrahedral Al3+ through an effect on the strength of the AldO bond.
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The viscosity data from a slightly depolymerized (NBO/T¼0.25) CaO-Al2O3-SiO2 melt ex-
hibit a small decrease with pressure and reach a minimum viscosity value near 3.5GPa
and 1640°C (Fig. 8.23; see also Allwardt et al., 2007). The initial slight viscosity decrease with
increasing pressure resembles that of the fully polymerized SiO2-CaAl2O4 melt with Al/(Al
+Si)¼0.25. Mixed NaAl2O6-CaMgSi2O6 melts exhibit somewhat similar variations, although
they show a viscosity minimum near a few GPa pressure (Suzuki et al., 2005). This decreasing
effect with pressure suggests that the AldO bonds become decreasingly compressible with
increasing pressure or the Al distribution of the coexisting structural units may be pressure
dependent. Current data do not permit further assessment of this situation.
8.4.1.2 Diffusion

It is commonly assumed that melt viscosity and self-diffusion of network-building ions
(Si4+, Al3+, O2�) are linked via the Eyring expression (Eq. (4.11)), as for example made by
Shimizu and Kushiro (1984) in their examination of viscosity and self-diffusion in liquid
CaMgSi2O6 (Fig. 4.20). However, for aluminosilicate melts, this relationship may not show
the same quantitative precision. For example, in a molecular dynamics simulation study of
melts along the SiO2-CaAl2O4 join, Bouhadja et al. (2014) found significant deviations from
the Eyring relations, which were more pronounced the less aluminous the melt. According
to the Eyring expression, the diffusivity is proportional to the viscosity/temperature (η/T),
when in fact it is commonly a power function relationship. There remains a correlation,
but the relationship is not linear, as demanded by the Eyring equation.
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Viscosity/diffusivity correlations can be seen when comparing pressure-dependent melt
viscosity with self-diffusion, for example (Figs. 8.22 and 8.23). Where the viscosity of
NaAlSi2O6 decreases isothermally with increasing pressure (Fig. 8.22), the diffusivity of Si,
Al, and O increases (Fig. 8.23). Interestingly, though, the diffusivities of these three compo-
nents are not quite the same. So, if in fact the Eyring equation holds, the jump distance of these
three components must differ. It is not so clear how this can be accomplished. The Na+ cat-
ions, on the other hand, do not follow this relationship at all, as there is a continuous sodium
diffusivity decrease with increasing pressure (Fig. 8.23). This is in some ways surprising, be-
cause in these melts, all Na2+ is in a charge-compensating role for Al3+, which would lead to a
suggestion of coupling between Na+ and Al3+ diffusion.

The geochemical importance of aluminosilicates has motivated numerous diffusion studies.
Inparticular, theextensivedataavailable forNaAlSi3O8 throwinteresting lighton the factors that
determineatomicmobility,at leastalongthemeta-aluminous joinwherediffusivitiescanvaryby
more more than 10 orders of magnitude, depending on size and electrical charge (Fig. 8.24).
Weakly bonded noble gases diffuse the fastest, with a diffusivity that decreases in the order
of increasing atomic size (see also Chapter 18, Section 18.3). Tracer diffusion is in general faster
for alkali than for alkali earth cations (Fig. 8.24). The slowest diffusing species are Si and Ga. In
these three series, the activation enthalpy for diffusion increaseswhen the diffusivity decreases,
so that the linear relationships of Fig. 8.24 tend to converge at very high temperature. For
network-modifier cations, diffusivity is not affected by the glass transition but continues
smoothly across this temperature (dashed line in Fig. 8.24), which indicates that relaxation of
the aluminosilicate network is not a governing factor (see also Fig. 8.23).
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As reviewed by Roselieb and Jambon (2002), there is a clear control of both tracer diffusiv-
ity and activation enthalpy for diffusion by the ionic radius and charge of the cation (Fig. 8.25).
The simple influence of size is illustrated by noble gases, for which electrical charge does not
need to be considered. For other elements, an optimum is reached for a certain ionic radius for
a given charge. In a structure tailored for Na+, the larger ionic radius of heavier alkali
elements or the 2+ charge of alkaline earths lowers diffusion considerably through steric
hindrance or electrostatic interactions, which is quantified by the enthalpy of diffusion
(Fig. 8.25B). Because the relevant parameters are the size and especially the charge differences
with Na+, diffusivities and activation energies do not vary monotonously with the ionization
potential of the cation. Given the existence of the plagioclase solid solution, it is not fortuitous
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that Ca is the alkaline earth with the highest diffusivity and lowest activation energy for
diffusion. As for Ga3+, it is probably fortuitous that its data plot in Fig. 8.25 on the alkaline
earth trends.

8.4.2 Volume, Expansion, and Compressibility

The volume of glasses andmelts is sensitive to composition, temperature, and pressure. As
a direct measure of atomic packing, volume and related properties are a sensitive probe of
oxygen coordination around cations. For example, decades before NMR demonstrated the
point at a microscopic scale, density and refractivity measurements by Safford and Silverman
(1947) indicated that most Al3+ is in tetrahedral coordination because the partial molar vol-
ume of 40cm3/mol found for Al2O3 is much greater than the 25cm3/mol of themolar volume
of corundum.

8.4.2.1 Volume and Thermal Expansion

The volume and thermal expansion of aluminosilicate melts and glasses differ. Examples
are provided by data in systems such as CaO-Al2O3-SiO2 and Na2O-Al2O3-SiO2 showing the
distinctly different thermal expansion of the glass up to the glass transition and its melt and
supercooled liquid above the glass transition temperature (Fig. 8.26; see also Lange, 1996,
1997). This largedifference reflects the large configurational contribution to thermal expansivity
of the melt compared to its glass. Moreover, it is again notable that expansivity of the partial
molar volumeof individual oxide components increases in theorderK2O>Na2O>CaO>MgO
(Lange and Carmichael, 1987; Knoche et al., 1995; Lange, 1997; see also Fig. 8.27).
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In the early study of Bottinga and Weill (1970), it was concluded that both partial molar
volume and expansivities of aluminosilicate melts could be considered as additive functions
of composition. Since then, empirical models have been improved to predict density with
greater accuracy or over wider temperature and composition ranges (Bottinga et al., 1982,
1983; Lange and Carmichael, 1987; Knoche et al., 1995; Lange, 1997). For this purpose, new
measurements have been made on compositions scattered throughout a variety of systems
(e.g., Stein et al., 1986; Lange and Carmichael, 1987; Lange, 1996). Since it is difficult to draw
structural inferences from multiparameter analyses of measurements, we will consider in-
stead data along well-defined joins. Particular attention will be paid to the circumstances un-
der which the additive nature of molar volume could break down, and in particular to the
aluminum environment in peraluminous melts.

With peraluminous melts, there is a departure from volume additivity (Bottinga et al.,
1982; Takahashi et al., 2015). This departure results from the fact that the molar volume
of liquid alumina (about 33cm3/mol above 2000°C) is lower than the 38–39cm3/mol
derived for the partial molar volume of Al2O3 in peralkaline melts (Fig. 8.28). Later models
have not addressed this question, however, probably because nonlinear effects are
relatively small and of limited implications, at least within the composition range of
geochemical interest. This means that later models have yielded lines closely resembling
that of Bottinga and Weill (1970) shown in Fig. 8.28. These will all be off the real molar
volumes in the peralkaline portions of aluminosilicate systems, however, because they
do not consider the changing structural roles and partial molar volumes of Al2O3 in this
region (Bottinga et al., 1982; Lange and Carmichael, 1987; Webb and Courtial, 1996;
Lange, 1997).
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Reliable measurements are available for binary SiO2-Al2O3 liquids in spite of technical dif-
ficulties caused by very high temperatures (Aksay et al., 1979). The data join smoothly with
the data for pure Al2O3 and SiO2 (Fig. 8.28). Although the thermal expansion coefficients of
liquid Al2O3 and of the most Al2O3-rich melt are not well constrained, a definite nonlinearity
is observed beyond about 60mol% Al2O3 at 1900–2000°C, the interval where Al2O3 and all
binary compositions could be investigated.

The manner in which the density of binary Al2O3-SiO2 melts is approached from ternary
metal aluminosilicate systems should depend on the nature of the M-cation. For Na+ and
Mg2+, this hypothesis can be checked with the measurements made by Riebling (1964,
1966) for a series of joins at constant SiO2 content. For the sodium system, additivity of molar
volume with respect to chemical composition breaks down as soon as the meta-aluminous
join is crossed (Fig. 8.29A). The extent of deviation from linearity increases with decreasing
SiO2 content and, therefore, with increasing Al2O3 concentration. For 50mol% SiO2, there is
even a clear maximum in molar volume that probably lies between Al/(Al+Na) values of 0.6
and 0.8, i.e., between 30 and 40mol% Al2O3. With a same SiO2 content of 50mol%, the single
join investigated in the Mg system shows less deviation from linearity (Fig. 8.29B) than
the sodium aluminosilicate system (Fig. 8.29A). The data extrapolate to a volume of
31cm3/mol for pure Al2O3 (compared with 32.5cm3/mol for the analogous Na join at
1800°C at which these data were extrapolated). This value is essentially the same as that of
liquid Al2O3 on its liquidus (2073°C; see Shpil’rain et al., 1973).
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In summary, additivemodels of prediction of density break down for peraluminousmelts,
because the partial molar volume of alumina then depends on composition. As might be
expected, the density of peralkaline melts also bears witness to the less strong association
of Al3+ with Mg2+ than with Na+. Clearly, Al3+ is present in a denser state in peraluminous
than in peralkalinemelts. But volume data cannot help to discriminate between various struc-
tural models in which Al3+ has a coordination higher than tetrahedral or achieves a dense
arrangement through the existence of oxygen triclusters.

8.4.2.2 Pressure and Compressibility

The response of melt density to pressure typically is a combination of bond angle compres-
sion and torsion (at lower pressures) and coordination changes (at high pressures). The bond
angles in aluminosilicates are somewhat more compressible than in Al-free silicates, because
the AldO bond is longer and weaker than the SidO (see Chapter 2, Section 2.2.2). Moreover,
in peralkaline aluminosilicate melts, pressure may also affect Al3+ distribution among the
coexisting Qn-species, which may, in turn, affect volume and compressibility
(Section 9.4.2). This would be expected because compressibility is the highest for the most
polymerized melts (Fig. 8.30; see also Kuryaeva and Dmitrieva, 2014) and therefore for Q4

species, which would tend to enhance Al3+ partitioning into such structural units. In this en-
vironment, the nature of the charge-compensating cation is important as AldO bonds are
stiffer with divalent (e.g., alkaline earths) than with monovalent charge compensation
(e.g., alkali metals). This effect is seen in the compression of meta-aluminosilicate glasses
(Fig. 8.31), where the density change is greater with alkalis than with Ca2+ (Allwardt
et al., 2005).

More attention will be paid in this section to sound velocities than to adiabatic compress-
ibilities, because it is not possible to accurately determine densities over the whole composi-
tion range investigated, which extends to peraluminous melts. With ultrasonic methods, the
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adiabatic compressibility (βS) is determined from the density (ρ) and the longitudinal sound
velocity (vp) by Eq. (6.19), βS¼1/ρvp

2. For aluminosilicates, the high viscosity of which can
translate into long relaxation times, determination of compressibility is made difficult by
the high temperatures at which measurements must be performed to achieve complete relax-
ation (see Section 3.4.3). At such high temperatures, composition changes induced by partial
volatilization in addition become a serious concern. For alkali systems, this is why measure-
ments are available for few compositions over narrow temperature intervals (Rivers and
Carmichael, 1987; Kress et al., 1988; Ai and Lange, 2008). From an analysis of their measure-
ments for sodium aluminosilicates, Kress et al. (1988) did, nevertheless, conclude that sound
velocity is insensitive to Na/Si and increases linearly with Al2O3 content in peralkaline com-
positions, from 2450m/s for molten sodiummetasilicate to 2900m/s for a melt with 20mol%
Al2O3.

These trends are not followed in calcium aluminosilicates, which have been the subject of
comprehensive studies by Sokolov et al. (1970). Their results are, however, generally consis-
tent with the less comprehensive observations of Rivers and Carmichael (1987) andWebb and
Courtial (1996) in similar composition glasses and melts.

A continuous decrease in sound velocity is observedwhenAl3+ is substituted for Si4+ along
two different joins (Fig. 8.32). Asmight be expected fromweaker AldO comparedwith SidO
bonds, in both cases these variations are offset by those of density, so that the adiabatic bulk
modulus (KS¼1/βS) derived byWebb and Courtial (1996) actually increases with decreasing
SiO2 concentration (and increasing Ca0.5AlO2 content) (Fig. 8.33). The variations are not as
simple when Al2O3 is added at constant Si/Ca (Fig. 8.32B). For Si/Ca¼2, little attention
should be paid to the complex variation of sound velocity, which is due to the stable misci-
bility gap existing close to the limiting binary SiO2-Al2O3 (Fig. 8.4; see also Galakhov et al.,
1985). No such bias affects the measurements for the join at constant Si/Ca¼1. There, the
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speed of sound decreases continuously with increasing Al2O3 content from the metasilicate
composition to beyond the meta-aluminous join.

This trend should not be followed at higher alumina content, however, because the speed
of sound must increase markedly to match that of pure alumina, which is about 3000m/s
(Slagle and Nelson, 1970). Actually, such an increase is suggested by the results or the most
Al2O3-rich melts along the join Si/Ca¼2 (Fig. 8.32B), where an upswing toward greater
sound velocity in Al-rich compositions is indicated. Combined with a marked rise in density,
indicated by the plots of Figs. 8.30 and 8.31, this increase will result in a strong decrease in
compressibility when the alumina endmember is approached. This effect conforms to the
general trend according towhich compressibility decreaseswith increasing density and, thus,
with more compact atomic arrangement.

Like the heat capacity, the compressibility of liquids is made up of vibrational and config-
urational contributions. A more detailed analysis of compressibility must deal separately
with both aspects. Whenmade with Brillouin scattering, the timescale of sound velocity mea-
surements is so short that, even above 2000K, only the solid-like response of the liquid is
probed (Section 3.4.3). The relative importance of vibrational and configurational compress-
ibility thus can be ascertained through a combination of unrelaxed and fully relaxedmeasure-
ments of sound velocity. The information obtained in this way is still very sketchy (Askarpour
et al., 1993). For calcium aluminosilicates, both contributions to compressibility vary strongly
with composition. The total compressibility is 4.83�1011 and 3.84�1011Pa�1 for molten
CaAl2Si2O8 and Ca3Al2Si3O12, of which the configurational part represents 58% and 32%,
respectively. Clearly, compression and rotation of bonds represent only a fraction of the
compressibility of the open, three-dimensional network of CaAl2Si2O8. In this case, configu-
rational changes give rise to additional compression mechanisms that are more restricted in
the less polymerized structure of Ca3Al2Si3O12.
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9.1 INTRODUCTORY COMMENTS

Aluminosilicate melts and glasses are defined as peralkaline or peraluminous depending
on whether or not there are sufficient metal cations to charge-compensate Al3+ in tetrahedral
coordination. The term charge-balance sometimes is used as synonymous with charge-
compensation. In ternary metal oxide aluminosilicates, meta-aluminosilicate joins, SiO2-M

n+

AlnO2n, where M is the metal cation serving to charge-compensate tetrahedrally coordinated
Al3+, separates peraluminous from peralkaline compositions (Fig. 9.1). Hence, peralkaline,
meta-aluminous, and peraluminous compositions are discussed separately in this chapter.
# 2019 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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where M is an alkali and alkaline earth oxide.

302 9. STRUCTURE OF ALUMINOSILICATE GLASS AND MELT
9.2 NUMERICAL SIMULATION OF STRUCTURE

In aluminosilicate systems, as for other compositions, numerical simulation can be quite
helpful to deduce structure and structural trends with compositions that cannot readily be
examined experimentally. Such limitations may include problems associated with quenching
a melt to a glass as seen along SiO2-Al2O3 joins (Sato et al., 1991), or where melting tempera-
tures are so high that controlled laboratory experimentation becomes excessively challenging.
9.2.1 Compositions Without Charge-Balance

Compositions without or with insufficient metal cations for charge-balance of Al3+ define
the peraluminous field outlined in Fig. 9.1. Compositions without any charge-balance lay
along the join SiO2-Al2O3. The endmember SiO2 was discussed in Chapter 5. Here we will
discuss simulations of amorphous Al2O3 (Ahuja et al., 1998; Hemmati et al., 1999; Gutierrez
and Johansson, 2002) and structural simulations of melt and glass compositions along the join
Al2O3-SiO2 (Belashchenko and Fedko, 1992; Pfleiderer et al., 2006; Hoang et al., 2007).

9.2.1.1 Al2O3 Simulations

The ultimate Al-bearing melt is pure Al2O3. The average AldO distance from molecular
simulation is in the range 1.71–1.79Å, which is that expected for Al3+ in tetrahedral coordi-
nation forming an AlO4 tetrahedron (Ahuja et al., 1998; Gutierrez and Johansson, 2002). In
comparison, the AldO distance in crystal structures with sixfold coordination, such as
jadeite, averages about 1.9Å (Prewitt and Burnham, 1966).

The simulated AldOdAl bond-angle distribution is asymmetric or may even exhibt two
distinct peaks (Fig. 9.2). The angle distribution maxima, near 100degrees and about
120degrees, have led to different interpretations. For example, Hemmati et al. (1999)
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3039.2 NUMERICAL SIMULATION OF STRUCTURE
proposed that this distribution reflects coexisting four-, five-, and sixfold coordination of
Al3+, with fivefold coordination dominating. Belashchenko and Fedko (1992) concluded
that five- and fourfold coordinated Al3+ exist in about equal proportions in molten Al2O3.
Gutierrez and Johansson (2002), on the other hand, concluded from analogous data that the
average oxygen coordination around Al3+ is slightly higher than 4 (4.25), where about 85%
of the Al3+exists in fourfold coordination. This conclusion also is in accord with that of Ahuja
et al. (1998), who found that Al3+ is in fourfold coordination, based on the good agreement
between the calculated and experimental (Ansell et al., 1997) melting temperature of Al2O3.
9.2.1.2 Al2O3-SiO2 Simulations

Simulated Al2O3-SiO2 melt and glass structures reveal some environmental similarities for
Al3+ compared with that of the pure Al2O3 endmember. However, differences also exist,
which tend to grow as the compositions become more SiO2-rich. For example, oxygen
triclusters have been reported to be quite common in SiO2-Al2O3 melts and glasses
(Winkler et al., 2004; Tossell and Horbach, 2005; Pfleiderer et al., 2006). Moreover, the AlO4

tetrahedra that coexist with SiO4 tetrahedra seem quite different, in that edge-sharing is com-
mon for AlO4 but has not been reported for SiO4 tetrahedra, at least not at ambient pressure.

There is also a distribution of AldO polyhedra with different oxygen coordination. For
example, Hoang et al. (2007) computed angle distributions in relaxed melt and in Al2O3-
SiO2 glass and found evidence for multiple average angles for a composition such as
Al2O3�2SiO2 (Fig. 9.3). Those data were interpreted to suggest SidO and AldO coordination
numbers. The average oxygen coordination number from this and similar calculations for
Al2O3-SiO2 glasses and melts ranges between about 4.5 and 5 (Winkler et al., 2004; Pfleiderer
et al., 2006; Hoang et al., 2007). These coordination numbers also appear to depend on tem-
perature as Pfleiderer et al. (2006) found that the abundance of three- and fivefold coordinated
Al3+ diminishes with increasing temperature, whereas fourfold coordinated Al3+ becomes
increasingly abundant (Fig. 9.4). Such a general trend seems independent of the Si/Al ratio,
although this ratio will affect the relative abundances of these different structural forms of
Al3+ (Winkler et al., 2004; Pfleiderer et al., 2006).
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9.2.2 Composition With Charge-Balanced Al3+

Charge-balance or charge-compensation for tetrahedrally coordinated cations with formal
charge different from 4 was discussed in Chapter 4, Section 4.4. Among cations requiring
charge-balance, Al3+ is the most common and likely also the most stable (Connelly et al.,
2011). The relative stability and properties of aluminate complexes thus formed vary
with the electronic properties of the charge-compensating cation. It has been shown from
melt viscosities (Bottinga and Weill, 1972) and thermochemical measurements of glasses
(Navrotsky et al., 1985) that there is a simple hierarchy of relative stability of the order
K+>Na+>Li+>Ca2+>Mg2+ and so on.

Aluminum-bearing glasses andmelts where all or some of the Al3+ is charge-compensated
can be divided into those with and without SiO2. Most of the results of such calculations have
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been for compositions of the typeMn+
2/nO-Al2O3 (Kang et al., 2006; Jahn, 2008;Wu et al., 2015)

and compositions along meta-aluminosilicate joins, SiO2-M
n+AlnO2n (Kubicki and Sykes,

1993; Benoit et al., 2001; Morgan and Spera, 2001; Kubicki and Toplis, 2002; Bouhadja
et al., 2013), with fewer simulations for peralkaline and peraluminous compositions
(Angeli et al., 2000; Cormier et al., 2003; Benoit et al., 2005; Pedone et al., 2012).
9.2.2.1 Mn+
2/nO-Al2O3 Simulations

Numerical simulation of metal oxide-alumina glasses andmelts has focused on Ca andMg
aluminates (Cormier et al., 2003; Poe et al., 1994; McMillan et al., 1996a, b; Kang et al., 2006;
Jahn, 2008; Wu et al., 2015). Along this join, the average AldOdistance in glasses andmelts is
near 1.76Å, as expected for tetrahedrally coordinated Al3+ (Kang et al., 2006). However, the
average AldO and CadO coordination numbers increase from about 5.5 to near 6 with in-
creasing Al3+ in simulated CaO-Al2O3 melt structures (Table 9.1; see also Kang et al., 2006).
There is a range of oxygen coordination numbers around Ca2+. The maximum is near 6 with,
however, a broad distribution around this value (Benoit et al., 2005).

Along both MgO-Al2O3 and CaO-Al2O3 joins, numerical simulation results show that the
degree of depolymerization, here defined as NBO/Al, is positively correlated with the M/Al
ratio (0.5 M2+>Al3+) (Cormier et al., 2003; Jahn, 2008; Wu et al., 2015; see also Fig. 9.5). If we
assume that bridging and nonbridging oxygens are the only contributors to polymerization,
these melts, be they Mg- or Ca-aluminates, become increasingly depolymerized as the metal
cation abundance increases. Notably, in the MgO-Al2O3 system, the proportion of
nonbridging oxygen increases continuously beginning from near pure Al2O3 melt (Jahn,
2008). There is a significant proportion of oxygen triclusters, the abundance of which dimin-
ishes with increasing Ca/Al as well as Mg/Al ratios. In addition, the abundance of bridging
oxygen in the MgO-Al2O3 glasses from these simulations is more than 50% lower than in the
equivalent CaO-Al2O3 system, and the abundance of nonbridging oxygens much higher.
Moreover, the proportions of free oxygens and triclusters are also higher in the MgO-
Al2O3 system (see Jahn, 2008; Wu et al., 2015).

In their simulations of melts along the CaO-Al2O3 join, Cormier et al. (2003) concluded that
Qn-species, conceptually analogous to those in silicate systems but with Al3+ as the tetrahe-
drally coordinated cation, replace Si4+. This concept was expanded further byWu et al. (2015),
who computed Qn-species abundances along the join CaO-Al2O3 (Fig. 9.6). Here, increasing
the CaO abundance leads to a decrease in Q4 and an increase in Q3 and Q2 as in the analogous
TABLE 9.1 Structure Parameters for Glasses Along the Join CaO-Al2O3 Simulated at 300K and 0.1MPa
(data from Kang et al., 2006)

30 mol% Al2O3 38 mol% Al2O3 50 mol% Al2O3 60 mol% Al2O3

CN (AldO) 4.05 4.14 4.44 4.53

AldO distance (Å) 1.76 1.76 1.76 1.78

CN (CadO) 5.59 5.57 5.87 5.89

CadO distance (Å) 2.32 2.32 2.34 2.34
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CaO-SiO2 system (see Chapter 7). There are quantitative differences between CaO-SiO2 and
CaO-Al2O3, in that the abundance of polymerized species for a given CaO content is greater in
the aluminate compared with the silicate system. This difference likely reflects the longer
AldO bonds compared with SidO bonds, which in turn would tend to lead to Al3+ forming
more polymerized species than Si4+.

9.2.2.2 SiO2-M
n+

n/2O-Mn+ AlnO2n Simulations

Melt and glass compositions from the peralkaline compositions (Fig. 9.1) have been subject
to a number of simulations, at least in part because these compositions provide the simplest
expression of exchange of charge-compensated Al3+ for Si4+ in tetrahedral coordination
(Kubicki and Sykes, 1993; Stein and Spera, 1995; Benoit et al., 2001, 2005; Ganster et al.,
2007; Pedone et al., 2012; Xiang et al., 2013). In this composition region, results of computa-
tions agree that about 90% or more of Al3+ and Si4+ exist in tetrahedral coordination, most of
the remainder being in fivefold coordination (Stein and Spera, 1995; Xiang et al., 2013).

The average (Al,Si)dOd(Al,Si) bond angle decreases with increasing Al/(Al+Si), as
would be expected because of the longer AldO compared with the SidO bond length
(Stein and Spera, 1995). Interestingly, however, the AldOdAl bond-angle distribution
shows two or more distinct maxima, indicating therefore possibly multiple Al-bearing sites
(Fig. 9.7). The distribution of SidOdAl angles shows much less variation. The AldO and
SidO bond distances are insensitive to parameters such as Al/(Al+Si). They are consistent
with essentially all Al3+ and Si4+ in tetrahedral coordination because the calculated SidO and
AldO bond distances vary by less than 2% from the nominal values for tetrahedral Al3+ and
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Si4+ (Benoit et al., 2005; Xiang et al., 2013). The AldNBO bonds are a few percent shorter than
AldBO (Benoit et al., 2005).
9.3 DIRECT DETERMINATION

9.3.1 Aluminate and Aluminosilicate Without Al3+ Charge-Balance

Binary Al2O3-SiO2 melts are important because they offer information on the structural
role of Al3+ when there is no metal cation for charge-compensation. There are, however, ex-
perimental complexities associated with experiments on such compositions because melts
along the Al2O3-SiO2 do not quench easily to homogeneous glasses. It is often necessary,
therefore, to conduct structural measurements while thematerial is molten, which commonly
requires temperatures in excess of 2000°C. Such thermal requirements limit experimental
tools available for structural examination.

9.3.1.1 Al2O3 Data

Less structural information is available for pure Al2O3 than for SiO2 because Al2O3, which
is an extremely poor glass former, has to be investigated near and above 2071°C, the melting
point of corundum. The large volume change and heat of fusion upon melting (Mitin and
Nagibin, 1970; Richet et al., 1993) indicate very significant structural differences between crys-
talline corundum and its correspondingmelt on its liquidus (see also Chapter 8). Results from
27Al NMR spectroscopy of molten Al2O3 to temperatures near 2450°C are consistent with an
Al3+ coordination number greater than 4, but mostly less than 6, perhaps mostly 4 (Florian
et al., 1995; Bessada et al., 1999). This conclusion is also consistent with the AldO bond dis-
tance of about 1.76Å derived from the X-ray radial distribution function of Al2O3 near and
above the melting temperature (Ansell et al., 1997). This distance points to a largely fourfold
Al3+ coordination. Landron et al. (2001), using neutron diffraction, also found fourfold Al3+ to
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dominate (�60%), with significant contributions from both higher and lower coordination
numbers (Fig. 9.8). Large structural differences between molten and crystalline Al2O3 also
have been reported from 27Al NMR spectroscopy from 2300°C to 2450°C (Florian et al.,
1995). In this case, fivefold coordination of Al3+ was proposed to dominate the structure,
but in all cases a distribution of oxygen coordination was proposed. The average Al3+ coor-
dination number, therefore, is less than for crystalline Al2O3. These experimental results in
themain also accordwith the numerical simulations discussed in Section 9.2 (see alsoWinkler
et al., 2004; Pfleiderer et al., 2006; Hoang et al., 2007).

9.3.1.2 Al2O3-SiO2 Data

For binary glasses with up to 6wt% Al2O3, the Raman spectra of quenched glasses resem-
ble the spectrum of pure SiO2. It has been proposed therefore that at least to this amount of
Al2O3, the dissolved Al2O3 does not disrupt the SiO2 structure significantly (Kato, 1976).
Those early data formed the basis for a more comprehensive Raman spectroscopic study
of SiO2-Al2O3 glasswith up to 59mol%Al2O3 (McMillan and Piriou, 1982). Even though rapid
splat cooling was used (�106–107°C/s), phase separation or crystal nucleation developed in
many of the glasses (McMillan and Piriou, 1982; Sato et al., 1991). That problem notwithstand-
ing, it was found that the structure of silica-rich (>70mol% SiO2) glasses along the SiO2-Al2O3

join resembles that of pure SiO2 with, however, a small number of nonbridging oxygens, be-
cause some SidOdAl linkages between oxygen tetrahedra were observed (McMillan and
Piriou, 1982). This conclusion differs somewhat, though, from those of a multinuclear
NMR study of Al2O3-SiO2 glasses with Al2O3 contents between 0.4 and 12wt%. In this com-
position range, Sen and Youngman (2004) reported four-, five-, and sixfold coordinated Al3+.
For higher alumina contents, McMillan and Piriou (1982) suggested that a significant portion
of the Al3+ occurs in some form of aluminate clusters, whereas at lowAl2O3 content, Al3+ is an
integral part of the Al2O3-SiO2 structure. These clusters, examined more recently with X-ray
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diffractional and vibrational spectroscopy, comprise [4]A, [5]Al, and [6]Al (Okuno et al., 2005;
Wilding et al., 2010).

Additional structural information has been obtained from 27Al MAS NMR spectra of
Al2O3-SiO2 glasses that, however, had experienced incipient phase separation (Risbud
et al., 1987; Okuno et al., 2005). The latter authors concluded that 27Al MAS NMR spectra in-
dicate multiple oxygen coordination states and proposed, in accord with the X-ray data of
Okuno et al. (2005) andWilding et al. (2010), that these are four-, five-, and sixfold coordinated
Al3+ (Fig. 9.9). Therefore, even with several tens of mol% SiO2 added to Al2O3, the Al3+ struc-
tural role may not differ greatly from that in pure Al2O3 melt with an average oxygen coor-
dination number for Al3+ slightly below 5, but with significant proportions of four- and
sixfold coordinated Al3+. When investigating the same series of glass samples as McMillan
and Piriou (1982) (up to 59 mol% Al2O3), Sato et al. (1991) confirmed this conclusion and
added that the proportions of these different Al-complexes vary with Al2O3 content and also,
interestingly, with the rate at which the glasses had been quenched. These conclusions also
accord with those from numerical simulation discussed in Section 9.2 (see also Hemmati
et al., 1999).

The difficulties associated with quenching of melts to homogeneous glass and the obser-
vation that Al-speciation in SiO2-Al2O3 glasses may depend on quenching rate make struc-
tural interpretation difficult and prevent ready application of glass data to melts. It would
also be difficult to compare results from Al2O3 glasses quenched at different rates whose ef-
fects might partly explain some of the different structural interpretations summarized imme-
diately earlier.

Quenching problems were avoided by Poe et al. (1992), however, who coupled high-
temperature 27Al NMR spectroscopy with molecular dynamics simulation of SiO2-Al2O3

melts to temperatures above 2000°C. The 27Al isotropic shift is broadly correlated with the
Al2O3/SiO2 abundance ratio (Poe et al., 1992), which could be correlated with an increase
in Al3+ coordination number (Bessada et al., 1999). Further, this average Al coordination
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FIG. 9.9 27Al MAS NMR spectrum of Al2O3-SiO2 glass
with 30wt% Al2O3 (Risbud et al., 1987) and 70 wt% SiO2.
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number was thought to reflect the presence of Al3+ in several different aluminate complexes
whose coordination numbers range between 4 and 6. This observation is at least qualitatively
in accord with other interpretations of Raman and NMR spectra of SiO2-Al2O3 glasses
(McMillan and Piriou, 1982; Risbud et al., 1987; Sato et al., 1991; Schm€ucker et al., 1997; Okuno
et al., 2005) as well as results from simulations of Al2O3-SiO2 melt and glass structure
(Winkler et al., 2004; Hoang et al., 2007; see also Section 9.2.1.2).

There is a significant fraction of fourfold coordinated Al3+ even in the most aluminous
SiO2-Al2O3 glasses and melts, including pure Al2O3, which implies that some of the Al3+

may be in fourfold coordination with oxygenwithout metal cations for charge-compensation.
Lacy (1963) proposed aluminum triclusters as a means to accomplish electrical neutrality un-
der such circumstances. The tricluster concept subsequentlywas used to rationalize a number
of features of Al-containing silicate melts that do not contain metal cations in sufficient quan-
tity to provide formal charge-compensation of Al3+ in tetrahedral coordination (Stebbins
et al., 2001; Landron et al., 2001; Kubicki and Toplis, 2002; Tossell and Horbach, 2005;
Pfleiderer et al., 2006).
9.3.2 Charge-Balanced Al3+

As was illustrated previously when discussing simulation of aluminosilicate structures,
the substitution of Al3+ for Si4+ in tetrahedral coordination in a glass andmelt (and crystalline
materials, for that matter: see Angel et al., 1991; Prewitt et al., 1976; Phillips and Ribbe, 1973) is
not simply an exchange of Al3+ for Si4+, but also requires some form of charge-compensation
to reach local charge balance. This can be accomplished with the aid of a metal cation such as
an alkali metal or an alkaline earth;

Si4+ ,Al3+ + 1=nMn+: (9.1)

The electronic properties of the Mn+-cations affect the aluminosilicate structure and phys-

ical and chemical properties, because the bond strength and bond angle distribution are af-
fected by how Al3+ is charge-compensated (Navrotsky et al., 1985; Lee and Stebbins, 1999,
2002, 2006). The perturbation, Δ(TO)aver, of the TdO bond resulting from the nature of Al3+

charge-compensation can be expressed as a deviation from ideal SidO and AldO bond
lengths and their mixing as a function of X¼Al/(Al+Si) (Navrotsky et al., 1985):

Δ TOð Þaver ¼X�Δ AlOð Þ+ 1�Xð Þ �Δ SiOð Þ, (9.2)

where Δ(Al) and Δ(SiO) are expressions of the difference of SidO and AldO bond lengths

from ideal values, 1.712 and 1.581Å, respectively.

The perturbation of the TdO bond lengths resulting from different forms of charge-
compensation of tetrahedral Al3+ affects the stability of mixed aluminosilicates and can be
expressed as a function of cation type. For example, the stabilization enthalpy,ΔHstab, relative
to the enthalpies of solution of SiO2 and aluminosilicate, ΔHsoln, has been expressed as
(Navrotsky et al., 1985):

Hstab ¼ ΔHsoln MX=nAlXSi1�xO2

� ��ΔHsoln SiO2ð Þ� �
=X: (9.3)
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As seen in Fig. 9.10, the perturbation of the TdO bond length is negatively correlated with

the stabilization enthapy. In other words, the more perturbed (weakened) the TdO bond by
various charge-compensating cations, the less stable is the alumnosilicate complex.

9.3.2.1 Modifier Cation Data

For all compositions except those along the join AlO3-SiO2, metal cations, typically alkalis
and alkaline earths, can serve to charge-compensate Al3+ in tetrahedral coordination. In ad-
dition, for compositions to the left of the SiO2-M

n+AlnO2n join, (Fig. 9.1), metal cations may
also serve as network-modifiers. Typically, the MdO bond length and coordination number
when serving as a charge-compensating cation are slightly greater than when serving as a
network-modifier (Creux et al., 1995; George and Stebbins, 1996; Cormier and Neuville,
2004; Gambuzzi et al., 2015). This can be discerned in 23Na and 43Ca MAS NMR (George
and Stebbins, 1996; Maekawa et al., 1999; Henderson et al., 2009; Gambuzzi et al., 2015; see
also Fig. 9.11). In Fig. 9.11, the chemical shifts are calibrated with CadO bond distance in var-
ious crystalline materials, which yield a CadO bond longer by more than 5% when Ca2+

charge-compensates Al3+ as compared with network-modifying Ca2+. In Na2O-Al2O3-SiO2

glasses analogous relations have been recorded in relationships between 23Na MAS NMR
shift and Na-O oxygen coordination (Maekawa et al., 1999).

Increasing coordination number means increasing bond length (Tossell, 1999; Xue and
Stebbins, 1993; see also Chapter 2, Section 2.2.2). However, in the latter case, there are also
systematic changes in 23Na chemical shifts with melt polymerization and Al/(Al+Si). The
relationshipwithmelt polymerization (Fig. 9.12) probably reflects the fact that in these glasses
Na+ serves both as a charge-compensating cation for Al3+ and as a network-modifier. The
more depolymerized melt (higher NBO/T), the longer is the NadO bond distance (Lee
and Stebbins, 2003).
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In mixed metal-oxide alumiosilicate melts and glasses, the different structural behavior of
metal cations as network modifiers and as charge-compensating cations also leads to prefer-
ences ofmetal cations for charge-compensation versus network-modifying behavior. This can
be seen in Na2O-CaO-Al2O3-SiO2 glasses and melts where Ca2+ tends to form CadO bonds
with nonbridging oxygens, whereas Na+ tends to act to charge-compensate Al3+ (Cormier
and Neuville 2004). In the CaO-MgO-Al2O3-SiO2 system, Mg2+ shows a preference for
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nonbridging oxygens over Ca2+ (Kelsey et al., 2009; see also Fig. 9.13). This behavior of metal
cations inmixed aluminosilicate glasses (andmelts) is, of course, as expected from the relative
stabilities, ΔHstab, of aluminate complexes (Fig. 9.9). In the case of Mg2+, there is less convinc-
ing evidence for different structural characteristics of MgO as charge-compensator and
network-modifying cation with an average coordination number near 5.1 and MgdO bond
distance between 1.98 amd 2.05Å (Guignard and Cormier, 2008).
9.3.2.2 Mn+
2/nO-Al2O3 Data

Compositions along this join (lower horizontal join in Fig. 9.1) range from Mn+On/2-M
n+

AlnO2n, which have excess metal cations over that needed to charge-balance Al3+ in tetrahe-
dral coordination, to composition on the peraluminous side of Mn+AlnO2n-SiO2, where there
are insufficient metal cations to charge-compensate Al3+. The former portion is, therefore,
peralkaline, whereas the latter portion is peraluminous.

It appears that structural data along Mn+
2/nO-Al2O3 joins for the most part are limited to

CaO-CaAl2O4 and MgO-MgAl2O4 (Engelhardt and Michel, 1987; Poe et al., 1994; McMillan
et al., 1996a, b; Stebbins et al., 1999, 2001; Allwardt et al., 2003; Cormier et al., 2003; Hennet
et al., 2007; Neuville et al., 2010). An exception is the study of Licheron et al. (2011), who also
addressed the structure of Ba- and Sr peralkaline aluminate glasses. This comparative paucity
of data is in part because of practical difficulties. Not only are these melts notoriously poor
glass formers but, for alkali systems, they are in addition prone to alkali metal loss during
high-temperature experiments.

The 27Al isotropic chemical shift in spectra of Al2O3-CaAl2O4 melts, recorded near 2300°C,
decreases systematically with increasingAl2O3 (Poe et al., 1993, 1994; Fig. 9.14). By comparing
such data with results frommolecular dynamics simulations, Poe et al. (1993, 1994) suggested
that an increase in Al2O3 content along those joins is correlated with a higher average oxygen
coordination around Al3+, a trend that actually continues from the peralkaline to the
peraluminous side of the Mn+AlnO2n composition. This trend leads to the suggestion of a
gradual coordination change of Al3+ extending into the peralkaline portion of these joins.
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The average coordination number of Al3+ is slightly higher in Al2O3-MgAl2O4 than in Al2O3-
CaAl2O4 melts. As concluded for the SiO2-Al2O3 structure (Poe et al., 1992), the increased
number of oxygens coordinated to Al3+ was assigned to composition-dependent changes
in the proportions of four-, five-, and sixfold coordinated Al3+ in both CaO-CaAl2O4 and
MgO-Mg Al2O4 melts, the proportion of Al3+ with the highest coordination number increas-
ing with the Al2O3 content. This interpretation of the 27Al NMR data may be an oversimpli-
fication of the structure, however, because there was no consideration of other parameters
that could affect the 27Al shifts. For example, McMillan et al. (1996a, b) noted that, in crystal-
line Ca-aluminates, AldO bond lengths, which are affected by Al coordination changes, do
not correlate well with 27Al chemical shift (see also Engelhardt and Michel, 1987; Skibsted
et al., 1993). Moreover, in the 27Al NMR study of Ca-, Sr-, and Ba-aluminate glasses by
Licheron et al. (2011), an increasing chemical shift of 27Al with increasing MxO/Al2O3 ratio
was actually observed (Fig. 9.15). Licheron et al. (2011) concluded that, this shift notwith-
standing, there were no changes in Al3+ coordination.

The 17O MAS NMR spectrum of a CaO-CaAl2O4 glass with nominal NBO/Al¼0.62
(Fig. 9.8) shows clear evidence of nonbridging oxygen. The Al3+ remains in tetrahedral coor-
dination (Allwardt et al., 2003). The NBO/Al calculated from the relative integrated area of
the peak assigned to nonbridging oxygen in the 27Al MAS NMR spectrum of this glass is 0.6,
thus suggesting that the nominal and actual NBO/Al-values for all practical purposes are
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identical. Hence, at least for such a peralkaline composition, all the oxygens in the glass are
either bridging or nonbridging and there is no need for more exotic aluminate structures. The
27Al NMR results of Fig. 9.8 also agree with the molecular dynamics simulation made for a
composition with nominal NBO/Al¼0.7 by Cormier et al. (2003) in which all AldO bonds
involved only bridging and nonbridging oxygens (Fig. 9.15). The AldNBO bonds are shorter
than the AldBO bonds, just as observed in metal oxide-silica systems where SidNBO bonds
are shorter than SidBO bonds (Ispas et al., 2002).

The results by Allwardt et al. (2003) and Cormier et al. (2003) accordwith the interpretation
of Raman spectra of glasses (McMillan and Piriou, 1982) and 27Al NMR data by McMillan
et al. (1996a, b), but cannot be easily integrated into the CaO-CaAl2O4 melt structure model
of Poe et al. (1994). WhereasMcMillan et al. (1996a, b) derived from their 27AlMASNMR data
for glasses a structural model similar to that subsequently proposed by Cormier et al. (2003),
Poe et al. (1994) concluded from molecular dynamics simulations that the 27Al isotropic
chemical shifts (open symbols in Fig. 9.14) reflect changes in the proportion of four-, five-,
and sixfold coordination of Al3+ with oxygen. These changes, in turn, would cause the var-
iations of the average Al coordination numbers.

On the peraluminous side of the Al2O3-M
n+AlnO2n join, aluminum triclusters could also

exist in addition to Al3+ with oxygen coordination number exceeding 4. Supporting evidence
for triclusters was reported by Stebbins et al. (1999, 2001) in combined 27Al and 17O MAS
NMR studies of CaAl2O4 and CaAl4O7 glasses. Triclusters would also be consistent with
the presence of nonbridging oxygens in the 17O 3Q MAS NMR spectrum of nominally fully
polymerized CaAl2O4 (Stebbins et al., 2001). This information notwithstanding, alternative
structural interpretations of the 17O 3Q MAS NMR data have been advanced (Kubicki and
Toplis, 2002).
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9.3.2.3 Meta-Aluminosilicate Compositions

Existing data on the structure of melt and glass alongmeta-aluminosilicate joins, SiO2-M
n+

AlnO2n, are considerably more comprehensive, detailed, and systematic (Neuville and
Mysen, 1996; Lee and Stebbins, 1999, 2003, 2006; Maekawa et al., 1999; Neuville et al.,
2006; Dubinsky and Stebbins, 2006; Guignard and Cormier, 2008). This is probably due to
the relevance of compositions along SiO2-M

n+AlnO2n joins to both industrial and geological
processes, and also to the fact that experiments are often technically more tractable than ex-
amination of glasses andmelts along binary aluminate joins (lower temperatures, better glass-
formers, and so forth).

The structural data for SiO2-NaAlO2 glasses and melts are considerably more comprehen-
sive than for those with other metal cations for charge-compensation (Taylor and Brown,
1979a, b; Matson et al., 1986; Neuville and Mysen, 1996; Lee and Stebbins, 2000; Maekawa
et al., 1999). Some structural data, however, also have been reported for Cs, Rb, K, and Li sys-
tems (Matson et al., 1986; McMillan et al., 1998; Dubinsky and Stebbins, 2006; Thompson and
Stebbins, 2011) as well as SiO2-CaAl2O4 and SiO2-MgAl2O4 glass and melt (Stebbins and Xu,
1997; Toplis et al., 2000; Neuville et al., 2004; Lee and Stebbins, 2006; Guignard and
Cormier, 2008).

In a radial distribution analysis of SiO2-NaAlO2 glasses (see Fig. 9.16), Taylor and Brown
(1979a, b) found that there are only subtle structural variations with Al/(Al+Si), which points
to a simple network structure that varies smoothly between pure SiO2 to at least the NaAlSiO4

composition. This systematic and gradual evolution in the radial distribution functions with
Al/(Al+Si) suggests that glasses along the SiO2-NaAlO2 join have considerable structural re-
semblance with pure SiO2 (see also Chapter 5). Moreover, this similarity extends to at least
5Å, which would, therefore, suggest medium-range order in this type of glass. In addition,
from 17O MQMS NMR, these structures seem built by mixing SidO and mixed Si,AldO
bonds, with aluminum avoidance being essentially fully obeyed, at least to NaAlSi3O8

(Dirken et al., 1997; Lee and Stebbins, 1999). However, some ordering exists before the
NaAlSiO4 composition is reached where AldOdAl bonding was detected (Dubinsky and
Stebbins, 2006; see also Fig. 9.17). Furthermore, the abundance of AldOdAl bonding in-
creases with the electronegativity of the alkali metal (resulting, e.g., from Li+ charge-balance)
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(Dubinsky and Stebbins, 2006), more than in glasses with less electronegative charge-
compensators (Lee and Stebbins, 1999).

The structure of SiO2 glass and melt likely is made up of distribution of a small number of
three-dimensionally interconnected rings of SiO4 tetrahedra (see Chapter 5). From the X-ray
data, one may infer that the SiO2-NaAlO2 glass structure resembles that of SiO2. Although
there are many differences in detail, molecular dynamics simulations are also consistent with
this view (Zirl and Garofalini, 1990). However, as the Al/(Al+Si) of the glasses increases,
29MAS NMR and 27Al MAS NMR data indicate a gradual increase in (Si,Al)dO bond length,
as reflected in the decreasing 29Si and 27Al NMR chemical shifts (Lee and Stebbins, 1999; see
also Fig. 9.18), which is consistent with the earler interpretation of the X-ray radial distribu-
tion functions of SiO2-NaAlSiO4 glasses (Taylor and Brown, 1979a, b). Interestingly, the 23Na
chemical shift also follows such trends, which suggests therefore that theNadObond lengths
also expand with increasing Al/(Al+Si) (Maekawa et al., 1999). The 29Si and 27Al chemical
shifts in the spectra of SiO2-NaAlO2 glasses, for all practical purposes, are duplicated in
NMR spectra of other alkali meta-aluminosilicate glasses such as those of Rb+ and Cs+

(McMillan et al., 1998). Neither the 27Al nor the 29Si chemical shifts appear sensitive to metal
cation properties.

The high-frequency region of Raman spectra of SiO2-NaAlO2 glasses and melts provides
information on Al,Si substitution in Q4-type positions, as the frequencies of these Raman
bands decrease systematically with increasing Al/(Al+Si) (Seifert et al., 1982; Neuville
and Mysen, 1996; see also Fig. 9.19). This decrease, reflecting decreasing force constants, at
least in part was interpreted as due to decreasing bond strength as Al3+ is substituted for
Si4+. By using a simple central force model (Sen and Thorpe, 1977; Galeener, 1979) similar
to that employed to interpret the Raman spectrum of vitreous SiO2 (see Chapter 5), Seifert
et al. (1982) concluded that the doublets of Raman bands seen in this frequency range
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reflect, on average, two coexisting, three-dimensionally interconnected structures whose
intertetrahedral angles differ by 5–10degrees. The actual values of these angles were difficult
to determine with precision, but the average TdOdT angle decreases by about 6–7degrees
from SiO2 to NaAlSiO4 glass. The ring with the smaller angle probably is the most aluminous
of the two (Seifert et al., 1982; Neuville and Mysen, 1996).
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There is considerablymore disorder in the glass (andmelt) than in the crystal structure. For
glasses and melts on meta-aluminosilicate joins, SiO2-M

n+AlnO2n, the extent of disorder de-
pends on both Al/Si and on the nature of the charge-compensating metal cation (e.g., Taylor
and Brown, 1979a, b; Navrotsky et al., 1985; Stebbins et al., 1999; Lee and Stebbins, 1999, 2002;
Neuville et al., 2004; Neuville et al., 2008; Thompson and Stebbins, 2011). The extent to which
there is Al,Si ordering in glasses andmelts along meta-aluminosilicate joins can be quantified
by the proportion of AldOdAl bonding via the behavior of an equilibrium such as (Lee and
Stebbins, 1999):

SiOSi +AlOAl¼ 2SiOAl, (9.4)

where SiOSi, etc., denote bridging oxygen bonds with the indicated cations (Al3+ or Si4+)

linking to the bridging oxygen. Lee and Stebbins (1999) defined a lattice energy difference,
Ew, for reaction (9.4) as:

Ew¼z[WSiOAl–0.5(WSiOSi+WAlOAl)]. (9.5)
Here the WSiOSi, etc., are the lattice energies of the cation pairs across the bridging oxygen

and z is the number of neighboring tetrahedra. The degree of Al avoidance,Q, was defined as:

Q¼ 1�μ2, (9.6)

where
μ¼ exp 2EW=zKTð Þ, (9.7)

where K is Bolzman’s constant and T is absolute temperature. When Q ¼1, there is perfect

agreement with the Al avoidance rule, whereas Q ¼0 means completely random avoidance.
In this study, Lee and Stebbins (1999) concluded that Na-aluminosilicate glasses have nearly
perfect Al-avoidance (Q ¼0.93–0.99), whereas for the equivalent Ca-aluminosilicate glasses,
the Q-range is 0.8–0.87, which implies less perfect Al-avoidance.

The different Q values (Al-avoidance) result in differently integrated line widths in 29Si
MASNMR spectra (Fig. 9.20), because the number and distribution of nearest AlO4 neighbor,
n, governs the 29Si chemical shift (Engelhardt et al., 1985). These relationships are shown as
population of Q4n) versus energy penalty from the calculations of Lee and Stebbins (1999)
(Fig. 9.21).

Different Al,Si ordering as a function of the nature of charge-compensating metal cations
can be seen in the distribution of TdOdT angles as a function of metal cation type
(Scamehorn and Angell, 1991). The wider the angle range and the more maxima, indicating
perhaps specific, average angle distributions, most likely the more disordered is the alumi-
nosilicate structure (Fig. 9.22). For all three materials, Na, Ca, and Mg, meta-aluminosilicate
melts at Al/(Al+Si)¼0.5, the TdOdT angle maxima range between about 120 and 180de-
grees. However, both the maxima in the angle distribution function and the distribution
around this maximum depend on the metal cation properties.

The data summarized here, mostly from NMR spectroscopy of the glasses, address
local structural phenomena such as Al,Si subsitutions and Al,Si ordering in (Al,Si)dOd
(Al,Si) and (Al,Si)dOdM bonds. However, those data do not offer information on the
aluminosilicate entities that presumably comprise the meta-aluminosilicate glasses. Such
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information may be gained from X-ray, neutron and Raman studies (Taylor and Brown,
1979a, b; Seifert et al., 1982; Marumo and Okuno, 1984; Himmel et al., 1991; Zotov et al.,
1995; Daniel et al., 1995; Mysen et al., 2003).

The X-ray radial distrubution function of anorthite crystals resembles that of anorthite
glass to perhaps 5Å or slightlymore (Taylor and Brown, 1979a, b), which has been interpreted
asmedium-range order of CaAl2Si2O6 glass with a structure resembling that of anorthite crys-
tals. This conclusion also found support in a wide-angle X-ray study of the same glass
(Himmel et al., 1991). However, Himmel et al. (1991) also suggested that the X-ray spectrum
of a more SiO2-rich glass on the same join (CaO�Al2O3�4SiO2) could be treated as a mixture of
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anorthite-like and SiO2-like structures, because of a significant mismatch of the X-ray inten-
sity function of a 4-membered three-dimensional structure and that of the CaAl2O8 glass. This
structural model also resembles that of Daniel et al. (1995) from their interpretation of Raman
spectra of CaAl2Si2O8 melt at high temperature.

In detail, tetrahedrally coordinated Al3+ depends on the electronic properties of its charge-
compensating metal cation. For example, the frequencies of Raman bands in the spectra of
SiO2-CaAl2O4 glass assigned to (Si,Al)dO stretch vibrations do not vary with Al/(Al+Si)
(Fig. 9.23A), whereas those of SiO2-NaAlO2 glasses do (Fig. 19.19). These observations suggest
that for the NaAlO2-SiO2 glasses, the Al/(Al+Si) ratio of the three-dimensional entities
changes with changes in bulk Al/(Al+Si), whereas this is not the case for glasses on on
the CaAl2O4-SiO2 join and perhaps also on other MAlO4-SiO2 joins. In fact, it has been
suggested that distinct structural entities coexist in SiO2-CaAl2O4 glasses (Seifert et al.,
1982; Himmel et al., 1991). With a constant composition, they resemble Al-unit (without
Si) together with Al0.5Si0.5- and Al-free SiO2-like structure (denoted Si-unit in Fig. 9.24). Their
abundance varies with Al/(Al+Si) (Fig. 9.23B), but not their individual Al/(Al+Si) ratios.
Analogous entities may exist in SiO2-MgAl2O4 glasses (Seifert et al., 1982). This structural in-
terpretation was based on the observation that the frequencies of Raman bands assigned to
the various SidBO and AldBO stretch vibrations in the spectra of CaAl2O4-SiO2 glasses not
only seem independent of bulk Al/(Al+Si) but that, when extrapolated to Al/(Al+Si)¼0 (sil-
ica glass), those frequencies are the same as those of SiO2 glass at ambient temperature and
pressure (Seifert et al., 1982).

The description so far has not addressed whether or not glasses and melts along the meta-
aluminosilicate joins are fully polymerized. Ideally, one might expect that they are. How-
ever, spectroscopic data, relying almost completely on NMR spectroscopy with 29Si
and 27Al as the principal structural tools, indicate that this assumption is not entirely correct
(Stebbins and Xu, 1997; Neuville et al., 2004, 2008; Thompson and Stebbins, 2011). The extent
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to which such deviations occur appears dependent on the nature of the charge-balancing
metal cation. In addition, for meta-aluminosilicate glasses with given M-cation, the
Al/(Al+Si) ratio also affects the abundance of fivefold coordinated Al3+ and, by implication,
the proportion of nonbridging oxygen (Thompson and Stebbins, 2011). Notably, at least in
the SiO2-CaAl2O4 glasses examined by Thompson and Stebbins (2011), the glasses with the
highest Al content have the greatest abundance of nonbridging oxygens (�5%) and remain
at this level until Al/Al+Si)�0.75, and then decrease slowly as the Al/(Al+Si) decreases
further.
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9.3.2.4 Peralkaline and Peraluminous Compositions

Compositions on the left side of the SiO2-M
n+AlnO2n joins are peralkaline and those on the

right are peraluminous (Fig. 9.1). Interestingly, a number of properties and structural features
of melts and glasses tend to reach maximum or minimum values at or near the SiO2-M

n+

AlnO2n compositions, whether arriving from the peraluminous or the peralkaline side.
An example is the abundance of higher coordination numbers of Al3+ (Neuville et al.,
2007; Takahashi et al., 2015) or the formation of triclusters (Thompson and Stebbins, 2011),
both of which reach a maximum near the meta-aluminosilicate join.

The abundance of fivefold coordinated Al3+ increases as the composition moves into the
peraluminous region, [5]Al in Mg-aluminosilicates being slightly more abundant than in
Ca-aluminosilicates (Fig. 9.24).With the fivefold coordination of Al3+, this means that the pro-
portion of nonbridging oxygen follows an analogous trend. However, if this species were
triclusters with Al3+ instead, the proportion of nonbridging oxygens would decrease, as con-
cluded from 17O and 27Al MAS NMR by Thompson and Stebbins (2011). Whether triclusters
or fivefold Al3+, the abundance of this species decreases further when exchanging alkalis for
alkaline earths (Thompson and Stebbins, 2011).

Peralkaline alkali aluminosilicatemelts and glasses have been the subject of numerous ex-
perimental studies both at ambient conditions (Merzbacher et al., 1990; Mysen et al., 2003;
Angeli et al., 2000, 2007; Guignard and Cormier, 2008; Moesgaard et al., 2010; Park and
Lee, 2014) and at high temperature (Mysen, 1997, 1999; Maekawa et al., 1999; Kanehashi
and Stebbins, 2007; Stebbins et al., 2008) and pressure (Yarger et al., 1995; Allwardt et al.,
2005, 2007; Kelsey et al., 2007; Lee and Stebbins, 2006; Lee et al., 2012; Sakamaki et al.,
2012; Drewitt et al., 2011, 2015). As discussed in more detail previously (Section 9.3.2.1), re-
gardless of conditions, the alkali or alkaline earth cations in peralkaline melts and glasses
serve in at least two, principally different structural roles, namely as charge-compensating
cations for Al3+ and as network-modifier. Depending on the nature of this cation or these
cations, the response of the structure to temperature and pressure will differ.

The role of Si,Al substitution in meta-aluminosilicate glass and melt structures, discussed
in Section 9.3.2.3, provides an overall sense of structural environments surrounding Al3+ in
tetrahedral coordination. However, in perakaline glasses and melts, which are
depolymerized (NBO/T>0) and where multiple Qn-species coexist (see Chapter 7), further
structural complexity affecting Al,Si substitution is encountered. This is so because the bond
length is about 6% greater for [4]AldO than for 4SidO. As a result, from crystal chemical con-
siderations and observations alone, if given the choice Al3+ would likely tend to favor sub-
stitution for Si4+ where the greater bond length can be accommodated and where,
therefore, the (Si,Al)dOd(Si,Al) bond angle is the smallest, as discussed in some detail in
Chapter 2, Section 2.4.3. Among the Qn-species, ideally, the (Si,Al)dOd(Si,Al) bond angle
is smaller, the more polymerized the Q-species (see Furukawa et al., 1981, for simple discus-
sions of the principles governing these structural features).

In an early structural study of depolymerized, peralkaline aluminosilicate glasses and
melts, aided by 29Si and 27Al, Merzbacher et al. (1990) concluded that Al3+ is dominantly
in Q4 units in the CaO-Al2O3-SiO2 system, at least for compositions with less than about
15mol% SiO2. This conclusion is consistent with other results from 29Si and 27Al MAS
NMR as well as results from molecular dynamics simulations of peralkaline, low-Si glasses
and melts in this system (Engelhardt et al., 1985; Cormier et al., 2003; Allwardt et al., 2003;
Mysen et al., 2003).
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An implication of Al-preference for Q4 structural units in peralkaline aluminosilicate melts
and glasses is that the equilibrium originally proposed for Al-free alkali silicate glasses and
melts (see Chapters 2 and 7):

2Q3 ,Q4 +Q2, (9.8)

likely depends on the bulk melt Al/(Al+Si).

Systematic relationships between Al/(Al+Si) and Qn-speciation have been observed for

glasses and melts in Li2O-Al2O3-SiO2, Na2O-Al2O3-SiO2, and K2O-Al2O3-SiO2 systems
(Maekawa et al., 1991; Mysen, 1999; Le Losq et al., 2014). Some data are also available for
CaO-Al2O3-SiO2 and MgO-Al2O3-SiO2 melts (quenched from high temperature) (Mysen
et al., 1981; Merzbacher andWhite, 1991). Compared to alkali aluminosilicates, the structural
role of Al3+ in alkaline earth aluminosilicates is less well known because the presence of liquid
immiscibility limits the compositional range that can be examined (Osborn andMuan, 1960b,
c). Further, rapid nucleation of supercooled liquids at the timescale of spectroscopic measure-
ments of supercooledmelts tends to restrict the temperature range over which the structure of
peralkaline melts can be studied (see also Chapter 8).

Solution of Al2O3 in polymerized alkali aluminosilicate glasses and melts results in
essentially all the Al3+ entering Q4 species (Mysen et al., 2003; see also Fig. 9.25). Thus, as
Al/(Al+Si) increases in systems in which the nominal NBO/T (T¼Si+Al) is constant, the
abundance of Q2 and Q4 structural units increases, whereas Q3 units become less abun-
dant (Fig. 9.26). Further, because Al3+ substitutes for Si4+ preferentially in Q4 units, the
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Al/(Al+Si) of the latter units increases rapidly with Al/(Al+Si) (Fig. 9.25). However, in
peralkaline alkaline earth aluminosilicate glasses and melts, some of the Al3+ also is in
five- and sixfold coordination, where the proportion of the Al-species are functions of both
Ca/Mg and Al/(Al+Si) (Fig. 9.27; see also Neuville et al., 2008). The proportion of higher-
coordinated species generally decreases with increasing Ca/(Ca+Mg) ratio of these melts.
This proportion also increases as a glass and melt becomes less aluminous. Finally, in the
mixed Ca,Mg aluminosilicate glasses and melts, there is ordering of Ca2+ and Mg2+ among
the oxygen anions with which they bond so that the local nonbridging oxygen environment
is enriched in Mg2+ over the average Ca/Mg abundance ratio, whereas Ca2+ preferentially
serves to charge-balance tetrahedral Al3+ (Kelsey et al., 2008).
9.4 TEMPERATURE AND PRESSURE

The structural data hitherto discussed have been obtained at ambient temperature and
thus deal with the structure of the melt frozen in at the glass transition of each composition
(see Chapter 3). The structure, and in particular the environment of network-formers such as
Si4+ and Al3+ in aluminum silicates, can vary significantly with pressure, thus affecting both
the structure and properties of the materials.
9.4.1 Temperature

In certain cases, the difference between the structures of a glass and its melt may be
minimal or not detectable. This was the case in an early X-ray study of NaAlSi3O8 and
CaAl2Si2O8 (Marumo and Okuno, 1984), for which the data were recorded to 1200°C and
1600°C, respectively. However, more recent and detailed examinations of individual nuclei
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of both network-modifying and charge-balancing cations do indeed show systematic temper-
ature effects. Such effects can be seen inNMR and vibrational spectra. For instance, relaxation
of melt structure as the glass transforms to a supercooled liquid manifests itself by changes in
the spin-lattice relaxation time fromNMR spectroscopy. This feature has been correlated with
transport behavior of cations in silicate melts (Farnan and Stebbins, 1990a; Fiske et al., 1994;
George and Stebbins, 1996; Maekawa et al., 1997).

The spin-lattice time, T1, of various nuclei in silicate and aluminosilicates decreases to
a minimum value with increasing temperature, typically below the liquidus, but not neces-
sarily coincidentwith the glass transition (Farnan and Stebbins, 1990a,b; George and Stebbins,
1996; Kanehashi and Stebbins, 2007). At temperatures above that of this minimum, an
Arrhenius fit to the data for individual cations in melts yields an activation energy that tends
to be near that of transport properties such as viscosity and diffusion of the same materials
(Farnan and Stebbins, 1990a; Fiske et al., 1994; George and Stebbins, 1996; Kanehashi and
Stebbins, 2007).

The frequency shifts of NMR from variousmetal nuclei depend on temperaturewhether in
meta-aluminosilicates or peralkaline aluminosilicate melts and glasses (Liu et al., 1987;
Maekawa et al., 1997; Kanehashi and Stebbins, 2007). An example can be seen in the 23Na
MAS NMR spectra of peralkaline Na2O-Al2O3-SiO2 melts (Maekawa et al., 1997). Here, the
chemical shift decreases with increasing temperature (Fig. 9.28), which could reflect length-
ening of NadO bonds. Lengthening of these bonds would be consistent with increased
coordination of Na+ in alkali silicate and alkali aluminosilicate melts as the temperature is
increased (Xue and Stebbins, 1993; Maekawa et al., 1997; Tossell, 1999).

The (Al,Si)-ordering and Al3+ coordination in an aluminosilicate network also depends on
temperature (Neuville and Mysen, 1996; Stebbins et al., 2008). Neuville and Mysen (1996)
concluded that there is a small temperature effect on the proportion of two coexisting,
three-dimensionally connected structural units in Na-metaaluminosilicate melts (Fig. 9.29),
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and that this temperature-dependence also varies with Al/(Al+Si). From this analysis, the
abundance of the unit with the highest Al/(Al+Si) (denoted unit “1” in Fig. 9.29) decreases
slightly with increasing temperature. The distribution of Al3+ among the coexisting, fully
polymerized (Si,Al)O4 tetrahedra in SiO2-NaAlO2 melts appears, therefore, to depend on
temperature.

It has also been demonstrated that the proportion of high-coordinate Al3+ in melts such as
those in the CaO-Al2O3-SiO2 system depends on the fictive temperature (Stebbins et al., 2008).
Here, the abundance ratio, [5]Al/total Al, increases with increasing temperature. The
enthalpy of the reaction between the two coordination states, [5]Al and [4]Al, ranges between
26�10kJ/mol and 11�10kJ/mol. This enthalpy change varies with both Al/(Al+Si) and
CaO/Al2O3 (Stebbins et al., 2008).

The relationships between Qn-abundance and temperature in peralkaline aluminosilicates
qualitatively resemble those observed for the Al-free alkali silicate endmembers
(McMillan et al., 1992; Mysen and Frantz, 1992, 1994; Mysen, 1995, 1997, 1999). The concen-
tration of Q2, Q3, and Q4 species initially remain insensitive to temperature over several
hundred degrees (Fig. 9.25). Near the glass transition, the abundances of Q4 and Q2 species
then increase and that of Q3 decreases (Mysen et al., 2003).

Although the temperature-dependent Qn-speciation resembles that of Al-free alkali silicate
melts, the speciation is somewhat more sensitive to temperature than in the absence of
alumina (Fig. 9.30). This means that the enthalpy for the disproportion reaction, Eq. (9.8),
depends on the Al/(Al+Si). This effect of Al/(Al+Si) relates back to the strong preference
of Al3+ for occupation of Q4 species in the melts and glasses (see Section 9.3.2.4). In addition,
this enthalpy generally is a positive function of the bulk Al/(Al+Si) (Fig. 9.30A) and a neg-
ative function of the nominal NBO/T of the melt (Mysen, 1999). It also depends on the elec-
tronic properties of the alkali metal as it is higher the more electronegative the alkali metal
that serves to charge-compensate Al3+ (Fig. 9.30B).
9.4.2 Pressure

By subjecting silicate and aluminosilicate glasses and melts to high pressure (often multi-
ple GPa to tens of GPa), whether via experiment or numerical simulation, the material can
respond by changing bond angles, bond lengths, and coordination numbers. Large bond
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length and bond angle changes generally take place at lower pressures than those where ma-
jor coordination changes can be observed (Seifert et al., 1982; Sykes et al., 1993; Poe et al., 2001;
Sakamaki et al., 2012). Coordination changes, which involve network-formers, network-
modifers, and charge-balancing cations typically take place at higher pressure (Ohtani
et al., 1985; Yarger et al., 1995; Bryce et al., 1999; Lee and Stebbins, 2006; Allwardt et al.,
2007; Ni and De Kroker, 2011; Karki et al., 2011; Drewitt et al., 2011). Any and all of these
effects depend not only on pressure itself but also on composition and temperature. In spite
of considerable difficulties, some X-ray experiments have been performed (Funamori et al.,
2004; Yamada et al., 2011; Sakamaki et al., 2012; Drewitt et al., 2015). However, in most cases,
and in particular when information other than simply bond length and bond angles is
required, most measurements have been conducted on glasses quenched from high-pressure
melts. Of course, in addition, numerical simulations methods allow computations for high
pressure at temperatures at which CPU time does not become excessive or unrealistically long
(Matsui, 1996; Bryce et al., 1999; Adjaouda et al., 2008; Ni and De Kroker, 2011).

At pressures of up to a few gigapascals, the aluminosilicate melt structure responds by (Si,
Al)dOd(Si,Al) and Od(Si,Al)dO angle compression (Fig. 9.32). In fact, the strength of the
(Si,Al)dO bond is such that, instead of extending the bond length, the aluminosilicate tetra-
hedra adjust by changing Od(Si,Al)dO angles, which in addition results in a decrease of the
distance between tetrahedrally coordinated cations (Fig. 9.31). These structural features are
seen clearly in the experimental data for NaAlSi2O6 melt (Fig. 9.30). They have also been
recorded in Al-free silicates, such as SiO2 melt (see Chapter 5). They also have been proposed
to occur in KAlSi3O8 and CaAl2Si2O8 composition melts (Sykes et al., 1993; Poe et al., 2001).

The compressibility of (Si,Al)dOd(Si,Al) angles should be related to both Al/(Al+Si) and
to the nature of the cations that serve to charge-compensate tetrahedral Al3+. For example, the
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intertetrahedral angle is more sensitive to pressure in SiO2-NaAlO2 than in SiO2-CaAl2O4

melts (Mysen et al., 1983; see also Fig. 9.31). Furthermore, whereas the decrease of
intertetrahedral is positively correlated with Al/(Al+Si) in SiO2-NaAlO2 melts, the
intertetrahedral angle in the SiO2-CaAl2O4 melts becomes less compressible with increasing
Al/(Al+Si) (Fig. 9.32). The explanation of this different response to pressure lies in how the
electronic environment of Al3+ is linked to the charge-compensating metal cation. In the
SiO2-NaAlO2 system, substitution of Al3+ for Si4+ results in increasing Al/Si in the three-
dimensionally interconnected rings. Because replacement of Si4+ with Al3+ results in weak-
ening of the (Si,Al)dO bonds (see Chapter 2, Table 2.1), these bonds become more flexible
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and the (Si,Al)dOd(Si,Al) angles more compressible with increasing bulk Al/(Al+Si),
because this ratio within the units also increases (Fig. 9.29). In SiO2-CaAl2O4 melts, on the
other hand, these ratios in the coexisting three-dimensionally interconnected structural units
do not vary with the bulk Al/(Al+Si). Only their proportions do. Therefore, the changes in
average intertetrahedral angles merely reflect variations of these proportions and the com-
pressibility of these units. Among these, the more open Al-deficient or Al-free unit likely
is the most compressible (Fig. 9.24). As the abundance of these latter structural entities
decreases with increasing Al/(Al+Si), bulk compressibility is also likely to decrease. This
structural effect is evident in the decreasing sensitivity to pressure of the intertetrahedral
angle as Al/(Al+Si) of SiO2-CaAl2O4 melts increases (Fig. 9.32).

Whether in numerical simulation or experimental determination, as pressure is increased
to 10GPa or more, there is a gradual increase in oxygen coordination numbers surrounding
the metal cations in aluminosilicate melts (Yarger et al., 1995; Bryce et al., 1999; Lee and
Stebbins, 2006; Lee et al., 2012; Allwardt et al., 2005, 2007; Kelsey et al., 2009; Ni and De
Kroker, 2011; Drewitt et al., 2011). The bond lengths also vary in part because of changes
in coordination and in part by simple deformation. Interestingly, the MdO bond length of
charge-balancing and network-modifying cations is considerably more sensitive to pressure
than are AldO and SidO bond lengths (Drewitt et al., 2011; see also Fig. 9.33). Changes in
coordination numbers around Al3+ and Si4+ in silicate melts also are more sensitive to pres-
sure than for network-modifying and charge-compensating cations (Fig. 9.33B; see also
Ni and De Kroker, 2011; Drewitt et al., 2015). These differences appear greater in alkaline
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earth than in alkali aluminosilicate melts (Ni and De Kroker, 2011; Drewitt et al., 2015), per-
haps again because of the softer (Si,Al)dO bonding in the latter systems.

The results shown in Fig. 9.33 are average values reflecting a distribution of angles, often
with a Gaussian distribution, as well as a distribution of different coordination numbers. In
aluminosilicate glasses and melts, Al3+ has attracted the most attention. In numerical simu-
lations, four-, five-, and sixfold coordinated Al3+ are found in high-pressure alkali alumino-
silicate melts. The proportions of [4]Al decrease; that of [5]Al initially increases but passes
through amaximum at a fewGPa pressure; whereas [6]Al increases gradually with increasing
pressure (Bryce et al., 1999; Ni and De Kroker, 2011). In an 27Al evidence for partial coordi-
nation transformation of Al3+ in a (NaAlSi3O8)50(Na2Si4O9)50 sample at �6GPa, Lee et al.
(2006) reported 27Al, 23Na, and 17O NMR spectra for pure NaAlSi3O8 and a composition be-
tween NaAlSi3O8 and Na2Si3O7 [(Na2O)0.75(Al2O3)0.25�3SiO2] quenched from 8GPa
(Fig. 9.34). Five- and sixfold coordinated Al3+ are evident in the NMR data of these glasses
from both studies. It is also clear that the proportion of both five- and sixfold coordinated
Al3+ is positively correlated with pressure, but that the pressure at which higher oxygen-
coordination numbers can be detected is considerably less than that where minerals with
Al3+ in sixfold coordination become stable (Fig. 9.35; see also Lee et al., 2006, 2012). Moreover,
the pressure at which any coordination change begins to take place and finishes is sensitive
to Al/(Al+Si). It also decreases as a melt becomes increasingly depeolymerized
(Lee et al., 2012).

Finally, the extent to which cations undergo coordination changes with pressure also
depends on the electronic properties of the metal cation itself. This is illustrated in
Fig. 9.36 for peralkaline melt compositions in the system K2O-CaO-MgO-Al2O3-SiO2,
where Allwardt et al. (2007) found that average Al3+ coordination increases the greater
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the ionization potential of the metal cations used for charge-compensation. In the latter
case, variations in Z/r2 were accomplished by combining two cations in various propor-
tions. It warrants notice, though, that these melts also are peralkaline with different degree
polymerization at ambient pressure (NBO/T differences). As discussed previously, the
response of Al coordination to pressure also depends on peralkalinity (Lee et al., 2003,
2006). Finally, the treatment summarized in Fig. 9.36 does not take into account the ten-
dency of the more electronegative (higher Z/r2 value) metal cations to associate with
nonbridging oxygens, whereas the more electropositive cation serves to charge-
compensate Al3+ when in tetrahedral coordination (see, e.g., Neuville et al., 2008). Further
details are provided in Section 9.3.2.4.
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9.5 STRUCTURE AND PROPERTIES OF ALUMINOSILICATE MELTS

Physical and chemical properties of aluminosilicate glasses and melts vary systematically
with composition. The main factors to be considered are the extent of Al3+ charge-
compensation, the nature of the charge-compensating cation (or cations), and the silicate
polymerization as characterized by the Qn distribution.
9.5.1 Thermal Properties

Configurational properties of aluminosilicate melts and glasses are sensitive to structure in
much the same manner as in binary metal oxide silicates glasses and melts (Courtial and
Richet, 1993; Bouhifd et al., 1998; Solvang et al., 2004, Webb, 2008). As investigated by various
authors (Barkhatov et al., 1973; Stolyarova et al., 1996; Wilding and Navrotsky, 1998;
Shornikov and Archakov, 2002), the solution thermodynamics of the silicate components
are, of course, the driving force for these structural changes as a function of composition.
For example, the gradual changes in activity of Al2O3 in melts along the SiO2-Al2O3 join
(Shornikov and Archakov, 2002) likely is the cause of the gradual structural changes of
Al3+ in melts along this join as the Al/Si abundance ratio of the melts decreases
(Figs. 9.2–9.4). Moreover, the different structure of crystalline Al2O3 with Al3+ in sixfold
coordination and that of its melts with four-, five-, and sixfold Al3+ coexisting (Landron
et al., 2001) is reflected in the large heat of fusion of Al2O3 (�22kJ/mol) and large volume
change upon melting (Mitin and Nagibin, 1970; Barkhatov et al., 1973; Richet et al., 1993).

The environment of Al3+ in meta-aluminosilicate melts depends on the charge-
compensating cation (Lee and Stebbins, 2000; Maekawa et al., 1999; McMillan et al., 1998;
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Dubinsky and Stebbins, 2006; Thompson and Stebbins, 2011; Stebbins and Xu, 1997; Toplis
et al., 2000; Neuville et al., 2004; Lee and Stebbins, 2006; Guignard and Cormier, 2008). These
differences in general terms can be related to the varying strength of AldO bonds. That
strength, in turn, is expressed in enthalpy of solution of SiO2-M

n+Al2O2n glasses, which de-
creases systematically with increasing ionization potential of the metal cation (Roy and
Navrotsky, 1984; see also Fig. 8.8). In fact, here there is a distinctive difference between the
evolution of enthalpy of solution and metal cation properties, depending on the effective
charge of the metal (Fig. 8.8). Moreover, the overall (Al,Si) ordering in these melts varies
systematically with metal cation type (Seifert et al., 1982; Lee and Stebbins, 1999, 2000;
Dubinsky and Stebbins, 2006; Neuville et al., 2007). The positive correlation of configurational
heat capacity with the ionization potential of the charge-compensating cation of SiO2-M

n+

Al2O2n melts (Richet and Neuville, 1992; Courtial and Richet, 1993; see Chapter 8,
Fig. 8.10) is consistent with the structural evolution as the entropy and heat capacity of mixing
increases as the structures become more disordered when the ionization potential of the
charge-balancing cation increases.

Structure-property relationships in peralkaline aluminosilicate melts often are affected by
the observation that Al3+ tends to partition strongly into Q4 units compared with
depolymerized structural units such as Q3 and Q2, and the fact that increasing Al/(Al+Si)
tends therefore to drive equilibrium (Eq. 9.8) to the right.

In more polymerized portions of aluminosilicate melt compositional range, where
tridymite is a liquidus phase, the temperature-composition trajectory of the SiO2 polymorph
liquidus surface can be used to calculate with the Van’t Hoff relation the activity of SiO2 in the
melt and then to extract the activity coefficient of SiO2, γSiO2

melt. In such calculations, the
trajectory of γSiO2melt differs significantly depending on whether we consider meta-
aluminosilicate compositions with nearly all Q4 species, and peralkaline, depolymerized alu-
minosilicate melts where Q4-species coexist with Q3 and Q2 species (Fig. 9.37). In the latter,
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γSiO2
melt is profoundly dependent on the fact that the Al3+ preferentially substitutes for Si4+ in

Q4 units. In fact, with essentially all Al3+ in the Q4 unit in depolymerized melts and the ex-
pectation that activity of SiO2 in other Q species is less than unity, a decrease in the activity
coefficient of SiO2 in peralkaline Na-aluminosilicate melts with increasing bulk Al/(Al+Si)
would be expected.

The nonrandom Al3+ distribution among structural units also is reflected in changes in
liquidus phase relations along composition joins with constant nominal NBO/T but varying
Al/(Al+Si). An example is the join Na2Si2O5-Na2(NaAl)2O5 where increasing Al/(Al+Si)
results in disappearance of Na2Si2O5 as the liquidus phase. However, instead of the appear-
ance of an aluminous crystal, Na-metasilicate (Na2SiO3) is the liquidus phase over a wide
Al/(Al+Si) range (Fig. 9.38). Although liquidus phase relations obviously depend on the
properties of both melts and solids, this change is certainly consistent with increasing abun-
dance of Q2 units in the melts as the Al/(Al+Si) increases.

Element partitioning between melt and liquidus crystals can also reflect the melt structure
in general ( Jaeger and Drake, 2000; Toplis and Corgne, 2002) and the effect of Al3+ on speci-
ation in the melt in particular (Mysen, 2007). Such effects have been recorded for transition
metal partitioning between melt and olivine (Mg2SiO4) crystals on the liquidus (Mysen, 2007;
see Fig. 9.39). In situations where melts retain constant bulk NBO/T (T¼Al+Si) at constant
temperature, but where the Al/(Al+Si) is allowed to vary, transition metal partition coeffi-
cients are very sensitive to the bulk Al/(Al+Si) of the melts. This sensitivity is a reflection of
how Al3+ causes changes in proportion of different nonbridging oxygens, and therefore
changes in activity coefficients of transition metals and, in the present example, Mg2+. This
happens because Al3+ governs the equilibrium coefficient for Eq. (9.8) and because different
metal cations exhibit preference for nonbridging oxygens in different depolymerized
Qn-species in the melt (Mysen, 2007).
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9.5.2 Physical Properties

Transport, volume and other physical properties are sensitive to the melt structure. In all
cases, an important structural control lies in the strength of AldO bonds in aluminosilicate
tetrahedra. This strength, in turn, is governed by the form of charge-compensation of tetra-
hedrally coordinated Al3+ and in the response of (Si,Al)dOd(Si,Al) angles to substitution of
Si4+ by Al3+ with different forms of charge-compensation.
9.5.2.1 Transport Properties

The main transport properties to be discussed are viscosity and diffusion. In Chapter 4, it
was pointed out that for network-forming components (oxygen and tetrahedrally coordi-
nated cations), these two types of properties may be linked, sometimes quantitatively, via
the Stokes-Einstein or Eyring equations (see Chapter 4, Eqs. (4.10) and (4.11), respectively).
The most useful treatment of complex systems such as aluminosilicate melts with multiple
forms of charge-compensation and network-modification is the Eyring equation (Eyring,
1935), where melt viscosity and diffusivity are inversely related. The Stokes-Einstein relation
commonly does not work well (Bouhadja et al., 2014).

The viscosity of Al2O3 melt, in contrast to that of SiO2, is non-Ahrrenian (Urbain, 1982;
Urbain et al., 1982; Langstaff et al., 2013). The curvature (Fig. 9.40) would be consistent with
multiple AlOn-species in Al2O3 melt, where the abundance of these species likely depends on
temperature. That structural effect is reflected in the temperature-dependent average coordi-
nation number for Al3+ in Al2O3 above its liquidus temperature (Florian et al., 1995; Bessada
et al., 1999;Winkler et al., 2004; Pfleiderer et al., 2006; Hoang et al., 2007). There is no evidence
for a change in curvature across the melting point (Fig. 9.41), which would be consistent with
the structure of supercooled Al2O3 liquid being in continuum with the superliquidus struc-
ture. Of course, the Ahrrenian nature of the viscosity of stable and supercooled liquid SiO2 is
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consistent with little or no structural change with temperature (see further discussion of SiO2

melt in Chapter 5).
Transport properties of SiO2-Al2O3 melts differ significantly from those of Al2O3 (Urbain

et al., 1982). The viscous flow of molten Al2O3 is non-Ahrrenian. A rapid increase of viscosity
and activation enthalpy of viscous flow attests to an important effect of the SiO2 compo-
nent. Moreover, the viscosities of SiO2-Al2O3 melts are Ahrrenian above their liquidus
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temperatures with a rapid increase in activation enthalpies as Al/(Al+Si) decreases (Urbain
et al., 1982). Onemight surmise from these differences that there is a close connection between
structure and viscosity because, even for SiO2-rich melts, there are multiple AlOn polyhedra,
the proportions of which likely are temperature dependent (Poe et al., 1992; Winkler et al.,
2004). Interestingly, the diffusion constants for Si4+, Al3+, and O2+, are non-Ahrrenian, at least
in molecular dynamics simulations (Winkler et al., 2004; Pfleiderer et al., 2006; Hoang et al.,
2007). Clearly, at least for aluminosilicate melts without charge-compensation, the Eyring re-
lationship between melt viscosity and diffusivity fails.

Transport properties of aluminosilicate melts with partial or complete charge-
compensation of Al3+ tend to show viscosity maxima and diffusivity minima near the
meta-aluminosilicate joins. For example, in Na-aluminosilicate melts, isothermal viscosity
reaches a maximum value near the SiO2-NaAlO2 join (Riebling, 1964, 1966; Toplis et al.,
1997; Le Losq et al., 2014), a feature that led Riebling (1966) to suggest that as
Na-aluminosilicate melts entered the peraluminous field, there may be a coordination trans-
formation of the fraction of Al3+ for which Na is no longer available for charge-compensation.
That simple model is consistent with the structural data in Fig. 9.2, which indicate that an
increase in Al content from peralkaline to peraluminous is associated with a minimum in
degree of polymerization, NBO/T, near the meta-aluminosilicate join. In Ca- and
Mg-aluminosilicate melts, the viscosity maximum is much less pronounced. In fact, for
Mg-aluminosilicates, the viscosities of Toplis andDingwell (2004) do not show anymaximum
near the meta-aluminosilicate join (see also Chapter 8, Fig. 8.16). This smearing out and even-
tual disappearance of the viscosity maximum near the meta-aluminosilicate join likely is a
reflection of three factors. These are: (i) the strength of the AldO bond diminishes as the
Z/r2 of the charge-compensating cation increases (becomes more electronegative), (ii) the
strength of the MdO bond increases with Z/r2 (see Chapter 2, Table 2.1) so that the bond
strengths of MdO and AldO bonds approach one another, and, finally, (iii) the proportion
of nonbridging oxygen in meta-aluminosilicate melts increases as the Z/r2 of the charge-
balancing cation increases (see Section 9.3.2.3).

The well-defined viscosity maximum of SiO2-NaAlO2 stable and supercooled melts
(Riebling, 1966; Toplis et al., 1997) corresponds rather well to the minima in polymerization
(Mysen andCody, 2001). There is, however, a tendency of themaximum to shift slightly to the
peraluminous side of the join (Fig. 9.41; see also Toplis et al., 1997). At least for peraluminous
compositions near the meta-aluminosilicate join, most recent models have invoked
Al-triclusters, the formation of which involves release of charge-compensating Na+ cation,
and, therefore, the shift of the viscosity maximum to the peraluminous side of the SiO2-
NaAlO2 join (Mysen and Toplis, 2007). As noted previously, the greater abundance of
triclusters in SiO2-CaAl2O4 and SiO2-MgAl2O4 melts (Neuville et al., 2008; Thompson and
Stebbins, 2011) compared with SiO2-NaAlO2 may be at least partly responsible for the dimin-
ished expression of viscosity maxima in melts in the CaO-Al2O3-SiO2 and MgO-Al2O3-SiO2,
as the CaO/Al2O3 and MgO/Al2O3 abundance ratio decreases from peralkaline across the
meta-aluminous join to peraluminous melts (Chapter 8, Fig. 8.16).

Another interesting feature of the viscosity of melts along SiO2¼Mn+AlnO2n is that by ex-
changing Ca2+ for Na+ (two dissimilar charge-compensating cations resulting in some struc-
tural differences), the activation energy of viscous flow is a linear function of Na/(Na+Ca).
In addition, the linearity remains whether the melts are peralkaline or peraluminous,
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although the slopes of these straight lines differ (Webb, 2008). In other words, there is no
apparent “mixed alkalii effect.” This observation implies that the nonlinear mixing effects
seen in the viscosities of NaAlSiO8-CaAl2Si2O8 melts (Cranmer andUhlmann, 1981) are prob-
ably more related to the variations in Al/(Al+Si) of the melts than to exchange of Ca2+ (as in
CaAl2Si2O8) for Na+ (as in NaAlSi3O8). Interestingly, electrical conductivity, which likely is
governed by metal cation mobility, does show a significant mixed alkali effect (Lapp and
Shelby, 1987).

Substitution of Al3+ for Si4+ results in weakening of the (Si,Al)dO bridging oxygen bonds.
In its simplest form this means that any property that depends on (Si,Al)dO bond strength
reflects this substitution. This is evident in decreasing viscosity and activation energy of vis-
cous flow of meta-aluminosilicate melts with increasing Al/(Al+Si) (Riebling, 1966; Toplis
et al., 1997; Sukenaga et al., 2006). The magnitude of this viscosity change does, however, de-
pend on themetal cation that serves to charge-compensate for Al3+ (Riebling, 1964, 1966; Stein
and Spera, 1993; Toplis et al., 1997; Sukenaga et al., 2006). This is in part because the strength
of bridging AldO bonds is likely negatively correlated with the ionization potential of the
charge-compensating metal cation. The latter structural differences may also account for
the much greater compressibility of SiO2-NaAlO2 compared with SiO2-CaAl2O4 melts
(Kushiro, 1980, 1981; see also Fig. 9.32).

This difference in bond strength and flexibility of AldO bonds may also explain why
the negative pressure-dependence of viscosity of SiO2-NaAlO2 melts differs from that of
SiO2-CaAl2O4 melts (Mori et al., 2000; Suzuki et al., 2005; Allwardt et al., 2007). For the for-
mer, a negative pressure effect increases with increasing Al/(Al+Si) (Kushiro, 1976, 1978,
1980), whereas along the latter join, the viscosity becomes less dependent on pressure the
higher the Al/(Al+Si) of the melt (Kushiro, 1981). This effect is related to differences in
the flexibility of (Si,Al)dOd(Si,Al) angles depending on the nature of the charge-
compensating cation. Interestingly, the O, Al, and Si diffusivities follow the opposite trend
with pressure. At least for SiO2-NaAlO2 melts, these diffusion coenstants increase with pres-
sure in the same pressure regime (Bryce et al., 1999), whereas for a Ca-aluminosilicate melt
such as CaAl2Si2O8, the O, Al, and Si dffusion constants decrease with increasing pressure
(Karki et al., 2011).

It is notable, however, that in the 15–10GPa pressure range, Al, Si, andO diffusivities reach
maximum values before decreasing with further pressure increase (Bryce et al., 1999). Very
likely, the melt viscosities in this system will reach minimum values in the same pressure
range and then show viscosity increase with further pressure increase. This turnover likely
reflects A3+ and Si4+ coordination changes in the melt, which lead to depolymerization
and, therefore, different responses of transport properties to pressure (see also Chapters 6
and 7).

Structure-property relationships as a function of Al/(Al+Si) differ in peralkaline alumi-
nosilicate and meta-aluminosilicate melts. For example, the activation energies of viscous
flow in Na-dialuminosilicate decrease only slightly with Al/(Al+Si) and pass through min-
imum values at intermediate Al/(Al+Si) (Dingwell, 1986). This trend reflects the fact that
Al3+ tends to partition strongly into Q4 units compared with depolymerized structural units
such as Q3 and Q2 and that increasing Al/(Al+Si) tends, therefore, to drive equilibrium
(Eq. 9.8) to the right. This, in turn affects the activation energy of viscous flow and, therefore,
the viscosity of these melts. The extent to which such effects will be encountered clearly
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depends on polymerization as well as on the way in which Al3+ is partitioned between
coexisting structural units.

9.5.2.2 Volume Properties

The ambient-pressure partial molar volumes of SiO2, alkali and alkaline earth oxides in
silicate melts appear essentially independent of composition, and therefore melt structure
(Bottinga et al., 1983; Lange and Carmichael, 1987; Lange, 1997). This simplicity does not hold
true, however, for the partial molar volume of Al2O3 in molten Al2O3 and aluminum silicate
melts (see Chapter 8 for details). In addition, thermal expansion and compressibility vary sig-
nificantly with structure, and in particular the Al/Al+Si and metal/Al ratios as well as the
nature of the metal cation (Aksay et al., 1979; Hunold and Bruckner, 1980; Courtial and
Dingwell, 1995, 1999; Webb and Courtial, 1996; Sukenaga et al., 2011; Kuryaeva and
Dmitrieva, 2014). These compositional effects relate back to the strength of the AldO bond
as a function of the type of charge-compensating cation. Compressibility and thermal expan-
sion also are directly related to the AldObond strength, which in turn reflects the Al/(Al+Si)
ratio and charge-compensating cation. Even in the absence of Al-charge compensation, for
instance along the SiO2-Al2O3 join, the molar volume of Al2O3 changes with Al/(Al+Si)
(Aksay et al., 1979) because the average coordination number for Al3+ varies with Al/
(Al+Si) (Bessada et al., 1999; Landron et al., 2001; Sen and Youngman, 2004; Pfleiderer
et al., 2006). This evolution also changes with increasing temperature and becomes more pro-
nounced the higher the temperature (see Fig. 8.26 in Chapter 8), which may reflect
temperature-dependent Al3+ coordination in Al2O3 and perhap Al2O3-rich SiO2-Al2O3 melts.

Finally, it follows from the structural and property summaries given previously and in
Chapter 8 that the partial molar volume of Al2O3 in peralkaline aluminosilicate melts differs
substantially from the molar volume of liquid Al2O3 (see Fig. 8.26). The structure of melts
alongmeta-aluminosilicate joins, where nominally all Al3+ is charge-compensatedwith either
alkali metals or alkaline earths, is nearly fully polymerized. These structural features change
gradually on the peraluminous side of the meta-aluminosilicate join as high-coordinate Al3+

together with Al triclusters become more important.
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10.1 INTRODUCTORY COMMENTS

Iron is ubiquitous in igneous rocks. Its abundance generally decreases with magmatic dif-
ferentiation and increasing SiO2 content (Bowen, 1928), but it remains present in amounts that
have significant effects on physical properties ofmelts. Even at low concentration, iron signals
# 2019 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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its presence by the dark hue it confers to minerals and glasses (cf. Calas et al., 2018). Clear,
transparent glass requires less than a few wt% iron oxides in the raw materials, which has
long made work difficult for glassmakers.

Optical transitions in the visible part of the electromagnetic spectrum are indeed a common
feature of transition metals, among which iron is by far the most abundant in nature. Another
characteristic feature of transition metals, of greater geological importance, is the existence of
several oxidation states. For iron, the metal (Fe0) can coexist with the ferric (Fe2+) and ferrous
(Fe3+) states. The latter two valences affect melt structure and properties in specific and often
complex ways, because their relative abundances vary not only with temperature, pressure,
and chemical composition but alsowith the oxygen fugacity of the system. These complexities
set iron apart from aluminum or alkali and alkaline earth elements. They make it useful to
distinguish the compositions in which Fe2+ and Fe3+ predominate by the terms ferro- and
ferrisilicates, respectively.

The first studies of iron redox reactions were made by glass scientists as early as in the
1930s. In petrology, interest in the redox state of iron came later. Following Kennedy
(1948) and Fudali (1965), the iron redox ratio of igneous rocks is a probe of redox conditions
within the earth and terrestrial planets. As a result, understanding how Fe3+/Fe2+ ratio is de-
termined by intensive thermodynamic parameters has motivated numerous experimental
studies with applications that include the evolution of oxygen in the earth in time and space
(Kasting et al., 1993; Frost andMcCammon, 2008). These studies have been complemented by
determinations of the influence of iron content and redox state on density, viscosity, and other
physical properties of melts. Many, perhaps most, of the latter properties also have commer-
cial applications. Iron-bearing glasses, for instance, have useful optical and insulating
properties (Calas et al., 2002; Smedskjaer et al., 2010; Yue and Solvang, 2018), whereas the
SiO2-poor slags play a critical role in metallurgy by controlling in particular the impurity
content of the molten metal (Meadowcroft et al., 1996; Mills, 2018).

Before reviewing these features, a basic difference between oxidation and reduction reac-
tions must be pointed out. When changes in an intensive property induce reduction, the re-
action cannot be prevented because oxygen can eventually be released and form bubbles
which separate from the melt. In contrast, oxidation cannot proceed without a source of
oxygen. This is why the kinetics and mechanisms of redox reactions have been mainly
investigated for oxidation.
10.2 FERROUS AND FERRIC IRON

In this chapter, we will deal mostly with redox reactions between ferrous and ferric iron.
Metallic iron will be paid little attention because its solubility in silicate melts is quite low
(Ariskin et al., 1992). Under sufficiently reducing conditions, it precipitates and forms solid
solutions of its own. Under such circumstances, its main effect is to induce changes in themelt
composition.

As is usually done, we will denote by
P

Fe the total atomic Fe2++Fe3+ or the total wt%
FeO+Fe2O3. In the literature, the iron redox ratio is expressed either as Fe2+/

P
Fe or Fe3+/P

Fe. On an atomic or weight percentage basis, the latter definition will be used consistently
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in the following. In addition, we will use the notations “FeO” or “Fe2O3” to report total iron
content in the form of either Fe2+ or Fe3+.
10.2.1 Redox States

In the metallic state, the 3d electronic shell of iron is partially filled so that the electronic
configuration is 4s2 3d6. Without the two electrons of the outer 4s shell of Fe0, the configura-
tions of Fe2+ and Fe3+ are 3d6 and 3d5, respectively. Because they are generally present in a
high-spin state, both ions have a magnetic moment that makes them very sensitive to their
local environment in solid solutions (see Harrison and Becker, 2001).

The differing electronic configurations of Fe2+ and Fe3+ are associated with relatively small
differences in ionic radii (Whittaker and Muntus, 1970); see Table 10.1. Of special interest is
the fact that the spin configuration and the oxygen coordination number exert a comparable
influence on the ionic radius of both ions. It is this narrow range of radii that results in mul-
tiple structural states and makes diverse coupled substitutions with di-, tri- and tetravalent
cations possible.

As a starting point to an analysis of redox reactions, consider the solid-state formation of
w€ustite (FeO) and hematite (Fe2O3) from metallic iron:

Fe + 1
�
2 O2 , FeO, (10.1)

2Fe + 3
�
2 O2 , Fe2O3: (10.2)

From the mass action law and the reported Gibbs free energies of formation of the oxides

(Robie et al., 1979), the oxygen fugacity (fO2

) is readily calculated as a function of temperature
for both equilibria (Fig. 10.1). One finds that high temperature induces iron reduction. This
trend is a direct consequence of Le Chatelier’s principle in that reduction implies production
of gaseous oxygen, which causes a large entropy increase and, correlatively, a decrease of the
Gibbs free energy of the FedO system.

In contrast to other major elements, for which a single valence has to be considered, iron
has the peculiarity that two of its valence states are energetically similar. This similarity is
evident in Fig. 10.1 when one compares the positions of the two Fe oxidation reactions to that
of Ni, which forms a continuous solid solution with Fe, whose 2+ state is indeed closely re-
lated to Fe2+. Hence, another important feature is that slight variations of temperature or ox-
ygen fugacity can induce definite changes in the iron redox ratio.

A noteworthy consequence of the similar energetics of Fe2+ and Fe3+ in oxides is the
nonstoichiometry of w€ustite, a mineral whose actual formula is Fe1�xO. As a matter of fact,
w€ustite has a defect rocksalt (NaCl) structure in which 1�3x Fe2+ ions coexist with vacancies
and 2x Fe3+ ions, the value of x (0.04<x<0.12) depending on synthesis conditions (see Hazen
TABLE 10.1 Ionic Radii (Å) for Iron in Four- and Sixfold Oxygen Coordination

IV VI (High Spin) VI (Low Spin)

Fe2+ 0.71 0.69 0.86

Fe3+ 0.57 0.63 0.73
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and Jeanloz, 1984). Not only is the stoichiometric x¼1 value not reached below 10GPa, but
Fe2+ occupies either octahedral sites or tetrahedral interstices of the structure. W€ustite, the
simplest iron-bearing oxide compound, thus summarizes the complex structural and phys-
ical problems raised by the commonest transition element.
10.2.2 Oxygen Fugacity

For any melt, the temperature dependence of the redox reaction causes Fe3+/Fe2+ to be the
highest near the glass transition and the lowest at superliquidus temperatures. The changes in
the relative abundances of ferrous and ferric iron are simply described by the reaction:

2FeO+ 1=2O2 , Fe2O3: (10.3)

At constant temperature and pressure, the equilibrium constant of this reaction depends

on the activities of FeO and Fe2O3 in the melt, which are both complex functions of compo-
sition, and oxygen fugacity. In experimental studies, care is thus taken to achieve equilibrium
under well-defined redox conditions.

In general, oxygen fugacity is controlled with buffers (see Huebner, 1971; Nafziger et al.,
1971; Myers and Eugster, 1983; O’Neill and Pownceby, 1993). In a system where Ni and NiO
coexist (NNObuffer), for example, the fO2

is fixed and given by the value shown in Fig. 10.1 for
the temperature of interest. The same applies to the coexistence of iron and w€ustite (IW
buffer), of magnetite (Fe3O4) and hematite (MH buffer), or of quartz, fayalite (Fe2SiO4) and
magnetite (QFM buffer). At low pressure, however, there is no need for these solid phases
to be physically present in the system. The oxygen fugacity of a given buffer can be
reproduced through equilibration, at the temperature of the experiment, of the right propor-
tions of gases (CO and CO2, or H2 and CO2) that make up the experimental atmosphere at
ambient pressure conditions. In this case, redox conditions nevertheless remain frequently
referred to such buffers. Because the fO2

-temperature relationships of different buffers have
similar slopes (Fig. 10.1), this is a simple means of using a relative redox scale that depends
little on temperature.
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In experimental studies, particular attention must be paid to the fact that the redox condi-
tions can be affected via interaction with many materials commonly used for sample con-
tainers. For example, an oxygen buffer approaching iron-w€ustite conditions is realized
when an iron crucible is used (Bowen and Schairer, 1932; Thornber and Huebner, 1982a).
The oxygen fugacity is not determined only by temperature, however, because the activity
of FeO in the melt depends on chemical composition and also because that of Fe in the metal
can be affected by impurity content.

Platinum is the most inert material for containing liquid silicates, but it has long been
known that it forms a continuous solid solutionwith Fe, especially under reducing conditions
(Isaac and Tammann, 1907). The alloying between these two metals causes equilibrium (10.1)
in the melt to be displaced to the left and oxygen to be lost. The resulting changes in chemical
composition can be significant (Bowen and Schairer, 1932). These can be minimized through
saturation of Pt with iron in preliminary experiments (e.g., Darken andGurry, 1946) or the use
of FePt alloys instead of pure platinum (Presnall and Brenner, 1974; Grove, 1981). Alterna-
tively, platinum can exert an oxidizing influence on iron. The effect has been described for
alkali silicates with>70mol% SiO2 by Paul andDouglas (1965)who assigned it to the reaction:

1=4Pt4+ + Fe2+ , 1=4Pt + Fe3+, (10.4)

which involves initial formation of platinum oxide (PtO2).

Finally, note that the concept of oxygen fugacity takes a different meaning in experimental

studies, on the one hand, and in natural or industrial processes on the other. In the latter cases,
equilibrium between amelt and a gaseous phase is generally irrelevant. Either heterogeneous
redox reactions are too sluggish or, more simply, a gaseous phase is lacking. Then, the redox
state is entirely determined by the chemical composition of the system and the temperature
and pressure of interest. An oxygen fugacity can nonetheless be defined.Without making ref-
erence to an actual gaseous phase, it just represents a convenient parameter to specify the re-
dox state of the system. As noted by Fudali (1965), this is why the term fugacity is to be
preferred over partial pressure, although both are numerically equivalent at the low values
appropriate for redox reactions of practical interest. An important example is that of indus-
trial glasses whose oxygen fugacity is determined by the starting materials and added fining
agents like sulfates, but not by the furnace atmosphere with which equilibration would be
much too slow (Conradt, 2018).
10.2.3 Analysis of Redox Ratio

Description of experimental methods in general is beyond the scope of this book, but some
details are in order for iron redox analyses because proper interpretation of the results
reviewed in this chapter depend directly on accurate determinations of ferrous and ferric iron
contents. It is necessary, therefore, to appreciate the precision and accuracy of the methods
being used.

In preamble, one should be aware of the practical problem that the redox ratio of a glass can
differ markedly from that of its parent melt if partial crystallization takes place during the
quench (Bowen and Schairer, 1932). Along with decreasing precision of the analyses, an ap-
parent decrease from 6 to 2wt% of the Fe2+ content of a calcium ferrosilicate glass was
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observed by Kress and Carmichael (1989). Both effects were perhaps due to preferential
partitioning of Fe2+ into the quench crystals and, then, to lack of dissolution of these crystals
during the wet chemical analyses. In other words, determinations of redox ratios have been
restricted to liquids that could be quenched, often in small amounts, which introduces bias as
to the composition ranges investigated. For example, data are more extensive for the system
CaO-“FeO”-SiO2 (Mysen et al., 1984; Kress and Carmichael, 1989) than for MgO-“FeO”-SiO2

compositions (Mysen and Virgo, 1989).
Wet-chemical analysis of the redox ratio of iron has been for a long time the only available

method. The concentrations of total iron and Fe2+ are derived from titrations made with a
potassium dichromate solution after about 500mg of glass has been dissolved in HF and
in HF+H2SO4 solutions, respectively (Wilson, 1960). Uncertainties of �0.02 in Fe3+/

P
Fe

are usually reported. Because the Fe3+ concentration is given by the difference between these
two figures, the relative errors are higher for oxidized samples.

Alternatively, iron redox ratios can be determined by M€ossbauer spectroscopy because
glass structure is sufficiently rigid to allow recoilless absorption of gamma photons by
57Fe nuclei (see Kurkjian, 1970; Bancroft, 1973). As resonant absorption takes place at different
energies for Fe2+ and Fe3+, the relative abundances of the two cations are determined from the
areas of the two peaks that form a broad doublet in the spectra (see Section 11.4 for an exam-
ple). These areas are strictly proportional to concentrations only at cryogenic temperatures,
but proper calibration taking into account differences in recoilless fractions, this allows mea-
surements to be performed under ambient conditions (see Alberto et al., 1996).

The M€ossbauer resonant-absorption method has several advantages over wet-chemical
methods. It is nondestructive, less time consuming, requires smaller samples of about
50–100mg with standard techniques, and can sometimes be used at the scale of 50μm
(McCammon, 1994). In addition, M€ossbauer spectroscopy provides direct information on
the structural environments of Fe3+ and Fe2+ in the sample because the hyperfine parameters
of both ferrous and ferric iron depend on oxygen coordination and geometry of coordination
polyhedra.

Comparisons made between M€ossbauer and wet-chemical analyses performed on the
same samples do not reveal systematic differences (Fig. 10.2) (see also Mysen et al., 1985c;
Dingwell, 1991). The precision of redox ratios derived from both methods is similar. This
is especially true when adequate fitting procedures of hyperfine parameter distributions
are applied to M€ossbauer spectra. Such fitting protocols also yield more detailed structural
information than conventional curve-fitting of the absorption envelope (Alberto et al.,
1996). According to Lange and Carmichael (1989) and Ottonello et al. (2001), M€ossbauer spec-
troscopy would underestimate Fe3+/Fe2+ for total iron oxide content higher than 14wt%.
Such an effect is not demonstrated by the results of both techniques when their differences
are plotted against total iron content (Fig. 10.3). More important, the existence of systematic
bias has not been confirmed by further analyses (Partzsch et al., 2004), in accordance with the
fact that there are no practical or theoretical reasons why M€ossbauer analyses would be
unreliable at high iron contents (see also Jayasuriya et al., 2004).

Redox ratios can be determined on still smaller samples than those used in M€ossbauer
spectroscopy from the preedge feature of X-ray absorption spectra, which is sensitive to
the redox state and local environment of iron (Waychunas et al., 1983). The errors are now
about �0.02 in the Fe3+/Fe2+ ratio (Cottrell et al., 2009). The X-ray absorption near edge
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structure (XANES) measurements have the important advantages of being very rapid and
feasible at high temperatures, so as to make in situ kinetic studies possible (Berry et al.,
2003; Magnien et al., 2004, 2008; Cochain et al., 2012). Moreover, the beam can be collimated
to <10�10μm, which permits detailed spot analyses of samples (Cottrell et al., 2009).
A related technique is electron energy-loss spectroscopy (EELS), which is practiced in a trans-
mission electron microscope at room temperature. This method used for minerals (e.g.,
Garvie and Buseck, 1994) could also be applied to glasses.

In the latter twomethods, however, beam damage can be caused by highly energetic X-ray
or electron beams. Analysis of redox ratios on the same spatial scale has thus been attempted
by microRaman techniques (Magnien et al., 2008; Cochain et al., 2012; Di Genova et al., 2016).
The method is very quick and convenient, for example in studies of the kinetics of redox re-
actions. Its applicability is restricted to continuous solutions, however, for which the redox
ratios of the endmembers must be known independently.
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Electron microprobe analyses must also be mentioned in view of their widespread use.
Only total iron is usually reported in the form of FeO. For minerals, the iron redox state
may then be estimated from stoichiometric considerations (Droop, 1987), but such methods
are not valid for glasses forwhich there are few or no stoichiometric constraints. However, the
shifts of the Lα peaks recordedwith an electronmicroprobemay also be employed. The abun-
dance of both valences can be determined directly with errors of about 5% (Fialin et al., 2004).

Finally, a few words must be devoted to electrochemical methods. High-temperature
linear- and square-wave voltammetry are themost common, differing by the shape of the cur-
rent pulse used (see Sasahira and Yokokawa, 1985; Gerlach et al., 1998; Medlin et al., 1998;
R€ussel, 2018). The reduction potential of an element, with reference to an oxygen electrode,
is determined from the observed current versus tension relationship. These measurements
can be made difficult by electrode corrosion and background corrections. They do not give
redox ratios directly, but yield the enthalpy and entropy of the redox reaction when standard
potentials are measured as a function of temperature. In addition, the potentials of several
valences of the same multivalent element or of the valences of different elements can be mea-
sured in the same experiment. Another advantage is that the diffusion coefficients of the re-
dox couples can also be estimated from the peak height of the current signal (Claussen et al.,
1999; Wiedenroth and R€ussel, 2003; R€ussel, 2018).
10.3 PHASE EQUILIBRIA

10.3.1 Ferrosilicate Phase Relations

The “FeO”-SiO2 phase diagram illustrates the actual ternary nature of binary iron-bearing
melts (Fig. 10.4). In view of increasing liquidus temperatures with “FeO” content, one might
expect a correlative decrease of the redox ratio. The opposite trend is actually observed
(Fig. 10.4A), thus reflecting the dominant effect of structural changes of the melt with increas-
ing “FeO”/SiO2 ratio. At temperatures sufficiently high for all iron to be essentially in the
ferrous state, a large stable miscibility gap is observed in the SiO2-rich part of the FeO-
SiO2 diagram. This gap is similar to those observed for binary alkaline earth silicates (compare
with Fig. 6.1). Likewise, a eutectic point occurs at a higher SiO2 content, similar to those seen
in alkaline earth systems. As for the deeper freezing-point depression apparent in Fig. 10.4, it
simply results from the much lower melting point of FeO (1339°C) compared with those of
CaO or MgO, which are both higher than 2500°C.

This kinship of Fe2+ with alkaline earth cations is borne out by the phase diagrams of ter-
nary systems (Fig. 10.5). The similarity is greatest between Fe2+ and Mg2+, which is perhaps
analogous to the continuous (Fe, Mg) solid solutions of magnesiow€ustite, olivine, and pyrox-
ene. In the “FeO”-MgO-SiO2 system, those three mineral solutions are the only liquidus
phases. The liquidus temperatures are generally high except in the FeO-rich part of the sys-
tem. Along with the incongruent melting of ferrosilite (FeSiO3), this trend points to weaker
bonding in structures that could also be weakened further by the presence of some Fe3+. The
glass-forming ability is poor throughout most of the Mg-bearing system.

The CaO-“FeO”-SiO2 phase diagram is more complicated (Fig. 10.5). The inadequate
match between the ionic radii of Ca2+ and Fe2+ is illustrated by the lack of (Ca, Fe) solid
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solutions in the pyroxene and olivine structures. Liquidus temperatures remain high, how-
ever, with the exception of the valley that runs from CaSiO3 to FeSiO3. As for Mg, there are no
new ternary compounds. When liquidus temperatures are low, glasses can be prepared only
via rapid quenching of small charges.

Liquidus temperatures are markedly lower for alkali than for alkaline earth ferrosilicates.
The phase relations are known for the “FeO”-K2O-SiO2 system (Roedder, 1952), where two
ternary compounds exist and vitrification is possible over a wide composition range. Phase
relations are less well known for the “FeO”-Na2O-SiO2 system in which, however, the Fe2O3

contents of melts on the liquidus are lower than 2.5wt% (Schairer et al., 1954). The existence of
at least one ternary compound has been described without having been identified (Schairer
et al., 1954), but the stability field of this phase (or these phases) does not encompass the com-
position of the Na2FeSiO4 compound reported by Carter and Ibrahim (1952). In both Na and
K systems, vitrification is not too difficult, as judged by the rather wide composition ranges
where the refraction indices of glasses were measured successfully.
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Schairer et al. (1954) pointed out that there are clear analogies between the topologies of the
MgO-Na2O-SiO2 and “FeO”-Na2O-SiO2 liquidus phase diagrams. This similarity, which also
can be seen in the “FeO”-K2O-SiO2 phase diagram, applies in particular to liquid unmixing,
which rapidly becomes metastable when Na2O and K2O are added to FeO-SiO2 melts. An-
other similarity exists between the “FeO”-Al2O3-SiO2 and MgO-Al2O3-SiO2 phase relations
(compare Fig. 10.5 with Fig. 8.1). In the former, the single ternary compound, Fe2Al4Si5O18,
has the same stoichiometry as cordierite, with which it forms a solid solution. These obser-
vations thus confirm the conclusion drawn at the beginning of this section from the
“FeO”-MgO-SiO2 system, namely that Fe2+ is a weak analog of Mg2+.
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10.3.2 Ferrisilicate Phase Relations

Phase relations under oxidizing conditions have been less extensively studied (Fig. 10.6). In
view of the wealth of information gathered for aluminosilicates (Chapters 8 and 9), an impor-
tant question is the relative kinship of Fe3+ and Al3+. With respect to physical properties, at-
tention must, in particular, be paid to the influence of possible association of iron with a
charge-compensating cation. In analogy with aluminosilicates, the meta-ferric join will des-
ignate the SiO2-M2/x FeO2 compositions where the metal cation M might charge-compensate
all Fe3+ in tetrahedral coordination.

If bond strength were depending only on charge and ionic radius, one would expect bond-
ing with oxygen to be weaker for Fe3+ (r¼0.57Å) than for Al3+ (r¼0.47Å). Actually, weaker
bonding in Fe2O3 compared to Al2O3 manifests itself by the fact that, when heated in air, he-
matite decomposes to oxygen and an Fe2O3-Fe3O4 solid solution well before reaching its hy-
pothetical congruent melting point of about 1895K (seeMuan andOsborn, 1965). This feature
translates into ternary ferric iron-containing systems, since the phase diagrams of Fig. 10.6
share the common feature that liquidus temperatures are systematically lower for ferri- than
for aluminosilicates.

The system “Fe2O3”-SiO2 would be an obvious starting point but its melting relations can-
not be investigated because reduction of significant amounts of Fe3+ to Fe2+ cannot be
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prevented at high temperatures. From extrapolation of data in ternary systems, Bowen et al.
(1930) did nevertheless assert that binary SiO2-Fe2O3 compounds do not exist. From these and
other results by Greig (1927a), they also concluded that the SiO2-Fe2O3 eutectic should be very
close to SiO2 because of the existence of a large stable miscibility gap between the two molten
oxides. It appears, therefore, that Fe3+ substitutes much less readily for Si4+ than does Al3+ in
melts (Section 8.2).

For calcium-containing systems, another difference with aluminosilicates is the number of
mixed compounds. There are three along the CaO-Fe2O3 join, compared with five along the
CaO-Al2O3 join. No ternary compound exists in the CaO-Fe2O3-SiO2 system in contrast with
the two calcium aluminosilicates, anorthite and gehlenite (Fig. 8.1). Although there is definite
affinity between CaO and Fe2O3, no clear specific association is induced by the presence of
SiO2. Another significant feature is the similar trends seen in the FeO-poor parts of the Ca
diagrams in the ferrosilicate systems of Figs. 10.4 and 10.5. This similarity could, however,
reflect the fact that, at temperatures of about 1400°C, the actual iron redox ratios in ferro-
and ferrisilicates differ less than indicated by the nominal melt compositions.

The difference between ferri- and aluminosilicate systems is even clearer for sodium
ferrisilicates. Four compounds in the Na2O-FeO3-SiO2 system were described by Bowen
et al. (1930), although only two, acmite (NaFeSi2O6, also named aegirine) and
(Na2O)5�F2O3�(SiO2)8, have been adequately identified. None of these compounds suggests
an association between Na+ and Fe + of a strength comparable to that of Na+ with Al3+.
Acmite, in particular, has a pyroxene structure where Fe3+ is in octahedral coordination, in
which the structural role of Na+ is quite different. In this respect, the variations of liquidus
temperatures between acmite and the Na2Si4O9 composition (Fig. 10.7) differ considerably
from those of the analogous aluminosilicate systems (Fig. 8.4). Although the eutectic compo-
sitions and temperatures are similar in both kinds of systems, acmite itself melts incongru-
ently to hematite plus liquid at the low temperature of 1000°C.

Existing information for potassium ferrisilicates is incomplete. The important feature of the
“Fe2O3”-K2O-SiO2 system is the presence of three compounds that have the same stoichiom-
etry as K-feldspar, leucite, and kalsilite (Faust, 1936) and thus lie on the meta-ferric join (SiO2-
NaFeO2). Here, clear evidence for alkali charge compensation is provided by the existence of
these compounds alongwith the limited solid solutions that these compounds formwith their
aluminosilicate counterparts. Finally, Na and K ferrisilicates share two common points. Ow-
ing to low liquidus temperatures, melts heated in air just above the liquidus have very low
Fe2+ contents in both systems. In addition, the area of glass formation is rather large.

From this brief review of solid-liquid equilibria, it appears that the strength of the associ-
ation with network-modifying cations varies in the same order for Fe3+ and Al3+. Although
association is strongest with potassium, lower liquidus temperatures and decomposition or
incongruent melting indicate that Fe3+ is at most a weak analog of Al3+.
10.3.3 Phase Relations in Complex Systems

The strong influence of the iron redox state on ternary phase equilibria translates to more
complex systems. Osborn (1959), for example, emphasized that crystallization paths depend
markedly on whether or not iron participates in olivine, pyroxene, and magnetite solid
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solutions. Although crystallization andmelting paths can be complicated in multicomponent
systems, they can be determined from equilibrium phase relations. By contrast, the effects of
iron redox on the kinetics of crystal nucleation and growth in melts are less predictable.

As described for alkaline earth silicate systems in Section 8.2.1, the high-temperature mis-
cibility gaps of iron-bearing systems (Figs. 10.4–10.6) disappear rapidly upon addition of alu-
mina or alkali oxides. Following Greig’s (1927b) work, it was widely thought, for this reason,
that liquid immiscibility could not be relevant to the composition range of igneous rocks. That
liquid unmixing is nevertheless of interest was pointed out by Roedder (1951), who discov-
ered a rather large field of liquid unmixing in the system Fe2SiO4-KAlSi2O6-SiO2 (Fig. 10.8).
Under reducing conditions, the gap occurs at temperatures between 1100°C and 1270°C for
compositions whose alkali content is higher than 16wt%. This gap owes its importance to the
fact that it subsists in more complex chemical compositions such as tholeiitic basalts
(Roedder, 1978; Philpotts and Doyle, 1983).

The miscibility gap tends to expand with increasing total iron content and oxygen fugacity
(Naslund, 1983). Both of those variables tend to increase Fe3+/Fe2+ of melts. In these situa-
tions, Fe3+ thus enhances liquid immiscibility. The size of the miscibility gap shrinks with in-
creasing pressure and could vanish near 1.5GPa (Nakamura, 1974), an effect of pressure well
described for the MgO-SiO2 system (Dalton and Presnall, 1997; Hudon et al., 2004). However,
it is not clear whether this shrinkage reflects increasingmonotectic temperature with pressure
or some other effect.
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Unmixing also develops upon addition of TiO2 and P2O5, two oxides that generally foster
phase separation in silicate melts (see Chapters 12 and 13). Miscibility gaps originate in steric
hindrance problems experienced by network-modifying cations when bonding to
nonbridging oxygens in highly polymerized melts (see Section 6.2.2). The Al3+ ion causes
unmixing to disappear through its association with network modifiers and the ensuing net-
work polymerization. That Fe3+ does not have this effect is clear evidence for different struc-
tural roles of Fe3+ and Al3+ in silicate melts and glasses. Contrary to what might be assumed,
however, the presence of iron is not a prerequisite for liquid unmixing to occur in complex
systems. For example, an analogous effect has been described by Kingery et al. (1983) for the
system CaO-K2O-Al2O3-SiO2. The main difference is that unmixing often is metastable, and
not stable as observed for the gap of Fig. 10.8.

Regardless of the chemical complexity of a melt, crystallization typically is enhanced by
oxidizing conditions. Rogers andWilliamson (1969) found that Fe3+ acts as a nucleating agent
in CaO-MgO-Al2O3-SiO2 glasses. This observation was also made by Cukierman and
Uhlmann (1974) for a Fe-rich lunar composition. Beall and Rittler (1976) even claimed that
oxidation of iron is the main factor controlling crystallization of basalt. Crystallization is fast
only for oxidized samples, magnetite forming first between 650°C and 700°C, followed by
pyroxene, which nucleates on magnetite nuclei and grows between 750°C and 900°C. Similar
results have been reported by Karamanov and Pelino (2001) for various glasseswith SiO2 con-
tents ranging from 4 to 72wt%, and by Bouhifd et al. (2004) and Villeneuve et al. (2008) for
other basalts. The effect might be related to weakening of the silicate network by tetrahedral
Fe3+, such as, for example, formation of Fe3+ clusters (Bingham et al., 1999). Surprisingly,
however, the Fe3+ concentration can be much lower in the nucleating spinel than in the melt
itself (Rogers and Williamson, 1969; Bouhifd et al., 2004). Interestingly, Jurado-Egea et al.
(1987) related magnetite crystallization to electronic conduction, but more work is needed
to picture consistently nucleation and growth in iron-bearing systems.
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10.4 IRON REDOX REACTIONS

The basic features of redox reactions were deciphered in the 1960s through experiments
made mostly on alkali silicate melts. With proper adjustment for differing valence states,
the phenomenology described here for iron applies to other multivalent elements that are im-
portant for practical applications (Mn, Ti, Cr, As, etc.) or for tracing geochemical processes
(Eu, Ce, etc.). More recently, measurements on a variety of model melts have aimed at deter-
mining the variations of the iron redox ratio over wide ranges of temperature, pressure,
oxygen fugacity, and chemical composition.
10.4.1 Temperature and Oxygen Fugacity

When written as Eq. (10.3), the iron redox reaction does not lend itself to ready thermody-
namic or structural interpretations, because the activities of both FeO and Fe2O3 are generally
known only for limited composition ranges. In terms of ionic species, a more detailed repre-
sentation of the redox reaction is provided by the equations:

Fe2+ + 1=4O2 , Fe3+ + 1=2Ο2�, (10.5)

K3=2 ¼ aFe3+=aFe2+
� �

aO2�
� �1=2

=fO2

1=4, (10.6)

where K3/2, the equilibrium constant of the reaction, is determined by the oxygen fugacity

and the activity (a) of iron and oxygen ions. Activity is replaced by concentration if the silicate
solution is assumed thermodynamically ideal. If the activity of the oxygen ion can further be
assumed not to depend on the iron redox state, then a plot of log Fe3+/Fe2+ against�log fO2

at
constant temperature should have a slope of 1/4.

The enthalpy and entropy changes of reaction (10.5) have been estimated from calorimetric
measurements to be 106–134kJ/mol and 49–67J/molK, respectively (Tangeman et al., 2001;
Sugawara and Akaogi, 2004), defining rather wide ranges of values that can simply reflect the
influence of differing silicate composition. Interestingly, Kress and Carmichael (1991)
reported 4H and 4S values for natural basaltic compositions similar to those based by
Sugawara and Akaogi (2004) on their data for iron oxide and acmite compositions.

At low iron concentrations (Fig. 10.9), the data for molten sodium disilicate refer to a wide
range of oxygen fugacities achieved with air, CO-CO2, and H2-CO2 atmospheres ( Johnston,
1965). Between log fO2

¼�0.7 (air) and �13, the experimental slope differs little from the
expected 0.25 value. Similar results are shown in Fig. 10.10 for a (CaMgSi2O6)68�(CaAl2Si2O8)32
melt. In both cases, the assumed constancy of the oxygen ion activity is justified by the dilute
nature of the iron solution, whereas the ratio of the activity coefficients of iron ions should
differ less from unity than the individual coefficients. The errors due to both assumptions
cannot be separated, but the differences of the slopes of Fig. 10.9 with the 0.25 nominal value
are insignificant. For concentrated iron solutions, a mean value of 0.207 (7) has in contrast
been reported (e.g., Kress and Carmichael, 1988). Such a value represents an apparently sim-
ple means to account for the actual nonideality of the melt.

Another important point shown by the NS2 data in Fig. 10.9 is the constant Fe3+/Fe2+

values at very low fO2
. This feature signals precipitation of iron metal ( Johnston, 1965).
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Saturation is attained at higher oxygen fugacity and lower redox ratio when the temperature
increases. It can be described in terms of dismutation of ferrous iron according to:

3Fe2+ , Fe0 + 2Fe3+, (10.7)

K2=03 ¼ aFe3+
� �2

= aFe2+
� �3

: (10.8)

When the oxygen fugacity is sufficiently low for iron to precipitate, the simplestmanner for

K2/03 to remain constant is that the redox ratio of the melt also remains constant. This con-
stancy is borne out by the iron saturation data, which provide another justification for the
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use of concentration ratios in place of activity ratios for iron ions in Eq. (10.4). The Fe3+/Fe2+

ratio at which Fe0 precipitates is low, near 0.1 in Fig. 10.9, but such that the concentration of
Fe3+ remains significant. It is, in fact, a general observation that the three redox states of iron
coexist in a system under highly reduced conditions (e.g., Fig. 10.4A).

Finally, the dependence of the iron redox ratio on iron concentration at constant temper-
ature and redox conditions reflects the nonideal nature of the solution of ferric and/or ferrous
iron in silicate melts (Larson and Chipman, 1953; Mysen et al., 1984; Mysen, 2006). This effect
depends on silicate composition and in particular on Al/(Al+Si) and the nature of the alkali
and alkaline earths (Mysen, 2006). The result is that the slope of the iron redox ratio versus
oxygen fugacity yields an activation coefficient ratio that differs from unity. With a slope, x,
the activity coefficient ratio γ(Fe3+)/γ(Fe2+) then becomes:

γ Fe3+
� �

=γ Fe2+
� �¼ 10 X + 0:25ð Þ: (10.9)

This ratio clearly depends on silicate composition, i.e., on the extent of melt polymeriza-

tion, expressed as NBO/T (Fig. 10.11) (see also Mysen et al., 1985a,b). Everything else being
equal, both the Al/(Al+Si) ratio and the nature of the charge-balancing cation in addition
play important roles.
10.4.2 Temperature and Pressure

Over temperature intervals of a few hundred degrees, the logarithm of the Fe3+/Fe2+ ratio
varies linearly with reciprocal temperature (Fig. 10.12). The slope of this relationship also de-
pends on melt composition (Mysen and Virgo, 1989; Jayasuriya et al., 2004; Borisov and
McCammon, 2010; Borisov et al., 2015). The enthalpy of the iron redox reaction is readily de-
termined from these plots with the Van’t Hoff relation. As expected for an oxidation reaction,
Melt polymerization, NBO/T
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it is exothermic with an enthalpy change of about 40kJ/mol (Borisov et al., 2015), but varies
with silicate composition. In Fig. 10.12, the slope of the linear relationship is, for example,
twice as high for CAS than for NAS. At least in aluminosilicate melts, this enthalpy becomes
increasingly negative as the ionization potential of the charge-balancing cation for Al3+ in-
creases (Mysen et al., 1985b; Mysen and Virgo, 1989). How or whether other compositional
variables such as SiO2 content may affect this enthalpy change is less clear. For example,
Borisov andMcCammon (2010) concluded that there is no effect of SiO2 in their study ofmelts
along the join CaMgSi2O6-CaAl2Si2O8. In this system, however, one could argue that a com-
plex chemistry, in particular in regard to Al3+, makes it possible to assume that SiO2 is no
longer an independent variable.

Efforts to determine the partial molar volume of Fe2O3 have also been motivated by the
close connection of this volume with the pressure dependence of the iron redox ratio. At con-
stant temperature, the condition for univariant thermodynamic equilibrium boils down to
ΔG¼ΔV dP¼0. In view of the relationship

RT d ln fO2
¼VO2

dP, (10.10)

whereVO2
is the partial molar volume of O2 dissolved in themelt, Mo et al. (1982) pointed out
that the variation of the oxygen fugacity for Fe3+-Fe2+ equilibrium is related to the partial mo-
lar volumes of Fe2O3 and FeO by:

RT

ðP

P0

d ln fO2
¼

ðP

P0

2 VFe2O3
�4 VFeO

� �
dP¼

ðP

P0

ΔV dP: (10.11)
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Integration of Eq. (10.11) from the reference pressure P0 is straightforward if one assumes

that ΔV is constant. At ambient pressure, the volume difference, ΔV, in Eq. (10.7) is about
30cm3/mol (partial molar volume data from Lange and Carmichael, 1987). It follows that
Fe2+ is stabilized at high pressure at the expense of Fe3+, as will be discussed in more detail
following.

The compressibility difference between Fe2+- and Fe3+-bearing melts should be known for
more detailed analyses of pressure effects. For both valences, transformation from tetrahedral
to octahedral coordination ensures greater density increases than compression of FeO6 octa-
hedra. The coordination contrast between Fe2+ and Fe3+ at low pressure should thus result in
a greater compressibility for Fe2O3 than for FeO. This prediction is borne out by available ul-
trasonic measurements on Fe-bearing melts. Although the data are too scarce to allow detec-
tion of possible effects of melt composition, the analysismade by Kress and Carmichael (1991)
indicates that the average compressibility of Fe2O3 is about twice that of FeO. Curiously, how-
ever, compressibility appears to be 50% higher for FeO than for eitherMgO or CaO,whereas it
is similar for Fe2O3 and Al2O3. In fact, ultrasonic data indicate that the presence of Fe2O3 may
even increase the stiffness of glasses (Burkhard, 2000) whereas another complication is that
the compressibility of FeO strongly depends on Fe2+ coordination (Guo et al., 2013).

As noted by Kress and Carmichael (1991), the difference in compressibility between Fe2O3

and FeO in melts is too small to change the sign of the volume difference in Eq. (10.7) below
pressures of at least 3GPa. In other words, the Fe3+/Fe2+ ratio of melts should decrease con-
tinuously with increasing pressure in this pressure interval. For the opposite trend to occur at
still higher pressure, the pressure derivative of the bulk modulus (KS) should be much higher
for the FeO than for the Fe2O3 component. Such a contrast is unlikely in view of the “normal”
value ∂KS/∂P¼10.1 determined for molten Fe2SiO4 from compression experiments up to
55GPa (Agee, 1992).

This volume discussion implies that, at constant temperature and oxygen fugacity, the
Fe3+/Fe2+ of silicate melts should decrease with increasing pressure. This has indeed been
observed experimentally for molten NaAlSi2O6 and Na2O�2SiO2 as well as for natural melts,
with a rapid decrease of Fe3+ concentration as the pressure is increased (Mysen and Virgo,
1978, 1985; O’Neill et al., 2006; Zhang et al., 2017) (see also Fig. 10.13). Using methods similar
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to those of Mysen and Virgo, Brearley (1990) in contrast concluded that all iron of NS2 melt to
4GPa at 1700°C remains Fe3+, but undergoes a coordination change with pressure. This state-
ment is somewhat surprising in light of the common observation that, at such temperatures,
significant fractions of iron in silicate melts occurs as Fe2+ even when equilibrated under ox-
idizing conditions. In chemically more complex melts, O’Neill et al. (2006) observed that
Fe3+/ΣFe does indeed decrease with pressure by about 10% between ambient and 1.5GPa
for an andesitic melt, a result that agrees with recent data to >6GPa (Zhang et al., 2017).
10.4.3 Oxygen Activity and Glass Basicity

Measurements on binary alkali melts have long been made to determine the influence of
melt basicity on redox ratios of multivalent elements. For low values of

P
Fe, one observes

that log Fe3+/Fe2+ is a linear function of SiO2 content (Fig. 10.14). At the same silica content,
iron is more oxidized in the order K, Na, Li. Because the linear relationships converge toward
pure SiO2, they become less steep in the same order K,Na, Li. The redox reaction (10.8) should
provide a simplemeans to interpret these effects of chemical composition on the redox state of
a multivalent element. With the assumption of an ideal solution, Paul and Douglas (1965)
wrote the equilibrium constant (10.9) as:

log Fe3+=Fe2+
� �¼ logK3=2 + 1=4 log fO2

�1=2 log aO2� ¼A�1=2 log aO2�, (10.12)

where A is a constant if the oxygen fugacity is constant.

Other things being equal, this equation indicates that the redox ratio should decrease with

increasing oxygen activity and thuswith increasingmelt basicity and alkali oxide content. For
a given alkali element, the experimental results clearly contradict this prediction (Fig. 10.14).
According to Eq. (10.12), the trends of Fig. 10.14 would then suggest that melt basicity in-
creases in the order K, Na, Li for a given SiO2 content. This prediction has been checked
against experimental data. The basicity can be determined by various methods such as
e.m.f. measurements or determinations of CO2 solubility from the equilibrium constant of
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the solution reaction CO2 +O2� ,CO3
2� (see Chapter 16). The results obtained in these dif-

ferent ways are not necessarily in quantitative agreement, but the trends are mutually con-
sistent (Douglas et al., 1965). For alkali systems, they indicate that melt basicity increases
in the order Li, Na, K, a trend which is opposite to that expected from the redox data.

Douglas et al. (1965) invoked variations of aO2� with composition to account for this fail-
ure. More specifically, Holmquist (1966) pointed out that the amphoteric nature of Fe2O3

prevented the change in the activity of the oxygen ion from being estimated if the coordina-
tion of Fe3+ were not known. In addition, Jeddeloh (1984) noted that Eq. (10.12) suffers from
loosely defined standard states for the ionic species involved.Whenwriting Eq. (10.7), the two
kinds of oxygen ions that bond with Fe2+ and Fe3+ are implicitly assumed to be the same. But
their standard states cannot be considered identical because pure FeO and Fe2O3 liquids are of
course not equivalent either structurally or energetically. When this assumption is denied ex-
plicitly, the equilibrium constant K3/2 is written as:

K3=2 ¼ aFe3+=aFe2+
� �

aOII2�
� �

= aOIII2�
� �3=2h i

fO2

1=2, (10.13)

where the indices II and III refer to oxygen ions bonding to Fe2O3 and Fe3+, respectively.

Hence, relating redox ratio to average melt basicity is much less straightforward than
suggested by Eq. (10.12). As an additional practical difficulty, standard-state thermochemical
calculations involving Fe2O3 suffer from the high-temperature decomposition of hematite
that hampers direct determinations of the melting properties of this oxide. The enthalpy
and entropy of fusion of hematite estimated by Sugawara and Akaogi (2004) should thus
prove useful in this respect.
10.4.4 Composition and Redox State

The relative variations of the proportions of all oxides in melts and glasses can induce
changes in redox ratio at constant temperature, pressure, and oxygen fugacity (Kress and
Carmichael, 1988, 1991; Borisov and Shapkin, 1989; Jayasuriya et al., 2004; Borisov et al.,
2015). The first composition effect to be examined is that of total iron content. In the
“FeO”-SiO2 system, a fivefold increase of Fe3+/

P
Fe ratio was observed by Bowen and

Schairer (1932) between 60 and 100mol% “FeO.” According to other early experiments by
Densem and Turner (1938) on a window glass composition, the redox ratio is a complex func-
tion of total iron at very low iron concentrations, before leveling off to a constant value above
2wt% Fe2O3 (Fig. 10.15).

More recently, Borisov et al. (2015) also reported a positive correlation between Fe3+/ΣFe
and total iron content in basaltic compositions (Fig. 10.16). In their study, however, a contin-
uous linear increase of Fe3+/ΣFe with increasing total iron content was observed, which con-
trasts somewhat with the results by Densem and Turner (1938) and Mysen et al. (1984), who
reported major variations at low total iron content, but much less so as the iron content in-
creased further. Moreover, the rate of increase is greater for the more oxidized composition
(equilibrated in air).

For higher iron content, an initial increase of the Fe3+/Fe2+ ratio has also been observed for
sodium disilicate (Larson and Chipman, 1953), Li, Na, and K silicates with 70mol% SiO2 (Paul
and Douglas, 1965), sodium borosilicates (Dunn et al., 1978), sodium silicates (Lange and
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Carmichael, 1989), and calcium silicates (Mysen et al., 1984). For potassium silicates, in con-
trast, the redox ratio generally decreases (Tangeman et al., 2001), although in the latter study
there were problems with maintaining the chemical composition during the high-
temperature experiments. Goldman (1983) did not observe any dependence on total iron con-
tent for two industrial borosilicate compositions to which he added from 0.09 to 0.5wt% Fe2O.

Because of the constraint of glass formation, available measurements in binary systems are
the most abundant for alkali silicates. In such melts, the Fe3+/Fe2+ ratio decreases with in-
creasing SiO2 content (Paul and Douglas, 1965; Virgo et al., 1981) (see also Fig. 10.15). As con-
cluded previously from liquid immiscibility data, this transformation of ferric into ferrous
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iron does not conform to the trend expected if Fe3+ were substituting for Si4+. If this were the
case, the opposite transformation would represent a simple way to solve the steric hindrance
problems raised by bonding of metal cations with nonbridging oxygens. Of course, it is not
clear from these data whether the change is driven by the changes in SiO2 content, which af-
fects the oxygen ion activity in Eq. (10.3), or by the decrease of alkali concentration as themelts
become more SiO2 rich. In fact, Dickenson and Hess (1986), Tangeman et al. (2001), and Giuli
et al. (2012) all noted that increasing peralkalinity leads to increased Fe3+/ΣFe even at essen-
tially the same SiO2 concentration.

For a given stoichiometry, these results indicate that the redox ratio increases in the order
Li, Na, K. There is, in fact, a clear correlation between the redox state and the ionization po-
tential of the metal cation (Fig. 10.17). Although available data for alkaline earth obey the
same relationship, the linear trend in Fig. 10.17 is probably coincidental in view of differing
temperature and total iron contents in both series of experiments. Everything else being
equal, the presence of cations with a low ionization potential favors the ferric state of iron.
From the results discussed for Al3+ in previous chapters, one might account for this effect
in terms of more efficient charge compensation of Fe3+ in tetrahedral sites by such cations.

The dissimilarity between alkalis and alkaline earths is reflected in the lines of constant
redox ratios determined by Kress and Carmichael (1989) and Lange and Carmichael (1989)
for the calcium and sodium systems, respectively (Fig. 10.18). In the former, the redox state
is essentially determined by the Ca/Si ratio, with little influence of total iron content (except,
as shown in Fig. 10.15, at very low Fe concentration). In the latter, increasing the Fe content at
constant Na/Si results in a more oxidized state. Extensive measurements have also been
made for the K2O-“Fe2O3”-SiO2 system (Tangeman et al., 2001). Amore complex composition
dependence is observed in that increasing K2O content causes the redox ratio to decrease in
peralkaline melts.

These effects determined in simple compositions are also observed in more complicated
systems. In basaltic and other complex melts, the oxidizing power of cations increases in
the order Ca, Na, K (Thornber et al., 1980; Kilinc et al., 1983; Dickenson and Hess, 1986). Like-
wise, the redox ratio increases systematically with melt depolymerization as expressed by the
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parameter NBO/T. In this respect, the influences of Al and Si are analogous in the quaternary
system CaO-MgO-Al2O3-SiO2 (Mysen et al., 1985c) as well as in natural melts (Sack et al.,
1980; Kilinc et al., 1983).

As indicated by phase equilibria data, the association of tetrahedral Fe3+ with charge-
compensating cations is strongest for K+. Attention has thus been paid to the competition be-
tween Fe3+ andAl3+ to associate with this cation. In potassium aluminosilicates, the variations
of the iron redox state observed as a function of Al/(Al+K) show two different regimes
(Fig. 10.19). The redox ratio first increases weakly in the peralkaline domain, and then de-
creases markedly after the meta-aluminous join has been crossed. Dickenson and Hess
(1981) thus concluded that K+ does associate with Al3+ in peralkaline melts, but not in
peraluminous compositions, where it partly reduces to Fe2+, which may in turn serve as a
charge-compensator for the remaining Fe3+, perhaps in the form of Fe3O4-like clusters
(O’Horo and Levy, 1978; Virgo and Mysen, 1985). On the other hand, the weaker association
of Ca2+ with Fe3+ is attested to by the insensitivity of the redox ratio with respect to substi-
tution of Ca2+ for K+ in peralkalinemelts, and its decreases in peraluminousmelts (Dickenson
and Hess, 1986).
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10.4.5 Water and Minor Components

Minor oxide components and volatiles in the CdOdH systemmay have profound effects
on the redox ratio of iron (Baker and Rutherford, 1996; Gaillard et al., 2001; Botcharnikov et al.,
2005; Maia and Russel, 2006; Borisov et al., 2013). Among volatiles, dissolved H2O has
attracted the most attention. In most experimental studies the redox ratio of iron did indeed
vary with water activity in the melt whether in rhyolitic or basaltic compositions (Baker and
Rutherford, 1996; Gaillard et al., 2001, 2003; Botcharnikov et al., 2005; Schuessler et al., 2008).
The one exception to this conclusion is that of Moore et al. (1995), who reported that water
does not have an effect on the redox ratio of hydrous basaltic melts at pressures up to
300MPa. The reason for this divergent result is not clear.

Baker and Rutherford (1996) concluded that the effects of water on Fe3+/ΣFe are similar to
those of alkali metal oxides and thus result in an increase in Fe3+/ΣFe. For peraluminous rhy-
olites, however, Fe3+/ΣFe decreases greatly with hydroxyl content at high temperature under
redox conditions near the nickel-nickel oxide (NNO) buffer (Baker and Rutherford, 1996).
A similar conclusion has been arrived at by Gaillard et al. (2001) for other silicic meta-
aluminous melts. The apparent disagreement between these studies suggests that the influ-
ence of water on iron redox state depends on silicate composition and oxygen fugacity. In-
deed, Gaillard et al. (2003) have concluded that this influence is smallest for peralkaline
compositions and oxidizing conditions. But the complex nature of the compositions investi-
gated have prevented the main factors that determine these variations from being identified.
Substitution of Ca for Na causes a decrease of the redox ratio in hydrous melts.

In hydrous basalt melt at fixed temperature and pressure, the redox ratio increases with
increasing water concentration (Fig. 10.20), but the rate of this increase depends on redox
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conditions (Botcharnikov et al., 2005). The redox ratio is less sensitive to water concentration
under reducing conditions, perhaps because the structural environment of iron is a function
of the redox ratio (see Section 11.4.1), which in turn is governed by redox conditions (hydro-
gen fugacity). Notice that the oxygen fugacity is a variable dependent on the water fugacity
because the water concentration varies as:

Log fO2
¼ log fH2O=fH2

ð Þ� log KH2O

� �
=0:5, (10.14)

where fO2
, fH2

, and fH2O are the fugacities of oxygen, hydrogen, and water, and KH2O is the dis-

sociation constant of H2O.

Data on the effect of other volatile components on the redox state of iron in silicate glasses
and melts are scarce. Fluorine qualitatively seems to have the same effect as H2O, as it results
in increased Fe3+/ΣFe ofmelts at high temperature (Maia and Russel, 2006), but otherwise the
literature seems mute on this topic.

Concerning the effects of otherminor oxides, those of TiO2 and P2O5 have been subjected to
a small number of experimental studies (Mysen, 1992; Toplis et al., 1994; Borisov et al., 2013).
For both oxides, an increasing concentration tends to result in a lowering of the Fe3+/ΣFe of
the melt at constant temperature, pressure, and oxygen fugacity. This effect probably indi-
cates that both TiO2 and P2O5 increase the silicate polymerization (see Sections 12.6 and
13.4), which in turn would result in iron reduction.
10.4.6 Prediction of Iron Redox Ratio

Ever since the first experiments of Kennedy (1948) and Fudali (1965), the importance of
knowing iron redox ratio has motivated efforts to predict it as a function of temperature
and composition. The first model seems to be that of Lauer (1977) and Lauer and Morris
(1977) not only for Fe, but also for Ce and Cr. The composition dependence of the activity
coefficient of oxygen ions in simple silicate liquids was related empirically to the ionization
potential of network-modifying cations. However, no attempt has since then been made to
extend such a formalism to more complex compositions.

A purely empirical approach was followed by Sack et al. (1980) and pursued with addi-
tional data by Kilinc et al. (1983), who assumed that the effects of oxygen fugacity and tem-
perature on the redox ratio do not depend on composition and that, at constant T and fO2

, the
redox ratio is an additive function of oxide concentration. The expression they fitted to avail-
able and new redox data for melts of geochemical interest ranging from mafic to felsic was
thus:

ln xFe2O3
=xFeOð Þ¼ a ln fO2

+ b=T + c+Σdixi, (10.15)

where x designates an oxide mol fraction; a, b, and c are constants; and the di are specific pa-

rameters for SiO2, Al2O3, “FeO,” MgO, CaO, Na2O, and K2O. There are, however, objections
to the assumptions made in these models. These are, for example, inconsistent with the
nonlinear dependence of redox ratio on total iron content (Fig. 10.15). Besides, network for-
mers and modifiers should influence the redox state in differing ways. These problems were
accommodated in the symmetric regular solution model proposed by Borisov et al. (2015).
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Here, the interaction parameters between Fe3+, Fe2+, and the remaining components account
for these deviations. When the “FeO” content is not small, variations of the redox state are in
addition synonymous with changes in melt polymerization, oxygen activity, and energetics
of the redox reaction. All such factors make it difficult to neglect the influence of composition
on the variation of redox state with temperature and oxygen fugacity.

To distinguish the effects of network-forming and modifying cations, Mysen (1987) mod-
ified Eq. (10.15) as follows:

ln xFe3+=xFe2+
� �¼ a ln fO2

+ b=T + c+ d Al= Al+ Sið Þ+ e Fe3+=Fe3+ + Si
� �

+Σfixi,
�

(10.16)

where xi designates the NBO/T value pertaining to the network-modifying cation i. Although

a better fit to the input data base of Kilinc et al. (1983) was obtained in this way by Mysen
(1987), this model has not been extensively used in the petrological literature. Probable rea-
sons are the need for structural information and the iterative nature of the calculation due to
the fact that the structural components are functions of both FeO and Fe2O3 contents.

A less empirical method was adopted by Kress and Carmichael (1988). As described in
Section 10.4.2, deviations from the nominal 0.25 value of the stoichiometry coefficient of
the redox reaction are a measure of nonideal mixing of Fe2+ and Fe3+. Conversely, one
may try to cope with thermodynamic nonideality via the choice of components such that
the stoichiometry coefficient remains close to 0.25. Kress and Carmichael (1988) used in this
fashion FeO and FeO1.464 components, the latter being thought to reflect a fundamental aspect
of the structure of natural melts. They then fitted the equation:

ln xFeO1:464
=xFeOð Þ¼ 0:232 ln fO2

� ΔΗ +ΣWixið Þ=RΤ +ΔS=R, (10.17)

to a data set complemented by new measurements made at very low oxygen fugacity. In this

equation, note that the actual enthalpy of the redox reaction differs from the fit parameter,
ΔH, because it depends on composition via the term involving the adjustable Wi variables.

Subsequently, the effects of pressure on redox ratio were incorporated by Kress and
Carmichael (1991) as part of a study of the compressibility of Fe-bearing melts. They reverted
to Eq. (10.15), to which they added pressure-dependent terms, viz.:

ln xFe2O3
=xFeOð Þ¼ a ln fO2

+ b=T + c+Σdixi
+ e 1�T0=T� ln T=T0½ �+ f P=T + g T�T0ð ÞP=T + hP2=T,

(10.18)

where e, f, g, and h are fit parameters and T0 (1673K) a reference temperature.

These various models have been tested by Nikolaev et al. (1996). In spite of their differ-

ences, they were found to give similar results, with typical deviations of 0.03–0.05 from
the measured redox ratios. The less reliable predictions were for felsic melts of the
andesite-rhyolite series. To improve predictions, Nikolaev et al. (1996) finally split the avail-
able data base into four different domains of temperature, oxygen fugacity, and redox ratio,
for which they fitted distinct sets of Eq. (10.9) parameters.

As tested by Partzsch et al. (2004) with new measurements, the models of Kress and
Carmichael (1991) and Nikolaev et al. (1996) generally reproduce the observed Fe3+/Fe2+ ra-
tios to within 0.05. Deviations of up to 0.1 are nonetheless observed, particularly for felsic
compositions or strongly oxidizing conditions. Interestingly, the models can also be
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extrapolated to subliquidus temperatures, where they are most useful, although they were
necessarily calibrated with superliquidus data. The fact that composition effects are averaged
out in chemically complex systems such as magmatic liquids ensures the interest of the pre-
dictions, but at the same time prevents them from being made outside the composition range
on which they were calibrated. The paradox is that further progress will require better under-
standing of basic mechanisms to be achieved from the study of simple systems to which cur-
rent models cannot be applied.

The M€ossbauer study of an aluminosilicate melt by Jayasuriya et al. (2004) illustrates this
point. In agreement with results of Virgo and Mysen (1985) and Mysen (2006), a definite in-
teraction was detected between Fe2+ and Fe3+ whereby Fe3+dFe2+ bond distances vary with
the Fe3+/ΣFe ratio (Fig. 10.21). The neglect of such interactions is the reason why available
models do not work well at low iron content. Jayasuriya et al. (2004) also pointed out that
deviations from the nominal 0.25 stoichiometry coefficient of the redox reaction (10.3) at
low Fe concentration are indeed negligible if, consistent with Eq. (10.3), FeO1.5, instead of
Fe2O3, is chosen along with FeO as a component. Hence, the proper way to account for
Fe2+dFe3+ interactions is not to adjust the stoichiometry coefficient of the reaction, but to
add a specific term in the expression of the redox ratio. Jayasuriya et al. (2004) thus included
a regular-like interaction term derived from their results.

Another way to account for Fe2+dFe3+ interactions is not to adjust the stoichiometry
coefficient of the reaction, but to add a specific term in the expression of the redox
ratio. Jayasuriya et al. (2004) included a regular-like term derived from their results, WFe3+, j,
WFe2+, j andWFe2+-Fe3+, so that:
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1n
XFe3+O1:5

XFe2+O

� �
¼ 0:25 ln fO2

��ΔG
RT

�
Xn
j

Xj WFe3+�j�WFe2+�j

� �
=RT + XFe2+O�XFe3+O1:5

� �
WFe3+�Fe2+=RT

0
@

1
A:

(10.19)

In this very simple way, they showed how models could account for the dependence of

redox ratio on total iron content (Fig. 10.22). Among the models summarized previously, that
of Kress and Carmichael (1991) results in redox ratios that nearly coincide with the Jayasuriya
et al. (2004) data, whereas other models differ by up to >25% (see also Jayasuriya et al., 2004,
for a detailed discussion of these differences and similarities).

Along different lines, the acid-base approach followed by Ottonello et al. (2001) is also of
interest. The starting point is the model of Toop and Samis (1962) for the oxygen speciation
reactions (6.6) whose equilibrium constants are determined from optical basicity data (see
Section 6.3.4). The activities of iron oxides are then obtained from the Temkin model
(Temkin, 1945), with proper allowance for the network-forming or network-modifying char-
acter of Fe and other cations. In this respect, the main difference between iron oxides is the
amphoteric character of Fe2O3 that gives rise to two dissociation reactions instead of the single
one that applies to FeO.

The fact that oxygen ions can thus appear either as reactants or products in the redox re-
action explains why addition of metal oxides at constant oxygen fugacity can cause either ox-
idation or reduction. Although Ottonello et al. (2001) assumed that Fe2+ and Fe3+ mix ideally
over the cation sublattice, the ratio of the activity coefficients of FeO1.5 and FeO differs from
unity as a result of the contribution of these dissociation reactions to mixing in the anionic
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matrix. Making use of relevant thermochemical data, Ottonello et al. (2001) proceeded to cal-
culate the activity of FeO as a function of composition and, finally, equilibrium redox ratios
for the same database as used by Kilinc et al. (1983). The advantage of such a thermodynam-
ically based approach is obvious if one considers that a precision similar to that of the model
of Kilinc et al. (1983) was achieved with less than half the number of adjustable parameters.
10.4.7 Mechanisms of Redox Reactions

Thermodynamic measurements are of little help in understanding the mechanisms
of redox reactions. Insights have been gained instead from kinetic studies, because these
allow the rate-limiting parameters of the reactions to be determined (cf. Cooper, 2018).
Although the majority of studies have been devoted to oxidation reactions, experiments de-
scribed in the following text have shown that oxidation and reduction reactions have basically
the same kinetics and obey the same mechanisms.

The simplest assumption is that the redox rate is controlled by diffusion of oxygen in either
molecular or ionic form. In both cases, the relevant half reactions would be:

O2 + 4e� , 2O2�, (10.20)

and
4Fe2+ , 4Fe3+ + 4e�: (10.21)

With diffusion of physically dissolved molecular oxygen, the redox and diffusion fronts

coincide. By starting from the surface, they move together inside the melt (Fig. 10.23). With
(chemical) diffusion of O2�, the oxidation mechanism is more complicated because the oxy-
gen ionization reaction (10.20) occurs at the melt-atmosphere interface, whereas the iron ox-
idation reaction (10.21) takes place at progressively greater depths within the melt so that a
counterflux of electrons is needed to ensure local electroneutrality.

Without distinguishing physical and chemical diffusion, Goldman and Gupta (1983) cal-
culated the effective oxygen diffusivity needed to account for the rate of change of the redox
ratio measured in air for a CadAl borosilicate. By assuming instantaneous local equilibrium
between iron and oxygen ions, they derived from their kinetic measurements an oxygen dif-
fusivity of 3.7�10�11m2/s at 1260°C, which is similar to tracer diffusivities measured for
other silicate melts (Oishi et al., 1975; Yinnon and Cooper, 1980; Dunn, 1983). Goldman
and Gupta (1983) thus concluded that oxygen diffusion is controlling the redox kinetics. No-
tably, Goldman (1983) found that the reaction rate is slower for reduction than for oxidation.

Schreiber et al. (1986) reached a similar conclusion from a more detailed analysis. They
stated that in a chemical gradient the chemical diffusion of oxygen determined in redox stud-
ies is several orders of magnitude faster than the diffusion of oxygen belonging to the silicate
framework (Fig. 10.24). For the latter process, activation enthalpies are, in addition, twice as
great as for the former. Schreiber et al. (1986) also stressed that only oxygen ions, in equilib-
riumwith dissolvedO2 (whose concentration is related to oxygen partial pressure viaHenry’s
law), participate in the redox reaction.

An intriguing fact is that both diffusivities and activation enthalpies for chemical
diffusion of oxygen seem similar to the values determined for tracer diffusion of divalent
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network-modifying cations (Dunn, 1982; Dunn and Scarfe, 1986). This led Cook et al. (1990) to
determine whether the redox reaction was controlled instead by diffusion of Ca2+ or Mg2+. In
a variety of ionic solids, including oxides and silicates such as magnesiow€ustites and (Mg,
Fe)2SiO4 olivines (Luecke and Kohlstedt, 1988; Wu and Kohlstedt, 1988), oxidation occurs
via the removal of divalent cations rather than by addition of oxygen. With this mechanism,
oxygen is not transported at all. At the redox front, it is released by alkaline earth cations that
migrate toward the vapor-melt interface where they react with gaseous oxygen to form a thin
oxide layer. Electroneutrality can be achieved through a simultaneous flux of electrons or a
counterflux of electron holes from the surface to the redox front. The fact that Fe ions are in-
volved in these processes make the kinetics of the reaction dependent on total iron
concentration.

Extensive study of this mechanism was made by Cook et al. (1990) for an Fe-bearing Mg
aluminosilicate oxidized at 700–800°C in air. A crystalline layer made up of MgO and (Mg,
Fe)3O4 was detected at the glass surface. With Rutherford backscattering spectroscopy, Cook
et al. (1990) correlatively observed a depletion of divalent cations near the glass surface, which
followed a parabolic law characteristic of a diffusive process. These experiments have been
complemented by observations made on a reduced nepheline normative olivine basalt glass
heated in air at 550–600°C (Cooper et al., 1996). At the surface, precipitation of CaO andMgO
was observed. As a result, Mg and Ca were depleted near the surface of the glass where Na
was, in contrast, enriched because it charge-compensated Fe3+ and, doing so, prevented spi-
nel from crystallizing. Consistent results have been described for a tholeiitic basalt by
Burkhard (2001) heated in air and in argon between 850°C and 940°C.

Internal oxidation does not necessarily yield the lowest energy state. Such a process takes
place when it dissipates the gradient of oxygen chemical potential between the melt and the
external atmosphere faster than oxygen diffusion. Because it is the flux that matters, this
mechanism is generally the most efficient near, or even below, the glass transition as
decoupling between bulk and local relaxation makes diffusion much faster for network-
modifying cations than for oxygen (see Section 2.2.5). For Fe-bearing pyroxene compositions,
this has been confirmed by in situ XANESmeasurements made just above the glass transition
range where the observed oxidation kinetics were orders of magnitude too fast to have been
caused by oxygen diffusion (Magnien et al., 2004, 2008).

The mechanisms of internal oxidation depend on the silicate composition. For example, in
a study of Na aluminosilicate melt (Barton et al., 1992; Barton and Caurant, 1993), iron oxi-
dation at 800°C again took place through diffusion of Na+. No crystalline precipitate was ob-
served at the surface, however, whereas there was some evidence for back-diffusion of Na
within the glass.

In the other glasses investigated by Cooper and coworkers, crystalline precipitates formed
at the surface. For Mg aluminosilicate glasses with Fe contents lower than 0.54wt% heated at
700–850°C in air, oxidation occurred via diffusion of Fe2+ and a counterflux of electron holes
(Cook and Cooper, 2000). Interestingly, this mechanism did not operate below 800°C in
glasses with <0.19wt% because the Fe concentration was then too low to ensure a sufficient
conductive flux. Transport of oxygen species was assumed to have taken place instead. In
another study, part of the Mg2+ ions were replaced by bigger Ca2+ ions to determine whether
expansion of the structure would affect the oxidation mechanisms (Smith and Cooper, 2000).
The reaction remained dominated by diffusion of divalent cations, but the rate of the reaction
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was 100 times faster in the presence of Ca2+. Although the nature of crystalline precipitates
differed in air and in argon, in both cases the morphology was suggestive of cation diffusion
through the interconnected channels of the structure assumed in the modified random net-
work model of Greaves (1985). Under extremely reducing conditions, different observations
were made by Cooper et al. (2010) for the reduction of Fe-bearing Ca,Mg aluminosilicate, in
that the phase precipitating at the melt surface was a (Fe,Si,C) alloy, whereas the kinetics of
the redox reaction was controlled by diffusion of CO.

As a matter of fact, differences in high-temperature diffusivities could perhaps not be as
clear-cut as has been concluded from measurements made on different melt compositions.
This is suggested by the data available for molten tholeiitic basalts, which are the most exten-
sive (Fig. 10.25). Only the diffusivity of iron (Dunn and Ratliffe, 1990) is several orders ofmag-
nitude lower than that of the elements considered in this figure. For hydrous melts, note
finally that Gaillard et al. (2002) have described a two-step reaction mechanismwhereby very
fast hydrogen diffusion is followed by slow reorganization around iron ions.

Support for this view is provided by a similar contrast in reductionmechanisms. In a study
of reduction of aMg aluminosilicate between 1300°C and 1400°C, Everman andCooper (2003)
observed the formation of nanometer-scale iron metal precipitates at an internal surface,
which they assigned to flux of electron holes and Mg2+ with a diffusivity of 10�10 m2/s. Si-
multaneously, ionic oxygen was released at the surface where it transformed to molecular
oxygen. It is common experience, however, that oxygen bubbles rapidly escape out of oxi-
dized melts heated in air at sufficiently high temperatures. In this case, there is no evidence
for precipitates when oxygen is released within the melt. Instead, oxygen bubbles nucleate
very rapidly and grow while moving to the surface.

The question arises as to whether internal oxidation can remain the dominant mechanism
at high temperature where element diffusivities tend to converge. A positive answer has been
given by observations made on droplets of molten basalt levitated in air at 1400°C (Cooper
et al., 1996). Although quench reactions could have complicated the situation, precipitation
of magnetite was observed at the redox front and precipitation of hematite (Fe2O3) and
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pseudowollastonite (CaSiO3) near the sample surface. In this case, oxidation clearly caused an
increase of liquidus temperature that made crystallization of these phases possible.
10.4.8 Kinetics of Redox Reactions

The fact that crystallization cannot be observed above the liquidus indicates that internal
oxidation could no longer be the dominant mechanism at sufficiently high temperatures.
When superliquidus conditions prevent crystallite precipitation at the surface, a possibility
of lowering the Gibbs free energy of the melt disappears and thus a driving force for cation
diffusion. Oxygen diffusion then becomes the dominant mechanism as asserted by Goldman
and Gupta (1983) and ascertained by kinetic experiments performed on a variety of iron-
bearing silicates (Magnien et al., 2004, 2008) and borosilicates (Cochain et al., 2013a,b) with
different iron and alkali oxide contents. The evolution of Fe3+/

P
Fe with time, observed with

XANES experiments made at the K-edge of iron at a given temperature (Fig. 10.26), can then
be reproduced by the expression (2.2) used for relaxation times:

Ft�Feq
� �¼ F0�Feq

� �
exp �t=τð Þ, (10.22)

where Ft is the redox ratio at time t, F0 the initial ratio, Feq the equilibrium value and τ a char-

acteristic time (Magnien et al., 2006). As determined from a least-squares fit of Eq. (10.22) to
the experimental redox data with a relative uncertainty of 10%, this parameter depends pri-
marily on temperature and not on the initial redox state. In accordance with the diffusion-
controlled nature of the process, it is a linear function of the square root of time. At high tem-
peratures, where both kinds of reactions could be investigated, these times are in addition
similar for oxidation and reduction, thus indicating similar kinetics for both reactions.

At a given temperature, each kinetic experiment can further be characterized by the
time (teq) required to reach equilibrium, which is arbitrarily considered to be achieved when
the redox ratio reaches 99% of the new equilibrium value. In all experiments, however, the
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kinetics of course depends on the size of the sample investigated. With the assumption that
samples are spheres of radius r, the concept of redox diffusivityDred has thus been introduced
to eliminate this effect with the simple relation:

Dred ¼ r2=4teq, (10.23)

so that direct comparisons with measured diffusivities can be made (Magnien et al., 2008).

Either above the glass transition range or between 1300 and 2100K, redox diffusivity follows
an Arrhenius law:

D¼D0 exp �Ea=RTð Þ, (10.24)

where R is the ideal gas constant, D0 a preexponential factor, and Ea an activation enthalpy.

That the redoxmechanisms are different at low and high temperatures is clearly shown by the
very rapid change in redox diffusivities between the two regimes (Fig. 10.27). As is now well
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established, diffusion of divalent cations is the dominant mechanism at low temperatures but
the enhanced kinetics observed for alkali-bearing melts indicate that Li+ and Na+ also partic-
ipate in ionic transport. At superliquidus temperatures, in contrast, diffusion of oxygen rep-
resents the dominant mechanism (Fig. 10.28). Interestingly, such kinetics can be predicted
without any fit parameter. From viscosity and electrical conductivity measurements, Malki
et al. (2015) determined the diffusivity of oxygen and divalent cations of the same samples
through the Eyring andNernst-Einstein relationships, respectively. Excellent agreement with
the redox diffusivities was found in this way (Fig. 10.29), illustrating that describing melt
properties in an integrated manner is becoming possible.
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Similar results have been obtained on a series of iron-bearing sodium borosilicate melts
(Cochain et al., 2013a). Substitution of sodium for boron at constant SiO2 content first causes
transformation of BO3 triangles into BO4 tetrahedra until an excess of sodium induces instead
melt depolymerization (e.g., Youngman, 2018). These changes in the degree of polymeriza-
tion and boron coordination lead to a maximum in oxygen diffusivity at around 18mol%
B2O3, and correlatively, to a viscosity minimum. Because this change of trigonal into tetrahe-
dral boron requires charge compensation of B3+ by cations such as Na+ ions, the mobility of
Na+ decreases and reduces the rate of oxidation. In addition, the decreasing fraction of Na+

ions and their change from a free to a charge-compensating role explain the decreasing redox
diffusivities and electrical conductivities of the samples. Whereas the redox kinetics are again
controlled near the glass transition range by the diffusion of network-modifying cations to-
ward the surface of the melt, the original feature is that it is limited at superliquidus temper-
atures by the diffusion of freeNa+ ions to charge-compensate Fe3+ in tetrahedral coordination,
along with the diffusion of oxygen (Cochain et al., 2013a).
10.5 THERMAL PROPERTIES

The set of available thermodynamic properties is considerably less comprehensive for
iron-bearing than for aluminosilicatemelts. This relative scarcity is partly due to the high tem-
peratures required to form iron-bearing silicate melts, since the pure Fe3+ endmember melts
cannot be synthesized even when equilibrated under oxidizing conditions such as that of air.
Moreover, crystallization during calorimetric measurements often can be a serious obstacle to
accurate determination above the glass transition. Exceptions to those observations are
activity-composition relations, which have been extensively determined for the SiO2-pour
compositions of slags because of their fundamental importance in steel making.
10.5.1 Thermodynamics of Melting

The enthalpy and entropy of fusion of several iron oxides (FeO, Fe3O4, and Fe2O3) have
been reported by Sugawara and Akaogi (2004). Strikingly, as the bulk Fe/O abundance ratio
decreases, the entropy of fusion increases (Fig. 10.30). Notably, the entropy of fusion of FeO is
only several J/molK, and resembles that of SiO2 (see Section 5.3.1), which suggests that melt-
ing of FeO does not involve bond breakage and reformation. However, as soon as iron is ox-
idized and Fe/O decreases, the entropy of fusion increases rapidly (Fig. 10.30). Whether this
is because of redox differences in melts and crystalline materials, forming and rupturing of
bonds, or both, is not known.

Among iron silicates, the enthalpy of fusion of acmite, NaFe3+Si2O6, has been reported to
be 70.5�9.4kJ/mol (Sugawara and Akaogi, 2004), which is not greatly different from that of
jadeite, NaAlSi2O6 (59.3�3kJ/mol) (see Richet and Bottinga, 1984). Similarly, the entropies of
fusion of acmite and jadeite also resemble each other and are quite high, at 51.3�6.8 and
53.9�2.7 J/molK, respectively (Sugawara and Akaogi, 2004; Richet and Bottinga, 1984).
These high, and relatively similar, values may be related to the fact that for those two
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crystalline materials, Fe3+ and Al3+ are in octahedral coordination, whereas in their molten
state, these cations occur predominantly in fourfold coordination (see Sections 9.3.2 and
11.2.1).
10.5.2 Activity-Composition Relations

The activities measured for iron-bearing melts are too numerous to be reviewed in any
detail. Here, the salient point to be emphasized is that, in accordance with Richardson’s
(1956) proposition and the kinship of Fe2+ and Mg2+ noted earlier in this chapter, mixing
of FeO andMgO can be considered nearly ideal in simple as well as in complexmafic systems
(Doyle and Naldrett, 1986; Doyle, 1988). At the other end of the composition range of geo-
chemical interest, it is also of note that the effects of water on the activities of FeO and
Fe2O3 have been determined for hydrous silicic melts (Gaillard et al., 2003). Under reducing
conditions, water increases the activity of FeO and decreases that of Fe2O3, and both of them
increase with oxygen.
10.5.3 Enthalpy of Mixing

Sugawara and Akaogi (2004) also measured the enthalpy of mixing for melts on the join
Na2SiO3-Fe2O3 and found slight negative excess values of �2.5 to �6.1kJ/mol. These small
enthalpies are considerably less negative than in equivalent Na-aluminosilicate systems, for
example, where excess enthalpies range from 10 to 20kJ/mol (Navrotsky et al., 1989).

A different approach was followed by Bouhifd et al. (2007) in a calorimetric study of basalt
melting. By a combination of solution and drop calorimetry made on the crystalline and
amorphous phases of an alkali basalt, they found that the enthalpy of fusion (in J/g) could
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be simply expressed as4Hf (T)¼�118.48+0.36311T (K) between 1000 and 1800K. The close
agreement with these values obtained from the weighted enthalpies of fusion of the seven
mineral components of the basalt (albite, K-feldspar, anorthite, diopside, forsterite, fayalite,
and ilmenite) then indicated that mixing is nearly ideal from an enthalpy standpoint.
10.5.4 Heat Capacity

Calorimetric measurements on iron-bearing glasses and melts are scarce. From their low-
temperature Cp measurements on sodium-disilicate and calcium-aluminosilicate based
glasses, Sipowska et al. (2009) derived S298�S0 values of 56.7 and 116J/molK for FeO and
Fe2O3 (respectively). Contrary to the observation made for aluminosilicates, association with
tetrahedral Fe3+ does not imply significant changes to the coordination of Na+. In all samples,
however, an original feature is the unusually strong excess deviations from Debye law ob-
served below 20K. Owing to these very low temperatures, these anomalies do not have
any thermochemical consequences, but their origin remains to be determined.

From literature data, Stebbins et al. (1984) calculated partial molar heat capacities of 79�6
and 229�18J/molK for FeO and Fe2O3, respectively. The results derived by Richet and
Bottinga (1985) obtained in a similar way were 79 and 200J/molK for FeO and Fe2O3. They
compare with the values of 86J/molK for both MgO and CaO, and with an average value of
187J/molK at 1700K for the partial molar Cp of Al2O3, which is actually temperature and
composition dependent. On a g atom basis, the values for FeO and Fe2O3 are thus the same.
Richet and Bottinga (1985) suggested configurational heat capacities that are similar for both
oxides and higher than for Al2O3.

The earliest heat capacity measurements specifically devoted to Fe2O3-bearing melts were
made between 1000°C and 1400°C in air on a series of molten lavas and Na and Ca
ferrisilicates (Lange and Navrotsky, 1992). With a constant value of 241�8J/molK, no com-
position dependence was found for the partial molar heat capacity of Fe2O3. For sodium
ferrisilicates, other measurements have been made by differential scanning calorimetry just
above the glass transition (Tangeman and Lange, 1998), with a decrease of Cp with increasing
temperature similar to that observed for titanosilicates (Section 12.4.2). Agreement with the
high-temperature data of Lange and Navrotsky (1992) was generally poor, however, with the
result that the influence of Fe3+ on heat capacity remains to be determined as a function of
temperature and composition.

A comparison of heat capacity in alumino- and ferrisilicate melt systems was reported by
Falenty and Webb (2010). Whether for Al3+ or Fe3+, the heat capacity decreases from
peralkaline and peraluminous compositions toward minimum values at or near the meta-
alumino and meta-ferrisilicate joins (Fig. 10.31). The configurational heat capacity of
ferrisilicate melts is not, however, sensitive to temperature.
10.6 OTHER PHYSICAL PROPERTIES

As for thermal properties, measurements of other physical properties of iron-bearingmelts
are made difficult by the intrinsic variations of the redox ratio with temperature, pressure,
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and bulk chemical composition. Attainment of redox equilibrium must not only be checked,
but the sample often has to be quenched for analysis because it is usually not possible to de-
termine simultaneously its redox state and the property of interest while the melt is at high
temperature. In data analysis, proper allowance must then be made for the variations of the
redox ratio with temperature. This represents a serious hindrance, as inferences about the
composition dependence of properties cannot be made from direct representations of the ex-
perimental data along simple joins. They have to be drawn instead frommultivariate analyses
of the data, which often do not yield unequivocal solutions. And althoughmetallurgical slags
have been investigated extensively (e.g., Mills, 2018), use of these measurements can be made
difficult by the need to disentangle the specific influence of FeO and Fe2O3 from that of SiO2-
poor contents and resulting melt depolymerization.
10.6.1 Density

Volume properties exemplify the difficulties raised by measurements on iron-bearing
melts. Although density can be measured regardless of the actual redox state, determination
of molar volume and subsequent analysis in terms of partial molar volumes cannot. For mol-
ten “FeO,” the large range of redox ratio induced by changes in oxygen fugacity yields a den-
sity decrease from 4.6 to 3.8g/cm3 under increasingly oxidizing conditions (Fig. 10.32). Under
themost reducing conditions, the density of 4.57g/cm3measured byGaskell andWard (1967)
gives a molar volume of 15.8cm3/mol for pure “FeO.”

For the pseudobinary “FeO”-SiO2 system, measurements have been made by various
methods (see Henderson, 1964; Shiraishi et al., 1978). Under reducing conditions, the molar
volume is a linear function of SiO2 content (Fig. 10.33). A partial molar volume of
23.6cm3/mol is obtained for SiO2, which is lower than the 26.8cm3/mol derived in
Section 6.4.1 from measurements on binary alkali and alkaline earth systems. These two vol-
umes are not directly comparable, however, because they refer to markedly different ranges
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of SiO2 contents. In accordance with the positive difference between the volumes of bridging
and nonbridging oxygens noted in Section 6.2.1, the lower partial molar volume found for the
SiO2-poor melts of Fig. 10.33 could simply reflect a lower volume for SiO2 in Q0- than in Qn-
species with a smaller number of nonbridging oxygens.

The partial molar volume of FeO also depends on composition. The linear relationship of
Fig. 10.33 yields a value of 15.8cm3/mol, which is higher than the volumes ranging from 12.8
to 13.8cm3/mol derived at 1400°C frommeasurements made on iron-bearing SiO2-rich melts
(Bottinga andWeill, 1970; Mo et al., 1982; Bottinga et al., 1983; Dingwell et al., 1988; Lange and
Carmichael, 1989). That these models do not apply to slags and other Fe-rich melts is illus-
trated in Fig. 10.33 by the differences between their predictions and the experimental data
for the “FeO”-SiO2 system, even when actual Fe2O3 contents are accounted for. Likewise,
the agreement is not good between such model values and the volumes measured for ternary
CaO-FeO-SiO2 melts by Henderson (1964) and Lee and Gaskell (1974).

In their study of SiO2-poor calcium ferrosilicate melts in equilibrium with iron, Lee and
Gaskell (1974) reported that the partial molar volume of both FeO and CaO depends on
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composition. They assigned these variations to preferred association of Ca2+ with the silicate
anionic framework, and of Fe2+ with “free” oxygen ions. At higher silica contents, however,
the partial molar volumes of these oxides are not a strong function of composition. Hence,
possible changes in the structural state of Fe2+ seem to affect the density only at low SiO2 con-
tents. In contrast, the 12.8–13.8cm3/mol partial molar volume of FeO quoted previously in
silica-rich melts is closer to that of MgO (11.6cm3/mol) than to that of CaO (16.5cm3/
mol), and is similar to themolar volume of w€ustite (12.8cm3 at 1400°C). These figures indicate
essentially octahedral coordination for ferrous iron. They are, in addition, consistent with the
greater similarity of Fe2+ with Mg2+ than with Ca2+ noted in previous sections.

The variations of the partial molar volume of Fe2O3 with composition could be more prob-
lematic. For pure Fe2O3, the density measured for molten ferrites (Fig. 10.34) converges at
1400–1500°C to a value of 4.7g/cm3, which is similar to the density of FeO melt
(Fig. 10.32). The resulting molar volume of 34.0cm3 is marginally higher than that of hematite
(32.8cm3) at the same temperature, which suggests that Fe3+would be primarily in octahedral
coordination in pure metastable Fe2O3 melt. On the other hand, the presence of ferric iron
lowers markedly the density of molten “FeO” (Fig. 10.32). That this effect could be due to tet-
rahedral coordination is indicated by the high partial molar volume of about 41cm3/mol con-
sistently determined for Fe2O3 in silicate melts (see the following). Hence, the question arises
as to how the partial molar volume of Fe2O3 varies between such low and high values when
other oxides are introduced.

In simple systems, two cases must be distinguished, depending on the strength of the as-
sociation between tetrahedral Fe3+ and its charge-compensating cation. For sodium
ferrisilicates, the existence of slight excess volumes asserted by Dingwell et al. (1988) has been
questioned by Lange and Carmichael (1989) on the basis of their alleged systematic bias af-
fecting redox analyses by M€ossbauer spectroscopy (see Section 10.2.3). This disagreement is
minor, however, compared to the main conclusion reached in both studies that Na+ clearly
stabilizes Fe3+ in tetrahedral coordination in the investigated peralkaline compositions. At
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1400°C, for instance, the partial molar volume of Fe2O3 is 40.7 and 41.8cm3/mol according to
Dingwell et al. (1988) and Lange and Carmichael (1989), respectively. For calcium
ferrisilicates, composition-independent partial molar volumes were found inadequate by
Dingwell and Brearley (1988). These authors dealt with excess volumes primarily in terms
of a large positive interaction between Ca2+ and Fe3+ in tetrahedral coordination. The
nonlinear variations of molar volume were then assigned to the coexistence of octahedral
and tetrahedral Fe3+ whose proportions would vary with temperature and melt composition.
Finally, Dingwell and Brearley (1988) suggested that the partial molar volume of FeO might
also depend on composition in calcium systems.
10.6.2 Transport Properties

Transport properties of mixed-valence iron silicate melts are particularly interesting be-
cause of the different structural roles of Fe3+ and Fe2+. In addition, as transport properties
are sensitive to melt structure, these likely also are sensitive to the redox ratio of iron
(Dingwell and Virgo, 1988; Harizanova et al., 2008; Falenty and Webb, 2010; Kim and Kwon,
2010; Osugi et al., 2013).

10.6.2.1 Viscosity

For obvious metallurgical reasons, the viscosity of SiO2-poor ferrosilicate melts has long
been investigated (see Bottinga andWeill, 1972). As for the density, assessment of the specific
effects of FeO are made difficult by the lower ranges of SiO2 content investigated compared
with those reviewed in previous chapters for other metal oxides. In addition, viscosity data
generally are lacking near the glass transition because of the difficulties of quenching iron-
rich glasses in simple systems. Hence, viscosity-temperature relationships are generally
known over only restricted intervals, and the connections made in other chapters between
rheological and thermodynamic properties remain to be established for Fe-bearing melts.

Under reducing conditions, it appears that iron, in the form of FeO, does not induce any
peculiar anomaly. Analogies between the effects of FeO, MgO, and BaO on viscosity were, for
instance, noted by Bills (1963). Accordingly, Bottinga and Weill (1972) assumed in their em-
pirical model of prediction of high-temperature viscosities that, like those of other metal ox-
ides, the effects of FeO are a monotonous function of concentration. Good agreement with
experimental data on FeO-rich melts has been achieved in this way (e.g., Cukierman et al.,
1972; Cukierman and Uhlmann, 1974). Even though Fe2+ may also be in tetrahedral coordi-
nation (see Section 11.3.1), data are lacking to document the influence that this coordination
state might have on viscosity. In this section, this is why attention will be paid instead to
changes in iron redox ratio and to the coordination state of Fe3+, whose effects have beenmore
extensively investigated.

In the binary “FeO”-SiO2 system, the only anomalous feature is the intriguing viscosity
maximum that has been repeatedly observed near the fayalite composition (Fig. 10.35). Al-
though its magnitude differs from one study to another, this maximum has been interpreted
as indicating some kind of clustering at the orthosilicate composition (see Shiraishi et al.,
1978). Unfortunately, it is not known whether an analogous maximum would also be found
for other binary metal oxide-silica melts.
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Of interest is also the slight influence of the iron redox state on the viscosity of “FeO”-SiO2

melts (Fig. 10.36). At these high temperatures and low SiO2 contents, Fe2O3 causes the viscos-
ity to decrease. This influence ismuch lower than that of decreasing silica concentration, how-
ever, as also indicated by the measurements of Fig. 10.36 where the Fe2O3 content becomes
significant near pure “FeO.”

Without any complication from Si4+, molten ferrites represent a natural starting point to
investigate the effects of changing Fe3+ coordination on viscosity. In all systems of
Fig. 10.37, the viscosity increases with increasing metal oxide content. A sharp maximum
is observed near the equimolar MxO/Fe2O3 ratio for Na+, and at a slightly higher value for
Ba2+, whereas the increase is continuous for both Ca2+ and Sr2+. These variations clearly
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correlate with the specific affinity of Fe3+ with the various charge-compensating cations. Most
Na+ and a high fraction of Ba2+ probably associate with Fe3+, but only part of Ca2+ and Sr2+. It
follows that the proportion of tetrahedral Fe3+ seems to pass through a clear maximum for
Na+ and Ba2+, but to increase almost continuously for Ca2+ and Sr2+. Compared to those de-
scribed in Chapter 8 for Al3+, these viscosity increases due to coordination changes of Fe3+ are
extremely small. In particular, they are not much greater for Na+ than for alkaline earth
cations.

Such extensive viscosity data cannot be gathered for Fe-bearing silicates. For these melts,
the investigated changes in Fe3+ coordination have resulted from variations of the iron redox
ratio. This restriction notwithstanding, the measurements available for a variety of systems
indicate that viscosity consistently increases upon iron oxidation (Fig. 10.38). The variations
are larger with increasing iron content (Dingwell and Virgo, 1987). Consistent with the rela-
tive strength of association with Fe3+, they are greater in alkali than in alkaline earth systems
(Dingwell, 1991). From primarily Fe2+ to essentially pure Fe3+, however, the increase is less
than one order of magnitude at high temperature. Likewise, viscosity increases have been ob-
served near the glass transition. They increase with iron content, reachingmore than an order
of magnitude for about 10wt% FeO in sodium aluminosilicates (Klein et al., 1983) as well as
for a molten basalt (Bouhifd et al., 2004).

At high temperature, the influence of redox ratio on the viscosity of silicate melts is of the
same magnitude as the intrinsic effects of iron, whether ferrous or ferric. For Ca ferrisilicates,
Mysen et al. (1985b) showed that substitution of Fe3+ for Si4+ lowers the viscosity by less than
one order of magnitude. For Na systems, interesting comparisons have been made by
Dingwell and Virgo (1988) with aluminosilicates of the same stoichiometry (Fig. 10.39). In
agreement with all the information reviewed in preceding sections, the bonding contrast be-
tween Fe3+ and Al3+ manifests itself in the systematically lower viscosities of ferrisilicates
compared to aluminosilicates. As pointed out by Dingwell and Virgo (1988), the viscosity
of ferrisilicates is, in fact, similar to those of borosilicates. The depressing effect of iron should
bemuch greater near the glass transition but, as already noted, data are unfortunately lacking.

A final comparison with aluminosilicates can be made through the systematic measure-
ments made by Dingwell (1989) for alkali and alkaline earth melts along the silicate-ferrite
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join SiO2-M2/xFeO4 (M¼alkali or alkaline earth). The trends determined for 50, 67, and
75mol% SiO2 are similar. At constant SiO2, the viscosity decreases in the order Cs, Rb, K,
Na, Ba, Sr, Ca, Mg, Li. The order is the same as determined for aluminosilicates (see
Fig. 8.18). There is some bias because of the systematic variations of the actual redox ratio
from one system to another. In view of the rather weak influence of the iron redox state
on viscosity, the effect is sufficiently small that it does not affect the reported trend. From
Li+ to Rb+, the variation is about one order of magnitude, and thus is similar to the effects
shown in Fig. 8.18 for the high-temperature viscosity of aluminosilicates.
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10.6.2.2 Diffusion

Iron and associated oxygen diffusion were discussed in some detail in Section 10.4.6. Here,
wewill therefore only briefly note that, among experimental studies on iron diffusion, (R€ussel
and Wiedenroth, 2004; Magnien et al., 2008; Kim and Kwon, 2010), it is generally found that
there is no distinction between Fe3+ and Fe2+ with activation enthalpies of viscous flow in the
100–200kJ/mol range, depending on melt composition (R€ussel and Wiedenroth, 2004;
Magnien et al., 2008). Notably, though, in alkali-alkaline earth aluminosilicate melts, there
is a clear correlation between the diffusivity or iron and Na2O concentration (R€ussel and
Wiedenroth, 2004) and a much less pronounced correlation with MgO content. This differ-
ence likely reflects the much weaker bonding between Fe3+ and Mg2+ than between Fe3+

and Na+, perhaps in a manner resembling analogous associations in aluminosilicate melts
(Sections 8.4.1 and 9.5.2).

We also note that the relationship between melt viscosity and iron self diffusion is dis-
tinctly nonlinear and deviates therefore from Eyring’s Law (Kim and Kwon, 2010). In other
words, iron diffusion is not linked directly to network motion, defined by diffusion of net-
work oxygen (see also previous discussion on oxygen diffusion in Section 10.4.6).
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11.1 INTRODUCTORY COMMENTS

Iron is the only major component of natural and industrial silicate melts and glasses that is
present in several oxidation states. Despite the importance and abundance of Fe3+ and Fe2+,
however, our knowledge of their structural environment is less complete than for other major
components as, for example, Al3+. Equilibria between Fe3+ and Fe2+ require interaction with
oxygen, which implies close connections between structure and redox relations that them-
selves depend on temperature, pressure, and oxygen fugacity. In this chapter, we will thus
discuss aspects relevant to the iron-oxygen coordination polyhedra before integrating that
information with our understanding of the overall silicate melt structure. These relationships
will, in turn, be linked to physical and chemical properties of iron-bearing silicate glasses
and melts.
# 2019 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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11.2 FE3+ DISTRIBUTION IN FERRISILICATE SYSTEMS

The ionic radii of Fe3+ (0.49Å) and Al3+ (0.39Å) are not greatly different (Whittaker and
Muntus, 1970), which occasionally has led to the use of Fe3+ as a proxy for Al3+ in silicatemelts
and glasses (Waff, 1977; Mysen and Virgo, 1978). This analogy is not, however, borne out by
the roles of these cations in silicate crystals, where Al3+ commonly is in fourfold coordination
with oxygen, whereas Fe3+ nearly always occurs in sixfold coordination. Tetrahedrally coor-
dinated Fe3+ in crystals is rare (Burns, 1994; Burkhard, 2000).

Alumino- and ferrisilicate glasses are not structurally similar either. The X-ray radial dis-
tribution functions of analogous glasses such as NaAlSi3O8 and NaFeSi3O8 (Henderson et al.,
1984) reveal differences in average bond distances and angles (Table 11.1). The TdO bond
lengths (T¼Al, Si) in aluminosilicate glasses (Taylor and Brown, 1979) are shorter than those
(T¼Fe3+, Si) in ferrisilicate glasses, while the TdT distances and TdOdT angles are larger
(Henderson et al., 1984). These differences can be related back to the different ionic radii and
Fe3+ and Al3+ in an oxygen structure environment.
11.2.1 Ferric Iron Bond Length and Oxygen Coordination

The Fe3+dObond length is a sensitive indicator of the oxygen coordination number, just as
seen for AldO and other metal-oxygen bond lengths (Chapter 9, Section 9.3). The [4]Fe3+dO
bond length in crystals is�1.90Å, whereas the [6]Fe3+dOdistance varies from near 2.0 Å to as
much as 2.1Å. It must be noted, however, that these bond lengths depend somewhat on
the ionization potential of the alkali and alkaline earth cations in the crystalline materials
(Menil, 1985; Johnson et al., 1999; Burkhard, 2000).

In iron silicate glasses and melts, the Fe3+dO bond length in addition depends on Si4+dO
so that the average (Si,Fe3+)dO increases with Fe3+/(Fe3++Si). This feature can be seen in the
data for NaFeSi3O8 and KFeSi3O8 glasses where the bond length is 1.7Å (see also Table 11.1).
This value is, nevertheless, consistent with Fe3+ in tetrahedral coordination because a 1.60Å
SidO bond length and a 1.91Å [4]Fe3+dO bond length (Brese and O’Keefe, 1991) yield an
average of 1.68Å for a glass or melt with Fe3+/(Fe3++Si)¼0.25, such as in the feldspar
stoichiometry.

Additional information on SidO and Fe3+dO bond distances in ferrisilicate glasses and
melts (Figs. 11.1 and 11.2) has been obtainedwithmore detailed X-ray and neutron diffraction
measurements, M€ossbauer spectroscopy, electron spin resonance (ESR), and molecular
TABLE 11.1 Characteristics of TadO and TdT Bonds Together With TdOdT Angle in Glasses as a
Function of the Nature of Tetrahedrally Coordinated Cations (Data From Taylor and Brown, 1979;
Henderson et al., 1984)

Composition TdO Bond Length (Å) TdT Distance (Å) TdOdT Angle (Degrees)

SiO2 glass 1.60 3.10 151

NaAlSi3O8 glass 1.63 3.12 146

NaFeSi3O8 glass 1.70 3.20 140

a T-cations are Si4+, Al3+, and Fe3+.
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dynamics simulations (Hannoyer et al., 1992; Hayashi et al., 2000; Farges et al., 2004; Weigel
et al., 2008; Giuli et al., 2011, 2012). Along the join (Na2O)0.3�(SiO2)0.7-(Na2O)0.3�(Fe2O3)0.7,
the correlation function for a glass with 13mol% of the (Na2O)0.3�(Fe2O3)0.7 component
may be compared with a simulated function for a NaFe3+Si2O6 glass with sixfold coordinated
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Fe3+ (Fig. 11.1). The FedO distance in the actual glass is considerably shorter (�1.91Å) than
in the simulated NaFe3+Si2O6 material (2.05Å) and is in fact consistent with Fe3+ in fourfold
coordination (Holland et al., 1999).

The Fe3+dO bond length may vary with total iron content, which, in turn, may be due to
variations in Fe3+ coordination (Holland et al., 1999; Weigel et al., 2008). For example, this
distance in glasses and melts along the (Na2O)0.3�(SiO2)0.7-(Na2O)0.3�(Fe2O3)0.7 join decreases
with increasing Fe3+ content (Fig. 11.2). Even linear extrapolation of these data to lower Fe3+

concentrations suggests distances near or above 2Å at small iron concentrations (1–2mol%).
Such a decrease may in fact lead to bond distances similar to those of Fe3+ coordination poly-
hedra with more than four oxygens, as reported for CaO�2SiO2 glasses with total iron oxide
concentrations as low as 2.6mol% (Mysen et al., 1984). Weigel et al. (2008), on the other hand,
with the aid of neutron diffraction of NaFeSi2O6, concluded from the asymmetry of the struc-
ture refinements (Fig. 11.3) that the Fe3+dO bond length is best interpreted as mixed four-
and fivefold coordination, with about 60% of the former. In this case, the reported distances
were 1.87 and 2.0Å for four- and fivefold coordinated Fe3+, respectively. This difference may
well indicate that the coordination polyhedron of Fe3+ depends on whether alkalis or alkaline
earths are the dominant metal cations. It is notable, however, that from the X-ray absorption
K and pre-edge of various (Na2O)0.3(Fe2O3)x(SiO2)0.7�x with x¼0.2, Faiz et al. (2011) con-
cluded that Fe3+ is in sixfold coordination, whereas a dominantly fivefold coordinated Fe3
+ was deduced by Lukanin et al. (2002) for a basaltic glass quenched from 1350°C at
0.5GPa. From volume measurements on Fe2O3-bearing alkali silicate melts, Liu and Lange
(2006) concluded that Fe3+ is in fivefold coordination because of differences between the par-
tial molar volume of Fe2O3 and those of Fe2O3 in four- and sixfold coordination in crystals.

Variable Fe3+dO bond distance can also be inferred from changes in the isomer shift of
Fe3+ from 57Fe resonant absorption M€ossbauer spectroscopy of glasses and melts, ISFe3+
(Menil, 1985; Jackson et al., 1993; Johnson et al., 1999). An approximately linear relationship
between bond length, dFe3+–O, and ISFe3+ has been reported ( Johnson et al., 1999):

dFe3+�O ¼ 1:58 + 1:30ISFe3+ : (11.1)

The isomer shifts of Fe3+ are negatively correlated with the iron content of highly oxidized

glasses (Fig. 11.3) (see also Dingwell and Virgo, 1988). From the expression (11.1), we may
infer that a number of compositional variables affect the average Fe3+dO bond length in
silicate glasses and melts.

FromEq. (11.1), the isomer shift range inFig. 11.4 corresponds todFe3+–O-values ranging from
about 1.99Å, for the lowest iron oxide content (2.2mol% as Fe2O3) in Na2Si2O5 glass,
to 1.89Å for the Na2Si2O5 sample with the highest iron oxide content (13.4mol%). For glasses
andmelts along the nominal SiO2-NaFeO2 join, the average bonddistance ranges between 1.99
and 1.86Å. Then increased Fe3+dO distance with decreasing total iron content may imply
coordination increases. In this low iron oxide concentration range, Farges et al. (2004),
from K-edge XANES spectra, concluded that, regardless of silicate stoichiometry, the average
Fe3+ coordination number is between 4.5 and 5, which would agree qualitatively with the
interpretation of M€ossbauer data of low-Fe silicate glasses.

We note that the Fe3+dO bond length is considerably more sensitive to total iron oxide
content in the absence of charge-compensating cations for tetrahedral Fe3+ than in the
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presence of an alkali metal such asNa+ (Fig. 11.4). This differencemay reflect either variations
in average coordination state and/or variations in the distortion of Fe3+dO polyhedra,
depending on the presence of absence of charge-compensation. The quadrupole splitting
for Fe3+ from theM€ossbauer spectra of these glasses seems rather insensitive to total iron con-
tent (Dingwell andVirgo, 1988), which leads to the suggestion that the Fe3+-oxygen polyhedra
are not significantly distorted. One suggests, therefore, that a small fraction of the Fe3+ in
the glasses, for which data are shown in Fig. 11.4A, may be coordinated with more than four
oxygens. A similar conclusion may be drawn for the decrease of the isomer shift of Fe3+ with
increasing Al/(Al+Si). From Fig. 11.4B and Eq. (11.1), there is not only a decrease of �5% of
the Fe3+dO bond length in the Al/(Al+Si) range between 0 and about 0.4 (Fig. 11.4B), but
also the Qn-speciation in peralkaline aluminosilicate melts may be affected by Al/(Al+Si)
(Mysen et al., 2003).

The coordination number of Fe3+ in silicate melts and glasses alsomay vary as a function of
the electronic properties of the network-modifying cations (Fox et al., 1982; Mysen et al., 1984,
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1985; Hayashi et al., 2000; Burkhard, 2000; Bingham et al., 2002, 2007; Giuli et al., 2012).
In particular, alkali/alkaline earth abundance ratios as well as Al/(Al+Si) are important
variables affecting Fe3+dO bond length and, therefore, the Fe3+ coordination state
(Fig. 11.5) (see also Mysen et al., 1985; Giuli et al., 2012). Moreover, there is a >15% increase
in the isomer shift and >30% increase in quadrupole splitting of Fe3+ with alkaline earths
changing from Ba2+ to Mg2+ in the M€ossbauer spectra of metasilicate (MSiO3) glasses and
melts with divalent network-modifying cations (Fig. 11.5). From Eq. (11.1), the isomer shift
increase corresponds to an Fe3+dO bond length change from 1.97 to 2.04Å. These changes
alone would suggest an increase in highly coordinated Fe3+ as the alkaline earth becomes
more electronegative. The increase of ISFe3+ with the Z/r2 of the metal cation is well known
in crystalline iron silicates (Burns, 1994) and could reflect an increasing fraction of Fe3+ in six-
fold coordination, a concept consistent with results from other iron-bearing alkaline earth and
mixed alkali/alkaline earth silicate melts (Dingwell and Brearley, 1988; Hannoyer et al., 1992;
Nagata and Hayashi, 2001; Burkhard, 2000). Furthermore, the ISFe3+ (at 298K) of Fe-bearing
MgSiO3 glass (�0.35mm/s relative to metallic Fe) is near the lower end of the range observed
in minerals with octahedral Fe3+ (Burns, 1994). From bond-valence calculations (Brese and
O’Keefe, 1991), the value dFe3+–O¼2.03Å derived from the spectrum of MgSiO3 glass, would
point to Fe3+ dominantly in sixfold coordination, whereas the 1.96Å value recorded for
BaSiO3 glass is near or slightly higher than expected for Fe3+ in fourfold coordination.
A mixture of four- and sixfold coordinated Fe3+ might yield average dFe3+–O-values in be-
tween. In analogy with other transition metals (e.g., Calas et al., 2002), one might also surmise
that a fivefold coordination exists.

However, the increase in quadrupole splitting with Z/r2 of the metal cation also could
indicate considerable increases in polyhedral distortion, which may imply that structural fac-
tors other than simple coordination transformation of Fe3+ are involved. Similar conclusions
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have been drawn from M€ossbauer spectra of other alkali and alkaline earth silicate glasses
(Bingham et al., 2002). Furthermore, in mixed alkali-alkaline earth silicate glasses, the relative
abundance of tetrahedral Fe3+ increases as the alkali/alkaline earth abundance ratio increases
(Bingham et al., 2002). That there may be more than one coordination state of Fe3+ has also
been proposed for mixed alkali/alkaline earth silicate glasses (Levy et al., 1976; Nagata
and Hayashi, 2001).

By using M€ossbauer spectroscopy to characterize a (CaO)0.4�(SiO2)0.4�(Fe2O3)0.2 glass
formed from a melt equilibrated with air between 1608 and 1858K, Nagata and Hayashi
(2001) concluded that the [4]Fe3+/[6]Fe3+ ratio is negatively correlated with temperature
(Fig. 11.6). The temperature-dependence thus recorded yields an enthalpy of 68kJ/mol for
this coordination change, but it is not clear whether this transformation is actually governed
by temperature or distortion of the Fe3+dO4 tetrahedra.

Variable Fe3+dO bond lengths in FeO4 tetrahedra may, in fact, result from the existence of
more than one type of tetrahedra. Different tetrahedra have been documented in silicate
glasses and melts (Fox et al., 1982; Giuli et al., 2012) from changes in Raman and in lumines-
cence spectroscopic data with changes in composition of the silicate glass. The relative abun-
dance of these tetrahedra appears to be a function of the Na/Si-ratio and likely also of the
nature of the metal cation(s) (Fox et al., 1982; Bingham et al., 2007). The existence of two
different FeO4 tetrahedra is also consistent with interpretations of the 57Fe M€ossbauer spectra
of glasses in the same system (Burkhard, 2000). Whether such a structural situation exists in
alkaline earth silicate glasses is not known, but it seems a reasonable assumption.
11.2.2 Fe3+ Distribution Versus Clustering

Given the large bond length difference between [4]Fe3+dO (1.91Å) and [4]SidO (1.61Å)
(Brese andO’Keefe, 1991), it is not surprising that there is either clustering of FeO4 tetrahedra,
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or at the very least very considerable Fe3+,Si ordering. From measurements of M€ossbauer
spectra, magnetic properties, and thermodynamic data, it has been suggested the Fe3+ in
silicate glasses (and perhaps melts) forms clusters, because the hyperfine parameters seem
independent of the type of charge-balancing cation and degree of melt polymerization
(Burkhard, 2000). In fact, it has been suggested that such clusters might have a spinel-like
stoichiometry (O’Horo and Levy, 1978; Virgo and Mysen, 1985; Hayashi et al., 1999).

The existence of clusters or of isolated FeO4 tetrahedra has also been inferred from Raman
bands assigned to Fe3+dO stretching near 900 and 980cm�1 in Ca- and Na-silicate glasses
whose intensities increase with iron content (Alberto et al., 1993;Magnien et al., 2006; Roskosz
et al., 2008; Belova et al., 2015). These frequencies are independent of iron content, which
means that Fe3+ cannot be occupying structural positions where the Fe3+/(Fe3++Si) changes
with total iron content. Such a structural situation would be consistent, however, with Fe3+,Si
ordering or clustering of Fe3+ cations.

The fact that the isomer shift of [4]Fe3+ decreases with increasing total iron content
(Fig. 11.4) would be better interpreted as resulting from Fe3+dO bond contraction, which
would be expected if the degree of Fe3+,Si ordering became more pronounced with increas-
ing iron content. Hyperfine splitting from M€ossbauer spectra of Na,Ca-silicate glasses with
�2wt% Fe2O3 has been interpreted to reflect isolated Fe3+ groups in the structure
(Bingham et al., 1999). From optical absorption near 15,000cm�1, Bingham et al. (1999) pro-
posed that this absorption should be assigned to Fe3+dOdFe3+ and Fe2+dOdFe3 link-
ages. Bingham et al. (2002), with subsequent concurrence by Dunaeva et al. (2014) and
Vercamer et al. (2015), interpreted ESR data similarly. In other words, clustering of Fe3+

in silicate glass structure is common. Moreover, from the ESR spectra, Bingham et al.
(2002) concluded that clustering becomes more prevalent as the cation or cations serving
to charge-balance tetrahedrally coordinated Fe3+ become more electropositive. This con-
clusion is supported by the increased intensity of the g¼2 resonance (clustered Fe3+) rel-
ative to g¼4.3 (isolated Fe3+) (see also Fig. 11.7). That conclusion differs, however, from
that of Vercamer et al. (2015) who, also employing ESR methods, suggested that the
g¼2 resonance becomes more intense as the metal cations become increasingly electroneg-
ative (i.e., Mg2+ vs Ca2+), which according to Bingham et al. (2002) would suggest a de-
creasing abundance of Fe3+ clusters.
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11.3 FE2+ IN SILICATE SYSTEMS

In analogy with the crystal chemistry of crystalline ferromagnesian materials, it has some-
times been assumed that Fe2+ occupies structural positions similar to that of Mg2+ in silicate
melts and glasses. From this reasoning Fe2+ is a network-modifying cation perhaps in octa-
hedral coordination with oxygen. BecauseMg2+ does not always occupy sixfold coordination
(see Chapter 7), this analogy then implies that there may also be other coordination states of
Fe2+. Structural data that address the coordination of Fe2+ are the primary objective of
this section (Calas and Petiau, 1983; Bingham et al., 1999, 2002, 2007; Rossano et al., 2000;
Lukanin et al., 2002; Farges et al., 2004; Waychunas et al., 1988; Weigel et al., 2008;
Giuli et al., 2011, 2012).
11.3.1 Ferrous Iron Bond Length and Oxygen Coordination

The Fe2+dO bond lengths and coordination numbers of ferrous iron in silicate glasses and
melts have been the focus of a number of studies conducted with a variety of structural tools.
For example, for Fe3+dO,X-ray andneutron-basedmethods haveprovidedFe2+dOdistances
(Waseda and Toguri, 1978; Calas and Petiau, 1983;Waychunas et al., 1988; Holland et al., 1999;
Rossano et al., 2000; Farges et al., 2004; Jackson et al., 2005;Weigel et al., 2008; Giuli et al., 2012).
In peralkaline, iron-bearing alkali silicate glasses, the FedO distance (which combined both
Fe3+ and Fe2+ and the Fe2+/Fe3+ ratio varying with total iron content) (see Holland et al.,
1999) and NadO distances decrease slightly with increasing iron oxide content (Holland
et al., 1999) (see also Fig. 11.8). The Fe2+dO bond-length decrease was correlated with a de-
crease of the Fe2+ coordination numbers from about 5 to about 4 with increasing iron content.
The latter numbers are in close agreement with those reported more recently by Weigel et al.
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(2008), alsoobtainedbyananalysis of neutrondiffractiondata.However, fromEXAFSandmo-
lecular dynamics simulation of iron-rich alkaline earth silicate glass (CaFeSi2O6), Rossano et al.
(2000) reported Fe2+dO distances between 1.99 and 2.00Å (Fig. 11.9). Such distances would
correspond to Fe2+ coordination numbers near or slightly below 6 (Brese and O’Keefe,
1991). Rossano et al. (2000) suggested an average coordination number of 4.3 through a
combination of 70% [4]Fe2+ and 30% [5]Fe2+. Interestingly, in a study of peralkaline silicate
glasses, Jacksonet al. (2005), fromEXAFS information, reportedFe2+dObond lengthsbetween
1.94 and 2.07Å with a corresponding evolution of Fe2+ coordination numbers from 4 to 5.7,
these values varying with the type and proportion of alkali and alkaline earths present.
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Notably, Waseda and coworkers (Waseda and Toguri, 1978; Waseda et al., 1980) in their early
in situ, high-temperature X-ray work, interpreted Fe2+dO bond lengths of 2.05–2.10Å, as in-
dicating fourfoldcoordinationofFe2+.However,more recentworkon the relationshipbetween
Fe2+dObond lengthandcoordinationnumbers (BreseandO’Keefe, 1991)would rather lead to
the conclusion that a 2.05–2.10Å bond length is consistent with sixfold coordination of Fe2+.

Optical spectroscopy is another method suited for examination of the structural role of
transition metals in silicate melts (Wong and Angell, 1976; Fox et al., 1982; Calas and Petiau,
1983; Keppler, 1992; Bingham et al., 2002, 2007). In spectra of Fe2+-bearing glasses of
NaAlSi3O8+3wt% FeO and (NaAlSi3O8)0.5(CaMgSi2O6)0.5+2wt% FeO composition
(Keppler, 1992), there is a broad peak maximum near 9000cm�1 that was assigned to Fe2+

in sixfold coordination, from comparisons with optical absorption spectra of Fe2+-bearing
minerals. Similar assignments of Fe2+ from optical spectra of other Fe2+-rich glasses have been
made by Bell and Mao (1974) and Nolet et al. (1979). More recent studies have led to the con-
clusion, however, that the frequencies of the bands in these spectra are quite sensitive to the
electronic properties of the network-modifying metal cations such as alkalis and alkaline
earths (Bingham et al., 2002, 2007). In fact, the luminescence spectra of alkali oxide-CaO-
SiO2 glasses show a systematically increasing wavenumber with increasing alkali/CaO ratio
(Fig. 11.10). This increase, which is associated with decreasing wavelength with increasing
alkali/CaO ratio, might be interpreted as a reflection of decreasing Fe2+ coordination number
as the glasses become increasingly alkali-enriched.

The hyperfine parameters (isomer shift and quadrupole splitting) of Fe2+ from 57Fe
M€ossbauer resonant absorption spectroscopy have also been used to distinguish between
the possible 4, 5, and 6 oxygen coordination numbers for Fe2+. In crystalline ferromagnesian
silicates there is not much overlap of isomer shifts for four- and sixfold coordinated Fe2+, with
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values higher and lower than 1mm/s, respectively, for those two coordination states. It is not
difficult, therefore, to distinguish between fourfold and sixfold or higher coordination of Fe2+

in silicate glasses. The interpretation of the isomer shift becomes more difficult when the pos-
sibility of Fe2+ in fivefold coordination is included, because variations in hyperfine parame-
ters for four- and fivefold coordination of Fe2+ are not necessarily large (Fig. 11.11). The
underlying problem in M€ossbauer spectroscopy of glasses is that, rather than modeling
the line shape of the absorption envelope (Mysen et al., 1985;Waychunas et al., 1988; Lukanin
et al., 2002), we should model the distribution of the hyperfine fields that are in the direct re-
sponses of the structure around the Fe nucleus. Such fitting procedures are more appropriate
approaches to the deconvolution of the M€ossbauer absorption envelope (Alberto et al., 1996;
Rossano et al., 1999; Galoisy et al., 2000; Wilke et al., 2002).

In reduced Fe-bearing Ca-silicate glasses, fitting the Fe2+ hyperfine parameter distribution
(Fig. 11.12) yields maximum ISFe2+ values between 1.1 and 1.2mm/s (marked “[6]Fe2+” in
Fig. 11.12), which would be consistent with Fe2+ in sixfold coordination. However, the nature
of the alkali metals and alkaline earths also affects the hyperfine parameters of Fe2+ (Mysen,
2006a,b). In Fig. 11.13 are M€ossbauer data for NaAlSi2O6 and Mg0.5AlSi2O6 glasses, to which
were addedNaFeO2 andMgFe2O6, fitted in the samemanner as in Fig. 11.12. An immediately
notable feature is that the Fe2+ isomer shift in the NaAlSi2O6 glass is near or below 1.00mm/s,
whereas it is near 1.1mm/s and above in the Mg0.5AlSi2O6 glass, regardless of how the iron
oxide was added. There is only a small effect of cation type on ISFe2+. These features reflect an
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exchange of cations in the precursor melt between the base glass and the added iron oxide
component. For NaAlSi2O6, the structural role of Fe2+ is governed by the exchanged Na+,
whereas for Mg0.5AlSi2O6, this role is governed by Mg2+. In the case of alkali metal control,
the hyperfine parameter data indicate that Fe2+ probably exists in four- and fivefold coordi-
nation, whereas it appears predominantly in sixfold coordination for the Mg system. When
Ca0.5AlSi2O6 is employed as a base glass, intermediate coordination numbers of Fe2+ have
been inferred from the M€ossbauer data (Mysen, 2006a,b).
11.4 MIXED VALENCE STATES

Iron occurs as ferrous and ferric iron under most conditions. Under highly reducing cir-
cumstances, Fe° also exists. Most commonly, Fe2+ and Fe3+ occur together. Changes in redox
ratio may affect the structural state of Fe3+ and Fe2+ as well as that of a silicate solvent.
11.4.1 Redox Ratio and Oxygen Coordination

In an experimental study of relationships between the redox ratio of iron oxides, silicate
melt structure, temperature, and oxygen fugacity, Kress and Carmichael (1988) best modeled
the redox data by assuming that two oxide components, FeO and FeO1.464, coexisted in the
melts and that those oxides could then be described as an ideal mixture (Fig. 11.14), which
was not the case with ideal mixing of a mixture of FeO and Fe2O3.

With the two components FeO and FeO1.464, the equilibrium expression is (Kress and
Carmichael, 1988):
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FeO+ 0:232O2 ¼ FeO1:464, (11.2)

so that with ideal mixing of the two iron oxide components, the redox ratio of iron at constant

temperature T is related to the oxygen fugacity as:

ln XFeO1:464=XFeOð Þ¼ 0:232 ln fO2
�4H=RT + 4S=R: (11.3)

The actual slope is 0.27�0.01 (Fig. 11.14), or nearly that which would be expected from

ideal mixing.

A change of the isomer shift of Fe3+ in melts and glasses as a function of their redox ratio,
Fe3+/

P
Fe (Fig. 11.15) (see also Virgo and Mysen, 1985; Dingwell and Virgo, 1987; Jayasuriya

et al., 2004; Mysen, 2006a,b; Sipowska et al., 2009), leads to the suggestion that some form of
complexing that involves the ferrous and ferric iron takes place at intermediate redox ratio
values. Most likely, as the redox ratio changes, the proportion of such species changes,
with other possible species being Fe2+ serving, for example, as a network-modifier, at low
Fe3+/

P
Fe-values. At Fe3+/

P
Fe above the ISFe3+ transition interval, Fe3+ in some form coexists

with this species. Given that the Fe3+/
P

Fe interval corresponding to changing ISFe3+ seems
comparatively insensitive to the composition (structure) of the silicate and apparently also
insensitive to total iron content, the conclusion is that it is the Fe3+/

P
Fe ratio that governs

this complex formation.
11.4.2 Iron-Silicate Interaction

Reduction of network-forming Fe3+ to network-modifying Fe2+ may be expressed as
(Holmquist, 1966):
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4FeO2
� ¼ 4Fe2+ +O2 + 6O2�: (11.4)

In this equation, the oxygen anion, O2�, is the link between the redox relations and the

silicate network. The link can be expanded with a schematic reaction of the type:

2Q4 +O2� ¼ 2Q3: (11.5)

In Eq. (11.5), the NBO/Si of Q4 structural units equals 0, and that of Q3 equals 1. Reduction

of tetrahedral Fe3+ to octahedral Fe2+ does, therefore, result in depolymerization of the melt:

4FeO2
� + 12Q4 ¼ 12Q3 + 4Fe2+ +O2: (11.6)

It follows from Eq. (11.6) that parameters affecting the iron redox ratio also influence extent

of melt polymerization, NBO/T, as well as silicate speciation. Upon dissolution of Fe2O3 in a
silicate melt to form a ferri-complex with tetrahedrally coordinated Fe3+, for example, silicate
polymerization increases:

Fe2O3 + 2Q3 ¼ 2FeO2
� + 2Q4: (11.7)

An example of how much of such an effect would be expected is shown in Fig. 11.16.

An approximately 1.5% decrease in NBO/T of a melt per mol% Fe2O3 dissolved as FeO2

�

is the result.
11.4.3 Temperature and Pressure

Application of glass structure data to characterization of Fe-bearing melts relies on the as-
sumption that temperature-quenching of a melt to a glass does not significantly affect the
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structural position of Fe3+ or Fe2+. It is also assumed that the redox ratio of iron from equil-
ibration of melt at high temperature can be quenched in the glass. Current experimental data
indicate that for any melt composition there is a limiting quench rate beyond which Fe3+ and
Fe2+ are no longer affected (Dyar et al., 1987; Metrich et al., 2006). However, the extent to
which these issues could be a problem is known only for a limited set of samples under a
limited number of conditions. Resolution of this question requires examination of relations
between quenching rate and redox relations or, even better, structural studies of melts at high
temperature.
11.4.3.1 Temperature

X-ray techniques and vibrational spectroscopy have been used to examine the structure
of Fe-bearing melts at high temperature. Wilke et al. (2007) examined the structure of
iron-bearing alkali silicate glasses and melts with X-ray techniques to near 750°C and found
that the Fe3+dO bond length at ambient temperature is slightly below 2Å, and increases by
2%–3% up to 750°C. The bond length range was found consistent with Fe3+ in a coordination
slightly greater than fivefold in all the alkali silicate compositions examined.

Along with NaFeSi2O6, Wang et al. (1993) investigated oxidized and reduced samples
of an Fe-bearing sodium trisilicate glass and melt, namely Na2O�3SiO2�0.5Fe2O3 and
Na2O�3SiO2�FeO. From M€ossbauer analysis of the Na2O�3SiO2�0.5Fe2O3 glass formed from
amelt equilibrated in air at 771°C, they found all iron to be oxidized and hyperfineM€ossbauer
parameters consistent with fourfold coordination of Fe3+. The Raman spectra of this glass at
25°C and of the supercooled liquid at 771°C show considerable similarity (Fig. 11.17). Wang
et al. (1993) concluded that Fe3+ is in fourfold coordination in both glass and melt. They also
observed, however, an intensity growth near 1060–1070cm�1 in the high-temperature Raman
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spectrum of this sample, but could not determine whether it was due to some changes in
Qn-abundance as the temperature was increased across the glass transition or, more simply,
to temperature-dependent Raman cross-sections. In light of more recent experimental studies
of the temperature-dependence of Qn-species in silicate melts (see Chapter 7, Section 7.3.3),
the changes in the 771°C spectrum likely reflects a growth in Q4 abundance. Moreover,
growth near 990cm�1 at high temperature could reflect an increased abundance of
Fe3+dO vibrons with a Raman band in this frequency regime.

By annealing the samematerial under a hydrogen atmosphere, Wang et al. (1993) obtained
a glass of composition Na2O�3SiO2�FeOwith all the iron as FeO. Its NBO/Si would be 1.3 with
the assumption that all Fe2+ is a network-modifier. The Raman spectra at room temperature
(glass) and at 676°C (supercooled liquid under a hydrogen atmosphere) are nearly identical to
that of Fe-free Na2O�1.5SiO2 glass, a glass whose NBO/Si is also 1.3 (Furukawa et al., 1981).
Hence, it was concluded that the Raman spectra of the reduced glass and melt are consistent
with Fe2+ serving in a network-modifying role.

In a study byWaychunas et al. (1988), M€ossbauer spectra of glasses were recorded to 850°C
on glasses and supercooled melts that were compositionally similar to those examined by
Wang et al. (1993). However, Waychunas et al. (1988) interpreted their XANES spectra of
melts at 850°C in terms of Fe2+ in fourfold coordination, whereasWilke et al. (2007) concluded
that the coordination number was between 4 and 5 for alkali silicate glasses and melts, with a
slight decrease as temperatures were increased. This general conclusion would agree with
that of Waseda and Toguri (1978) and Waseda et al. (1980) who reported, from X-ray absorp-
tion studies of FeO-SiO2 and FeO-Fe2O3-SiO2 melts, that the FedO bond lengths (between
2.04 and 2.08Å) are those expected for Fe2+ in fourfold coordination (Fig. 11.18). However,
as also noted in Section 11.2.1, by using the bond valence treatment of Brese and O’Keefe
(1991), FedO bond lengths in this 2.05–2.1Å range should be considered consistent with
those expected for Fe2+ in a coordination state higher than 4.
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The Raman spectra of Na2O�3SiO2�FeO glass and melts are similar to Raman spectra of
Na2O�1.5SiO2 glass, which suggests that Fe2+ is indeed a network-modifying cation. The
Fe2+dO bond lengths from the high-temperature FeO-SiO2 melt X-ray data (Fig. 11.18) are
consistent with sixfold coordinated Fe2+. However, from the high-temperature X-ray absorp-
tion study of FeO�2SiO2 supercooled melt to 850°C, Jackson et al. (2005) found that the FedO
bond length is 1.98�0.02Å as compared with 2.20Å in crystalline Fe2SiO4 (fayalite). They
concluded, therefore, that Fe2+ in these materials is in fourfold coordination, consistent with
Waseda and Toguri’s (1978) interpretation of their X-ray data, but not with the relationships
between FedO bond length and Fe coordination state by Brese and O’Keefe (1991).

11.4.3.2 Pressure

Pressure effects on of Fe2+ and Fe3+ in silicate glasses and melts include coordination
changes and, at very high pressure, possible high-spin/low-spin transitions (Mysen and
Virgo, 1985; Nomura et al., 2011; Sanloup et al., 2013). Notably, the coordination numbers
of Fe2+ in melt compositions that have been examined to high pressures strongly depend
on pressure and increased from about 4.8 to slightly above 7 in the 0.001–7.5GPa range
(Fig. 11.19) (see also Sanloup et al., 2013). In comparison, the coordination number of Mg2+

in analogous MgO�2SiO2 melt as well as in basalt melt also increases with pressure, but at
a slower rate than that of Fe2+ (Fig. 11.19) (see also Guillot and Sator, 2007; de Koker et al.,
2009). At low pressure, the coordination numbers of Fe2+ and Mg2+ are indistinguishable,
but as pressure increases Fe2+ undergoes more significant coordination changes than
does Mg2+.

Ferric iron also undergoes coordination changes with pressure, which likely is in
response to changing Fe3+/

P
Fe with pressure, because of the different molar volumes of

FeO and FeO1.5 in melts (Mysen and Virgo, 1978, 1985; Lange and Carmichael, 1987). Mysen
and Virgo (1985) and Brearley (1990) reported 57Fe M€ossbauer spectroscopic data of glasses
formed by temperature-quenching melts in equilibrium with air at pressures of up to 4GPa.
In these two studies, the Fe3+/

P
Fe decreasedwith increasing pressure (Fig. 11.20A), a feature

that correlated with pressure sensitive ISFe3+ (Fig. 11.20B). The rapid increase in isomer shift
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from about 0.3mm/s at ambient pressure and 298K, to slightly<0.6mm/s for glasses formed
at 3 and 4GPa, points to a transformation of Fe3+ from tetrahedral to perhaps octahedral
coordination. It was suggested that this coordination change was in response to decreasing
Fe3+/

P
Fe as the pressure increased. There is no evidence in the M€ossbauer spectra of these

glasses to suggest that the structural role of Fe2+ varies with pressure, at least in the pressure
range up to 4GPawhere suchmeasurements have beenmade. However, in a study of slightly
hydrous basalt melt to 0.5GPa, Lukanin et al. (2002) did not report analogous pressure effects.
Whether this is the result of greatly different melt compositions or different experimental
protocol cannot be assessed.
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11.5 STRUCTURE AND MELT PROPERTIES

The Fe3/
P

Fe ratio together with the coordination numbers of Fe3+ and Fe2+ in melts and
glasses can control the silicate polymerization and speciation, as seen in Eqs. (11.6), (11.7), and
therefore a range of physical and chemical properties (see also Chapter 10). The redox ratio of
iron, in turn, varies with temperature, pressure, oxygen fugacity, and melt composition.
These parameterswill therefore also affect polymerization of Fe-bearing silicatemelts. At con-
stant iron content and oxygen fugacity, increasing temperature results in decreasing Fe3/

P
Fe

(see Chapter 10, Fig. 10.11). Increasing temperature will therefore cause equilibrium in
Eq. (11.6) to shift to the right, thus depolymerizing Fe3+-containing silicate melts
(Fig. 11.21). Two trends are shown, however, in Fig. 11.21. The dashed line is NBO/T trajec-
torywith Fe3+ in fourfold coordination at all temperatures ([4]Fe3+). The “actual” trend depicts
an NBO/T trend that incorporates a gradual transformation of [4]Fe3+ to [6]Fe3+ caused by in-
creasing temperature, and a resultant decrease in Fe3+/

P
Fe, which in turn induces the coor-

dination change of ferric iron; see Section 11.4.1. As a result of the coordination
transformation of Fe3+, depolymerization of the melt occurs because:

4½ �FeO2
� +2Q4 ¼ 6½ �Fe3+ + 2Q3: (11.8)

A pressure increase also causes reduction of Fe3+ to Fe2+ (Chapter 10, Fig. 10.12), and

therefore depolymerization of the melt structure (Fig. 11.21B). NBO/T is more sensitive to
pressure (“actual” curve) than expected if the coordination state of Fe3+ were not affected
by pressure (dashed line in Fig. 11.21B). However, as pressure can also induce coordination
transformation of Fe3+ from fourfold to sixfold, Eqs. (11.6), (11.8) describe the circumstances.

Decreasing oxygen fugacity results in decreasing Fe3+/
P

Fe (Chapter 10, Fig. 10.19) and
therefore affects the degree of polymerization in the same manner as pressure and temper-
ature (Fig. 11.21C). Changes in melt polymerization, NBO/T, obviously also affect
Qn-speciation, but experimental data are lacking to determine the relationships between iron
content, redox ratio of iron, structural roles of Fe2+ and Fe3+, and Qn-speciation, although
some data were proposed by Belova et al. (2015), who assumed that Fe3+ serves as a
network-modifying cation, a conclusion that has found little support elsewhere in the
literature.

Relationships between redox ratio, iron coordination, and Qn-speciation will depend on
whether tetrahedrally coordinated Fe3+ substitutes for Si4+ in the structure or it forms instead
isolated complexes. In the former case, partitioning of Fe3+ between individual Qn-species
may affect speciation in amanner conceptually similar to that observed for Al3+ in peralkaline
aluminosilicate melts (Chapter 9, Section 9.3.2.4; see also Fig. 9.26), thus possibly driving the
general Qn-speciation reaction (Stebbins, 1987):

2Qn ,Qn+ 1 +Qn�1, (11.9)

to the right. The situation is, however, likely more complicated because Fe2+, with its large

ionization potential, tends to favor bonding with oxygen in the least polymerized of available
Qn-species (Qn�1 in Eq. 11.8). This tendency would tend to drive equilibrium in Eq. (11.8) to
the right with increasing pressure for Fe-bearing silicate melts, because Fe3+/ΣFe decreases
with increasing pressure.
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Given the complex relationships between redox relations of iron, the iron coordination,
and their effects on melt structure, it follows that essentially all properties of iron-bearing sil-
icate melts will show significant dependence on the same parameters. Many of those have
been discussed in the previous chapter (Chapter 10). Here, we will highlight how some of
those properties can be linked to the structural variations governed by ferric and ferrous iron.
11.5.1 Thermal Properties

Existing thermal data include scattered information on heat capacity, molar volume, and
composition-activity relations (Lange and Navrotsky, 1992; Tangeman et al., 2001; Gaillard
et al., 2003; Fredriksson and Seetharaman, 2004; Sugawara and Akaogi, 2004; Liu and Lange,
2006; Sipowska et al., 2009; Falenty andWebb, 2010). Among these data, configurational prop-
erties seem the most commonly addressed, perhaps because of their close relationships to
transport properties (see also Chapter 4, Section 4.6.1).

11.5.1.1 Configurational Properties

Configurational properties of melts, such as configurational heat capacity, incorporate a
mixing term resulting from abundance variations of individual species, including iron-
species (see Chapter 7, Eq. 7.10). The abundance of these species, in turn, governs the overall
degree of polymerization of the melt, NBO/T:

NBO=T¼
X

nbo=tð Þi �xi, (11.10)

where (nbo/t)i is the contribution of a species, i, to the overall polymerization and xi is its mol

fraction. In simple binary metal oxide silicate melts, there is a positive correlation between
configurational heat capacity and melt NBO/Si, as seen for the Na2O-SiO2 system in
Fig. 11.22. The scatter in that figure likely results from the fact that theNBO/T parameter does
not take into account the variations in the Qn-species and that the Qn-species themselves also
carry a specific configurational heat capacity (Mysen, 1995). That limitation notwithstanding,
the correlation is much better than the one obtained, whether or not Fe3+ is included in the
NBO/T calculation, when Fe2O3 is dissolved in melt. There is at best a very poor correlation
between configurational heat capacity and NBO/T (Fig. 11.22). This situation very likely
reflects the fact that Fe-bearing species contribute to the configurational heat capacity, but
details of such contributions are not known and could not therefore be taken into account
in Fig. 11.22.

The configurational heat capacities define clear minima (Fig. 11.22, dashed line) slightly on
the left side of the meta-alumina/meta-ferric join in ternary and quaternary melt systems
such as Na2O-Al2O3-SiO2 and Na2O-FeO-Fe2O3-SiO2, along joins from peralkaline to compo-
sitions with Al2O3 or Fe2O3 in excess of the charge-compensation capacity of Na+ (Falenty and
Webb, 2010); see also Fig. 11.23. Such minima are primarily a result of minimum entropy of
mixing and therefore configurational heat capacity, in melts near the meta-joins where the
number of structural units is minimal. Furthermore, the minimum is deeper and the slope
toward the minimum steeper for Na2O-FeO-Fe2O3-SiO2 compared with Na2O-Al2O3-SiO2

melts. This difference reflects greater disorder in the iron-bearing melts, because Fe3+ forms
isolated tetrahedra (see Section 11.2.2).
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11.5.2 Physical Properties

11.5.2.1 Transport Properties

The principal transport properties of iron-bearing melts and glasses are viscosity and
diffusion. The former has been most extensively investigated, typically as a function of iron
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content, redox ratio, and alkalinity of the melts (Mysen et al., 1985; Dingwell and Virgo, 1988;
Falenty and Webb, 2010; Osugi et al., 2013; Chevrel et al., 2013). From these data, it is imme-
diately evident that the effect of Fe3+ on melt viscosity differs dramatically from that of Al3+,
even though both cations may be tetrahedrally coordinated in the melt structure and may be
charge-balanced with the same cations, be they alkalis or alkaline earths. Along Na meta-
aluminosilicate (SiO2-NaAlO2) and meta-ferrisilicate (SiO2-NaFeO2) joins, for example, the
viscosity evolution from increasing Fe3+ is much greater than with equivalent portions of
Al3+ (Dingwell and Virgo, 1988); see also Chapter 10, Fig. 10.24A. Moreover, whereas the
activation enthalpy of viscous flow along Na-meta-ferrisilicate melt joins is independent of
Fe3+/(Fe3++Si), it decreases rapidly with increasing Al/(Al+Si) (Dingwell and Virgo, 1988;
Toplis et al., 1997); see Chapter 10, Fig. 10.24B. These large differences result from the fact
that, whereas Al3+ in SiO2-NaAlO2 melts substitutes for Si4+ in a near random manner (see
Chapter 9, Section 9.3.2), Fe3+ does not, but instead forms clusters of FeO4 tetrahedra and iso-
lated FeO4 tetrahedra. The latter structural environment differs greatly from that of Al3+, and
evidently is responsible for the quite different transport behavior of meta-ferrisilicate melts.
However, it may be speculated that the transport properties of the two types of systems will
be less dissimilar with other charge-balancing cations such as Ca2+ andMg2+, withwhich Fe3+

clustering is much less prevalent (e.g., Bingham et al., 2002) and Al3+ is much more ordered
(Lee and Stebbins, 1999, 2006).

The difference between Fe3+ and Al3+ in alkali aluminosilicate and alkali ferrisilicate
melts is also evident in peralkaline melts. Along peralkaline aluminosilicate joins, the
Si4+ , (NaAl)4+ substitution has only a minor effect on viscous flow (Chapter 8,
Section 8.4.2) (see also Dingwell, 1986), whereas the equivalent Si4+ , (NaFe)4+ substitution
results in a significant viscosity decrease and a lowering of the activation enthalpy of viscous
flow (Chapter 10, Section 10.5.2) (see also Dingwell and Virgo, 1988; Falenty andWebb, 2010;
Osugi et al., 2013). These differences again reflect those between tetrahedrally coordinated
Al3+ and Fe3+. As discussed in Chapters 8 and 9, Al3+ in depolymerized aluminosilicate melts
substitutes for Si4+ in Q4 species and drives the disproportion reaction (11.9) to the right
(Merzbacher et al., 1990; Allwardt et al., 2003; Mysen et al., 2003). However, it would seem
that clustered Fe3+ in the equivalent peralkaline ferrisilicate melts does not have this effect
on the structure, as it does not substitute for Si4+ and does not therefore affect the silicate
speciation equilibrium in the same manner as Al3+.

The activation enthalpy for diffusion of iron in ferrisilicate melts is near 150kJ/mol for
alkali+alkaline earth silicate melts (Kim and Kwon, 2010), which is considerably less than
for Fe-free melts. This difference may testify to the unique structural role of Fe3+ as it clusters
in the melts. Furthermore, the relationship between melt viscosity and self-diffusion is
strongly nonlinear (Chapter 10, Fig. 10.30) (see also Kim and Kwon, 2010), which contrasts
with that of Al3+ in similar melts and again therefore highlights the different structural
behavior of Fe3+ and Al3+. It is noted, however, that in a study of interdiffusivity of FeO
and CaO in CaO-FeO-SiO2 melts, Ueda and Doi (1995), using methods similar to those of
Kim and Kwon (2010), found a range of activation energies from 138 to 247kJ/mol with in-
creasing enthalpy values as melts becamemore polymerized. Ueda and Doi (1995) also noted
that the inverse relation between diffusion and viscosity was consistent with an Eyring-type
relationship (see also Chapter 4, Section 4.6.1). Existing experimental data necessary to
resolve these differences do not appear available.
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11.5.2.2 Volume Properties

Liu and Lange (2006) derived a composition-independent partial molar volume of
Fe2O3 of 41.52�0.34cm3/mol in a study of melts in the systems Na2O-FeO-Fe2O3-SiO2 and
K2O-FeO-Fe2O3-SiO2 equilibrated with air to 1534°C (where generally Fe3+>Fe2+, except
for the highest temperatures). In contrast, Dingwell and Brearley (1988) did find a significant
composition dependence for CaO-FeO-Fe2O3-SiO2 melts. One may resolve this difference by
recognizing that clustering of Fe3+ is muchmore pronounced in alkali-silicate than in alkaline
earth-silicate systems (Bingham et al., 2002) (see also Fig. 11.7). The constant partial molar
volume of Fe2O3 would then result from Fe3+ clustering. However, Dingwell and Brearley
(1988) also reported that there is a small excess volume term from linear fits to the Fe2O3 vol-
ume data, a conclusion that also differs from that of Liu and Lange (2006). The difference is
not large (<2%), but the underlying cause is not clear.
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12.1 INTRODUCTORY REMARKS

Under oxidizing conditions, titanium has the same 4+ electrical charge as silicon. Its ionic
radius (fourfold coordinated, 0.42 Å; sixfold coordinated, 0.61 Å), is 60% greater than that of
fourfold Si4+, so that Ti4+ might not be expected to substitute for Si4+ in SiO4 tetrahedra, at
least at low pressure. Umixing occurs in TiO-SiO2 melts and glasses at comparatively low
TiO2 concentrations because of structural incompatibilities of Si4+ and Ti4+ (DeVries and
Roy, 1954; Kirschen et al., 1999). It is not surprising, therefore, that Ti4+ in crystalline
materials often occurs in sixfold coordination with oxygen as exemplified by rutile (TiO2)
# 2019 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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(Howard et al., 1991). However, titanium can also be found in four- and fivefold coordination
in crystalline materials such as Mg2TiO4 and Ba2TiSi2O8 (Wechsler and Von Dreele, 1989;
Moore and Louisnathan, 1969).

In glasses and melts, the situation is perhaps even more complex. Titanium may be a
network former on its own, at least under some circumstances, or may perhaps exist in
the form of oxy-titanate complexes, analogous to silicate and phosphate complexes
(see Chapters 7, 9, and 13). Titanate complexing seems to rely on some form of association
with metal cations where the properties of the metal cations themselves have an impact on
titanate formation (Farges, 1999; Henderson and St-Amour, 2004). Titanium also may exist
in fivefold coordination in molten TiO2 and TiO2-SiO2 (Henderson and Fleet, 1997; Alder-
man et al., 2014). As a result, physical properties of Ti-bearing silicate glasses and
melts can be complex functions of temperature, titanium concentration, and chemical
composition.

These complex relationships have a direct bearing on properties of Ti-bearing silicates
both for commercial purposes and in magma in the earth. For example, TiO2 has long been
used as a nucleating agent in glass ceramics (e.g., Strnad, 1986), where crystallization often
develops after liquid unmixing induced by small amounts of Ti4+, which results in a poor
glass-forming melt (Maurer, 1962). Titanosilicate glasses are also of interest because of their
unusual physical and chemical properties. A striking example is provided by Ti-bearing
silica glasses, the thermal expansion of which is lower than that of pure SiO2 (Nordberg,
1942; Schultz, 1976). Other glass properties that can be controlled by TiO2 include tensile
strength, refractive index, compressibility, and resistance to corrosion (Morsi and
El-Shennawi, 1984; Shelby, 2005; Duffy, 2006; Liu and Lange, 2001; Scannell et al., 2015).
TiO2 is ubiquitous in igneous rocks with a typical abundance up to 2–3 wt%. Even at such
contents, the presence of Ti affects important features such as liquidus phase relations
(DeVries and Roy, 1954; Duan et al., 1998; Danek and Nerad, 2002) and liquid immiscibility
(Visser and Van Groos, 1979; Kirschen et al., 1999; Hudon and Baker, 2002). Of course, the
influence of TiO2 is still stronger when its abundance reaches 10 wt%, as observed in some
lunar glasses (Reid et al., 1973; Van der Kaaden et al., 2015) and in some alkali-rich, silica-
poor igneous rocks (Mitchell, 1991).
12.2 TITANIUM REDOX REACTIONS

It is customary to deal solely with titanium in its 4+ oxidation state, although titanium is a
transition element the 3+ valence of which can be stabilized under moderately reducing
conditions. This neglect of Ti3+ is reflected in the scarcity of studies devoted to determining
the temperature, composition, and pressure dependences of Ti3+/Ti4+ ratios. However, for
circumstances under which the redox state of Ti has been examined experimentally, there
are many features that resemble those of other redox pairs (Johnson, 1965; Schreiber et al.,
1978; Tranell et al., 2002).

The simple redox reaction:

4Ti4+ + 2O2� , 4Ti3+ +O2, (12.1)
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can be employed to examine the redox relations of titanium. This reaction is a function of

both temperature and redox conditions (oxygen fugacity) ( Johnson, 1965; Schreiber, 1977;
Schreiber et al., 1978; Iwamoto et al., 1983; Morinaga et al., 1994; Ehrt et al., 2001; Tranell
et al., 2002). There are also systematic relationships between redox ratio, silicate compo-
sition, and total Ti concentration (Tranell et al., 2002). For example, there are linear rela-
tionships between log Ti3+/Ti4+ and log (oxygen fugacity) with a slope of 4 at constant
temperature and silicate composition (Fig. 12.1) (see also Johnson, 1965; Schreiber, 1977;
Schreiber et al., 1978; Iwamoto et al., 1983). A slope of 4 would suggest that the activity
coefficient ratio of Ti3+ and Ti4+ is near unity because mol fractions rather than activity
were used in Fig. 12.1. This activity coefficient ratio, γTi3+/γTi4+, depends somewhat on
total Ti concentration and increases with titanium concentration (Tranell et al., 2002).
However, the redox state varies in a rather unusual fashion with a minimum redox ratio
value as a function of increasing Ti concentration, at least in the CaO-SiO2-TiO2 system
where such experimental data are available (Fig. 12.2A). Titanium is increasingly oxidized
(at fixed temperature and oxygen fugacity) the more depolymerized (higher NBO/Si) the
silicate melt structure (Fig. 12.2B).

The strong composition and temperature dependences of the equilibrium constant of re-
action (12.1) are apparent in Fig. 12.1. The Ti3+/Ti4+ ratio increases by nearly a factor of 10 for a
temperature rise of 50°C (Schreiber et al., 1978). Under the same conditions, the equilibrium
constant differs by nearly two orders of magnitude for the two alkaline earth aluminosilicate
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melts considered. The Ca-aluminosilicate melts are considerably more oxidized than those
where both Ca2+ and Mg2+ are network-modifiers. This simple relationship between elec-
tronic properties and the redox ratio of Ti is also analogous to that of other redox pairs such
as Fe2+/Fe3+ (Chapter 10, Section 10.4.1).

As for any redox reaction, the most reduced valence is favored by higher temperatures,
with the result that the abundance of Ti3+ could become significant in melts equilibrated
in air at temperatures above about 2000°C. Moreover, there is a simple linear relationship
between the logarithm and the titanium redox ratio and 1/T (K) (Fig. 12.3), which is again
analogous to the observation for redox relations in iron-bearing silicate glasses and melts
(Chapter 10, Section 10.4.2).

There is a simple linear relationship between the log of the redox ratio of Ti and the recip-
rocal temperature, 1/T (Fig. 12.3). For the Na2O�2SiO2 melt in Fig. 12.3, a linear fit to the
datapoints yields an enthalpy change of 86�2 kJ/mol for reaction (12.1), which compares
well with the 4H for an analogous redox equilibrium of iron in the same melt composition
(Chapter 10, Fig. 10.11).

All experimental work mentioned in the rest of this chapter has been performed in air at
temperatures that were not extremely high. This will justify the assumption that titaniumwas
essentially in the form of Ti4+ ions. Possible effects of Ti3+ can be important, however, when
dealing with titanosilicates with oxygen fugacity lower than 10�6 to 10�7 MPa.
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12.3 MELTING RELATIONS

12.3.1 Liquidus Relations in Binary, Ternary, and More Complex Systems

The melting temperatures of crystalline TiO2 polymorphs range between 1825°C and
1855°C. Melting and crystallization phase relations in binary TiO2-SiO2 and in ternary alkali
and/or alkaline earth-TiO2-SiO2 systems may highlight the similarities and differences
between Ti4+ associated with these two different groups of metal cations.
12.3.1.1 TiO2-SiO2

Phase relations in the binary system TiO2-SiO2 characteristically are quite simple, as there
are no intermediate compounds between the SiO2 and TiO2 endmembers (Fig. 12.4). More-
over, it is only within the 0–15 mol% TiO2 concentration range in SiO2 melt that homogenous
glasses can be quenched. Liquid miscibility is restricted to narrow composition intervals at
both ends of the diagram with a wide immiscibility gap in between. As noted by DeVries
and Roy (1954), this immiscibility is not only stable but is such that “two liquids separate
almost immediately owing to the difference in physical properties.” From their own exper-
iments and thermodynamic modeling of the miscibility gap, Kirschen et al. (1999) suggested
that the critical point of the solvus is near 2600 K.

A freezing point depression of 170°C is found for cristobalite at the eutectic point near
1550°C and 10 mol% TiO2. This decrease contrasts with the lesser 50°C depression of rutile
at the other end of the system. Compared with binary silicate systems, the solvus has the
peculiarity of being displaced away from SiO2 instead of being located near SiO2.
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An analogous contrast exists for the solid phases of SiO2 and TiO2. There is no significant
solid solution of SiO2 in rutile, which is isostructural with stishovite (the high-pressure struc-
tural form of silica with Si4+ in sixfold coordination—see Chapter 5—similar to Ti4+ in the
rutile structure). In contrast, up to about 10 mol% TiO2 can dissolve in crystalline cristobalite
when TiO2-SiO2 glasses crystallize at 1450°C. The lattice parameters of the cristobalite in-
crease linearly with TiO2 content (Evans, 1982). In spite of its strong preference for octahedral
coordination, Ti4+ can thus enter in significant amounts in the open three-dimensional tetra-
hedral networks of the solid and liquid phases of SiO2.

12.3.1.2 TiO2-Al2O3-SiO2

No complete phase diagram of the system TiO2-Al2O3-SiO2 has been published, but the
melting relationships should be represented reasonablywell with the calculations of Kirschen
et al. (1999), shown in Fig. 12.5. The phase diagram is extremely simple because there are
no ternary compounds on the liquidus. In contrast to the wide miscibility gap along the
TiO2-SiO2 join (Fig. 12.4), there is a mixed compound and two eutectics points along both lim-
iting Al2O3-bearing binary joins (Fig. 12.5). This observation suggests that Al3+ can act as link-
age between Si4+ and Ti4+. Accordingly, Al2O3 causes the miscibility gap seen in the limiting
TiO2-SiO2 system to shrink. The ternary miscibility gap is, in fact, slightly asymmetric, such
that Al2O3 partitions preferentially into the TiO2-rich melt (or, conversely, such that Ti4+ par-
titions preferentially into the Al-rich phase). This observation is consistent with a stronger
affinity of Al3+ for Ti4+ than for Si4+, at least in the TiO2-Al2O3-SiO2 system, where metals
are lacking for charge compensation of Al3+ in tetrahedral coordination with oxygen.
This effect may also be seen in the enhanced Ti4+ solubility compared with that along
meta-aluminosilicate joins where metal cations are available for charge-compensation of
tetrahedral Al3+. This affinity is also suggested by larger freezing-point depressions in the
TiO2-Al2O3 than in the SiO2-Al2O3 system bounding systems (Kirschen et al., 1999). Themajor
effect, however, is the shrinkage of themiscibility gap upon addition of Al2O3.With 2.5 mol%,
the critical temperature decreases from 2600 to 1800 K and the gap eventually disappears at a
slightly higher Al2O3 content (Fig. 12.5).
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12.3.1.3 Mn/2
n+ -TiO2-SiO2

By substituting for Si4+ in tetrahedral coordination, Ti4+ would differ markedly from Al3+

because it does not need to associate with a charge-compensating cation. Hence, no analogies
are to be drawn between the properties of alkali or alkaline earth titanosilicate melts and their
aluminosilicate counterparts, save for regular variations induced by differences in the ioni-
zation potential of the M-cation. As for Al3+ in aluminosilicates, however, one does observe
that Ti4+ has a greater affinity for alkali than for alkaline earth cations, an affinity that may
relate to formation of titanate complexes, be it in molten, glassy, or crystalline form
(Wechsler and Von Dreele, 1989; Moore and Louisnathan, 1969; Dickinson and Hess, 1985;
Gwinn and Hess, 1989)

Marked contrasts in liquidus temperatures, ternary compounds, and extent of glass forma-
tion between alkali and alkaline earth systems are evident in the ternary metal oxide–TiO2

SiO2 phase diagrams (Fig. 12.6). There is less of an effect of metal cation on miscibility gaps
because the single shared feature is the field of liquid immiscibility that develops near the
TiO2 endmember. The width of the miscibility gap increases only marginally in the order
Na< Ca< Mg. The real differences in the extent of liquid immiscibility seen in Fig. 12.6 orig-
inate in unmixing in the silica-rich parts of the diagrams.

For alkaline earth titanosilicates, the liquidus temperatures are higher in the MgO-SiO2-
TiO2 than in the CaO-SiO2-TiO2 system. Interestingly, ternary crystalline phases on the
liquidus in these two systems are scarce, with only a single ternary compound in the Ca sys-
tem (titanite, CaTiSiO5) and none in the Mg system (Fig. 12.6). Only along the CaO-TiO2 and
MgO-TiO2 binaries do we find two Ca titanates—perovskite (CaTiO3) and Ca3Ti2O7—and
three Mg titanates (MgTi2O5, MgTiO3, and Mg2TiO4), whose melting temperatures range
from 1550°C to 1970°C. Solid solutions in crystalline materials are lacking. The only known
exception is the solubility of a few wt% of CaTiO3 in CaSiO3 which, curiously, has been ob-
served, not in the liquidus phase, pseudowollastonite, but in the subliquidus phase, wollas-
tonite (DeVries et al., 1955). Consistent with the relationship noted in Chapter 3 between
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difficulty of vitrification and scarcity of liquidus compounds, glass formation requires unusu-
ally rapid quenching, particularly for the Mg system. Glass formation is restricted to the eu-
tectic valleys that runs from the metal oxide-silica systems toward the center of the diagrams
(Fig. 12.6), a feature that is also observed for barium titanosilicates (Cleek and Hamilton,
1956). Under similar quenching conditions, the compositional extent of vitrification increases
in the order Mg< Ca< Ba.

Less information is available for alkali titanosilicates. Liquidus data seem to be lacking for
the potassium system. Potassium-bearing titanosilicate glasses can, nonetheless, be quenched
from 1100°C in a large composition range (Rao, 1963). This observation leads to the suggestion
that liquidus temperatures should not be higher than those determined by Glasser and Maar
(1979) for the sodium system outside of the miscibility gap (Fig. 12.6), where liquidus tem-
peratures do not vary much with Ti content.
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The important difference with alkaline earth systems lies in a large number of binary
and ternary compounds in alkali titanosilicate systems. There are four sodium titanates
(Na2TiO3, Na8Ti5O14, Na2Ti3O7, and Na2Ti6O13) with melting points between 1030°C and
1300°C. There are also four ternary compounds (Na2TiSiO5, Na2TiSi2O7, Na2Ti2Si2O9, and
Na2TiSi4O11), which begin to melt, incongruently for three of them, at temperatures lower
than 965°C. Therefore, the affinity between TiO2 and alkali oxides in crystalline materials
likely is not coupled with very strong bonding. Finally, vitrification is easy not only for
the K but also for the Na system and takes place throughout most of the composition ranges
where melts can be prepared (Glasser and Maar, 1979; Rao, 1963). Glass formation even
extends to the binary K2O-TiO2 join near the 1:1 oxide ratio. This topology would be consis-
tent with a dual structural role of Ti4+ in the latter system. Not only can Ti be a network-
modifier but, as stressed by Rao (1963), its glass-forming ability implies that it can also be
a network-former in the sense discussed in Chapter 4.
12.3.1.4 Multicomponent Systems

Titanosilicates are good model systems to determine whether information gathered on
binary and ternary simple melts can be extrapolated to more complicated compositions. In
chemically more complex melts, the presence of TiO2 also causes an expansion of liquid mis-
cibility gaps (Hudon and Baker, 2002), as observed in the K2O-FeO-Al2O3-SiO2 system (Visser
and Van Groos, 1979). In this system, TiO2 partitions preferentially into the less SiO2-richmelt
(Fig. 12.7). Conversely, Al3+ very effectively suppresses liquid immiscibility in quaternary
titanoaluminosilicates. In the CaO-MgO-TiO2SiO2 system, Ti4+ also partitions into the
SiO2-poor melt but it does so less efficiently than the other cations (Wood and Hess, 1980).
The result is that TiO2 is the most abundant oxide, after SiO2, in the SiO2-rich phase. As
for the network-forming character of Ti, it also manifests itself by the presence of 2 wt%
TiO2 in cristobalite on the liquidus
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12.3.2 Titanium Solubility in Silicate Melts and Glasses

Some solubility information can be derived from the liquidus surfaces discussed in the pre-
vious section. As seen in the binary TiO-SiO2 diagram (e.g., Fig. 12.4) (see also DeVries and
Roy, 1954), the TiO2 solubility maximum in SiO2 melt in equilibrium with rutile is near
15 mol% near 1800°C and decreases to less than 10 mol% at the eutectic near 1560°C. Increas-
ing solubility with increasing temperature also has been reported for chemically more
complex systems (Ryerson and Watson, 1987; Green and Adam, 2000; Gaetani et al., 2008).
In addition, the two last studies reported a decreasing solubility with increasing pressure.
Furthermore, the solubility increases and the pressure effects decrease as the silicate melt
becomes depolymerized (Figs. 12.8 and 12.9). Interestingly, the temperature dependence of
TiO2 solubility is more pronounced in depolymerized melts.

Rutile solubility determinations also have been used to investigate the competition of Ti4+

and Al3+ for association with K+ and Ca2+ in aluminosilicate melts (Dickinson and Hess,
1985). The saturation concentration of TiO2 varies little with the CaO/(CaO+ Al2O3) ratio
(open symbols in Fig. 12.8), which illustrates the nonspecificity of the interaction between
Ti4+ and Ca2+ whether Al3+ is present or not. In contrast, the TiO2 saturation concentration
increases markedly with K2O/(K2O+ Al2O3), but it does so only after the meta-aluminous
join has been crossed and composition shifts into the peralkaline composition range (closed
symbols in Fig. 12.8). Hence, there appears to be a definite affinity of Ti4+ for K+ in the melt,
which may outcompete Al3+ for charge-balance.
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12.4 THERMAL PROPERTIES

12.4.1 Activity-Composition Relations

Activity-composition relations may be extracted from liquidus phase relations as a func-
tion of TiO2 and also from the redox relations under reducing conditions where both Ti3+ and
Ti4+ are present in measurable abundances (Ryerson, 1985; Tranell et al., 2002). Calorimetric
measurements can be used to extract mixing properties as well as to shed light on stability
relationships among various Ti-bearing complexes (Gan et al., 1996; Linard et al., 2008).
Configurational properties also can be related to mixing and other dynamic properties
(Tangeman and Lange, 1998; Bouhifd et al., 1999).

Analysis of liquidus surfaces can be used to obtain information on the thermodynamic
activity of a given melt component. The activity of SiO2, aSiO2, in a melt as a function of pro-
portion of dissolved TiO2 (or any other component) is given by the temperature depression of
the liquidus surface of a silica polymorph and the enthalpy of fusion of the silica polymorph:

ln aSiO2 meltð Þ¼ ΔHsio2
fusion=R

� �� 1=To�1=Tð Þ, (12.2)

where R is the gas constant, To is the melting point of pure SiO2 (in kelvins) and T is the

liquidus temperature of the mixture.

In the system TiO2-SiO2, Ryerson (1985) found values higher than unity for the activity co-
efficient of SiO2, γSiO2

, determined from an analysis of the silica liquidus surface (see
Chapter 8, Fig. 8.7). An increase of the activity coefficient of TiO2 with SiO2 content has been
deduced from the saturation surface of TiO2 in high-silica alkaline aluminosilicate melts
(Ellison and Hess, 1986). A positive deviation from ideality is consistent with the unmixing
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observed at slightly higher TiO2 content. The trend opposes that found for KAlO2 and
NaAlO2, where the deviations from ideality are much smaller or slightly negative.

The activity coefficient ratio of Ti3+ and Ti4+ can be extracted from the redox data and the
standard free energy for the reaction (Tranell et al., 2002):

TiO2 solidð Þ,TiO1:5 solidð Þ+0:25O2 gas
� �

: (12.3)

From this treatment, the activity coefficient ratio of reduced and oxidized titanium in cal-

cium silicate melts, γTiO1.5

/γTiO2
, has been found essentially independent of temperature but

increasing with increasing titanium concentration (Tranell et al., 2002). There is also some
γTiO1.5

/γTiO2
variations as a function of melt structure so that γTiO1.5

/γTiO2
is positively corre-

lated with increasing NBO/Si of melt (Fig. 12.10).
12.4.2 Enthalpy, Entropy, and Heat Capacity

An enthalpy of reduction of Ti4+ to Ti3+ has been extracted from titanium redox data via the
temperature-dependence of the redox equilibria (Schreiber et al., 1978; Tanabe and Suito,
1992; Tranell et al., 2002). From these rather limited redox data, the ΔH of reduction is
between 152�25 kJ/mol and 293�96 kJ/mol. The ΔH range likely reflects the observation
that the redox ratio of titanium depends on melt composition and, therefore, on structure
(Tranell et al., 2002; see also Fig. 12.2).

The enthalpy of solution of rutile in silicate melts, ΔHsol, can be used as a measure of the
stability of Ti-bearing complexes (Gan et al., 1996; Linard et al., 2008). The enthalpy of solution
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generally is endothermic and, at least for alkali silicate melts, is insensitive to alkali metal
type, but it does increase with increasing TiO2 concentration. In addition, it increases when
the alkali metal is replaced by an alkaline earth such as Ca2+ (Fig. 12.11), thus highlighting the
important roles of metal cations in controlling the solution of TiO2 in silicate melts. In mixed
Ca,K melts, the ΔHsol is a nonlinear function of endmember composition (Gan et al., 1996).

The influence of TiO2 on heat capacity (Cp) was investigated by Richet and Bottinga (1985)
to model the Cp of silicate melts as a function of temperature and composition. Two alkali
titanosilicates (M2TiSi2O7, M¼ Na, K) were selected because of the wide temperature inter-
vals over which they could be studied. For both melts, the heat capacity decreases markedly
with increasing temperature after an unusually large jump of about 50% at the glass transition
(Fig. 12.12). At the highest temperatures investigated, the heat capacity of these melts tends to
the values of their Ti-free counterparts. These variations are due only to the presence of TiO2,
as borne out by the fact that the same temperature-dependent partial molar heat capacity de-
rived for TiO2 can account for the experimental results. This applies not only to the two
titanosilicates studied by Richet and Bottinga (1985), but also to the heat capacity of liquid
CaTiSiO5 (King et al., 1954). The anomalous temperature dependence of Cp thus appears
independent of the nature of the M-cation.

Further experiments have confirmed not only the negative temperature dependence of Cp

for titanosilicate melts (Lange and Navrotsky, 1993; Tangeman and Lange, 1998; Bouhifd
et al., 1999), but also the lack of composition dependence for the partial molar heat capacity
of TiO2, at least for alkali systems (Bouhifd et al., 1999). Investigation of alkaline earth
compositions in more detail would be interesting, but measurements on such compositions
are made difficult by high liquidus temperatures and the mediocre glass-forming ability of
alkaline earth titanosilicates. It is possible, however, to study the effect of TiO2 in aluminosil-
icate liquids (Roskosz et al., 2004). Similar decreases of Cp with increasing temperatures were
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observed for several series of Ti-bearing sodium aluminosilicates. The Cp anomaly remains
proportional to TiO2 content.

As for other silicates, the glass transition of titanosilicates occurs when the glass heat ca-
pacity is near 3 R/g atomK (Lange andNavrotsky, 1993; Tangeman and Lange, 1998; Bouhifd
et al., 1999; Roskosz et al., 2004). The entire Cp anomaly thus is clearly configurational in or-
igin. This anomaly depends only on TiO2 content in both Al-free and Al-bearing
titanosilicates, even when all alkali cations serve as charge-compensators for Al3+. As noted
in Chapters 6 and 8 for Ti-free melts, this observation implies that the configurational heat
capacity originates in interactions between structural entities that exist throughout the whole
composition range of interest. Consistent with the fact that energy lies in short-range inter-
actions, not inmedium-range order (see Section 12.6.2), we thus conclude that the Cp anomaly
of titanosilicates is due to short-range interactions of Ti with oxygen, and that the anomaly is
affected little by possible changes of Ti4+ coordination with composition.
12.5 PHYSICAL PROPERTIES

Transport and other physical properties of Ti-silicate melts highlight significant effects of
TiO2 in solution. Several properties, including viscosity, fragility, diffusivity, glass transition
temperature, volume, compressibility, and expansion, are quite sensitive to TiO2 concentra-
tions (Dingwell, 1992a, b; Knoche et al., 1995; Bouhifd et al., 1999; Liu and Lange, 2001;
Roskosz et al., 2004; Shelby, 2005; Liu et al., 2007; Zhang et al., 2014; Dong et al., 2014). Among
these properties, viscosity and volume properties have attracted the most attention.
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12.5.1 Transport Properties

The principal transport properties of interest are conductivity, diffusion, and viscosity. As
discussed in Chapter 4, Section 4.6.1, these properties are linked via a simple network of
relationships.

For TiO2, available transport property data, except for viscosity, are somewhat limited.
Essentially the only data on TiO2 diffusion are for TiO2-SiO2 melt between 1700°C and
2000°C (Kirchhof et al., 2014).

Interestingly, there is a positive correlation between melt viscosity and TiO2 content
at fixed temperature. Moreover, the activation enthalpy of viscous flow also is positively
correlated with TiO2 content, increasing from about 470 kJ/mol for pure SiO2 to more than
550 kJ/mol for TiO2-SiO2 with 7 mol% TiO2 (Kirchhof et al., 2014). This increase is unusual
in that for other binary SiO2-X melts, the viscosity decreases with increasing concentration
of “X” components such as GeO2, B2O3, and Al2O3 (Hoang et al., 2007; Kirchhof et al.,
2007, 2012; Unger et al., 2011).

Titanosilicate melt viscosity (Fig. 12.13) provides a dramatic illustration of the quantitative
link between configurational properties such as entropy, Sconf, and viscosity, η. Lange and
Navrotsky (1993) pointed out that alkali titanosilicate melts undergo extensive structural
rearrangements when the glass transition is approached in view of the anomalously high rate
at which these liquids lose configurational entropy. The configurational entropy thus is
exceptionally sensitive to both temperature and TiO2 concentration (Bouhifd et al., 1999).
It follows that the activation enthalpy for viscous flow must increase markedly at high vis-
cosity, as predicted from the equation:
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Log η¼Ae +Be=TS
conf , (12.4)

where Ae and Be are constants.

The viscosities measured by Bouhifd et al. (1999) for a series of alkali titanosilicate melts

(Fig. 12.13) conform quantitatively to Eq. (12.4), where the temperature dependence of con-
figurational entropy is calculated from the experimental Cp

conf data as illustrated in Fig. 12.12.
The unusually steep increases in the viscosity of titanosilicate melts when the glass transition
is approached are underscored by the comparison made in Fig. 12.13 with sodium disilicate
melt.Moreover, there is a striking increase in fragilitywith increasing TiO2 concentration in Ti
silicate melts (Roskosz et al., 2004; see also Fig. 12.14). Interestingly, the high-temperature ac-
tivation enthalpy of viscous flow does not depend on TiO2 concentration (Dingwell, 1992a).
Notably, increasing Al2O3 concentration in Ti-bearing Na2O-Al2O3-SiO2 melts reduces the
fragility, perhaps because of association between Ti4+ and Al3+ in solution, as already
suggested previously to explain the relationships between peraluminocity and TiO2

solubility (Section 12.3.3 and Fig. 12.8). We remember that for melts in the Ti-free
Na2O-Al2O3-SiO2 system, their viscosity is nearly Arrhenian (Chapter 8, Section 8.4.1).
Clearly, dissolved Ti4+ profoundly affects viscous flow.

Whereas the viscosity of the Ti-free and Ti-bearing liquids is similar near 1600 K, it differs
by more than six orders of magnitude at 800 K (e.g., Fig. 12.13). What remains to be deter-
mined is whether titanosilicate melts have a higher entropy than their Ti-free counterparts
at high temperatures, or a lower entropy at low temperatures. Inspection of the configura-
tional entropies derived with Eq. (12.4) from the viscosity data of Bouhifd et al. (1999)
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indicates that the second alternative is correct. Hence, the presence of TiO2 in amelt gives rise
to additional mixing mechanisms compared to Ti-free melts.

The viscosity and its temperature derivative of Ti-bearing silicate melts are also quite sen-
sitive to TiO2 content (Dingwell, 1992a; Liska et al., 1997; Dong et al., 2014). At high temper-
atures, the effect of TiO2 on melt viscosity, whether with alkali metals or alkaline earths, is
large, but approximately the same with a viscosity change of about 0.01 log units per mol%
TiO2 dissolved in the melts. This variation also appears insensitive to temperature
(Dingwell, 1992a). The activation energy of viscous flow also varies with TiO2 content, but this
variation depends on the nature of themetal cation and total TiO2 concentration (Fig. 12.15). For
alkali metasilicate melt such as Na2SiO3, the activation enthalpy passes through to a minimum
value with increasing TiO2, thus suggesting multiple transport mechanisms and, therefore,
likely multiple solution mechanisms of TiO2. For alkaline earth metasilicate melts, on the other
hand, suchminima cannot be detected. The activation enthalpy decreaseswith increasing TiO2,
and furthermore for any TiO2 concentration it is greater (by as much as 30%) than for Na2SiO3-
TiO2 melt. These differences must be related to differences of the dissolved TiO2 component
because, in the absence of TiO2, the activation enthalpy of viscous flow of CaSiO3 melt is less
than that of Na2SiO3 melt (Bockris et al., 1955).

Titanium effects onmelt viscosity also are quite sensitive to temperature. For example, sub-
stitution of TiO2 for SiO2 in Na2O-SiO2 melts at high temperature results in a viscosity de-
crease, but in an increase at lower temperature, (Fig. 12.16). Hence, the viscosity increases
with decreasing temperature caused by the heat capacity anomalies are so sharp that the com-
position dependence differs considerably at low and high temperatures. Near the glass tran-
sition, substitution of Ti4+ for Si4+ results in the viscosity decreasing by more than four orders
of magnitude (Fig. 12.16).
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12.5.2 Volume, Expansion, and Compressibility

Volume-compressibility relationships in melts can be sensitive indicators of the nature of
the oxygen ligands surrounding the metal cations. Volume relationships of Ti-bearing silicate
are, therefore, of considerable interest.
12.5.2.1 Molar Volume

In an early study, Nelson and Carmichael (1979) concluded that in Ti-silicate melts with up
to eight oxide components, the partial molar volume of TiO2 has a constant value of
24.9 cm3/mol at 1500°C. Lange and Carmichael (1987) found this value too low to account
for their own observations on sodium titanosilicate melts, which instead yielded a volume
of 28.3 cm3/mol at 1500°C. This conclusion does not, however, find support in more recent
and compositionally more extensive melt and glass systems where metal cation type, metal/
silicon proportion, and TiO2 concentration have been varied. All those compositional variables
affect the partial molar volume of TiO2 in the melts (Lange and Carmichael, 1987; Dingwell,
1991, 1992b; Knoche et al., 1995; Liu and Lange, 2001, Liu et al., 2007). Some of these effects
are seen in Fig. 12.17 from volume measurements on melts along the joins Na2SiO3-TiO2

and CaSiO3-TiO2 (Dingwell, 1992b). If thermal expansion were accounted for,
the differencewould be even greater between the partial molar volume values of TiO2 in melts
of 27.6 and 24.3 cm3/mol found at 1150°C and 1600°C for the Na and Ca systems, respectively.
However, because the volumeversus TiO2 relations differ, at the same temperatures, the partial
molar volume of TiO2 in CaSiO3 and Na2SiO3 melts would become more similar with increas-
ing TiO2 concentration (Dingwell, 1992b). Of course, for glasses the partial molar volumes of
TiO2 are greater than in melts of the same composition by 1%–3% (Knoche et al., 1995).

The TiO2 partial molar volume value of 24.3 cm3/mol for CaSiO3-TiO2 melt fits very well
with the volume of molten TiO2 measured at higher temperatures (24.11 cm3/mol at 1600°C,
e.g.; see Dingwell, 1991). At room temperature, the molar volume of rutile is 18.9 cm3/mol,
that of anatase (the other TiO2 formwith sixfold coordinated Ti) is 20.5 cm3/mol, whereas the
entropy-volume relationships (see Chapter 3, Fig. 3.10) suggest a volume of about 25 cm3/mol
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for hypothetical TiO2 glass with fourfold coordinated Ti4+. Even if one considers thermal
expansion, it seems difficult to account for the TiO2 melt volume of 24.3 cm3/mol in terms
of only sixfold coordinated Ti4+. The density data, thus, suggest an average coordination lower
than 6 in alkaline earth titanosilicates. The situation could be more complicated, however, as
suggested by data published only in a graphical form that indicate a composition-dependent
partial molar volume of TiO2 in calcium titanosilicate melts (Morinaga et al., 1974).

A complicated volume dependence on chemical composition is well established for alkali
titanosilicate glasses and melts. The values range from 25.8�0.5 (for Cs) to 31.3�0.5 (for K)
cm3/mol (Dingwell, 1992b). From other measurements on Na and K titanosilicates, Liu and
Lange (2001) found that both the partial molar volume of TiO2 and its temperature derivative
depend on alkali content, the volume being more sensitive to K2O than Na2O concentration
(Fig. 12.18A). Moreover, the volume also is positively correlated with the metal/Si ratio (Liu
and Lange, 2001; Liu et al., 2007; see also Fig. 12.18). Note that in these systems, theNa/Si ratio
equals the NBO/Si of the silicate melt solvent (effects of TiO2 are not considered in such a
calculation). Notably, at least in the Na2O-TiO2-SiO2 melts, the partial molar volume of
TiO2 does not seem dependent on total TiO2 concentration (Liu et al., 2007).

Themore extensive density datasets available for Ti-bearing glasses indicate that the actual
picture should bemore complex. In a study of the density changes induced by replacement of
Na2O by TiO2 at constant TiO2 content, Hamilton and Cleek (1958) found that the relation-
ships of molar volume with alkali oxide concentration in Na2O-TiO2-SiO2 and K2O-TiO2-
SiO2 glasses become increasingly nonlinear as the TiO2 content increases (Fig. 12.19). Hence,
the partial molar volume of both Na2O and SiO2 becomes increasingly composition depen-
dent. Ironically, that of TiO2 varies little, being consistent with the determinations made from
themeasurements of Turnbull and Lawrence (1952) as well as with the data of themelts in the
same systems at high temperature (Liu et al., 2007). An analogous conclusion is drawn from
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the density for potassium titanosilicate glasses (Rao, 1963). Although they do not refer to re-
ally constant TiO2 contents, the molar volumes also show strong curvature when K2O
replaces SiO2. In this case, however, the partial molar volume of K2O does not vary, whereas
that of SiO2 does. From the Gibbs-Duhem equation, it follows that the partial molar volume of
TiO2 must also depend on composition.
12.5.2.2 Expansion and Compressibility

A comparison of ambient-pressure thermal expansion and isothermal compressibility of
Ti-bearing silicate glasses and melts reveals systematic effects of silicate composition and
TiO2 contents (Webb and Dingwell, 1994; Liu and Lange, 2001; Shelby, 2005; Liu et al.,
2007; Kaaden et al., 2015). The electronic properties of the metal cations appear to be a
predominant factor.

A limited number of thermal expansion measurements have been reported for alkali
titanosilicate glasses and melts (Manghnani, 1972; Liu and Lange, 2001). These studies have
revealed an unusual thermal expansivity, which for TiO2-SiO2 glasses varies with annealing
temperature and time (Schultz, 1976; Shelby, 2005). Moreover, the thermal expansion
coefficient of alkali silicate glasses varies slightly with the nature of themetal cation in ternary
M2O-TiO2-SiO2 glasses from 3.46�10�5 K�1 for Li-titanosilicate to values as high as
3.76�10�5 K�1 for the analogous K titanosilicate, Na-titanosilicate glasses having intermedi-
ate values (Liu and Lange, 2001). There might be a very minor increase of expansion coeffi-
cients of these glasses with increasing Ti concentration (by about 5% between 12 and 40 mol%
TiO2 (Liu and Lange, 2001).
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The thermal expansion coefficients for melts are smaller than those of the equivalent
glasses (2.02�10�5 K�1 for Na titanosilicates at 1100°C, compared with 3.7�10�5 K�1; Liu
and Lange, 2001). Moreover, for K- and Na-titanosilicate melts, the thermal expansion coef-
ficient of TiO2 remains poorly correlated with silicate composition (e.g., polymerization) with
average values of 2.0�0.7�10�5 and 1.5�0.6�10�5 K�1, respectively (Liu and Lange, 2001).

Melt compressibility and derivatives thereof typically are correlated with molar volumes
(Webb and Dingwell, 1994; Liu et al., 2007), which themselves are correlated with the
electronic properties of metal cations and metal/silicon abundance ratios (or NBO/Si)
(Webb andDingwell, 1994; Liu et al., 2007; see also Fig. 12.20). The compressibility also is tem-
perature dependent, a relationship that becomes more profound the greater the ionization
potential (Z/r2) of the metal cation (Webb and Dingwell, 1994). As would be intuitively
expected, the compressibility increases with temperature. Moreover, the compressibility is
positively correlated with ionic radius, but the electric charge of the metal cation also plays
a role (Webb and Dingwell, 1994).
12.6 STRUCTURE

The properties reviewed previously indicate that the solution mechanisms of TiO2 in
silicate melts depend on composition, which, in turn, means structure. Both the nature of
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themetal cations and the TiO2 content of themelt are important. To unravel the structural role
of Ti4+ and determine structure-property relationships, isolating individual composition ef-
fects on the Ti4+ solution mechanisms has been the main goal of studies made on series of
compositionally simple systems.
12.6.1 Oxygen Coordination, Ti4+ Concentration, and Composition

Cation-oxygen bond length in crystalline materials correlates well with the coordination
number of the cation (see, e.g., discussion in Chapters 2, 7, 9, and 11). Such relationships also
exist, therefore, for TidO bond lengths and Ti4+ coordination number (Sandstrom et al., 1980;
Sakka et al., 1989). Those relationships also have been translated to linkage between coordi-
nation number of frequencies of specific vibrational bands in spectra of Ti-bearing crystalline
and glassy materials (Sakka et al., 1989).

12.6.1.1 TiO2

The simplest Ti-bearing melt obviously is TiO2, whose structure has been determined
through combinations of X-ray diffraction and molecular dynamics simulations (Petkov
et al., 1998; Alderman et al., 2014). On a local scale, Petkov et al. (1998) concluded that the
structure of amorphous TiO2 resembles that of brookite, which comprises chains of TidO oc-
tahedra with TidO bond length near 1.95 Å. However, they also noted that the Ti4+ coordi-
nation number varies with manufacturing methods. It is not clear, therefore, how useful the
information is for our understanding of the structure of TiO2-bearing glass and melt.
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Experimental (X-ray scattering) and MD simulation data relevant to TiO2 melts were
obtained to temperatures as high as near 2000°C (Alderman et al., 2014). From that informa-
tion, the TidO bond length is 1.87 Å compared with 1.95 Å, for crystalline rutile. The average
TidOdTi bond angle is near 120 degrees, but with a broad and asymmetric distribution of
the TidOdTi angles (Alderman et al., 2014).

The average Ti4+ coordination number in molten TiO2 is slightly above 5, but this value
decreases with increasing temperature (Fig. 12.21). It represents amixture of four- and sixfold
coordinated Ti4+, the proportions of which obviously depend on temperature (Alderman
et al., 2014). Such a structural contrast resembles that of Al2O3, where the coordination num-
ber is higher for the crystal (corundum) than for the melt, which is the average of several dis-
crete numbers (see Chapter 9, Section 9.3.1).

12.6.1.2 TiO2-SiO2

Solution mechanisms of TiO2 in SiO2 glass and melt is a complex function of TiO2 concen-
tration (Greegor et al., 1983; Knight et al., 1989; Chmel et al., 1992; Henderson et al., 2002). For
glass and other amorphous forms of TiO2-SiO2, the methods used for sample preparation can
also be an issue (Dirken et al., 1995).

Structural information has been derived from XANES spectra made at the L near-edge of
titanium. From comparisons between minerals and glasses, Henderson et al. (2002) con-
cluded that at low TiO2 contents (<2.8 mol% TiO2), the Ti L-edge spectrum of TiO2-SiO2 glass
most closely resembles that of fresnoite (Ba2TiSi2O8), where Ti4+ is in fivefold coordination
with oxygen ([5]Ti). At higher TiO2 concentration, the Ti L-edge spectrum is similar to that
of Ba2TiO4, where Ti4+ is in fourfold coordination. Such a coordination change is consistent
with the results of earlier X-ray absorption studies of TiO2-SiO2 glasses (e.g., Sandstrom et al.,
1980; Greegor et al., 1983), although Greegor et al. (1983) favored Ti4+ in sixfold coordination
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at low TiO2 content. Henderson et al. (2002) also concluded that the SidO bond distance in
TiO2-SiO2 glasses is not affected by TiO2. However, earlier work (Greegor et al., 1983)
reported a slight expansion of the SidOdSi angle from the 152 degrees of glassy SiO2 to
159 degrees.

The Raman spectra of TiO2-SiO2 homogeneous glasses by Henderson and Fleet (1995) are
similar to those reported previously (Chakraborty and Condrate, 1985; Kusabiraki, 1986;
Knight et al., 1989; Bihuniak and Condrate, 1981). Two bands, near 945 and 1100 cm�1, are
of special interest because their intensity growswith TiO2 concentration. Henderson and Fleet
(1995) suggested that these bands should be assigned to SidO vibrations and reflect depoly-
merization of the silicate network caused by dissolution of Ti4+. Alternatively, these two
bands could be assigned to TidO vibrations (Tobin and Baak, 1968; Bihuniak and Condrate,
1981; Knight et al., 1989).

12.6.1.3 Ti-Bearing Multicomponent Glasses and Melts

A relatively comprehensive experimental database exists for ternary and more complex
silicate and aluminosilicate glasses and melts containing Ti4+ (Kusabiraki, 1986; Alberto
et al., 1995; Mysen andNeuville, 1995; Ponader et al., 1996; Cormier et al., 1997, 2001; Reynard
and Webb, 1998; Farges, 1997, 1999; Romano et al., 2000; Henderson et al., 2002; Henderson
and St-Amour, 2004; Larsen et al., 2007; Osipov et al., 2012; Zhang et al., 2014). It is clear from
those data that the structural role of Ti4+ in silicate glasses and melts is highly variable and
depends on TiO2 concentration (Alberto et al., 1995; Farges, 1997; Henderson and St-Amour,
2004), the nature of the metal cation(s) (i.e., alkalis versus alkaline earths (Farges, 1997, 1999;
Henderson et al., 2002), degree of silicate polymerization (Ponader et al., 1996), and Al/Si ra-
tio (Ponader et al., 1996; Romano et al., 2000).

Increasing TiO2 concentration in alkali silicate glasses and melts results in an increasing
abundance of more highly coordinated Ti4+ (Farges, 1997; Henderson et al., 2002); see also
Fig. 12.22. In Fig. 12.22, the coordination numbers are defined in terms of n and n+1 because
there is significant discussion about its value, but general agreement that the higher coordi-
nation number tends to increase with increasing total TiO2 concentration. Farges (1997) con-
cluded from XANES spectra of alkali silicate glasses that n¼5 and n+1¼6 and that these
numbers are not sensitive to the type and proportion of alkali metals, as also supported by
neutron diffraction (Cormier et al., 2001; Osipov et al., 2012). However, Henderson et al.
(2002), also using XANES, concluded that n¼4 and n+1¼5 in Na-silicate glasses, but that
the [n+1]Ti/[n]Ti total TiO2 concentration, in agreement with the conclusion of Farges
(1997). Reynard and Webb (1998), using Raman spectroscopy, concluded that high-Ti abun-
dance Na-silicate melts have fivefold coordinated Ti4+, which may accord with the high-TiO2

abundance data of Henderson et al. (2002). Larsen et al. (2007) using oxygen-17 NMR
spectroscopy of potassium titanosilicate glasses, concluded that the dominant coordination
number for Ti4+ was 4, and with a lesser amount of fivefold coordination of Ti4+. Notably,
the abundance of fourfold coordinated Ti4+ increases as the radius of the alkali metal in-
creases (Farges, 1997).

Titanosilicate glasses andmelts with alkaline earths, on the other hand, tend to be different
(Henderson et al., 2002; Henderson and St-Amour, 2004) with a lower Ti4+ coordination num-
ber. In another Ti XANES study, Farges et al. (1996) and Farges (1997) concluded that titanyl
groups with fivefold coordinated Ti4+ predominate in Ca and K silicate and aluminosilicate
glasses, with minor proportions of four- and sixfold coordination, and that the proportion of
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[4]Ti is slightly higher in alkaline earth than in alkali systems. From a Ti L-near edge XANES
study of Na, K, and Ca titanosilicate glasses, Henderson et al. (2002) found instead that (i) the
Ti4+ coordination number in the Ca-system is lower, on average, than in the K and
Na-systems, (ii) the average coordination numbers differ even in the Na- and K-systems,
and (iii) the Ti coordination numbers in all three systems depend on TiO2 content. In both
Na and K systems, Henderson et al. (2002) asserted that low-Ti glasses are dominated with
fourfold coordinated Ti4+ and that the proportion of Ti4+ in fivefold coordination increases
with increasing TiO2 content, a conclusion that is in qualitative accord with both neutron
diffraction data (Yarker et al., 1986; Cormier et al., 2001) and the early Raman spectroscopic
investigation of Bobovich (1962). From a 17O NMR examination of CaTiSiO5 glass, Krocker
et al. (2002) found that the NMR data are consistent with all of the structural environments
suggested previously.

The interpretation of Raman data is considerably less clear-cut. The spectra characteristi-
cally show one or more strong bands between 800 and 900 cm�1, the relative intensities of
which depend on TiO2 content (Fig. 12.23). These bands have sometimes been assigned to
Ti4+ in some form of four- or fivefold fold coordination (Mysen and Neuville, 1995; Reynard
and Webb, 1998). Another Raman band near 950 cm�1, which grows with increasing TiO2

content, has been assigned to TidO vibrations in a structural entity where the Ti4+ coordina-
tion number is higher (Alberto et al., 1995; Henderson and Fleet, 1995).

Many of the interpretations of Raman data do not depend directly on assignments of TidO
vibrationalmodes, but rather on the response to dissolved TiO2 of the silicate network structure
whose Raman signals are well established (see Chapter 7, Section 7.3.1). Mysen and Neuville
(1995) determined the degree of silicate polymerization, NBO/T, from the abundance of the
individual Qn-units in Na2Si2O5-Na2Ti2O5 glasses (Fig. 12.23). They derived the effect of
dissolved TiO2 on the degree of silicate polymerization, NBO/T, from the expression:
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NOB=T¼
Xn�3

n�0

4�nð ÞQn (12.5)

The strongly nonlinear relationship between the NBO/T and TiO2 content of glasses indi-

cates variations of Ti coordination as a function of TiO2 concentration. At low TiO2 content,
the rapid increase in NBO/T with TiO2 content indicates that Ti

4+ serves predominantly as a
network-modifier, whereas Ti4+ may be predominantly a network-former at high TiO2 con-
tent where NBO/T varies much less with increasing TiO2 concentration. These conclusions
differ, however, from that which would be expected from the X-ray and Raman-derived
structural information, where, as discussed previously, Ti4+ shifts to high coordination num-
bers with increasing TiO2 content (Fig. 12.22), which intuitively should lead to an increased
rate of NBO/T with TiO2 concentration.

In comparison, information on the structural role of Ti4+ in aluminosilicate glasses and
melts is rare (Romano et al., 2000). In a XANES study of potassium aluminosilicates, Romano
et al. (2000) found that the Ti-coordination number decreases when the Al content increases.
As the aluminum and silicon K-edge spectra show little or no effects of dissolved Ti4+, this
cation has no significant influence on the local environment of Al3+ and Si4+. This conclusion
agrees with the marginal effect of Al content on the rutile solubility in similar melt compo-
sitions (Dickinson and Hess, 1985).
12.6.2 Ti, Si Substitution Vs Ti Clustering

Whether incorporation of Ti4+ in the structure of vitreous SiO2 and other silicate melts and
glasses takes place via substitution for Si4+ or via formation of TidO clusters has been
addressed in a number of studies (Farges, 1999; Kim et al., 2000; Gervais et al., 2001; Krocker
et al., 2002; Henderson and St-Amour, 2004; Larsen et al., 2007). From vibrational spectra of
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titanosilicate glasses and melts, Henderson and Fleet (1995) suggested that there is a gradual
frequency shift of bands assigned to TidO vibrations, which led them to conclude that there
is no clustering. Alberto et al. (1995) andMysen and Neuville (1995) found, however, that the
Raman frequencies did not change with TiO2 content. Only the intensities did. Those obser-
vations were considered consistent with considerable Ti,Si ordering of the structure in Ca-
and Na-titanosilicate melts.

Ordering or perhaps clustering also was inferred from 17O NMR spectra (Gervais et al.,
2001; Krocker et al., 2002). Interestingly, in another 17O NMR study, Larsen et al. (2007), con-
cluded that in spectra K2O-TiO2-SiO2 glasses, there was no evidence for Si,Ti ordering. From
Ti EXAFS studies of both TiO2-SiO2 and K2O-TiO2-SiO2 glasses, it has been found, however,
that there is very significant clustering of TidO complexes, as evidenced by the existence of
TidOdTi bonds (Farges, 1999; Kim et al., 2000). The proportion of clusters increases with
TiO2 concentration (Fig. 12.24) in both situations. Farges (1999) also concluded that the cluster
or domain size in the glasses he studied was on the order of 20 Å across, but that this dimen-
sion was a positive function of total TiO2 content. This conclusion accords with that of Kim
et al. (2000), who also found that the number of TidOdTi bonds increased with increasing
total TiO2 concentration.
12.6.3 Temperature and Pressure

Experimental studies of the structural differences between Ti-bearing glasses andmelts are
relatively limited (Mysen and Neuville, 1995; Farges et al., 1996; Reynard and Webb, 1998;
Cormier et al., 2001). In general, these seem small for bond lengths and Ti4+ coordination.
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When examining K, Na, and Ca titanosilicate melts to 1650 K by X-ray absorption fine struc-
ture (XAFS) spectroscopy, Farges et al. (1996) did not see any temperature effects on the ti-
tanium K-edge. In contrast, Cormier et al. (2001) detected relative changes in bond lengths
with temperature in a neutron scattering study of Ti-bearing potassium silicate melts to
1360 K.Without finding evidence for temperature-induced changes in Ti4+ coordination, they
observed variations of bond distances in the dominant TiO5 polyhedra. Four TidO bond
lengths were near 1.96 Å at ambient temperature. These expand by about 0.03 Å when the
temperature is raised to 1360 K (Cormier et al., 2001; see Fig. 12.25). Such small variations
could easily be accommodated without significant structural reorganization of TidO poly-
hedra in the melts. On the other hand, SidO bond lengths do not change with temperature,
whereas the KdO lengths do, by as much as 0.1 Å between room temperature and 1360 K.

In their Raman study of Na2TiSi2O7 glass and melt, Reynard and Webb (1998) found no
evidence for changes in Ti4+ coordination with temperature. The spectra showed, however,
an intensity decrease near 700 cm�1, which was attributed to temperature-induced breakage
of SidOdSi and TidOdTi bonds. This interpretation is doubtful because the NBO/Si of this
material is such that there likely would not be any SidOdSi vibrations near 700 cm�1 (see
also Chapter 7). However, if TidOdTi vibrations are involved, it is more likely that these
spectroscopic features reflect breakup of TiO4 clusters.

Mysen and Neuville (1995) monitored the evolution of the silicate Qn-species in Ti-bearing
silicate glasses and melts as a function of temperature by Raman spectroscopy. The deduced
NBO/T of Na2Si2O5-Na2Ti2O5 melts remains constant at low temperature, but varies slightly
above temperatures that are close to the glass transition, which is shown with arrows in
Fig. 12.26. The effect is greater the higher the TiO2 content of themelt and reflects, most likely,
small but distinct changes in the structure governed by the temperature-dependent environ-
ment of Ti4+.We note, however, that the changes in NBO/Twith temperature seem to begin at
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temperatures near the glass transition, andmay therefore be related to structural changes as a
glass transformed to a melt.

At pressure above ambient, a small number of experimentally determined properties,
coupled with an even smaller number of structural determinations, indicate that some struc-
tural changes may take place in Ti-bearing silicate systems as pressure is increased (Circone
and Agee, 1995; Webb and Dingwell, 1994; Paris et al., 1994). In the TiO2-SiO2 system, the
liquidus phase relations on the Ti-rich side of the diagram change as the eutectic shifts to in-
creasingly Ti-rich compositions and the eutectic temperature decreases between ambient
pressure and 3 GPa (Circone and Agee, 1995), thus suggesting changes in the environment
of Ti4+ in the melt in this compositional range. The bulk modulus of alkali and alkaline earth
titanosilicate glasses and melts also changes with increasing pressure without, however,
pointing to a single trend independent of silicate composition. In a XANES study of
K-titanosilicate glasses quenched at high pressure, Paris et al. (1994), derived the following
relationship from the XANES data:

IP intensity,%
� �¼�28:6CN coordination numberð Þ+194:9: (12.6)

From this information, there is evidence for pressure-induced coordination changes

(Fig. 12.27), the average number changing from about 4.8 at ambient pressure to about 5.8
at 3 GPa (Paris et al., 1994).
12.7 STRUCTURE AND PROPERTIES OF TI-BEARING MELTS

Titanosilicate glasses and melts often exhibit unusual thermal and physical properties
(see Sections 12.2–12.5). These likely reflect the multiple coordination numbers of Ti4+,
which are governed by silicate composition and TiO2 content, together with the apparent
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tendency to form Ti-bearing clusters or domains within the structure of these materials. In
general terms, these features are commonwith those already described for Fe3+ inmelts (see
Chapters 10 and 11).
12.7.1 Thermal Properties

Thermal properties include titanium solubility in silicates, activity-composition relations,
enthalpy, entropy, and heat capacity. At ambient pressure, the TiO2 solubility in SiO2 melts
extends only to several mol% before a wide miscibility gap is encountered (DeVries and Roy,
1954; see also Fig. 12.4). These features reflect the clustering effects of Ti-bearing complexes as
determined, for example, by Kim et al. (2000) and highlighted in Fig. 12.24. The TiO2 clusters
in TiO2-SiO2 melts appear to comprise combinations of four- and fivefold coordinated Ti4+,
the relative abundance of which changes with TiO2 content and where the TidO bond
lengths of fourfold coordinated polyhedra (near 2 Å) do notmatchwell the SidObond length
in SiO4 tetrahedra (near 1.6 Å). Moroever, in fivefold coordinated situations, the mismatch
with the geometry of the SiO4 tetrahedra is even more pronounced. Given that the properties
of the SiO4 tetrahedra (including SidO bond length) do not vary with TiO2 concentration, the
very limited TiO2 solubility in SiO2 melt is understandable.

The activity-composition relations of SiO2 in silicate melts can be linked to TiO2 solubility
(Kushiro, 1975; Ryerson, 1985) via the Van’t Hoff relation (Eq. 12.2). TiO2 clustering in SiO2

melts may account for the observation that the activity coefficient of SiO2 (γSiO2
) in silica-rich

portions of the SiO2-TiO2 system is not very sensitive to TiO2 content and resembles, in fact,
that of SiO2 in SiO2-aluminate melts. In depolymerized melts, on the other hand, the γSiO2

in-
creases rapidly with increasing TiO2 content. This effect presumably is a reflection of the
dissolved TiO2, which shifts liquidus boundaries of silica polymorphs to less SiO2-rich
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composition and, therefore, results in increased activity coefficient of SiO2. This interpretation
is also in agreement with Si XANES spectra of Ti-bearing alkali and alkaline earthmetasilicate
glasses (Henderson and St-Amour, 2004).

The enthalpy of solution of rutile (TiO2) in melts at high temperature always is endother-
mic, which likely reflects the relative instability of the titanate complexes that are formed (see
also Fig. 12.11). Moreover, the nature of the metal cation has a profound effect, because the
TiO2 solubility is much greater in alkaline earth than in alkali titanosilicate melts, which re-
sults from the smaller average Ti4+ coordination number of the former compared to the latter
(Fig. 12.22; see also Farges, 1999; Henderson et al., 2002). Furthermore, the enthalpy of solu-
tion of rutile in melts increases as melts become more polymerized (Fig. 12.11), which likely
also reflects the fact that the ratio of Ti-coordinated species, [n+1]Ti/[n]Ti, is sensitive to the
silicate polymerization.

A number of structural explanations have been proposed to rationalize the anomalous tem-
perature dependence of configurational properties of Ti-bearing silicate melts (Figs. 12.12 and
12.13). Farges et al. (1996) may have come near an explanation when they suggested that the
decreasing Cp

config with temperature above the glass transition is due to changes in medium-
range order. This explanation was advanced because they did not detect any changes in the
TidO polyhedra as a glass transformed to a melt. Because temperature-dependent changes
in configurational properties are governed by local variations in cation and anion ordering
and/or other local topological changes (e.g., Richet and Neuville, 1992; Lee and Stebbins,
1999; Roskosz et al., 2004), such changes in medium-range order should rather be a conse-
quence of reorganization near individual TidO environments. This interpretation is consistent
with XANES neutron diffraction data (Farges, 1999; Kim et al., 2000; Cormier et al., 2001) indi-
cating an important role of Ti-clustering in glasses and melts. Given that the NBO/T of melts
vary with temperature (Mysen and Neuville, 1995), one may suggest that the extent of cluster-
ing of Ti4+ varies with temperature as does, therefore, configurational heat capacity. It is also
consistent with the observation that NBO/T of Ti-bearing alkali silicate melts is slightly
temperature-dependent above the glass transition range (Mysen and Neuville, 1995).
12.7.2 Physical Properties

Transport properties often are related successfully to configurational properties (see
Chapter 4, Section 4.6.1). In titanosilicate melts, there is a very large change in configurational
heat capacity across the glass transition (e.g., Bouhifd et al., 1999), which is an expression of
the large deviation from linearity of the log viscosity vs 1/T relationships when high and low
temperature viscosity are incorporated (Fig. 12.16). Such an anomaly, including the variations
in activation enthalpy of viscous flow (Fig. 12.14), tends to take place because the clustering of
Ti-complexes leads to enhanced contribution from entropy of mixing to the configurational
entropy, and thus the enhanced fragility as TiO2 is dissolved in silicate melts. The fact that the
activation enthalpy of viscous flow of titanosilicate melts at high temperature does not vary
much with TiO2 concentration also is a consequence of the clustering of the TidO complexes
in the melts.

The partial molar volume of TiO2 in alkali titanosilicate melts varies systematically with
alkali content and also changes (increases) as the ionization potential of the metal cation
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increases (Fig. 12.18). The compressibility increases with alkali content (Liu et al., 2007). These
variations reflect the forms of complexing of the Ti4+, most likely forming some sort of titanate
complexes that involve the alkali metal. As a result, the silicate portion of the melts becomes
increasingly polymerized. Given that the compressibility of silicate melts increase with the
extent of silicate polymerization (see Chapter 6, Section 6.4), it follows that increasing alkali
content of titanosilicate melts leads to increasedmelt compressibility. The positive correlation
between the partial molar volume and TiO2 content (Liu and Lange, 2001) is related to the fact
that, as the TiO2 concentration in a titanosilicate melt increases, the average coordination
number of Ti4+ also increases (Fig. 12.22). It follows, therefore, that whatever structural
changes occur in a melt as a function of its composition, whatever is the result for the coor-
dination of Ti4+ governs its volume.
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13.1 INTRODUCTORY COMMENTS

Phosphorus-bearing silicate glasses have a range of commercial applications. They are
used in optical communications systems (Li et al., 1995; Brow, 2000). Phosphorus also plays
a role in the development of ceramics and glasses (Chakraborty and Condrate, 1985; Kosinski
et al., 1988) and particularly in bioceramics and bioglass technology (Grussaute et al., 2000;
Elgayar et al., 2005; Mathew et al., 2015; Brauer and Jones, 2018).

In natural silicate melts such asmagmatic liquid and volcanic producs, P2O5 can reach con-
centrations near 1wt% (Pichavant et al., 1987; London et al., 1993). Even at this comparatively
low concentration P2O5 can have profound effects on liquidus phase relations and transport
properties (Wyllie and Tuttle, 1964; Kushiro, 1975; Toplis et al., 1994; Dingwell et al., 1993;
Wolf and London, 1994). Redox equilibria of multivalent components such as Fe3+/Fe2+,
Cr3+/Cr2+, and Ti4+/Ti3+ can also be affected by phosphorus in silicate melts (Toplis et al.,
1994; Ehrt et al., 2001; Borisov et al., 2013). Crystallization of apatite may affect trace element
evolution of magmatic systems (Watson and Capobianco, 1981; Montel, 1986). The tendency
# 2019 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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468 13. PHOSPHORUS IN SILICATE SYSTEMS
of P2O5 to promote liquid immiscibility in silicate systems can result in unusual magmatic
processes (Visser and Van Groos, 1979).
13.2 PROPERTIES OF PHOSPHORUS-BEARING GLASSES AND MELTS

Solution of P2O5 in silicate glasses and melts affect their physical and chemical properties.
These include activity-composition relations of silicate components, liquidus phase relations,
glass transition temperatures, transport and volume behavior (Levien et al., 1964; Ryerson,
1985; O’Donnell et al., 2008; Toplis and Dingwell, 1996; Doweidar, 2009).
13.2.1 Phase Relations

Phase equilibria among P-bearing melts and coexisting crystalline phases reflects activity
composition relations in silicate melts, which of course depend on P2O5 content and also on
temperature.

13.2.1.1 Melting Relations in Chemically Simple Systems

Liquidus phase relations in P-bearing silicate and aluminosilicate systems depend on the
absence or presence alkalis or alkaline earths. The electronic properties of the metal cation(s)
can also have an effect.

In the systems P2O5-SiO2 (Tien and Hummel, 1962) and P2O5-Al2O3 (Stone et al., 1956), for
example, there are only two crystalline phases on the liquidus (Fig. 13.1). Aside from this
small number, which tends to suggest that that the ionic radius mismatch of Si4+ (0.26Å)
and P5+ (0.17Å) and Al3+ (0.37Å) could be a governing factor, there are, nevertheless signif-
icant mutual solubilities in the melts at the eutectic for these two systems (Fig. 13.1). The very
large tempeature depressions of several hundred °C would suggest, however, that the
activity-composition relations in these systems deviate from ideal mixing.

The phase relations in metal oxide phosphate systems on the joins P2O5-CaO, P2O5-MgO,
P2O5-K2O, and P2O5-Na2O, differ from those of Fig. 13.1 by their much larger number of
liquidus phases and greater mutual solubility (Levien et al., 1964). The liquidus temperature
depression from the P2O5 endmembers also is considerably less pronounced than in the for-
mer systems, which leads to the suggestion that thesemelts show considerably less deviations
from ideality. As SiO2 is added to the P2O5-containing alkali and alkaline earth systems, the
resulting complex phase relations make vitrification considerably easier.

13.2.1.2 Melting Relations in Chemically Complex Systems

In all systems, including magmatic liquids, solution of P2O5 also results in liquidus tem-
perature depressions. Moreover, liquidus phase relations in P-bearing silicate and alumino-
silicate systems exhibit cconsiderable changes of liquidus volume of polymerized crystalline
phases compared with P2O5-free systems (i.e., silica polymorphs rather than metasilicates
and metasilicates rather than orthosilicates) (Fig. 13.2; see also Kushiro, 1975 and Ryerson,
1985, for discussion of such phase equilbrium data and their consequences for the solution
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thermodynamics in melts). Compared with TiO2 (Chapter 12) and Al2O3 (Chapter 8), P2O5

has a greater effect on the liquidus temperature than any of the other components.
Also shown in Fig. 13.2 is the position of the enstatite-forsterite liquidus boundary in

ternary MgO-SiO2-oxide systems where, of course, enstatite (MgSiO3) is more polymerized
than forsterite (Mg2SiO4) (Fig. 13.2B). The expansion of the enstatite (MgSiO2) liquidus
volume relative to that of forsterite (Mg2SiO4) is shown clearly where phosphorus has a stron-
ger effect than TiO2 and aluminate complexes. The implications for activity-composition
relations of melts in these types of system is the subject of Section 13.3.1.

The enhanced activity coefficient of SiO2 indicated by the phase equilibriumdata (Fig. 13.2)
ultimately leads to liquid immiscibility not only in simple binary systems (e.g., Fig. 13.1), but
also in more complex systems such as Fe2SiO4-KAlSi2O6-SiO2 (Visser and Van Groos, 1979),
where the extent of immiscibility increases systematically with increasing P2O5 concentration
(Fig. 13.3). That solution of P5+ in silica-richmelts is energetically unfavorable is also indicated
by the fact that nearly all phosphorus is dissolved in the silica-poormelt of themiscibility gap.

Phosphorus dissolved in hydrous aluminosilicate melts also has a profound influence of
themelting relations of aluminosilicates. This can be seen in the liquidus phase relations of the
systemNaAlSi3O8-KAlSi3O8-SiO2-P2O5-H2O (London et al., 1993) where the so-called granite
minimum (Tuttle and Bowen, 1958) shifts away from the SiO2 apex toward the NaAlSi3O8-
KAlSi3O8 join with increasing P2O5 content (Fig. 13.4). London et al. (1993) suggested that this
shift of the granite minimum, which signals a decrease in the activity coefficient of SiO2 in the
system, might be because of formation of some form of Al-phosphate complex. Such changes
may also help to account for the effect of P2O5 on H2O solubility in haplogranitic melts
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47113.2 PROPERTIES OF PHOSPHORUS-BEARING GLASSES AND MELTS
(NaAlSi3O8-KAlSi3O8-SiO2), more H2O dissolving in P2O5-bearing than in P2O5-free melts
(Holtz et al., 1993; see also Fig. 13.5). Such enhanced water solubility might also be behind
the changes in pressure-temperature trajectories of hydrous NaAlSi3O8 composition melt
when P2O5 is dissolved (Fig. 13.6; see also Wyllie and Tuttle, 1964). In the latter case, a
temperature depression of up to 150 °C compared with that of H2O alone might suggest in-
teraction between P2O5 and hydrous aluminosilicates, perhaps along the same lines as that
which gives rise to the changes in the granite minimum and the H2O solubility in the melt
itself (Figs. 13.4 and 13.5).
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13.2.1.3 Phosphorus Solubility in Silicate Glasses and Melts

Phosphorus solubility in melts depends on silicate composition. This is evident in the
widths of liquid immiscibility gaps (Tien and Hummel, 1962; Visser and Van Groos, 1979)
shown, for example, in the system Fe2SiO4-KAlSi2O6-SiO2 with various amounts of P2O5

added. Aside from the increased width of the gap with phosphorus content (Fig. 13.3), it
is clear that most of the phosphorus enters the mafic melt with mafic/felsic melt partition
coefficients between 8 and 13 (Watson, 1976; Visser and Koster Van Groos, 1979). Solution
of P5+ in silica-rich melts thus is energetically unfavorable.

A pronounced dependence of phosphorus solubility on silica content and, therefore, melt
polymerization, also is evident in P-partitioning beeween F-apatite and magmatic liquids
(Harrison and Watson, 1984). The partition coefficient, Dp

apatite=melt (¼ P2O5 in apatite/
P2O5 in melt), increases with increasing SiO2 content and is a linear function of reciprocal
temperature (Fig. 13.7). In addition to these two factors, the Al2O3 content of melts also affects
P2O5 solubility as well as P-diffusion (Montel, 1986; Pichavant et al., 1992; Wolf and London,
1994). This effect is particularly clear in the rapidly increasing P2O5 solubility with Al2O3 con-
tent in peraluminous silicate melts (Fig. 13.8).

Phosphate complexing could also be relevant in hydrous aluminosilicate melts. Although
Harrison and Watson (1984) concluded that H2O content does not affect P-partitioning
between apatite and magmatic liquids, other properties seem to reveal an interplay between
H2O and phosphorus. For example, the pressure-temperature trajectory of the albite-H2O-
P2O5 solidus depends on P2O5 content (Fig. 13.6). Holtz et al. (1993) found that addition of
P2O5 to KAlSi3O8-NaAlSi3O8-H2Omelts lowers H2O solubility in such felsic aluminosilicates
(Fig. 13.6). It is not clear, however, whether the relations in Fig. 13.6 reflect interaction
between dissolved P2O5 and H2O or whether solution of P2O5 affects the aluminosilicate
network structure and, therefore, H2O solubility.
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In the presence of mulivalent elements like iron, the P2O5 solubility depends on the Fe3+/
Fe2+ ratio at constant temperature and redox conditions. For example, a correlation between
the P2O5 content and Fe3+/Fe2+-ratio of silicate melts was noted by Gwinn and Hess (1993)
and Toplis et al. (1994). In their study of a basalt composition, Toplis et al. (1994) found clear
evidence for decreasing Fe3+/Fe2+ as a function of increasing P2O5 concentrations whenmelts
were equilibrated in air at high temperature. This conclusion is qualitatively the same as that
of Borisov et al. (2013) (Fig. 13.9) although the quantitiative relationships differ. These features
maywell reflect thewide compositional ranges studied (Al2O3 and SiO2 contents, metal oxide
concentrations, and so forth). Such complications are evident from redox vs P2O5 data of
melts in the CaO-P2O5-SiO2 system (Mysen, 1992) where the Fe3+/Fe2+ ratio decreased with
increasing P2O5 concentration in melts of constant overall CaO/SiO2 ratio, whereas the Fe3+/
Fe2+ ratio exhibited a slight increase in melts where both the CaO/SiO2 and P2O5 abundance
ratios increased.
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13.2.2 Thermal Properties

Activity-composition information can be extracted from liquidus phase relations com-
bined with Van’t Hoff equation (see, e.g., Eq. (12.2), Chapter 12). Here, the activity of SiO2

as a function of the P-content of the melt can be determined from the temperature-
composition trajectory of cristobalite/tridymite liquidus (Ryerson, 1985; see also Fig. 13.2).
Interestingly, the activity coefficient of SiO2 deduced in this way for the system SiO2-P2O5

decreaseswith increasing P2O5 contentmuch faster, on an equimolar basis, thanwhen adding
TiO2 or aluminate components. This feature follows, of course, from the dramatic liquidus
temperature depression resulting from dissolved P2O5 (Fig. 13.2A). On the other hand, the
activity coefficient of SiO2 increases with increasing phosphorus content in less silica-rich
melts, for instance, for compositions corresponding to the olivine/protoenstatite liquidus
boundary in the system MgO-SiO2-P2O5 (Fig. 13.10). The complex activity-composition rela-
tions of P2O5 suggests that phosphorus is not simply either a network former or a network
modifier in silicate melts, but that its role depends on the melt composition.

The heat capacity change across the glass transition has been determined for a few com-
positions in the Na2O-SiO2-P2O5 system (Hermansen et al., 2015). In the latter study, the ΔCp-
value increases to a maximum approximately halfway between the 0.3Na2O�0.7SiO2 and
0.3Na2O�0.7P2O5 endmembers.
13.2.3 Physical Properties

13.2.3.1 Transport Properties

Complicated structural interactions between dissolved phosphorus and silicate compo-
nents are evident in the relationships between viscosity and composition. For example, in
haplogranite, a highly polymerized melt in the system KAlSi3O8-NaAlSi3O8-SiO2 with
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nominal NBO/T¼0, Dingwell et al. (1993) observed that at constant temperature (1000°C in
this case), increasing P2O5 melt content results in decreasing melt viscosity (Fig. 13.11A),
whereas there is the opposite effect of increasing P2O5 concentration on viscosity of a
depolymerized natural ferrobasalt melt with P-free NBO/T¼0.75 (Fig. 13.11B). Thus, both
viscosity and the activity coefficient of SiO2 appears to depend in an analogous way on phos-
phorous content. In polymerized melts (i.e., haplogranite), both decrease with increasing
P2O5 concentration (Figs. 13.10 and 13.11A), whereas the opposite holds true for
depolymerized melts such as a basalt (Figs. 13.10 and 13.11B).
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For a better understanding of these relationships, Toplis and Dingwell (1996) determined
melt viscosity in a series of compositions in the system xNa2O-(1�x)Al2O3-2SiO2 with P2O5

contents ranging from 0 to about 7mol% (Fig. 13.12). For the most alkaline series, NAPS70,
both viscosity and high-temperature activation enthalpy of viscous flow increase systemati-
cally with increasing P2O5. In this series (Na/Al�2.37), Na+ was in excess of that needed to
charge-balance Al3+ in fourfold coordination so that formation of Na-phosphate complexes
was possible in the entire P2O5 concentration range investigated. In contrast, for meta-
aluminosilicate melts with nominal NBO/T¼0, both viscosity and high-temperature activa-
tion enthalpy decrease, whereas the series with Na/Al between 2.3 and 1.0, show an initial
viscosity increase followed by a decrease at higher phosphorus content. Hence, it appears that
the metal/alumina ratio plays a central role in the control of melt viscosity wherein there is
competition for Al3+ and/or its charge-balancing cation between aluminate and phosphate
complexes.

At least two mechansisms may be at play. According to Toplis and Dingwell (1996), the
viscosities shown in Fig. 13.12 reflect interaction between phosphorus, metal cations, and
aluminum. For a depolymerized, peralkaline aluminosilicate melt such as NPS70, the
effect is described by a simple polymerization reaction,

2Si�O�Na+P�O�P, 2P�O�Na+Si�O�Si, (13.1)

which would also take place in the ferrobasalt series for which viscosity data are summarized

in Fig. 13.11.
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The reason for the viscosity trend of meta-aluminosilicate melts is less clear. Toplis and
Dingwell (1996) suggested that the viscosity decrease of NAPS50 melt with P2O5 results from
formation of alkali and aluminum phosphate complexes through interaction between P2O5

and charge-balanced NaAlO2 via an equilibrium along the lines of (see also Gan and Hess,
1992):

NaAlO2 +P2O5 ,AlPO4 +NaPO3: (13.2)

In melts of the series NAPS55, with intermediate Na/Al, some of the dissolved P2O5 might

first interact with Na as suggested by Eq. (13.1). After exhaustion of the Na+ left after
completion of Al-charge balance, the mechanism of Eq. (13.2) might then operate. These
relationships will be addressed in more details in Section 13.3.1.

13.2.3.2 Density, Volume, Compressibility, and Expansion

Density, volume, expansion and compressibility relationships reflect complex solution of
P2O5 in silicate and aluminosilicate melts. To a cconsiderable extent, the complexity arises
from the requirement that both Al3+ and P5+ require some form of charge compensation
(see also Chapter 4, Section 4.4.3).

Solution of P2O5 in peralkaline silicate melts results in decreasing density and, therefore,
increasing molar volume whether for basalt compositions or simple model systems (Toplis
et al., 1994;Webb and Courtial, 1996; Doweidar, 2009; see also Fig. 13.13). However, the molar
volume of molten basalt is more sensitive to P2O5 concentration (with a rate of increase of
0.35�0.1cm3/mol per mol of P2O5 for basalt, compared with 0.25�00 for Na2O-CaO-SiO2
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melts). Increasing P2O5 concentration causes melts to become more compressible than
expected from simple polymerization of the silicate network (Webb and Courtial, 1996).
Solution of P2O5 in Al-bearing melts causes them to become stiffer and their density to in-
crease. The thermal expansion coefficients decrease for Al-bearing melts (Webb and Courtial,
1996; see also Fig. 13.14). These observations also imply complicated interaction between
dissolved phosphorus, alkali metals and aluminum, features that are analogous to those
observed for other properties of P-bearing silicate and aluminosilicate melts (Fig. 13.12; see
also discussion in Section 13.2.3.1).
13.3 STRUCTURE OF PHOSPHORUS-BEARING GLASSES AND MELTS

The complex relationships between phosphorus content and properties of silicate melts
and glasses suggest a variety of solution mechanisms for P5+. Moreover, given the 5+ formal
charge of phosphorus, some charge-compensation is necessary to attain a 4+ formal charge
commonly needed if P5+ were to occupy structural positions similar to Si4+. Exceptions to this
general rule can be found in very P-rich glasses, where coordination numbers in excess of 4
may be encountered (Ide et al., 2007; Hermansen et al., 2015).

In crystalline posphosilicates, attainment of an effective 4+ charge around the P5+ cation is
accomplished by various coupled substitutions,

Si4+Si4+ ,P5+Al3+ berliniteð Þ
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Si4+Al3+ ,P5+Mg2+ ellenbergerite
� �

Si4+Al3+ ,P5+ Be2+ hurlbutiteð Þ
Si4+Fe2+ ,P5+ Li triphyllite

� �

Si4+Mg2+0:5 ,P5+
◻

+ triphyllite
� �

Si4+ Fe2+
� �

2
,P5+Fe3+ heterositeð Þ,

where ◻ denotes a vacancy. In addition, in crystalline P2O5, local charge neutrality is

accomlished via one oxygen double-bonded to phosphorus.

Similar mechanismsmay be envisioned for tetrahedrally coordinated P5+ in silicate glasses
and melts. The properties summarized above have often be explained, for example, with the
aid of AlP and MxP functionality for charge-compensation. Double-bonded oxygen has also
been proposed.
13.3.1 Oxygen Coordination, P5+ Concentration, and Composition

Phosphorus may exist as P2O5 in glass and melt structures. It may also occur as separate
phosphate complexes, or as integral part of P-bearing silicate and aluminosilicate structures
(Galeener andMikkelsen, 1979; Hoppe et al., 1998; Brow, 2000). In this section, wewill discuss
these structures in terms of increasing chemical complexity.

13.3.1.1 P2O5

Glasses and melts of P2O5 composition form a three-dimensional network of phosphate
tetrahedra comprising three bridging oxygens (BO) and a single terminal oxygen that is dou-
ble bonded to P5+ (Galeener and Mikkelsen, 1979; Plotnichenko et al., 2002). The correlation
functions derived from neutron scattering data reveals three PdBO bond lengths at 1.58Å
(Plotnichenko et al., 2002), which is quite similar to the 1.60–1.61Å bond length is vitreous
SiO2 (see Chapter 5). The double-bonded terminal oxygen (OT) is shorter (1.43Å) than the
bridging oxygen bonds (Hoppe et al., 1998; see also Fig. 13.15). On the short- and median-
range scales, this structure resembles that found in crystalline P2O5 (Arbib et al., 1996).The
PdOdP angle (131 degrees; Plotnichenko et al., 2002) is noticably and perhaps surprisingly
smaller than the SidOdSi angle in vitreous SiO2 (near 150°; see Chapter 5) given the PdO
bridging oxygen bond length around 1.57Å, which is, of course, near that in SiO2 glass
(1.61Å).

13.3.1.2 Binary Phosphate Systems

Binary phosphate glasses andmelts include compositionswith one ormore alkali metals or
alkaline earths (Mn+

n=2O-P2O5) (Zeyer et al., 2002; Alam et al., 2000; Brow, 2000;Mathew et al.,
2015) aswell as compositions such as SiO2-P2O5 andAl2O3-P2O5 (Kosinski et al., 1988; Li et al.,
1995; van Wullen et al., 2007).

The Raman spectra of SiO2-P2O5 glasses suggest that many of the structural features of the
P2O5 and SiO2 endmembers remain in mixed SiO2-P2O5 glasses (Fig. 13.16). Additional fea-
tures near 1100cm�1 in the spectra of these glasses have been assigned to vibrations of
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SidOdP bridges. Phosphorus in this configuration might be referred to as a Qn(P) entity,
where n denotes the number of SidOdP bridges (Meyer, 1997). Silicon K- and L-edge
and phosphorus L-edge X-ray absorption spectra of SiO2-P2O5 glass with less than about
30mol% P2O5 are also consistent with this interpretation (Li et al., 1995). For higher phospho-
rus contents, Li et al. (1995) suggested that there is evidence for coordination transformation
of some of the Si4+ from four- to sixfold coordination through, perhaps, formation of com-
plexes with a structure resembling that of crystalline SiP2O7.

Phosphate complexes may polymerize to form entities conceptually similar to the Qn-
species described for silicates. In phosphate species less polymerized than Q3(P) [Q2(P),
Q1(P), and Q0(P)] there are two or fewer SidOdP bridges and one or more nonbridging
oxygens (Kirkpatrick and Brow, 1995; Brow, 2000). In these less polymerized phosphate
species, the nonbridging oxygens bond to other metal cations. In such cases, charge-
compensation of P5+ is accomplished with a neighboring metal cation. In depolymerized
phosphate glasses, there is no evidence of the doubly bonded oxygen found in structures
of P2O5 glass. Evidently, as metals are dissolved in P2O5, the P]O bond is replaced by a
nonbridging PdO bond where alkalis or alkaline earths form bonding with the oxygen.

In the metal oxide-phosphate systems, PO4 groups with different degrees of polymeriza-
tion coexist in a manner resembling that observed in metal oxide-silicate systems (see
Chapter 4, Section 4.4.2 and Chapter 7, Section 7.3)). By using Qn(P) as a notation analogous
to the Qn of silicate systems, we may write a simple disproportionation equilibrium (Brow,
2000):

2Qn Pð Þ¼Qn+ 1 Pð Þ+Qn�1 Pð Þ, (13.3)

where n cannot exceed 2 by the fact that Q4(P) species as three-dimensionally interconnected

vitreous P2O5 comprise only three bridging oxygens (Kirkpatrick and Brow, 1995).

The equilibrium constant for equilibrium (13.3) depends on metal/P ratio, which leads to
an evolution of species abundances resembling that in metal oxide-silicate systems as a func-
tion of metal/Si ratio (Brow et al., 1994; Fig. 13.17, but see also Chapter 7, Fig. 7.13, for another
example in a metal oxide-silicate system).
13.3.1.3 Phosphosilicate Glasses and Melts

Solution of P2O5 in metal oxide-silica melt and glass occurs through formation of phos-
phate species (Nelson and Tallant, 1984, 1986; Dupree et al., 1989; Li et al., 1995; Mysen,
1998; Toplis and Reynard, 2000; Cody et al., 2001; O’Donnell et al., 2008; Watts et al., 2010;
Mathew et al., 2015). There are systematic relationships between 31P NMR shift and phos-
phate polymerization, as well as between Raman shifts and phosphate speciation (Dupree,
1991; Nelson and Tallant, 1984, 1986; Yamashita et al., 2000; O’Donnell et al., 2008). Increasing
phosphate polymerization results in increasingly negative 31P shifts (Fig. 13.18A) and in
increasing frequencies of PdO stretch vibrations (Fig. 13.18B). These spectroscopic trends
resemble the relationships between degree of polymerization and either Raman frequencies
or 29Si NMR chemical shifts described for silicates (see Chapter 7). Moreover, the average 31P
and 29Si chemical shifts decrease (become more negative) as the P2O5 concentration of alkali
silicate glasses increases (O’Donnell et al., 2008).
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Nelson and Tallant (1984, 1986) pointed out that the extent of phosphate polymerization in
the silicate melts and glasses increases with phosphorus content. Enhanced silicate polymer-
ization of metal oxide-silicate melts have also been suggested from liquidus phase relation-
ships following solution of P2O5 in silicate melts (Kushiro, 1975). These polymerization
features are evident in the Raman and 31P MAS NMR spectra of metal oxide-SiO2�P2O5

glasses (Lockyer et al., 1995; Bykov et al., 2001; O’Donnell et al., 2008; Ding et al., 2012). Po-
lymerization is also consistent with results from near-edge X-ray absorption spectra (Li et al.,
1995). Interestingly, in phosphosilicate glasses and melts with more than one type of metal
oxide (e.g., Ca and Mg, Ca, and Na, and Na, Mg), there is some uncertainty whether or
not different metal cations exhibit preference for specific types of phosphate units
(Grussaute et al., 2000) and whether or not, for phosphosilicate glasses, there is ordering
of network-modifying metal cations among silicate and phosphate entities in the structures
(Watts et al., 2010; Mathew et al., 2015).

The extent towhich PO4-groups are interconnectedwith the silicate network has been stud-
ied by X-ray absorption andNMR spectroscopy (Li et al., 1995; Lockyer et al., 1995; Cody et al.,
2001). For Na2O-SiO2-P2O5 glasses, Li et al. (1995) found that increasing phosphorus contents
results in increased energy of theK-edge.As this shiftwashigher than the energyof theK-edge
in fully polymerized SiO2 glass, Li et al. (1995) concluded that it results from interconnectivity
between SiO4 andPO4 groups. In otherwords, SidOdPbridgeswere inferred to exist in these
materials. However, in more recent NMR studies by Cody et al. (2001) andWatts et al. (2010),
little or no evidence for SidOdP bridges in silicophosphate glasses was reported. If, in fact,
PdOdSi bridges exist in the glass and melt structure, an implication of the preceding obser-
vation is that the number of such bridges should also correlate with the isomer shift from 31P
NMR spectroscopy. The effect is similar to the shielding of Si nuclei by next-nearest Al3+ in
aluminosilicates (Engelhardt and Michel, 1987; see also Chapter 9, Section 9.3.2).

To address this question in more detail, Cody et al. (2001) employed ab initio shielding
calculations to estimate how the number of PdOdSi bridges likely would affect the chemical
shift of 31P in sodium phosphosilicate glasses (Fig. 13.19). This shift of a species with one
SidOdP bridge is similar to that resulting from a PdOdP bridge in a phosphate dimer,
P2O7. However, 31P chemical shifts in a given phosphate complex also shift with the electronic
properties of themetal cation (Grussaute et al., 2000;Watts et al., 2010; see also Fig. 13.20). The
trend is such that it might be difficult to distinguish between chemical shifts because of
polymerization of phosphate species and simply changing the ionization potential of the
network-modifying cation (e.g., Na+ vs Ca2+; see Figs. 13.18 and 13.20). Interestingly, in an
exchange of Ca2+ with Mg2+ in Na2O-CaO-SiO2-P2O5 glasses, the

31P chemical shift actually
increases with increasingMgO/CaO abundance ratio (Fig. 13.21: seeWatts et al., 2010). How-
ever, this effect could partly originate in the fact that a portion of the Mg2+ may be tetrahe-
drally incorporated in the silicate network (Watts et al., 2010).

In the Raman spectrum the Raman bands assigned to PdO stretch vibrations are distinct
because of mass differences between Si and P and also because the PdO force constant de-
pends on the next-nearest cation Si or P (Mysen and Cody, 2001). For a given SidO or PdO
vibration, the Raman shift is insensitive to the nature of the network-modifying cation (see
Chapter 7, Section 7.3.1). Taken together, the X-ray absorption, 31P NMR spectroscopy,
Raman spectroscopy, and numerical simulation thus indicate that, at least to some extent,
phosphate species can be connected to the silicate network via oxygen bridges.
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Formation of PO4-complexes upon solution of P2O5 inmetal oxide-silicamelts is associated
with an increase in silicate polymerization (Nelson and Tallant, 1984; Dupree et al., 1988; Li
et al., 1995; Toplis and Schaller, 1998; Cody et al., 2001; Toplis and Reynard, 2000). This is ev-
ident in the relative abundance of Q3 and Q4 structural units from 29Si MAS NMR spectra of
quenchedmelts in the systemsNa2O-SiO2-P2O5 (Dupree et al., 1988, 1989; Toplis and Schaller,
1998), and K2O-SiO2-P2O5 (Lockeyer et al., 1991) as well as in other P-bearing alkali silicate
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and alkaline earth silicate glasses and melts (Yang et al., 1986; Grussaute et al., 2000). Silicon-
29 MAS NMR spectra of glasses demonstrating this effect are shown in Fig. 13.22, which
illustrates how the abundance ratio, Q4/Q3, increases with increasing P2O5 concentration.
In other words, the glasses and melts become increasingly polymerized as the
P concentration increases. Notably, the 31P chemical shift from these same samples does
not seem to vary with P2O5 concentration (Dupree et al., 1988).
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The schematic solutionmechanism of P2O5 in binary metal oxide-silicate glass andmelts is
described by Eq. (13.1). However, the actual process is more complicated than scavenging of
metal oxide from the silicate to formmetal-phosphate complexes. This is so because there ex-
ist at least three different phosphate complexes, even in compositionally simple systems such
as binary metal oxide-SiO2melts and glasses with P2O5; these are PO4, P2O7, and possibly one
that comprises one PdOdSi bridge. We will denote this structural entity as Q1(P) for short.
Thus, one may express solution of P2O5 in these melts with three equations that involve in-
teractions between the silicate network and the phosphate complexes:

6Q3 +P2O5 , 6Q4 + 2PO4, (13.4)

4Q3 +P2O5 , 4Q4 +P2O7, (13.5)

and
10Q3 +P2O5 , 8Q4 + 2Q1 Pð Þ: (13.6)

All three solution mechanisms result in polymerization of the silicate network. However,

the production of PO4 groups is a more efficient polymerization process than formation of
P2O7 groups. The reaction (13.6) forming Q1(P) is even less efficient than either reaction
(13.4) or (13.5).
13.3.1.4 Phosphate in Metal Oxide-Alumina-Silica Systems

In silica-free alkali phosphate glasses, there are at least two different PdO bond lengths
(1.56Å for PdOdP bonds and 1.53Å for PdOdAl bonds) and a single NadO length
(2.46Å) in the structure as derived from combinations of NMR, X-ray diffraction measure-
ments, and molecular dynamics simulations. The AldO bond length varies with total
Al2O3 concentration. It also differs depending on the next-neighbor environment
(AldOdAl: 1.68–174Å, AldOdP: 1.69–1.74Å, AldOdNa: 1.64–1.68Å) (Inoue et al.,
1995). This means that Al3+ likely exists in four-, five-, and sixfold coordination in these
materials. It is not just a simple AlPO4 or equivalent environment. Of course, these bond
lengths and coordination numbers not only vary with Al/P ratio, but the type of alkali metal
also affects the structural role of P5+ and Al3+ (Faivre et al., 2005; Viviani et al., 2006).

The structural complexity in P5+ in aluminate melts becomes even more difficult in
P-bearing aluminosilicate glasses and melts (Dupree et al., 1989; Schaller et al., 1999; Toplis
and Schaller, 1998). In this environment, the structure is influenced both by interactions
between Al3+ and P5+ and by the competition for charge-compensation of tetrahedral Al3+

and P5+ (Toplis and Schaller, 1998; Faivre et al., 2005; Viviani et al., 2006; Ding et al., 2012).
Moreover, the phosphate groups occur in different degrees of polymerization and
surrounded by different numbers of Na+ and Al3+ depending on the Na/Al ratio (Toplis
and Schaller, 1998; see also Fig. 13.23). It is clear that with Al/(Na+Na), the abundances
of both PO4 and P2O7 groups bonding only to Na+ diminishes, whereas PO4 groups become
associated with an increasing proportion of next-neighbor Al3+.

The structural concepts outlined in Toplis and Schaller (1998) were pursued further by
Cody et al. (2001), who simulated numerically shielding effects on the P nucleus by neighbor-
ing Si and/or Al to help interpret 31MASNMR spectra of Na2O-Al2O3-SiO2 glasses with 3mol
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% P2O5. It was focused, in particular on PdOdAl linkages, which become increasingly im-
portant when the Na/Al-ratio of peralkaline aluminosilicate melts decreases (Cody et al.,
2001). This is in agreement with the structural interpretations of Schaller et al. (1999) and
Toplis and Schaller (1998). Therefore, in P-bearing aluminosilicate glasses and melts,
charge-balance is via neighboring Al3+.

Increasingly polymerized phosphate complexes linked to the aluminosilicate network
dominate the structure as their Na/Al decreases (Fig. 13.24). Isolated PO4 and P2O7 com-
plexes can be detected only in peralkaline silicate and aluminosilicate melts. The most poly-
merized Al-phosphate species, Q4(P), with four PdOdAl bridges that link the PO4 group to
the aluminosilicate network, appears for compositions slightly more aluminous than meta-
aluminosilicate. As the PO4, P2O7, and Q1(P) species become less abundant when the Na/
Al-ratio decreases (Fig. 13.24), solution of phosphorus viamechanisms analogous to reactions
(13.4–13.6) become less important. (For the join in Fig. 13.24, 5mol% Al2O3 correspond to
meta-aluminosilicate composition, Na]Al.) The other species, Q1(P), Q2(P), and Q3(P), have
3, 2, and 1 nonbridging oxygens, respectively. These nonbridging oxygens are bonded to Na
as summarized in the legend to that figure. We note that, compared with the results from
Toplis and Schaller (1998) in Fig. 13.22, their PO4-2Na1Al type is equivalent to Q1(P) and
the PO4-1Na2Al type is equivalent to Q2(P).

The structural relationship between dissolved P2O5 and the aluminosilicate network can be
generalized with the expression:

10Q3 +P2O5 , 2Qn Pð Þ+ 10�nð ÞQ4: (13.7)
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This equation cannot, however, completely describe solution of P2O5 in fully polymerized

aluminosilicates, such as melts along silica-meta-aluminate joins (SiO2-NaAlO2). Gan and
Hess (1992) suggested a mechanism that results in formation of both Al-phosphate and
metal-metaphosphate complexes without aluminosilicate depolymerization. However, there
is no evidence for the presence of metaphosphate (PO3) groups in the 31P MAS NMR spectra
of these glasses (Toplis and Schaller, 1998; Cody et al., 2001). Toplis and Schaller (1998)
proposed, therefore, an alternative whereby three of the oxygens in Q3(P) species link across
either to Al3+ or to Si4+ in the aluminosilicate network. The fourth oxygen in the phosphate
complexes could then be linked to metal cations. This solution mechanism also is in accord
with the results summarized in Fig. 13.24.

Finally, Q4(P) groups dominate when P2O5 dissolves in peraluminous melts (>5mol%
Al2O3 in Fig. 13.24).We surmise that the proportion of Qn(P) specieswith nonbridging oxygen
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bonded to metal cations (Q3(P) species) then decreases and that the dominant phosphate
species is of Q4(P) type with its bridging oxygens linked to the aluminosilicate framework
via Al3+ and Si4+.

13.3.1.5 P5+ in Higher Coordination States

The properties of P-bearing metal oxide silicate melts and glasses tend to show disconti-
nuities when the P2O5 concentration exceeds about 10mol% (see, e.g., density and molar
volume, Nelson and Tallant, 1984; Dupree et al., 1989; Lockyer et al. 1995; Li et al., 1996;
Yamashita et al., 2000; Ide et al., 2007). Such effects can be seen in Si K-edge XANES spectra
even of simple SiO2-P2O5 glasses (Li et al., 1996; see also Fig. 13.25). It should be noted that in
the data of Li et al. (1995) there are a few samples with >32mol% P2O5 without any sign of
sixfold coordinated Si4+. These are not shown in Fig. 13.25 because Li et al. (1996) suggested,
as also proposed earlier by Dupree et al. (1989) for other P2O5-rich silicate glasses, that for
those samples not showing any sixfold coordinated Si4+, there were technical problems asso-
ciated with the glass formation.

Coordination changes of Si4+ also seem to depend on the nature of alkali or alkaline earths
in P2O5-bearing alkali and alkaline earth silicate glasses (Ide et al., 2007). In a series of alkali
silicate glasses with 25mol% alkali oxide and a mixture of SiO2 and P2O5, the proportion of
Si4+ in sixfold coordination increases with increasing P2O5 concentration, but there appears to
be some control on this by the properties of themetal cation (Fig. 13.25B). Substitution ofAl2O3

for P2O5 reduces or destroys the sixfold coordinated Si4+ coordination sites (Dupree et al.,
1989). From the 29Si, 27Al, and 31P MAS NMR spectra, Dupree et al. (1989) mapped out the
effect of Al2O3 concentration on both Si4+ and Al3+ in sixfold coordination in a Na alumino-
silicate glass systemwith variable amounts ofAl2O3 and P2O5 compositionally interconnected
by the formulaNa2O�2SiO2�(3�x)PO5�xAl2O3. These glasseswere formed by rapid quenching
of melt formed at 1100–1600°C depending on composition. The results in Fig. 13.25C show
only the decrease in [6]Si with increasingAl2O3 replacement of P2O5. However, the abundance
of sixfold coordinated Al3+ forming both AldOdP andAldOdAl bonding also decreases in
the same manner, but at a lower rate than does [6]Si (Dupree et al., 1989).
13.3.2 (P, Si) Substitution Versus P Clustering

The extent of experimental work focused on clustering and ordering of P5+ in silicate
glasses and melts is quite limited (Chakraborty and Condrate, 1985; Bykov et al., 2001; Ding
et al., 2012). This contrasts with other potentially tetrahedrally coordinated cations such as
Al3+ (Chapter 9), Fe3+ (Chapter 11), and Ti4+ (Chapter 12) where significant bodies of exper-
imental data are available. The observation that the vibrational modes assigned to PdO
stretching in the various phosphate units do not shift in frequency with increasing P2O5 con-
centration in amelt or a glass (Chakraborty an Condrate, 1985; Mysen and Cody, 2001) would
suggest some form of ordering, because random substitution likely would lead to next-
neighbor effects that would cause a vibrational frequency to shift. This argument resembles
that from vibrational spectra of Fe3+dO, and Ti4+dO complexes, where the vibrational
frequencies also remain independent of concentration and other spectroscopic methods,
indicating with some confidence that clustering and ordering take place.
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13.3.3 Stucture and Temperature

The aforementioned structural information has been derived from examination of glasses.
The extent to which information on glass structure can be extrapolated to P-bearing melts de-
pends on the assumption that quenching of melts to form glasses does not involve significant
rearrangements of either the phosphate or the silicate portion of the structure. A few Raman
spectroscopy studies of P-bearing glasses andmelts carried out to temperatures above 1200°C
have addressed the extent to which this hypothesis is justified (Dupree et al., 1989; Mysen,
1998; Toplis and Reynard, 2000; Mysen and Cody, 2001; Bykov et al., 2001; van Wullen
et al., 2007). In Al-free, silica-rich melts (Na2O-SiO2-P2O5 compositions with nominal
NBO/Si<1), the two dominant silicate species are Q3 and Q4, whereas the main phosphate
species are PO4, P2O7, and Q1(P):

2PO4 +Q4 ,P2O7 +Q3, (13.8)

and
P2O7 + 5Q4 , 2Q1 Pð Þ+ 3Q3: (13.9)

Equilibrium (13.8) describes the situation where phosphate and silicate groups are not

linked across oxygen (no SidOdP bonding), whereas equilibrium (13.9) describes an equi-
librium between specieswhere at least some of the PdObonds are linked across to the silicate
(SidOdP). As discussed previously, in principle the number of such bonds could then be
anywhere between 1 and 4.

A question is whether, or the extent to which, equilibria describing relationships between
different structural entities depend on temperature. Moreover, for melts and glasses that
comprise sixfold coordinated Si4+, the [4]Si4+/[6]Si4+ abundance ratio could depend on tem-
perature. From 29Si MAS NMR spectra of glasses with different fictive temperatures above
Tg (Fig. 13.26), Dupree et al. (1989) observed a significant temperature effect of the coordina-
tion ratio, which yields an enthalpy change near 18�1.2kJ/mol for the transformation of six-
fold to fourfold Si4+ from the slope of ln (concentration ratio) vs 1/T.

Several high-temperature studies of equilibrium (13.8) have been accomplished with
Raman spectroscopy (Toplis and Reynard, 2000; Mysen and Cody, 2001; Bykov et al.,
2001). Their results are in accord to the extent that this equilibrium shifts to the right with
increasing temperature above the glass transition temperature, Tg. As an example, the
spectra from a SiO2-rich Na-silicate with 2mol% P2O5 show a clear intensity increase of
a Raman band near 1020cm�1 assigned to PdO vibrations in P2O7 units, and of another
near 940cm�1, which is assigned to PdO stretch vibrations in PO4 units (Fig. 13.27). Qual-
itatively, it is evident that the intensity ratio of the 1020 and 940cm�1 bands increases with
increasing temperature, consistent also with the results of Toplis and Reynard (2000) and
Mysen and Cody (2001).

Raman intensity ratios are not equivalent to abundance ratio, as these can depend on a
number of other factors (see, e.g., Long, 1977). Intensity ratios, however, have been calibrated
with 31P and 29Si MAS NMR (Cody et al., 2001). From such calibration of the Raman data, the
abundance ratios of phosphate and silicate species are found independent of temperature
from ambient the glass transition, above which the intensity ratios change rapidly
(Fig. 13.28A and B). The abundances of the two most polymerized phosphate species
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[P2O7 and Q1(P)] increase at higher temperature and that of the orthophosphate, PO4,
decreases (Fig. 13.28A). Smaller but distinct changes also affect the abundance of the silicate
species (Fig. 13.28B).

The temperature dependence of the equilibrium constants of these two reactions, K13.8 and
K13.9, indicate that P-bearing metal oxide-silicates become slightly depolymerized as the tem-
perature increases (Mysen, 1998; Mysen and Cody, 2001). Moreover, the variations of these
equilibrium constants with temperature yield enthalpy changes of these two equilibria of �-
193�43 and �65�23kJ/mol (Fig. 13.29). The K13.8-value is somewhat greater than that
reported by Bykov et al. (2001). The different enthalpy values likely result from the reliance
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of Bykov et al. (2001) on ratios of integrated Raman intensities as measures of abundance ra-
tios of the relevant species, whereas Mysen and Cody (2001) used calibration of the Raman
intensities against intensities from 31P MAS NMR of the glasses at 25°C with the assumption
that the glass calibration also could be used for high-temperature melts.

For alkali aluminophosphate melts (without SiO2), heating to temperatures above the glass
transition results in a decrease in Al3+ coordination together with a breakage of PdOdAl
bonds (van Wullen et al., 2007). For Al-bearing phosphosilicate melts, the structural environ-
ment is considerablymore complex. Here, the interaction between dissolved phosphorus and
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the aluminosilicate network involves not only reactions (13.8) and (13.9), but also complicated
interactions between the Qn(P)-species themselves and the aluminosilicate network (Toplis
and Reynard, 2000; Mysen and Cody, 2001). This development is seen in two more equilibria
in addition to (13.8) and (13.9) (Mysen and Cody, 2001):

2Q3 Pð Þ,Q2 Pð Þ+Q4 Pð Þ, (13.10)

and
Q4 Pð Þ+Q3 ,Q3 Pð Þ+ 2Q4: (13.11)

Equilibrium (13.10) is conceptually similar to (7.6) (Chapter 7) for silicate species, except

that it does not affect the silicate structure. Its ΔH value is only slightly negative
(�13�11kJ/mol; see Fig. 13.30) implying, therefore, that the equilibrium shifts slightly to
the right at temperatures above the glass transition.

Near the meta-aluminosilicate join, and for more aluminous melts, equilibrium (13.11)
dominates (Mysen and Cody, 2001). This equilibrium does affect the aluminosilicate struc-
ture because transformation to a more polymerizing Qn(P) units is accompanied by an
opposite transformation for silicate units. In other words, oxygen is exchanged between
phosphate and silicate frameworks. The K13.11 is positively correlated with temperature
(Fig. 13.30), with an enthalpy of reaction of �23�4kJ/mol. Thus, interactions between
highly polymerizing Qn(P)-species and Qn-species in aluminosilicate melts imply high-
temperature depolymerization of the structure.
13.4 STRUCTURE AND PROPERTIES

The multiple positions of P5+ in silicate and aluminosilicate melts and glasses have pro-
found effects of silicate structure, including the proportions of Qn-species and overall poly-
merization changes. The temperature dependence of the phosphate-silicate equilibria implies
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that the silicate framework, including degree of polymerization, also becomes temperature
dependent. This conclusion differs from that reached for P-free silicate and aluminosilicate
melts, where temperature affects the proportions of silicate species, whereas the overall de-
gree of silicate polymerization remains unaffected (see Chapters 7 and 9, Sections 7.3.3 and
9.4.1, respectively).
13.4.1 Thermal Properties

The relationships between phosphate and silicate speciation (Eqs. 13.4–13.6) illustrate the
sensitivity of the properties of P-bearing silicate melts to P content. For example, the increase
of the activity coefficient of SiO2 in depolymerized melts with P2O5 content as reflected in the
liquidus boundary shifts (Figs. 13.2 and 13.10) is due to the higher abundance of Q4-species. It
is perhaps less obvious, however, from the structural data why solution of P2O5 in SiO2 melt
causes a decrease in the SiO2 activity coefficient in such melts. Possibly, this decrease is re-
lated to the linkage between Si4+ in Q4 species and P5+ on Q3(P) groups with one terminal
P]O bond. This process effectively disrupts the three-dimensionally interconnected silicate
network structure, thus lowering the concentration of Q4-species.

The effect of dissolved phosphorus on silicate speciation (Qn) and therefore overall extent
of silicate polymerization probably also explains why the redox ratio of iron, Fe3+/Fe2+,
decreases with increasing P2O5 concentration (Fig. 13.9). This is so because in silicate melts,
the Fe3+/Fe2+ at fixed temperature and redox conditions decreases as the melt becomes more
polymerized (see Chapter 11, Section 11.4).

The negative correlation between phosphorus solubility and SiO2 contents of silicate melts
in equilibrium with apatite crystalline materials (Fig. 13.7) is probably not related directly to
the Qn-speciation relationships, but instead to the associated changes in metal-cation content
of the silicate network. As the SiO2 content decreases, the abundance of depolymerized Qn-
species increases. The nonbridging oxygens in these Qn-species are linked via these metal
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cations. However, the samemetal cations alsobondwithoxygen indepolymerizingphosphate
species such as PO4, P2O7, and more complicated phosphosilicate units (Schaller et al., 1999).
With decreasing SiO2 content, the melt becomes less polymerized and the activity of metal
cations increases. Phosphate-forming reactions are then favored and therefore a negative
correlation between phosphorus solubility and SiO2 content of melts can be observed.

An analogous reasoning can explain the positive correlation between phosphorus solubil-
ity and alumina content of silicate melts (Fig. 13.8). In this case, the phosphate speciation is
associatedwith formation of PdOdAl bridges in themelt structure, as illustrated by reaction
(13.7). Thus, as the Al2O3 contents of melts increase, the phosphorus solubility also increases.
13.4.2 Physical Properties

Many physical properties of P-bearing silicate glasses and melts show complex relation-
ships to P2O5 concentration. For example, both melt density and thermal expansivity are
strongly nonlinear functions of P2O5 content (O’Donnell et al., 2008), which probably reflects
the structural changes observed for such melts.

There are complicated relationships between viscosity (and probably other transport prop-
erties), polymerization, and Na/Al content (Figs. 13.11 and 13.12) of P-bearing melts. These
variations probably are related to at least three structural factors, as follows. (i) Solution of
phosphorus in depolymerized silicate melts causes polymerization, which qualitatively re-
sults in viscosity increases (e.g., Urbain et al., 1982). (ii) In highly polymerized silicate melts,
the linkage between Si4+ in Q4 species and P5+ in Q3(P) groups with one terminal P]O bond
effectively breaks up the silicate network. Thus, this mechanism should cause viscosity
decreases as phosphorus is dissolved in highly polymerized melts. (iii) In aluminosilicate
melts, formation of Qn(P) complexes with PdOdAl bridging between phosphate and silicate
structures causes depolymerization of the aluminosilicate. However, the more polymerized
this aluminosilicate, the smaller is the effect of dissolved P2O5 on aluminosilicate polymeri-
zation. Thus, for depolymerized aluminosilicate melts, formation of Qn(P) species tends to
drive the system toward greater aluminosilicate polymerization and, thus, highermelt viscos-
ity. For highly polymerized aluminosilicate melts, this effect is greatly diminished or perhaps
eliminated.
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14.1 INTRODUCTORY COMMENTS

As a component of silicate glasses and melts, water owes its importance to the dramatic
influence it exerts, even at very low concentrations, on a variety of physical and chemical
properties. This influence is particularly strong for silica-rich compositions.Water also affects
phase equilibria (e.g., Kushiro, 1972, 1974), reaction kinetics, and volume properties. The rate
of phase separation increases in water-bearing sodium-silicate liquids (McGinnis and Shelby,
1995). Melt crystallization is favored because of enhanced fluidity and element diffusivity
(M�etrich et al., 2001). In fact, there is probably not a single oxide that influences the properties
of silicate melts more.

All these effects depend markedly on both water content and silicate composition.
Their study, however, is made experimentally difficult by a number of factors, as follows.
(i) The range of water contents relevant to natural magma is wide. Owing to the low molar
mass of water compared to that of other oxides, an apparently not so high concentration of
5wt% translates into about 15mol% H2O on an oxide basis. (ii) The dissolution mechanisms
# 2019 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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502 14. PROPERTIES OF HYDROUS MELT AND GLASS
depend on both water content and silicate composition. Moreover, water is not a real
one-component oxide because it dissolves in at least two forms, hydroxyl ions (OH�) and
molecular H2O, whose respective influence on melt properties must be distinguished.
(iii) Considerable problems are encountered when measuring physical properties at the high
pressures needed to dissolve significant amounts of water. Furthermore, hydrous melts are
quite fluid and diffusion is therefore rapid, so that upon quenching changes of sample com-
position, structure, and properties can take place (Zhang et al., 2000; Whittington et al., 2009;
Kreisberg, 2015), along with phase separation and crystallization (Yoder et al., 1957; Mysen
et al., 1974; Eggler and Burnham, 1984). (iv) The difficulty of quenching depolymerized melts
is as serious in hydrous as in dry systems. Hence, most of the results obtained deal with melts
that can be quenched easily, i.e., with aluminosilicate compositions near the meta-aluminous
join. Of course, this domain represents only a small part of the composition range of actual
interest.

How water content and speciation affect the physical properties of hydrous melts is an
important question that has thus long remained poorly known. The viscosity and density
of hydrous melts could be measured by the falling sphere method either in internally heated
vessels (Shaw, 1963; Persikov et al., 1990) or in piston cylinder apparatus (Kushiro et al., 1976;
Fujii and Kushiro, 1977). Such measurements are tedious, however, and they can be
performed only over restricted temperature intervals above the liquidus. However, because
of the slowness of water exsolution near the glass transition, water can be kept dissolved
metastably at room pressure in the supercooled liquid state at concentrations close to satu-
ration (Lejeune et al., 1994; Richet et al., 1996). It is this feature that allows accurate measure-
ments to be performed at room pressure on water-bearing liquids. In this way, a wealth of
data could begin to be gathered not only for viscosity but also for thermal expansion
(Bouhifd et al., 2001), heat capacity (Bouhifd et al., 2006), and enthalpy of mixing (Richet
et al., 2004). In parallel, recent technological breakthroughs have made it possible to examine
more conveniently and accurately at least some properties while the sample is at the temper-
atures and pressures of interest (Bassett et al., 1996; Nowak and Behrens, 1995; Zotov and
Keppler, 2000).
14.2 PHASE RELATIONS

Melting phase relations and solubility of water in silicate melts are linked via the Van’t
Hoff equation. This equation can be used to describe melting in silicate-H2O systems:

ln aH2O ¼ ΔHfusion=R
� �� 1=Tð Þ� 1=Toð Þ½ �, (14.1)

where aH2O is the activity of water in melt solution, ΔHfusion the enthalpy of fusion of the sil-

icate phase, To is the melting temperature of the pure phase, and T the liquidus temperature
in the silicate-H2O mixture. We will first discuss the influence of H2O on melting and
crystallization phase relations, including solidus and liquidus temperature depressions
caused by dissolved water (Section 14.2.1). Water in melts and glasses is the subject of
Sections 14.2.3 and 14.2.4.
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14.2.1 Melting and Crystallization

At pressures above ambient, any amount of H2O results in large reductions inmelting tem-
peratures. The extent of this effect depends on silicate composition and is largest for silica-rich
and aluminosilicate-rich systems (Fig. 14.1). The melting temperature of quartz (SiO2) is
lowered by about 900°C by a 1GPa water pressure (Kennedy et al., 1962; Jackson, 1976),
whereas the temperature change is about 400°C for enstatite at similar pressures (Kushiro
et al., 1968). An analogous effect can be seen in chemically complex natural silicate systems
(Fig. 14.1B). The felsic silicatemelt, granite, shows a freezing point depression of near 400°Cor
more at 1GPa (Stern et al., 1975), whereas that of the silica-poor peridotite composition shows
a depression near 250°C at this pressure (Kushiro et al., 1968; Till et al., 2012; see also Medard
and Grove, 2008).

Phase relations that involve equilibria between melt and crystalline materials also are
affected by water. For example, enstatite (MgSiO3) melts congruently above about 0.5GPa
under dry conditions (Boyd et al., 1964). However, in the presence of H2O, it melts incongru-
ently to forsterite+ liquid (Kushiro et al., 1968). Such effects can also be seen in phase relations
of chemically more complex systems, such as Mg2SiO4-CaMgSi2O6-SiO2H2O where melts at
the forsterite-pyroxene liquidus are olivine-normative under dry high-pressure conditions
but quartz-normative whenwater saturated (Fig. 14.2). Such changes in melting relationships
are the result of decreasing activity of silicate component (s) when H2O is dissolved. Notably,
when pressure exceeds 10–15GPa, the liquidus volume of forsterite shrinks (Presnall and
Gasparik, 1990), which is consistent with changes in the water solution mechanism at very
high pressure (Mookherjee et al., 2008; Karki et al., 2010).

Aluminosilicate liquidus phase relations also change under hydrous conditions. For exam-
ple, with increasing water saturation pressure in the NaAlSi3O8-KAlSi3O8-SiO2 system, the
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liquidus volume of quartz expands relative to Na- and K-feldspar (Bowen, 1948; Tuttle and
Bowen, 1958; Luth et al., 1964); see also Fig. 14.2B. Further, as the water pressure is increased
the trajectory of the temperature minimum (shown with a shaded arrow in Fig. 14.2B) is to-
ward the NaAlSi3O8 corner of the system. Qualitatively, one might infer from these relations
that not only does the activity coefficient of SiO2 decrease more than those of the other
components needed to form feldspar, but that there is also an effect of dissolved H2O on
the activity of Na2O and K2O in the melt.

The principles that govern melting phase relations in hydrous chemically simple silicate
systems also apply to systems of greater chemical complexity, including natural rock systems
such as peridotite-H2O, basalt/gabbro-H2O, and rhyolite/granite-H2O. In basalt and perido-
tite systems, the presence of water in the partial melt again expands the olivine liquidus vol-
ume and result in melts becoming increasingly enriched in silica and aluminosilicate
components (Mysen and Boettcher, 1975; Sisson and Grove, 1993; Hirose, 1997; Medard
and Grove, 2008).
14.2.2 Silicate-H2O Miscibility

At low pressures and temperatures, silicate melts and water-rich fluids are immiscible.
However, as temperature and pressure increase, the water content of silicate melt increases,
as does the silicate content of coexisting aqueous fluid, which eventually leads to complete
miscibility between silicate and H2O. Such features were first observed in the SiO2-H2O
system where the melting curve terminated in a second critical endpoint near 970MPa and
1080°C (Kennedy et al., 1962; see also Fig. 14.3).
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It is difficult, however, to identify complete miscibility between silicate melt and aqueous
fluid by examination of experimental charges after returning the sample to ambient temper-
ature and pressure. This is because both the quenchedmelt (hydrous glass) and the quenched
fluid commonly change their composition during quenching and decompression from tem-
perature often above 1000°C and pressures above 1GPa (Mysen and Acton, 1999). However,
this experimental complexity is overcome when experimental charges can be characterized
optically, by X-ray absorption, and by vibrational spectroscopic methods while the hydrous
melt and coexisting fluid are at the temperature and pressure of interest (Shen and Keppler,
1997; Zotov and Keppler, 2000; Mibe et al., 2004).

Themutual solubility of silicate in fluid andH2O inmelt increases with increasing temper-
ature and pressure (Fig. 14.4). The solvus, which is defined by the composition of coexisting
melt and fluid, ends at a critical point beyond which a single supercritical fluid obtains.
The temperature/pressure coordinates of this point depend on silicate composition (Shen
and Keppler, 1997; Bureau and Keppler, 1999; Sowerby and Keppler, 2002); see also
Fig. 14.5. Along the SiO2-NaAlO2 join, for example, the temperature of the critical point
decreases isobarically with increasing Al/(Al+Si) (Fig. 14.5).

In chemically more complex systems, the topology of the solvus depends on other compo-
sition variables. For example, an increasing abundance of components that cause silicate
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depolymerization tends to reduce temperatures and pressures of the critical point (Sowerby
and Keppler, 2002; Mysen, 2013). The solvus itself also changes when the silicate composition
varies.WhenAl2O3 is added to a hydrousNa silicate system, themelt limb of the solvus shifts
to considerablymore polymerized compositions (Fig. 14.6).Moreover, it appears that both the
solvus and pressure/temperature coordinates of the critical point are sensitive to the abun-
dance ratios of alkaline earths vs alkalis. In alkali-rich systems such as rhyolite and granite,
the critical point tends to be in the 1–2GPa range at temperatures less than 1000°C, whereas in
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alkaline earth systems the critical point appears to occur at pressures in excess of 5GPa and
1000°C (Bureau and Keppler, 1999; Stalder et al., 2001; Mibe et al., 2007).
14.2.3 Water Solubility

Water solubility studies date back to Spallanzani’s unsuccessful attempts at measuring
water contents in basalt in the late 18th century (Spallanzani, 1792–1797). Following that
very early attempt, the first modern results were obtained by Goranson (1936) on H2O solu-
bility in molten NaAlSi3O8.

To understand water solubility in silicate melts, it is instructive first to examine the
principles that govern phase relations in hydrous silicates at superliquidus temperatures
(Fig. 14.4; see also Paillat et al., 1992; Mibe et al., 2007). Water solubility is then defined by
the univariant curve that separates the phase field of melt from that of melt+fluid. Therefore,
at a given pressure, the slope of this univariant curve defines how solubility varies with tem-
perature. This slope can change from negative to positive with increasing temperature. It can
also change from negative to positive with increasing pressure (Holtz et al., 1995). The change
in slope also can be affected by silicate composition (Behrens et al., 2001).

14.2.3.1 SiO2-H2O

Early studies on water solubility in silicate systemswere conducted at low partial pressure
of H2O and total pressure near ambient (e.g., Tomlinson, 1956; Kurkjian and Russell, 1958;
Moulson and Roberts, 1961; Shackleford andMasaryk, 1976). Under these conditions, the sol-
ubility is proportional to the square root of the H2O pressure (Fig. 14.7A). That relationship
points to a simple solution mechanism whereby oxygen bridges in the three-dimensionally
interconnected network of vitreous SiO2 are replaced by OH-groups, as summarized in
Eq. (15.5) (Chapter 15).

The H2O solubility in SiO2 melt increases with increasing pressure, but the relationship no
longer is a linear function of √PH2O (Fig. 14.7B; see also Kennedy et al., 1962; Holtz et al.,
2000), where therefore the solution mechanism(s) of H2O must change. The rate of water
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solubility increase is itself pressure dependent. This feature may indicate that theΔV of equi-
librium (15.5) actually is positive and increasingly so with increasing pressure, because the
partial molar volume of H2O in silicate melts decreases with increasing pressure
(Sakamaki et al., 2009; Agee, 2008; Malfait et al., 2014). That supposition, in turn, might be
expected if the cavity volume in which molecular H2O is dissolved decreases with increasing
pressure (Zhang et al., 2010; see also Section 14.4.1).

Insights into the manner in which such cavities form and influence the physics of the
SiO2-H2O system have been gained from first-principles calculations (Ottonello et al.,
2015). Although focused on the wet solidus of silica, the investigation also aimed at
reproducing the observed solubility of water (expressed as OH2 units) over wide pressures
and temperatures and the entire composition range from pure molten silica to pure water.
A notable result is that the solution energy is indeed dominated by cavitation terms, mainly
entropic in nature, which cause a large negative solution entropy and a consequent marked
increase of the gas phase fugacity with increasing temperatures. Besides, the solution en-
thalpy is negative and dominated by electrostatic terms that depict a pseudopotential well
whose minimum occurs at a low water fraction (XH2O) of about 6mol%.
14.2.3.2 Metal Oxide-SiO2-H2O

The metal/silicon ratio and type and proportion of metal cation of metal oxide silicate
melts affect water solubility (Kurkjian and Russell, 1958; Uys and King, 1963; Coutures
and P�eraudeau, 1981). The H2O solubility decreases with increasing metal/Si ratio and
reaches a minimum value at some intermediate ratio before again increasing when equili-
brated with water steam at 0.1MPa (Fig. 14.8A). The water solubility and the location of
the solubility minimum vary with the electron properties of the metal cation so that the
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solubility increases with increasing cation radius and decreasing electrical charge (Kurkjian
and Russell, 1958; Coutures and P�eraudeau, 1981). In mixed metal oxide silicate melts, the
solubility is positively correlated with the abundance of the most electropositive cation
(e.g., increasing Na/Ca ratio; see Fig. 14.8B).

Many of the solubility features observed at ambient pressure qualitatively can also be
observed at high pressure. For example, decreasing water solubility with increasing metal
oxide/SiO2 ratio was also reported in the ranges 0.8–2GPa and 1000°C–1300°C for Na2O-SiO2

melts (Fig. 14.9). In other words, as a melt becomes increasingly polymerized, the H2O
solubility increases and the silicate melt structure becomes less polymerized. This increase
is temperature dependent.

It follows from the schematic illustration of melt/fluid phase relations (Fig. 14.4) that H2O
solubility should vary with pressure and temperature, as it does (Fig. 14.10). Increasing pres-
sure shifts the silicate-rich limb in Fig. 14.4 towardmorewater-rich values. In otherwords, the
H2O solubility should, and does, increase with pressure (Fig. 14.10). Interestingly, though, it
seems that this pressure increase also depends on melt composition (structure) and that the
more polymerized the silicate, the more sensitive is its H2O saturation level to pressure
(Fig. 14.10A). Furthermore, the slope of the silicate-rich limb of the solvus in Fig. 14.4 changes
from negative toward positive with increasing pressure, which is what one also sees by com-
paring, for example, the solubility in Na2O�4SiO2 quenchedmelt with temperature at 0.8GPa,
where the solubility decreases temperature and at 1.65GPa where it does not. A further pres-
sure increase results in a positive temperature dependence (Mysen and Cody, 2004).
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14.2.3.3 Aluminosilicate-H2O

In general, the rules that govern temperature and pressure-dependent solubility variations
in silicate melts also apply, at least qualitatively, to the solubility of H2O in aluminosilicate
melts (Behrens, 1995; Behrens et al., 2001). That notwithstanding, water solubility in alumi-
nosilicate melts is influenced by reactions involving Al3+ as suggested, for example, by the
decreased feldspar liquidus volume relative to that of quartz with increasing water pressure
in the systemNaAlSi3O8-KAlSi3O8-SiO2-H2O (Fig. 14.2B). This inference is consistent with the
negative correlation, at least at high pressure, between water solubility and Al2O3-content,
whether in peralkaline (Mysen and Wheeler, 2000; Mysen, 2002) or peraluminous melts
(Dingwell et al., 1997). For melts along meta-aluminous joins, in contrast, water solubility
increaseswith increasing Al2O3 (McMillan andHolloway, 1987; Holtz et al., 2000). In addition,
the nature of the metal cation or cations serving to charge-balance Al3+ in aluminosilicate
melts also affects H2O solubility (Behrens et al., 2001; Romano et al., 1996; Mysen, 2002).

The water solubility on the peraluminous and peralkaline side of alkali meta-
aluminosilicate melts is greater than at the meta-aluminosilicate stoichiometry (Mysen,
2002; Dingwell et al., 1997). Excess Al3+ [Al-(K+Na)>0] has a much greater effect than excess
alkalis (Fig. 14.11). From limited data in Ca-aluminosilicate melts (excess Ca over Al), similar
relations have been reported, but with Ca-charge-balance of Al3+ in tetrahedral cordination,
the water solubility is less than for peralkaline alkali aluminosilicate melts (Mysen and Cody,
2004). For peralkaline Li-aluminosilicate compositions, qualitatively similar relationships
have been observed with the solubility decreasing as Li substitutes for Na and
K (Dingwell et al., 1997). In fact, there seems to be a general trend for aluminosilicate melts
that solubility is negatively correlated with the ionic radius of the metal (Behrens et al., 2001;
see also Fig. 14.12).
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Water solubility and solution mechanisms for compositions along meta-aluminosilicate
joins, SiO2�Mn+

1=nAlO2, have attracted considerable attention because of the relevance
of such melts to our understanding of the role of H2O in natural magmatic liquids
(Goranson, 1938; Burnham, 1975; Silver and Stolper, 1989; Holtz et al., 2000; Kirschen and
Pichavant, 2001; Behrens et al., 2001; Benne and Behrens, 2003). The water solubility of melts
SiO2�Mn+

1=nAlO2 joins varies with compositional variables such as Al/(Al+Si) (Holtz et al.,
2000) and with the type of alkali metal or alkaline earth that serves to charge-balance in tet-
rahedral coordination (Romano et al., 1996; Holtz et al., 2000; Fig. 14.13). Increasingly electro-
negative charge-balancing cations lead to greater solubility, whichmay relate to the reactivity
of the AldO bonds being sensitive to this cation (Bouyer et al., 2010).

An alternative to describing water solubility in terms of specific interactions between a
melt and dissolved water is the first-principles based models by Ottonello et al. (2014,
2018). As described in more detail in Section 17.2.2.1 for noble gases, the details of the struc-
ture do not necessarily need to be considered in the wide composition range for which mea-
surements are available (Papale, 1997; Papale et al., 2006). In such models, the dielectric
properties of the medium are the key factor (Ottonello et al., 2018) governing the interaction
between the silicate solvent and the volatile solute. For molecular water (expressed as OH2),
the solubility is mainly determined by its cavitation energy as noted previously (Ottonello
et al., 2014). Application of the Silver-Stolper ideal homogeneous speciation model
(Stolper, 1982) together with consideration of hydrogen bonding then allowed the extensive
solubility set available to be reproduced with a mean accuracy of �2.1kJ/mol in terms of
energy and �1.7% in terms of the mol fraction of H2O under saturation conditions (XH2O).
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14.2.4 Water Solubility and Mixed Volatiles

Limited experimental data exist for situations where H2O is part of amixture of fluids with
two or more components. The most common mixture is H2O+CO2 (for the solubility of CO2,
see Chapter 17, Section 17.3.1) (Mysen, 1976; Holtz et al., 1993; Tamic et al., 2001; Behrens et al.,
2009; Shishkina et al., 2010). In such mixtures, the H2O solubility is a positive function of the
ratio, H2O/(H2O+CO2). Data to 500MPa indicate that for mafic compositions such as basalt,
there is a near linear relationship betweenwater solubility andH2O/(H2O+CO2) for values of
this ratio higher than 0.2. This may suggest that activity-composition relations in the fluids
coexisting with the melts do not change much as a function of the H2O/(H2O+CO2) ratio.
However, for more felsic compositions, this linearity breaks down (Fig. 14.14). The different
solubilities of water in silica-richmelts in the sameH2O/(H2O+CO2) region indicate that CO2

solubility then changes the silicate structure sufficiently that the solution mechanism(s) of
water is affected.

The effects of H2O+H2 mixtures on water solubility are different (Schmidt et al., 1999;
Bezmen et al., 2011). Bezmen et al. (2011) observed that there is a maximum in total water
solubility with �10mol% H2 (Fig. 14.15). Moreover, there appears to be a strong effect of sil-
icate composition because the solubility of H2O+H2 fluid increases as the melt becomes less
silicate-rich (Bezmen et al., 2011). The solubility maximum near H2/(H2+H2O)¼0.1 makes it
clear that theH2O+H2mixture cannot be treated as an ideal solution in themelt, a feature also
noted by Luth and Boettcher (1986) in their study of freezing point depression at high pres-
sure for various silicate compounds (see also Chapter 18, Section 18.3). In other words, the
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H2O+H2 fluid being nearly ideal, hydrogen must interact with the silicate structure to cause
such large effects on total water solubility.

The profound effect of dissolved fluorine on water solubility increases with increasing wa-
ter content (Fig. 14.16; Sorapure and Hamilton, 1984; Holtz et al., 1993). It is not clear, how-
ever, whether this effect results from changes in melt structure by dissolved fluorine, thus
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causing increased water solubility, or from changes in the fluid speciation. This effect differs
from that of Cl onwater solubility. Here, the solubility is insensitive to Cl content until several
wt% Cl are dissolved, at which point water solubility decreases dramatically (Webster et al.,
1999). The chlorine content where this water solubility drop occurs is quite sensitive to silicate
composition.
14.3 THERMAL PROPERTIES

Determination of thermodynamic properties of hydrous silicate melts is hampered by the
fact that glasses quenched from temperatures above their liquidi at high pressure necessary to
dissolve water commonly exsolve some of this water when heated up to the glass transition
range at the ambient pressure often needed for property measurements. Information, there-
fore, often has been obtained from thermodynamic analysis of phase equilibria data together
with equations of state for hydrous silicate systems.
14.3.1 Activity-Composition Relations

An early example of this approachwas the experimental study ofmixing properties ofH2O
in hydrous Na2O�Al2O3�6SiO2 melt. Here, Burnham and Davis (1974) employed volume data
for pure H2O andH2O in silicate melt solution to derive a mixing model for H2O in melts. For
mol fraction of H2O in solution up to 0.5, a simple relationship with fugacity is:

f melt
H2O ¼ k Xmelt

H2O

� �2
, (14.2)
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where f melt
H2O

is the fugacity of H2O in melt and Xmelt
H2O its mol fraction, and k a constant.

At higher water concentrations, a more complex relationship was proposed:

f melt
H2O ¼ 0:25k exp 96:52�2667ð Þ=TÞ Xmelt

H2O�0:5
� �

: (14.3)

In other words, Burnham and coworkers concluded that the silicate melt-H2O solution

could be treated as ideal for water concentrations up to 50mol%, before deviating from ide-
ality at higher concentrations (Fig. 14.17). This means that at any pressure equal to or lower
than that where the f melt

H2O curve reaches the solubility curve before 50mol% dissolvedwater
is obtained, the solution is ideal and can be described with Eq. (14.2). For the results in
Fig. 14.17, this maximum pressure is near 0.2GPa (Burnham andDavis, 1974). At higher pres-
sures, the water fugacity relationship is curved and the relationship is described with
Eq. (14.3).
14.3.2 Heat Capacity and Enthalpy

It turns out that at least for some glass composition and water contents, it is possible to
measure accurately the heat capacity, Cp, of hydrous glasses at room pressure, and up to tem-
peratures of supercooled liquids over a narrow interval above the glass transition (Bouhifd
et al., 2006, 2013; Robert et al., 2014, 2015). From such measurements, there is a number of
systematic changes as a function of silicate composition and water content (Fig. 14.18). The
heat capacity change at the glass transition increases with increasing water content. This in-
crease is essentially due to the fact that the heat capacity of the glass at the transition becomes
increasingly smaller than the Dulong-and-Petit limit of 3R g/atom K with increasing water
concentration. Furthermore, the rate of change of Cp as a function of water concentration in-
creases as amelt becomesmore polymerized (NBO/T of phonolite is�0.2, whereas NBO/T is
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�0.6 for the basalt melt in Fig. 14.18). Interestingly, the heat capacity change across the glass
transition interval is much greater for depolymerized than polymerized melts, whether these
are hydrous or anhydrous (Bouhifd et al., 2013; Robert et al., 2014, 2015).

The partial molar heat capacity of H2O inmelts varies with silicate composition, water con-
tent, and temperature (Bouhifd et al., 2006; Robert et al., 2014). It also increases with temper-
ature (Fig. 14.19). When silicate compositions are recast in terms of NBO/T values, the
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configurational heat capacity increases as melts become increasingly depolymerized
(for NBO/T increases, see Di Genova et al., 2014).

From the partial molar heat capacities of dissolved H2O and of the anhydrous glass and
melt, the heat capacity of hydrous glasses and melt may be expressed as:

C
hydrousmelt
H2O

¼Xmelt
H2O

�CH2O

P + 1�Xmelt
H2O

� �
�Canhydrousmelt

P : (14.4)

In general, the heat capacity increases the more depolymerized the silicate, from

�220–240 kJ/mol for greatly depolymerized melts to less than 100 kJ/mol for highly poly-
merized samples. By combining these data with water speciation models (see Chapter 15,
Section 15.2), Bouhifd et al. (2013) found the partial molar heat capacity of molecular H2O
in silicate melts to be 30�15 kJ/mol, whereas for structurally bound OH-groups, the partial
molar heat capacity is 281�47 kJ/mol. Di Genova et al. (2014) also observed much greater Cp

values for OHgroups than formolecularH2Odissolved inmelt. Their values typicallywere at
least 50% lower than those reported by Bouhifd et al. (2013), the narrow temperature intervals
over which the measurements can be done likely accounting for at least part of the
discrepancy.

Heat capacity data can be used to calculate the temperature dependence of enthalpies of
mixing (ΔHm). Solution calorimetry experiments in lead borate solvent at 700°C have, for in-
stance, beenmade by Clemens andNavrotsky (1986) on albite and haplogranite compositions
(Fig. 14.20). Because purewater could not be investigated, it is difficult to determine the actual
ΔHm from these results. For this reason, Sahagian and Proussevitch (1996) and Zhang (1999)
chose to reanalyze the equation-of-state data of Burnham and Davis (1971) to determine the
temperature and pressure dependence of ΔHm. Zhang also incorporated the influence of wa-
ter speciation.
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More accurate values can be obtained from solution calorimetry experiments made in
hydrofluoric acid solutions for silicic compositions thanks to easy silicate dissolution and
the possibility of extending the measurements up to pure water (Richet et al., 2004, 2006).
The results obtained indicate an enthalpy of mixing of about 10kJ/mol at the highest water
contents investigated (Fig. 14.21). Such a determination would be inconsistent, however, be-
cause the data do not refer to the same structural state (glass for silicates and liquid for water).
Truly isothermal values for a given high temperature, T, can be obtained readily, however,
provided that Cp data are available for the glass and supercooled liquid phases, on the one
hand, and that the enthalpy of water and steam is known as a function of temperature
(Haar et al., 1984), on the other. When these enthalpy adjustments are made, it appears that
ΔHm is basically zero at temperatures higher than 1000K, and also at a few hundred MPa
if enthalpies are adjusted for the effect of pressure (Richet, 2005). In other words, as far as
enthalpy is concerned, Burnham’s suggestion (Burnham, 1975) that mixing of H2O and sili-
cate melt is ideal or nearly ideal has been vindicated, at least for SiO2-rich aluminosilicate
compositions.
14.4 OTHER PHYSICAL PROPERTIES

Transport and volume properties will now be considered along with glass transition tem-
peratures. All of them are strongly influenced by water content. Viscvosity will be dealt with
in somemore detail than other properties not only in view of its fundamental importance, but
also because it illustrates particularly well how a rather complete description can be obtained
from a combination of extensive measurements performed at room pressure just above the
glass transition range with a few high-pressure data obtained above the liquidus.
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14.4.1 Transport Properties

Transport properties such as diffusivity, electrical conductivity, and viscosity are sensitive
to water content (Saucier, 1952; Shaw, 1963; Dingwell, 1987; Jewell et al., 1993; Zhang and
Behrens, 2000; Giordano et al., 2004; Baker et al., 2005; Poe et al., 2006; Ni and Zhang,
2008; Whittington et al., 2009; Ni et al., 2011). However, the extent of change with dissolved
water depends on the silicate composition (Whittington et al., 2001, 2009; Behrens et al., 2009).
Transport properties of hydrous silicate melts can also vary with pressure (Saucier, 1952;
Shaw, 1963; Kushiro, 1978; Dingwell, 1987).
14.4.1.1 Viscosity

Viscosity of hydrous melts decreases by many orders of magnitude even for water con-
centration levels in the few percent range ( Jewell and Shelby, 1988; Richet et al., 1996;
Whittington et al., 2000, 2009). The effect of dissolved water on melt viscosity decreases
with decreasingly polymerized melts. This is evident, for example, in the results for the
temperature of the 1012Pas isokom as a function of H2O content, summarized in
Fig. 14.21B. The fact that this temperature decreases more rapidly with increasing water
content for polymerized melts (e.g., HPG in Fig. 14.21B) compared to depolymerized melts
(e.g., basalt in this figure) is a different way of stating that the effect of dissolved water on
melt viscosiy diminishes, the less polymerized the anhydrous silicate melt structure. For
given melt composition, the rate of viscosity decrease with H2O concentration is also re-
duced as total water content is increased (Richet et al., 1996; Whittington et al., 2000,
2009; Fig. 14.22). As H2O concentration increases, the viscosity evolution of the more po-
lymerized andesite melt approaches that of the less polymerized tehprite composition melt.
Interestingly, the effect of increasing alkali content on the viscosity of highly polymerized
melts is slightly less (�1 order of magnitude) than that of dissolved H2O (Schulze
et al., 1996).

Because obsidian generally is hydrous, it was an obvious starting material to determine
profound effects of water on viscosity (Leonteva, 1940; Sabatier, 1956). Then, measurements
under water pressure were pioneered by Saucier (1952) and Shaw (1963). The latter observa-
tions, made with the falling sphere method, and the compaction experiments of Friedman
et al. (1963) showed that the presence of 4wt% water in a molten obsidian reduces the viscos-
ity by six orders ofmagnitude near the glass transition. Other information on these effects was
provided by determination of the influence of water on the glass transition temperature of
simple silicates (Acocella et al., 1984), which suggested depressions of viscosity by orders
of magnitude through addition of a few weight percent of water. Likewise, Jewell and Shelby
(1988) and Jewell et al. (1993) found that the activation energy for viscous flow of alkali sil-
icates and aluminosilicates is a significant function of water content at the level of a few hun-
dred ppm (Fig. 14.22). In contrast, for larger water concentrations at high pressure, the effects
of dissolved water were much smaller. For andesite melts, Kushiro et al. (1976), for instance,
reported only a 20-fold decrease of viscosity with 4wt% water at 2GPa, which was nonethe-
less about five times larger than that observed for the viscosity of the dry melt between room
pressure and 2GPa.
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Measurements above the glass transition have allowed the differing effects of water at
low and high temperatures to be determined (Lejeune et al., 1994: Richet et al., 1996). To
illustrate the usefulness of the method, the observations made at room pressure for a se-
ries of hydrous andesite supercooled liquids over nearly four orders of magnitude are
shown in Fig. 14.23. By itself, the strong sensitivity to volatile content demonstrates that
no water was lost during the experiments, as any such loss would have been signaled by
a departure from the trend set by measurements made at lower temperatures. Significant
variation of water content throughout the investigated samples would have caused het-
erogeneous water distribution. Moreover, infrared analyses made to determine water spe-
ciation did not reveal variations of water contents at a small scale. The influence of water
is, in fact, so strong that considerable extrapolations would be required to compare iso-
thermal viscosities from 0 to 4wt% water. Of particular interest is the increasing depar-
ture from Arrhenian variation of viscosity with increasing water content apparent in
Fig. 14.23.

The complementary nature of high- and room-pressure measurements is apparent in
Fig. 14.24. Owing to the slight intrinsic pressure dependence of viscosity, the low-
temperature, room-pressure data join smoothly with the high-pressure experiments. Consis-
tent with the trends generally observed for silicates, another important feature apparent in
Fig. 14.29 is the convergence of the viscosity data at high temperatures.
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When fitting empirical TVF equations to these measurements:

ln η¼A+B= T�T1ð Þ, (14.4)

one finds that the preexponential parameter,A, can be considered constant, at least for a given

series of liquids (Richet et al., 1996). An important consequence is that high-temperature
viscosity measurements can be made for the single anhydrous endmember at ambient
pressure to determine this parameter for any hydrous silicate series.

The complete viscosity-water content relationships obtained in this way are represented in
Fig. 14.25 for a few temperatures. This plot shows more clearly how the tremendous depress-
ing effects of water on viscosity observed near the glass transition tend to level off at higher
contents and higher temperatures. In addition, the data of Fig. 14.25 illustrates that the
so-called crystallization curtain does not prevent viscosity from being determined between
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the liquidus temperature and the glass transition. When determined from such a minimum
amount of data, these relationships agree with measurements made on hydrous andesites
both at high (Kushiro et al., 1976) and at low (Liebske et al., 2003) temperatures.

With the same method, the viscosity of a number of other hydrous melts has been mea-
sured. Silicic compositions have received particular attention, with studies devoted to
haplogranite (Dingwell et al., 1996), leucogranite (Hess and Dingwell, 1996), rhyolite
(Richet et al., 1997; Dingwell et al., 1996; Stevenson et al., 1998), and albite composition melts
(Whittington et al., 2005). Less polymerized compositions have also been investigated with
tephrite (Whittington et al., 2000), basalt (Richet et al., 1997; Giordano and Dingwell, 2003),
phonolite (Giordano and Dingwell, 2003; Whittington et al., 2001; Romano et al., 2003),
and trachyte (Whittington et al., 2001; Romano et al., 2003). A surprising consequence of these
trends is that hydrous rhyolite becomes less viscous than hydrous basalt at water contents
higher than about 2wt%.

Effects of theM-cation have been investigated by Romano et al. (2003) in alkali and alkaline
earthmeta-aluminosilicate melts (Fig. 14.26). From at least about 0.5wt%H2O to higher water
content, the dependence on water content of the 1012Pas isokom for Li-, Na-, and K-meta-
aluminosilicate melts is similar (Fig. 14.26). This dependence differs from that observed
for peralkaline and alkaline earth aluminosilicate melts. These observations cannot be readily
explained in terms of different degree of depolymerization of the melt (Romano et al., 2003;
Jewell et al., 1993). Rather, they could be due to different solution mechanisms of water, for
example, to differences in Al,Si ordering, depending on whether an alkali or an alkaline
earth is needed for charge-balance of Al3+ in tetrahedral coordination.

As for anhydrous melts, the deviations of viscosity from Arrhenian laws result from the
temperature dependence of configurational entropy, Sconf, which is itself determined by
the configurational heat capacity (Cp

conf). The increasing fragility of melts with water content
is apparent in Fig. 14.25, which are partly due, as described previously, to dissociation of mo-
lecular water into hydroxyl ions. Here, wewill not discuss further quantitative applications of
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Adam-Gibbs theory. We will just note that, as made for dry melts (Richet, 1984), configura-
tional entropies could be determined from viscosity and be used in thermodynamicmodeling
of phase equilibria involving hydrous melts.

Notably, the activation energy for viscous flow of aluminosilicate melts is a function of
water content even at the level of a few hundred ppm (Fig. 14.27). For the haplogranite
composition AOQ (NaAlSi3O8-KAlSi3O8-SiO2), the activation energy decreases as a near
linear function of water content for water concentrations in the melt in excess of about
4wt% (Schulze et al., 1996; see Fig. 14.27). We also note that the activation energy of viscous
flow for the NaAlSi3O8-KAlSi3O8-SiO2 composition, which is essentially fully polymerized in
the absence of H2O, is much less than that of the less polymerized Na2O�3SiO2 composi-
tion (NBO/Si¼0.67). This difference is the result of the Al-subsitution for Si4+ in the
NaAlSi3O8-KAlSi3O8-SiO2 composition, which results in significant lowering of melt viscos-
ity and activation energy of viscous flow (see also Chapter 8, Section 8.4.2).

The temperature dependence of melt viscosity of highly polymerized melts deviates more
and more from Arrhenian variations as the water concentration in a melt and glass increases
(Richet et al., 1996, 1997; Hess and Dingwell, 1996;Whittington et al., 2009; see also Fig. 14.28).
In other words, the highly polymerized melts become increasingly fragile as their H2O con-
tent increases (Angell, 1991). However, there seem to be suggestions that highly polymerized
alkali aluminosilicate melts, such as rhyolite and granite compositions, differ in this respect
from less silica-rich basaltic compositions (Di Genova et al., 2014). These differences may re-
late to differences inwater solutionmechanisms in highly polymerized and in depolymerized
melts (see Chapter 15, Section 15.4.1).
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A number of experimental studies have addressed the effects of pressure on viscosity as a
function of water content (Dingwell, 1987; Schulze et al., 1999; Liebske et al., 2003). For anhy-
drous melts, the viscosities of compositions with NBO/T near 1 and less exhibit a negative
pressure dependence, whereas more depolymerized melts show a positive pressure depen-
dence (Scarfe, 1987). However, upon solution of water the viscosity becomes less sensitive
to pressure. Furthermore, the viscosity of only highly polymerized dry melts, such as those
with NBO/T�0, exhibit the same negative pressure dependence as hydrous liquids
(Dingwell, 1987; Liebske et al., 2003). In contrast, the vicosity of andesite melts decreases
with pressure under dry conditions but increases in the presence of 1wt% H2O or more
(Liebske et al., 2003).
14.4.1.2 Diffusivity

The diffusivity of water in silicate melts depends on water content (Lapham et al., 1984;
Chekhmir et al., 1988; Zhang et al., 1991a,b; Doremus, 1995; Behrens and Nowak, 1997). At
contents lower than about 2wt%, the diffusivity is an exponential function of water content
and then becomes approximately linear as the H2O concentration increases further
(Fig. 14.29). These variations qualitatively agree with the observations of Chekhmir et al.
(1988), Zhang et al. (1991a,b), and Behrens (2010) that the water profiles in silicate melts can-
not be modeled with a single diffusion coefficient. In fact, in their study of water diffusion in
andesitic melts at 1GPa, Ni et al. (2009) concluded that the difffusion coefficient is about two
orders of magnitude greater for molecular H2O than for OH. However, the activation energy
of diffusion of the twowater species, at least at 1GPa total pressure in the water concentration
range of those experiments (3.8–5.8wt% H2O) is approximately the same (see also Fig. 14.30).
How potentially multiple water species might diffuse at different rates in silicate glasses and
melts is discussed further in Chapter 15, Section 15.4.1.
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Nowak and Behrens (1997) observed that the diffusivity of H2O is approximately the same
in pure and hydrousNaAlSi3O8, (SiO2)29(KAlSi3O8)71, and (SiO2)28(NaAlSi3O8)38(KAlSi3O8)34
melts. They proposed that, at least in these highly polymerized aluminosilicates, the diffusiv-
ity ofwater is nearly independent of composition. Because of the good agreement of their data
with results for rhyolitic compositions by Karsten et al. (1982), Shaw (1974), and Lapham et al.
(1984), they further assumed that this statement could be generalized to all felsic melts, with
the provision that predictions of Dwater to within 200% of experimental data were indicating
“good” agreement. At least for total water contents less than 1wt%, however, Dwater could be
two orders of magnitude higher in a more mafic composition such as basalt (Zhang and
Stolper, 1991; Nowak and Behrens, 1997). For tracer diffusion, there is also a negative corre-
lation between Dwater and the degree of polymerization. For example,Dwater is about three or-
ders of magnitude smaller for SiO2 supercooledmelt (nominal NBO/Si¼0) than for Na2Si3O7

(nominal NBO/Si¼0.67) near 1300°C with �0.02wt% H2O (Scholze and Mulfinger, 1959;
Moulson and Roberts, 1961).

The water diffusivity in hydrous melts retains a systematic relationship with melt poly-
merization (Ni and Zhang, 2008; Okumura and Nakashima, 2004, 2006; see also Fig. 14.31).
Moreover, not only does the water diffusivity decrease as the extent of silicate depolymeri-
zation increases, but the activation energy for water diffusion increases, which probably re-
flects the greater ease withwhichH2Omoleculesmigrate to themore open structure of highly
polymerized silicate structures.

Dissolved H2O also affects the diffusion coefficient of other melt components (Watson,
1979, Watson and Green, 1981; Harrison and Watson, 1983, Harrison et al., 1984; Baker,
1991; Mungall and Dingwell, 1994). The increase is larger for a network-former such as
Si4+ than for a network-modifying cation like Na+ (Fig. 14.32). The difference between DSi

and DNa decreases with increasing water content, especially at low solubility. However,
the former remains orders of magnitude smaller than the latter. Similar relationships between
network-formers and network-modifiers have been reported for other cations (Baker, 1991;
Acosta-Vigil et al., 2005; Indris et al., 2012).
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14.4.1.3 Conductivity

Cation diffusion is closely related to electrical conductivity (see Chapter 2, Section 2.6.1).
Intriguing observations have been made in this respect by Takata et al. (1981, 1984), who
reported that both sodium diffusivity and electrical conductivity in sodium trisilicate melts
markedly depend on water content, with minimum values near 3–4wt% water. These obser-
vations are analogous to those observed in the mixed alkali effect. Similarities and differences
between the effects of water and alkali oxides on the volume and transport properties ofmelts
have been discussed by Richet et al. (2000). A depressing effect of water on electrical conduc-
tivity has also been described for a variety of simple compositions (Satherley and Smedley,
1985; Ni et al., 2011).
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14.4.2 Volume, Compressibility, and Expansion

14.4.2.1 Density and Volume

A complication to be mentioned from the outset is that, owing to the high pressure of
their synthesis, hydrous glasses are permanently compacted with respect to samples syn-
thesized at room pressure. The hydration pressure generally increases with the water con-
tent of samples. Hence, glasses from a given composition series are not strictly comparable
when their configurations have been frozen in at different pressures. The effect is illus-
trated in Fig. 14.33 for a series of phonolite glasses. Because density is the simplest mac-
roscopic measure of structure, this effect should be taken into account in structural
studies. A potentially more problematic effect results from the fact that, on heating, a
compacted sample will relax to its 1-bar volume, as already shown in Fig. 2.22
(Chapter 2) for hydrous phonolite glasses. Thermal expansion is made up of two different
contributions: a relaxational and an isoconfigurational part. For the hydrous glass of
Fig. 2.22, the former is approximately half the latter so that an unbiased thermal expansion
coefficient can be determined only for samples that have previously been fully relaxed at
room pressure (Bouhifd et al., 2001; see also Fig. 14.34). Such a volume relaxation begins
more than 100 degrees below the standard glass transition temperature, i.e., its onset is
at temperatures at which structural relaxation induced by temperature changes is practi-
cally nonexistent under similar heating rates.

As a light oxide, water is expected to lower the density of silicate glasses. A rather ex-
tensive set of density data exists for hydrous silicate glasses at room temperature to check
this assumption. Interestingly, from the volume data for 40 series of hydrous glasses, these
can be extrapolated linearly to the same partial molar volume of pure H2O (VH2O) of
12.0�0.5cm3/mol (Richet et al., 2000; see Fig. 14.35). This value, which translates into a
density near 1.5g/cm3, is essentially the same as the molar volume of Ice VII (Hemley
et al., 1987).
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Another noteworthy feature is that VH2O does not depend on water speciation because it
remains constant regardless of the relative abundances of hydroxyl ions and molecular water
(Ochs and Lange, 1999; Richet et al., 2000; Bouhifd et al., 2015). However, for hydrous silicate
melts at temperatures above the glass transition, this suggestion may not be accurate. This
feature may be illustrated with the composition-dependent water solubility in melts. Given
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that silicate-H2O solutions are near ideal mixtures (Burnham, 1975; Clemens and Navrotsky,
1986; Richet et al., 2006), water solubility data formelts as a function of pressure can be used to
extract partial molar volume from an expression such as:

ΔG0:1MPa
T +RT ln

γmelt
H2O

�Xmelt
H2O

f 0H2O

+

ðP

0:1MPa

V
melt

H2O
∂P¼ 0, (14.6)

where ΔGT
0.1MPa is free energy of solution of H2O, XH2O

melt and γH2O
melt are solubility and
activity coefficient of H2O in the melt, fH2O
0 is the fugacity of H2O at conditions of experiment,

P is pressure, T is temperature (Kelvin), and R is the gas constant.
The partial molar volume of H2O in alkali tetrasilicate melts with and without Al3+, linked

to solubility via Eq. (14.6), depends on composition, both the ionic radius of the alkali metal
and the Al2O3 content affecting the volume (Fig. 14.36). Moreover, the principal structural
variable controlling the volume is the availability of proton sites in the structure, and this
availability depends on melt composition (Le Losq et al., 2015).
14.4.2.2 Compressibility

We finally turn to compressibility, which is needed to determine high-pressure densities.
In this instance, the difficulty is that the relevant properties, the adiabatic compressibility, βS,
or its reciprocal, the adiabatic bulk modulus, KS, have been measured either by ultrasonic or
Brillouin scattering methods under very short experimental timescales (see Chapter 3)
(Whittington et al., 2012). It follows that measurements on fully relaxed liquids are possible
only at very high temperatures where the viscosity is so low that it is impossible to keep any
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water dissolved in a melt at room pressure. Such measurements have not yet been performed
on silicate melts at simultaneously high pressures and temperatures.

The only available information, thus, deals with hydrous glasses at room pressure. As
expected, the less dense relaxed glasses are more compressible than the compacted samples
(Fig. 14.37). The difference is slight, however, and in both cases a linear variation of the bulk
modulus is observed with water content, indicating that water speciation does not influence
the compressibility of hydrous glasses. For andesite glasses, this trend extrapolates to a value,
KS¼18 (3) GPa, which is close to the bulk modulus of ice VII, KS¼23.9 (9) GPa (Richet and
Polian, 1998). As the high compressibility of Ice VII primarily results from the existence of
weak hydrogen bonds, this similarity suggests that hydrogen bonding plays an important
role in water solubility, as confirmed by aforementioned first-principles calculations
(Ottonello et al., 2014).

An alternative ismeasuringmelt density at high temperature and pressure, which has been
accomplished with a few melt compositions (Burnham and Davis, 1971; Matsukage et al.,
2005; Sakamaki et al., 2006, 2009; Agee, 2008; Malfait et al., 2014). These compositions, which
range from that of hydrous NaAlSi3O8 (Burnham and Davis, 1971) to basalt (Sakamaki et al.,
2006) and komatiite melt composition (Agee, 2008), when normalized to a single temperature,
fall on a single compression line (Fig. 14.38):

V
melt

H2O
¼ 3:904 +

49:219

1:764 +P GPað Þ Agee, 2008
� �

, (14.7)

Notably, the partial molar volume of H2O in solution is comparatively insensitive to sili-

cate melt composition. Moreover, the partial molar volume is always smaller than the molar
volume of pure H2O at the same temperature and pressure.

Finally, measurements on hydrous glasses at ambient temperature show that the partial
molar bulk modulus of water in glass also is a strong function of silicate composition
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(Whittington et al., 2012). The compressibility of glasses is purely vibrational in origin. As
such, it depends less sensitively on structure than the configurational part of the compress-
ibility of liquids, which can represent the major contribution to βS (Askarpour et al., 1993).
Hence, the compressibility of water in hydrous liquids should also be a strong function of
silicate composition, with the consequence that early model values of partial molar volume
of water (Ochs and Lange, 1999) should be used with some caution at high pressure. In any
case, the compressibility data for hydrous glasses demonstrate that bonding between the
silicate framework and water, either as hydroxyl ions or as molecular H2O, varies widely.
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15.1 INTRODUCTORY COMMENTS

The pronounced effects of dissolved H2O on chemical and physical properties of silicate
glasses and melts (Chapter 14) lead to the suggestion that H2O is an efficient depolymerizing
agent of silicate melt and glass structure. The structural response commonly proposed is for-
mation of OH-groups through cleavage of bridging oxygen bonds. However, OH-groups can
also form bonding with network-modifying cations such as alkalis and alkaline earths. These
interactions depend on bulk silicate compositions, water concentration, temperature, and
pressure. In this chapter, we discuss these solution mechanisms.
# 2019 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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542 15. WATER SOLUTION MECHANISMS AND STRUCTURE
15.2 WATER SPECIATION

The extent of depolymerization of silicate structure varies with water concentration. In
most silicate melts H+ bondswith the nonbridging oxygen to form SidOH functional groups,
perhaps analogous to SidONa groups, as well as AldOH and alkali and alkaline earth-OH
(Kummerlen et al., 1992; Zotov and Keppler, 1998; Zavelsky and Salova, 2002; Cody et al.,
2005). Water is, however, a less efficient depolymerization agent than alkali oxides (Zotov
and Keppler, 1998; Mysen, 2007). That and the distinctly nonlinear evolution NBO/Si of a
melt with increasing water content (Fig. 15.1) can be related to the existence of several types
of water species.

The OH-groups, both in hydrous SiO2 and in chemically more complex melts and glasses,
have been well documented by a variety of spectroscopic and simulation methods (Moulson
and Roberts, 1961; Ni et al., 2009; Bouyer et al., 2010). For example, infrared spectra of hydrous
silicate glasses, originally reported more than 50years ago, showed evidence for water solu-
tion to form OH-groups and that these groups seemed to coexist with molecular water
(Scholze, 1960). This structural concept, schematically illustrated in Fig. 15.2 with Si4+ and
Al3+ as tetrahedrally coordinated cations, subsequently was supported by a variety of
experimental and computational studies with various silicate compositions (Hodges, 1974;
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FIG. 15.1 Effect of dissolved water on the extent of depoly-
merization, NBO/Si of Na-silicate melt (Na2O�8SiO2) from
Mysen and Cody (2005). Also shown, as dashed line, is the
NBO/Si evolution of the same silicate composition melt with
equivalent increase of Na2O content (data from Maekawa
et al., 1991). Note how the NBO/Si of the melt increases much
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Stolper, 1982; Eckert et al., 1988; Kubicki et al., 1993; Scaller and Sebald, 1995; Cody et al., 2005;
Behrens and Yamashita, 2008; Xue and Kanzaki, 2008; Mookherjee et al., 2008; Simakin et al.,
2010; Wang et al., 2015).

In its simplest form, a solution mechanism of water in silicate melts may be described as
(Stolper, 1982):

H2O molecularð Þ+O meltð Þ, 2OH meltð Þ, (15.1)

with the equilibrium constant:
K15:1 ¼ aOH meltð Þ½ �2=aH2O molecularð Þ� � aO meltð Þ, (15.2)

where aOH(melt), etc., is the activity of the species in the subscript. In most treatments of this

equilibrium, the activities are replacedwithmol fractions. Justification of such an assumption
can be found in relatively small values of heatmixing of silicate glass-H2O solutions (Clemens
and Navrotsky, 1987; Richet et al., 2004; see also Chapter 14) and agreement between
calculated and experimentally observed liquidus phase relations in calculations where
aluminosilicate-H2O melts were assumed to be ideal solutions (Wen and Nekvasil, 1994).
15.2.1 Composition, Temperature, and Pressure

Thewater solutionmodel originally proposed by Stolper (1982) (see Eq. 15.1) subsequently
has been examined as a function of silicate water concentration, bulk composition, tempera-
ture, and pressure. The influence of silicate composition would be reflected in variations in
oxygen activity, aO(melt), in Eq. (15.2). The concentration of water as OH-groups [XOH(melt)]
and as molecular H2O [XH2O(molecular)] in melts evolves as a function of total water concen-
tration (Fig. 15.3). We note that the OH-groups in this case are only those that form bonding
with tetrahedrally coordinated cations such as Si4+ and Al3+. It does not, therefore, consider
OH-groups that form bonding with network-modifying cations. This definitely takes place
(Xue and Kanzaki, 2004; Cody et al., 2005), but the extent to which this occurs is uncertain.
That notwithstanding, it should be kept in mind that a diagram such as that in Fig. 15.3 will
need significant revision when MdOH bonding is incorporated into the structural model
(Ackerson et al., 2017).

The trends of (Si,Al)dOH/H2O abundance ratio ((Si,Al)-OH denotes OH-groups bonding
only to Si or Al) depend on silicate composition and therefore on melt and glass structure
(Fig. 15.3A). For example, Deubner et al. (2003) found that the OH/H2O ratio evolution
not only depends on total water content, but also seems to increase with increasing degree
of polymerization of the silicate (Fig. 15.3B). However, the Al/(Al+Si) also must play a role,
because in the data sets in Fig. 15.3A, where Zotov and Keppler (1998) reported OH/H2O
from composition Na2O�4SiO2 (with NBO/Si¼0.5) and Silver and Stolper (1989) data from
composition NaAlSi3O8 (NBO/T¼0), the OH/H2O relations follow the NBO/T trends that
are opposite to those suggested by Deubner et al. (2003). Here, OH/H2O of themost polymer-
ized, but aluminous, melt, NaAlSi3O8, is less than that of the less polymerized, but Al-free,
Na2O�4SiO2.

Various suggestions have been offered to explain such composition effects recorded in the
OH/H2O ratio glasses formed by temperature quenching of melts from temperatures above
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their liquidii. One factor is that the water speciation is temperature dependent. In fact,
Dingwell and Webb (1990) estimated a Gibbs free energy change of �25�5kJ/mol for reac-
tion (15.1) in rhyolite melt, which of course means that the OH/H2O ratio decreases as a
hydrous melt cools and eventually transforms to a hydrous glass. Another complicating fac-
tor is hydrogen bonding, which affects both infrared and Raman band intensities as well as
molar extinction coefficients (Mysen, 2012; Valyashko et al.,1981). Hydrogen bonding also can
result in a shift of the frequency to lower values of the OH-stretch vibrations in the vibrational
spectra. For example, the infrared absorption centered near 4500cm�1 and considered an ex-
pression of (Si,Al)dOH-groups (Fig. 15.4), also shifts to lower values when hydrogen bond-
ing is important. Under such circumstances, the 4500cm�1 intensitymay not be resolved from
the high-frequency shoulder intensity of the OdH stretching centered near 3600cm�1 (Zotov
and Keppler, 1998; Le Losq et al., 2015). The 5200cm�1 combination band, considered an ex-
pression of molecular H2O (Fig. 15.4), also will shift to lower frequency because of the hydro-
gen bond effect.

We also need to evaluate howmolecular H2Omay be dissolved in a silicate melt and glass.
In general, it seems that three-dimensional cavities in the structure such as those that contain
noble gases and other molecular species (see Chapter 17, Section 17.3.1.1), would be the most
likely structural location. In that case, the availability and accessibility of such locations gov-
ern the proportion of water dissolved in molecular form. The cavity abundance and access
likelywould increase as amelt becomesmore polymerized, for example. This concept implies
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that there likely would be a maximum concentration of molecular H2O that could be
dissolved in a given melt and glass.

The latter additional considerations notwithstanding, for the OH/H2O concentration de-
termined in a few quenched glasses of SiO2 and feldspar composition by FTIR and by 1H
NMR, there is good agreement between the data obtained with the two different methods
(Eckert et al., 1988; Schmidt et al., 2001). Finally, the quenching rate to form a hydrous glass
from a high-temperature hydrous melt can be a factor, as this rate causes changes in fictive
temperature (Silver et al., 1990; Behrens and Nowak, 2003) (see also Chapter 3, Section 3.4, for
discussion of fictive temperature), which will result in different OH/H2O ratios depending
on quenching rate. In fact, the quenching rate and fictive temperature have sometimes been
varied to deduce temperature-dependent structural changes in silicate melts (see, e.g.,
Stebbins, 1988). It then follows that the differing OH/H2O evolutions found as a function
of glass composition could simply originate in the fact that water speciationswere then frozen
in at different temperatures.

Given the complications resulting from quenching amelt to a glass, a better understanding
of the interaction between dissolved water and silicate melt structure is gained through mea-
surements of water speciationwhile a hydrousmelt is in equilibriumwith an aqueous fluid at
temperatures above that of the glass transition. Such experiments also eliminate concerns that
arise from hydrogen bonding, because hydrogen bonding that involves molecular H2O and/
or structurally bound OH-groups diminishes with temperature with a ΔH¼10�2kJ/mol
(Mysen, 2010). Hydrogen bonding cannot be detected in vibrational spectra of hydrous melts
or glass above about 600°C (Fig. 15.5).

Water speciation in melts at temperatures above ambient has been investigated
via high-temperature and high-pressure infrared (IR) absorption spectroscopy (Keppler and
Bagdassarov, 1993; Nowak and Behrens, 1995, Behrens and Schmidt, 1998; Sowerby and
Keppler, 1999; Behrens and Yamashita, 2008; Mysen, 2010). This method relies on the relative
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variations in intensity of infrared absorption bands. There is some discussion, however, as to
pressure and temperature dependence of the molar absorption coefficients needed to quantify
these IR results (e.g., Withers et al., 1999; Withers and Behrens, 1999; Mandeville et al., 2002;
Behrens and Yamashita, 2008). Those uncertainties notwithstanding, if one assumes that only
(Si,Al)-OHboding is operative, then theOH/H2O ratio increaseswith temperature (Fig. 15.6) as
originally concluded the OH/H2O ratio, assuming that only (Si,Al)dOH bonding is operative,
increases with increasing temperature.
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FIG. 15.6 Equilibrium constant for Eq. (15.1), K15.1,
as a function of temperature (1/T, kelvins) for compo-
sitions indicated on individual lines. Exact chemical
compositions of the melts are provided in the sources.
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The equilibrium constant for reaction (15.1) as a function of temperature follows a linear
relationship of the type:

ln K15:1 ¼ a=T + b, (15.3)

at temperatures above glass transition (Fig. 15.6). The temperature dependence depends on

silicate composition with the ΔH for reaction (15.1) ranging between �25 and �42kJ/mol.
There is a tendency toward increased ΔH values with increasing silicate content. One might
surmise therefore that among hydrous silicate melts, ΔH for SiO2-H2O melt would be the
largest. However, high-temperature, experimental data for melts of the system SiO2-H2O
do not appear to exist. That lack of experimental data notwithstanding, results from first-
principles molecular dynamics simulation indicate for SiO2 melt with 3.8wt% H2O in solu-
tion, all water would exist as OH-groups at temperatures near or above 3000K (Pohlmann
et al., 2004).

At total water concentration above about 3wt%, the ΔH of reaction (15.1) is a function of
water content (Sowerby and Keppler, 1999; Hui et al., 2008). A concentration-dependent ΔH
(and therefore K15.1) has been accommodated with a regular solution model for water in
silicate melts (Silver and Stolper, 1989). An alternative, advocated by Doremus (2000), is to
employ the Langmuir model whereby the speciation equilibrium constant, Eq. (15.2), can
be replaced by an expression of the form:

K¼ S2=C R�Sð Þ, (15.4)

In Eq. (15.4), C replaces the concentration of H2O groups, S is equivalent to the concentra-

tion of OH-groups, and R is the concentration of reactive sites. With this model, the solubility
and speciation of water in felsic melt determined by Sowerby and Keppler (1999) and Holtz
et al. (1995) were modeled quite accurately.

Whether, or the extent to which, pressure affects the water speciation equilibrium (15.1)
has been addressed only in a handful of experimental sudies. Sowerby and Keppler (1999)
concluded that with different total water contents and pressures from ambient to 1GPa,
the ΔH of reaction (15.1) was not sensitive to pressure, as did Zhang and Behrens (2000)
for pressures �0.5GPa. However, Hui et al. (2008) observed that ΔH did indeed decrease
with pressure and that the rate of ΔH increase increased with increasing pressure to
3.8GPa (Fig. 15.7).

There appear not to be experimental data on water speciation in silicate melts at pressures
higher than the 3.8-GPa data reported by Hui et al. (2008). First-principles molecular dynam-
ics simulations of hydrous SiO2 andMgSiO3melts at	2000K have, however, been carried out
to pressures near 90GPa (Anderson et al., 2008; Mookherjee et al., 2008; Karki et al., 2010).
From such calculations, the proportion of both isolated H2Omolecules and of OH-groups de-
creases with increasing pressure. However, the proportion of molecular H2O decreases much
more rapidly than that of OH-groups, which leads to increased OH/H2O with increasing
pressure (Karki et al., 2010). However, additional, H-species that are more polymerized than
isolated OH-groups and single H2O molecules also are formed (Fig. 15.8). In this process, the
OdH bond distance increases as does the fraction of protons bonded to oxygen. It follows
that at these higher pressures the oxygen coordination number around H also increases from
a value slightly above 1 at ambient pressure to more than 2 above 80GPa (Fig. 15.8).
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15.3 HYDROUS MELT AND GLASS STRUCTURE

Most experimental data on solution mechanisms of water dissolved in silicate melts actu-
ally were obtained on glasses formed by temperature quenching of hydrous melts equili-
brated above their liquidii. In an application of such data to hydrous melts, possible
effects on structure resulting from cooling the melt to a glass must be kept in mind.

The interaction between silicate structure and dissolved water in its simplest form
(Fig. 15.2), as proposed early on by Wasserburg (1957), has an H2O molecule cleaving an ox-
ygen bridge that links two silicate tetrahedra to form two SidOH bonds. This is also the most
thermodynamically stable SidOH functional group configuration among those possible in
hydrous silicate melts and glasses (Buhler, 1999). The other forms of OH bonding, in addition
to SidOH, can be AldOH, and alkalidOH and alkaline earthdOH. Their relative
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abundance depends on the cation properties and their abundance (Cody et al., 2005; Xue and
Kanzaki, 2004, 2008; Malfait et al., 2014).
15.3.1 SiO2-H2O

Information on water interaction with the structure of hydrous SiO2 melt has been gained
from 29Si MAS NMR, 17OMAS NMR, 1HMAS NMR, and cross-polarization (CP) MAS NMR
(Farnan et al., 1987; Maekawa et al., 1998; Cody et al., 2005). The 29Si MAS NMR data provide
details on the structural response of the three-dimensionally interconnected network of SiO2

melt to interaction with H2O. The 1H MAS NMR data provide information on the local envi-
ronment surrounding the protons.

The 1H MAS NMR spectra of SiO2+14mol% H2O melt show evidence for both molecular
H2O and for SidOH bonds (Fig. 15.9). Silicon-29 CPMASNMR spectra of hydrous SiO2 glass
with 2.5 and 8.7wt%H2O show protons occupying structural positions near Q2-, Q3-, and Q4-
species (Farnan et al., 1987). From the single-pulse 29SiMASNMR, theQ3/Q4 abundance ratio
increases with increasingwater content (Farnan et al., 1987; see also Table 15.1). The OH/H2O
ratio was calculated from these NMR data under the assumption that all OH existed in the
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FIG. 15.9 1H MAS NMR spectrum hydrous SiO2 glass
(14mol% H2O) to show the chemical shift of OH groups that
form bonding to Si4+ and of molecular H2O (Cody et al.,
2005).



TABLE 15.1 Concentration of Si and H Species in SiO2-H2O Melts (Farnan et al., 1987)

Water conc. (wt%) Q3/(Q3+Q4) OH conc. (wt%) Molecular H2O (wt%)

2.5 0.086 1.26 1.24

8.7 0.235 3.21 5.49
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form of SidOH groups. There is increasing abundance of both OH-groups and molecular
H2O with increasing total water content.

Farnan et al. (1987) saw no NMR evidence for silicate species less polymerized than Q3,
which leads to a simple solution mechanism for water in SiO2 melt:

2Q4 +H2O,Q3 OHð Þ: (15.5)

In this expression, Q3(OH) denotes one OH-group per Si in the Q3 species.

Additional details on the nature of the dissolved OH-groups andmolecular H2O in silicate

glasses andmelts have been obtained from vibrational spectroscopy, neutron diffraction, and
1H MAS NMR (Stolper, 1982; Silver and Stolper, 1989; Mysen and Virgo, 1986a, b; McMillan
and Remmele, 1986; Eckert et al., 1988; Zavelsky and Salova, 2002; Xue and Kanzaki, 2004;
Cody et al., 2005). These data offer information on cation-OH interaction and distances
and the extent to which hydrogen bonding plays a role. For example, in the Raman spectra
of hydrous silica glass, the pronounced band near 970cm�1 (Fig. 15.10) has been assigned to
SidOH stretch vibrations in the SiO2-H2O glasses (Stolen and Walrafen, 1976; McMillan and
Remmele, 1986). Its growth with increasing water content in the melts is consistent with in-
creasing abundance of SidOH bonds as the total water content increases. A band near
1600cm�1 is commonly assigned to HdOdH bending motions and thus attests to the
existence of molecular H2O (Paterson, 1982; Reimers and Watts, 1984). These interpretations
accord with those advanced by Farnan et al. (1987) from their 29Si MAS NMR spectra of
SiO2-H2O glasses.
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Experimental data that describe the SiO2-H2O melt structure at high temperatures and
pressures do not appear to exist. However, there are results from first-principles molecular
dynamics modeling (Anderson et al., 2008). The OH/H2O increases with temperature and
pressure (Anderson et al., 2008). This observation is, of course, analogous to experimental ob-
servations at lower pressures and temperatures discussed previously (Figs. 15.3 and 15.4).

Silicon remains in tetrahedral coordination in SiO2-H2O melts to at least 10GPa pressure
(Anderson et al., 2008) as also observed in anhydrous SiO2 glass (Bridgman and Simon, 1953;
Sato and Funamori, 2008; Fukui et al., 2009). Themain evidence for this conclusion is the fixed
position of first peak of the X-ray SidO radial distribution function to 10GPa (Fig. 15.11A).

There also are other pressure-dependent changes of the distribution function. For example,
the second SidO peak broadens significantly with an asymmetry toward shorter distances.
Changes can also be seen in the SidO angular distribution, which broadens and becomes
asymmetric toward larger SidOdSi angleswith increasing pressure (Fig. 15.11B). The broad-
ening and asymmetry development of the SidOdSi angle (Fig. 15.11) reflect in part a de-
crease in SidOdSi angles in the three-dimensional network and in part the formation of
increasingly abundant less polymerized Qn-species, which are formed as H2O is dissolved.
Depolymerized silicate specieswould have larger SidOdSi angles than the Q4 species. These
pressure-dependent structural developments also are reflected in decreased proportions of
corner-shared Q4 tetrahedra (Fig. 15.12A). At any temperature and pressure, the abundance
of Q4 units also decreases with increasing water content (Fig. 15.12B).
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15.3.2 Metal Oxide-Silica-H2O

Solution of water in metal oxide-silicate melts at least in part can be described with
Eq. (15.1) to form more depolymerized silicate species (Zotov and Keppler, 1998; Robert
et al., 2001; Cody et al., 2005). By incorporating a role of metal cations, Mm+, in such an inter-
action, the principal solution mechanism with which to break SidOdSi bridges in metal
oxide-SiO2 melts can be expressed as:

Qn Mm+ð Þ+H2O,Qn�1 OHð Þ+ 2=mMm+: (15.6)

In Eq. (15.6), Qn(Mm+) denotes a Q-species with a metal cation, M, with a positive charge,

m+, serving as a network-modifying cation, Qn�1(OH) denotes a Q-species with a n�1 bridg-
ing oxygen and where OH-groups form a part of the silicate tetrahedra (Fig. 15.2), so in a way
H+ serves a structural role resembling that of the Mm+ cations.

Several different Qn-species coexist in both anhydrous and hydrous metal oxide-silicate
melts (Zotov and Keppler, 1998; Robert et al., 2001; Cody et al., 2005). The single-pulse 29Si
MAS NMR data of quenched hydrous Na2O-SiO2 melts show how the proportion of
depolymerized species is increasingly abundant with increasing water content (Fig. 15.13).

Ordering of H+ and metal cations among nonbridging oxygen in different Qn-species in
melt and glass structures is also likely. In such circumstances, H+ tends to react with
nonbridging oxygens to form OH-groups in the least polymerized among coexisting Qn-
species (Mysen and Cody, 2005).

The rate of silicate depolymerization with increasing water concentration of hydrous melt
and therefore the rate of change of Qn-species concentration, decreases with increasingNBO/
Si-values of the anhydrous base glass melt (Figs. 15.1 and 15.14). This evolution is a partly a
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reflection of decreasing SidOH/H2O abundance ratio with increasing water content and
partly because in addition to SidOH groups (depolymerization), isolated MdOH groups
also may form in water-bearing metal oxide silicate melts and their glasses. Their abundance
increases as the anhydrous melt becomes increasingly depolymerized (Cody et al., 2005). The
NBO/Si of hydrous melts as a function of the NBO/Si of the anhydrous equivalent evolves
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at a rate between that which would be expected if all H+ and Na+ acted as network-modifiers
(line (H++Na+)/Si in Fig. 15.14) and that where none of the H+ serve as network-modifier.
The actual values of NBO/Si of hydrous melt mean that some of the OH-group formation
is through isolated Na-OH complexes. A general expression of such a solution mechanism
is (Cody et al., 2005; Xue and Kanzaki, 2001, 2004; Le Losq et al., 2015):

MOð Þn +H2O¼ M OHð Þ2
� �

m
: (15.7)

This equilibrium shifts to the right with decreasing Mn+-cation radius (Xue and Kanzaki,

2004). Isolated [M(OH)2]m groups in melts also become increasingly important as the
M-cation becomes more electronegative and as the abundance ratio, [M(OH)2]/SiO2,
increases.

Formation of isolated MdOH groups transforms some of the network-modifying
M-cations from a network-modifying role to form these complexes. A reaction with which
to form isolated MdOH groups via interaction with the silicate structure is:

2Q3 Mm+ð Þ+H2O, M OHð Þ2
� �

m
+ 2Q4: (15.8)

Here Q3(Mm+) denotes a Q3-species with a metal cation, Mm+, forming bonds with its

nonbridging oxygen. In other words, formation of isolated [M(OH)2]m complexes results in
polymerization of the silicate network (Cody et al., 2005; Xue and Kanzaki, 2004; Xue,
2009). This reaction mechanism becomes increasingly important as the extent of silicate
depolymerization of the anhydrous silicate component, NBO/Si (anhydr), increases
(Fig. 15.13B).

The equilibrium constant for equilibrium (15.1), K15.1, not only is a function of total water
content and degree of polymerization of the anhydrous silicate melt, it also varies systemat-
ically with the ionization potential of the metal cation which correlates positively with the
abundance ratio OH/H2O (Le Losq et al., 2015). In other words, the larger the metal cation,
themore effectively does dissolvedwater depolymerize the silicatemelt structure (Fig. 15.16).

The cation control on water speciation is further illustrated in the 1H MAS NMR
(Fig. 15.17A). These NMR data, in turn, can be used to estimate the OdH⋯Odistance among
the water species by using the expression from Eckert et al. (1988):

δ1H ppmð Þ¼ 79:05�2:55dO�H⋯O pmð Þ: (15.9)

Here, δ1H is the chemical shift and dO-H⋯O the oxygen distance in pm. In other words, the

differences in silicate melt and glass structure, governed by the electronic properties of the
M-cation, also control the distribution of OH and H2O species in the melt and the extent
to which these species cause changes in silicate polymerization. Moreover, if we assume,
as did Le Losq et al. (2015), that a mean volume of dissolved water is assumed to be a sphere
with the OdH⋯O distances derived from the 1H MAS NMR spectra and Eq. (15.9), a mean
volume of H2O in the melts can be calculated and compared with the measured partial molar
volume of H2O at similar pressures and temperature. The mean volume of H2O this calcu-
lated is within 10% of the same as a partial molar volume of H2O in these melts (Fig. 15.18).

Given that the ΔH for equilibrium (15.1) ranges between about 26 and 43kJ/mol for
different melt compositions (Table 15.2), one would expect that the OH/H2O abundance ratio
of temperature-quenched melts (to form glasses) would be lower than their equivalent melts



TABLE 15.2 ΔH for Eq. (15.1) Derived From Temperature-Dependent Data Such as in Fig. 15.6

Composition ΔH (kJ/mol) Source

Rhyolite 26.0 Ihinger et al. (1999)

Dacite 29.7 Liu et al. (2004)

Andesite 30.4 Botcharnikov et al. (2006)

QAa 25.2 Ohlhorst et al. (2001)

QtzAbAnb 43.2 Ohlhorst et al. (2001)

Na2O�4SiO2 28.5 Behrens and Yamashita (2008)

Na2O�6SiO2 31.0 Behrens and Yamashita (2008)

a (SiO2)50(CaAl2Si2O8)50.
b (SiO2)33(NaAlSi3O8)33(CaAl2Si2O8)33.
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at high temperature because of back-reaction during cooling from high temperature to that of
the glass transition. The reader also is reminded that this OH/H2O ratio does not include
MdOH groups because the necessary details of how MdOH group abundance is governed
by pressure is not yet available.

Results of one of the few experimental studies of water speciation of a glass and at tem-
peratures above the glass transition are shown in Fig. 15.19 for hydrousNa2Si2O5 composition
glass andmelt (Chertkova and Yamashita, 2015). By assuming the activity andmol fraction of
oxygen to be constant, this yields a ΔH value of 18�2kJ/mol. Clearly, this ΔH, reflecting the
temperature dependence on the OH/H2O ratio, explains the significant difference in
OH-groups vs molecular H2O evolution measured in a melt at high temperature and its glass
at room temperature as well as the influence of quenching rate (Deubner et al., 2003).

In their study, Chertkova and Yamashita (2015) did not observe an effect of water content
on the equilibrium constant for reaction (15.1), thus concluding that this silicate-H2O melt
mixturemight be treated as ideal. Moreover, by comparing the K15.1 vs temperature data with
those of Na2Si4O9 andNa2Si6O13melt to temperatures barely above that of the glass transition
of these samples from Behrens and Yamashita (2008), the Chertkova and Yamashita (2015)
data show considerably less temperature dependence. This difference may reflect the lower
temperatures (<450°C) of the Behrens and Yamashita (2008) experiments where hydrogen
bonding played a more significant role. Hydrogen bonding affects the infrared absorption
intensity (Valyashko et al., 1981). Another data set for water-saturatedNa2Si4O9melt between
400°C and 800°C in the 180–700MPa pressure range (Mysen, 2009; see also Fig. 15.20)
obtained in the samemanner as the data reported by Chertkova and Yamashita (2015) closely
resemble their data. Indeed, from the least-squares fit of the data as shown in the figure,
ln[(XOH)

2/XH2O]¼5.1�0.3–2170�282/T (R2¼0.95), which yields ΔH¼18kJ/mol. The sim-
ilarity of this ΔH value with that derived for K15.1 vs temperature data from the Chertkova
and Yamashita (2015) data would suggest that, at least in the pressure/temperature range
of these experiments, the activity of oxygen in the melt does not vary significantly.

In the data in Figs. 15.19 and 15.20, it is assumed that the volume change of reaction (15.1),
ΔV15.1, equals 0 because in Fig. 15.19 the pressure range employed at 900°C actually is
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between 0.2 and 2.5GPa. For the data in Fig. 15.20, the range is 180–700MPa. In the pressure
range of these latter data there appears to be no pressure effect on equilibrium (15.1). How-
ever, at much higher pressures (to as much as 150GPa and between 2000 and 6000K), results
from first-principles molecular dynamics methods have been reported (Mookherjee et al.,
2008; Karki et al., 2010). There also exists at least one experimental study of (Mg,Fe)SiO3 glass
at ambient temperatures and high pressure, aswell as one for hydrousMgSiO3melt (Closman
and Williams, 1995; Yamada et al., 2007). Those data all indicate that the OH/H2O increases
with pressure.

The results from first-principles molecular dynamics simulation of MgSiO3-H2O melt
structure indicate that water dissolved in such melt at pressures near 10GPa and above dis-
solves as OH groups, as single H2O molecules, and as more extended (O⋯H)-structures
(Fig. 15.21). The OH/H2O abundance ratio increases with increasing pressure in this higher
pressure range. In principle, this conclusion is similar to the calculated behavior of dissolved
water in SiO2 melt under similar conditions (Anderson et al., 2008). Formation of extended
(O⋯H) structures results in a lengthening of the HdO bonds (Fig. 15.21B). The increasing
average bond length (Fig. 15.21B), also seen for SidO and MgdO in these calculations
(Karki et al., 2010), reflects the increased average oxygen coordination number of H, Mg,
and Si with increasing pressure. This behavior of Mg and Si is similar to that reported for an-
hydrous melts as a function of increased pressure (see Chapters 7 and 9).

A schematic water speciation equilibrium that describes this situation is:

nH2O+O2� ¼ 2OH� + H2Oð Þn�1, (15.10)

where (H2O)n�1 denotes a polymerized water structure and the OH-group forms bonding to

the silicate structure. Equilibrium (15.10) shifts to the right with pressure (Karki et al., 2010).
The OH– and (H2O)n�1 structures dominate to the extent that at simulated pressures near
80GPa, for example, only polymerized H2O molecules are detected in the MD calculations.

Closman andWilliams (1995), from the pressure-dependent changes in infrared spectra of
their (Mg,Fe)SiO3 hydrous glasses, suggested that hydrogen bonding also becomes more im-
portant with increasing pressure, which could also explain the lengthening O⋯H distance
(Fig. 15.21B). It should be remembered, however, that those results are for glasses subjected
to pressure at ambient temperature. Other experimental data indicate that hydrogen bonding
in hydrous melt does not play a significant role at temperatures above about 600°C (Fig. 15.5)
so it seems less likely that the>2000K simulation results from Karki et al. (2010) could not be
ascribed to hydrogen bonding.

Some of the OH-groups in MgSiO3-H2O melts at high pressure are formed by H+ reacting
with the nonbridging oxygens in the silicate network to form SidOH groups and some H2O
reacts with Mg2+ to form Mg⋯OH complexes (Yamada et al., 2007; Karki et al., 2010). This
would be the solution mechanism indicated in Eq. (15.7). This suggestion for high-pressure
MgSiO3-H2O melt resembles that reported from low-pressure experiments with (Ca,Mg)
silicate glasses with similar bulk NBO/Si-values (near 2).

The proportion of isolated Mg⋯OH groups is greater in hydrous Mg2SiO4 melt than in
hydrous MgSiO3 melt (Yamada et al., 2007). Moreover, in (Ca,Mg)-SiO2-H2O melt, the abun-
dance ratio, Mg..OH/Ca⋯OH, is greater than 1 (Xue and Kanzaki, 2004), suggesting there-
fore that these OH-bearing complexes become increasingly stable as themetal cation becomes
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more electronegative. Evidence for OH-groups that form bonding with cations other than tet-
rahedrally coordinated Si4+ and Al3+ also has been reported from MAS NMR measurements
of Na2O-SiO2 glasses (see Fig. 15.14).

TheMgdO, SidO, andHdOdistances and oxygen coordination numbers aroundMg, Si,
and H in the simulated MgSiO3-H2O melt structure increase with increasing pressure
(Fig. 15.22A; see also Karki et al., 2010). The data in Fig. 15.22A are average coordination num-
bers that reflect coexistence of silicate structures with differet numbers of oxygens in the co-
ordination sphere (Fig. 15.22B). In all cases, the average coordination number increases with
pressure. Similar structural behavior has been reported from first-principles molecular
dyanamics simulations of Mg and Si in anhydrous MgSiO3 andMg2SiO4 melt in the pressure
range from<10GPa to 170GPa (Ghosh et al., 2014; see also Chapter 7, Section 7.2.4). However,
an experimental study of ambient-temperature anhydrousMgSiO3 glass to about 40GPa does
not show evidence of Si coordination transformations (Kubicki et al., 1992). The latter conclu-
sion differs, however, from that of Lee and Stebbins (2003) and Lee et al. (2012)) who, from
examination of alkali aluminosilicate glasses formed by temperature quenching of melt at
more than 10GPa and from Sanloup et al. (2013) for molten basalt to 35GPa. Those authors
found that sixfold coordinated Si4+ plays a major structural role in silicate melts at these pres-
sures. The difference with the data of Kubicki et al. (1992) and the other data on glass formed
by temperature-quenching melt at its liquidus temperature at high pressure likely is because
the behavior of ambient-pressure glass cannot be compared with that of melt quenched from
or modeled at several thousand kelvins and high pressure (Lee and Stebbins, 2003; Lee et al.,
2012; Sanloup et al., 2013; Karki et al., 2010). An ambient-temperature glass is in a
nonequilibrium state and does not reach equilibrium conditions simply by compression.
High-temperature melt quenched to glass at high pressure, on the other hand, leads to a glass
reflecting the equilibrium structure at the fictive temperature at the pressure of quenching.
15.3.3 Aluminosilicate-H2O

Most studies of water solution mechanisms in silicate melts have focused on feldspar-rich
glasses near meta-aluminosilicate joins (Silver and Stolper, 1989; Sykes and Kubicki, 1993;
Shen and Keppler, 1995; Behrens et al., 1996; Schmidt et al., 2000, 2001; Xue and Kanzaki,
2007; Malfait and Xue, 2010). There are also a few studies of the solution of water in
peralkaline aluminosilicate melts (Mysen, 1992, Mysen and Armstrong, 2002; Benne and
Behrens, 2003; Ni et al., 2009; Wang et al., 2015).

Replacement of Si4+ in SiO2 glass and melt with Al3+ requires charge-balance of Al3+ ei-
ther with the aid of an alkali metal or an alkaline earth (see Chapters 4 and 9, for discussion
of charge-balance). In hydrous aluminosilicate melts and glasses, those alkalis and alkaline
earths not only may serve to charge-balance tetrahedrally coordinated Al3+, but could also
behave as network-modifiers. Some portions of those alkalis and alkaline earthsmay also be
associated with OH-groups (Maekawa et al., 1998; Xue and Kanzaki, 2004; Cody et al., 2005;
Xue, 2009). This is evident, for example, in systematic relationships in NMR spectra of hy-
drous NaAlSi3O8-KASi3O8-SiO2 composition melts where the 23Na chemical shift decreases
systematically with H/(Na+K) of the sample (Fig. 15.23). Increasing chemical shift is cor-
related with decreasing NadO bond distance (Tossell, 1999). For the correlation in
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Fig. 15.23, this trend might be consistent either with increasing number of H2Omolecules in
a hydration shell surrounding Na+ with increasing water content of the glasses (Schmidt
et al., 2001), or there might be Na⋯OH complexes forming in the glasses andmelts. Because
of such structural features, dissolution of water may lead to major redistribution of the cat-
ions forming the hydrous aluminosilicate network compared with their anhydrous equiv-
alent (Mysen and Virgo, 1986a, b; Acosta-Vigil et al., 2005; Malfait and Xue, 2014).

In highly polymerized aluminosilicate melts, an important form of OH formation is
SidOH and AldOH bonding resulting from breakage of SidOdSi and SidOdAl bonds
(Bouyer et al., 2010; Malfait and Xue, 2014). One of the 1H NMR peak positions chemical shift
between 1 and 3ppm in spectra of K-, Na-, and Ca-aluminosilicate glasses has been assigned
to protons in AldOH functional groups (Malfait and Xue, 2014). The shift increases slightly
with increasing bulk Al/(Al+Si) (Fig. 15.24A). In spectra of hydrous K- and
Na-aluminosilicate melts, the Al/Si-dependence of this shift coincides in the 1–2ppm range,
whereas in NMR spectra of hydrous Ca-aluminosilicate glasses it occurs in the 2.5–3ppm
range (Fig. 15.24A). These NMR data suggest, therefore, similar structural environments of
H+ in the K- and Na-meta-aluminosilicate melts. In the AldOH environment charge-
balanced with Ca2+ this environment differs because of the greater chemical shift of the 1H
spectra from those glasses (2.5–3ppm). The resonance near 1–2ppm in 1HMASNMR spectra
reflects a proton environment with large rotational freedom, but with this freedom being
more restricted when the chemical shift increases (Wang et al., 2015).

Regardless of the nature of the charge-balancing cation, in these melts the proportion
of OH as Al⋯OH relative to total abundance of OH-groups increases with bulk melt
Al/(Al+Si) of the melt (Mysen and Virgo, 1986a, b; Padro et al., 2003; Malfait and Xue,
2014; see also Fig. 15.24B). Notably, this evolution also depends on the nature of the
charge-balancing cation with the apparent largest preference for AldOH bonding in
K-aluminosilicate melts. In fact, in the K-system at Al/(Al+Si)>0.3, the AldOH/OHtotal

exceeds the bulk Al/(Al+Si) of the melt (Fig. 15.24C). In other words, there is ordering of
the H+ among the hydrous Al-species and the degree of ordering varies with type of
charge-balancing cation.

The interaction between dissolved water and SidOdAl bridges in aluminosilicate melts
leads to a depolymerization mechanism with a general form:

2MAlSixO2x+ 1 + 3H2O, 2 Al⋯OHð Þ+Qn�2 Mð Þ+ 2x�1ð ÞQn: (15.11)

In Eq. (15.11), the Al⋯OH implies that the Al⋯OH complex comprises three OH-groups

per Al3+. According to this solutionmechanism, an equivalent portion ofM-cations serving as
charge-balancers in the anhydrous melt becomes network-modifying in the hydrous melts,
which leads to stabilization of the depolymerized Q2(M) structures.

The OH/H2O ratio in a given aluminosilicate system does not seem to vary greatly with
bulk melt Al/(Al+Si) (Simakin et al., 2010). The type of charge-balancing cation does not
seem to have a big effect on OH/H2O either (Table 15.3; see also Schmidt et al., 2001) at least
for melts with Al/(Al+Si)¼0.25 and temperature quenched to a glass at a few hundred
megapascals. Given, however, that the reactivity of the SidOdAl bonds likely is dependent
on the charge-balancing cation as seen, for example, in the data of Malfait and Xue (2014), the
data in Table 15.3 should not be extrapolated to other Al/Si ratios.



TABLE 15.3 Abundance Ratio, OH/(OH+H2O) as a Function of Charge-Balancing
Cation Type, MAlSi3O8-H2OQuenchedMelts (Glass) for M¼Li, Na, and K, and Total
H2O Content at 2 and 4wt% (Data From Schmidt et al., 2001)

M-Cation
OH/(OH+H2O)

2wt% H2O 4wt% H2O

Li 0.40�0.01

Na 0.57�0.01 0.41�0.01

K 0.59�0.02 0.42�0.02
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An effect of the metal cation type on the OH/H2O ratio has, in fact, been reported (Benne
and Behrens, 2003). For example, in the system (CaAl2Si2O8)54(CaMgSi2O6)46, the OH/H2O
ratio is considerably greater than in pure NAlSi3O8 composition melt (Fig. 15.25). Interest-
ingly, by adding CaMgSi2O6 components to NaAlSi3O8, the OH/H2O actually decreases
(Fig. 15.25). It should be noted, however, that the OH-component in Fig. 15.25 was obtained
from the 4500cm�1 combination band in the infrared absorption spectra. The OH abundance
thus obtained is that which forms bonding of SidOH and perhaps AldOH in the alumino-
silicate network (Simakin et al., 2010; Malfait and Xue, 2010). This could result in an under-
estimate of the total OH abundance because Xue and Kanzaki (2008), from MAS NMR
spectroscopy, demonstrated that free OH-groups (i.e., groups formed by bonding to Mg or
Ca) exist in many of the (CaAl2Si2O8)-(CaMgSi2O6) melts. The infrared combination signal
from OH groups from such complexes together with the fundamental OdH stretching near
3600cm�1 most likely does not appear near 4500cm�1. Instead, in analogy with infrared and
signals fromCadO andMgO in silicate glasses near 400cm�1 (Gervais et al., 1990), onemight
expect a combination of fundamental OH stretch vibrations and the CadOH/MgdOH near
400cm�1 to result in a combination band near 4000cm�1, which is near that reported by
Ackerson et al. (2017). The intensity of such a band would be very difficult to extract quan-
titatively because of interferences from the high-frequency tail of the broad 3600cm�1 band
from OH stretching. In short, the OH/H2O from CaMgSi2O6-rich compositions such as those
shown in Fig. 15.25 likely is underestimated. This disclaimer may also apply to other melt
compositions, but detailed information is yet to be published.

Silicate speciation of hydrous aluminosilicate melts varies with both total water content
and with Al/(Al+Si) of the system (Xu et al., 1998; Liu et al., 2002; Mysen, 2007, 2011; Malfait
and Xue, 2014). The extent to which aluminosilicate melts become depolymerized as water is
dissolved increases with Al/(Al+Si) of the melt (Fig. 15.26), because of the changes in
Qn-species abundance of anhydrous aluminosilicate melt with Al/(Al+Si). The Al3+ prefer-
entially occupies the Q4 species, which means that the Al/(Al+Si) of Q4 is greater than the
bulk Al/(Al+Si)-value (Mysen et al., 2003; see also Chapter 9, Section 9.3.2.4). This alsomeans
that the proportion of Q4-species in a melt increases with Al/(Al+Si) (Mysen et al., 2003).
Therefore, given that H2O seems to show preference for interaction with bridging oxygen
in Q4-species (Zotov and Keppler, 1998; Mysen and Cody, 2005), and finally that interaction
of water with aluminous Q4-species more effectively depolymerizes a silicate melt, the more
rapid build-up of Q2- and Q3-species abundance, the more that Al/(Al+Si) would be
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the result (Fig. 15.27). This effect, in turn, results in more rapid overall depolymerization of
the aluminosilicate melts, the greater their bulk Al/(Al+Si).

There is some variation in how OH/H2O of aluminosilicate melts may vary with temper-
ature based on examination of glass formed by temperature quenching of theirmelt from tem-
peratures above their melting point. However, these variations may at least in part reflect
different quenching rates, different fictive temperatures, and so forth that result in OH/H2O
abundance ratio variations with water content (see also Fig. 15.28). As the quenching rate
decreases, the OH/H2O ratio also decreases. In other words, the equilibria that describe
solution mechanism (e.g., Eqs. 15.1, 15.5–15.7) shift in favor of molecular water with decreas-
ing quenching rate. This is simply another way of saying that the hydrous system backreacts
during cooling and that examination of glass samples quenched to ambient temperature
before structural analysis may not offer an accurate view of the water speciation in
hydrous melts.

Results of studies of water speciation in aluminosilicate melts, recorded in situ while the
sample was at the pressure and temperature of interest, seems limited to only several exper-
iments along meta-aluminosilicate joins, such as NaAlSi3O8-H2O and KAlSi3O8-NaAlSi3O8-
SiO2-H2O (Nowak and Behrens, 1995; Behrens and Schmidt, 1998 Sowerby andKeppler, 2002;
Behrens and Nowak, 2003) and a few experimental data on multicomponent rhyolite-H2O
systems (Keppler and Bagdassarov, 1993; Sowerby and Keppler, 1999). In general, the struc-
ture data of hydrousmelts recorded at high temperature and pressure show slightly different
ΔH values for reaction (15.1) than values derived from hydrous glasses quenched from var-
ious high temperatures above the glass transition. For example, for the haplogranitic system,
KAlSi3O8-NaAlSi3O8-SiO2-H2O, Nowak and Behrens (2001) found that when the melt was
characterized at temperatures above the melting temperatures, the ΔH¼35�1.2kJ/mol
and ΔS¼27.7�1.3 J/molK (Fig. 15.29), whereas these values for the same sample quenched
to ambient-pressure glass from various temperatures resulted in ΔH¼25.8kJ/mol and
ΔS¼15.6 J/molK. In other words, data from glasses formed by temperature quenching will
not yield precise equilibrium information on water speciation. The kinetic information that
may be derived from such experiments may be used, however, as a geospeedometer, for
example (Zhang et al., 1995; Zhang and Behrens, 2000).

The main structural changes of hydrous aluminosilicate melts with increasing pressure in-
volve changes in bond lengths, bond angles, bond angle distribitions, and Al-coordination
changes (Sykes et al., 1993; Malfait et al., 2012; Anderson et al., 2014). Qualitatively, these
types of changes are similar to those observed in anhydrous glasses and melts (Yarger
et al., 1995; Allwardt et al., 2005; Lee et al., 2006; Sakamaki et al., 2012). Anderson et al.
(2014), using X-ray diffraction to examine hydrous aluminosilicate melts at 700°C, concluded
that the main structural effect in the pressure range from ambient to 600MPa was a length-
ening of the SidO(H) bonds (by about 5%, or 0.09Å). Increasing bond length and Al disorder
in alkali aluminosilicate melts were reported by Malfait et al. (2012) to 3.5GPa from their
27Al MAS NMR study of glasses formed by qenching at 175°C/s from �450°C to �850°C.
There was, furthermore, a small increase of fivefold coordinated Al3+ with increasing pres-
sure, but the pressure effect diminishes with increasing total water content (Fig. 15.30). This
latter change also was found to take place with increasing peralkalinity. In other words,
increasing pressure results in less depolymerization of a hydrous melt than in its anhydrous
equivalent.
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15.3.4 H2O and Other Oxide Components

The solution behavior of water in melts with tetrahedrally coordinated cations other than
Si4+ or Al3+ can be affected by those components, the most important of which are Fe3+, P5+,
and possibly Ti4+ (see Chapters 11–14). Among those cations, iron is of particular interest as
water not only may affect the structural behavior of Fe2+ and Fe3+, but dissolved water may
also cause changes in activity-composition relations (Gaillard et al., 2003) and the redox ratio
of iron (Baker and Rutherford, 1996; Wilke et al., 2002; Botcharnikov et al., 2005)

The activity of FeO in basalt melt increases and that of Fe2O3 decreases with increasing
water concentration (Gaillard et al., 2003; see Fig. 15.31). From M€ossbauer spectroscopy of
hydrous, iron-bearing glasses quenched from high-temperature melt, there is no evidence
to suggest changes in the structural roles of Fe2+ and Fe3+ as water is dissolved
(Botcharnikov et al., 2005). It follows, therefore, that changes in activity-composition relations
are in response to water-induced structural changes, such as depolymerization of the silicate
melt structure by solution of H2O (see, e.g., Eqs. 15.5, 15.6, 15.11). That structural change, in
turn, likely changes the extent of steric hindrance near oxygens needed to form Fe2+–O and
Fe3+–O ligands. As a result, the activity coefficients of FeO and Fe2O3, and therefore the Fe3+/
ΣFe, vary with water content.

The redox ratio of iron ofmelts responds to dissolvedwater. For both a basalt and a rhyolite
melt, the Fe3+/ΣFe increases with increasing water content (Baker and Rutherford, 1996;
Botcharnikov et al., 2005; see also Fig. 15.32). Such an evolution is to be expected from other
experimental data, which show that the ferric/ferrous ratio increases with increasingNBO/Si
of silicate melts at constant temperature and pressure (Levy et al., 1976; Virgo et al., 1981;
Mysen and Virgo, 1989; Russel and Gerlach, 1999). Dissolved water in general also results
in increased NBO/Si of a melt, so that positive correlation of Fe3+/ΣFe with increasing water
content of a melt would be expected.

Boron may occopy tetrahedral coordination in the form of BO4 units in a manner resem-
bling the structural behavior of Al3+ in aluminosilicate melts (Fleet and Muthupari, 1999; Du
and Stebbins, 2003; Schmidt et al., 2004; Koroleva et al., 2011). Structural association of
OH-groups with B3+ is also possible (Schmidt et al., 2004). Evidence for BdOH groups
can be seen in infrared absoprtion spectra of B-bearing aluminosilicate glasses. There is, in
fact, a strong positive correlation between OH/H2O abundance ratio and boron concentra-
tion, whereas the total solubility seems insensitive to B2O3 content of the melt (Fig. 15.33).
The temperature dependence of Eq. (15.1) from in-situ, high-temperature/-pressure experi-
ments yields ΔH¼19.9kJ/mol and ΔS¼15.5 J/mol�K (Schmidt et al., 2004). These values are
about 20% smaller than those reported for water speciation in similar aluminosilicate melts
without boron oxide (Nowak and Behrens, 2001), also suggesting, therefore, an active partic-
ipation of boron on the solubility behavior of water.

The role of P5+ in hydrous systems is not well known. A neutron diffraction study of
the system Na2O-P2O5-H2O (Hoppe et al., 2004) revealed an important role of PdOH
functional groups, perhaps, therefore, analogous to SidOH in hydrous silicate systems
(see Section 15.3.2). However, no evidence was found for molecular water in the phosphorus
system. The rather significant increase in water solubility in NaAlSi3O8-KAlSi3O8-SiO2-H2O
melt by addition of P2O5 (Holtz et al., 1993) and shifts in the granite minimum (London et al.,
1993) would be consistent with a PdOH structural role of P5+ in P-bearing silicate melts.
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15.4 STRUCTURE AND PROPERTIES

Bowen (1928) referred to water in magmatic systems as a “Maxwell’s Demon” because, as
he described it, H2O can do whatever one wants it to. Bowen’s opinions notwithstanding,
solution of water in silicate melts and their glasses has profound effects on their properties
(see Chapter 14). At its most basic level, property changes can be related to the effect of
dissolved water on the degree of silicate polymerization combined with the fact that, for
all practical purposes, nearly all silicate melt properties depend on silicate polymerization.
15.4.1 Transport Properties and Structure

The major transport properties are viscosity, diffusion, and conductivity. The principles
that govern their interrelationshipswere described in Chapter 4, Section 4.6. Among transport
properties, viscosity and diffusion have attracted the most attention.

Dissolved water results in greatly increased diffusion coefficients of silicate components
(Baker, 1991;Watson, 1994;Mungall andDingwell, 1994). Diffusion ofwater itself also depends
on water concentration (Karsten et al., 1982; Nowak and Behrens, 1997; Behrens et al., 2004;
Okumura andNakashima, 2004, 2006; Ni et al., 2009; see also Chapter 14, Fig. 14.29). This water
concentration dependence is understandable in light of thewater species equilibrium (15.1) and
the evolution of OH/H2O abundance ratio with total water content (e.g., Fig. 15.3).

Diffusion of water as OH groups may require some form of SidOH and/or AldOH bond
breakage unless the diffusing species is the proton, in which case much weaker OdH bonds
must be broken and reformed, or the diffusing species is isolated MdOH complexes. By as-
suming activation energy of diffusion resembles the SidOH and AldOH bond strength and
SidOandAldObond strengths (which are known) can be used as analogues for SidOHand
AldOH, the activation energies are in the 200–400kJ/mol range (Bryce et al., 1999; Morgan
and Spera, 2001). The activation energy of water diffusion is significantly dependent on Al/Si
ratio, which is consistent with this notion because the AldO bonds are considerably weaker
than SidO bonds (Smyth and Bish, 1988; see also Chapter 4, Section 4.2). As total water con-
centration increases, the water diffusivity is increasingly governed by motion of H2O mole-
cules and isolated MdOH complexes through the melt structure, a process likely associated
with considerably smaller activation energy than breakage of SidOH and AldOH bonds.

Zhang et al. (1991) combined the water speciationmodel shown in Eq. (15.1) with diffusion
data for water content between 0.2 and 1.7wt% in a dacitic melt. They modeled the diffusion
with the expression:

∂ water½ �
dt

¼ ∂

∂X
DH2O

∂ H2O½ �
∂X

+ 1=2 �DoH
∂ OH½ �
∂X

� �
, (15.12)

where t¼ time, x¼diffusion distance, DH2O and DOH are diffusion constants for molecular

H2O and OH groups, and [H2O], [OH], and [water] are concentrations of molecular H2O,
OH groups, and total water. As the activation energy of water diffusion at high water content
is much less than at low water concentrations, under such high water concentration condi-
tions, the first term in Eq. (15.12) dominates and water diffusion is much faster. At low water
content, the second term dominates and because of the likely need to break Si,AldOH bonds,
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activation energy and diffusion itself are much smaller. This water diffusion behavior is con-
sistent with the results reported by Zhang et al. (1991).

Given that the OH/H2O evolution with total water content depends on silicate composi-
tion (Figs. 15.3 and 15.15), the implication is that relationships between water diffusion and
water concentration also depend on silicate composition. For example, decreasing ionization
potential of network-modifying cations or increasingNBO/T of themelt will result in awider
water concentration range, where water diffusivity is controlled by OH transport.
Temperature-dependent OH/H2O abundance ratio also leads to the suggestion that such
an abundance evolution affects the water diffusion.
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Transport properties of silicate melts are positively correlated with melt polymerization,
which in simple aluminosilicate melts and glasses, at least, translates to predominantly an
effect of Al2O3+SiO2 concentration (Bockris et al., 1955; Ben Martin et al., 2012; Bouhadja
et al., 2013). From silicate depolymerization reactions such as Eq. (15.5), formation of OH
groups implies silicate depolymerization. That means that the diffusivity of tetrahedrally co-
ordinated cations such as Si4+ would showwater concentration dependence that qualitatively
may resemble that of the OH/H2O of a melt. This is exactly what happens (Chekhmir
et al., 1988).

The viscosity and activation energy of viscous flow as a function of increasing water content
also follow a pattern of rapid decrease with the initial 0–2wt% water concentration in melts,
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followed by a gradually diminishing dependence on water content ( Jewell and Shelby, 1988;
Baker, 1996; Liebske et al., 2003).Given the equivalent dependence onwater content onmelt vis-
cosityandSi4+diffusion, this similarity follows fromthedecreasing rateofNBO/Si increasewith
increasingwater content of themelt (Fig. 15.1).Notably, the pressure dependence of viscosity of
hydrous aluminosilicate melts decreases with increasing water content (Ardia et al., 2008).
This evolution also follows from the effect ofmelt polymerization andpressure-dependentmelt
viscosity, which decreases as melts become more depolymerized (Scarfe et al., 1987).
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15.4.2 Volume Properties and Structure

The partial molar volume of H2O in silicate glasses formed by temperature quenching of
hydrous melts and measured at ambient temperature and pressure has been reported to be
independent of silicate composition (Richet and Polian, 1998; Richet et al., 2000; Ochs and
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Lange, 1999). However, it is clear that volume data obtained on glasses cannot be extrapolated
to melts because the thermal expansion coefficients of silicate glasses and melts differ
(Bouhifd et al., 2001) and partly because there is extensive hydrogen bonding in hydrous
glasses quenched from high temperature, whereas there is no evidence of hydrogen bonding
in hydrous melts at temperatures above their liquidus (Section 15.2.1, Fig. 15.5; see also
Mysen, 2010).

The thermal expansion difference between a glass and its melt was taken into account by
Bouhifd et al. (2015) for some glasses andmelts (albite composition, and iron-free tephrite and
foidite melts). With this correction, they concluded that partial molar volume of water agreed
with the values of hydrous NaAlSi3O8 melt from Ochs and Lange (1999) to within about 1%.
However, the correction of hydrogen bonding is less straightforward. Hydrogen bonding
cannot be detected in hydrous melts above about 600°C (Fig. 15.5). It follows that a contribu-
tion from hydrogen bonded H2O and/or OH diminishes gradually with temperature and so
will the influence of hydrogen bonding on partial molar volume. High-temperature volume
measurements in situ, therefore, are needed. However, such measurements at ambient pres-
sure are challenging because water solubility in silicate melts at ambient pressure is on the
order of fractions of a percent. Thus, water exsolves as hydrous glass is heated above its glass
transition temperature (Holtz et al., 1996).

Le Losq et al. (2015) proposed an alternative to measuring glass and melt density. They
used theNMR results such as in Fig. 15.17 together with Eq. (15.9) to derive a volume of water
in the melts by assuming that it can be described as a sphere with radius equal to the sum of
the O⋯Odistances shown in that figure. This volume is, within<10%, the same as the partial
molar volume of H2O in the same melt composition derived from water solubility measure-
ments (Mysen and Armstrong, 2002). The mean volume of dissolved water in melt thus
obtained increases with alkali ionic radius (Fig. 15.18). This volume increase reflects differ-
ences of available space in the melt structure within which water species can be located as
a function of the size of the alkali metal. Furthermore, if the volume difference for the water
solution mchanism differs from 0 (Eq. 15.1), composition-dependent variations of OH/H2O
could result in composition-dependent partial molar volume of water in the melt.
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The molar volume of pure H2O is always greater than the partial molar volume of water in
silicate melt at similar temperatures and pressures (Belonoshko and Saxena. 1991; Mysen and
Armstrong, 2002; Agee, 2008). Moreover, the pressure dependence of the partial molar vol-
ume of water in silicate melts indicates a decrease from values near 29cm3/mol at high
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temperature and ambient pressure to<10cm3/mol at pressures>10GPa pressure (Sakamaki
et al., 2012; Agee, 2008; Malfait et al., 2014). This evolution is quite similar to results from first-
principlesmolecular simulations (Anderson et al., 2008;Mookherjee et al., 2008). It is also sim-
ilar to the evolution of the overall molar volume of the hydrous melt, which suggests that the
compressibility of the silicate structure governs the pressure dependence of the partial molar
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volume of dissolved water, at least in the pressure range up to that where coordination
change of Al3+ and Si4+ takes place (Whittington et al., 2012). After such coordination trans-
formation, melt compressibility and likely the pressure dependence of partial molar volume
of dissolved H2O may change. However, no effect on the coordination change can be seen in
the limited information on this subject from numerical simulations of metasilicate melt struc-
tures (Adjaouda et al., 2008; Sun et al., 2011).
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15.4.3 Crystallization, Melting, and Structure

The solidus temperature decrease of silicates caused by dissolved water is in part because
of the dilution of the silicate solution by dissolved water, and in part because of the nature of
the interaction between dissolved water and the silicate structure. Notably, water causes a
larger depression of the solidus temperature of highly polymerized melt systems compared
with depolymerized silicate systems (see Chapter 14, Fig. 14.1). This difference probably
results from the fact that depolymerized melts are less prone to further fragmentation than
highly polymerized melts in the absence of H2O (see also Fig. 14.16). Moreover, in highly
depolymerizedmelts, freeMdOH complexes become important and increasingly so with in-
creasing M/Si-abundance ratio of the melt (Xue and Kanzaki, 2004; Cody et al., 2005). This
mechanism has an overall effect of reducing the degreee of polymerization of the melt, which
also explains why the enstatite+forsterite eutectic in the MgO-SiO2-H2O system shifts to
more silica-rich compositions at very high pressure (Luth, 1993; Xue and Kanzaki, 2008;
Yamada et al., 2007).
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Depolymerization of a melt via solution of water also leads to a decrease of the activity of
SiO2 because the interconnected silicate network of an anhydrous melt is broken up to form
less polymerized entities and OH groups (Eq. 15.1). As a result of the decreased silicate ac-
tivity, liquidus volumes of polymerized silicate minerals shrink relative to less polymerized
minerals. A classic example of this effect is the observation that at high pressure, enstatite
(MgSiO3) melts congruently at least to 3GPa pressure (Boyd et al., 1964), whereas in the pres-
ence of excess H2O, enstatite melts incongruently to form olivine+melt (Kushiro et al., 1968).

An implication of these features is that the effect of dissolved water on the activity of SiO2

in a silicate melt is positively correlated with the OH/H2O abundance ratio. This, in turn, im-
plies not only more reduction of aSiO2 with increasing water content of a given melt compo-
sition (Fig. 15.1), it also implies that any other melt compositional variable affecting the
OH/H2Owill affect the extent towhichwater affects the aSiO2. Onemight expect, for example,
that with decreasing ionization potential of a network-modifying cation, the influence of
H2O on aSiO2 would decrease because of the positive correlation between OH/H2O and
the ionization potential.

Related to the behavior of OH groups in aluminosilicate melts is the shift in the “granite
minimum” (Tuttle and Bowen, 1958; Luth et al., 1964) away from the SiO2 apex toward more
feldspar-rich compositions with increasing water pressure, PH2O. This shift, in turn, is related
to interaction between dissolved water and the alkali aluminate components in the melt. For
compositions as aluminous as those corresponding to the granite minimum, structural data
summarized previously (Mysen and Virgo, 1986b; Schmidt et al., 2000; Malfait and Xue, 2014)
indicate that dissolved water interacts increasingly with Al3+. As a result, the activity of feld-
spar components in the systemdecreases relative to that of SiO2, thus leading to the expansion
of the liquidus volume of quartz relative to feldspar.
15.4.4 Water Solubility, Solution Mechanisms, and Structure

Water solubility in silicate melts is a complex function of the silicate composition
(see Chapter 14). This behavior reflects relative stabilities of SidOH, AldOH, and MdOH
complexes in the melt. Such information is not readily available except for some of the
MdOH complexes, where Kurkjian and Russell (1958) and Pohlmann et al. (2004) reported
that the relative stabilities are Li-OH<Na-OH<K-OH. Increased water solubility in alkali
silicate melts with increasing ionization potential of the alkali metal (Kurkjian and Russell,
1958) is, therefore, understandable. Interestingly, when alkali metals serve to charge-balance
tetrahedrally coordinated Al3+ in meta-aluminosilicate melts, the opposite solubility trend
can be seen (Behrens et al., 2001; see also Fig. 14.12). In this case, the reactivity of the (Si,
Al)dO bond, which governs reactivity to produce AldOH, probably governs the solubility.
This reactivity increases with increasing ionization potential of the charge-balancing cation
(Bouyer et al., 2010).

Relative stability of AldOH and SidOH complexes is not established. However, from the
increasedwater solubility with Al/(Al+Si) along SiO2-aluminate joins (Holtz et al., 2000), one
may infer that, at least for alkali meta-aluminosilicate systems, water interaction with AldO
bonds to form AldOH is preferred over that of SidO bonds to produce SidOH. This con-
clusion is also supported by the observation from Malfait and Xue (2014) that the fraction,
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AldOH/total OH, is greater than the bulk Al/(Al+Si) of meta-aluminosilicate melts. Nota-
bly, this trend differs from that seen in peralkaline aluminosilicate melts, where the water
solubility decreases with increasing peralkalinity (Mysen and Armstrong, 2002), but in this
respect resembles that where solubility decreases along SiO2-alkali oxide joins with increas-
ing alkali/silicon ratio (Mysen and Cody, 2004). Evidently, the effect of increasing
peralkalinity dominates over the effect of increased Al/(Al+Si).
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16.1 INTRODUCTORY COMMENTS

Most experimental studies of volatile components in the C-O-H-N-S system have been
performed on melts, often at high pressure, which subsequently were quenched to ambient
temperature to form a glass prior to chemical and structural characterization. During the last
decade, methods have also become available to characterize melt structure while the sample
is at high temperature and usually also high pressure. This method commonly is used in part
because reaction rates are much faster at the high temperatures of melts and in part because
# 2019 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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582 16. REACTIVE SILICATE-C-O-H-N-S SYSTEMS
the solubility of volatile components inmelts typically is pressure dependent, so that pressure
variations may be used to obtain melts and glasses with different concentrations. In this
chapter, we therefore mostly discuss melts and glasses formed in this manner.
16.2 CONCEPTS

The volatile species to be discussed in this and Chapter 17 are compounds and single-
component volatile species within the system C-O-H-N-S except for H2O, which is discussed
in Chapters 14 and 15. Among these species, those that interact with the silicate structural
components will be referred to as reactive (Fig. 16.1). These can have significant impact on
structure and properties of melts and glasses in which they are dissolved. Under certain
circumstances, oxygen in the melt and glass silicate network may be replaced by one of these
components (e.g., oxycarbides, oxysulfides, and oxynitrides). Other volatiles dissolve in their
elemental (noble gases) or molecular form (e.g., N2) where these species may occupy cavities
in the melt and glass structure. These are the nonreactive volatiles, which will be discussed in
Chapter 17.

The solubility in melts of species of the C-O-H-N-S system and their effects on silicate
structure depend on the compositions of both volatiles and silicate togetherwith temperature,
pressure, and redox conditions (as generally specifiedbyoxygenorhydrogen fugacity).Under
reducing conditions, species such as CH4 together with CH3-groups, and NH3, together with
NH2-groups can be stabilized (Eggler and Baker, 1982; Kadik et al., 2004; Mysen and Fogel,
2010; Ardia et al., 2013). Oxygen in the silicate structure can then be replaced with functional
groups such as CH3 from methane, or NH2 from ammonia together with molecular CH4 and
NH3 (Fig. 16.1).

In the absence of hydrogen, elemental carbon, carbides, nitrides, and chalcogenidesmay be
the reduced species in glasses under which conditions oxygen in silicate tetrahedra may be
replaced by sulfide, carbide, or nitride (Renlund et al., 1991; Sakka, 1995; Tokuda et al., 2003;
Kadik et al., 2004; Sharafat et al., 2009). Under oxidizing conditions, oxygen often is a part of
the volatiles species (e.g., CO3, N2O, SO4) or both oxygen and hydrogen are involved as in
HCO3 and HSO4 (Mysen and Popp, 1980; Brooker et al., 2001; Mysen, 2015). Carbon dioxide
can form CO3 groups where one or more oxygens can be shared with the silicate network or
carbon may form isolated carbonate complexes through bonding with oxygen in isolated
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FIG. 16.1 Schematic structural representation
of reactive C-bearing groups in silicate-C-O-H
systems under oxidizing (CO3 and HCO3 groups)
and reducing (CH3 groups) conditions.
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oxides (i.e., MgO, CaO, etc.). Oxidized sulfur forms SO4 groups by sharing oxygen with the
silicate. Under rare circumstances, nitrosyl groups may be stabilized in silicate glasses and
melts (Roskosz et al., 2006). Here, nitrogen effectively functions as a network-modifier.
All these features are discussed in this chapter.
16.3 CARBON IN C-O-H SYSTEMS

The main volatiles of interest in the C-O-H system are H2O, H2, CO2, CO, and hydrocar-
bons. Fluid compositions in this system most relevant to igneous processes in the earth are
those limited by the graphite saturation surface and the join CO2-H2O-H2 (Fig. 16.2).

Even under the most reducing of conditions, the dominant C-bearing species in C-O-H
fluids at high temperatures and pressures is CH4 (see, e.g., Holloway and Blank, 1994; Ni
and Keppler, 2013, for calculations of speciation as a function of redox conditions). There
is also a very small stability field for CO. As already noted, carbide complexes may form
under highly reducing conditions (Renlund et al., 1991; Yurkov and Polyak, 1996). Under
oxidizing conditions, the only C-bearing species in C-O-H and C-O fluids is CO2 (Fig. 16.2).

The nature of the carbon species in (C-O-H)-bearing silicate melts varies with redox
conditions, temperature, pressure, and silicate composition (Eggler et al., 1979; Eggler and
Baker, 1982; Behrens and Gaillard, 2006; Morizet et al., 2010; Stanley et al., 2011; Mysen
et al., 2011). The presence of other volatiles, such as H2O, will also influence the speciation
and solubility of C-bearing species (Mysen, 1976; King and Holloway, 2002; Tamic et al.,
2001; Botcharnikov et al., 2006).
16.3.1 Solubility and Solution Mechanisms of Oxidized Carbon

Oxidized carbon in C-O fluids exists as CO2. However, in C-O-H systems, CO3
2�

and HCO3
� species also can exist where their abundance depends on the pH, fluid compo-

sition, temperature, and pressure (French, 1966; Zhang and Duan, 2009). In silicate melt
–11 –7–8–9–10
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solution, these relations can be complicated further because of interaction between the C-O-H
and the silicate structural components (Mysen, 1976; Nowak et al., 2003; Guillot and
Sator, 2011).
16.3.1.1 Carbon Dioxide

Carbon dioxide solubility in silicate melts depends on silicate composition, temperature,
and pressure (Mysen, 1976; Holloway et al., 1976; Fine and Stolper, 1985; Brooker et al., 2001;
Duncan and Dasgupta, 2014). In mixed fluid environments such as CO2-H2O, the CO2

solubility also varies with the CO2/H2O ratio (Mysen, 1976; Botcharnikov et al., 2006; Behrens
et al., 2009; Shishkina et al., 2010; Iacono-Marziano et al., 2012).

The CO2 solubility in melt is positively correlated with pressure and for the most part
negatively correlated with temperature whether in simple model systems such as NaAlSi3O8

and CaMgSi2O6 or in chemically more complex natural melt compositions (Eggler and Kadik,
1979; Eggler and Rosenhauer, 1978; Guillot and Sator, 2011; Iacono-Marziano et al., 2012;
Morizet et al., 2013; Duncan and Dasgupta, 2014; see also Fig. 16.3). Regardless of chemical
complexity, the silicate composition plays an important role in determining the CO2 solubil-
ity. This influence can be subdivided into several effects. First, it is positively correlated with
the overall degree of melt polymerization, typically expressed as NBO/T (see Chapter 4,
Section 4.3, for discussion of NBO/T and aluminosilicate structure) (Holloway et al., 1976;
Brooker et al., 2001; Iacono-Marziano et al., 2012). This relationship alone does, however, re-
sult in significant scatter in the data (Fig. 16.4). This scatter may, in part, be the result of
interactions between CO2 and the type and proportions of network-modifying alkalis and
alkaline earths. Such features are seen in the positive correlation between CO2 solubility
and peralkalinity of a melt (Pearce, 1964; Vetere et al., 2014; Fig. 16.4B). Furthermore, the
CO2 solubility in aluminosilicate melts is positively correlated with the Al/(Al+Si)
(Mysen, 1976; Fine and Stolper, 1985; see also Fig. 16.4C). Finally, the type of alkali metal
or alkaline earth also is important with an apparent negative correlation between solubility
and the electronegativity of the metal cation (Holloway et al., 1976; See Fig. 16.4D).
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With mixed volatiles such as CO2-H2O mixtures, the CO2 solubility in a melt will be
affected by the proportion of H2O (King and Holloway, 2002; Behrens et al., 2009; Shishkina
et al., 2010; Vetere et al., 2014; see also Fig. 16.5). Such effects reflect two phenomena. Water
dissolved in silicate melt results in melt depolymerization (see Section 16.3) and in increased
CO2 solubility, which is positively correlated with NBO/T (as illustrated in Fig. 16.4) and,
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thus, water content. The second effect, which tends to oppose melt depolymerization, is the
reduction of CO2 activity by mixing H2O and CO2 in a fluid coexisting with CO2+H2O-
bearing melt (Fig. 16.5).

A portion of the CO2 inmelt interacts with the silicate structure whereby CO3
2� complexes

are formed (Pearce, 1964; Mysen, 1976; Fine and Stolper, 1985; Guillot and Sator, 2011;
Konschak and Keppler, 2014; Morizet et al., 2015). A simple equilibrium between molecular
CO2 and carbonate, CO3

2�, is (Fine and Stolper, 1985; Nowak et al., 2003; Stanley et al., 2011):

CO2 +O2� ,CO3
2�, (16.1a)

with
K16:1 ¼XCO3
=fCO2

�XO2� , (16.1b)

where it is assumed that mol fractions, X, can be used in place of activities. The O2– in these

equations is the proportion of oxygen anions in the melt structure.

From the temperature and pressure dependences of this equilibrium (Fig. 16.6), Stanley
et al. (2014) reported standard enthalpy and volume changes for reaction (16.1a) near
�14�14kJ/mol and 23�2cm3/mol, respectively, derived from their own and other
experimental data (Pan et al., 1991; Holloway and Blank, 1994; Thibault and Holloway,
1994). We should note here that the very large uncertainty in the average enthalpy change
is due to the widely discrepant nature of one data set (Pan et al., 1991). Without those data,
the average enthalpy change is �20�8kJ/mol. In other words, from the data summarized in
Fig. 16.6, equilibrium (16.1a) and (16.1b) shifts to the left with increasing temperature, thus
favoring molecular CO2 over CO3

2� groups, and to the right with increasing pressure thus
favoring the CO3

2� groups over molecular CO2. This conclusion is also consistent with
the molecular simulations of Guillot and Sator (2011) to 10GPa. The data also accord
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semiquantitatively with the experimental results from Nowak et al. (2003) who found
ΔH¼�12�2kJ/mol for a NaAlSi3O8 melt and �29�2kJ/mol for a complex melt of dacitic
composition.

Formation of CO3
2�-complexes may be accomplished either through a reaction whereby

nonbridging oxygens from the silicate network is also altered. The process involves the
release their network-modifying cation(s) and one of the nonbridging oxygen to form
CO3

2� complexes that form bonding with the released network-modifying cation. Another
nonbridging cation is converted to a bridging oxygen. In other words, the silicate structure
becomes polymerized via a schematic solution mechanism that combines Eqs. (16.1a),
(16.1b) with a silicate polymerization reaction;

2Qn�1 , 2Qn +O2�, (16.2)

to yield:
2Qn�1 +CO2 , 2Qn +CO3
2�: (16.3)

Given, for example, that CO2 solubility in melts increases with increasing pressure,

Eq. (16.3) would suggest that at CO2-saturation, increasing pressure will result in increasing
silicate polymerization. This exactly what has been observed (Morizet et al., 2015; see
Fig. 16.7).

The equilibrium constant of Eq. (16.3) and its temperature-dependence varieswith the type
of metal cation ceasing to be a network-modifier to associate with CO3

2�-complexes.
A positive correlation between ionization potential of the metal cation and degree of
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deformation of the carbonate group, well known in crystalline carbonate structures (White,
1974), has also been observed in CO2-saturated silicate melts (Sharma et al., 1988). It is pos-
sible, therefore, that the extent of steric hindrance of the CO3

2� triangular geometry controls
the relationship between CO2 solubility and the type ofmetal cation(s) (Holloway et al., 1976).
This proposal implies, for example, that at fixed pressure, temperature andNBO/Si of a melt,
the CO2 solubility depends on cation properties in the order K+>Na+>Ca2+>Mg2+. In other
words, the CO2 solubility in silicate melts depends on the nature of the network-modifying
cations, as observed in the example for melts along the join Mg2SiO4-Ca2SiO4-CO2

(Fig. 16.4D).
The temperature-dependence and, therefore, theΔH of equilibrium (16.1a) and (16.1b) also

are governed by the melt composition (Morizet et al., 2014; Nowak et al., 2003; Konschak and
Keppler, 2014; see Fig. 16.8) with a positive correlation with the NBO/T of the melt, for ex-
ample. Moreover, the increased slope of the lnK16.1 versus 1/T in NaAlSi2O6 compared with
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NaAlSi2O8 melt (Fig. 16.8), might suggest that the Al/(Al+Si) ratio also affects the energetics
of the equilibrium. It might also be speculated that the properties of cations involved in the
charge-balance of tetrahedrally coordinated Al3+ affects the energetics, but experimental data
of this kind appear not to be available (see also Chapter 4, Section 4.4.3 and Chapter 9,
Section 9.4 for discussion of concepts and energetics of charge-balance of tetrahedrally coor-
dinated Al3+).

In systems containing both CO2 and H2O, simple reactions such as;

CO2 +H2O,HCO3
� +H+: (16.4a)

and
CO2 +H2O,CO3
2� + 2H+, (16.4b)

can be combined together with the Qn-species equilibrium such as Eq. (16.2) to yield a

complete equilibrium between the carbonate species, molecular CO2, and the Qn-species in
the melts (Mysen, 2015):

6Qn�1 + 4CO2 +H2O, 2HCO3
� + 2CO3

2� + 6Qn: (16.5)

Hence, in silicate-CO2-H2O systems, solution of CO2 to yield carbonate and bicarbonate

species results in melt polymerization albeit at a slower rate than without H2O (and
HCO3

�) (ΔNBO/Si¼0.25 per mol CO2 with H2O and ΔNBO/Si¼0.67 per mol CO2 without
it). It is slower because H2O acts to counter the polymerization (as discussed in this chapter).
Moreover, the ratio HCO3

�=CO3
2� decreases with increasing temperature (Mysen, 2015). In

other words, equilibrium (16.5) shifts to the left and the silicate structure becomes increas-
ingly depolymerized. It is also noteworthy that mechanism (16.5) allows for CO2, CO3 and
HCO3 groups to coexist in silicate melts, whereas this is not so in pure C-O-H fluid (see
Section 16.1–16.3.1) as a result of the structural interaction between the silicate components
and the carbonate groups in silicate melts and glasses.

In meta-aluminosilicate melts with nominal NBO/T¼0, one can increase CO2 solubility
and the CO3

2�=CO2 ratio by increasing Al/Si of the melt (Mysen, 1976; Fine and Stolper,
1985). This involves transforming some of the metal cations used for Al3+-charge-balance
to charge-balance carbonate complexes in the melt instead:

5 M1=n
n+AlO2

� �
x
� SiO2ð Þy

h i
+CO2 , 3 M1=n

n+AlO2

� �
x�4

� SiO2ð Þy
h i4�

+4xAl3+ + 2M1=nCO3:

(16.6)

In Eq. (16.6), the M n+AlO
� � � SiOð Þ
h i4�

complex is less polymerized than
1=n 2 x�4 2 y

M1=n
n+AlO2

� �
x
� SiO2ð Þy

h i
, which means than when CO2 is dissolved in fully polymerized

aluminosilicate melts and forms CO3
2� complexes, the silicate melt actually becomes

depolymerized.

16.3.2 Solubility and Solution Mechanisms of Reduced Carbon

In the C-O-H system of reduced volatiles, the principal fluid species are CO and CH4

(Fig. 16.2). The solubility of C-bearing species in melts under such reducing conditions
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depends systematically on silicate and fluid compositions, redox conditions, and pressure
(Pawley et al., 1992; Mysen et al., 2009, 2011; Kadik et al., 2004, 2011, 2014; Ardia et al.,
2013; Armstrong et al., 2015). In H-free environments, the reduced species in C-O fluids is
CO or a polymerized (CO)x species under redox conditions down to those defined by the
Fe+0.5O2¼FeO (IW) buffer reaction (Pawley et al., 1992; Armstrong et al., 2015), whereas
methane dominates in H-bearing C-O-H systems (Kadik et al., 2004; Ni and Keppler, 2013).

A number of recent experimental andmodeling studies have proposed additional reduced
carbon species as possibilities, for example, hydrocarbons heavier than CH4 in the C-H
subsystem at >20GPa and >1500K (Lobanov et al., 2013). However, the latter experiments
suffered from composition gradients within the samples at high pressure and temperature
so this interpretation is subject to uncertainty. Modeling of reduced species in the C-O-H
system also has led to proposed complex organic functional groups such as acetate at high
temperature and pressure (Sverjensky et al., 2014). In the latter modeling study, it was
assumed that a hard-spheremodel forH2O could be used up tomantle pressures even though
high-pressure�/� temperature first-principles calculations have indicated a complex
structural envionment involving molecular H2O, OH groups and polymerized H2O (Karki
et al., 2010), which would be inconsistent with a hard-sphere model. Those modeling effort
should not, therefore, be considered a realistic representation of solution mechanisms of
organic complexes in silicate melts at high temperature and pressure. It has also been
proposed that reduced carbon dissolve in iron-bearing silicate melts at high pressure in
the form of iron carbonyl, Fe(CO)5 (Wetzel et al., 2013; Kadik et al., 2014). However, in other
experimental studies it was concluded that the latter vibrational spectroscopic assignment is
consistent with molecular CO and not with carbonyl (Yoshioka et al., 2015).

16.3.2.1 Carbon Monoxide

Carbon monoxide (CO) in silicate melts has been the subject of a handful of experimental
studies (Eggler et al., 1979; Pawley et al., 1992; Thibault and Holloway, 1994; Morizet et al.,
2010; Yoshioka et al., 2015). Carbon monoxide solubility experiments require consideration
of the shift of the equilibria:

CO2 +C, 2CO, (16.7)

and
2CO+O2 , 2CO2, (16.8)

with pressure, temperature, and oxygen fugacity. The highest CO concentrations are reached

at the graphite saturation surface. The mol fraction of CO in the fluid, CO/(CO+CO2),
decreases rapidly, however, with increasing pressure at constant temperature and with
decreasing temperature at constant pressure (Ni and Keppler, 2013).

Pawley et al. (1992) reported carbon monoxide solubility in basalt to be a linear function of
CO2 fugacity in the 50–150MPa pressure range and 1200°C (Fig. 16.9). They suggested
that CO dissolves in melts in molecular form, which is also consistent with the results
from Yoshioka et al. (2015). That suggestion differs from conclusions inferred from the
high-pressure experiments on CO solubility in CaMgSi2O6 and NaAlSi3O8 melts (Eggler
et al., 1979) and from limited infrared spectroscopic information from CO-bearing glasses
by Pawley et al. (1992). In both reports, it was suggested that CO3

2� groups were present
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in the quenched glasses after equilibration at temperatures above their liquidus and a few
gigapascals of pressure.

Experimental studies of carbon speciation in the glasses formed by quenching melts
(Eggler et al., 1979; Thibault and Holloway, 1994) therefore point to formation as CO3

2�

bearing entities from CO as one of the forms of dissolved carbon. How this takes place is
not clear, because transformation of CO to CO3

2� requires oxidation of carbon (Pawley
et al., 1992). One might propose a reaction such as:

2CO fluidð Þ+O2� meltð Þ,CO3
2� meltð Þ+C, (16.9)

where O2� (melt) represents the interaction with the silicate melt structure. However,

whether or not reactions of this type may occur has not been documented so that we will
not consider them further.

16.3.2.2 Carbide

Carbide complexing in silicate melts has been reported, but apparently only in SiO2+C-O
systems (Renlund et al., 1991; Yurkov and Polyak, 1996). In these studies, various
spectroscopic methods were used to determine the nature of the SidC bonding and how
the substitution of C for O in silicate tetrahedra affects properties of oxycarbide melts. There
appear to be no data on carbon solubility in oxycarbide melts.

Reduction of carbon to form SidC bonds can be accomplished via interaction with the
silicate network, which in principle can be written as:

C+ 2Qn ¼ SiC+Qn�2: (16.10)

This equilibrium is, therefore, a very efficient mechanism for depolymerization of themelt.

The C/(C+O) ratio of amelt can be accommodated by an increased number of SidC bonds in
the tetrahedral structure observed in 29MAS NMR spectra of such samples (Renlund
et al., 1991).

The activation energy of viscous flow of partially substituted oxycarbide SiO2 melt is
somewhat less than that of SiO2 melt, but the viscosity is greater than that of SiO2 melt
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(Fig. 16.10). This effect reflects the stronger SidC bond, the importance of which increases
with increasing C concentration as seen, for example, in the proportions of such units
derived from 29Si MAS NMR spectra (Table 16.1). One would expect, therefore, that not only
viscosity, but also other transport properties of oxycarbide melts would show analogous
effects. Moreover, other physical properties such as thermal expansion, hardness, and
elastic modulus also are higher in the oxycarbide glasses compared with vitreous
SiO2 (Renlund et al., 1991). Interestingly, similar features are seen in oxynitride glasses
TABLE 16.1 Mol Fraction of C-Substituted SiO4 Groups in
SiliconOxycarbide Formed by Pyrolysis at 1400°C of SR350 Resin
(Redrawn from 29MAS NMR Data by Renlund et al., 1991)

Si

O

O

O O

0.43

CSi

O

O

O

0.28

CSi

O

O

C

0.29
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(see Section 16.5.3). Furthermore, these properties likely will vary with C/O abundance ratio,
as this also governs the extent of C,O substitution in the silicate network.
16.3.2.3 Methane

Methane (CH4) is the dominant reduced C-bearing species in the C-O-H fluid system
in equilibrium with graphite under conditions more reducing than about three orders of
magnitude above that defined by the 2Fe+O2¼2FeO (IW) equilibrium (Fig. 16.2). However,
when the activity of hydrogen is lowered, reduced carbon species other than hydrocarbons
(CH4) may be stable in melts at high temperature and pressure (Armstrong et al., 2015)
although the nature of this C-species is uncertain (see also Yoshioka et al., 2015).

The solubility of carbon in melts and glasses equilibrated with C-O-H fluid at high
pressure and temperature decreases systematically with decreasing oxygen fugacity whether
in silicate-C-O or silicate-C-O-H melt systems (Fig. 16.11). At given oxygen fugacity, the
solubility of reduced carbon species increases with pressure, whether in silicate-C-O or
silicate-C-O-H systems, but also decreases as the hydrogen content of the system is lowered
(Fig. 16.12) (see also Ardia et al., 2013). Interestingly, the methane solubility increases with
H2O content of the melt (Ardia et al., 2013). This increase might reflect the fact that solution
of H2O results in silicate depolymerization (increasing NBO/T). Hence, there is a strong
silicate compositional dependence on CH4 solubility, one of which is polymerization
(Fig. 16.11). This control is analogous to that seen for oxidized carbon (CO2), the solubility
of which also increases with H2O content (Fig. 16.5). Other melt compositional parameters
(silicate structure) also affect the solubility of reduced C-O-H species, perhaps in ways
analogous to that seen for oxidized C-species (e.g., Fig. 16.4). Experimental data focusing
on the relationship between melt structure and solubility of reduced carbon species are,
however, limited.

The solution mechanisms of reduced C-O-H species in silicate melts have been addressed
by vibrational spectroscopic methods (Kadik et al., 2004, 2011, 2014; Mysen et al., 2011;Mysen
and Yamashita, 2010; Stanley et al., 2014; Armstrong et al., 2015). For redox conditions more
reducing than those corresponding to the IW oxygen buffer, CH4 was reported in most of
those studies as a principal species in silicate melts at high pressure.

Carbon-13 MAS NMR and Raman spectroscopic data recorded from both quenched melts
(glasses) and hydrous, CH4-bearing melts at high temperature and pressure are consistent
with coexisting molecular CH4 and CH3 groups (Mysen and Yamashita, 2010; Kadik et al.,
2011; Mysen et al., 2011). A schematic representation of the equilibrium between methyl
groups and methane dissolved in hydrous melts is (Mysen et al., 2011):

2Qn +CH4 ,Qn�1 CH3ð Þ+Qn�1 OHð Þ: (16.11)

In Eq. (16.11), the notations Qn�1(CH3) and Qn�1(OH) indicate Q-species where at least one

of the oxygen atoms in the silicate tetrahedral is replaced by a CH3 and an OH group, respec-
tively, and that these species are less polymerizing than the reactant Qn�. The formation of
SidCH3 bonds in this fashion is supported by carbon-13 MAS NMR data, which also rule
out bonding of the metoxy type, SidOdCH3 (Mysen et al., 2011). Equilibrium (16.11) shifts
to the right with both increasing temperature and increasingly depolymerized silicate melt
(Fig. 16.13). These will be affected differently depending on the redox state of carbon.
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16.3.3 Properties and Solution Mechanisms in (C-O-H) Systems

Solutions of carbon dioxide and methane in silicate melts and glasses have contrasting
effects on the properties of these materials, because the degree of melt polymerization is
affected in different ways. Dissolved CO2 results in silicate polymerization (Eq. 16.3), whereas
the opposite holds true for methane (Eq. 16.11). Melt properties responding to silicate
polymerization include activity-composition relations of silicate components and melting
phase relationships, transport, and volume properties.
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16.3.3.1 Thermal Properties

The liquidus temperature depression caused by dissolved CO2 in the partial melt ranges
from negligible to several hundred degrees and depends on silicate composition and pressure
(Eggler, 1975, 1976; Mysen and Boettcher, 1975; Eggler and Kadik, 1979; Eggler and
Rosenhauer, 1978; Boettcher et al., 1987; Boettcher, 1984); see also Fig. 16.14. The extent of this
depression is linked to the solubility and solubility mechanism(s) of CO2 in the melt via the
Van’t Hoff relationship:

ln ai ¼ lnXi + lnγi ¼ΔHf
i =R 1=T�1=Toð Þ, (16.12)

where ai, Xi, γi, and ΔHi
f are the activity, mol fraction, activity coefficient, and enthalpy of
fusion of phase, i. Therefore, the greater the solubility of a component, the smaller is the
mol fraction, Xi, in the melt and the larger the temperature difference between To and T,
the liquidus temperature. The CO2 solubility in CaMgSi2O6 melt is greater than and is more
sensitive to pressure than that of CO2 in NaAlSi3O (Fig. 16.14). The greater liquidus temper-
ature depression of CaMgSi2O6-CO2 compared with NaAlSi3O8-CO2 thus is understandable.
Additional complexity is introducedwith the activity coefficients of themelt components, but
silicate-CO2 mixing relations are not well known. In general, however, one assumes that
molecular CO2 dissolves with minor deviations from unity of its activity coefficient, γi,
whereas for CO3

2� and HCO3
� groups, which are formed through interaction between

dissolved CO2 and melt structure, greater deviations have been observed (Pearce, 1964). It
follows, therefore, from the general relations of increasing CO2(molecular)/CO3(HCO3

�)
ratio with increasingly polymerized melts (Brooker et al., 2001), that both γi and the liquidus
temperature depression, To�T, would also decrease as CO2-saturated melt becomes increas-
ingly polymerized (i.e., silica-rich). An example of this effect is the liquidus depression of
albite and diopside crystals to form NaAlSi3O8 and CaMgSi2O6 melts, respectively.

The invariant point olivine+diopside+enstatite+melt in the systemMg2SiO4-CaMgSi2O6-
SiO2 is sensitive to CO2 content and total pressure (Fig. 16.15). The shift away from the SiO2
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apex of this invariant point is consistent with an increasing activity coefficient of SiO2 in
the melt (Eggler, 1974), which in turn is in agreement with increasing melt polymerization
as illustrated with Eq. (16.3). Interestingly, liquidus phase relations in aluminosilicate-CO-
CO2 systems are essentially identical to those of aluminosilicate-CO2 (Eggler et al., 1979).
From those observations, it may be inferred that mixed CO+CO2 and pure CO2 dissolved
in silicate melts seem to have similar effects on activity-composition relations in the melt,
which is consistent with the fact that CO, at least in part, dissolves to form CO3 complexes
in the melt (see Section 16.3.2.1).

The silicate-CO2 liquidus relationships contrast with those of silicate-C-O-H systems
under reducing conditions. For example, the olivine liquidus volume in the system CaO-
MgO-Al2O3-SiO2-CH4-H2 expands, compared with the volatile-free CaO-MgO-Al2O3-SiO2

system (Kushiro and Yoder, 1974; Eggler and Baker, 1982) (see also Fig. 16.15B), an effect
resembling that of H2O discussed in this chapter. However, in silicate-CO2 systems such
as CaO-MgO-Al2O3-SiO2-CO2 the olivine liquidus volume contracts. This olivine liquidus
volume expansionwith CH4 reflects the increased abundance of Qn�1 depolymerizing species
inmethane-richmelts comparedwithmore polymerizingQn species in volatile freemelts (see
also Eq. 16.11).

16.3.3.2 Transport Properties

In view of the close connections between transport properties (Chapter 4), we will first
examine those that can be determinedwith most confidence before deriving others from their
mutual relationships. Diffusion has been most commonly investigated in silicate-C-O-Hmelt
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systems (Nowak et al., 2004; Zhang et al., 2007; Behrens, 2010; Spickenbom et al., 2010).
Diffusion of CO2 and Ar in silica glass at temperatures up to 1097°C is particularly interesting
because both the diffusivities activation energies of CO2 and Ar are essentially the same,
whereas the activation energy of H2O diffusion is only about 50% of those values (Nowak
et al., 2004; Behrens, 2010); see Fig. 16.16. These observations have led to the conclusion that
diffusion of molecular CO2 and of Ar may be described with a simple ionic porosity model
(Behrens, 2010).

Because these data for silica refer to the glass, however, they cannot be transposed to
chemically more complex melt systems at high temperatures. For example, the diffusivity
of Ar depends on the NBO/T of the melt, whereas that of total CO2 does not (Fig. 16.17). This
difference led Zhang et al. (2007) to suggest that CO2 diffusion involves two species, namely,
molecular CO2 and CO3

2� groups. Their diffusivities differ, which is borne out by the
structural dependence of the CO3

2� diffusivity in silicate melts (Fig. 16.18). Interestingly,
the activation energy of CO3

2� diffusion is only very subtly dependent on melt polymeriza-
tion (Spickenbom et al., 2010).Moreover, inmixedH2O-CO2 systems, the CO2 diffusivity does
increase with increasing water content (Zhang et al., 2007), which is interesting given that
the CO2 diffusivity is not dependent on NBO/T of the melts and water does indeed change
NBO/T (Chapter 15). It is possible that this slight effect of dissolvedH2O originates inHCO3

�

complexes that may also participate in the diffusion process.
There exist but only a few data on the effect of dissolved CO2 on diffusivity of other com-

ponents in silicate melts and glasses. From first-principles molecular dynamics simulations
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by Vuilleumier et al. (2015), it seems that that dissolved CO2 results in slightly enhanced
diffusivity of network-modifying cations (e.g., Ca and Mg), whereas no effect on Si diffusion
in simulated basalt-CO2 and basalt melt compositions has been reported. To the best of our
knowledge, diffusion data (or any other form of transport property data) are lacking for
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reduced carbon species in melts. However, given the structural similarities of methane and
water, it would not be surprising if these two components had analogous influence on
transport in silicate melts.

A few viscosity studies also exist for CO2-saturated melts. Among them, two were
conducted on fully polymerized aluminosilicate melts, NaAlSi3O8 and KAlSi3O8, at high
pressure (Brearley and Montana, 1989; White and Montana, 1990), and one with a
depolymerized potassium silicate melt, K2O�1.3SiO3, at ambient pressure (Bourgue and
Richet, 2001). In both environments, solution of CO2 results in decreased melt viscosity
(Fig. 16.17A). Notably, the viscosity in highly polymerized melts decreases with increasing
pressure in a manner resembling that of the CO2-free counterparts, which would be consis-
tent with some melt depolymerization of aluminosilicate melts, as implied by Eq. (16.6).

The activation energy of viscous flow for the K2O�1.3SiO3 melt increases only slightly
with CO2 content (about 10% increase with melt containing 0.2wt% CO2 to one containing
3.6wt% (Bourgue and Richet, 2001). This slight increase would be consistent with silicate
polymerization as CO3 groups form in the melt (Eq. 16.3). In the high-pressure experiments
with CO2-bearing NaAlSi3O8 and KAlSi3O8 melts, the activation energy could not be derived
because temperature was not an experimental variable (Brearley and Montana, 1989; White
and Montana, 1990). It is noted, nevertheless, that the viscosity of CO2-bearing melts shows
approximately the same pressure dependence as the viscosity, of CO2-freemelts (Fig. 16.17A).

16.3.3.3 Volume Properties

Volume properties of CO2-bearing silicate melts and glasses vary with temperature, pres-
sure, and silicate composition. The room-temperature partial molar volume of CO2 depends
on silicate composition (Fig. 16.19). This feature likely reflects differences in CO2 speciation.
The rhyolite melt in Fig. 16.19 contains only molecular CO2, whereas phonolite melt contains
a mixture of molecular CO2 and CO3

2� groups. Basaltic glass comprises only CO3
2� groups

(Seifert et al., 2013). The bulk moduli of these glasses also are sensitive to composition, which
probably reflect differing speciation in the three compositions.

The compression curve of CO2 in basaltic melts decays exponentiallywith pressure (Ghosh
et al., 2007; Duncan andAgee, 2011; Sakamaki et al., 2011); see Fig. 16.20. This curve resembles
that obtained by first-principles molecular dynamics simulation (Guillot and Sator, 2011)
although the latter results tend to yield slightly higher partial molar volume values for
CO2 at any pressure than do the results from high-pressure experiments. It is difficult to
ascertain whether the compressibility of dissolved CO2 depends on its solution mechanism,
because all existing data appear to be for either basalt or more silica-deficient magmas, under
which circumstances dissolved CO2 likely exists exclusively as CO3 groups.

The compressibility of CO2 is less than that of dissolvedwater (Sakamaki et al., 2009, 2011).
A major reason for this difference probably is that for dissolved water, the OH group is a part
of the silicate network and follows, therefore, the compressibility curves of the melt and glass
(see Chapter 15, Section 15.4.2), whereas the CO3

2� group in dissolved basalticmelts and glass
forms isolated CO3 complexes with alkaline earths (Ca and Mg), so that its compressibility is
decoupled for that of the silicate network.
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16.4 SULFUR IN S-O-H SYSTEMS

This system comprises a variety of volatile species. Here, we will restrict ourselves to
simple reduced and oxidized sulfur species (S2�, S4+ as in SO2 or SO3

2� groups, and S6+ as
in SO3 or SO4

2� groups). These may all form complexes with silicate components in glass
and melts and are, therefore, reactive components.

The oxidation state of sulfur governs its solubility and solution mechanisms in melts and
glasses and, ultimately, its effects on melt properties (e.g., Richardson and Fincham, 1954;
Abraham et al., 1960; Nagashima and Katsura, 1973; Sosinsky and Sommerville, 1986; Carroll
and Webster, 1994; O’Neill and Mavrogenes, 2002; Paris et al., 2001; Backnaes et al., 2008,
2011; Park and Park, 2012). The principal oxidation and reduction equilibria of sulfur are:

Oxidation toS4+ : S +O2 +O2� meltð Þ, SO3
2� meltð Þ, (16.13)

Oxidation toS6+ : SO2 + 1=2O2 +O2� meltð Þ, SO4
2� meltð Þ, (16.14)

and reduction toS2� : S2 + 2O2� meltð Þ, 2S2� meltð Þ+O2: (16.15)

The equilibrium constants for these reactions as a function of oxygen fugacity, fO2
, illustrate
how decreasing fO2
leads to increased solubility of reduced sulfur and decreased solubility of

oxidized sulfur (Nagashima and Katsura, 1973); see Fig. 16.21. Similarly, at constant oxygen
fugacity, the sulfur solubility increases with increasing sulfur fugacity as Eqs. (16.13)–(16.15)
shift to the right (O’Neill and Mavrogenes, 2002); see also Fig. 16.22.
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16.4.1 Solubility and Solution Mechanisms of Oxidized Sulfur

Oxidized sulfur in silicate melts and glasses exists either as SO2 or SO3. Their interaction
between silicate melts and oxidized sulfur may be described as:

SOx meltð Þ+O2� meltð Þ, SOx+ 1
2� meltð Þ, (16.16)

Whether oxidized sulfur in its molecular form, SOx, does or does not dissolve in silicate

melts or whether sulfur exists solely as SOx+ 1

2� in melts is not known.
Among the two possible oxidized states of sulfur, S6+ tends to dominate, but evidence for

S4+ also has been reported (M�etrich et al., 2002; Bingham et al., 2010;Wilke et al., 2008, 2011). It
has been suggested, however, that the observed S4+ oxidation state reported in glasses may be
the result of interaction between the sample and the intense X-ray beam used for the XANES
spectroscopy used to determine the sulfur redox state (Metrich et al., 2009; Wilke et al., 2011).
Results obtained with e-beam instruments certainly do show such an effect (Wilke et al.,
2011). In light of these uncertainties, we will consider only S6+ in this discussion of
oxidized sulfur.

Sulfur dioxide solubility in reaction (16.13) has the equilibrium constant:

K16:13 ¼ aSO4
meltð Þ=fSO2

� fO2
ð Þ0:5aO2� meltð Þ, (16.17)

where ai denotes the activity of component i and fO2
and fS2 the fugacities of oxygen and sulfur,
respectively. By replacing the activity by the mol fraction of dissolved oxidized sulfur XSO4

(Holmquist, 1966; see also Backnaes and Deubener, 2011, for recent review of this situation),
one then expresses the solubility of oxidized sulfur as:

logXSO4
¼ 0:5log fO2

+ log fSO2
+ log K16:13 + aO2�

� �
: (16.18)

In addition, it can be determined whether or not, or how, a transition from reduced to ox-

idized sulfur occurs by combining the fO2

-dependent S6+/S2�-relationships via the redox
reaction:

S2� +2O2 , SO4
2�, (16.19)
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so that oxygen fugacity is linked to the equilibrium
log fO2
¼ 0:5 � log aSO4

=aS2�
� �

+ log K16:19

� �
, (16.20)

where K16.19 is the equilibrium constant for equilibrium (16.19).

In a linear plot of sulfur redox ratio against fO2

, Jugo et al. (2010) observed that the slope of
the curve is about 2, which is consistent with the presence of only S2� and SO4 (Fig. 16.23). The
equilibrium constants for equilibria (16.14) and (16.15) are linear functions of oxygen fugacity,
fO2

, from values above the oxygen fugacity buffer, Ni+0.5O2¼NiO (NNO), to two orders of
magnitude below it. The implication is that equilibrium (16.15) describes the solubility of SO4

groups above theNNO buffer, whereas sulfide groups are the sole form of sulfur below about
two orders of magnitude below the NNO buffer (Fig. 16.23). At intermediate oxygen fugacity,
S2� and SO4

2� coexist. The exact oxygen fugacity interval across which this latter situation
exists depends on the silicate composition, whether in simple metal oxide-silicate systems
(Nagashima and Katsura, 1973; Carroll and Webster, 1994) or more complex systems such
as slags or natural magmatic liquids (Klimm et al., 2012; Lesne et al., 2015).

Even in a chemically simple melt or glass system such as Na2O-SiO2, increasing Na/Si,
which is equivalent to increasing NBO/Si of the melts, results in a gradually increasing slope
of the solubility curves (Fig. 16.24). There also appear to be systematic relationships between
electronic properties of the metal cation and sulfate solubility (Fig. 16.24). In other words, the
solubility of oxidized sulfur in silicate glasses and melts even at fixed silicate polymerization
varies with the type of network-modifying cation as seen in the solubility of CO2 in silicate
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melts (Fig. 16.4). There also may be a general positive correlation between sulfate concentra-
tion and water content in a mixed silicate-S-O-H system (Lesne et al., 2015). This correlation
may simply reflect the result of dissolved water, which causes silicate depolymerization,
because increased silicate depolymerization drives increasing sulfate solubility.

The positive correlation between solubility of oxidized sulfur, SO4
2�, and NBO/T of the

silicate network, can be rationalized with a simple solution equilibrium of the type:

SO3 g
� �

+2Qn , 2Qn+ 1 + SO4 mð Þ (16.21)

In Eq. (16.21), the role of metal cations to form bonding with oxygen in the Q-species and

in the SO4 groups is removed for simplicity. It follows, then, that as the SO4 concentration in
a melt increases and equilibrium (16.21) is shifted to the right, the degree of polymerization
of the silicate melt also increases (Qn is transformed to the more polymerizing Qn+1). This
relationship is analogous to that where CO2 dissolves to form CO3

2� groups and in the
process polymerizes the silicate network (Eq. 16.3).
16.4.2 Solubility and Solution Mechanisms of Reduced Sulfur

Sulfur solubility varies with the fugacity of sulfur and oxygen (Richardson and Fincham,
1954; Sosinsky and Sommerville, 1986; Seo and Kim, 1999; O’Neill and Mavrogenes, 2002;
Jugo et al., 2005, 2010; Wilke et al., 2011). At oxygen fugacity conditions less oxidizing than
about two orders of magnitude below that defined by theNNO oxygen buffer S2� is the stable
form of sulfur in silicate glasses and melts ( Jugo et al., 2010; Bingham et al., 2010; Backnaes
and Deubener, 2011); see also Fig. 16.23.
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The transformation of oxidized sulfur, S6+ as SO3, to reduced sulfide is a redox reaction that
involves changes in silicate polymerization:

Qn Mð Þ+ SO3 ,M2S+Qn+ 1 M=2ð Þ+ 2O2: (16.22)

In Eq. (16.22), the Qn(M) and Qn+1(M/2) notations indicate silicate Qn-species with a

nonbridging oxygen bonded to a network-modifying metal cation. The Qn+1(M/2) implies
that the Qn+1-species require only half the number of metal cations for bonding to their
smaller number of bridging oxygen, compared with the less polymerizing Qn(M)-species.
The M2S indicates metal sulfide complex in the melt and glass.

It follows fromEq. (16.22) that, at constant sulfur and oxygen fugacity, the S6+/S2� ratio of a
melt tends to increase as the structure is more polymerized in accord with observations
(Fig. 16.25) (see also Klimm et al., 2012), although it is clear that other compositional factors
also affect this ratio. It also follows that, in mixed S-O-H fluids, the sulfur redox ratio, S6+/S2,
decreases with increasing water content because of the linkage between water content and
silicate polymerization (see Chapter 15, Section 15.3).

The solubility of sulfur as S2� in silicate melts and glasses has been linked to the stability of
metal sulfide complexes (M2S or MS type). With this in mind, the concept of sulfur capacity
was introduced to express the solubility in terms of weight fraction of metal cations, Xi,
oxygen and sulfur fugacity (Fincham and Richardson, 1954):

CS ¼Xi � fO2
=fS2ð Þ: (16.23)

The influence of oxide concentration on the sulfur capacity can be dramatic (Fig. 16.26A),

probably reflecting different affinities of S2� for specific cations in the melt such as Fe2+ rather
than Ca2+ (Abraham et al., 1960; Park and Park, 2012). The sulfide capacity also is positively
correlated with the ratio of network-modifiers to network-formers but is insensitive to the
proportion of different network-formers (Al and Si) (Park and Park, 2012); see also Fig. 16.26B.
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Recent work on oxysulfides, in which some of the oxygens in the silicate tetrahedra are
replaced with sulfide, has focused on Li-bearing systems because of the use of such materials
in Li-ion battery technology (Hayashi and Tatsumisago, 2018). Sulfur solubility limits in such
systems appear not to have been studied. However, from 29SiMASNMR examination of Li2S-
LiS2-SiO2 glasses, sulfur substitution of the oxygen in the silicate tetrahedral does take place
in a manner that structurally resembles oxycarbide (see Section 16.3.2) and oxynitride (see
Section 16.5.3) substitutions. There appears to be a systematic relationship among species
and proportion of sulfur-bearing and sulfur-free structural units (Tatsumisago et al., 2000);
see also Fig. 16.27.
16.4.3 Properties and Solution Mechanisms in S-O-H Systems

16.4.3.1 Thermal Properties

Despite the many applications of S-bearing melt and glass systems to industrial and
natural processes, the availability of thermal properties of S-bearing silicate systems is
surprisingly limited. Some data exist to estimate sulfate activity in Na2SO4-bearing
Na2O-SiO2 glasses and melts (Holmquist, 1966; Buhler, 1999). Here, it was found that the
activity coefficient, γNa2SO4, shows strong positive deviations from unity and that this
deviation increases with increasing Na2O/SiO2 abundance ratio (Fig. 16.28). It must be noted,
however, that the latter relationships were derived with the assumptions that the activity
coefficient of Na2O does not change as Na2SO4 was dissolved in a melt. Buhler (1999) also
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suggested that glasses in the reduced system, Na2O-SiO2-Na2S, exhibited strong deviations
from ideal mixing. In that study, it was assumed that there is no interaction between the
silicate and S-bearing components in the melts. The latter assumption likely is an oversimpli-
fication of the relationships between sulfur solubility, sulfur redox state, and polymerization
of silicate structure (Figs. 16.23–16.25). Unfortunately, it appears that no experimental or the-
oretical data exist with which to evaluate such relationships further.
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16.4.3.2 Transport Properties

Transport properties such as sulfur diffusion have been the subject of a significant body of
experimental research (Baker and Rutherford, 1996; Freda et al., 2005; de Lemastre et al., 2005;
Frischat et al., 2011; Behrens and Stelling, 2011; Backnaes et al., 2011). Taken together, these
studies incorporate the effect of silicate composition, redox state of sulfur, and addition of
H2O (see, e.g., Appendix Table 1 in Behrens and Stelling, 2011).

Sulfur diffusivity depends on the oxidation state (Fig. 16.29). Moreover, the activation
energies of diffusion under both oxidizing and reducing conditions range between 115kJ/
mol for S2� in hydrous andesite melt (Watson, 1994) to 458kJ/mol in nominally anhydrous
NaAlSi3O8 melt (Winther et al., 1998) (see also Table 16.2). Such activation energies are in the
range of SidO and AldO bond energies (see Chapter 2, Section 2.2), which leads to the
TABLE 16.2 Activation Energies of Sulfur Diffusion in Melts and
Glasses, kJ/mol (From Data Compilation by Behrens and Stelling, 2011)

Composition Activation Energy (kJ/mol)

Silica glass (sub-Tg) 193

Na2Si3O7 177�22

Na2O-CaO-SiO2 215�31

NaAlSi3O8 458�51

Rhyolite (5.8wt% H2O) 142�29

Rhyolite 205�24

Dacite 263
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suggestion of bond disruption and formation in the silicate network during sulfur diffusion.
That would also be consistent with sulfate and sulfide solution mechanisms in silicate melts
as represented by Eqs. (16.21), (16.22), which makes it clear that the solution mechanisms of
both SO4 and S2� groups are linked to the silicate network. The transport properties of
oxysulfides as a function of S/O ratio appear analogous to those observed of oxycarbides
as a function temperature and C/O (Renlund et al., 1991; Ikeda et al., 2001). It cannot be ruled
out, therefore, that at least for sulfur diffusion under reducing conditions, rupture and
formation of SidS bonding in oxysulfide complexes could be involved.
16.5 NITROGEN IN N-O-H SYSTEMS

Nitrogen under oxidizing conditions commonly dissolves in glasses and melts in its
molecular form,

N2, and as such is a nonreactive volatile component (see, e.g., Doremus, 1966; Libourel
et al., 2003; Miyazaki et al., 2004; Roskosz et al., 2006; Mysen et al., 2008; Kadik et al., 2011,
2013); see also Chapter 17, Section 17.3. However, it has also been reported from 15N MAS
NMR studies of alkali silicate glass andmelt that oxidized nitrogenmay form nitrosyl groups,
where nitrogen may be considered a reactive volatile component (Roskosz et al., 2006). The
most common form of reactive nitrogen is, however, (N..H) complexes that form in silicate
melts under reducing conditions (Mysen and Fogel, 2010; Mysen et al., 2014; Kadik et al.,
2013; Li et al., 2015).
16.5.1 Solubility and Solution Mechanisms of Reduced Nitrogen

Nitrogen solubility in silicate melts depends on temperature, pressure, silicate composi-
tion, and redox conditions. In this respect, nitrogen behaves in a manner qualitatively similar
to other multivalent volatiles in the C-O-H-N-S system (see previous discussion and also
Chapters 15 and 17).

Nitrogen solubility as a function of hydrogen fugacity, fH2
, in silicate-N-O-H melts reveal

increasing solubility with increasing fH2
(Fig. 16.30) (see also Mysen et al., 2008). Increasing

nitrogen solubility in silicate-N-O-H melts with increasing fH2
(and decreasing fO2

) was also
reported by Kadik et al. (2011).

There are discrete groups of solubility data defined by different redox conditions (as con-
trolled by oxide+H2O buffers indicated in Fig. 16.30). Raman spectra of quenchedmelt (glass)
provide structural information in support of the solubility mechanisms (Fig. 16.30B). There is
an evolution of the nitrogen-bearing species under increasingly reducing conditions from N2

molecules under the most oxidizing conditions, to amide groups coexisting with molecular
N2 under intermediate redox conditions to ammine groups coexisting with molecular NH3

under the most reducing conditions (Fig. 16.30B). Those spectroscopic data are similar to
those reported by Kadik et al. (2013) from quenched melts (glasses) in the chemically some-
what more complex system, Na2O-Al2O3-FeO-SiO2-N-O-H. Li et al. (2015) also reported NH3

molecules in silicate glasses quenched from melts, but suggested that NH4 groups may
also exist.
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spectrum (Mysen et al., 2008).
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The solubility of reduced nitrogen varies with silicate composition (Fig. 16.31). These
variations resemble the solubility of reduced carbon with composition (Fig. 16.11). The
solubilities of carbon and nitrogen both increase the less polymerized the silicate.

The solution mechanism of reduced nitrogen in silicate melts can be written in a way
analogous to that of reduced carbon (Eq. 16.11):

2Qn +NH3 ,Qn�1 NH2ð Þ+Qn�1 OHð Þ: (16.24)

In other words, there is an equilibrium betweenmolecular NH3 andNH2 groupswhere the

NH2 group substitutes for oxygen in the silicate network. This also means that solution of
reduced nitrogen in melt and glasses results in depolymerization of the silicate structure.
It also means that when a glass or melt is depolymerized (i.e., Qn�1/Qn increases), the
NH2/NH3 ratio should decrease to satisfy the equilibrium constant of reaction (16.24):
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K16:24 ¼ XQn�1 OHð Þ= XQn

� �2h i
� XQn�1 NH2ð Þ=XNH3

h i
: (16.25)

This is precisely what happens (Fig. 16.32).

Equilibrium (16.24) likely shifts to the left with increasing temperature because the

NH3/NH4 ratio increases with temperature (Mysen et al., 2014). This temperature
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dependence differs, therefore, from that of the CH3/CH4 equilibrium,which shifts to the right
with temperature (Eq. 16.11 and Fig. 16.13B).

An intermediate redox state of nitrogen, expressed as NH2
+ groups (Fig. 16.30), was also

reported from the Raman spectra reported by Kadik et al. (2013). Molecular nitrogen, N2, also
is present in such melts and glasses. In this case, the equilibrium between molecular species
and NH2

+ functional groups in silicate glasses and melts can be expressed as:

4Qn +2N2 + 4H2 +O2 , 4NH2
+ + 4Qn�1: (16.26)

This is a redox reaction whereby molecular N2 is reduced to NH2
+ and the NH2

+ group

effectively serves as a network-modifier and likely bonds to a nonbridging oxygen in the
silicate structure.

In summary, the solution mechanisms of nitrogen in silicate-N-O-H melts and glasses can
have dramatically different effects on the structure depending on the redox ratio. First, under
sufficiently oxidizing conditions where only N2 molecules are stable, there is no effect of
dissolved nitrogen on silicate structure (see Chapter 17). At intermediate redox conditions,
molecular NH3 and H2 coexist with amide groups, NH2

+, which leads to silicate depolymer-
ization (Eq. 16.26). With further reduction of nitrogen, ammine groups replace oxygen in the
silicate tetrahedral network so that the glass and melt structure becomes depolymerized
(Eq. 16.24).
16.5.2 Oxynitride and Nitrosyl Substitution

Nitrogen may also dissolve in silicate glasses and melts as nitrosyl groups to form
SidOdN bonding (Roskosz et al., 2006). Oxynitrides are formed when oxygen in silicate
tetrahedra is replaced by one ormore nitrogens (Das, 2000; Hampshire et al., 1994; Hampshire
and Pomeroy, 2018). In cases where all nitrogen replaces oxygen in the tetrahedra, we have
nitride glasses (Rouxel et al., 1989; Grande et al., 1995; Sakka, 1995; Munoz et al., 2004).
Nitrosyl groups can form under highly oxidizing conditions, whereas oxynitride glasses typ-
ically are formed under reducing conditions.
16.5.2.1 Nitrosyl Groups

Nitrosyl groups, where nitrogen bonds with oxygen in silicate tetrahedra, have been stud-
ied experimentally in silicate glasses formed by temperature quenching from 1400°C at
1–2GPa, under which conditions the melts were equilibrated with air (Roskosz et al.,
2006). These groupswere identifiedwith Raman and 15NMASNMR spectroscopy. The abun-
dance ratio of nitrosyl groups to molecular nitrogen increases as melts become increasingly
depolymerized. This abundance ratio also increases with decreasing pressure and with
decreasing ionic radius of the network-modifying cation (Roskosz et al., 2006); see also
Fig. 16.33.

The solution mechanism that describes formation of nitrosyl groups in H-free silicate
glasses and melts can be expressed as:

12Qn Mð Þ+ 3O2 + 2N2 , 2Qn�1 Nð Þ+ 6Qn�1 Mð Þ: (16.27)
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In this reaction, Qn(M) and Qn�1(M) denote Q-species with M-cations as network-

modifiers and forming bonding, therefore, with nonbridging oxygen. The Qn(M) is more
polymerized than Qn�1(M). The Qn�1(N)-species is a structural entity where nitrogen as
N3+ effectively serves as a network-modifying cation in replacement of a metal cation.
Such a structure obviously requires that three nonbridging oxygens be linked to the N3+.
In other words, formation of nitrosyl groups in a silicate melt and glass results in silicate
depolymerization.

Formation of nitrosyl groups affects activity-composition relations of nitrogen in silicate
melts. Nitrogen in molecular form, N2, dissolves according to Henry’s Law (Miyazaki
et al., 2004; Roskosz et al., 2006). However, upon formation of nitrosyl groups in a melt,
the solubility deviates from such a simple relationship because the bulk nitrogen solubility,
when extrapolated from high pressure to 1, does not pass through 0, as would be expected if
Henry’s Law was obeyed (Roskosz et al., 2006); see also Fig. 16.34.
16.5.2.2 Oxynitride Glasses

Oxynitride glasses have nitrogen substituting for oxygen in the silicate network. This
substitution enhances melt viscosity, density, glass transition temperatures, compressibility,
durability, and crystallization behavior (Sakka, 1995; Deckwerth and Russel, 1997; Pomeroy
and Hampshire, 2003; Hampshire, 2003; Richet et al., 2010; Rouxel, 2011; Hampshire and
Pomeroy, 2018). For example, the viscosity of aluminosilicatemelts with oxynitride functional
groups is greater than that of the nitride-free system (Das, 2000); see also Fig. 16.35. These
properties have been ascribed to the stronger SidN bonds compared with SidO bonds. Sim-
ilarly, thermodynamic properties such as heat capacity and entropy of oxynitride glasses are
smaller than those of oxides (Richet et al., 2010) (see also Fig. 16.36), which also relates to the
enhanced strength of the nitride bonds.
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The structural inferences made from such properties of oxynitride glasses are in accord
with actual structural measurements. Results of molecular dynamics calculations indicate
that the SidO bond is about 4% longer than the bridging SidN bond and the SidNdSi bond
angle as much as 15% smaller than the bridging SidOdSi bonds (Murakami and Sakka,
1988). From multinuclear MAS NMR, it has been shown that in alumino-oxynitride glasses,
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there are systematic relationships between nitrogen content and nitrogen substitution for
oxygen in Q-species of the structure (Koroglu et al., 2011) in a manner analogous to
oxycarbide and oxysulfide substitution in silicate tetrahedra (Table 16.1, Fig. 16.27).

Nitride solution may be viewed as a redox-driven reaction that involves molecular N2 and
nitride groups:

Qn Mð Þ+N2 ,Qn�2
N Mð Þ: (16.28)

In this equation, QN
n�2 (M) is a more depolymerizing Q-species (by a factor of 2 oxygen
bridges/Si) where one of the oxygens is replaced by nitrogen. In other words, formation
of oxynitride glasses results in depolymerization of the network.

Despite the depolymerizing effect of nitride substitution, properties that are correlated
with melt polymerization, such as for example melt viscosity, actually increase with increas-
ing N/O abundance ratio (Fig. 16.35). Evidently, the enhanced bond strength of SidN bond-
ing overshadows the effect of melt polymerization on melt transport behavior.

The nitrogen stability in oxynitride melts also can be used to characterize the relationships
between increasing nitrogen solubility in melts as the system gets increasingly reduced
(Libourel et al., 2003). Such a relationship would be reminiscent of the sulfur solubility
in hydrogen-free melts in increasingly reducing environments, as sulfur replaces oxygen
in silicate systems (Namur et al., 2016).
16.5.3 Properties and Solution Mechanisms in (N-O-H) Systems

Information on effects of dissolved nitrogen on properties of silicate melts and glasses is
quite scarce. Onemay therefore only be able to predict properties from similarities of nitrogen
solution mechanisms with those of other volatiles with analogous solution mechanisms.
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These include CH4 (Section 16.3.2, Eq. 16.11) and H2O (Chapter 15, Eq. 15.5). For both vola-
tiles, the rate of silicate depolymerization permol dissolved volatile component in principle is
the same, although details of CH4/CH3 and NH3/NH2 ratio are less well known than H2O/
OH ratio. Quantitative differences between the effects of these different volatiles would,
therefore, be expected. The melt properties depending on NBO/Si-dependent are affected
by the redox state of nitrogen. For example, liquidus melting temperatures and phase
relations are quite sensitive to melt polymerization, as discussed in Chapter 15 on solution
mechanisms of water in melts (Section 15.4.4). In analogy with hydrous melts, this would
mean that solution of reduced NH2

� functional groups in melts will lower the activity
coefficient of silica, for example. Very likely, NH2-rich melts will also be less viscous than
those without reduced nitrogen species. Associated transport properties such as diffusion
and conductivity will follow similar trends. These properties will also be sensitive to variable
redox conditions, much like the change in (C-O-H)-saturated melt as the carbon species are
reduced from CO2 to CH4 (see Section 16.3.3).
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17.1 INTRODUCTORY COMMENTS

When dissolved in silicate melts, molecular species such as CO2, CH4, N2, NH3, H2, O2,
H2O, and halogens are in equilibrium with anionic complexes such as CO3

2, HCO3
�, CH3

�,
NH2

�, OH�, F�, Cl�, Br�, and I� through reaction with the silicate components. Except for
halogen anions, the solubility of these species and their influence on structure and properties
have been discussed in the two previous chapters. As exemplified by CO2 andH2O, however,
these species partly dissolve also in a molecular form. Along with noble gases, these molec-
ular species are then helpful probes of silicate structure such as theway inwhich cavities form
upon physical interactions to accommodate them under a variety of imposed temperatures
and pressures. The solubilities of such components in melts are often simple functions of
atomic or molecular radii (Doremus, 1966; Lux, 1987; Roselieb et al., 1992; Shibata et al.,
1998; Niwa et al., 2013; see also Fig. 17.1).
# 2019 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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In addition, these molecular gas species, and especially noble gases, have a strong geolog-
ical interest because their solubilities and partitioning between silicate melts and crystals are
useful to decipher degassing events throughout the earth’s history, beginning with the
formation of the atmosphere and hydrosphere (Lux, 1987; Broadhurst et al., 1992; Jambon,
1994; Ozima, 1998; Miyazaki et al., 2004; Guillot and Sarda, 2006; Heber et al., 2007).
17.2 NOBLE GASES

17.2.1 General Remarks

Noble gases are special solutes in silicates because of their small size and chemical inert-
ness. As a result, they are the only species that can diffuse within a glass (i.e., below Tg) and fit
within adequate preexisting cavities at an atomic scale they find along the way. The well-
known example of noble gases in glasses has in fact led to a common oversimplification.
It consists of stating that the solubility of noble gases and other volatiles in a molecular form
inmelts is determined by the availability of cavities. Seen in such a passive way, however, this
picture is basically incorrect and misleading because it neglects any physical interactions of a
solute with its solvent.
17.2.2 Solubility and Solution Mechanisms

The solubility of noble gases in aluminosilicate and silicate melts varies systematically
with silicate composition. Particularly important factors are the Al/(Al+Si) of the silicate,
howAl3+ is charge-balancedwhen in tetrahedral coordination, whether the silicate is peralkaline
or peraluminous, and, finally, the types and proportions of alkalis and alkaline earths
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17.2.2.1 Glasses and Melts Along Silica-Meta-Aluminate Joins (SiO2-M
x+
1/xAlO2)

The dissolution of noble gases in silica glass andmelt has been used as a tool with which to
probe voids and void size distribution in SiO2 glass (Shackleford, 1999; Malavasi et al., 2006;
Zhang et al., 2010). There is, for example, a simple relationship between noble gas content in
SiO2 glass and melt and the noble gas atomic radius at any given temperature and pressure.
The noble gas content also increases with increasing temperature and pressure (at least
at pressures below several gigapascals) and decreases with increasing atomic radius
(Shackleford et al., 1972; Carroll and Stolper, 1991; Guillot and Guissani, 1996; see
Fig. 17.2). From the temperature dependence of solubility, the enthalpy of solution of noble
gases in vitreous silica increases with increasing atomic radius from about 30kJ/mol for Ne
solubility to as much as�150kJ/mol for solution of Xe (Shelby, 1976; Shibata et al., 1998). The
enthalpy of solution is, however, also dependent on silicate composition, and typically
decreases with increasing silicate polymerization (Shibata et al., 1998).

For pressure up to several hundred megapascals, noble gas solubility in melts is a linear or
near linear function of pressure (Shackleford et al., 1972; Shelby, 1976; Walter et al., 2000; see
also Figs. 17.2 and 17.3), and therefore obeys Henry’s Law:

Ki ¼Xi=fi, (17.1)

where fi is fugacity of gas i, Xi is mol fraction, and Ki is Henry’s Law constant. However, as

pressure is increased beyond ambient, the solubility deviates from linearity and eventually
reaches a maximum value before further pressure increase results in decreasing solubility
(Fig. 17.4; see also Schmidt and Keppler, 2002; Chamorro-Perez et al., 1996; Bouhifd et al.,
2008; Zhang et al., 2010; Niwa et al., 2013).

Substitution of Si4+ with charge-balanced Al3+ in melts along meta-aluminosilicate joins
results in decreasing noble gas solubility (Walter et al., 2000; Bouhifd et al., 2008; see also
Fig. 17.3). The high pressure at which this solubility reaches its maximum before decreasing
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with further pressure increases with increasing Al/(Al+Si) (Bouhifd et al., 2008). This turn-
over pressure also varies with the type of electrical charge balance of tetrahedrally coordi-
nated Al3+ (Bouhifd et al., 2008).

The solution mechanism of noble gases in a fully polymerized structure such as that of
fused SiO2 (see also Chapter 5, Sections 5.4 and 5.5) has been described in terms of
nonoverlapping interstitial sites or voids in the structure larger than those of the noble gas
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under consideration (Fig. 17.5) (Nakayama and Shackelford, 1990; Carroll and Stolper, 1991;
Wulf et al., 1999; Zhang et al., 2010). The decreasing noble gas solubility in silica melt with
increasing atomic radius of the noble gas (Fig. 17.2) is then understood in terms of the distri-
bution of interstitial sites (Fig. 17.5A). This model also is consistent with structural data
inferred from Wulf et al. (1999) from X-ray absoprtion data.

With increasing pressure, the concentration of nonoverlapping sites larger than the size of
a given noble gas decreases (Zhang et al., 2010; see also Fig. 17.5B). This evolution has the
effect of decreasing the noble gas solubility. However, at the same time the increasing noble
gas fugacity with pressure tends to cause increased noble gas solubility (Shelby, 1976;
Roselieb et al., 1992; Walter et al., 2000). The net result is a solubility maximum at some
pressure (Fig. 17.4). The different pressures at which experimentally determined solubility
turnovers take place is a reflection of the compressibility of the intertetrahedral angles in
three-dimensional network structures. This compressibility varies with Al/(Al+Si) and with
changes in type of cations for charge-balancing cations (see also Chapter 9, Section 9.4). Of
course, solution of a noble gas causes the compressibility of SidOdSi angles to decrease
(Shen et al., 2011), but such effects have not been quantified except for He in silica glass.

A melt structure adjusts itself more or less easily to accommodate dissolved atoms or mol-
ecules. The Gibbs free energy of transfer from the gaseous to the dissolved state accounts for
various interactions between the solvent and solute (electrostatic, dispersive, and repulsive),
a cavitation term (related to the size of the atoms), as well as differences in the energies of the
internal degrees of freedom between the two states. In spite of its complex nature, the Gibbs
free energy has been evaluated for noble gases in silicate melts with the aid of first-principles
calculations (Ottonello and Richet, 2014). With this approach, the critical parameters are the
dielectric properties of the solvent and themean diameter of its particles and not the details of
its structure. The same formalism could thus be applied to a nonpolar solvent such as benzene
(C6H6) and a polar one, such as H2O, and silicate melts, which have an intermediate character
between them. Argon was first used as a probe to derive solvent diameters consistent with a
simple functional form based on the molecular volumes of benzene, water, and five different
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melt compositions ranging from andesite to ugandite. Solubility calculations were then ex-
tended to He, Ne, and Kr, whose dispersive and repulsive coefficients were theoretically
available. In this way the ab initio-derived Henry’s constants at high temperatures satisfac-
torily reproduce the experimental observations for a wide range of silicate compositions.
The major advantage of the method is not only that any temperature and pressure may be
considered, but also that the microscopic structure does not need to be known at all, because
only the average solvent diameter and its dielectric properties are needed. This advantage has
its drawbacks, however, in that macroscopic solubility-structure relationships cannot be
derived.

The molar volume of noble gases in melt can be derived from their solubility (Walter et al.,
2000),

Ln fi=Xið Þ¼ lnKi +Vi P�Poð Þ=RT, (17.2)

where P is pressure and Po reference pressure, R is the gas constant, and T is temperature (K).

From this expression and the experimental data, Walter et al. (2000) found that the molar
volume, Vi, of noble gases in melts along the SiO2dNaAlO2 join increases with the atomic
diameter, and for a given gas, with increasing Al/(Al+Si) (Table 17.1). This observation
would imply that the interstitial site distribution gets broader as a glass along an
SiO2dNaAlO2 join becomes increasingly aluminous.

Most likely, the distribution of interstital sites (Fig. 17.5) would also explain why the
diffusivity of noble gases at given temperature decreases and the activation energy increases
with increasing atomic radius (Roselieb et al., 1996; see also Fig. 17.6). The linear square-root
relationship in Fig. 17.6 could be explained by the relationship (McElfresh and Howitt, 1986):

Ei ¼ 4πGrDi ri� rDið Þ2, (17.3)

where G is the bulk modulus, and (ri� rDi) is the enlargement of the cavity required for

accomodation of moving particle, i.

The increased enthalpy of solution of noble gases in silica glass with increasing radius
(Shibata et al., 1998) probably also is a reflection of the energy needed to enlarge a cavity
to accommodate the noble gas in the structural cavities. As this enlargement, (ri� rDi), neces-
sarily increases with atomic radius, so does the enthalpy of solution and the activation energy
of diffusion in any given glass and melt.
TABLE 17.1 Molar Volume (cm3/mol) of Noble Gases Dissolved in Supercooled Liquids
Along the Join SiO2-NaAlO2 (Walter et al., 2000)

Al/(Al+Si)

Gas 0.00 0.25 0.333

Ne – 9.4�3.9 – –

Ar 25.9�1.3 21.1�1.6 21.1�0.7 7.19�0.1

Kr 24.3�1.8 27.8�0.8 24.7�0.9 12.9�0.2

Xe – 28.5 – –
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17.2.2.2 Peralkaline and Depolymerized Glasses and Melts

Peralkaline compositions, where there is an excess of alkalis or alkaline earths over that
required for charge-balance of tetrahedrally coordinated Al3+, will now be addressed.
Peralkaline glass and melt compositions are depolymerized.

In these materials, three structural variables will be described to assess whether or how
they might also govern noble gas solubility. These are (i) the Al/(Al+Si)-ratio, which can
affect interstitial site or three-dimensional cavity dimensions and distributions, and therefore
contribute to noble gas solubility and its pressure dependence (see Figs. 17.3 and 17.4);
(ii) the abundance ratio of network-modifying/network-forming cations governs the silicate
polymerization and Q-species distribution (see Chapter 7; Section 7.3), and therefore the
availability of cavities, which play a role in controlling how neutral atoms and molecules
might be dissolved; (iii) the proportion of different types of network-modifying cations,
because these govern Q-species distribution (Chapter 7, Section 7.3), which in turn affect
solubility of atoms and nonreactive molecules.

There is a rather broad range in solubility for each of the noble gases (often more than an
order of magnitude; see Fig. 17.7), a range that most likely is a reflection of the influence of the
previously mentioned structural variables. This is clear, for example, from the distinctively
different slopes of the relationship between solubility and atomic radius when separating
out rhyolite melt, which is a nearly fully polymerized (NBO/T�0) and essentially an alkali
aluminosilicate melt, and a basalt melt, which is predominantly alkaline earth aluminosilicate
melt and is also considerably more depolymerized than rhyolite (typical NBO/T values
between �0.7 and 1.0). The NBO/T value of the silicate does indeed have a strong influence
on noble gas solubility (Shibata et al., 1996, 1998; Paonita, 2005; Iacono-Marziano et al., 2010;
see also Fig. 17.8). It also is clear that the effect of melt polymerization becomes more
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important as the atomic radius of the noble metal decreases. There may also be a slight effect
of Al/(Al+Si) (Paonita, 2005), in particular for the melts with small NBO/T values (highly
polymerized).

Solution of water in melt results in depolymerization, whereas solution of CO2 causes the
silicate structure to be more polymerized (Chapter 16, Section 16.30 and Section 17.3). One
would expect, therefore, that noble gas solubility decreases with increasing water content
and increases with increasing CO2 concentration in a melt. This is what has been observed
(Fig. 17.9). The Henry’s Law constant depends on melt polymerization because the noble
gas concentration does (Eq. 17.1). The relationship between Henry’s Law constant and
dissolved volatiles is therefore consistent with dissolved CO2 resulting in melt polymeriza-
tion, whereas dissolved H2O results in melt depolymerization.

The noble gas solubility in depolymerized melts can be correlated with the proportion of
bridging and nonbridging oxygen (Shibata et al., 1998; Paonita, 2005). For a simple relation-
ship to proportion of bridging and nonbridging oxygen (BO and NBO, respectively), Paonita
(2005) proposed the relationship for the structural control on the Henry’s Law constant, Ki:

lnKi ¼Xi
BO lnKi

BO +Xi
NBO lnKi

NBO, (17.4)

where Xi
BO, etc., are mol fractions of bridging and nonbridging oxygen and Ki

BO, etc., are

Henry’s Law constants of noble gas i, for bridging and nonbridging oxygen. A more detailed
relationship, using Q-species, also has been proposed (Shibata et al., 1998):

Ki ¼
Xj

j�0

XQjKQj (17.5)

where XQj and KQj are mol fraction and Henry’s Law constant for individual Q-species. The

fully polymerized species, Q4, dominates the Ki-value variations (Shibata et al., 1998).
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The XQj values in silicate melts and glasses in Eq. (17.5) are governed by chemical compo-
sition, temperature, and pressure (see Chapter 7, Section 7.3, and Chapter 9, Sections 9.3 and
9.4). It follows, therefore, that the Henry’s Law constant would also be a function of compo-
sition, temperature, and pressure in addition to the atomic radius of the noble gas.

The temperature dependence of noble gas solubility is slight and can be either positive or
negative (Shackleford et al., 1972; Lux, 1987; Shibata et al., 1998). The enthalpy of solution,
ΔHs, derived from the temperature-dependent solubility is positive and ranges from near
5 to about 20kJ/mol (Lux, 1987). For Ar and larger noble gases in binary metal oxide silicate
melts, the ΔHs decreases with increasing atomic radius (Shibata et al., 1998; see also
Fig. 17.10). Furthermore, ΔHs becomes increasingly sensitive to melt polymerization with
increasing atomic radius (equivalent to metal/silicon ratio).

The noble gas solubility in depolymerized, but Q4-containing, melts is also dependent on
pressure (White et al., 1989; Malavasi et al., 2006; Zhang et al., 2010; Guillot and Sator, 2012;
see also Fig. 17.11). This effect is in part because the interstitial vacancy dimensions and dis-
tribution in Q4-species change with pressure (Zhang et al., 2010), and in part because increas-
ing pressure results in increased noble gas fugacity. Of course, in depolymerized melts, the
Q-distribution is also pressure dependent (Dickinson et al., 1990; Gaudio et al., 2008), which
also contributes to how noble gas solubility in depolymerized melts is affected by pressure.
17.3 MOLECULAR SPECIES

Molecular species in silicate glass and melt solution do not interact chemically with the
silicate structure. Among the molecular species under consideration here, H2, CH4, H2O,
CO2, and NH3 molecules typically are in equilibrium with functional groups that do interact
chemically with the silicate structure (see also Chapters 15 and 16).
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17.3.1 Solubility and Solution Mechanisms

Themolecule species inmelts and glasses tend to occupy interstices or cavities in the struc-
ture. In other words, the principles governing their solubility are pretty much the same as
those used to describe solution of noble gases (Nakayama and Shackelford, 1990; Carroll
and Stolper, 1991; Wulf et al., 1999; Zhang et al., 2010)

Although there appear to be only limited experimental data describing the structural roles
of the H2O molecules, the availability of appropriately sized cavities for containment of the
H2O molecule plays an integral role in the solution mechanism of hydrous species (Le Losq
et al., 2015). The behavior of molecular CO2 often is compared with that of argon so that the
structural control of Ar solubility might also apply to the solution of molecular CO2 (Nowak
et al., 2004; Behrens, 2010). However, such comparisons carry significant uncertainty because
the solution and properties of bulk CO2 involve both molecular CO2 and chemically active
CO3

2– and HCO3– Groups in the melt and glass structure (see Chapter 16, Section 16.3.3).
One might speculate that similar solution mechanisms could describe solution of molecular
CH4 and NH3 in equilibrium with CH3 and NH2 functional groups, respectively (see
Chapter 16, Sections 16.3 and 16.5). However, experimental or theoretical data relevant to this
question appear not to be available

17.3.1.1 Nitrogen (N2)

Molecular nitrogen in silicate glasses and melts in the absence of hydrogen is inferred sta-
ble at oxygen fugacities ranging from that of air to those defined by the FeO +0.5O2 ¼FeO
(IW) oxygen buffer (Fig. 17.12; see also Libourel et al., 2003; Miyazaki et al., 2004; Li et al.,
2015). This behavior is also consistent with N2 solubility in silicate melts lining up with
the solubilities of noble gases in basalt melt as a function of noble gas atomic radius
(Miyazaki et al., 1995). In hydrogen-free silicatedNdO systems, the nitrogen solubility
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increases with decreasing oxygen fugacity at values lower than those of the IW buffer (Fogel,
1994; Miyazaki et al., 2004; Libourel et al., 2003). Under those conditions, nitrogen may sub-
stitute for oxygen in silicate tetrahedra to form oxynitride and nitride glasses and melts
(Chapter 16, Section 16.5.3). In the presence of hydrogen, vibrational spectra of silicate glasses
with volatile components in the NdOdH system indicate that nitrogen is dissolved in mo-
lecular form (N2) at the oxygen fugacity defined by the NNO buffer (Ni+0.5O2 ¼NiO),
whereas a lower fO2 leads to the formation of NdH species in melts (Mysen et al., 2008; Li
et al., 2015; see also Fig. 16.30B). This transformation also leads to an increased solubility
of nitrogen (Fig. 16.30A)

17.3.1.2 Hydrogen (H2)

Hydrogen can dissolve in silicate melts and glasses either in physical form, where presum-
ably solution is in the form of H2 molecules, through chemical reaction with silicate compo-
nents, or a combination of both (Doremus, 1966; Shackleford et al., 1972; Luth et al., 1987;
Schmidt et al., 1998; Mysen and Fogel, 2010; Hirschmann et al., 2012; Kadik et al., 2015).
In the former form, hydrogen simply dissolves as H2 molecules, so that its solubility is linked
to its molecular radius in a manner similar to N2, O2 molecules, and noble gases (Doremus,
1966; Shackleford et al., 1972; see also Fig. 17.1).

The H2 solubility appears essentially independent of the degree of polymerization
(Fig. 17.13). In this respect it differs from that of noble gases and N2, the solubility of which
decreases as a melt becomes increasingly depolymerized (Fig. 17.8). A slight positive
temperature-dependent H2 solubility yields an enthalpy of solution near �13 kJ/mol, which
is about 30% of the value for dissolution of He (Shackleford et al., 1972; Shelby, 1976). This
smaller enthalpy likely reflects a greater availability of cavities in the silica melt and glass
structurewherein the smaller H2molecules can dissolve, comparedwith the large noble gases

Above the glass transition of SiO2 (near 1200°C), the hydrogen solubility is proportional to
the square root of pressure, suggesting therefore a chemical interaction between hydrogen
and the silicate structure (Shackleford et al., 1972). Such an interaction has been documented
via infrared and Raman spectra of quenched glasses (Luth et al., 1987; Schmidt et al., 1998;
Mysen and Fogel, 2010). As can be seen in Fig. 17.14, Raman spectra provide evidence for
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formation of OH groups in addition to physically dissolved molecular H2. Schmidt et al.
(1998) also demonstrated formation of SidH bonding with solubilities in SiO2dH2 between
800 and 900ppm for samples quenched at 200 MPa pressure (Fig. 17.14B)

The structural and chemical information contained in Fig. 17.14 led Schmidt et al. (1998) to
followup on a proposed solutionmechanism by Bell et al. (1962) where a solution equilibrium
for H2 in polymerized silicate melts involves bond breakage of the type

Si�O�Si +H2 ¼ Si�OH+Si�H: (17.6)

In Eq. (17.6), SidOdSi denotes a bridging oxygen bond, SidOH a nonbridging bond

terminated with a proton, and SidH an Si-hydride

The information contained in Eq. (17.6) can be expanded to illustrate that an equilibrium
between molecular H2, Si-hydride and SidOH is a silicate depolymerization reaction

3Qn +4H2 ¼ 2Qn22 Hð Þ+ SiH4: (17.7)

Here, two oxygen/silicate tetrahedra are transformed from bridging to nonbridging to

form SidOH bonds. This is expressed as a Qn�2(H) species in Eq. (17.7). This solution
nechanism is a very efficient silicate depolymerization reaction

The solution mechanism outlined in Eq. (17.7) would explain the extent of freezing-point
depression of silicates caused by H2-rich H2O +H2 fluids (Fig. 17.5; see also Luth and
Boettcher, 1986). This temperature depression cannot result fromH2 being simply considered
an ideal diluent of H2O (illustrated as component “X” in Fig. 17.15) because the liquidus
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temperature-depression would then be smaller than actually observed. The effects of hydro-
gen on freezing-point depression of silicates are either the result of greater deviations from
unity of the activity coefficient of H2O in H2O+H2 mixtures than in H2O+X (“X” denotes a
component in ideal mixing with H2O), or hydrogen interacts chemically with the silicate melt
structure. Luth and Boettcher (1986), relying on results of gas mixing calculations by Kerrick
and Jacobs (1981) and Boettcher (1984), suggested that the activity coefficients are nearly unity
in H2O +H2 gas mixtures under these pressures and temperatures. That conclusion accords
with more recent examination of H2O-H2 fluids at high temperature and pressure, which in-
dicates activity coefficients in the 1.0–1.1 range (Bezmen et al., 2011). Thus, the liquidus tem-
perature depressions of silicates in equilibrium with H2O+H2 volatiles indicate chemical
reaction between hydrogen and the silicate melt structure (Bell et al., 1962; Luth and
Boettcher, 1986; Schmidt et al., 1998).
17.4 HALOGENS

Most property and structure information of halogen-bearing glasses andmelts is limited to
fluorine and chlorine, data for Br- and I-bearing silicate melts and glasses being much less
common. Fluorine information tends to focus on materials properties often relevant to ce-
ramic and glass problems, whereas information on chlorine (and Br and I) tends to be
important in Earth and planetary science and often focus on solubility in melts and glasses.
17.4.1 Fluorine

Thermal and transport properties of F-bearing silicate melts are among the most
commonly studied. Quantitative fluorine solubility data is comparatively rare.

17.4.1.1 Solubility

Fluorine solubility in silicate melts has been extracted from fluorine effects of liquidus
phase relations. For example, the fluorine content of alkaline earth silicate melts in equilib-
rium with fluorine-rich immiscible melts in the 1450–1565°C range decreases with increasing
ionization potential of the alkaline earth cation (Ershova, 1957; Ershova and Olshanskii, 1957;
see also Fig. 17.16). These and other liquidus phase equilibrium data indicate that the fluorine
solubility also increases with decreasing SiO2 and with increasing Al2O3 contents (see
Manning, 1981, for data from Al-bearing systems).

The influence of Al2O3 on fluorine solubility is a complex function of silicate composition.
Dolejs and Baker (2005) studied various alkali aluminosilicate compositions with 10% H2O
and various amounts of CaF2 added to the systems with melts equilibrated at 100MPa and
800–950°C. They found that fluorine solubility in this environment is dependent on whether
the melt is peraluminous and peralkaline (Fig. 17.17). The fluorine solubility in peraluminous
melts increases with Al2O3, whereas it increases with peralkalininity for peralkaline melts.
Meta-aluminous silicate melts seem to exhibit minimum fluorine solubility.

A positive correlation of fluorine content with Al/(Al+Si) also has been reported from
1.5GPa/1400°C experiments in water-free Na2O-Al2O4-SiO2 and K2O-Al2O4-SiO2 systems
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(Dalou et al., 2015; see Fig. 17.18). There is a simple linear relationship between solubility and
Al/(Al+Si). The relationships in K- andNa-aluminosilicate systems are nearly indistinguish-
able from one another (Fig. 17.18). The correlation of solubility with Al/(Al+Si) remains
when H2O is added to the system (Fig. 17.18B). However, the fluorine solubility in alkali
aluminosilicate melts also is positively correlated with total H2O content of the melts and
the effect of H2O increases the more aluminous the melt (Fig. 17.18B).
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17.4.1.2 Solution Mechanisms

Structural studies of F-bearing silicate glasses andmelts have been carried out mostly with
vibrational and NMR spectroscopic tools. Structural models have also been developed via
numerical simulations.

In chemically simple systems such as SiO2-F, Raman spectra of glasses have been
interpreted in terms of depolymerization of the SiO2 structure via replacement of one or more
bridging oxygen with F (Rabinovich, 1983; Yamamoto et al., 1983). In principle, this mecha-
nism is similar to the replacement of bridging oxygen with OH groups in SiO2-H2Omelts (see
Chapter 16, Section 16.3.1).

Vibrational andNMR spectroscopic data of F-bearingmetal oxide-silica andmelts have led
to suggestions that fluorine is dissolved by forming metal fluoride complexes (Takusagawa,
1980; Luth, 1988; Stebbins and Zeng, 2000; Kiczenski and Stebbins, 2002, 2006; Mysen et al.,
2004). Interestingly, Luth (1988) proposed that in the systemCaO-SiO2-F2, formation of CadF
species may, in fact, result in polymerization of the silicate network of glasses and melts be-
cause Ca2+ is scavenged from its network-modifying position in F-free melts to form CadF
bonds in F-bearing melts. This interpretation, in principle, accords with the solution model
from the 19F MAS NMR spectra of F-bearing metal oxide-silicate glass, which offer evidence
for metal fluoride species where both the alkalis and alkaline earths may serve as metal
cations (Mysen et al., 2004; Kiczenski and Stebbins, 2006; see also Fig. 17.19).

In general, for metal-fluoride complexes NadF bonding dominates over KdF in F-bearing
mixed KdNa silicate glasses and CadF over NadF in mixed Ca,Na systems (Stebbins and
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Zeng, 2000). In other words, in Al-free metal oxide glasses, fluorine exhibits preference for
metals with the largest ionization potential. In this regard, the structural role of metal fluoride
species resembles that of metal chloride species in silicate melts, as is discussed further
immediately following (Section 17.6.2).

The solution mechanisms of fluorine in silicate melts may be divided into three different
types. Fluorine may replace oxygen in silicate tetrahedra and form fluoride complexes with
Al3+ whether in tetrahedral or other coordination environments, and form simple fluoride
complexes with various metal cations (alkalis, alkaline earths, and perhaps more highly
charged cations). Combinations of all or some of these solution mechanisms may be present
in chemically complex silicate melts.

In fluorinated SiO2 melt, the simplest substitution involves exchanging a bridging oxygen
with F� (Rabinovich, 1983; Youngman and Sen, 2004; Fan et al., 2015). This mechanism is in
many ways equivalent to breaking SidOdSi bridges with water in solution whereupon two
OH groups are formed by dissolving one H2O molecule, which interacts with bridging
oxygen (see Chapter 16, Eq. 16.5). In both situations (F or OH-exchange), the silicate structure
is depolymerized. For fluorine, we may write a simple reaction:

2Qn +F� ¼ 2QF
n�1: (17.8)

In this equation, QF
n�1 denotes a Q-species where one of the oxygens in the Qn�1 structure
has been replaced with F. In principle, more than one oxygen could be replaced with fluorine
in this way. This possibility has been found viable through MD calculations (Hayakawa and
Hench, 2000). Some vibrational spectroscopic data can also be interpreted to be consistent
with multiple F for O exchanges (Rabinovich, 1983; Yamamoto et al., 1983; Duncan et al.,
1986). The OdF exchange appears statistically random (Duncan et al., 1986).

Fluoride complexes that involve alkali metals, alkaline earths, and even rare earth fluorides
have been reported in F-bearing metal oxide-silicate glasses and melts (Kiczenski and
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Stebbins, 2006; Mysen et al., 2004). From 19F MAS NMR data of such materials, there is clear
evidence for simple metal fluoride complexes (Fig. 17.19) that involve specific cations
(e.g., NadF and CadF) as well as mixed fluoride complexes (Fig. 17.19).

A fraction of SidF bonding also has been detected (Kiczenski and Stebbins, 2006; Ko and
Park, 2013). From examination of glasses with different fictive temperature, the temperature
dependence of a simple exchange reaction with terms of bond types can be determined
(Kiczenski and Stebbins, 2006):

Si�O�Si +M�F¼ Si�F+ Si�O�M: (17.9)

From the temperature dependence (Fig. 17.20), the4H value varies with the nature of the

M-cation. For alkali and alkaline earth melts, the4H is in the 70–78kJ/mol range (Kiczenski
and Stebbins, 2006).

Fluorine-19MASNMR data, combined with 29Si MASNMR and high-temperature Raman
spectroscopic data, have been used to illustrate the interaction between F and the silicate net-
works (Toplis and Reynard, 2000; Mysen et al., 2004). With monovalent metal cations, M+, in
peralkaline silicate melts, one can write several solution reactions to illustrate how these
F-bearing entities can be formed:

2Qn Mð Þ+MF, 2Qn+ 1 +M3OF: (17.10)

Formation of mixed F- and O-bearing species, M3OF, causes silicate polymerization.

However, given that equilibria such as (17.9) and (17.10) both operate in F-bearing metal
oxide-silicate melts, the stability of the various fluoride complexes governs the extent to
which the degree of polymerization silicate structure will occur. Moreover, as such equilibra
also are temperature dependent (Fig. 17.20), variations in temperature will result in changes
in polymerization of silicate melts.
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Nuclear magnetic resonance and, to a lesser extent, Raman and infrared spectroscopy of
F-bearing aluminosilicate glasses have shed considerable additional light on the details of
how F interacts with the aluminosilicate network of meta-aluminosilicate melts. The impor-
tance of AldF bonding has, for example, been clearly demonstrated (Schaller et al., 1992;
Zeng and Stebbins, 2000; Liu and Nekvasil, 2001; Mysen et al., 2004; Baasner et al., 2014).
However, the Al-F-bearing species cannot simply be AlF3 but must involve both oxygen
and metal cations other than Si4+ and Al3+ (Zeng and Stebbins, 2000; Liu and Tossell, 2003;
Mysen et al., 2004). Under certain circumstances, some of the aluminummay undergo trans-
formation from four- to five- and sixfold coordination, at least for highly aluminous melts
such as CaAl2Si2O8 (Stebbins et al., 2000).

There are several solution mechanisms of fluorine in Al-rich aluminosilicate glasses and
melts. For the topaz-like species, one can write (Mysen et al., 2004):

6MA1Si4O10 + 3F2 , 2Al2 Al3ð ÞF2 + 4Q3 Mð Þ+Q2 Mð Þ+19Q4: (17.11)

In this type of reaction, some of the tetrahedrally coordinated Al3+ in the aluminosilicate

melt structure is released to form species that may resemble Al2(AlO3)F2. The result of this
mechanism is depolymerization of the silicate melt structure.

Formation of cryolite-like species in Al-rich aluminosilicate melts was originally inferred
from liquidus phase relations in hydrous quartzo-feldspathic systems (Manning et al., 1980;
Manning, 1981). That inference is consistent with spectroscopic data (Mysen et al., 2004), and
we can write:

3MA1Si4O10 + 3F2 ,M3AlF6 + 2Al3+ + 6Q3 + 6Q4: (17.12)

Equivalent expressions could be written for mixed (O,F)-containing species such as

M(M3AlF5O). This is also a depolymerization reaction.

For peralkaline F-bearing aluminosilicatemelts, with lowAl2O3 abundance, on the order of
several mol%, there is little or no spectroscopic evidence for AldF type bonding (Mysen et al.,
2004; Dalou et al., 2015). Instead, metal fluoride and Si-fluoride complexes coexist. In other
words, a mechanism such as that illustrated with Eq. (17.8) would describe the situation.
However, as the Al/(Al+Si) of peralkaline aluminosilicate increases, structures that involve
AldF bonding begin to appear. The detailed nature of the species containing AldF bonding
have been identified via combinations of numerical simulation, 19F MAS NMR and 29Si MAS
NMR (Liu and Nekvasil, 2001; Liu and Tossell, 2003; Schaller et al., 1992; Zeng and Stebbins,
2000; Mysen et al., 2004). A variety of Al-bearing complexes are consistent with the experi-
mental and theoretical data, the abundance of which changes systematically with the bulk
Al/(Al+Si) (Fig. 17.21).

This abundance of the different F-bearing complexes as a function of Al/(Al+Si)
(Fig. 17.22) has different effects on overall aluminosilicate polymerization (Fig. 17.22).
In peralkaline aluminosilicate glasses and melts, initial Al3+ substitution for Si4+ and interac-
tion between F and Al results in melt polymerization, but as the Al/(Al+Si) increases, the net
effect of fluorine solution on aluminosilicate polymerization is negligible (Fig. 17.22).
This evolution reflects the changing abundance of individual Q-species as a function of
Al/(Al+Si) ratio. In F-free melts, this effect is driven predominantly by nearly all Al3+ subs-
tituting for Si4+ in Q4 species, which, therefore, shifts the Q-species equilibrium to the right;
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2Q3 ¼Q2 +Q4: (17.13)

In F-bearing aluminosilicate melts, equilibrium (17.13) is retained, but the proportions of

the species in glasses and melts change, as does the temperature-dependence of the equilib-
rium constant for equilibrium (17.13) (Fig. 17.23):

K17:13 ¼XQ2 �XQ4= XQ3ð Þ2: (17.14)
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As the bulk Al/(Al+Si) increases, the K17.13-difference between Fe-bearing and F-free

glasses andmelts reaches amaximum and then decreases with further increase of Al/(Al+Si)
(Fig. 17.23).

The enthalpy of equilibrium (17.13) is 9–10kJ/mol for Al-free and 11.9–14kJ/mol for
Al-bearing melts. There may be a small effect of dissolved F on the 4H values of
Al-bearing melts, whereas for Al-free melts the small changes in silicate polymerization
via formation of NadF complexes does not affect the equilibria significantly. The 4S differ-
ence between F-free and F-bearing melts, defined by the intercept of the lnK17.13 with the tem-
perature axis in Fig. 17.23, diminishes as the melts become increasingly aluminous.

Addition of H2O to F-bearing aluminosilicate melts has comparatively small effects (Dalou
and Mysen, 2015). To illustrate them, we will use a combination of Q-species and aluminate
complexes where we may add MAlO2 as a reactant in a reaction that involves a partially
fluorinated Qn species, Qn(F) metal fluoride, MF, and a more depolymerized silicate species,
Qn�1(Al), where the (Al) means that Al3+ serves as a network-modifier:

Qn Fð Þ+MAlO2 ¼Qn�2 Alð Þ+MF: (17.15)

By adding H2O to this equilibrium, we can write (modified from Dalou and Mysen, 2015):
2Qn Fð Þ+Qn+ 1 +H2O+ 2MAlO2 ¼ 2Qn�2 Alð Þ+ 2MF+Qn�1 Hð Þ, (17.16)

where Qn�1(H) denotes a Q-species with protons, H+, which bonds to nonbridging oxygen

in the Qn�1 species. Both reactions (17.15) and (17.16) result in depolymerization of the silicate
network. The effect of dissolved F+H2O on the NBO/T-values of the melts is, nevertheless,
essentially the same (Dalou and Mysen, 2015).
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17.4.2 Chlorine

Amajor reason for the interest in Cl inmelts is that this fluid component plays a critical role
in the enrichment of economically important metals and in volcanic degassing processes
(Webster, 1997; Aiuppa et al., 2009; Webster et al., 2009).
17.4.2.1 Solubility

Most experimental studies of the equilibrium between aqueous, Cl-bearing fluids and sil-
icate melts have been carried out under unusual conditions where Cl solubility decreases
with increasing pressure (e.g., Webster and Holloway, 1988; Shinohara et al., 1989; Metrich
and Rutherford, 1992; Signorelli and Carroll, 2000, 2002). This feature reflects a large partial
molar volume difference of chloride complexes between the fluid and the melt (Metrich and
Rutherford, 1992; Webster and De Vivo, 2002). However, in water-undersaturated melt sys-
tems, the relationship with pressure is positive (Webster and De Vivo, 2002; Dalou and
Mysen, 2015).

In anhydrous aluminosilicate-chlorine systems, the chlorine solubility is positively corre-
lated with pressure. However, it is negatively correlated with Al/(Al+Si) of the melt (Dalou
et al., 2015; see also Fig. 17.24), in contrast to fluorine solubility, which is a positive function of
this parameter (Fig. 17.18). The chlorine solubility is also similar to that observed for fluorine
in hydrous silicate melts, because it appears to be at a minimum value for melt compositions
near meta-aluminosilicates (Fig. 17.25).
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In water-saturated melts, the chlorine solubility is positively correlated with the (Na+K)/
Al ratio of the melt as well as its NBO/T-value (Signorelli and Carroll, 2002; Fig. 17.26).
It should be noted, though, that increasing the (Na+K)/Al ratio likely results in increasing
NBO/T of the melt. Thus, it is not clear whether the correlations of chloride solubility with
both (Na+K)/Al and NBO/T are, in fact, interrelated. Finally, the chlorine solubility varies
systematically with water content of a melt (Stelling et al., 2008). It is insensitive to H2O
content for an initial several percent water content in melt before decreasing rapidly as the
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water concentration increases further (Fig. 17.27). This trend resembles that of CO2 solubility
in hydrous melts (see Section 17.3.1), and reflects an analogous two-solutionmechanism. One
is increased NBO/T of melt with increasing dissolved water, which enhances Cl solubility.
On the other hand, increasing H2O content in the fluid decreases chloride activity and will
therefore tend to decrease the Cl solubility in the melt.
17.4.2.2 Solution Mechanisms

Chlorine-35 MAS NMR and chlorine XANES data of silicate and aluminosilicate glasses
suggest that chloride speciation in silicate melts is dominated by alkali chloride or alkaline
earth chloride complexes or both (Stebbins and Du, 2002; Sandland et al., 2004; Evans
et al., 2008; Baasner et al., 2014; Dalou et al., 2015). In the system Na2O-CaO-Al2O3-SiO2 with
Na>>Ca, results from multinuclear MAS NMR, including 35Cl MAS NMR, indicate that
for peralkaline glasses (melts quenched after equilibration as melt at high temperature),
Na-chloride complexes dominate (Baasner et al., 2014). Baasner et al. (2014) suggested, how-
ever, that for peraluminous glasses, Ca-chloride complexes might be more abundant. Those
authors detected no evidence for mixed (Na,Ca)-Cl complexes. In fact, Evans et al. (2008),
from their chlorine XANES spectra, concluded that Cl shows distinctive preference for alka-
line earths relative to alkali metals in silicate melts. This conclusion is in contrast with that of
Sandland et al. (2004), who reported that their 35Cl MAS NMR spectra were best interpreted
as mixtures of Na- and Ca-chloride complexes. There was no compelling evidence for AldCl
bonding in the glasses, whether in the systemCaO-MgO-Al2O3SiO2 orNa2O-CaO-Al2O3-SiO2

(Sandland et al., 2004; Evans et al., 2008; Baasner et al., 2014; Dalou et al., 2015).
The structures of Cl-bearing silicate and aluminosilicate glasses and melts differ from

those of their Cl-free equivalents (Baasner et al., 2014; Dalou et al., 2015). Baasner et al.
(2014) noted changes in 29Si MAS NMR chemical shifts that would be consistent with silicate
polymerization, although those authors did not attempt to quantify these effects. Dalou et al.
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(2015) observed a small but distinct decrease in the NBO/T of the melts from Raman spectra
of Al-free and Al-bearing peraluminous glasses quenched from high temperature at 1.5GPa
pressure.

One may, therefore, write a simply polymerization reaction to describe the solution
mechanism of chlorine in silicate melts:

2Qn Mð Þ+MCl¼ 2Qn+ 1 +M3OCl: (17.17)

This expression is analogous to the fluorine solution mechanism in Eq. (17.10) for Al-free

silicate melts. In this regard, fluorine and chlorine solution mechanisms resemble one
another. However, in Al-bearing systems, fluorine forms bonding with Al3+, which results
in silicate depolymerization (Eqs. 17.11 and 17.12). No such equivalent reaction exists for
chlorine in aluminosilicate melts and glasses.

17.4.2.3 Other Halogens

The solubility and solutionmechanisms in silicate glasses andmelts of the larger halogens,
Br and I, have received considerably less attention. That scarcity notwithstanding, some data
exist (Bureau et al., 2000, 2010; Bureau and Metrich, 2003; Cochain et al., 2015). For example,
the same silicate compositional variables seem to govern the solubility of both Cl and Br in
hydrous silicate melts, which is positively correlated with Na+K/Al, for example, with a
minimum near the meta-aluminosilicate composition (Bureau and Metrich, 2003; see
Figs 17.25 and 17.28), Cl (Fig. 17.25). The Br solubility is also a positive function of melt
NBO/T (Bureau and Metrich, 2003) just like Cl and F solubility (Figs. 17.24 and 17.17). It is
also clear that the solubility of Br is lower than that of Cl. In fact, for hydrous melts in equi-
librium with halogen-bearing aqueous solutions at high temperature and pressure, the solu-
bility is a simple function of the ionic radius of the halogen when expressed as halogen
partition coefficient between aqueous fluid and water-saturated NaAlSi3O8 melt (Bureau
et al., 2000; see also Fig. 17.29)
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ln Kfluid=melt ¼�11:7 + 7:3∗ionic radius Å
� �

: (17.18)

17.4.3 Properties and Solution Mechanisms

Properties of fluorine-bearing glasses and melts have been of major interest among
halogen-bearing glasses. There is less information on Cl-bearing melts and glasses. In the lat-
ter case, the focus has been on Cl partitioning between aqueous fluids and hydrous silicate
melts, because of the importance of such information in many geological processes (Filiberto
and Treiman, 2009; Aiuppa et al., 2009; Alletti et al., 2009; B€ohm and Schmidt, 2013; Joachim
et al., 2015). Fluorine, on the other hand, is not only important in geological processes. How-
ever, chlorine also has many commercially important applications (Kyoto et al., 1993; Hosono
et al., 1999; Ueda et al., 2000; Kansal et al., 2012). It seems that property data for silicate glasses
and melts with Br or I have not been reported extensively. It appears reasonable to assume,
however, that the components may have effects similar to Cl, but only to a lesser extent
because of their lesser solubility in melts and glasses.

17.4.3.1 Liquidus Phase Relations

Liquidus phase relations in F-bearing silicate and aluminosilicate systems point to compli-
cated relationships between solubility and silicate composition and suggest that effects on
liquidus phase relations are considerably greater by dissolving F than Cl (Van Groos and
Wyllie, 1967, 1969; Foley et al., 1986; Filiberto and Treiman, 2009; Filiberto et al., 2012; Giehl
et al., 2014). Addition of HF to NaAlSi3O8-H2O at a few hundred megapascals total pressure
depresses the solidus temperature significantly more than addition of equal concentrations of
HCl (Fig. 17.30). In fact, in a comparison of effects on liquidus temperature depressions of a
natural basalt by H, F, and Cl, fluorine has the greatest effect, followed by hydrogen (water),
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and finally chlorine (Filiberto et al., 2008, 2012; Filiberto and Treiman, 2009). Liquidus
phase relations of F- and Cl-bearing systems also differ. Wyllie and Tuttle (1964) noted, for
example, that the liquidus volume of quartz in theNaAlSi3O8-H2O-HF system is considerably
larger than in the equivalent NaAlSi3O8-H2O-HCl. In the hydrous “haplogranite” system
(NaAlSi3O8-KAlSi3O8-SiO2-H2O), addition of fluorine leads to an expansion of the quartz rel-
ative to the feldspar liquidus volume (Fig. 17.31). These differences between F- andCl-bearing
silicate systems are in direct response to the lower Cl solubility in melts compared with
the solubility of fluorine. Moreover, this reflects the greater structural change caused by
dissolved fluorine compared with chlorine.
17.4.3.2 Transport Properties

Transport properties such as diffusion and viscosity of silicate melts are profoundly affec-
ted by dissolved fluorine, which may, at times, have greater effect on such properties than
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dissolved water (Dingwell and Mysen 1985; Dingwell and Hess, 1998; Alletti et al., 2007;
Baasner et al., 2013). Furthermore, in mixed H2O-F systems, the combined effect on the vis-
cosity of peralkaline melts of these two volatiles is greater than that which would be expected
simply by mixing linearly the effect of H2O and F (Dingwell and Mysen, 1985). Moreover, the
effect on melt viscosity, on a molar basis, of F as compared with OH groups or simply alkali
oxides also differ (Fig. 17.32). These effects and their relative importance depend on their
concentration. They likely reflect the fact that the solution mechanisms of these components
depend not only on their nature, but also on their concentrations.

Solution of chlorine in silicate melts can have a variety of effects on viscosity. For example,
for peralkaline compositions, viscosity increases with increasing Cl concentration, whereas
the opposite effect is observed for peraluminous melts (Alletti et al., 2007; Zimova andWebb,
2007; Baasner et al., 2013; see also Fig. 17.33). These changes probably reflect changing
forms of chloride complexing, perhaps driven by the changing structural role of Al3+ in
peraluminous melts where charge-compensation of Al3+, accomplished with alkali and alka-
line earth cations, differs significantly from that of peralkaline aluminosilicates glasses
and melts.

Experimental data on halogen diffusion in silicate melts are somewhat more limited than
on viscosity. Some information on F, Cl, and Br diffusion with and without H2O for a natural
phonolite composition, however, has been reported (Balcone-Boissard et al., 2009; Baker and
Balcone-Boissard, 2009; B€ohm and Schmidt, 2013). In anhydrousmelts, chlorine diffusesmore
slowly than fluorine—by about an order ofmagnitude in peralkaline compositions. However,
this difference diminishes with increasing K/Na ratio and H2O content of peralkaline alumi-
nosilicate melts (Balcone-Boissard et al., 2009; B€ohm and Schmidt, 2013; see also Fig. 17.34).
Moreover, the activation energy of diffusion of F and Cl differ significantly, which is consis-
tent with the different solution mechanisms of the two halogens (Sections 17.6.1.2 and
17.6.2.2), whereas those of H2O and F resemble one another.
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18.1 INTRODUCTORY COMMENTS

Natural melts are formed by partial melting of rocks in the interior of the earth and in
terrestrial planets. Their composition is governed by the composition of the source rock,
pressure, and temperature of melting, and by partial crystallization of minerals before final
emplacement in the planet’s interior or on its surface. The properties of such melts are there-
fore central to our understanding of planetary formation and evolution (see, e.g., Fei et al.,
1999, for an edited view of relevant contributions). The melts ultimately cooled to form
magmatic or igneous rock, either in the form of glass or partially or fully crystallized. They
comprise about 10 major element oxides when ferrous and ferric iron are counted separately.
The range of individual oxide components for given major rock types is indicated by the
standard error on average of a large number of analyses, shown in Table 18.1.

Chemically complex melts, including such materials as formed by natural processes, have
commercial applications: for example, glass formed by remelting of the rocks and cooling of
# 2019 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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TABLE 18.1 Average Compositions of Major Magmatic Liquids

No. of Analyses Tholeiite 532 Phonolite 560 Andesite 1997 Rhyolite 764

SiO2 50.29�2.37 56.56�3.72 57.51�4.08 72.18�3.52

TiO2 2.06�0.82 0.87�0.63 0.93�1.55 0.39�0.29

AlO2O3 14.79�1.82 18.31�5.40 16.93�1.45 13.23�1.50

FeO(T) 10.94�1.59 4.02�1.73 7.08�1.85 2.90�1.79

MnO 0.18�0.03 0.24�1.05 0.14�0.05 0.10�0.19

MgO 7.15�2.5 2.47�1.86 3.90�1.82 0.48�0.51

CaO 10.09�1.38 1.18�2.28 7.17�1.85 1.53�1.24

Na2O 2.41�0.55 8.21�1.57 3.42�0.77 4.03�1.09

K2O 0.53�0.38 5.23�1.01 1.51�0.86 3.79�1.42

P2O5 0.26�0.12 0.21�0.20 0.23�0.13 0.09�0.09

Redrawn from http://earthchem.org.
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the melts. The specific applications of such materials include thermal insulation,
soundproofing, and filtration (Siligardi et al., 2017; Palencia et al., 2016; Moretti et al.,
2016; Yue and Solvang, 2018), and especially steelmaking, with an annual production of
SiO2-poor slags of 300 million tons, which is four times bigger than that of glass (Mills, 2018).

The objective of this chapter is to describe structure and properties of such melts and
glasses. We will do this by applying the data often obtained from chemically simple systems,
such as those of binary metal silicate and ternary metal aluminosilicate melts, to the much
more complicated natural glasses and melts, and to combine this information with data
obtained by direct characterization of natural melts and glasses.
18.2 STRUCTURE

Direct determination of the structure of natural melts poses major challenges because most
spectroscopic methods cannot resolve individual signals from materials where multiple
components may be in similar structural positions. For example, typical network-formers
in silicate and aluminosilicate melts and glasses are Si4+ and Al3+, whereas the alkali and
alkaline earths are dominated by Na, K, Ca, and Mg, which may serve either to charge-
balance Al3+ in tetrahedral coordination or as network-modifers (Chapter 4, Section 4.4.3).
These compositional factors have direct effects on the resolution of spectra from the various
methods used for structure analysis. So with the possible exception of average
intertetrahedral angles andmajor coordination transformations obtained by X-ray diffraction
(Sanloup et al., 2013; Wang and Shen, 2014), it is generally not possible to extract detailed
structural information. In this chapter, wewill therefore employ experimental and simulation
data obtained for chemically simpler systems to derive (calculate) important structural
features of major types of molten igneous rocks.

http://earthchem.org
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18.2.1 Degree of Polymerization, Network Formers, and Network Modifiers

The degree of polymerization of natural melts at or near ambient pressure at temperatures
above their liquidus is quantified with the ratio NBO/T (where Fe3+, Ti4+, and P5+ are in-
cluded in the tetrahedrally coordinated cations T). The value of this ratio can be calculated
from chemical composition with the procedure summarized in Chapter 4 (Section 4.3.3).
The distribution of NBO/T is nearly Gaussian within each major group of magmatic rocks
(Fig. 18.1). Each has a distinct maximum in its distribution function, although there is some
overlap in NBO/T values whose maxima decrease systematically as the melts become more
SiO2-rich. The average NBO/T is 0.83�0.21, 0.41�0.16, 0.20�0.18, and 0.09�0.08, for tho-
leiite, andesite, phonolite, and rhyolite melts, respectively. Interestingly, though, there is little
or no correlation between these NBO/T values and the abundance ratio, Al/(Al+Si)
(Fig. 18.2). In fact, it seems that, if anything, the Al/(Al+Si) of the most siliceous melts,
rhyolite, tends to be slightly lower than for the other groups of magmatic liquids.

Tetrahedrally coordinated Al3+ in natural magmatic liquids and glasses requires charge-
balance just as in simple systems (Chapter 4, Section 4.4.3). An understanding of how it is
accomplished in natural melts is important, because the structural environment near alkalis
and alkaline earths differs depending on whether they serve this role or act as network-
modifiers (e.g., Ispas et al., 2002; Cormier et al., 2003; Xue and Stebbins, 1993; Lee and
Stebbins, 2003). When multiple such cations coexist, they may be distributed between
network-modifying and charge-balancing roles, as governed by the relative stabilities of
the various Al-bearing complexes (see Chapter 9, Section 9.3.2). Moreover, Al3+ shows dis-
tinctive distribution factors among coexisting Qn-species, and this distribution likely varies
with the nature of the charge-balancing cation (Mysen et al., 1981, 2003; Merzbacher et al.,
1990; Neuville et al., 2008).

We can calculate the fractions of charge-balancing cations from structural and thermody-
namic data of aluminosilicate melts (Chapters 8 and 9). Structural data are consistent with
all or nearly all Al3+ residing in Q4-species in silicate melts and glasses (see Chapter 9,
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Section 9.4.2), at least in the NBO/T-range relevant to natural magmatic liquids. The
enthalpies of solution of glasses near meta-aluminosilicate joins (Navrotsky et al., 1985)
can be used to establish the relative stabilities of alkali and alkaline earth charge-balanced
Al3+. Those thermodynamic data indicate near equal stability of (KAl)4+ and (NaAl)4+

charge-balance followed by (Ca0.5Al)4+ and, finally, (Mg0.5Al)4+. This hierarchy is in accord
with that suggested by Hess and Wood (1982) from their study of Al partitioning between
immiscible silicate melts.

From the several thousand analyses of natural melts considered in the computation of
these features, K+, Na+, and Ca2+ for all practical purposes are the cations that charge-balance
tetrahedrally coordinated cations in melts of natural composition (Fig. 18.3). Ferrous iron and
Mg2+ rarely if ever serve in such a role. For andesitic and less felsic (lower SiO2 contents)
melts, the main charge-balancing cation is Ca2+. The proportion of Ca2+ relative to
(Na+K)+, however, decreases when the materials become more felsic so that alkali charge-
balanced Al3+ dominates over Ca+ in rhyolite and phonolite melts (Fig. 18.3). Among the four
groups, phonolite melts have the highest proportion of alkali charge-balanced Al3+ and
tholeiites melts the lowest. In andesitic and tholeiitic melts, all available Na+K is consumed

Image of Fig. 18.2
mailto:http://Earthchem.org
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66318.2 STRUCTURE
for this purpose, whereas there exist some compositions among rhyolites and phonolites
where there is excess Na+K over that required to charge-balance Al3+ (see also Fig. 18.3). This
means that relationships between Al/Si ratio and properties of natural magmatic liquids also
change because of the greater ordering of Al3+ and Si4+ in more basaltic melt compositions
(Chapter 9, Sections 9.3.2 and 9.4.2).

A consequence of the results in Fig. 18.3 is that in the most felsic liquids (phonolite and
rhyolite), about 80% or less of total alkalis serve to charge-balance tetrahedrally coordinated
Al3+, and between 20% and 80% of total Ca2+ serve as network-modifiers (Figs. 18.4 and 18.5).
In less felsic melts such as andesite and tholeiite, alkali metals are never network-modifiers
because Na+K serves exclusively to charge-balance Al3+ in tetrahedral coordination.
A fraction of Ca2+ is also a network-modifier in suchmelts, whereasMg2+ and Fe2+ are always
network modifiers (Fig. 18.5).

Image of Fig. 18.3
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18.2.2 Qn-Species in Complex Systems

The distribution of alkali metals and alkaline earths between charge-balancing and
network-modifying structural positions (Figs. 18.3 and 18.4) leads to the conclusion that
Qn-speciation in natural melts for the most part is best modeled after alkaline earth alumino-
silicate melts. Alkali aluminosilicate structure components contribute only to some rhyolitic
and phonolitic melts. Alkali metals only very rarely serve as network-modifiers in natural
magmatic liquids at ambient and near ambient pressure.

Without exception, the structural data available for alkali and alkaline earth aluminosili-
cate melts are consistent with an equilibrium of Qn-species of the type discussed in Chapter 9
(Section 9.4); see Eq. (9.8). For alkali aluminosilicate melts in the NBO/T-value range less than
unity,>98% of the structure can be described with n¼3. About 95% of the rock analyses used
in this discussion of molten rock have NBO/T<1, which suggests that Q4, Q3, and Q2 are the
principal species in most natural magmatic liquids. To some extent, however, this conclusion
depends on the alkali/alkaline earth ratio, because alkaline earths tend to stabilize more
depolymerizing Qn-species (Chapter 7, Section 7.3).

As alkaline earths rather than alkalis are the principal network-modifying cations in nat-
ural magmatic liquids, we need to consider how these cationsmay affect the equilibria among
the Qn-species. Structural data for CaO-SiO2 and MgO-SiO2 melts do not reach compositions
even as polymerized as NBO/Si¼1 because liquid immiscibility is reached at or before melts
with NBO/Si¼1 in these binary compositions (Osborn andMuan, 1960); see also Fig. 6.1. For
melts withNBO/Si>1, Raman data lead to the suggestion that the abundance of Q3-species is
suppressed compared with alkali silicate melts (Frantz andMysen, 1995). Addition of Al3+ to
any metal oxide melt system drives reaction (9.8) further to the right, because this Al3+

exhibits a strong preference for Q4-species (Mysen et al., 1981; Merzbacher et al., 1990;
Mysen, 1999; Lee and Stebbins, 2000; Cormier et al., 2003; Neuville et al., 2004). This prefer-
ence can also lead to formation of even less polymerizing species, such as Q1 (Mysen, 1999).

The evolution of Qn-species as a function of the overall extent of polymerization, NBO/T,
in magmatic liquids is shown in Fig. 18.6. The results were calculated from all available
structural data from binary and ternary silicate and aluminosilicate glasses, with no consid-
eration of either mixed alkali effects or of how equilibrium (9.8) may be affected by temper-
ature. It is evident from the overall topology of the speciation data (Fig. 18.6) that, when
considering magmatic liquids, the general evolutionary trend of the Qn-species resembles
those seen in the simplest of melt compositions (Chapter 7, Section 7.3; Fig. 7.17).

It is clear therefore, from existing data that the three dominant species are Q4, Q3, and Q2

with minor fractions of Q1-species. Most likely Q4- and Q3-species dominate in rhyolite and
phonolite melts, whereas Q2 species are more significant in andesite and less felsic magmatic
liquids. In all melts, Al3+ resides primarily in Q4 structural units.
18.3 PROPERTIES

A large experimental database of melt and glass properties and mineral/melt equilibria
has been developed. Some of these data have been used to create empirical models describing
and predicting properties. However, use of empirical models without theoretical basis to
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model properties of melts outside the range of compositions used to formulate the model
must be exercised with great caution.

From the information discussed in the previous chapters, qualitative and sometimes semi-
quantitative comments can be made on how the structure and properties of natural melts can
be correlated. Some principles will be presented here. Purely empirical models based on
regression of properties as a function of oxide composition will not be discussed unless
the results of such regression can be evaluated in melt structural terms.

Application of property data from chemically simple systems to magmatic liquids raise
such questions as mixing of multiple network-modifying cations, which in principle require
consideration of the so-called “mixed alkali effect” (Day, 1976) (see also Chapters 6 and 7), the
nature of charge compensation of tetrahedral Al3+, and the extent to which these cations are
distributed between charge-balancing and network-modifying roles. These effects can result
in variations in physical properties that cannot be explained in terms of simple endmember
mixing models and that occur whenever either alkalis or alkaline earths compete for specific
sites in silicate melts (Yap and Elliott, 1995; Habasaki et al., 1995; Park and Cormack, 1999).
Existing simulations and experimental data, however, are insufficiently detailed to be applied
quantitatively to natural silicate melts. Substitution of Al3+ for Si4+ and variations in the type
of cations utilized for charge-compensation offer a series of property and structure variations
that may be relevant to our understanding of magmatic liquids (Chapters 8 and 9). Similar
observations can be made for solution of various volatiles (Chapters 14–17).
18.3.1 Chemical Properties

In some cases, such as melting and crystallization of complex silicate systems at or near
ambient pressure, reasonably successful semiempirical models for natural systems have been

Image of Fig. 18.6
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proposed (Ghiorso and Sack, 1995). We emphasize that the latter model, commonly termed
MELTS, is not based on structural information. Thus, it is not possible to discuss liquidus
phase relations calculated by MELTS in such structural terms. Calculation of liquidus phase
relations in terms of known structural components rarely has been carried out and to our
knowledge never for natural magmatic compositions.

Thermodynamic modeling of activity-composition relations in hydrous systems have been
employed to compute melting temperatures and solubility of H2O in chemically complex
systems (Burnham, 1975; Burnham andNekvasil, 1986). Perhaps surprisingly, however, such
models have not improved greatly since they were first proposed. So, even though data from
chemically simple systems provide qualitative and semiquantitative guidance as to what to
expect in chemically more complex systems (Mysen, 2014), quantitative information often
requires direct experimental studies.

18.3.1.1 Melting and Crystallization

In a compositional environment such as natural rocks, initial melting occurs at tempera-
tures often hundreds of degrees lower than those where the last vestiges of crystalline mate-
rials disappear. Characteristically, five or six different crystalline phases coexist with melt at
the solidus. These then disappear, typically one by one, at specific temperatures as temper-
ature increases, until no crystalline phases are left at the liquidus.

Both solidus and liquidus temperatures are sensitive to chemical composition, SiO2

content, Si/Al and Fe/Mg ratios being the dominant composition variables. At ambient pres-
sure, both solidus and liquidus temperatures decrease as a sample becomes increasingly
SiO2-rich, so that the solidus temperature of a basalt is in the 1100–1200°C range, whereas that
of rhyolite or granite composition is in the 850–950°C range (Thompson, 1972; Fujii and
Kushiro, 1977; Gibbon and Wyllie, 1969; Piwinskii and Wyllie, 1970).

The temperature interval between initial and complete melting for basalt compositions is
on the order of 200°C at ambient pressure (Yoder and Tilley, 1962). It is <150°C for felsic
systems such as granite (Piwinskii and Wyllie, 1970). In basaltic systems, an additional
variable with serious effects on melting temperatures is the Mg/Fe ratio, governed by
ferromagnesian minerals such as (Mg,Fe)SiO3 (pyroxene) and (Mg,Fe)2SiO4 (olivine) in
the temperature interval between the solidus and liquidus (Yoder and Tilley, 1962). In felsic
systems such as rhyolite, granite, and related compositions, the Si/Al and alkali/alkaline
earth ratios are the principal compositional factors determining melting temperatures
because quartz (SiO2)/plagioclase (NaAlSi3O8-CaAl2Si2O8) are the dominant minerals in
equilibrium with melts between the solidus and liquidus (Piwinskii and Wyllie, 1970;
Piwinskii, 1973).

Melting and crystallization of magmatic rocks change with pressure. The pressure–
temperature trajectories have positive slopes. The temperature difference between the solidus
and liquidus also varies (Fig. 18.7) in response to changes in the mineral assemblages in
equilibrium with the melt as a function of increasing pressure. For example, crystalline
aluminosilicate materials such as feldspars (KaAlSi3O8, NaAlSi3O8, and CaAl2Si2O8), where
Al3+ substitutes for Si4+ in fourfold coordination, transform to crystal structures with Al3+ in
sixfold coordination in the multigigapascal pressure range ( Johannes et al., 1971; Boettcher
et al., 1984). As a result, both the volume and enthalpy of melting, ΔV and ΔH, vary. There-
fore, from the Clapeyron equation:
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dP=dT¼ΔH=TΔV, (18.1)

the slopes of the solidii and liquidii will also change. Additional variations in the solidus and

liquidus temperature-pressure slopesmay take placewhen the pressure gets sufficiently high
to result in coordination transformations ofAl3+ andSi4+ in themelt (see alsoChapters 5 and9).
However, those pressures are higher than the pressures of the analogous transformations
found for crystalline materials, and typically are not encountered until between 5 and
10GPa. Such structural changes would not, therefore, affect the solidus and liquidus curves
in Fig. 18.7.

Addition of a chemical component to a system results in changes in melting phase
relations. In simple systems that melt congruently, the temperature depression of liquidus
temperatures is a simple function of the activity of the added component and the enthalpy
of fusion of the crystalline phase in question:

ln aX ¼ ΔHfusion=R
� � � 1=Tð Þ� 1=Toð Þ½ �, (18.2)

where x is the added component and ax its activity, ΔHfusion is the enthalpy of fusion of the

congruently melting phase, To is the melting temperature (K) of the pure phase, and T is the
melting temperature when the new component is added.

When this component is a volatile species such as H2O or CO2, its activity in the melt is
governed by both its solubility (Chapters 14–17, and see also Section 18.3.1.4 following)
and its interaction with the silicate components in the melts. Such an interaction, in turn,
affects the activity of volatiles in the system. An example of this phenomenon in complex
melts such as basalt is provided by volatiles that exist both in a molecular form and in units
bonded to the silicate structure. Themost notable examples are H2O andCO2, which can form
OH and CO3

2� groups via interactions with the silicate structure (see Chapters 14–17).
In magmatic liquids, H2O is by far the most important volatile component. When present

during melting of silicate materials, water can depress the solidus temperatures by >500°C,

Image of Fig. 18.7
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whereas the effect on the liquidus temperature is considerably smaller—perhaps 100–150°C
for basalt (Fig. 18.8). The magnitude of these effects is sensitive to the bulk chemistry of the
sample, because the bulk chemistry governs both solubility and solution mechanisms of
dissolved water (see Chapter 15, Section 15.4.4, and Chapter 16, Sections 16.3–16.5). In
general, the solidus temperature depressions of felsic systems such as granite or rhyolite
are considerably greater than in basalt because the ratio OH/H2O is also greater (Lambert
and Wyllie, 1972; Allen et al., 1975). The nature of the reactions resulting from stabilization
of OH groups also depends on the bulk composition of the melt. In hydrous systems, isolated
metal-OH groups likely are more common basalt than in andesite or rhyolite melts, because
the stabilization of such complexes is related to the overall SiO2 content and to the proportion
of alkali metals relative to alkaline earths (Xue and Kanzaki, 2004, 2008; Cody et al., 2005).
18.3.1.2 Crystal/Liquid Equilibria

Element partitioning between minerals and melts is another area subject to considerable
effort because this knowledge is central to the characterization of the evolution of igneous
rocks. Partition coefficients (element concentration in mineral/element concentration in
melts) can vary widely, however, as a function of melt composition (e.g., Watson, 1977;
Jurewicz and Watson, 1988; Libourel, 1999; Jaeger and Drake, 2000; Walter, 2001; Toplis
and Corgne, 2002; Mysen, 2007a,b, 2008). An example with rare earth partitioning between
garnet and magmatic liquids illustrates the effects of melt composition (Fig. 18.9). The activ-
ities of high field-strength cations in silicate melts are in fact often simple functions of SiO2

content (e.g.,Watson andHarrison, 1983; Ellison andHess, 1986). In the experiments reported
by Ellison and Hess (1986), melts of differing SiO2 contents were equilibrated with respective
crystalline oxides so that by definition, the activity of the oxides was equal to unity. The de-
creasing solubility with increasing SiO2 concentration in the melt (Fig. 18.10) indicates in-
creasing activity coefficient of the three oxides as their SiO2 concentration increased. This
solution behavior, and therefore activity-composition relations, may also be affected by the
stabilization of oxyanion complexes involving these high field-strength cations (Mysen,
2012, 2015). The extent to which oxyanion complexes will form is governed by the major el-
ement composition of the melts.

Image of Fig. 18.8
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It follows that the activity-composition relations depend on melt composition and there-
fore on structure. To a first approximation, it has been proposed that melt polymerization,
NBO/T, can also be used to quantify effects of composition of partition coefficients
(Mysen and Virgo, 1980; Thibault andWalter, 1995; Jana andWalker, 1997; Jaeger and Drake,
2000). The necessary NBO/T values may be calculated provided that the proportion of
tetrahedrally coordinated cations (T-cations) is known. However, there is no unifying
relationship between partition coefficients and the NBO/T of the melt. These relationships
are sometimes linear functions of NBO/T (Mysen and Virgo, 1980; Jaeger and Drake,
2000), but more often they are not (Watson, 1977; Jurewicz and Watson, 1988; Colson
et al., 1988; Libourel, 1999; Kushiro and Mysen, 2002; Mysen, 2007a,b); see also Fig. 18.11.
Moreover, the functional form differs, even for relatively similar cations (in terms of charge
and ionic radius), such as Fe2+ and Mg. Given that the (Fe2+,Mg) solid solution in olivine is
nearly ideal (Olsen and Bunch, 1970), these variations likely reflect different and nonideal
solution behavior of Fe2+ and Mg in the melts.

It is likely that there exist relations between partition coefficients and NBO/T of the melt
because most cations in silicate melts are network-modifiers. The exceptions are Si4+

(Chapter 5), Al3+ (Chapter 9), Fe3+ (sometimes, see Chapter 11), Ti4+ (sometimes, see
Chapter 12) and P5+ (most of the time, see Chapter 13). Network-modifying cations exhibit
a preference for nonbridging oxygen in individual Qn-species in silicate melts and, some-
times, even for specific nonbridging oxygen locations in the melt structure (Chapter 7,
Section 7.3.2).

One would expect that the activity/solution relations of such elements, and therefore their
mineral/melt partitioning, would reflect the abundances of Qn-species whether in simple or
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indicate qualitatively similar trends with NBO/T, but exhibit much more scatter because both silicate composition
and temperatures vary over the NBO/T range investigated.
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natural systems. Moreover, the Qn-speciation in melts also varies with Al/Si ratio (Chapter 9,
Section 9.4.2). Such structural features can be seen in exchange equilibriia between coexisting
melts and crystalline materials at constant temperature and pressure, for which the principal
exchange equilibrium of two components, i and j, is written:

i meltð Þ+ j meltð Þ, i mineralð Þ+ j meltð Þ: (18.3)

The exchange equilibrium constant then is:
K
Crystal=melt
D i�jð Þ ¼ ai crystal

� � � aj meltð Þ
ai meltð Þ � aj crystal

� � , (18.4)

where ai(mineral/melt) is the activity of i in the mineral/melt. Now, the exchange equilib-

rium constant is proportional to the activity coefficient ratio of components, i and j, in the
melt:

K
Crystal=melt
D i�jð Þ ¼ constant � γi meltð Þ

γj meltð Þ , (18.5)

provided that solution of the elements in the crystalline material is Henrian or Raoultian, in

which case the activity coefficient ratios in the crystal are unity.

There are several examples of how variations in Qn-species abundance resulting from
variations in alkali/alkaline earth or Al/Si abundance ratios governs exchange equilibria,
such as in Eqs. (18.3), (18.5). First, the Fe2+-Mg olivine/melt exchange equilibrium coefficients
and NBO/T of the melts in the eight-component system K2O-Na2O-CaO-MgO-MnO-FeO-
Al2O3-SiO2 evolve as a parabolic function of NBO/T (Kushiro and Mysen, 2002)
(Fig. 18.12). The activity coefficient ratio of Fe2+ and Mg in the melt should exhibit a similar
form in Fig. 18.12, but would be offset relative to the exchange coefficient by the value of the
constant in Eq. (18.5). Notably, at least in simple silicate systems, the Q3-abundance evolution
with NBO/T of the melt resembles that of the exchange equilibrium coefficients. One might
suggest therefore that this Q3 evolution may, at least qualitatively, govern the shape of the
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curves in Fig. 18.12. In addition to metal/(Al+Si) ratio (Fig. 18.12), other variables that
can also change the NBO/T of the melt include Fe3+/ΣFe (Section 11.4.2). This means that
variations in the iron redox ratio might also cause variations in crystal-liquid partition coef-
ficients, and therefore in activity-composition relations of solutes in silicate and aluminosil-
icate melts. Such features have indeed been foundwhen dissolving divalent transition metals
(e.g., Mysen, 2007a).

Structural data from simple binary and ternary silicate systems indicate thatwhenmultiple
network-modifying cations exist, they sometimes exhibit a preference for specific types of
nonbridging oxygens. Here, the cation with the largest ionization potential (Z/r2) shows this
preference in the most depolymerized silicate structures (see Chapter 7, Section 7.3.2). An
example would be coexisting Na+ and Ca2+ (Lee and Stebbins, 2003). Such effects can also
be observed in crystal/liquid partitioning, which, of course, is a direct reflection of how cation
preferences affect activity-composition relationships in melts, as long as the activity coeffi-
cient ratio of the pair of elements, i and j, does not vary with chemical composition. This effect
is particularly evident when the overall melt structure comprises mostly Q4, Q3, and Q2 units.
This means that with increasing alkaline earths/alkali ratio, the Qn-speciation equilibrium:

2Q3 ,Q4 +Q2 (18.6)

shifts to the right with increasing Na+/(Na++Ca2+). In this system, the Ca2+ likely bonds to a

nonbridging oxygen in Q2 and less polymerized species, whereas, owing to steric hindrance,
Na+ tends to bond to a nonbridging oxygen in Q3 species. The exchange of Ca2+ for Mg2+

(Fig. 18.13A) will then be affected because the smaller cation, Mg2+, likely will show prefer-
ence for the most depolymerized Qn-species over Ca2+. Given that the abundance of the
relevant nonbridging oxygens also is affected by the Na/(Na+Ca) ratio, the exchange
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equilibrium coefficient for Ca2+ and Mg2+ becomes dependent on this ratio even though the
overall melt polymerization is constant, as is temperature (in the case of Fig. 18.13A, 1350°C at
ambient pressure).

There are at least two additional compositional (and, therefore, structural) variables that
affect the activity coefficients of network-modifying cations. These are the Al/(Al+Si) and
Fe3+/ΣFe ratios (Mysen, 2007a,b). The former will have an effect because an equilibrium such
as (18.6) shifts to the right when it increases (Mysen et al., 2003); see also Chapter 9,
Section 9.4.2. In other words, increasing Al/(Al+Si) affects equilibrium (18.6) in a manner
analogous to decreasing the alkali/alkaline earth ratio, thus affecting olivine/melt exchange
equilibria (Fig. 18.13).

All the compositional variables discussed in this section are encountered in magmatic
liquids and all do, therefore, affect activity-composition relations of any solute added to such
a melt system. Only some cations have been examined experimentally (Kushiro and Walter,
1998; Kushiro and Mysen, 2002; Toplis, 2004; Mysen and Shang, 2005; Mysen, 2007a,b), but
very likely the behavior of all will be affected.

18.3.1.3 Redox Relations of Iron

The redox ratio of iron is important because it is not only a probe of the redox conditions
under which it was fixed, but also a factor affecting the structure through the distinct roles of
Fe3+ and Fe2+ (Carmichael and Ghiorso, 1990; Kress and Carmichael, 1991; Cottrell and
Kelley, 2011). Although the matter has already been discussed in detail in Sections
11.2–11.4, it may be convenient to present again the main points of interest in this chapter.

The structural role of Fe3+ and Fe2+ in complex melts in many ways resembles those
observed in simple systems (see Chapter 11). Results obtained with Fe K-edge X-ray absorp-
tion spectroscopy (XANES) of natural glasses are consistent with the average coordination
number of both Fe3+ and Fe2+ between 4 and 6 (Wilke et al., 2005; Metrich et al., 2006; Giuli
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et al., 2012); see also Fig. 18.14. The average Fe2+ coordination number is very near 5, whereas
that of Fe3+ is somewhat lower, but still above 4, which indicates that in a mixed coordination
environment, at least some of the Fe3+ in these materials actually occupies coordination
numbers >4.

The speciation evolution of ferrous and ferric iron seen for peralkaline silica-rich glasses
has been reported for both rhyolite and more mafic basalt compositions (Fig. 18.14)
(Metrich et al., 2006). Notably, however, from relationships analogous to those of
Fig. 18.14, the average coordination numbers of Fe2+ and Fe3+ in basaltic glasses are about
20%–25% higher than in rhyolitic, more silica-rich glasses (Metrich et al., 2006).

There exist also a number of determinations of the redox state and structure of Fe2+ and Fe3+

inmagmatic liquids as a function of temperature, pressure, and oxygen fugacity (Wilke, 2005;
Metrich et al., 2006; Giuli et al., 2012; Zhang et al., 2015). The influence on redox state of water
dissolved in natural magma has also attracted attention (Moore et al., 1995; Baker and Ruther-
ford, 1996;Gaillard et al., 2001; Botcharnikov et al., 2005; Schuessler et al., 2008) aswell as other,
oftenminor, components suchasTiO2,B2O3,P2O5, F, andH2O(Toplis et al., 1994;Botcharnikov
et al., 2005; Maia and R€ussel, 2006; Borisov et al., 2013; Cochain et al., 2012).

Variations of the proportions of all those oxides can induce changes in redox ratio at con-
stant temperature, pressure, and oxygen fugacity, just as in simple melts (see Chapter 10,
Section 10.4). Therefore, ever since the first experiments of Kennedy (1948) and Fudali
(1965), the importance of knowing the iron redox ratio of natural melts and glasses has
motivated efforts to predict it as a function of temperature and composition. The first model
seems to be that of Lauer (1977) and Lauer and Morris (1977) not only for Fe, but also for Ce
and Cr, whose redox states were measured by electron paramagnetic resonance. The compo-
sition dependence of the activity coefficient of oxygen ions in simple silicate liquids was
related empirically to the ionization potential of network-modifying cations. However, no
attempt has been made to extend such a formalism to more complex compositions.

A purely empirical approach was initiated by Sack et al. (1980) and expanded upon by
Kilinc et al. (1983) and Kress and Carmichael, 1991. In these treatments, it was assumed that
the effects of oxygen fugacity and temperature on the redox ratio do not depend on compo-
sition and that, at constant T and fO2

, the redox ratio is an additive function of oxide concen-
tration. The expression they fitted to available and new redox data for melts of geochemical
interest ranging from mafic to felsic was thus:

ln xFe2O3
=xFeOð Þ¼ a ln fO2

+ b=T + c+
X

dixi, (18.7)

where x designates an oxide mol fraction; a, b and c are constants; and the di are specific

parameters for SiO2, Al2O3, “FeO,”MgO, CaO,Na2O, andK2O. Inmost cases,multiple regres-
sion, using oxide compositions to express c, has been employed (Sack et al., 1980; Kress and
Carmichael, 1991; Jayasuriya et al., 2004). Attempts by using regular solution modeling also
have been reported ( Jayasuriya et al., 2004; Borisov, 2010). Another alternative involves
multiple regression of the distribution of nonbridging oxygen in melts associated with the
various network-modifying cations (alkalis and alkaline earths) (Mysen, 1987).

There are, however, objections to the assumptions made in these models. These assump-
tions are, for example, inconsistent with the nonlinear dependence of redox ratio on total iron
content (see Chapter 10, Figs. 10.13 and 10.14). Besides, network formers and modifiers
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should influence the redox state in differing ways as has been documented in simple binary
metal oxide-silicate systems (e.g., Virgo et al., 1981). When the “FeO” content is not small,
variations of the redox state are, in addition, synonymous with changes in melt polymeriza-
tion, oxygen activity, and energetics of the redox reaction. All such factors make it difficult to
neglect the influence of composition on the variation of redox state with temperature and
oxygen fugacity, which is indicated by other data for higher temperatures or lower oxygen
fugacities. Models have been proposed that utilize Margules parameters to account for the
deviations from ideality ( Jayasuriya et al., 2004; Borisov, 2010). However, it is not clear
whether they may be applied for chemical compositions outside the range within which
the calibration was performed.

To distinguish the effects of network-forming and -modifying cations, Mysen (1987)
modified Eq. (18.7) as follows:

ln xFe3+=xFe2+
� �¼ a ln fO2

+ b=T + c+ d Al= Al+ Sið Þ+ e Fe3+=Fe3+ + Si
� �

+
X

fixi,
�

(18.8)

where xi designates theNBO/T value pertaining to the network-modifying cation i. Although

a better fit to the input database of Kilinc et al. (1983) was obtained in this way, this model has
not been extensively used in the literature. As already stated, probable reasons are the need
for structural information and the iterative nature of the calculation due to the fact that the
model is a function of both FeO and Fe2O3 contents.

As described in Chapters 10 and 11, deviations from the nominal 0.25 value of the coeffi-
cient, a, in Eqs. (18.7), (18.8) are a measure of nonideal mixing of Fe2+ and Fe3+. Such devia-
tions are also observed for natural melts. Onemay, of course, try to copewith thermodynamic
nonideality via the choice of components such that the stoichiometry coefficient remains close
to 0.25. Kress and Carmichael (1988) used in this fashion FeO and FeO1.464, the latter being
thought to reflect a fundamental aspect of the structure of natural melts. The equation:

ln xFeO1:464
=xFeOð Þ¼ 0:232 ln fO2

� ΔH +
X

Wixi

� �
=RT +ΔS=R, (18.9)

was then fitted to a data set complemented by new measurements made at very low oxygen

fugacities.

Effects of pressure on redox ratio, Fe3+/Fe2+, were incorporated by Kress and Carmichael
(1991) as part of a study of the compressibility of Fe-bearing melts. This is necessary because
the partialmolar volumes of FeO and FeO1.5 differ, which implies a pressure of effect on redox
relations of iron in silicate melts (Chapter 10, Section 10.4.2). Kress and Carmichael (1991)
reanalyzed some of their previous results and, abandoning Eq. (10.16), reverted to
Eq. (10.14) to which they added pressure-dependent terms:

ln xFe2O3
=xFeOð Þ¼ a ln fO2

+ b=T + c+
X

dixi

+ e 1�T0=T� lnT=T0½ �+ f P=T + g T�T0ð ÞP=T + hP2=T,
(18.10)

where e, f, g, and h are fit parameters and T0 (1673K) a reference temperature. These various

models have been tested by Nikolaev et al. (1996). In spite of their differences, they were
found to give similar results, with typical deviations of 0.03–0.05 from the measured redox
ratios. Less reliable predictions were observed for felsic melts of the andesite-rhyolite series.
Eq. (18.10) remains the most commonly used for calculating the iron redox ratio of magmatic
liquids.
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As tested by Partzsch et al. (2004) with new measurements, the latest models of Kress and
Carmichael (1991) and Nikolaev et al. (1996) generally reproduce the observed Fe3+/Fe2+ ra-
tios to within 0.05. Deviations of up to 0.1 are nonetheless observed, particularly for felsic
compositions or strongly oxidizing conditions. The fact that composition effects are averaged
out in complex systems ensures the interest of the predictions, but at the same time prevents
them from being made outside the composition range on which they were calibrated. The
paradox is that further progress will require better understanding of basic mechanisms to
be achieved from the study of simple systems to which current models cannot be applied.

The M€ossbauer study of an aluminosilicate melt by Jayasuriya et al. (2004) illustrates this
point. A definite interaction was detected between Fe2+ and Fe3+ whose neglect is the reason
why available models do not work well at low iron content. In a development of ln (xFeO1.5/
xFeO) of expression (18.7), Jayasuriya et al. (2004) thus included a regular solution interaction
term derived from their results. In this very simple way, they showed how models could
account for the dependence of the redox ratio on total iron content. This method was also
employed by Borisov (2010).

Several experimental studies have focused on the effects of dissolved H2O on the redox
ratio of iron in magmatic liquids. Notably, no effect was reported for basalt and other
depolymerized melts (Moore et al., 1995; Wilke et al., 2005; Botcharnikov et al., 2005). For
more silicic composition, however, increasing H2O concentration tends to result in increasing
Fe3+/ΣFe (Baker and Rutherford, 1996; Schuessler et al., 2008; Lesne et al., 2011); see also
Fig. 18.15. In this respect, the effect on the redox ratio of iron resembles that of an increased
alkali content in similar melts (Giuli et al., 2012). Increasing Fe3+/ΣFe with increasing water
concentration (and water activity) is consistent with the conclusions discussed in Chapters
11 and 15 that an increasing proportion of H2O dissolved results in depolymerization, which
is known to correlate positively with Fe3+/ΣFe.
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18.3.1.4 Volatiles in Magmatic Liquids

In natural melts, the most important volatiles are H2O, CO2, and sulfur species. Even in the
case of water, however, our understanding of its effects in natural melts often is incomplete
and not quantitative. This most likely results from the fact that the complexity of its solution
mechanisms has yet to be fully appreciated because of restricted compositional ranges of the
melts investigated. From the existing experimental studies of water solubility in binary and
ternary silicate and aluminosilicate melts, the major compositional variables (see Chapter 15,
Sections 15.2 and 15.3).

WATER

Water solubility in simple and complex melts increases systematically with increasing
pressure until the second critical endpoint is reached (Paillat et al., 1992). Silicate-rich fluids
can no longer be distinguished from hydrousmelts beyond this point, which varies from near
1GPa and near 1000°C for a rhyolite felsic melt (Bureau and Keppler, 1999) to near 5GPa and
near 1400°C for a basalt composition (Kessel et al., 2005). Below these pressures water
solubility in complex melts (as in simple melts) increases systematically with increasing pres-
sure (Zhang, 1999; Lesne et al., 2011); see Fig. 18.16A. It has first a negative temperature
dependence at low pressure before gradually shifting to a positive one at higher pressure
(Holtz et al., 1995; Shishkina et al., 2014). The water solubility also depends on all the com-
positional variables reported in simple systems (see Chapters 14 and 15). This relationship
is illustrated for a range of SiO2 contents of complex natural melts, where it is clear that water
solubiluty at given temperature and pressure does indeed increase with SiO2 content
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(Shishkina et al., 2014) (see also Fig. 18.16B). Furthermore, the nature of the network-
modifying cations can have significant effects. In fact, even an increase of the Na/(Na+K)
ratio results in increased water solubility in granitic melt compositions (Dingwell et al.,
1997) (see Fig. 18.17A). This is further illustrated in Fig. 18.17B, where Dingwell et al.
(1997) increased the alkali contents at the expense of SiO2 for alkalis changing from Cs to
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Li in a haplogranitemelt composition. There is a very clear positive correlation betweenwater
solubility and the ionization potential of the added alkali metal. However, when alkali metals
are exchanged with alkaline earths (e.g., Ca+Mg for Na+K as seen in Fig. 18.17C), the water
solubility, at least in a phonolite composition (essentially that of an alkali-rich and aluminous
granite) actually decreases (Schmidt and Behrens, 2008) (see Fig. 18.17C). Finally, as noted by
Dingwell et al. (1997), in felsicmelt thewater solubility increaseswith increasing peralkalinity
and increasing peraluminosity from a minimum value near the meta-aluminosilicate melt
(Fig. 18.17D). This trend is similar to that observed in simple ternary aluminosilicate melts
(Mysen and Acton, 1999).

The speciation of dissolved water is a systematic function of melt and glass composition,
temperature, pressure, and total water concentration (see Chapter 15, Section 15.2 and
Eq. 15.1). In natural, complex magmatic glasses, equivalent relationships have been reported
(Dixon et al., 1995; Ohlhorst et al., 2001; Mandeville et al., 2002; Lesne et al., 2011); see
Fig. 18.13. The proportion ofmolecularH2O in complex glasses increaseswith total water con-
tent, more rapidly than that of OH groups (Fig. 18.18). Again, this is the trend already seen in
various binary and ternary systems (see Chapter 16, Fig. 16.3). Interestingly, for given total
water concentration, the proportion of OH groups in rhyolite glass is considerably greater
than that in the less polymerized basalt compositions (Fig. 18.18). This is also the same rela-
tionship as seen in compositionally simple systems (Le Losq et al., 2015). The proportion of
OH groups in hydrous glass also increases as the glass becomes increasingly polymerized
(Deubner et al., 2003); see also Chapter 15, Fig. 15.3B. These differences probably are mini-
mum values, at least for hydrous basalt glass, because the OH/H2O (molecular) ratio in-
creases with temperature, is that quenched in at the glass transition temperature, and the
glass transition temperature of hydrous basalt likely is greater than the glass transition
temperature of hydrous rhyolite.
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A number of models have been proposed to compute water solubility in magmatic liquids
(Spera, 1974; Burnham, 1975; Dixon and Stolper, 1995; Moore et al., 1998; Duan, 2014; Lesne
et al., 2011) although most of these are limited to the ranges of conditions of their input data.
With the exceptions of the models developed by Stolper and coworkers and by Burnham
(1975) (which incorporated thermodynamic data for simple aluminosilicates), all these
models are largely empirical and based on limited solubility data (see Zhang, 1999, for a
review). Their broader applicability cannot be tested rigorously, so we will restrict ourselves
to the approach developed by Silver and Stolper (1985, 1989) and Dixon and Stolper (1995).

The advantage of this model is its potential for rigorously characterizing water solubility,
thanks to its structural foundation. It takes advantage of the fact that water dissolves partly as
molecular H2O and partly as OH groups,

H2O meltð Þ,O meltð Þ+ 2OH meltð Þ, (18.11)

where O(melt) denotes oxygen without distinguishing between bridging and nonbridging

oxygens. By fitting spectroscopic data of the proportion of molecular H2O and OH groups
in silicate glasses, and combining those results with an evaluation of the equilibrium between
water as molecular H2O in melts and H2O in coexisting fluid, Dixon and Stolper (1995)
reproduced the water solubility in a range of chemically simple as well as more complicated
natural basalt melts (Fig. 18.19).

This model requires experimentally determined concentrations of OH groups and molec-
ular H2O at high temperature and pressure, which were derived from glasses in the earliest
applications (e.g., Silver et al., 1990). The OH/H2O ratio depends, however, on temperature
above the glass transition, but how these variations may affect the water solubility in mag-
matic liquids is not known (Chapter 15) (see also Dingwell and Webb, 1990; Nowak and
Behrens, 1995, 2001; Shen and Keppler, 1995; Sowerby and Keppler, 1999). Moreover, the
model assumes that the partial molar volume of H2O in silicate glasses and melts is the same,
which is not borne out by measurements and analyses, even though a range of values has
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recently been reported (Silver et al., 1990; Ochs and Lange, 1997, 1999; Richet and Polian, 1998;
Richet et al., 2000; Mysen, 2002; Le Losq et al., 2015; Bouhifd et al., 2015).

Even though the Stolper solution model has the potential to characterize the solubility of
water in natural magmatic liquids, much additional experimental data are needed before it
can be usedwith confidence for all melt compositions. It thus carries more promise thanmore
recent empirical models (Moore et al., 1998; Liu et al., 2005; Lesne et al., 2011) or thermody-
namically based models where numerous fitting parameters are needed, absent comprehen-
sive thermodynamic data (Burnham, 1975; Duan, 2014; Ghiorso and Gualda, 2015). In this
case, as for other difficult situations, first-principles calculations could represent the most
powerful approach. Following the calculation of the SiO2-H2O phase diagram and of the
associated water solubility (Ottonello et al., 2015), all available solubilities have been
reproduced with a surprisingly good precision (Ottonello et al., 2018).

MIXED H2O-CO2

The fluid species in the COH system are CO2 and H2O under conditions more oxidized
than those of the quartz-magnetite-fayalite oxygen buffer. In such systems, the water and car-
bon dioxide solubility in melts varies as a function of the CO2/H2O ratio. The solubility of
CO2 is only a fraction (<10%) of that of H2O under equivalent conditions except for very
silica-deficient and Ca-rich magmatic liquids, such as basanite ( Jendrzejewski et al., 1997;
Botcharnikov et al., 2005; Shishkina et al., 2014). Moreover, the CO2 solubility at any temper-
ature and pressure is quite sensitive to bulk composition (Brey and Ryabchikov, 1994) and
decreases rapidly as a complex melt becomes increasingly polymerized (decreasing NBO/T)
(Brooker et al., 2001; Guillot and Sator, 2011); see also Fig. 18.20. This solubility is a positive
function of NBO/T in a similar manner as in chemically simpler systems (Chapter 16,
Section 16.3.1). Of course, other variables such as the proportion and type of network-
modifier likely are also important, but experimental data relevant to such questions do not
appear to be available.
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The carbon speciation in complex glasses and melts can also be described with the simple
equilibrium described for chemically simpler systems in Chapter 16, Eqs. (16.1a), (16.1b):

CO2 +O2� ¼CO3
2�, (18.12)

where O2– is an expression of oxygen activity, CO2 denotes molecular CO2 and CO3
2� species
linked to the silicate structure (Pearce, 1964; Brey and Ryabchikov, 1994; Pan et al., 1991).
From the scarce temperature- and pressure-dependent variations of equilibrium (18.12),
the speciation ratio, CO2 molecularð Þ=CO3

2�, appears to increase with both temperature
and pressure (Nowak et al., 2003; Guillot and Sator, 2011).

The solubilities of both CO2 and H2O are systematic functions of the CO2/H2O ratio in
melts equilibrated with mixed CO2+H2O fluid (Fig. 18.21; see also Tamic et al., 2001). Both
volatile components do affect the silicate structure and in additionmixing of the two volatiles
affects their respective activities (Fogel and Rutherford, 1990; Tamic et al., 2001; Behrens et al.,
2004; Botcharnikov et al., 2006; Shishkina et al., 2010; Iacovino et al., 2013; Duncan and
Dasgupta, 2014). Solution of H2O results in depolymerization (Chapter 15, Section 15.3),
which tends to enhance CO2 solubility (Chapter 16, Section 16.3). On the other hand, decreas-
ing the CO2/H2O ratio results in decreasing CO2 activity, which leads to a lowered CO2

solubility. These two contrasting mechanisms together result in a wide CO/HO range where
the CO2 solubility in hydrous melts is relatively insensitive to CO2/H2O. This feature is,
however, dependent on total pressure (Botcharnikov et al., 2006).

These features in silicate-COH melt systems will, of course, vary with redox conditions
because the carbon species in COH systems changes as the hydrogen fugacity is increased
(Kadik et al., 2004, 2006; Mysen et al., 2011; Stanley et al., 2014). Reduced carbon is less soluble
than CO2 in silicate melts and likely will exhibit different relationships to mixing in the COH
system. However, details of such information for natural complex magmatic systems are not
available.
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SULFUR

Sulfur solubility in magmatic liquids has been studied fairly extensively, in particular for
mafic liquids, because such information has some bearing on economically viable sulfur de-
posits, as well as on the stability of sulfur species in hazardous waste environments (Katsura
and Nagashima, 1974; Buchanan and Nolan, 1979; Wallace and Carmichael, 1992, 1994;
Mavrogenes and O’Neill, 1999; Metrich and Mandeville, 2010; Backnaes and Deubener,
2011; Yang, 2012; Gorbachev and Bezmen, 2012). The solubility follows the same principles
as determined for simpler systems (see Chapter 16, Section 16.4) although the extent of this
effect from changing pressure, temperature, composition, fS2 and fO2

differs in simple and
complex compositions.

The sulfur solubility is sensitive to sulfur speciation and silicate composition, whether un-
der hydrous or anhydrous compositions. As in the case of chemically simple systems, the
more mafic (less polymerized) a melt, the greater is the sulfur solubility (Fig. 18.22). Just
as for simple systems (Chapter 16, Eq. 16.13), one can write an expression that relates
SO4

2� formation in the melt to the activity of oxygen, aO2�, or the proportion of nonbridging
to bridging oxygen, as first proposed by Papadopoulos (1973). So the higher the oxygen
activity (less silicate polymerization), the greater is the sulfur concentration at saturation.
Analogous expressions may be written for sulfide (Chapter 16, Eq. 16.19), so that we may
write an expression for coupled sulfur and oxygen fugacity relations (Fincham and
Richardson, 1954), which applies equally well to natural melt compositions:

0:5S2 gas
� �

+O2� meltð Þ¼ 0:5O2 gas
� �

+ S2� meltð Þ: (18.13)

This reaction also accounts for the link between sulfur solubility and fugacity of both

sulfur and oxygen (see also Buchanan and Nolan, 1979; Backnaes and Deubener, 2011).
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In many ways, one may simplify the solution equilibria for oxidized sulfur in magmatic
liquid to that between a simple sulfur oxide, SO2 or SO3, and a sulfate, SO4

2� species (see also
Eq. 16.16).

SOx meltð Þ+O2� meltð Þ, SOx+ 1
2� meltð Þ: (18.14)

Given that in general oxidized sulfur exists as 6+ (Wilke et al., 2011), x is equal to 3 in

Eq. (18.13).

The activity of oxygen, O2� (melt), can be controlled by composition where the more
depolymerized a melt, the greater the activity of O2�. This can be accomplished, for example,
by increased proportion of network-modifying cations such as alkalis and alkaline earths
(Liu et al., 2007) (see also Fig. 18.23) or by increasing the amount of dissolved H2O
(Moune et al., 2009).
18.3.2 Physical Properties

Transport and volume properties are physical properties of complex magmatic liquid sys-
tems and their glasses (see, e.g., Bottinga et al., 1982; Richet et al., 2000; Giordano and
Dingwell, 2003; Goto et al., 2005; Ni et al., 2011; Hack and Thompson, 2011; Di Genova
et al., 2013; Bouhifd et al., 2015). A number of models of both volume and transport relation-
ships have been proposed (Bottinga et al., 1982; Lange and Carmichael, 1987; Kress and
Carmichael, 1991; Knoche et al., 1995; Hess and Dingwell, 1996; Hui and Zhang, 2007).

18.3.2.1 Volume Properties

Molar volume (density) information is critical for our understanding of magmatic processes
in the earth, as density driven buoyancy differences govern energy and mass transport in the
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earth’s interior. Following the seminalwork byBottinga andWeill (1970),measurements for the
most part have been carried out so as to extract partial molar volumes, thermal expansion, and
compressibility of oxide components in the melts (see previous discussion) with a smaller sub-
set of data focused on detailed studies of behavior of specific oxides or small groups of oxides
(e.g., Dingwell and Brearley, 1988; Kress and Carmichael, 1991; Lange and Carmichael, 1987).

For melts containing all the major components in natural magmatic liquids, Bottinga and
Weill (1970) concluded that the molar volume, V, of a melt (with the exception of Ti-bearing
melts) can be described with an additive expression:

V¼
Xi

i¼1

Xi �Vi, (18.15)

whereXi is mol fraction andVi is partial molar volume of oxide, i. In this treatment, the partial

molar volumes of the individual components are considered independent of melt composi-
tion. Thermal expansion and compressibility were considered constant and are therefore
independent of composition, temperature, and pressure.

The experimental input data to an equation such as Eq. (18.15) are in general agreement
(Bottinga et al., 1983; Lange and Carmichael, 1987; Knoche et al., 1995). However, there
may be some variation in the partial molar volume of Al2O3 (as well as thermal expansion
and compressibility) because of the different structural forms (including different charge-
balance, triclusters, etc.—see Chapter 8, Section 8.4.2) (see also Lange and Carmichael,
1987; Bottinga et al., 1982, 1983). There are also issues with temperature-dependent volumes
such as for TiO2, which can undergo coordination changes as a function of temperature (and
TiO2 concentration) (see Chapter 12, Section 12.5.2). For example, whereas the Lange and
Carmichael (1987) data were obtained with chemically complex melts resembling natural
compositions, Bottinga et al. (1982, 1983) used data from simple binary and ternary melt
systems to develop a database and algorithms that could be used to calculate molar volume
and thermal expansion of natural silicate melts. The latter treatment has the advantage in that
effects of individual oxides, and in particular those that require charge-compensationwhen in
tetrahedral coordination (Al3+, Fe3+, and P5+), could be more clearly identified.

At constant temperature, the molar volume in this treatment is:

V¼
Xi

i¼1

Xi �Vi +XK Vc +XK

X
j

Xj �Kj

X
j

Xj

0
BB@

1
CCA, (18.16)

where Vc is a constant, j represents components Al2O3 as well as possible charge-

compensating cations Na2O, K2O, MgO, CaO, and FeO, XK is the mol fraction of an oxide
requiring charge-compensation, and Kj are constants associated with components j. This
treatment does, therefore, take into account effects of bulk composition and, in particular,
the role of Al2O3. There is also an exponential term needed to account for thermal expansion,
but this will not be discussed here.

Themolar volume of natural magmatic liquids shows distinct distributionwithin tholeiite,
andesite, phonolite, and rhyolite melts where the volume maxima increases the more felsic is
the melt (Fig. 18.24A). The average molar volumes for each group of melt follow the same
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trend (24.2�0.8, 25.9�0.8, 27.9�1.1, and 27.9�0.5cm3/mol for tholeiite, andesite, phonolite,
and rhyolite melts, respectively). Expressed in terms ofmolar volume as a function of NBO/T
of the melts, it decreases systematically with decreasing degree of melt polymerization
(Fig. 18.24B), a trend resembling those observed in binary metal oxide melt systems
(Chapter 6, Section 6.4.1). This evolution is due to the fact that partial molar volume of
nonbridging oxygens is lower than that of bridging oxygens (Bottinga and Richet, 1995).

The volume relationship of natural magmatic liquids does show a spread of about
1cm3/mol for any NBO/T value (Fig. 18.25). So even though the main control on volume
likely is the proportion of nonbridging oxygens, other factors such as alumina content and
the type of charge-compensation of tetrahedrally coordinated Al3+ also contribute. However,
a simple relationship between volume and Al/(Al+Si) ratio alone does not show much of a
correlation even at constant bulk melt NBO/T, because the nature of the charge balancing has
important influence on the partial molar volume of Al2O3 in melts, a feature seen clearly in
volume relationships of ternary aluminosilicate melts (Fig. 18.24C; see also Chapter 8,
Fig. 8.27). An additional refinement relates to the observation that most, and perhaps all,
of Al3+ resides in Q4-species in natural melts (see also Chapter 9, Section 9.4.2, for detailed
discussion of Al3+ distribution among structural units in aluminosilicate melts). Finally,
the proportion of nonbridging oxygen in each of the Qn-species of themelt differs. As the par-
tial molar volume of each of the Qn-species must be different, any variation in Qn-species
abundance driven by different network-modifying cations (i.e., mixed alkali effects) or
Al3+ charge-balance will cause the molar volume to change.

Pressure affects molar volume because of compression of intertetrahedral angles, even
without coordination transformation of tetrahedrally coordinated cations. Intertetrahedral
angle compression necessarily is the most pronounced in the three-dimensionally
interconnected Q4 network structures. Furthermore, intertetrahedral angles are more com-
pressible with charge-balance by alkali metals as contrasted with alkaline earths, as seen
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in the different compressibilities of aluminosilicate melts along the NaAlO2-SiO2 and
CaAl2O4 joins (Chapter 9, Section 9.4.2). These differences imply that felsic magmatic
liquids such as andesitic and rhyolitic compositions are more compressible than more
depolymerized and mafic basalt or peridotite magmas.

Thermal expansion is affected in an analogousmanner. Felsic (SiO2 rich and lower NBO/T
values) magmatic liquid shows greater thermal expansion than basalt and peridotite compo-
sitions. Furthermore, basalt melt is more compressible than peridotite melt (Fig. 18.25)
because of its considerably higher polymerization, with NBO/T values in the 0.8–1.0 range,
as compared with >2.

Solution of water in silicate melts and glasses has profound influence on the density of the
material (Ochs and Lange, 1999; Richet et al., 2000). Provided that the partial molar volume of
H2O in solution in magmatic liquids can be determined accurately, the molar volume, and
therefore density, can be calculated accurately with equations such as Eqs. (18.15), (18.16).

Perhaps somewhat surprisingly, the partial molar volume of H2O dissolved in such melts,
and most certainly in glasses, commonly has been concluded to be independent of melt com-
position and water concentration with a value near 12cm3/mol (Richet and Polian, 1998;
Ochs and Lange, 1997; Bouhifd et al., 2001). However, composition-independent partial
molar volume appears somewhat unlikely, because the water solubility is indeed composi-
tion dependent and solubility and partial molar volume are related.

Transport Properties

Rheological data are needed to assess how the structure of natural silicate melts governs
their viscosity. One could accomplish this goal bymeasuring the viscosity of all possible types
of magmatic liquids, or models may be developed with which melt and glass viscosity could
be calculated. An early and successful approach to this problem was the model by Bottinga
and Weill (1972). More recently, often empirical models follow many of the original princi-
ples, but rather than using assumed structural components for which a viscosity contribution
was derived (Bottinga andWeill, 1972), simple combinations of oxide components commonly
have been used (Baker, 1996; Hess andDingwell, 1996; Giordano andDingwell, 2003; Hui and
Zhang, 2007). In a more advanced form with temperature and fragility as additional param-
eters, Giordano et al. (2008) presented a comprehensive empirical model, which can also
incorporate effects of water on melt viscosity.

In the early viscosity model of Bottinga andWeill (1972), it was assumed that the viscosity
of a silicate melt can be expressed as an additive function of the mol fractions of their oxide
components, Xi, within narrow ranges of their concentration (10mol%):

η¼
Xi

i¼1

Xi �Di, (18.17)

except in the case of Al3+ where aluminate components were used and an equivalent fraction

of charge-balancing cations was subtracted from the appropriate oxide. TheDi is a regression
coefficient obtained by fitting viscosity melt data from a variety of chemically simple systems.

A fundamental question about the Bottinga and Weill (1972) model, and for that matter
analogousmodels, is whether melt viscosity is additive. In other words, are theDi coefficients
independent of melt composition? In light of more recent work on melt viscosity (see, e.g.,
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Toplis, 1998), constant Di values are not likely to be accurate. This is in part, at least, because
the structural roles of metal cations, and for that matter components such as Al3+ and Fe3+,
likely can serve in multiple structural roles where their exact behavior varies with bulk com-
position, temperature, and pressure.

A fairly comprehensive viscosity model (in terms of the size of the experimental database
for model calibration) is that of Giordano and Dingwell (2003, 2004) with subsequent refine-
ments in 2008 (Giordano et al., 2008). The input data are experimental measurements for
natural compositions, which carry the potential of canceling composition effects, as is, of
course, also true for other similarmodels.Moroever, thismodeldoesnothave a structural basis
either, so it should be usedwith care.Wewill nevertheless use calculated viscosities of natural
melts with this model, to develop a sense of how the viscosity of magmatic liquids varies.

In the Giordano and Dingwell (2003, 2004) model, viscosity is related to a number of fitting
parameters, c2, c2, and c3, together with a composition variable, SM:

log η¼ c1 + c2c3= c3 +SMð Þ½ �, (18.18)

where c1, c2, and c3 are the parameters derived by least-squares fitting. The SM is the molar

oxide sum, Na2O+K2O+CaO+MgO+MnO+FeOtotal/2. The fact that SM does not contain
contributions from either of the major components forming the aluminosilicate tetrahedral
framework of the melt structure, SiO2 and Al2O3, is cause for concern, because the concentra-
tion of these two oxides are important factors inmelt viscosity (Chapters 6 and 8). Most likely,
their influence is hidden in the complex nature of the c1–3 parameters.

Viscosity in the 1200–1600°C range was calculated with the Giordano and Dingwell (2003,
2004) model to derive a high-temperature activation enthalpy of viscous flow, ΔHη, with the
assumption of an Arrhenian viscosity. This assumption is generally correct for anhydrous
magmatic liquids at ambient pressure above the liquidus (Bottinga andWeill, 1972; Giordano
et al., 2008). However, when both low- and high-temperature viscosity is taken into account,
there are significant deviations from linearity (increasing melt fragility), which tend to be-
come more important the more depolymerized and mafic the magmatic liquid (Richet,
1984; Giordano et al., 2008); see Fig. 18.26. The latter evolution is understandable because
in more mafic melts there is increased alkaline earth/alkali abundance ratio and also a
broader range of Qn-species.
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69118.3 PROPERTIES
The activation enthalpies of high-temperature viscous flow for tholeiite, andesite, pho-
nolite, and rhyolite melts from the high-temperature viscosity calculation are shown in
Fig. 18.27. The maxima in the enthalpy distribution of individual groups cover about
50kJ/mol with, broadly speaking, an increase in both the maximum values and in the av-
erage activation enthalpies as the melts become more felsic (average ΔHη¼135�3, 142�5,
146�5, and 167�7kJ/mol, for tholeiite, andesite, phonolite, and rhyolite melts,
respectively).

The calculated activation enthalpy of viscous flow of these natural melts decreases as an
exponential function of NBO/T, with the most rapid decrease in the NBO/T range between
about 0 and about 0.3 and amuch slower decrease as theNBO/T increases further (Fig. 18.27).
This trend is similar to that of high-temperature activation enthalpy of viscous flow of melts
along binary metal oxide-silica joins where ΔHη is nearly independent of metal/silicon ratios
above 0.3–0.5, depending somewhat on the nature of the metal cation (Bockris et al.,
1955, 1956).

There is considerable scatter in the ΔHη trend, in particular for intermediate melt compo-
sitions such as those of andesite and phonolite (Fig. 18.27). This scatter in part results from the
significant proportions of Al3+ found in natural melts. Alumina causes distinct reductions in
ΔHη (Riebling, 1964, 1966; Toplis et al., 1997). In particular, the activation enthalpy of viscous
flow of phonolite melt has a maximum value of about 20kJ/mol, which is lower than that of
rhyolite melt, even though the NBO/T distribution in the two groups is nearly the same
(Fig. 18.1). This conclusion is consistent with observations from simple aluminosilicate

Image of Fig. 18.27
http://Earthchem.org
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systems where there is a negative correlation between Al/(Al+Si) and the high-temperature
activation enthalpy (Riebling, 1966; Toplis et al., 1997; Webb et al., 2007). Interestingly, the
activation enthalpy is more sensitive to Al/(Al+Si) for andesite than for phonolite melts,
probably because a larger fraction of tetrahedrally coordinated Al3+ is charge-balanced by
alkalis in phonolite than in andesite melt (Fig. 18.3). We also note that at nearly constant
Al/(Al+Si) the scatter in theΔHη versusNBO/T is considerably reduced. The remaining scat-
ter in Fig. 18.27B is probably related to the fact that, even in binary metal oxide systems, the
high-temperature activation enthalpy of viscous flow also depends somewhat on the type of
network-modifying cations (Bockris et al., 1955, 1956). In natural melts, there are several
different network-modifying cations (for the most part Ca, Mg, and Fe2+).

VISCOSITY, PRESSURE, AND TEMPERATURE

The extent to which temperature-dependent viscosity of volatile-free magmatic liquids
deviates fromArrhenian variations at ambient pressure seems governed by composition vari-
ables similar to those observed for simpler systems (Chapters 6 and 8, Sections 6.4.2 and 8.4.2,
respectively). This means that in the context of the configurational entropy model of viscosity
(Richet, 1984), for example, as structural contributions to the entropy of mixing increases, the
greater is the deviation from Arrhenian viscosity. One can accomplish such changes by ex-
changing alkaline earths for alkalis, changing from alkali to alkaline earth charge-balance
of tetrahedral Al3+, and decreasing the SiO2 concentration of melts. Such structural and com-
positional evolutions are those that occur when considering viscosity changes from a felsic
rhyolite to a mafic melt (Fig. 18.26).

The effect of pressure on silicatemelt viscosity is quite dependent on silicate composition and,
in particular, on the degree of melt polymerization, NBO/T (Scarfe et al., 1987). In general,
whether for simple system or complex melts, the viscosity increases with pressure for
depolymerized melts such as, for example, basalt (Persikov et al., 2015). On the other hand, for
more felsicmelts such as dacite, andesite, and rhyolite composition, the viscosity increases upon
applicationofa fewgigapascals ofpressure (Liebskeet al., 2003;Ardia et al., 2008;Hui et al., 2009).

VISCOSITY AND WATER

Solution of water in silicate melts results in rapid decrease of melt viscosity (see, e.g.,
Chapter 14, Section 14.4.2). Such effects increase with decreasing temperature and with
increasing degree of melt polymerization. Deviations from Arrhenian viscosity (increasing
melt fragility) are positively correlatedwithH2O content because of an increase of the entropy
of mixing in hydrous as compared with anhydrous melt (Mysen, 1995). Increased water
concentration also results in decreasing glass transition temperature and an increase in the
configurational heat-capacity change across the glass transition temperature (Bouhifd
et al., 2006; Di Genova et al., 2014).
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